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I, The Magnetir FhtTcft in Meters and other Electrical

iMtruiHenis, B\f Albket Camtbell, B.A^*

IN all eleotrlcal measuring iastramenta in which the de-
flecting or controlling forces are electromagnetic, the

magnetic fluxes and fields are of great importance, and yet
there spom to be no tahles published which give even rough
iiiea^iiieiiK'nts of tliosc, th(» result being that many people

who aro thoroughly expert in the use of instruments have

uo idea whatever of the order of magnitude of the maguetic
flozeB oconrring in the Tcrj commonest instraments. In
Older, therefore, to fill this gap to some extent, I have
recently carried out a series of experiments on the subject^

and although the list of instruments thus tested is not very
extensive or complete, I have been able to include in it a
good mnny of tin* more faniih'ar type«. As individual instru-

iiierits of the t>ame typo vary -onicwhat aiiiuii;4>t themselves,

it would liave been waste ol" time to have aimed at great

ftoonnic^ in i^ese measnrements. Accordingly, whilst guard*
iiig agamst large errors in general, I have heen content in

one or two cases with resaltd which only indicate the order

of magnitude of the qnantitjr measured.
In moft caj^cs tho quantity determinod has been B, the

magnetic flux density or iiiitiiher of induciiun-tubes per square

centimetre sometimes through iron, sometimes through air.

• Oommunicated by tlio Fhjaical Soeietj; xmd Oct 36, 1608.

FhL Mag. S. 5. Vol. 47. No. 2b4. Jan. 1899. B
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8 Mr. A. Campbell on the Mkffnetie Fluxes in

In some cases 4>, the total flax, was measured, and for several

of the meters determinations of the power loit in ibeir varioas

parts were also made.

Methods of measarinff B.

Method I. Except when the fluxes were alternating, the

method used was the well-known way with a ballistic galvaoo*

meter. A search-coil in circatt with* the galvanometer either

had the flux suddenly reversed in it, or was palled qnickly

out of the field. For many of the experiments small and
very thin search-coils had to be used. For instance, in one

ot" thn meters, the available air-^^ap was only 1 milliTn. arross.

The bobbins of the«o siniill coils were made by cementing
together one ur more round mirro8cope cover-ghisses between
larger strips of mica for the ends ; they were wound with

from 10 to 200 turns of silk-covered copper wire of 0*075

millim. diameter. Mnch thicker wire was used when it was
desirable to hare the resistance of the galvanometer-circuit

low. The smoothness of the mica cheeks allowed the coils to

be withdrawn from position with the necessary quickness.

FljT. 1.

The galvanometer was calibrated from time to time by means
of a stantbird pair of coils whose mutual inductanco was
accurately known. As the measurement of small Huxes by
ibe ballistic method presents no difficulty, and requires only

ordinary instrnments, further description is needless.

Mbthod II. When, however, the small fluz is an alter-

nating onOi the voltage set up in the search-coil is more
diflicQlt to measure; accordingly two special methods were
hero used. In the more accurate of the^e two methods

the search-coil Q (fig. 1), through which the tlux was made
to pass, instead of being in circuit with a balhstic galvano-

meter, was joined directly to a resistanoe-coil R, laid along

one set of junctions of a minute thermopile Th, which last

was connected with a sensitiTe indvanometer G. The re-

sistance-wire was of manganin (siSc-covered) and was placed

t4pn|r the jnqctions so as to be non-inductivey and to avoid
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Meiers and other Eledrietd InttrumefUs, 3

producing oddy-currents. The thermopile coii.'«if*tf*d of ten

pairs of thin iron and nickel wires each 7 niillini. long.

,

These metals were chosen as their thermo-electric lines are

far apart^ and almost parallel to one another.

Some years ago the writer showed (Proc. Roy. Soc. Bdin.
Joly 1887) that a thermopile used thns could give a fairly

acouraie measurement of the corrRnt through the resistance*

wire, the nltimate deflexion beino; proportional to the square

of this current. Hence, for a given frp^juency, the mean
square of the P.D. at the terminals ot the search-coil was
proportional to the deflexion. Each time it was used the

combination was calibrated in the following manner :—

A

measured cnrrent of 1 ampere from the alternating sapply
circuit nsed was passed through a non-inductive resistance of
0*2 ohm, and the resulting P.D. of 0 2 \o\t was applied to

the ends of the resistance R, From the observed deflexion

of the galvanometer the mean square of the volts per division

was found*. In all crises when the search-coil was in circuit

the frequency n was observed, being measured by a frequency-

teller. If the resistance of the search-coil be negligible, and
if the flax follows the sine law, we hare

where
i'2 = voltage shown by galvanometer,

. M =s frequency.

Nf s number of turns in search* coil,

area of search-coil.

and

B s Vmean square B.

The other method, which was by means of a telephone,

was a rougher way, and will be described below.

In Table I. are given some of the results obtained in the

case of the simpler instruments, the third column giving the

resistance of the instrument, the fourth column its full load,

and the fifth the mean value of B at that load. A< far as

possible the positions from wliicli tlie mean value of B were
obtained were chost n so as to give an idea of the working

flux-density, and except where otherwise stated the values

given refer to full load.

* Tli(> t}icriii()])ile m*>t1iod of mMaiutDg SDUill voltAgM is HOW ia use

m the (JermoQ iieicUsaustdit.

B2
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Mr. A. Campbell on the Ma^ndU Fl%a$$ in

Tablb L

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

10.

17.

18,

19.

Name.

Siemens Blaebrodydsmometer.

Kelfiti AiiiixT.'-IlUanco

Bifiliir MiiTDi- WuitoMter (after

Dr. FlemiiiL^).

Ayrton and Mather D'Arsonval
Qalvanotnoter.

Wedton Voltmeter

Davie* Voltmeter (Muirhead) ...j

Evorshed Ammetor
Ayrton and Perry HagmQfing 1

Spring Voltmeter. J |

Richard Recording Ammeter
Doliro Volfmotor
Nalder Voltmotor

Anv Tangent Oalranomet^r

Kelvin Astatio Mirror Qmlvano-

1

meter. J

Brerabed Oluiuiieter» Old Type . .

.

New Xypa...

Campbell Frequency -Teller

Bell Telephone (double pole)

Ayrton and Perry Variable In-

1

ductance Standard. j

Staiidanl Inductance Ooii 1

(L=02heiicy. J

Resistance,

v/nms.

Full B (mean).

0-5S

0-0156

058

4 amps.
20 ampj.
10 ampii.

80
18
05

0-0078 50 amps. 55

824
'

450

74 !

481
'

0-2 volt

3 volts
ion Afntta

870
400
TOO

ao ! 18Tolto H90O
7x10-5

56
586

500 amps.
15 volts

40 volte

l>ea,=46«

080
76
70

0-28

18^000 cm
•e***«

(600)

(lo;) volts)

(liUO voltP)

(0 2 amp.)

(about 0-2)

(about 10)
280
9000

(1 amp.) 20

10
j

(1 amp.)

As ilio numbers in the above Table throw an mteresiing

light on the behaviour of many of the instruments it seems

desirable to discuss them more fally in order.

(1) Siemens K/ectrodynamometer,—^Measiirenir'nts taken at

the middle and the top of the swiiif^nng coil (of 4 turns) in

diredion yierpondirtilnr to tho plane of thf^ fixed coils gave

B=12U aud -U) r» ^|)CM'tivrly for the thin coil, .ind B= 21 and
10 for the thick. It will be seen that when the tiiick coil is

used the deflect!ug iield in quite comparable with the earth's

aeld.

This, of coarse, introdaoes an error with direct onrrents

unless care is taken to place the instrument so that the

direction of the earth's field is at right angles to that of the
deflectinf]^ fiold, and in the proper sense, i, e. with the instru-

ment iuokiii;^ cast or west ac-'u-iling to the diroction of the

cui'i"»'nt in the swinging coil, i liu above results ahow that

the uuiximum variation at 15 amps, introduced by wrong
placing (viz., due to a 6eld eqnal to twice that of the earth,

or 0*36) would be about 2*5 per cent, of the mean deflecting

field. This was ^ eiifiod by placing the electrodynamometer on
|t well-levelled turntable, and connecting its thick coil with a
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Meters and other Electrical Instruments* 5

quite steady source of coutinuous current by meaus of twisted

flexible leads* In Table II. are shown the yaloes of the
current indicated by the instrtinient when turned into various

positions, the first cohiinn giving the direction towards which
the iront was turned in each case.

Table 11.

Apparent Variation from
Diiectioa« Amperes. Minimttm.

N. . . . 1500 0

W. . , . 15-20 l-37o
S. • • . 15-32 2-1 7o

1-3 7os. . . 15-20

It ^v^ll Tip sopn that tho extreme variation in 'I'i per cent.,

whicli a^irecs (N\iiliin tlic limits of error of the instrument)

with the 'l b per cent, variation deduced from the observed

fields. For lower currents the variation is much more, being

in the inverse ratio of the current. With the thin coil the

field due to the fixed coil is so much stronger that the Taria*

tion is slight except at the very lowest currents.

The thick coil had 7 tarns and an area of about 46 »q.

centini., and the tijtal Ttiaxinunii flux at full load was found
to be 1850, giving nuan Bi^40. At fidl lond the jiowcr

wasted is 6*2 watts and 9*3 watts for the thick and tliiu coils

respectively.

(2) Kelvin Bahnee.—The total flax through the central

space of the coils was got by wlndiug the searoh-ooil round
the supporting pillar, and taHng throws by reversing the

current. The resultant flux was about 1600 (for full load).

Ey the astatic arrnn<rement of the swinirinjr coils the insira-

nienr is made iiKlcpfiuloiit of the eartli^s lield. The self-

inductance is aKout O OOlti henry.

(3) Bijiiar Mirror Wattmeter.— Tlii» instrument has ranges

up to 50 or 100 amperes at 10 volts and upwards, file

numbers given refer to the fixed series coil. WiUi direct

currents it is clear that precautions have to be taken to elimi-

nate the etfects of the earth's field.

(4) ITArsonval Galvanometer.—Thi- was a ballistic one

(made by Pan!) with a jiurrow swingiii;^^ coil of the Ayi tun-

Mather type. Tlic ii ;;iven in the Table is that in the air-

gap in the neighbourliood of the moving coil ; it would seem
to he sufficiently great to be practically- unaffected by the

Diagnetism of the earth. Besides, as it is an instrument for

use in a fixed position, it is only the effect of variable ex«

temal fields that need to be taken into account. This point
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6 Mr. A. Campbell on the Maffmtie Flu^ttt in

will be disoiuaed a little farther on. To get an Idea €»f bow
the flnx in the steel varies from point to nolnt along the

annnlar magnet, an experiment was made with a ring-magnet

of rectanganr section, having an air-gap as shown in fig. 2.

A small 55Parrli-('(>il which could only jn«f flip alono; thf*

muffuei was moved by jerks into ^tucossivc positions, and the

corresponding changes in the flux were caiculiUed from the

throws on u ballistic gai\anometer in circuit with the coil.

Fig. 2 shows the result, the radial hreadth of the shaded

part being drawn proportional to the flu in the steel at each
position. Fig. 3 is a similar diagram for an ordinary bar-

magnet. In the ring-magnet the available air-gap flnz was
less than one third of the maximum flux at on.

(5) Wf$toii Voltmeter.—It will ho noticed that B in the

air-;Tn{) ofthis initrumeut is very lii^h, viz. Tliis niiirht

lead one to suppose that the earth's field would have uo
perceptible effect on its readings, but it must be remembered
that tno flnx induced in a piece of iron or steel in the earth's

field is nsnally very many times greater than the fiux in air

due to the earth alone. This can be easily shown by connect-

ing a coil with a ballistic galvanometer and reversing the

coil with regard to the oarth's field first by it-^'lf and then

with a soft iron core in it. The throws of the galvanometer

wi!l be t'liormously increased by the presence ol" the core.

To hnd liuw tar the earth's field affected the flux, in a perma-
nent magnet with a moderate air-gap, a coil was wonnd nnon
the ciromar one shown in fig. 2, and was connected witn a
gslvanometer. The magnet was then turned round so as to

quickly reverse the action of the earth's iiorizontal field upon
it. The resnlting throw on the nrnlvanometer showed that the

maxininm B in the s-teel, which was ahont r>(U)(), was only

chanfTod hy 3 lines per sq.cm,, i.e. by less than O'l per oent.

The behaviour ot the Weston magnet tallies with this, for w hen

the instrument} with a steady voltage on its terminals, was
turned round to fiuse each point of uie compass, no change
in the reading could be detected, although the scale could he
read to about 1 in 1000*.

(fi) Davies Voltmeter.—In this instrument one side of the

rectangular moving coil moves in a narrow cylindrical air-

gap between specially shaped pole-pieces of a strong perma-

nent magnet. It gives a maximuiu angular defiexion of

about 210°.

(7) JSverihed Ammeter.—^A coil of 6 turns magneiisea
two small pieces of iron with a movable piece between them,

* At ProfcMor Ajrton*s guggestion I have re-tested the ini.tnmait it

Die higher readii^ wd hare detected s vatiatiQD of about 0*1 per cent
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MfUtM oxid other Kl^irkal Instruments* 7

B was mMnmd at aboat the end of one of the fixed pieces

where the movable piece faces it.

(8) Ayrton and Perry Magnifying Spring Voltmeter.—The
Firiall iron fiibe, which is Furroiinded by a coil and pulled

down by it, is 7'2 centiin. \oi\}i. nnd the iron has a portion of

about ()'12 sq. oentini. The iiuniber given in tlio table is

the average B in t/ie iron tor the whole length ot" the tube

for a load of 15 volts, t. e, 0*8 of fall load.

Fig. 2.

(9) Richard RecoidiiKj AminiUi.—'lhU has two solid iron

cores (each 4 sq. centinis. cross-section) round which the

current is carried by a single turn of co])|)or strip ; an iron

arn)ature carrying the pointer is attracted by these cores. B
M as measured' between one core and the armatnre. It will

be seen that the total fins is large ; thns a strong deflecting

foice is obtained which makes the friction of the recording

pen of less acconnt, bnt on the other hand much error from

nystereMS comes in.
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8 Mr. A. Campbell on the Magnetk Ftttaei in

(iu) DoUw VoUmeiir."^B.ere a thin wire of softinm is

drawn down into a solenoid. The value giyen is for the hollow

core of tlie coil (including the wire).

(11) balder Voltmeter,—In this a small piece of soft iron

moves in the magnetic fiold prodnced by a coil outside it.

The number in the table is lor the middle of the space within

the coil.

*N Tatiyetd Galvanometer.—When the deflexion ss45°,

ibe lesoltant field search's field-i-coa 45**

-:*0-26 (in London).

(13) Kdmn Asiatic Mtrror Gahanometer.^The galvano-

meter was made very sensitive and almost unstable by means

of tlio controlling ma<inet. The mean control field (for this

condition) was fonnd hy measuring its sensitivity and com-

paring it with that when the earth's field alone was used.

The deflecting field lor would be less than 0'00002, and

depends on tbe degree of asiaticisui of the suspended magnets.

(14) Everthed Ohmmeter—(Old type; polarized, asbilic).

) The nnmber given is a rough approximation to the B due to

the shunt-coil alono at 100 volts. About the middle of the

scale tlic field due to the series-coil would have the yame value.

(15) Kvershed i^hmmetcr— (New typo, with soft iron

needle). The B given is that due to llu* slmnt-coil alone (at

200 volts). It is clear that the earth's field cauuot introduce

much error. In any case the errors due to exiemal fields

can be eHminated (as tbe makers direct) by reversing the

cnirent and taking the mean of the rcadiiiji^fs.

(16) Campbell Frequenetf^TeJler.—The B is measured
between the vibrating strip and the attracting pole of the

electromagnet. It will 1n' ^^cn that only a qnite moderate

field is required to throw the s|iri!ipj into stroi)<;- vibration

when it is adjusted to the right leugth lor rosoiiauce.

(17) Double Pole Bell Tdephone,—The diaphragm was so

dose to the poles of tbe permanent magnet as to form an
almost closed magnetic circuit. A small search-coil was
wound round one of the pole-pieces (ai ea =0*24 sq. Gentim.)^

and tbe diaphi-agm was tlien laid in its place. A throw of the

galvanometer was ^ot by pulling off both the diaphragm and
the scarch-coii. Thus the flux-density given refers to the

pole-pieces.

(l8) Ayrton and Ferry Variable Standard of Self-Indue-

tance.—^Wiih the pointer at 0*038 henry, the total flax within

the inner wooden oobbin was about 5200 for 1 ampere.

(19) Self-Inductance Standard (L=s0'20 henry).—This
was a coil of 1158 turns of insulated copper wir(^ (diameter
1*24 millim.), the outer diameter of tbe ooil being 22 oentim.
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Meters and oUier £lecirieal Jntlrwmnig, 9

and ihe height 1) centiin. The B given in the table 1:^ the

average for the whole croM-oeetion of the coil at the middle

of its height. The total flux corresponding to this was i7,500.

B nt the coiitro of this cro>s-?Pction was 53.

Ill addition to the instnuiKMits already discassed, experi-

ments were nUo nuulc uix>n a number of meters of different

types, some being for direct, and some for alternating

currents. As somo of ihe types ysltj in oonstraoiion from
year to year, a few words of description in each case will make
the reenlta clearer.

Amn WiUt-hour Meter (1894 type).—Range to 50 amps,

at 100 volt?:. Two pendnlnm?', onch carryinnr slitint-coils,

nre nctrd on by series-coils under tliem, one iM-inir nceflerarod

and tlie otluT n'tnnlod. With both series and -htiui-currents

passin^r (ut lull load) the mean li between the hxed and
movalSe ccnls was aboai 70.

Fraper WatUhour Meter,—^Bange to 10 amps, at 100 volts.

A meter of Uie Feeler'' type, in which the shunt and series

coils form an ordinary wattmeter, whose deflexions are
inton^ratod at interval-. The mean B was meaSDred as near
the centre of the Bhuutr-coil as possible.

At full load B s 63,
With shont^cnrrent alone • . B =s 13,

With series-current aione . . B s£ 50.

Uookham Direct- Cun'fint Ampere-^aur J/«<er.**Bange to

100 amps. A small disk, surrounded by mercury which
carries the cnrront. i< cut tu i* »• by part of the magnetic Hux
from a strong jiennancnt magnet (of cross-s«clion 7'5 sq.

centim.). The disk ia tlnis caused to turn. On the same
spindlo is a brake disk ot eom>er (5*4 ceutim. diameter),

which is also cnt by a part of tne flnz from the same perma-
nent magnet. Unfortunately it was not possible to take the

meter to pieces^ so the drivmg Hux could not be measured.
By slipping a search-coil along the permanent magnet, the

total leakage wa- found to be over 2B,000 lines. The tot^d

hntke flux passes through the di>k at tour aii -;^a)ts, two and
two in series, and has a value ot about 5UUU lines. The
^ pole-pieces which direct the tlux Lave cross-sections of

l*o3 centim. each. In two of tbem the iron near the air-gap

is turned down so as to leave only a thin neck of about 0*12

Bq* centim. cross-section. This is supposed to increase the

permanence of the flux. At these necks more than i of
the total flux leaks from the iron. W^hether they increase or

diminish the permanence seems quite nneertairi. The mean
flux deofiity at the tour air-gaps was found to be about 1U2U.
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10 Mr. A. Campbell on the Magnetic Flujces in

The power spent in the meter at full load = 12*8 watts.

The power spent in turning the spindle (at 2-2 revolutions

ppr second) with full load was measured by tbe method
(I) de.^cnlipd b<^]ow, and \\r)"' found in Ijc O'OIG watts*.

Hence the ctbcieiu'v of th*- nu-ttT a.v a nio(or= 0-i2b per cent.

/ Kelvin Ampere-hour Mtlt r.—Range to GOO amperes. In
this a thin irou core, kept bi^bly magnetized bj a shonl*

current, is drawn down int<i a SMenoid which carries the main
onrrent. The solenoid had 6 turns (t. e, 3()00 ampere-turns

at full load), and was abont 16 centim. long. At fnll load

the flux density at the lower end of the solenoid was over

250. With ilu^ ^hiint-cnrrent alone tbe total flux through the

mo\ in*!; coil and cure was about iiljO.

KiiUu Thomson Watt-hour Meier.—Range to 50 amperes
at 100 volta. This meter consists of a small ironless motor, in

which the series-onnent goes through the field*magnet ooils

and the shnnt-eurrent through the armature. On uie arnia.

ture spindle is a brake disk of copper (13*5 centim. diameter],

wLich passes between tbe narrow air-gaps of tbn'e permanent
magnets of the sshapo shown in fi;^. 4. The-o magnets are

often of (lif1^"crent strengths, being clioscn to gi.c the proper

hiake-fon c for each indivi<liial meter. Their pular face? are

.•»U>ut l b sq. centim. The mean B in tbe air-gaps was about

700. By the method of i»Iacing the magnets the greater part

of the flux acts on the brake disk. By slipping a search-coil

along one of the magnets it was found that the total flux at

a was about 150C0, making B about 7000. Of this flu.\

nearly one half remains in the steel as far as the section at

Fig. 4.

Driving jFTuflF.-^AVitbout tbe shunt^cnrrenf the full load

ctirrcnt gives mean B = 130 along the axis of the series-eoils.

Tbe shunl-ciirrent at 100 volts gives a field at ri(:ht angles

to this in v^^l!<•h B = 10. The shunt-current also passes

through a "compounding " coil tixed coaxially iu one of the

* Aiter the author had meASured the raotor-efiicienciet of svvsnJ
meters, M'\ Si(hi» y Kvc ished "rmewnnt anlicipnied him by ftTiiioimrinp

^Institution of KleclruHl lii gineers, Mhv l2tb, 1&98) one or two MUiUar

residto. making no mention, bowerer, ol the method dj which the xesnlu

were oDtuned.
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serieg-coils for the ))iirpo80 of overcoming friction at the lower

loads. The B due to this starting coil abne is about 3.

Thero is a prnall stray ficlil from the series-coils percrjUible at

the brake disk, but as it i« fbsni the part of the tield

due to tlie permanent ina^neis its cticct may b<* iK^nlecteJ.

Effect oj the Eartlis Field.— !Siuce the driving flux density

at full load is only 130, it is clear that at the lower loadd the

rate of the meter may he considerably aSected by the earth's

field. To test this point th(} meter was levelled up on a tarn-

table (as in the case of the elect rodynamometer already

described), and a constant load of 4*625 amperes at 100 volts

was kept on it. The load wa« inensnrcd bv a Kelvin balance

and a reflecting niulticelliilnr volfnipter. The rate of the

meter, t. e. spindle revolutions per watt-secoud^ was theu

determined

(A) with alternating cnrrent

;

(B) with direct cnrrent, the earth's field helping the driving

field

;

(C) the same, with the earth's field o{>|iosing the diiving

field.

Table IIL shows the results of the tests.

Tablr III.

FcMition of Meter. Cunviit Bat**

(A) 1-Wing £a»L ^'^^^JiJ**"! 0C002125

<B) „ Wwfc. Dirrot. O00Q2135

(C) „ East. , Direct. O0002-212

It will be seen from (B) and (0) that by turning the meter
Fonnd through 180** its rate at ^ load ia altered by 3*6 per
cent*, which is exactly what might have been predicted from
the value of B given above. The rate with alternating current

does not lie between the rates (R) and (C) as it ought, bnt is

about 0 5 per cent, slower than (B).

Power Spent in Meter.—The resistance of the series-coil

=^ 0-0066 ohm, and that of the shunt -coil 2030 ohms
;

hence the power spent in heating the coils = 4-4-9= 21*4

watts.

The power spent in aotnally driving the meter (at fall load)

was raeasnred by two methods as follows;

—

(1) An arm of about 10 centim. long was attached to the

spindle of the meter (at right angles to it). With fall load
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12 Mr. A. Campbell on tlu; Magnetic Fiuxet tn

switcbed OD, tlio tangential force / neoesaaiy to bold at reai

the end of tliis arm \i-as nie^'isured by the exteoBion of n apiral
sprinfr which had been calibrated by known weiffhte.

Then
ft

Power (in watte) «10-'./. 2irr. -

whefe

r =s length of arm,

^ = namber of roTolutions per eeoond when the spindle

is free to move.

(2) In tilt' -ccond iiicthod the shunt-circuit nv;is (liscoiiiicctod

and joiiH J Uirtciiv to a sensitive galvuiiojiictcr vsilli u resist-

ance of 12,000 ohms in circuit. A measured current was
sent through the Beriee-eoils, and the spindle was tamed at

about the foil rate. Thns the meter acted as a dynamo and
gave a deflexion on tlie galvanometer. By watching the g^l-

anometer-scnlo it wus not hard to keep this deflexion steady,

nnd from the known calibration of the galvanometer the

voltage |ii\<'ii by the armature wa*« obtained. The tolril

E.M.F. imihiplied i)y the normal ghuni-curreut(U*04y3 amp.^
gave the driving-power.

Method (1) gave for the driving-power at foil load 0*020

watt, whilst method (2) gave 0*021 watt Hence the eflBiciency

of the meter as a motor is only 0*095 per cent.

Hookham Altematinp-Cundent Watt-hour Meter,—BangO to
iri amj)erc« :if 100 volt.s. In tliis meter a solid iron core
I'onnin;! an ahnost clo?ied magnetic circuit is Tnn;jnetizo<l hy
:i slimiL-coil, wliich latter, by rea^^on of it« l;ir;;e mduetance,
cunies a current which lugs beliiiid tlic main current bv
50^ to 60^. A smaller U-e^ped piece magnetized by the

main cnrrent has its poles close to the up}>er pole of the
larger iron core, and oik* of the poles carries a copper screen.

A small alumioiam dink (8*8 centim. in diameter], partly

between the poles, i-^ turned by the rotiry magnetic flnx
thus pro<luced. T\w lir;ik»j force acts on the same disk, and
is due to a tall peniianeut m;i^net about 20 centim. high
(with a narrow air-gap}, as shown in fig. 5.

Brake Flux.—Tne maximum flux in this aiagnet was
found to be near and had the valae 19^620» corresponding
to B=8800. Of this only 4400 lines nlttmately cot the
disk^ much being lost by cross leakage from Q and S to the
Opposite limb. Thus less than \ of the nuixinmm flux is

mndc use of. The mean B between the poles was iound to

be GaO.
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Meier» and other Electrical rnstntfn^nts. 13

Driving Flux.—Th--^ distribution of the < >m?u ii:it eompli-
cated a!tomatin<i fid 1 wai^ tmcf* ! hv tlie tuliuwiiiu in »tho I,

wliicL also gave rough (^uuiuiiiiuvtj resuits. A telepiioue T
Fig. 5.

(fia. G) was arraaged in a circait witb tho aearcli-coil F ami
tha low-re??istaiice strip H K in such a way that the strip
could bo switched out of circuit at will. Ono of tho con-
uexioo^j CO U F y/a^ through a :§iidiug coaUict^ so that the

r; . i',

'
' 1

J4,

' T

U

—

1

'

—

^

resistance of the part in tho telophone-circuit could bo varied
from 0*05 ohm downwards. A current of 1 nmpere wn'>^

maintained in the .strip and was from the alternating circuit

"which supplied the meter load. With the strip out of circuit

tho scarcn-coil was moTed into various positions, and the dis-

tribntion of tlie alternating flnz observed by means of the
sound in tbe telepbone. To measnre tho flux at any position

HK was set to such a value that tbe small P.D. introduced
by it into the telephone-circuit gave a sound of the same
loudness as tlmt frivon when the search-coil wns placed in tho

flux. The absolute values given by this luetliod came out 10
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14 Mr. A. Oampbell on the MagnetUi Fluxet in

to 15 pur cent . too small ; but it provod ;i vciy couveuieiit way
of comparin;^ tlio flux-densities at various positious. It was
thus found tbat wben tbe uiaiii current (lull load) wa^ switched

on in addition to the shnnt-cnrrent, the flax-densUy nnder
tbe middle pole was nearly doubled. The most curious £ict

brongbt to Ught bj the method was tbat across the air-gap of

tbe permanent magnet a considerable alternating flux is in-

duectl, tbe value of B at tbat position being actually about

^ of tiiat botsveon tbe poles of flic s]ini')t-iiian;iiet witb the

shunt-currcut alone. The permuneut magnet forms a kind of

secondary magnetic circuit directing around itself tbe alter-

nating eddy-currents in the disk. Whether this has any
sensible demagnetising effect opon the permanent magnet tlie

writer has not determined.

The flnxes were measured more exactly by the method of

the 8earch*coil and thermopile descriljcd above. Witb shunt
nloiK' tbo root of mean square B was about 5r) in tbe air-gap

and (SOU in tbe iron core just above tbe shunt-bobbin. The
shunt-current at 100 volts (^«56 per sec.) was found to be

O'OiJl ampere. If the current followed a hino curve its maxi-

mum valne would be 0*044. When a direct cnrrent of this

valne was tried the fluxes produced were much larger than those

with the (supposed) etjuivalent alternating current. This is

partly due to the fact tbat the shunt-current does not follow

the sine law, but is no doubt also due to tbe exislence of eddy-
currents in tbe iron core. That these currents even in the

disk spread the flux and reduce tbe iinx-density in the air-gap

was shown qualitatively by placing u .seareii-coil, connected
with a telepnoue, in the air-gap of a rin^ electromagnet

excited by alternating current The sound m the telephone

was lessened when a copper disk was held near thexioil in the

air-gap. The search-coil and thermopile method showed tbat

tbe flux-density had been reduced by b per cent.

To And bow tlie eore-flnx varied witb alteration of tlie

voltage on tbe sbunt-coil, by the same nietli(](l tlie B just

above tbe shunt-bobbin was measured for a number of voltages

from 20 up to lOU volts. It will be seen trom tbe curve in

fig. 7 that B is very nearly proportional to the potential-

difference. In practice it is found that the speed of rotation

is Tery nearly proportional to the voltage.

Fewer spent in Meter.—To approximate to the amount of

power spent by reason of hysteresis when the shunt-current

alone is on, the iron was carried through a cycle by means of

direct current of such amount as to give a maximum B nearly

corresponding to tbat given with alternating current at

100 volts. Tne curve obtained is shown in fig. h.
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16 Mr. A« OuDpbeD om lAe Ma^ndie Fltuet in

From this curve it is not possible to get the exact value of

ihe hystereais ksa, ts tho iron om is noi a anifonnlj mag-
netued oHosed ciromii To get in idet, howeTer, oftlie amount
of tlie power \va~t«l by by^t^eresis, let Qg rappoae that tho

magnehc drcait is oqntTmlent to a tiniform iron rinn; of the

same cro««-«ection as tb" rf^re <jf the shunt-coil, unifoniilv

wonnd with the same number ot t urn« r?, as the «hnnt-ccil *

fcfinyiiiir the same current), and ira\ ' r>eii by a tiux tn^uai to

that ai ihe part of the meter>care for which the curve io fig. 6

Let e as corrent at any moment^

# = section of ring.

Then

H}rstere6as4ofls in joules per cyde

= 10"*ni# X (area of curve)

s 10-8 Xli00x5'7x area

= <H)0114.

at btJ-^ pel* second.

Power spent» 86 x (KN)1U » O OS^ii watt

It was foond by direet measurement tbat tJie actoal power
spent in the meter (with the shont^mrrent alone) was far

larger than this. Accordingly measnrements were made oi

the rise of temperature of the iron core bv means of an iron-

nickel thermopile. Three junction < of t^-e jiile were bound
against the iron, "which had its eui lare av* ji in-nl:ited with

paint. A pad of "wadding was tied o% tr iLu ^pul, and the

thermopile was connected with a suitable galvanometer. The
shimt-cnrrent was switched on for 120 seconds, the deflezioii

heing read at intervals, and on breaking the current the

cjooliDi^ was observed for several minutes. The tbermopile

and galvanometer were caHbrated with a known difi'erence of

temperature, and the curves of heating and cooling were
drawn. The curve of heatinjr ^'^ n« fben corrected bv means
of the other curve, and thus the heating of the iron (cor-

rected for cooling) was found.

At a spot just above the shtmt-bobbin &e corrected rise of

temperatare was 0^'87 whilst near the air-gap it was onfy
about half of tiiie. Taking aooonnt of this last fa/d, we may

* '111' exact value of «j was not known, but tlie value (IiiOO) used

was eeiiiLiated from the I'esiEtaQce and ^au^e of tltt: bhuut^wirt: and tha

nseoftheooaL
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Meters and other Eleetrieal Instrmnenii. 17

lake that a volnme of about 61 OiO. was raited in tomponitiire

Now

Poww speDt « 4*2 ^'^^'^^ watts,

where a s sp. heat of the iron,

V = Yolume „ „
D = density „

temperature-risti (corrected),

f SB time in seconds;

tiiemfoie from the results aboye,

Power ~ 1'58 watts.
•

8ince the hysterosis-loss is about 0*10 wait| it will be seen
that the eddy-cnrrent loss =1-48 watts.

Thp power lost by eddy-currents in the disk was similarly

measured, and was found to be ubout 0 02 watt.

In the shimt-coil the CB loss watt ; and honce the

total copper and iron losses aaS*!? watts.

Direct Measurement of Ti4al Power,—The total power
given to the meter was measured by the three-voltmctor

method, in whicli was used a reflecting electrostatic voltmeter
accurate to about 1 in 1000 at all the points of the scale

required. Tlie result obtained was 2 Uti watts, which agrees

iairiy well with the total watts shown by the other incthods.

J)rivitW'Power.—The driviug-powcr at lull load was also

meesored by ibe moihod of toe spring-balance desoribed

above ; it was fomd to be (KK)07d watts. Taking account
of the series-coil (whose resistanoe was 0*009 ohm) the total

power spent at fall load is oyer 8 watts ; and hence

Motor efficiency^ 0*024 per cent.

Sdnerfer AUenudin^Cwrrwt Watt-hour Meter,—^Bange to

10 amperes at 200 volts. In this meter a pile of E-shapod

iron stempings has the series-coil <m one onter limb and the

sbnnt-coil on the other. An aluminium cylinder is tnm(»il

by the rotary field thus ])rodnro(|, ;uk1 on tlie s;ime spindle is

a brake disk with a single magnet exactly like those in the

£lihn Thomson meter.

The mean B between the poles of this magnet was about

480. With the shunt-current alone the Vmean B* between

the ahnnt-pole and the driving cylinder was 570. The total

fewer spent with the shnnt alODe on is 11*5 watts, of which
•1 watts are due to C'R loss.

Shallenbcrffer Alternating'Curreni Ampere-hour Meter.—
Range to 20 amperes. A series-coil (of abont 50 tains) and

Pha. Ma0. S. 5. Vol. 47. No. 284. Jan. im. 0
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18 MagneUeFbrnet in MeUra and other Electrieal Inttruments^

a imall short-cireiiiied flecondary coil, with their axes at an
angle of about 45**, produce a rotary field by which is turned

a small disk with a soft iron rim. The brake-foroe is obtained

hy air-friction on four aluminium van''".

By the search-coil and tbenuopile method it was found tibat

inside the series-coil

Vmean =100.
Power spent in Meter.—The resiiitauce of the series-coii

was 0*025 ohm ; hence the power pipent in it =10"0 watts.

The power spenl in the copper stampings which form the

aeoondarj coil was found hy measuring mir riie of iam-
peratnre with a small copper-iron junction. This rise (at

mil load) was found to be about 0^*33 C. per minnte, uie

cooling being negligible. The volume of copper was abont
21*4 c.c. ; whence the power spent =0*40 watt.

The drivin!:''-]>ower was found to be 0*0U6y watt ; therefore

the motor etHciency =0'066 per cent.

Current in Secondary Coil.—Tlie current in the short-

circuited secondary coil could not be measured directly.

Oalcnlating from the dimendons of the coll, howeYer, the

resistance was found to be 8*5 x 10~^ ohm. From this and
thcTalueof the power (0*40 watt) we find that the secondary
current attains the extraordinary value of 220 amperes.

For the sake of comparison some of the abore results are
collected in Table XY.

Table iV.

EUhnThomflon

Hookbam (dinot ounr.) ...

HooUmuh (altanuift. cnfr.)

ShalleolMigBr

DriTiBg B. Brake B.
Power
pODt

Motor
Bfflfliffifly.

lao 700
watts.

21-4
per cent.

0-095

(not

niMiimd) 1020 12*8 0-125

60 6eo 3-2 Oi&i

100 10-4 0066

In condnsion, it will be noticed that in motor metets the
driving-flux density is of the order 100 and the brake B fVom
500 to 1000 ; also that the motor efficiendes are all Tory
small, particularly in the case of the alternating-current
meters. In all ol them the greater part of the power taken
is s])eiit in heating condnctws (either hy eddy-currents
or otherwise). If a small fraction of iLis wasted energy
could be employed to overcome with certainty the iricLiuu at

the lowest loads, a great advantage would be gpdned thereby.

June 7tb, ISOa
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IL A Re&onanee Method of Measuring Enti'gu dissipate

m Condensers, By Edwabd B. HosA amd AbiHUB W*
Smith*.

rr^HAT the dielectric of a condenser becomes warmed when
JL an alternating electromotive force is applied t^ the

terminals of the condenser has long been known, and the

BtD^ of ibis heating e£foet has been undertaken by nameronB
obsenrers. Kleinerf naed a tihenno-eleotrio cou[)]c imbedded
in ihe dielectric to meanare the rise of temperatnre, and noted
a considerable heating eflSscfc in ebonite, gntta nensha, glasi^>

and mica, but none at all in paraffin and kolopnonium. He
reports that in spite of all attempts by variations of the con-

ditions of the experiment, no heating could bo detected

in these two last-named substances. On the other handi
Boucherot % bas made parafiin-paper condensers for use on the

3200*YoU oommenrial drcnitsof Paria, some of which became
80 hot in use that they were obliged tobe cat cat. Boucherot
says of the heating effect that if a condenser rises as much as

30° C, it should be rejected. That this is good advice is

evident from the fact that paraffin melts at 54 C. ; and hence

wlien 30° C. above the tempf rarnn* of a summer's day (say,

25'' 0. or 77° F.), the paper would bo floating in melted

paraffin.

Bedell, Ballantynei and WiUiamaon § report ezperimentB

upon a paraffin-paper condenaer of 1*5 microfaiad capacity,

the efficiency of which was foond to be 95'6 or 4*4

lost in heat. The loss was deteimined by a three-Toltmeter

method, similarly to mcasnremcnts on a transformer. It wa«3

put upon a 500-volt cin nit :\i a frequency of IfiO, and the

current was therefore about U 7 ampere, the apjiiireut watts

about 350, uud the heating effect 15*4 watts. The tempe-
rature rose one degree per hour.

Threlfall
||
reports a test on a paraffin-paper condeneer of

bis own constraction whiob had a capacity of 0*123 micro-

fiurad, and on a circuit of 3000 volts and a fre^iuency of 60
the rise of temperature was less than one-fifth of a degree per

hour. The apparent watts would be about the same as in the

experiment of Bedell, Ballantyn*-. and Williamson, although

the capacitywas only one-twelfth a.-^ ttiiuh. Tlirelt'all concludes,

apparently, that since his condenser had only one-twelfth the

• Comnninicatod by llie Authont
t "Wied. Arm. vol. 1. p. 138.

VEdairaae Etectriqw, Feb. 12, 1898.
* Physical Review,' October 1803, vol. i. p» 81

H
< FbjBical Beriew/ vol. iv. p. 468 (1807).

C2
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electric capacity, it also liad only one-twelfth the capacity

for heat of the other oondenser; and aiDoe the temperature

rose fiye times more slo^^ly, therefore that the percentage loss

of energy was only one-sixtieth as great, that is, ^ of 3 %,
or 0*05 giving his condenser an efficiency of 99*95 °/q^\

The reasoning is, nowever, quite inconclusive, for nothing is

said concerning tlie thickno** of the paraftin-paper dielectric

and the volume of the cond r. Bnppose the dieWtric of

the smaller condenser to be 0O129 inch thick, which is three

times the thickness of the other. (It might have been as

Aidk as ihal^ seeing it snstained for a considerable period an
alternating voltage of 8000.) Then the volnme per unit of

capacity would be nine times as great as the other, and the

heat required to raise its temperature as rapidly would be

nine times as great, assuming the capacity for heat and rate

of radiation the same for both. The loss would then have
been O- IT) °/o in^^tead of () ()5 ^f^. This illustrates how entirely

inconclusive any deteimiuation merely of rise of temperature

is, nnlees all sach circnrostanoes as heat capacity^ rate of

cooling, thickness of dielectric (or intensity of the electro-

statio mdnction) are specified.

The enormous discrepancy between the results above re-

ferred to as to tho qnnntity of the heating effect in condensers,

and the almost entire hck of precise statements as to its

numerical value, led iia to undertake, more than a year ago,

to measure this energy Joss in such a way that it could be

expressed absolutely.

We proposed to measure hj means of a wattmeter the

energy dissipated in a condenser, when it is snhjeded to an
alternating electromotive force. In order that the frequency
of charge and discharge be perfectly definite, the electromotive
force should be a simple harmonic one, that is, the upper har-

monics of the fundamental Bhould be absent. This is most
easily effected by inserting in the circuit in series with the

condenser a coil of wire having large self-induction, but
an iron core. The variable permeability of the iron

win give rise to npper harmonics, especially if the magnetic
induction of the core attains large vaLnes; and hence a coil

without an iron core is necessary. Moreover, if tiie self-

induction is not large enough it will reinforce some of the
upper harmonics instead of quenching thorn; and the presence
of the coil will bo detrimental rather than beneficial. The
best value of the self-induction of the coil is aucJi that the

fundamental is reinforced to a uiaximum degree; in other
wordfl^ it is that Value of L given by the eqoation

i=27r>/LC",
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2£d/icd of Measuring Energy distipated m ConcUnsers, 21

where t is the period of the ftmdamental component of the

impressed eleotromoiiTe foroe and 0 the capadly of the
condenser.

There is another practical ndvrtnfnG^f" lo-ultiTiij; from this

arrangement, namely, that the resulting resonance raises the

electromotive force at the terminals of the condenser very
greatly, saving the necessity of raising the voltage by trans-

formen. And a third advantage now appears in the mot that

tiie wattmeter maj be inserted across tne low-voltage supply
wires to measure the total power expended upon coil and
condenser. Then subtraoting the I*r loss of the coil, the

remainder will be tho power expended tipon the condenser.

This supposes, of course, that there is no iron core and no
eddy-current loss in the copper coil itself.

The Retmanee Method,

Fig. 1 shows the conuexious for this method with the coil

in series with the condenser. N are the low-Toltage

snpply-wires of an alternating circuity 8 is an adjustable re*

dstance, E is a dynamometer, F a wattmeter, R a non-
inductive resistance in shnntwith the coil and condenser,

Fig.L

Mi Cmdenter

joining the points A and D. The wattmeter therefore meap-

snres the power expended between the points A and D,
inclading tne Vr„ loss in the fixed coil of the wattmeter, hut

not including the t^B loss in the shont-resistance B. The
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enei-o V cxpeiuleii in the resoiiance-coil und the tixed coil of

the wattmeter, P(r'c + rK,), subtracted from the total power
measured h ivcs the condenser loss. This remainder is found

to be also jpro^ortional to {be square of the eorrent. Hence
we mskj write it Pr«, and r^is the equivalent resdstanoe of
the condenser, which it is desifed to find. This does not

in ii ate the n&tnre of the process hy which energy is disei-

pated in a condenser, but simply that for a f^iven condonser

made of a given dielectric at n given temperature and fre-

quency, the heating effeet is the same as though there were a

certain resist^mce r, in series with a perfect condenser of the

same capacity. For the same dielectric r, changes with

changes m the temperature or the frequency; and for another
dielectric with the siune oapaoityj temperatare, and frequency
r« would be different.

If t=27rvIiG, there is complete resonance; t= , and
1 1

*
J9SW Therefore

^ '/W, or Os That is, for

complete resonance the capacity i.n inversely piuportional to

the square of the frequency for '.a given self-induction. If

Fig. 2;

(a)

the freqaencv is fixed, either the cap:!^!!y nr 1lie induct nee

may be varied until the current is a liiaxinuim ; but if the

frequency can be varied, the maxitnum re^jonanoe may be

atUiaed without varying C or L.
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In fig. let Aa— r„ the ohmic resistance of the ooil;

aB=pL, the reactance of the coil

;

B6=r«, the eqaivulent resistanod of the coll-

ie
denser

;

M)sB did ooodeDBMioe of ihe condenser

;

OD=r«, the resistance of the fixed coil of the

Nvattnicter, its induction being ne-
gligible;

ADsthe resultant impedance of the circuit.

Then UpLm the reactance is equal and opposite to the

ooodenwnoe (fig. 2 e), ihd lesoDaaoe is complete, and die

impressed eleetromoii've force s is expended m overcoming

the resultant resistance AD= rc+ r,-f r^, and 1=

—

.
^

.
—

»

In fi^. 3, similar to finr. 2 c, the several lines represent

electromotive forces. A«= T r — = that part

of the electromotive force exi)euded in over-

coming the ohmic resistance of the coil ; simi-

larly, B6=e«, CD=ev. Ba is the electromo*

Uve force (due to resonance) which oTeroomes
ihe reactance, and 2>C is the eleotromotive force

which overcomes the condensance. The po-

tential of the point B varies ilirough a wide
range; whereas the points A, i and D, and
the instruments sofier onijr small changes of

potential.

Fig. 3.

B

UJ <

Admntages of the Method*

Herein lies one of the cliicl advantages of

tlie mrthody tliat Toltages below a hmidred
haYe to be dealt with at the instmments,

whereas opon the condenser there may be an
actiTO electromotive force of several thousand
volts. The nonindnctive resistance R h at

most a few Innvlrcd ohms. On tiie contrarv, it' the shunt-

resistance were applied directly at the terminal ot tlie con-

denser, it would necessarily be scM ral thousands of ohms, it

must be capable of carrying the entire shunt-current of the

wattmeter, it must be strictly non>indnctive, and be of

known value—conditions difficmt to fnlfiL In the resonance

method a snudl indactance in the shnnt*resistanco or the

movable coil of the wattmeter produces no appreciable error;

whereas in the simple wattmeter method it prodooes a large

error.
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To illustrate this point let ns take a ppeoial case. Suppose
the resistance His 500 ohms and the inductance ot' the shunt-

circuit, inclndiiig both tlie resistance li and the movable coil

of the wattmeter, is 0 003 henry, Ziru being 800. Then
»L= 2-4 and tan <^i=0-0048, (^i=16' 30", the angle of

lag of the shnnt-carrent behind the electromative force.

Snppose the true angle of ihe Gondenser-enrienty ^ (fig, 4), is

89*>40' ahead of the electro-

motive force. Then the dif- ^'^^ 4.

ference of pha.se of the two
currents in the wattmeter will

be <^=^,+<^2=89° 56' 30",

and the power liictor, cos <j>,

of ihe expression wattes
EI oos^will be oos Sd'^a&W
instead of cos 89° 40', that is

•00102 insteadof 00582; thus

the wattmeter would indicate

that the power absorbed in the

condenser was only about one-

sixtii of wliat it really is. If

the lag of the shunt-cnrrent

were more than 20' (a not

improbable yalne in many
cases), the deflexion of the wattmeter would be negative \

It is possilde that this explains why it has often been claimed

that the los^ in certain condensers is too small to be measured
by a wattmeter. For exam})le, Swinburne*, speaking of

some ot his own condensers, says " a condenser that takes

2000 volts and 10 amperes has a loss that is too low to measure

—that is to say, it is less than 5 or 10 watte***

On the other band, if by means of a resonanoe-coil the

current and electromotive force have l)een brought vefy
nearly, if not exactly, into phase, any small lag of the shuni-

current will make no a]ipreciable error. Thus, the cosine of
10° is -yyi.s, and of 10^ W 30" is '9840, a diiferenoe of less

than one part in a th usand.

In order to determine the precise values of and r„ a
Wheatstone bridge is joined to A D and the condenser short-

circnited, so that the resonance-ooil and the fixed ooil of the

wattmeter and the lead-wires form the fonrtf arm of the
bridge. The resistance is then quickly measured just after

the wattmeter has been read and the alternating circmt broken,
and changes dne to tempenittire are included.

* ' Blucfcricliin/ Jan. 1 (1803).
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DijfiMUy of the MetkoeU

We have seen iiiat the presence of a roBonanoe-coil in series

with the oomdeoser (1) quenohM, to a large extent at least, tiie

upper linrmonics, (2) raise;' the voltage npon the condenser,

thus avuitliiit: n*anst'orming up, (3) enables meast^rt tnents to

be made more safely and more conveniently iii)on a low voltiige,

and (4) transfers the wattnueter problem from the most un-
favourable case (where the angle of phase-difference is nearly

90^) to the most fiiyoorable case where the ovrrent and
electromotive force are nearly in phase. There is, howeyer,
one serious difficulty in the method. 1£ the lesonance-coil is

made of small wire, it has a ffreat resistance, and of the total

power measured only a small part is expended on the con-
denser. Thus the condenser loss is the ditff rrnro bffwcon

two relatively larf^e quantities, and cannot be cl< trriniiied as

accurately as would be desired. If, on the other liand, a

large coil of larger wire is used so that its resistance is small,

there will be eddy-eonents in the copper of the coil, and the
power eiroended on the coil will be greater than IVv This
excess wul go into the remainder as condenser loss, uid may
give rise to a considerable error. If the wire is of large cross*

section, but stranded, so that its r<>sistanee is small and the

eddy-currents negligible, then a large coil will havp n large

inductance, and no difficulty appears. The method is then

accurate as well us ^uick and convenient.

Tki Euonaiw Bath.

As the condenser is alternately bbar|sd and discharged

energy is handed to and fro between the coil and the oondenser.

When the condenser is charged to its maximum extent the

current is zero and all the energy is potential and residing in

the condenser. A quarter of a period Inter the condenser is

discharged and the current is a maximum ; the ( iici'L^yis now
kinetic, and resides in the magnetic field ot' tiie resonance-

coil. At other instants the energy is partly potential (in the

condenser) and partly kinetic (in the coil). As this transfer

of energy to and fro conturaes, the dynamo supphdng the

current furnishes just enough energy to make good the losses,

that is, the heating effect in the wires and the diek eiric of the

condenser. Tlie losses duo to electromagnetic radiation and
Diechanicnl vibrations are usually negliglftlet

For the condenser alone,
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I and E being the square root of the mean square values aa

indicated by au electrodynamometer aud electrometer.

For the combined circuit—
J.

i

wbm e u the small impressed electromotive foroe and the
denominator is the combined impedance of the circuit.

For complete xesooanc6|

Hence

E V • Impedance of the condenser _ *

4.

7« r.+r.+r.
"

Total resistance
-B«oiiaiM» ratio.

In one caw e %vas 50 volts and ]& was S850, giving a reeo«

nance ratio of 45. The impedance was 51 ohmsi r^+r«

was '38, r, was 'TSJ. Henoe
.^^

=46*4, agreeing very

nearly \yiih the ratio of the voltages. In this case fho coil

was of largo wire (No. 5 B & S), and had considerable eddy-

current loss. Hence the value '72 for r« was too large, and
the degree of resonaiico was lower thau it would have been iu

the absence of eddy-onrrents. In another case, using a coil of

No* 10 wire, ibe impreesed electromotiTB foroe was toUs^

flie ^tage (m the coil or the condenser was 1809, and the
E

resonance ratio — was therefore Gl'9.
e

The MMonance'Coil in FaroUd,

A second arrangement of the reaonance-cfnl is to pnt it in

parallel with the condenser (fig. 5), and impreis upon both a

nigh electromotive force. Each of the two parallel circuits

from B to C takes its own current, independently of the

other, but being nearly oj)i>osite in phase iliey nearly cancel

each other in tlie supply wires. Hence a sniall transformer

is sufficient to supply the small current needed, althoiifh

without ibe resonance-coil a large tiansformer wonld be
necessary. If, as before,
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lihertt ib oomplete reson moe. The two parallel oiroaiis haying
the KjTTiP impodanco take the same current; one current is

nearly 90^ ahead in phase of the electromotive force (see

Kg. 5.

N

cnnre 2, fig. 6), the other is nearly ifff behind (oanre 3), the

•mn of the two being relatively very small (curve 4) and in

phase with the impressed ol^H-fromotive force (curve 1), The
shunt resistance must he applied at the Iii iih voltage terminals,

but as a snmll nmounT of self-indnctioa protiuces no ajiprc-

ciable error in llio wattmeter, the movable coil may be long

enough to make the wattmeter quite fxnuij&n, and so a quite

flmalfBbnnt oorrent mav be need. This requires a larger

resistanoe, hut with nraon smaller carrying capacity, since a

much smaller shunt current will suffice than when the main
current differs largely in phase from the shunt current.

To illustrate this point, suppo^jp as before that for a given
condenser the angle of advaoce of the current is 40'.

The power factor, cos ^, in the expression watts=E I cos <^

is in this case '00582. If now a resonance-coil be placed in

parallel with the condenser and the corrent in the fixed ooU
of the inittmeter broiurht Into phase with the electromotive

foroe^ then cos ^ml. To get a certain deflexion of the watt-
meter, therefore;^ we must have the product of the two curreati

in the wattmeter nearly 200 times as great in the first case
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w in (lie seoomli and tiiis requires * rebttvely large dmsk
onrrent*

A modlificiition of the method, if a second small transformer

is available, is to transform down again to u low voltag*', and
put the shunt circuit of th«3 wattmeter on the low voltage

secondary of this second truiisfonner. The current will now
he almost exactly opposite in phase to the high electromotive

Ibfoe at the ienmiuue of Uie oondenser, and br tnterohanging

ihe iemiinals tihe wattmeler deflexion will oe the same as

beforOiif tli ' liunt resistance is reduced in the ratio of trans-

formation. The onrrents in the two coils of the wattmeter

are so n(»nrly in phase with one another that a small change
in the pha^M of tne shunt current will produce no appreciable

error.

l^ie KJlcUiwy of a Condenser

»

Hnving thus d^ff^nnmpd the energy, dissipated ill a
condenser, hy vvuttmotor mea.suromouts, we
readily find 1\, the equivalent resistance of the Fig. 7.

oondenseTj from the expression r.

The ratio of the equivalent resistance to

^ is oofc^ (fig. 7), ^ being the angle of advance

ifthe oanttoi ahead of the eleetromotive fbroe.

It remains to oalcukte the eflioienq7 of a con*
denser.

In fig. 8 I is flie current flowing into and
otit of fho roT]<lenser, nssnminrr hoth current

and electruniutive force to be simply harmonic
The dotted curve is the power curve.

tfsEi sinpt^

where tfsthe instantaneons E.M.F. acting on
the condeiiser, and E| is its maximum valne.

AaBiIimpt sin ^)

s=:EiIi[sin^j>< cos ^ + sinpi cos pi sin
<f\.

The area of the power curve for one half-period, that is tlif

area of the positiTe loop from B to minus the area of the
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negatiTB loop from G to is given bjr the integnl

j*«£i<=BiIiCOS^J'8m«|?^rf<+EiIi3in ^j^
sinptOMptdi,

1 E,I, .

and this it the woric done in of a seoond.
zn

Hence for oiio ( on 1 tli( work done^ apd therefore the

power, is the weli-koovvu expre^^ijion

iBiI, ooB^«SI cos ^ (BsBi

B and I being the effective values of the electromotive force

and cnrrent.

The area of the poBitivo loop, which represents the work

done upon the oondsnser in charging it, is

and the area of the negative loop, which represents the work

(lono hy tlie condenser in its dischar^je, if* the value of the

same integrai between the limits ir— ^, and tt, ior j)t.

The eficierm U the ratio of (he work done hy the condenser in

iU duekarffe to the writ done upon the eondenter in cluirging

Thaa is groee efieieneify

. • . »^ Area of the Negative loop _ 1/pEiI

•47287 QQ.aont

„ *=45°,i?= M « = 6-380/^

Having foimd the an^le ^ by the wattmeter measarements

the groas efficiency of& ooooenser may be found from the

above eqnatioiiSi or taken from fig* 9, which is dnwn from

them.
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Fig. a
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Steond DifimUon of S^^deney*— £jfieiinqf.

Regarding the oondenfler as an instninieiit for storing

electncal energy, anil one in which a certain amount of
energy is dissipated in the process, we may define tli * ]><*r-

centa<Te of loss as tho ratio of the ouoyfry dissipated to tlic

energy 8tx>rcd. Tlie etKciency is tlicii unity mimis tlie loss,

or, in per cent., the efficiency is MX) iiiinu» the per cent, of

energy' dissinated. This wo may call tiie net efficieiicy, and
represent it oj «, Then

^_ Energy 8t ore<l—Enero^y Diabipaled Energy Dissipated
" Energy Stored * Energy btored

In fig. 10,

Iir,=Ei oos^saotive eleoiromotive foroe

;

^ = El bin ^= wattless electromouvo foroey or the E.M.F.

whiuh charges the condenser.

The ma^imnni charge of the oondenier Is
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and its energy

The eipression for the power is

^I^E^ cos <ft.

Hence the energy' dissipated per second u

JOEi* sin <l>co8^,p, ^
and the energy dissipated per balf-period (tbftt

is during the time of a single oharge and db-
oharge) 18

wss^QEi^ ain ^ cos ^ •

The rohiiYe loss u therafors

and the net eiticiencj is

For

(^= 87'', €= 83 :»4o/^

The net efficiency, 6, is therefore slightly less than the

gross efficiency, »?, lor valaes of ^ nearly d(f
; but, as the

angle ^ diminid^, e falls rapidly below 17, and for

^a7S^ 20' 3C the energy dissipated is equal to the energy

stored, and the net efficlonojr is therefore sero, while we
gross efficiency is about 38 per cent. For greater niL'les of

kg the loss is greater than the maximmn energy stored, and
c becomes negative (see fig. y).

For ordinary cmm the angle
<f>

is greater than 88°, and e

and v are nearly euuul. Since the wattmeter method gives

directly the value of ^ it is mndi easier to express the ^ne
of the net effieienoj e (namely, 1—w oot 4) than the Yalne

of fj. For small values of cot ^ this is snffieiently exact to

write it €=sl—wcos ^.

Suppose that instead of assnming the effeotiTe resistance

of the condenser to be in series with the cond^mcor, as we
have done in tigs. 2, 3, 7, and 10, wo Lonsider that it is in

Phil. Moff. S. 5. Vol. 47. No. 284. Jan. im. D
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parallel, as in fig. 11, Of course there is a slight- leakage

current in every case, if the resistance oi' the dielectric is uot

infinite. Boncmerot'^ says of his paraffin-paper condensers

Hg. 11.

s/wvwww-^
that the " heating is chiefiy due to the Joule
effect, that is. to leakage current; the action

of dielectric hysteresis, if it exists at all,

heing very slight.*' We shall give reasons in

a suDsequent paper for believing that this is

seldom, if ever, true of good condensers, but
at present let us assume it to be true. TliPii

the condenser current is 90° ahead of, ami the

leakage current in phase with, the impressed
electromotive f<Hroe. I hemg the total cnr-
reni, the oondenaer corrent is I sin ^ and the
leakage current is I cos ^ The energy
stored is

and the energy dissipated per second is

(EiiI,cos^,

or per half-period

^Biliooe^.

The maximum condenser current, Ii sin (ft, =j>0£|.

. Bi*.pCcos<^

4«.Bin^

wV €=1—^=1— TTCOt^^ as before.

Beferring to fig. 13, "we can derive anew the value of the
net efficiency. Curve 1 is the electromoiiTe force, curve 2
is the carrent, in advance in phase hy the angle ^, nearly
90°

; curve 3 is the power, the positive and larger loop being
the work done on the condenser, and the negative and smaller

e rSM^MeanqnefVOk IS^ 1808.
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36 Messrs. E. B. Rosa and A. W. Smith on a Resonance

loop being the work done by the condenser upon its discharge.

Equation (1), p. 31, shows the area of this power-curve to

consist of two terms, the coefticieiit ot" one containing I cos ^
and of the other 1 ;iin ^. Now 1 cos 6 is the component of

tlie total current which is in phase wim the E.M.F., and is

represented by carve 5* 1 dn ^ is tJie oondenaer onrreut^

9(r ahead of E.M.F.y aod is represented by carve 4.

The power-curve for 4 Is 6; its positive and negative loops

are eqoal, and it is the power-curve for a perfect condenser.

The power-curve for 5 h 7, and is the total work done, or

the energy dissipated. One loop of (> is energy stored , one

loop of 7 is energy dissipated, w, and the ratio ^ is the

relative loss, or 1—^ is the net efficiency.

The area of one loop of 7 is

Ejl^
H _

J

•^Bji^i ^jj^^^ lM«!p.ied.

The area of one loop of 6 is

€=1—^ =1— TTCot ^, as before.

If the equivalent resist-unco of the condenser is taken to be
a series resisianoe then we hare B oos ^ for the active E.M.F.,
£ sin ^-for the condenser and the same reealt follows.

JSgampU^ the Ruonance Afethod,

The condenser nsed was one which we had made ourselves,

and consisted of paraffined paper and tinfoil* The paper was
12x17 centin). and 0038 centim. thick; the tinfoil was
'0025 centim. thick, and its eflPective aroa was 10X ISceotim,
approximately. The paper and tinfoil were piled np dry and
clamped between brass plates. It was tlien placed in melted
paranin and maintained lor some hours at 100^ to 150° C.
Ihis condenser then had a volume ot about 300 cub. centim«
and a capacity of about *8 microfarad.

The resonance-coil oonsisted of 3000 metres of No. 10 wire
(B and S gauge, *259 centim. diameter) woond into a coil of
40 centim. internal diameter, 5(i centim. external diameter,
and 17 centim. axial length. Its resistance was about 10 ohms
and its inductance 1*60 heniys. This coil was wound in ten
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seoiioiu^ ao that hy choosing different sectious or combina-
tions of 06otioii8^ a wide range ui indnotaiioe oonld be seonred.
Id this particular case the entire coil was used. The fro-

qaency of the alternating electromotive foroe was varied bj
arjinfr the speed of tlio generator, complete resonance being
attained at a speed of 217o, for which tlie frequency is 145.
The current was 1-20 am|>eres, the resistance r +r was
9*82 ohms, + rj = 14*15 watts. The wattmeter gave a
detlexion of 188, corresponding to '67'6 watts* This leaves
23*45 watts for condenser loss, or £1 cos ^.

B being 1808, 1«l-90, Ela2169, and ooe^= a-0108;

w cot ^aB3'3d per cent*, «s96'61 per oent.

The quantity of the eddy-current loss in the coil does not
of conrae appear. From sahseqnent experiments We became
satisfied that it was large enongh to cause a aerious error in

the above value of the condenser loss. Hence we shall not

give any of the other values found usin;: this coil. The
results obtained over a range of from 4U0 to 2250 volts

showed that the loss is sensibly prf>|M)rtional to the square of

the electromotive force. This conclusion is not sorionsly

utfected by the presence of eddy-currents, since the latter are

themselves proportional to the sanare of the E.M.F. and yet

are not large enon^ to swamp-tne condenser loss.

We therefore wound npaooilof nearly 2000 metres No. 14
wire (B and S gauge, diam. '160 centim.), in 41 layers of

45 turns each, external diameter of the coil heing 37 centim.

The eddy-current loss in this coil is less, owing to the innlier

diameter of the wire and the smaller quantity; a bubse(iuent

measurement by an independent method gave '6 2 porceuL as

the increase of the effective resistance by the eddy-curronta

at a frequency of 120* At a lower frequency it would, of

course^ be less. Its nse will therefore illustrate the method
and give a fiiirly accurate value of the condenser effidencj.

MMtuf€ment$ on Beenoax and Roun Condenaers*

We give below a series of measnrements on the efficiency

of a set of commercial condensers made of tinfoil and paper^

the latter being saturated with melted hceswax and rosin.

We und( r>^tand tliat they are piled up dry, as wo have done

with condensers made in our kboratorv, and while immersed

in the melted beeswax uud rosin placed in u receiver Irom

which the air is exhausted^ to free them from air and moisture.

Willi the detsils of the process we are not, however,
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A Method of Measnrinff Enargy diiiipakd in Condenten* 39

aoqnainted, and cannot aaj wliether His Bometli]n|r in the

method of mannfactare or the nature of the dieleotnc which
makes the dissipation of energy so large ; we preenme, how-
ever, that it is the latter. There were six condensers joined

together, each heing a soliil slal) of al)ont 1 1 centim. x 15 cen-

tim.xl*5 centini., thns having a volume of about 250 cab.
centim., and a capacity of one third of a microfarad.

The six slabs were j^Iaced on a table, joined together iu

parallely and in seriea with the reionanoe-coil (which was at a
distance' from them and from ihe measnring iastraments),

loosely covered with a woollen cloth, and coil and condenser
subjected to an alternating electromotive force of aboot
50 volte, and a frequency of 120. No effort was made to

secure the maximum degree of resonance, and the voltag(» on

the condensers was fonnti to be about ilOO. In a bhort tinio

the temperature oi the condensers had risen to 30°, as indi-

cated by a thermometer inserted between two of them, and
the first set of readings was taken. The loss of energy in

the condensers was greater than it had been at lower tem-
peratures, and continued to increase as the temperature rose.

At the same time, owing to this increase in the equivalent

resistance of the condenser, the resonance ratio decreased and
the current and voltage on the condenser decreased. The
loss at M<3° C. is 50 per cent, greater tlian at 30° C, and is

approaching a iiiaximum. At 39° it is U'5 per cent., and the

fimrth leaiung at sensibly the same temperature (hnt which
doubtless was a little higbw, at least in some of the conden-
sera) showed a slightly less loss. At 47^C, the loss had
decreased to 8*0 per cent, and at 49°*5 0. to 6*5 per cent.,

only two-thirds its maximum value. The condensers were not

all at fho snma temperature, and the indif ritrd teui{)eratnres are

thereture not exact. But they show unmi-i ikably a maximum
value of the condenser loss, or energy converted into heat, at

about 39° C, and beyond that a very considerable diminntion.

Ko farther readings were taken until the condensers had

risen sevml degrees, when it was suddenly noticed that one

pair was hotter than the others and ^'etting soft. The ther-

mometer in a cooler pair registered 59° but the warmest pair

was considerably higher. The loss was astonishingly large,

but tho condenser had not broken down. Moreover, the

" lealiage current " bad not greatly incrt ased, for while 839

volts gave i*50 amperes at 4y'^'ii, 433 volts ^avo '80 ampere

at 59° 0. To be in exact proportl<m to the TO&^ro the current

should haye been *774 instead of *80 at the hi^er tempera-

tore, a comparaiiTalj small diffBience.

To find so large a loss in commercial condensers of good
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46 Dr. £. H. Cook on E^purimenU

repute was a snipiiae to ns. To find a well marked maximiiin
as the temperatare roaej beyond which the loss deoreased aa

the beeswax and rosin composition softened was a second

surprise. To find so large a loss as the last observation

shows withont the condensers givitig way, and without any
Yen' large leakage current, was a third surprise.

In order therefore to verify these results hy a totally

di£Perexit method, and to determine as aoenrately as possible

the losses in some paraffin-paper (xmdeiiseni wHch we possessed

wbicb showod relatively very small heating efFects^ we bnilt

a special form of calorimeter, into which the condensers could
be placed and the heat directly measure<I. The calorimeter

was copied after the large res])iration calorimeter which on©
of us designed for experiments under the patronage of the

U.S. Government, and which is located at Wesleyan
University. The description of ibe calorimeter and the

reenlis obtained with it are reserved for a subsequent com-
munication. We will only add that they fnlly confirm the

anezpeoted results obtained by the resonance method given
above concerning the dissipation of energy in beeswax and
rosin condensers.

Wesleyan University,

lOdd]0to«2V Conn., July 1, 1888.

III. K^jjerimeuU with the JJrush DiscJuirge.

By E. H. OooKy D.Se. (Lmtd.), Clifton Lahorator^y Bridol*^

[Plate I.J

ri"^HE ordinary phenomena which ax-company the brush-

JL discharge are well-known, but in view of the recent

extension of onr knowledge of electric discharges in high
vacna^ it seemed desirable to study the subject a little more
closely. The following experiments have been made with
this object.

Most of the results have boon obtained with an ordinarr
Wimshorst machine with 15-inch plates, but they have also

been produced with the discharge from an in hut ion-coil, as

well as, though less readily, with a plate frictiunal machine.
In experiments requiring the production of the brush lor

a short period the machine was turned by hand, but where a
long-continued effect was desired, motion was obtained by
the use of one of Henrici's hotnur motors. The number of
revolutions of the plates was counted by means of a tacho-

meter, and the number of volts was taken as being about equal

* Communicated hy the AutiwA hariag bsen isad bsftirs ifce 11««*iffc

Awociation at Bsutol, 1803.
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wih the Bru*k Duekat^. 41

io whai would be prodnoed by the iame speed of rotation

between knobe of one centimetre diameter. (See Jonbert^

Foster and AtkinBon, * Electricity and Magnetism/ p. 103.)

In all cases the renilla have been pfoduced at oidinafj
atmosplieric temperatures and [>ressures, but, of course, the

brilliancy of the effects varies with tbf* climntie conditions.

For this reason no attempts have been inu 1« i * measure the

size of the brush, because it ditfers so mucli Irom day to day.

The experiments described cau be reproduced under varying

oonditions, and the efiocts may therefore be regarded as nomuu
aooompanimenti of this kind of discharge.

1. Shape of tlie Brush-Discharge.

As is well known, if n di'i('harg(^ of nenrative electricity takef?

place from a pointed conductor, and it the point be examined
in a darkened room, it will be seen that it is surrounded by a

faint spot of light of a violet or violet-blue colour. If, on the

ooQtnii^,a simuar experiment be made withpoeitiveelectiiokty,

the point will be seen to be sorronnded by an innnmerable
numner of lines of light oi' a -iinilar violet-bme colonr, forming
what is called the brush. It is stated, on the authorify of
Faraday, that the glow which surrounds the negative point is

separated from it by a dark space. Undoubtedly this is tlio

case when the discharge iti taken in rarefied air, but at the

ordinary pressures I have been unable to detect it, although

the bru^h has been examined under the niicrosco^. The
glow seems to be in oontaot with the P^t^ Xhe positiTe dis-

charge,however,behave8differently. When carefully observed

it 18 seen that the lines do not start from the exact end bnt at

Bome slight distance away (2 or 3 millims.). They appear to

keep in a bunch for a little distance and then to diverge. The
size of the }>ositive brush is mnrli increased by thi' proximity

of an eartli-connected plate or sphere, and the outline of the

luminous portion is altered by the shape and nearness of this

" earth." Thus, when an " earth is some distance away, the

emanation from a point may take the shape of a fim with the

nde lines at right angles to the point as in the fignre. If to

snch a bmsh an earth " be bronght to within a few centi-

metres, the lines will curve themselves round and the angle
of the fan instead of being 1 * degrees will become much
less. The glow at a point giving negative electricity becomes
brighter if an earth-connected body be brought near, but it

does not alter in size until the body is very close (less than a
centimetre)) when small sparks pass between the point and
the body.
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4i Br. E. H. Cook on ExpmmenU

The angle of tiie point makes a oooridoimble diffbraioe to

tibe shape of the pooiuve fan. If the end ooosistB of a smaU
anffle, ror example a needle, the bounding lines of the fim

enoLoae a small angle, and the whole of the Imninoiu portion

i» very small. As the angle increases so does also the angle
of the fan. The figures sliuw the kinds of discharge obtained

from brass points of varying angles. They were obtained
from the posttiYe aide of a maohiiie^ and under similar con*
ditioDS or pnudmity to earth^connected platee. Hie dia*

diarges are drawn of about actual siae^ but the wires and
point? are druwu larjjer than they were for the sake of
clearuess. The :ir p roxiinuto differences of potential between
the knobs oi' the machine when giving those dischargo^ are
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staled.
* lbs appearaiioe of ihe difobarge obtetmed from

conoaTO ends is dto slxmn. OonotTo temiiDab bebave like

Biigidiur oiiee.

2« Jbrea 0/ Windfrom FoitUs,

Tbe medienical iforoe ezorted hj ihe strongly electrified «ir-

partideB wfaiob are repelled from ihe points is well known,
and the experiment of blowing ont a candle is one of Hie

eommonest shown as iUnstrating tbe action of points. Ihe
magnitude of the force was ronghly measured by causing

the discharge to play upo»i one pan ot a delicate Kobervani
balance and measuring tlie weight necessary to restore the

equilibi iuin. Care was taken to use the same poiut and tu

change the polarity by reversing the machine. This was the

only way in which comparative experiments were possible.

Ifuie attempt be made to measure Tiom two different points

it will be found that ihe minnte differences in the points,

notwithstanding every care to make them precisely similar,

will show themselves by entirely altering the appearance 01

the brush, and great dift'erences in m;i i:^iitude will be observed,

even with the same kind of electricity, from the different

brushes.

In order that vibration might be avoided as far as possible,

the measurements were made on a stone slab, bnilt up from
the foundations of the laboratory* The following results

were obtained

Wimshurst machine 15 in. plate.

No. of sectors on each plate • • 16.

Siae of sectors 8 sq. cm.

(1) Speed of revolution 450 per minute.

Potential-difference corresponding to

this speed, about 43,000 volts.

Force n-om positive brash equal to

a wein;ht of 0*29 ji^amme.

Force from negative brush equal to

a weight of gramme.

(2) Speed of revolution 182 per minute.
Fotential-'litT<'n'nco 35,000 volts.

Force fvom positive brush equal to a
weight of 0 08 gramme.

Force from negative brush equal to

a weiglit of 9*066 gramme.
The best distance of bnuh from pan

of balance 0*04 metre.
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/iMfiieNbfi-CMl

Length of primary wire . 200 feet (500 tarns).

Lengtlioffleooiidaiywire . 60,000 feet (490,000 tnme). .

Capacity of condenser • . t tnicrofarads.

Length of spark in air . . 0*07 metre.
Corrt'spoiiilinrr to

* Potential-iliffercnt'o of about . 6»^,000 volts.

Force from positive brush equal to u weight of

0*01 gramme.
Foroe from negati?e brush equal to a weight

of 0*01 grsQune.

It will tliiis he soon tliat the magnitiule of tho force is

greater from the positive side of the machine than from the

negative.

All attempt was now iiiude to find the maximum dist^ince at

which this mochauical disturbance could make iU»elf felt.

For thisparpose the following experiment was arrang^. A
single fiore of imspnn silk was stretched aeroes the field of

view of the microscope, and on this was hung a little paper

index which was blown aside by the wind from the point.

Tho mnximnm distance at which any deflexion could be

observed was tlien noted, ;ind in way n <'om|inriso!i was
instituted. Care was again taken not to use dirrcix at points,

but to alter the [>olarity by reversing the machiae. Also,

doring the experiment^ the whole apparatus was carefully

proteSed from eztraneoos oarrents of air. It was found that

with the machine with a potential-diffDienoe of 83,000 Tolta

the positive brush produced an < fr< ct at a distance of 0*6 metre,

the negative at a distance of 0*48 metre. When the potential

difference had fallen to about 25,000 volts the distances

observed were for the positive 0*32 metre, and for the negative

0 28 metre. With the coil givinn^ a si>ark of 4 centimetres

(41,500 volts) the podiiive brush ati'ccted the thread aL a

distance of 0*88 metre, and the negative moved it at the

same distance.

These results therefore confirm the former ; for tfaejposiiave

bmah afifooted the silk at the greater distance, and also wo-
dnced the greater pressure upon the pan of tlie balance. But
they show now very quickli/ a inov'nig electrified particle of

air is brought to rest by surrounding air.

* These detsOs are given in orAer lint sb ides may be famed of tiie

Iliad of affpamtiis worked with, and that if any one should deraxe to

repmt the exp<'ntiiMMt.^ he way know what fMoilS to QTyct. The
actual Qumbero will vary with tho Ofpar&tua.
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3. EUctrioal Action at a DiManee.

If an electroscope or a leyden-jarbe placed at some distance

from a point from which a brnsh-digcharge is taking place,

it will become charged. If the hnish be a positive one tlie

electroscope or jar will ho charged positively ; if the brush be

a negative one it will be charged negatively.

The distances at which the eflfeots make tiiemselTOseyident

Tarj nitii the potential and the atmospheric conditions.

Btatements of lengths therefore are only valuable as allowing

of comparison bmg made between experiments which are

performed at the same time and in the «amo lahoratory. The
Pfitiif relation will, of conr.se, hold, hut the aetnnl mensnre-

ments will bo different. With these reservations the ioUowing
are given

With the plates of the machine revolving at the rate of

450 rerolutions, and giving a difforenoe of potential of about
4d,000 ToltSy an electroscope was al^ted at a distance of
1'8 metres from, the point. No difforence wasmade by altering

<ihepolaritv.

W hen tne plates were revolving at the rate of 105 revolu-

tions, and the potential-differenco was 25,000 volts, the

same electroscope was affected at a distance of I'O metre.

The size of the collecting-plate ol" the electroscope makes a

considerable difference in tne ability of the instrument to

become charged. The larger this plate the greater the

dbtance at which it can he charged. A point on the plate

reduces the distance somewhat, probably oecause it aUows
the electricity to escape as fast as it can be collected.

No increased effect could be obtained by increasing the

condensation.

The shape of the point which gives the best results h
acute. Tliis is different from the effect in producing lumi-

nosity. In that case it will he seen that a larger laminons
brush is obtained with a greater angle np to 90°.

Notwithstan ling the enormously greater difference of
potential ^rodaced, the brushes from the coil nsed were quite

unable to influence the electroscope at distances equal to those

obtained from the machine. Tlius, when the coil was giving

sparks of 0*07 metre in Ivii^tli ;uk1 tlins causing a potential-

difference of about 63,000 volts, the positive brush was only

capable of charging the electroscope at a distance of 0 62 metre

and the negatiYc at the same distance.

The same relative resoltswm obtained when the brashes
were used for charging a leyden-jar. Thus, with a diflforence

of potential of about 40,000 volts, a jar was charged by the
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positive brush from the machine at n distance of 0*55 metre.

The negative brnsh charged it negativ< ]y at the same distance.

With a concave terminal this distance was reduced to

0 60 metre.

Witib the ooH giving a spark of about 0*7 metre (63,000
Yolts) thejar was barged at a distanoe of only 0*14 metre.

But^ as has been alread}' stated, these diBtanoes vary greatly.

With favoarable atmospheric conditions, and a plate on the

electroscope 16 by 23 centims., it was found that the electro-

scope could be readily affected at a distance of 4 metres from
the point attached to the 15-inch Wimahurst machine. On
comparing these distances with those obtained when measuring
the mechanical force of the wind from the point, it is seen

that the electrical effeote are felt at a much greater distance,

amounting, if we take the maximum diataQces, to more than
six times.

It is not at all necessary that the conductor ending in the

point should be directed towards the electroscope. The
mstrunieni will be found to be influenced in ahnost any
])()->ition ; in fact, when experimenting in frosty weather, I

has e obtained results at equal distances all round the point,

even in the exactly opposite direction. It is therefore dear
that the point is the centre of a disturbance which radiates

from it in all directions.

The interposition of objects between the point and the
electroscope gives interesting results. A wire-cage, if com-
pl( trly covering the instrument and earth-connected, will

prevent it from being charged, but if it is not completely
covered, even if only one side of the base is tilted up, the

instrument will become charged. The same wire-cage held

between the point and electroscope has no eflfect. Plates of
metal, wood, or other material pmced between, do not alter

the effect unless they are either close up to the point or to the
electroscope. In both cases a diniin'shed effect is observed.

Experiments were tried with the view of discovering if the

effects could be produced through substances ; i. e» if uke the

Rontgen rays the brush-discharges possessed any penetrative

power. Although by this mode of experimenting definite

proof oonH not be obtained, several of tlw results areinstmo-
tive. Thns, if the electroscope be placed at from 2 to 8
metresaway from the] nint, anda board 56 by 78 by 15 cejitims.

be interposed midway in the path of the discharge, the leayee

are easily affected, almost as easily as if the board were absent.

The same thing happens if sheets of metals are iuterposerl.

The direction of the point does not affect the result. It tlie

sheet be placed witlun 30 centiras. of the pointy the effect on
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tbp leave? is not j)ro(lnc«d. If tli© sheet be placed near to

tiie electroscope {wUJun 10 centinu.) no effect is produced on the

leaTeSi bat atm distanoe ii incieiiaed ihe kaYes diverge more
wd more $ Urns at 50 oentiiiiB. die effeet is nearly as mnoh as

wlien the board is midway. It is impossible while witnesdnc
these experiments to avoid calling to mind the similaritr m
the effecfs prodnced to those which one sees on the coa??t when
u lonf; billow rnshinfi onwards towards the shore meets with

a solitary rock in its path. The rock is njrasped on all sides,

bnt while ininiediatelj behind it the water is comparatively

still, the waves soon carl as it were round the ^des and meet
eadi other at a short distance behind. The rosnlt being that

the effect of the rock is to interfere with the wave for only a
short distance immediately behind it. Beyond that there is

as mnoh commotion in the line from the middle of the rook to

the shore as at the edges.

If while the elet'troscope lettv- rtre diverged and the

machine working, a person walks W t \ (»en the jH>int and the

instrument, the leaves will sway wiiii movements^ but will

not fall together.

The production of the effect all round the pomt extends to
positions under the machine, for I have repeatedly obtained

the diTergence of the leaYtea when the electroscope was placed
directly under the machine, which stood on an moh board on
the benohi which had a two>inoh top.

4. ChemMi AeUm produeed hy the Bnuih^DUeharge.

The formation of ozoue by the wuiking of an ordinary

electrical machine is well knowni but whether positive or
negatiye is more actiye in its prodoolion has not been
inyestigatcd. It was therefore determined to examine the
aodon of the brosh-disobarge in producing this and other
chemical changes. The whole of the work contemplated has
not been completed, but some resnlt? of interest may be
nuMitioned. Considerable difficulty was experienced, in con-
.sequence ot" the high potentials used, in preventing leakage.

In some cases leakage took the form of brushes at other
places than the poin& required. In snch cases the results

were nseless. £i oonseqnenoe of this^ wheneyer it was
necessary to lead the brush away from the point only the
most strongly insulated wire was used, and this was first

specially examined in order to see if any cracks or thin
place?? were in it. Whenever the wire had to be led into

tiasks or bottles it was found that the be«t material for bungs
was solid parathu. But it was found very dithcult to produce
good bmsbes inside glass vessels, because the interior surface
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Tory soon bornTno rapidly charged, and tlu0 seemed to pro-
Tent the produution of the brush.

Eaperime¥U» vriih Piftatmm Iodide^

The chemical action produced by the brushes in air may be
the fonnatioii of ozone, the production of oxides of nitrogen^

and perbans oUier less known combinational. Poiasaic iodide

would be accompofled by ozone and the oxides of nitrogen,

and it is therefore a suitable substance to experiment with.

After many trials the simplest apparatus was found to be the
moRf u^;e^ul. The points attached to the ])ositivp mv\ negative

sides of the machine were placed at such a distiince al)ove tlie

surface of some standard potassic iodide solution that no
actual spark from the point could pass to the solution (with

the maenine and potential nsed, this was anything beyond
2 centim.) . This precaution was taken in order that no or^Jdng
np of the iodide should take place in conseqnence of the

spark passing through it. The solution was contained in glass

or porcelain dishes, and as solution of potassic iodide (unless

jM'i-t'ectly pure) becomes slightly coloured when (exposed for

some time to air and light, a similar quantity of the standard

solution was placed in an extra dish of equal size at the same
time. At the conclusion of the experiment the amount of
iodine set free from this blank was estimated and sabtraoted

from that produced under the brushes.

The results obtained have differed among themsehes as feat

as actual amounts of iodine set free at one brush compared
to the amount set free at the other, but they have all agreed

in this important particular, that the amount of iodine produced
hij tJie mijitiive brush from the marhine is always uery much
greater than the amount produced by the positive in tiie

Mome time.

With points prepared as similarly as possible, and every
precaution taken to avoid leakage, it was foand that from Jive

to ei(jht times as mnch iodine was set free hj the negative

brush as by the positive. The following are details of a
tvplcul experiment :

—

S] ('i (l of rotation of plates of machine, 300 per miuuto.
i 'uunitial-dilierence about 40,()()i) volts.

Dis^tance of points from surface of solution, 4 centims.

Amount of iodine liberated by the negative bmsh over that

in blank in half-honr, 0*000762 gramme.
Amount of iodine liberated by the positive brush over that

in blank in half-hour, 0 000 127 gramme.
The greatest amount of iodine liberated in one hour in this

way amonnted to 0*00177b gramme; assuming tins to be
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produced by ihe formatioii of oaone. which then decomposes
the iodide, it would coRospona to the fonnstioii of
0'000112 gramme of ozone.

Condensing fhi^ ('I'M tricity produces very little effect. For
with the jars on, similar results have Keen obtained to those

without the jars. Tims with points 4 centims. awuy and a

potential-difference of about 40,0UU volts, 0 001116 gruinnie

of iodine was prodaoed at the negative brash, and 0*000190
gramme at the positiTe in one honr.
A diminution of potentbl-di£ference reduo > i\w amount of

cfaemtoal action ; hut the substance of which the point it

cnrn|To<»'d is immaterial. Thus, with 2.5,(M)(J volts difference,

0'U(HM)t»8 grannno of iodine was set free by the ncrrative in

half an hour, as against 0 000762 gramme with 40,000 in the

same time.

The distauci3 of tha point froui thu burface of the li(^uid

makes an important dinerenoe* It has already been stated

that all the esqyeriments were made when the poinie were
farther away th^n that at which a spark could pass. The best

efleots are cansed when the points Mejutt ^ther away than
this. Thus when the points were 12 contims. away 0*000021

gninnnc was libenitcd by the nej^ative, as against O'OlKMXJIJ

gramme when 6 centims. away, and 0 000508 gramme when
4 centims. away.

Similar experiments to the above made with the bruahes

obtained with the coil have pven different retolts. In this

case it was found that invariably iks hnuh from the podtive

terminal UberaUs the greater amount of iodine. The difference

between the amounts produce^! I)y the positive and negative

hrnshes is not, however, so great as that^ I'V the machine. In
this ease also we find flitfcrencc?^ between individual experi-

ment-i, hut as Ix'fore alwaysi an excess by the <iame pole.

The average of many experimenis gave from three to hve

times as much iodine set free under the posttivu brush to

that set free under the negative. These nnmerioal results

apply to the coil whose dimensions are given above.

It was found that with the machine and coil as described,

a much greater quantity decomposition was cause ! by

brushes fiom the machine tbaii from tin* coil. This corre-

sponds to the amount of vUMe brush produced.

Action on other Subetaneei*

The power of the brushes to produce other chemical

actions nas been partially investigated. So Ikr no reducing

actions have been observed, but oxidizing ones are always

present. In these cases with the machine brushes more action

PAa. Mag. B. 5. YoL 47. No. 894. Jan. im. £
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Uikas place at the iK^^mtive tliaii iit (he positive, aud generally

the same conditions apply as in the aise of potassic iodide.

Thus about /our times a.s much iron is oxidized from the

ferroiu to too ferrio conditioE by the negative as by the

poritiYe hmsh.

5. JtJfect on the EUchHKles.

It U stated*^ on the authority of Wheatstoue thai:

—

" Metallic du?t is in every pn«p torn away from the electrode

by the brush discluir^e/' This stat<^ment is ono which would
he supjiosed to })e true when it is considered that such is

known to be the case with the spark-discharge. But it is

contradicted by spectroscopic evidence, for the spectrum of

the glow^Bcharge shows no trace of metallic Unes. It is the

same whatever the natore of the meta1» and is due solely to

the incandescent gas/^t In order to test the statement

several experiments were made. The brushes were obtained

from copper point**, and made to play upon the surface of

some dilute nitric acid placed in dishes under thetn. The
points were brought as near as possible to the surface, i,e.

us near as possible without producing a spurk-discharuje.

They were so near that minute wares were formed dnring

the whole time of the experiment by the wind from ^e point£

Ko possible loss of copper conld tlierefore occur if any were
torn off from the point. The machine was run at its highest

speed, and thus tne f^reatest dilferenee of potential avaUable

(from 40,000 to 50,000 volts) was obtained. The ex|*erini('nt

was continued for two hours, during the whole of which time

very fine luminous brushes were being produced at each point.

At the conclusion of the experiment the acid was carefully

.concentrated bv evaporation and tested for copper. Not a
trace conld be fonnd in either. Thns showing that no mHaUie
particles tcere torn of the points. Moreover, I have examined
mierosoopcally a \^nr of points wliich I had ont and prepared
from a piece of guttapercha-covered wire. These points have

been continuously in use for sdrrf months, and it is certain

that at a low computation iiiusiit s must have been drawn
from them for at least 150 hours». The edges seem as sharp

as when cut, and sensible alteration has not taken place in

them.
Of course these results apply to the potential and quantity

worked with. Higher potential and increased qnantily may
give quite different results.

* SilvaDus TLotup&ou's ' Klemeulaiy LessonB,' p. GOG.

t Jotobert, Foater aad Atkinaoii, • iStoctricitji* p. lOSk
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6. Action of tJte Brush-Discliarffe upon Pliotograplue Plates,

The productions of chemical actions by the brnsh-dis-

cbargp? immediately gave one the desire to try tlie notion

upon I'lirijocrrapliic plates. The first experiments of thia kind

were made shortly after the discovery by Rontgen ; but as

they did not lead to any results which were of such general
interest as the latter, the study was disoontmned for a time
but taken np again recently.

In these experiments^ as in the former, the brush from the

machine gives better results than that from the coil, but the

positive seems to be more effective than the negative. In
the latter case a longer expo:^ur0 is necessary, and sometimes
less definite results are ol)tained. Films of diflPoreiit kinds

were used, but because of the greater ease iu development,

ordinary ''slow'* plates were most frequently employed
(«IlfordOidinary").

AeUan of Bruah'DUekarffe upon a SenMiiee lUm.

If a photographic plate be placed on the table in a dark
room with the uncovered film upwards, whUe the positive or

negative brush from a machine or coil be arranged 'at some
distance (say 4 feet) above it and the poi?it turned towards it;

tho plate after development will be toiind to be " fogged,'*

tsbowing that a decomposition of the silver salts has been

brought about, similar to that produced by exposure to light.

With the brash from the positive terminal the redaction of the

sUver oompoand is fairly oniform all over the plate, hat when
the negative is nsed there are blotches " in several places,

showing that the reducing action has taken place in some

spots more than in others. There is therefore produced at

the point an emanation of some kind, whether it be an imdn-

latory moveintMit or a stream of particles, which possesses the

power of reducing silver salts.

If between the point and the sensitive film a solid object

from it, in this particular exactly resembling light. PI. I.

(figs. 1 and 2) shows this, th<^ object being a piece of sheet-

zinc cut into the shape of tiie letter H and placed firstly at

l*5centim. away from the plate, and secondly at 10 centims.^the

point being about 30 centims. away and the potential about

35,000 volts. By measuring the size of the object and images,

and the distance hetween them, it is easy to find the position

of the source from which the rays emanate. When this is

done it is fomid that the rays proceed from the extreme end
£ 2
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oi the point and not. at some distance Irom it. The visibk

divergence of the brush does not start exactly from the poillfc

but at some little diatsnce in front of it. It wonld sMin

therefore tbat the point of the emanation of these rays does

not ooinoide with that of the visible part of the hrosh-diso

charge.

Tlie next step was to find if the effect could bo produced

after reflexion. This was shown with the following a])paratus.

A cardboard box was made of the shape shown in sketch.

B

A B is a mirror, C the positive terminal ol the ma('liine, D an
object, and E the photographic plate. Internal reflexion was
carefulW prevented and the experiment made in the dark

room. The point was about 20 centims. from the mirrorand the
mirror about the same distance from the plate. The object^

wliich was a piece of sheei-ainc, was from I to 5 centims. from
the plate. When the machine was worked, and no mirror in

position, it was fonnd that the exposed plate was nnatFected,

the rays we mnv iiiini:^ine being absorbed by the sides of the

box. This experiment also shows that the fogging of the

plate is not caused by any ozono which may accompany the

discharge. When, however, the mirror is in position a dis-

tinct image is formed tipon the plate after a uight exposure

(5 minutes was nsaally given). Supposing the effects to he
caused by the emission of electnfied particles from the terminal
it might be imagined that these would be reflected from the
mirror and so turned from their course as to impinge upon
the plate. In order to discover if this explanation be correct,

the mii iur A B (wliich was of glass in the tirst expermient)
was replaced by a sheet of metal. Now, ii eiectrified particles

&11 upon this and it be earth-oonnecte<i, their electricity wiU
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be immediately dis< 'barged, aud therelbre when thev subse-

quently impinged upon the plate no effect would bo proiiiiced.

xhis was found not to be the case, as is shown by PI. I. (fig. 3),

which was produced by employing a piece of tin for the

refleo^g soi&ce instaad of glass.

That the metal plate did receive the impact of electrified

particles was shown by the fiict that sparks oonld be drawn
from it from time to time.

In view of the statement of Tef^la, that tlie efficiency of

the metals as leganls their reHccting povv<'rs for .I'-rayn

tbllows their order in the voltaic series, an attempt was made
to test if any variation of reflecting power could be detected

in the present cflae. For tliis porpoee the metal refleoting-

plate was Taried^ bnt the expermiental results show that no
conclusions can be drawn in<licating any connexion between
the reflecting-power and position in the electrochemical series.

In fact tlie reflexion -"cin.* to depend npon the brightness of

the surface, and theretore agrees exactly with the reflexion

of light.

7. Penetrative Efeett produced by the BrvitkF^Diecharge*

The remarkable results obtained bj Bontgen and others

indnoed an attempt to imitate the eifeets by thebmsh-d ischarge.

For this purpose a sensitive plate was wrapped in brown
|iaper (two folds), and on the paper were plaeed sundry small

urtirlo". sueh as coins, k(!y??, (^c., and the whole exposed to the

hrush-d ischarge. The cxpiiriioent was made in a da*'kened

room, and the point placed at about 5 to 6 centims. above the

coins, the plate lying on the table. An exposure of 30 minutes
was given, and on developing the plate the ontline of tbe

articles was distincth' shown. Tbis experiment was repeated

with brushes of difilerent polarity and sonrce (t.«. coil and
machine), and in every case the same results were obtain^.
Probably the cause of this action is that the substances

become charged ami aet inductively upon the silver salt in the

sensitive film, causing a luutial dcconipo&itiou or production

of a latent image,'* which decompo:iit'on is carried still

further In the prceess of development of the plate. The next
step was to see if the outline of the bones could be produced
witnout the flesh. Numerous experiments were made, hut

although in all cases tiie outline of the hand could be repro-

duced in no case did the bony skeleton show itsdf.

None of llu^^e effects could be obtained when :i pi»^oe of

vulcanized hure was included in the wrappin^r, Tlii.-^ substance

has been shown by GiUkrd and others to bo impervious to

ic-rayj4, and, of course, it is e<jually impervious to light.
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As the thickness of the wrapping increased, definition on

the developed plate became less and less. Thinking the effect

might be due to the fact that the brown paper wrapping was
not liffliUtiKlit ezperimeiitfl were made ta test this idea^ and
it ahomd liere be mentioned tibat the brown paper referred to

is that which is used hy pbotograpliio-plate makers to wrap
sensitive plates in. Firstly, a plate wrapped in one fold was
exposed for one hour to the light of an oroinary 8 c. p. glow-

lamp illuminated by a 105 volt nlfernating current. A negative

was obtained clearly showing images of the objects placed on

the brown paper. This seemed to su})port tlie idea. Then
a wrapped-up plate was bimply exposed to diffused daylight

for two hoars. A very fiilnt and blnrred image of the corns

&c. was obtained. Thus showins that the paper was not
absolutely light-tight. Moreover, by exposing to very power-
ful li^ht, such as that from burning magnemnm and the

lime-hght, clearer effects were obtained, showing that tlie

more powerful light is capable of getting through the paper

better.

8. rvej>roducUon of PfinU Sfc, hy BruihrDieeharge.

Whilst engaged in obtaining a perfectly light-tight

wrapping for the plates it happened that a pieoe of ordinaty

notepaper was nsed and the whole exposed to the action of

the brnsh. On developing the plate a clearly-defined image of

the watermark ofthe paperwas produced (fig. 4). Thisinduced
trying to copy in a similar way printing, writing, pictures,

&c. In every case this has been done with complete success.

If a photograph, or a drawing, or printing, or writing be placed

in contact with the sensitive film and exposed to the brush-

discharge, a dearly-defined and very sharp reproduction is

obtained. This seems to he more readily ^rodnoed by the

positive brush than by the negative. The eftect on the plate

can also be pioduced if the drawing he noi in contact with
the film but separated from it by one or two layers of paper

or cardboard. In the latter case, however, the definition is

not so good.

The effects produced when the drawings are in contact

cannot b<j produced simply by keeping the plate and print in

contact, at any rate for the same tame as was used in my
experiments, but can be brought about by exposing the plate

to a powerful light, providing the wrappings are not too

many.
One of the results of these experiments, of a somewhat

startling character perhaps, is that the writing on a letter

inside an envelope can be reproduced. It may be some
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oomfort, however, to know thai there is ooiuidmble diffioolfy

in recognizing the words oning to the folding of the paper,

and thns! one word romin<j immediately on the top of aiiotfier.

Fig. 5 sliows the rcsull ol)taiii<''d when a jirintod invitation-

card enclosed in an ©uvolopo was exj>ose<l to the brush*

dii>charge, the envelope Uiog phiced uu the sensitive film.

Kotice the texture of the paper, and the opacity caused by
the gum and double ifaickiMes of paper.

Lightfrom the Discharge,

The great Bimilaribr betweea the effects recorded in the

foregoing pages and fnose produced by ordinary light led to

experiment*! being ni.ule to compare them.

The first point which HUggestt-tl itsrit" wa«t to see whether the

interposition of" a body which w;is transparent tu onh"nary

light, between the point and plate, made any difference in the

result. A plate of olear ^law was need, and the shadow of
an object obtained. No dt0erence was oosenred in the sharp-

ness of the image, 'llie glass w^ now blackened with lamp-

black until it was so opuqne to light that the flame of an
ordinary candle could not he «een through it when it was
held at a distance of 5 c< iitinis. iVoni the tlanie. When this

wa!« held between the point md the photographic plate no
effect whatever could be oitiaiiiod.

Again, the law of inverse squares was proved in the follow-

ing manner small cross cut out or thin sbeet-nnc was
placed at a certain distance from the aensitiTe plate and its

shadow obtained. The plate was now moved so that the

shadow should fall upon a different part of the film, and tlie

object was placed at a different distance away. Another

shadow was now olttained. This was of a ditierent ^ize to

the former. The two ligiues were then nieasnre<l, and tlie

sizes com[»ared with the object and the disUmce o( the bruoh.

These results therefore indicate that theeffeelii are produced

by the light which the brush emits. Moreover, after manv
trials^ I have been enabled to reproduoe all the effects with

artificial sources of light. Many of them can be produced by
employing daylight, and probably all could thus he formed,

but th(» length of exposure required has hitherto prevented

this from being done.

But, notwithstanding this ajjparently '-iinple explanation, it

is qiute possible that wo have something else taking place at

the same time.

Suppose that the point is the centre of a disturbance from
which wavee are emitted. These waves will he of various

lengths^ some capable of afiecting the optic nerve, and some
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of shorter and some of longer wave-length than these. The
redaction of the silver salt* in the sensitive film may be

oaused by more than one kinil of these waves. Before then

it is possible to say that the effects are caused by the actinic

power of tlio waves of abort waye-length only^ it is neoeaaary

to separate these waves ib some saoh manner as that employed
by TyndaU to separate heat-waves from those of light.

Various experiments have been made to do this, but hitherto

witliout sncoess. The investigatioii Is being pursued in ibis

direction.

The actual amount of light given out In- the brush-dischargo

is not much, and in the reflexion experiments whic h have

been described it was found impossible for the most delicate

e^e, even after being kept in absolute darkness for a con-

siderable time^ to distanguish the outline of the object; but the

shadow was nevertheless easily produced on tbe photographic

plate. The numerous experiments which have been made
show ilint, so far as one can judge, the effects produced by
the brush are far more definite than would be expected, when
the very small luminosity of the discharge is remembered.
Or, in other words, that die emanation from the point contains

amaoh larger proportion of rays capable of bringiug about
chemical decomposition than woidd be sapposed when we
remember only its luminosity.

In order thatsome approximation might be obtained between
the light-giving power of the discharge and ordinary light, the

followiT^ij ex[>orinM»nt was made. A comparison was first ol>-

tained between the light from a standard t^ndle and the smallest

burner procurable, the gas being burnt under the usual con-

ditions for regulating the pressure. This burner was now
compared with the light from the brush. The ordinaiy Bunsen-

J

photometer, as used in gas-tesUng, was employed, and the
ight from the machine carefully screened o£P. In order that

a good brush might be obtained an " earth'' was placed near
the terminal. The actual figures obtained varied with the
climatic conditions, hut not so much as would be expected,

and the following numbers m;iy be takcTi as an approximation,

but, of course, only un upproximatiuu, to the relative lumi-

nosity ofa standard candle and the brush from the machine
used.

Distance of candle from photometer . • • 60 inches.

Distance of light „ ... 8*25 inches.

Therefore, Candle : Light : : 3600 : 10-56.

Distance of light from photometer ... 56 inches.

Distance of positive brush from pliutometer . 4 „
Therefore, Light from positive brush ; Uandie : : 1:267,200.
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The light from the negMive point is less than that from the

positive. Brass points wore used when making; ihU com-
parison, but no difference was observod Mitb other points*

The potential-difference was about '60,000 volts.

ComparUan of the AeHnic Power of the Bruth wth thai

o/ Light,

In order to roughly test this an ordinary nejKatiTe was
taken an<I fixed in a frame together with a piece 3 bromide-
paper. The fmnio was then exposed in the dark room to the
tight from a standard wnx-candlo. The same negative was
then treated iu the same way and exposed to thn nrnsli-dis-

eharge for a ;;iven time. The prints were then fixed and
compared in order to see if they wave over or under expo.sed.

Tl»e experiments were then repeated until the effects were
eqnal. After many experiments the nearest comparison that

conld be obtained was that the light from the coudle at a
distanoe of 15 centim. and 20 seconds' exposnre produced
the same effect as thnt ^rom tite poittive bruth ai the same
distance and 15 minutes exposure. From thi<? the relative

powers would be ns 1 to 45. Tb'* ]»otential-differeuce when
making these tests was about 30,i)U(j volts.

On comparing this number with that obtained from the

photometric experiments it will be seen how widely thoy differ,

and it may therefore be considered as certain that the emana-
tion from the point consists very largely of those waves
which are capable of bringing abont chemical changes.

IV* On the Anaiogv of tome TrreguiafiUet in the Yearly

Range of Meteonlogieai and Magnetic Phenomena, Bg
Dr. VAN RUOKIVORSKL*.

[Plate n.]

AT the Toronto Meeting of ihe British Association t I
called the attention of Section A to the fact that if the

normal tempeiatnres for every day of the year are plotted

down in a cnrvoy sacb curves are strikingly similar for

stations spread over a very large area. An area which is

I;ir<i;or than our contiuf'nt for soim? ot' tbe pmlieidar?? shown

h\ these curves, wliib' for others it exieuds over Western

jhiurope only, or over part uf it.

1 am now able, to a certiiin degree, tu -ive an answer to

the Query at the end of that paper : " Is it temperature alone

of wmeh the inegnlarities are so extremely reguUr ? How
• OoanBonicated by the Author.

t Fifsr pnUiihMi hi tl» PM. M^. for M«jr 1888.
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does the barometer behave? Do the winds, do the maf^etic
elements, show somethiTig pointinfr to a common origin?""

The ;niswer is most certainly a positive oae, as I hope to

show now.

On the diagram (Piute II.) the uppermost curve, marked T,

shows ihe tempenitare ofevery day of the year for the Holder
in ihe Netherlands. The next curve, marked shows the

horizontal, and the following one Z the vertical component of

the earth's magnetic force as shown by the registering instru-

ments at Utrecht. Th<' curve nmrked R the rainfall at the

same station. The curve marked P shows the barometric

pressure at Greenwich ; the last curve, D, the magnetic
declination at the s^uuie station.

T shows the mean of 50 years* observations, H of 33 years

between 1«57 and 18SI6, Z of 30 years in the same period.

For the magnetic data it is not always possible to nse all the

years for which values are available ; for if in any case a
serious break occurs in a series, which cannot be safely

bri(l;^ed oN cr bj fictitious values, or if a discontinuity occurs

such as may be occasioned by a slight alteration in the instru-

ment or in the adjustment of the scale, it is, as a nile, necessary

to reject that whole year—this for more than one reason, but

chiefly on account ofthe secular variation which is so irregular.

It is anneoessary, however, to explnin this now at any length,

K is the renult of the 40 years 1856-95, P of the 18 years

discussed by Mr. Glaisher *, viz. 1841- 58, and lastly D of

the 30 years 1865 -J)4, of which 1 owe the three years which
have not been published in the publications of the Observatory
to the courtesy of the Astronomer-Royal.

Of course not all these series are of the same quality; some
are decidetiij not lone enough ; but although a large amount
of material is still being computed, I am at present only

able to show what there is in this diagram. The ll> years

for air-pressare are decidedly not enough, and at the same
time all those who are interested in terrestrial magnetism can

form a jud foment for themselves as to the intrinsic worth of

the data tor the vertical component. But for my present aim
the material is about sufficient.

All the curves have been smoudieil down in the same
manner as explained in my firs-t paper on this subject. For
the magnetic curves, however, a preliminary operaticni was
thought to be advisable, because the e£feot of the secular

variation throughout the year would otherwise tilt the curves

and render them less easily comparable with the others* This

vcr}' simple operation was to take the difference between the

* 9Ui and lOlh Beporfa* of the British Meteoiologicia Sodefy.
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mean for the ten first days of the year aod tihai for the ten

last days, and to iBterpokte this diffefence over the days of
the year. The secular change has hcen taken into conside-

ration in no other way; ?o that the figures from which these

curves are drawn are f^iinply tlie mean of tho scale-readings

for a certain nninher of years. Except for u)y j>urpose, they

have therel'ore no value whatever.

The scales on which these six cnnres are drawn are also

purely arbitrary. For H and Z even the scale^divisions

as published in the annals of the KoninUijk Nederlcmdtch

meUorologisch Inttituut at Utrecht have not been reduced to

any of the customary magnetic unit.<4. Tlie factors by wliich

the original ligures have been multiplied in order to form the

ordiuates of these curvcis, ranging from 4 to ^, wrre simply

chosen so that the consecutive maxima and minima of the

different curves should be, on an average, approximatively of

the same importance. In other words^ in the vertical dimen-
sions the cnrves have been compressed or expanded so aa to

render the phenomenon I wish to show as prominent as

possible.

And I tliink it will be adniiiled that it is prominent. Of a

few doubtful points I will -]ieak lat^n- on. But if we r xrept

these for the present, I think that it is jnTfectly apparcni that,

however dissimilar the general behaviour of the individual

curves may be, every single maximum and every minimum in

• one carve is, with an astonishing regularity, repeated In all

the othera. Far from it that the curves should he parallel.

In many cases n maximum in one curve occurs earlier or Inter

than in most of the others. In still more cases, what is a
large bump or n deep valley in one curve mny find it- forre-

spondent in a hardly perceptible movement in another curve.

A lew of these differences in behaviour shall be, later on,

explained away in a satisfactory manner. Others may be due
to insufficience, as yet, of the data at command. £ut even
if a certain—decidedly small—number of instances should
remain where one ofthe curves really has a secondary maximum
and accompainring minimum not shown by the others, why
should it not f It may be a local anomaly; it may be tliat

indeed for, say, the barometer nn agent enters also upon the

scene which has less grip, or none at all, uj»on the thermometer
or the nia<^netometersi. There are certainly not many such

exceptions to the general phenomenon shown in the curves

under discussion. Indeed, they are so few that I Incline to

think that we may predict even now that as soon as we shall

he possessed of a sufficient number of sufficiently good obser-

vations in every case it will indeed be found that to every
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irregularity in one yearly curve, either for any magnetic or

any meieorologic phenooMDon, a conoqKmdnig imgDlarii7
viU be apparent in all the other cnrves for the same region,

if not always, as will be shown, for the same stiition. Bat
even if some doobtfnl point ubonld remain, I think proof is

so abundant oven now that, oven if I shonlJ ho found ulti-

mately to have overrated \t ia some iostanceSy this can no
more invalidate the principle.

Another very valuable test for luy opinion that the ana-

logies pointed out here cannot be accidental, is famished by
ilm diagram for Paris*. The uppermost line shows thie

temperature as resalting from 130 years' observations. The
lower one shows the magnetic declination, but this is the

result of only 12 years of observation between 1785 and 1796
by Cassini. Not very good observations we should now call

them : there are several breaks and elianges of continuity

which I had to brid;;^ over as best 1 could. Moreover, the

readings were not taken rigorously at the same hour of the

day. I think this is more Sian sufficient, with such a short

series, to acconnt for a certain nnmber of donbts and qneries

which I cannot explain away. Bnt npon the whole 1 think

it will be admitted that the concordance between the two curves

is just as satisfactory as in the large diagram. Therefore, at

least also in this respect, things a century ago were what they

are now.
One possibility 1 must point out. It may be that one or

more ot these curves ought in reality to be inverted. This

seems preposterous. Stiff,, with so many maxima and minima
following each other in rapid succession, it is not so. (I have
numbered 17 maxima; but I am perfecifcly sure that a larger

namber than this are just as real as these» only they are so

small as not to be detected vet, as lonjr ns we are obliired to

smooth down the curves to such an extent.) Take a maximum
and the following minimum, which slightly precedes the cor-

responding feature of the other curves, and invert the curve :

they will then simply be converted into a maximum and a

preoedinff minimum slightly lagging behind a simihtr feature

in the oi£er curves. Oas of my magnetic curves is inverted

—needless to SJiy which, because a scale may read from right

to left or from left to rioht. But also I nave had serious

doubts as to the advisability of inverting one or two others.

You will seo at once tliat in some cases my yertioai lines f

• This diagnua is not reproduoed, as the text is sufficiently dear
without it

t Continuous vertical lines connect the maxima, lines of long dots the
miinina belanging togetlisr*
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indicate a maximum whero, in '^ood faith, such a thing is not to

bo discovered. This u quite true. I call attention to the

lines 6, 13, 14, 15. There is certainly no, or hardly an,

apparent nrnximom in the teraperatore-line there. But if we
loolc for n moment at this larger collection of temperainre-

curves*, of which it 18 not possible to give such a largedtagram,

it will at once be seen that for the three last of these numbers
the curves for the whole of the United Kingdom show a small

but dfc'Idcd jnaximiim in all these cases. Fur lo this also

appears in -onu? curves tor s utLern stations, such as Mont-
peUier. Un the other haniij at G the maximum which the

onrve for the Helder does not show is most distinctly shown
hy the curves of the stations to the south and east of the

Ketherlands.

There is, I think, a most valuable use of the method here

explained. For one phenomenon any of the maxima may be
less appare!it tl;an for another. It may even he not at all so,

(It would seem as if magnetism were a more sensitive organ

than meteorology.) But as ^oon as some of tlu? curvos show
a certain maximum, there is some presumption that the others

ought to do 90» even if they do not. In other words, that

there is at that particular moment an influence at work which
would manifest itself by creating a maximum in those curves

also, if only our series of observations were long enough or the

methods of observation sensitive enough. If at some moment
of the year the vertical intensity or the rainfall show a

miiximum or minimum, even an unimportant one, the tem-
perature and deelination must show it too—it mav be smaller

or larger, or somewhat larger or later, luit it mu^t be there.

And would it demdedlj not be there, depend u|>on it fhat here

18 somethin|^ worth investigating.

But agmn the point now under discussion gives us a
valuable clue to the direotiou in which we must look for the

origin of the anomalies of our curves : and this may lead

perliaps in som<' v;\:U'fi to a gu<'!^s as to their causes. From
what has ju>t U i n ^lid it is ol eourse very probable that the

maxima in 14 and iO are due to the iuHuence of some cause

which has its seat to the north or northwest of the Kethcriands,

the one in 13 to one in the southwest, bat that in 6 to an
influence coming from the southeast

I must here reler again to a very remarkable minimum
ooenrring in some curves on or about the 1st of July, which
has been mentioned in the Toronto paper f. The mass of

material which has since come into my |>o88ession \m shown

The^' (liiigrams also are not repvodOMd.

t PhiL Mag. May 1W6, p. 4do.
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me thut this is indeed more widely spread and more enigmatio

l^n I at first supposed. Howeyer, I think I am able now
to paint ont with a certain degree of probability where it

originates. This is the first case in which I really could do
more than show the direction in which this origin ought to be

foond.

This second diagram shows for a certain number of stations

the daily moan temperature for the month of July and parts

of June and August. The order in which the curves are

arranged is more or le?s the ^aine as that in which the im-

portance of this minimum decreases. At the same time—^and

this is important^the order is such that the first places are

very near some point to the west of Scotland, and that tilie

others gradually go farther and fnrther away from that centre.

Only four of these show a decided minimum ; the most
pronounced one occurs at Arbroath in the east of Scotland,

and the next at Valencia ; tlio two others are Knthesay near

the west coast of Scotland and Tlior-ilmvn on the aroe Islands.

After these places the minimum assumes a less decided

character ; it is no longer a valley, but only a less steep

incline of tiie ascending curve. These stations form another
circle round Scotland ; thej are : BeroQord, on the east coast
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of Iceland*, Christiaujjaud, on the west coast of Norway,
Greenwicii, and the stations in the Netherlands.

Much importanoe mtut be ai^ebed to the fact that at

Stjkkisholm, od the west coast of Iceland, this minimam is

not at all penoeptible, and hardly, if at all, at Brest. And
some importance also to the fact that it sets in first at the two
Scotch stations, npxt at Valencia and the Faroer.

If yon consitler these facts I think that you wiil own that

here is an anomaly whicli must have it:* origin at the coast of

the west of Scotland, and probably at no great distance. For
if tius origin were at a greater distance from the Scottish

coast, it would be haidlj conoeiTable that its infloenoe should

die out 80 rapidly on the two straight lines TfaorshaTD,

BeruQord, Stykkisholnif aod Scotland, England, Brest.

ITius far 1 believe my conjecture is backed by what con-

stitutes a certain amount of proof. But the road, or rather

roads, which this minimum subsequently follows through
part of Europe is decidedly bewildering. Brussels shows it,

Taris mobt decidedly; »o do Lyourj, Montpellier, Triest, and
Klagonfurt; while, ooriooaly enough, soatb and north of the

line nniting these stations, both in the German and the

Italian stations, I cannot find a trace of it.

Bat in the North of Europe also there are decidedly some
traces of it. Both Co]>enlia nron and Haparanda show them,

so do Baltiscliport aad Kem on the western side of the

White 8ea. la this part of Europe tlie boundary beyond
which this feature is not traceable is a liue passing west of

Koaigsberg, Petersburg, and Archangel. Some traces of

this minimnm are also to be fonnd in a group of stations of

whiob Warsaw is the northernmost.

There is another fact which may be connected with the

strange distribution of this minimnm. N( arly in the whole
of Bnssia and the North of Europe the hi^rhest point of the

whole curve has ;i strong tendency to occur in August, in

the very begiuuing fur the eastern .-tatioas with a single

maximum, while those with u double summer maximum show

the highest one about the middle of August* This may,

for instance, be seen in the curves for Thorshavn, Bernfjon^,

and Christiansand. In the west aod south of Europe, on the

oontraiy^ the July maximum, on an average, is deoidedly,

I owe those northern 8t<itions to iho ]<inclne83 of Dr, A. Paulsen,

Director of the Meteorological Ubscrvatui} at Cupenhagen. 1 owe thanka

to a graat many more gentlemen for the kindness wita whifih materia^

even mnnuscript, was plac^' ! nt my (ILsposal ; hut their nanv^ will come
more naturally when the time shail ultimatelj have come to publish the

whole ofdUs mvaslJgitiOB*
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althorifrli not nmoli, hiirhcr tlian tlie An"jn«t one. This is an
intlicatiun of the ^otitliorn origin of tlii- .1 nlv inaximtini. May
not this be an explanation ? Late in J uue Europe is invaded

from a point off the Scottish coast hjr a strong minimamy bat
a week or so Uiter by n stroniir nuaimnm from the soatb or
southwest, let ns saj tropical Africa. Therefore it is probable

that the light, so to speak, of these two features, in the iirsl

p];ico cnnpcs tlie distrilnition just spoken of, and that the

curioTi- partic'idars wliicli accompany it must find their expla-

nation ill local cireumHtaiices.

A wild hypothesis ? 1 know it is. But 1 give it in order

to show how vividly some meteorological problems are put
before ns by this method, and how a path is shown at the

same time to their evolnHon. For can there be much donbi
but that, as soon as we shall be possessed of more data^ not
about temperature only, more and more of these problems must
make great progress toward^ n f?oliitioi! One curve for

nia<;iK*tic declination or for niiniUll may throw a ray of light

on an intricate point which at once solves it.

Another argument to the siiuic puipose. There will be
seen, not without some effort perhaps, a very sli^^ht minimum
between the 10th and 15th of Hay in the three uppor curves
(PI. 11.) . There are other features ofUie same importance, of a
greater one even. There need be no fear of my discuseing them
nil, for the very plausible reason that I do not know anything
nhont them Thoy may eitlicr prove interesting!^ some day,

or vanish completely, when meteorologists shall be able to

discuss longer series ol" observations. But tliis one is worth a

moment's notice, lor it is really the mark of the so-much
discussed Ice-saints.'^ Yoo will notice a trace of it in the

three npper corves, not in the two lower ones. (The rainfall

is too doubtful to be quoted here.) Well, these two lower

onn es belong to Greenwich, and you will see that the hand-
mark, if I may express myself thus, of these cold saints

tends to vanish in the British Isles. Tlie temperature-curve

for Greenwich indeed shows it still, that for Valencia perhaps,

V)iit eertainlv in Scotland it is not visible. Here a<aiin tiie

southern, or southeastern, origin of this phenomenon, which 1

hinted at at Toronto, is confirmed by other onrvee thaii those

for the temperatnre.

As hinted at before, some of these curves leave for the

mom^t a doubt. It will seen that between July and
November I left in some of the vertical lines a break in the lower

region^ of my diagram. In nearly every ea^e it is only the

barometer that is at fault. I already have stated the cause:

the series of 19 years which I used is not long enough. I

regret that 1 have been unable to be ready in time vrith a
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longer series. But I fallv expeet that wlien Htm is quite

oompoted these donbts will be <»eared away.

There is, however, another class of doabts which must
perhaps be allowed a?» yet to stand over. It will be seen tliai

botweiMi the maxima marked 15 and Ifi I saggest for the

npper enrves two minima and an unimportant maximum
between them, while lower liowii 1 huvo only been able to

trace a siagU^ mimmam. Thb may of course be oonsistent

with the facts. Bventnallj for one phenomenon a certain

maximum may become so stight that it can no longer be
detected, at least not by our ])reflent methods; and thus the

two minima l^efore and after it may merge into one, although
other phenomena show two minima.

Another tact of the same nat ure occurs {>eruaps between the

July and August muxiiiia, between the vertical lines 9 and 10.

The dotted line between these two is much more crooked than

the hnes 9 and 10 seem to warrant. On the other hand,
nearly all the lines show very sii^^lit indications that this

minimum is indeed a doable one separated b^y- a yery slight

maximum. Bat this feature is so faint that I (ud not feeljas-

tifiedfor the present in drawing the vertical lines accordingly.

Attain the line 17 is n doubtful one. Of course this is

partly only a tcelniical ditticulty. Where the curves are so

near together as in this pait of the diagram, the vertieal lines

must seem—not really I)*'— uiure crooked than they ai"eiu the

summer part of the diagram, where they expand to snch a
lengtii. BtiU I haye a feeling that line 17 is also in reality

composed of two maxima, of which one, in December, onght
to have the number 17, and another, chie% in Jannaiy, the

new number 18.

I might of course multiply instances like these, but I feel

that this is at pre^^ent useless. The seventeen lines which I

have numbered will, I think, be tound in future t^ be a near

approximaLion to truth lor Western Europe so far as the most
remarkable features go. But numberless other subsidiaiy

vertical lines may eventoallj be filled in in course of time
when more and better material shall be at hand than I could
avail myself of as yet.

But this, I think, is the result of tliis part of the work:
There is one potent cause which for u largo part rules all

meteorological and magnetic plienomena, and inilueDces them
all in a similar way nearly siuiukaneously.

1 do not of course pretend to teach a new doctrine in these

words, but I think 1 have shown a new proof of it. And
also how largely the simple method which 1 have used may in

future contnbute to the solution of meteorolo^cal problems,

FML Mag. S. 5. Vol. 47. No. 264. Jan. 1899. F
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7. The Age of the Earth a$ an Abode fitted fir life.

By the Bight Hon. Lord Kblvdt, G.C.V.O. *

§ 1. rX^HE ii(To of the earth as an abode fitted for life is cer-

X uiialy a subject which largely interests mankind in

general. For geology ifc is of vital and fondiimental impor-
taooe—as important as the date of the battle of Haslincs is

for English history—yet it was very little thought of by
geologists of thirty or forty years ago ; how little is illus-

trated by a statement t, which I will now read, given originally

from the presidential chair of the Gcoln;:? 'n1 Society by
Professor Huxley in 18()9, when for a set oiid time, alter a

seven years' interval, he wu.s president of the Society.

" I do not suppose that at tiie preaent dajr any geoliigist would be fi)uud

• • . to deny taat tbe rapidity of the rotation at the earth imy bp
^minlabuig, that the sun may he waxin^^ dim, or that the enrth itself may
be cooling. Most of u?, T .^usuect, are Gallio^i, * who care for none of

these things/ being of opiuiuu tliat, true or tictiLiuus, they have made no
ptaettcalunRaiCB to the eartli, during the penod of wmch a record in

pnaerred ia atnti&d depoaita."

§ 2. I believe the explanation of how it was posnble for

Professor Huxley to say that he and other geologists did not

care for things on which the age of life on the earth essen-

tially depends, is beeaiise he did not know that there wn«?

vnlia fonnrlntion for any estimates worth con«ii<leriii;j^ as to

absolute ni:i;i;iiitude». If ficieuce did not allow us to give anv

estimate whatever as txi whether 10,000,000 or 10,000,000,000

fears is tbe age of this earth as an abode fitted for life, then

think Professor Hnxley wonld have been perfectly right in

saying thai <;eologiBts should not trouble themselves abont

it, and biolo^nsts should go on in their own way, not en- •

quiring into things uttcily beyond the power of human
understandin£r and scientiHe invc-tiaation. Tliis would have

left ^eolofiy iiineli in the :»«uue position as that ifi winch
English hi.-tory would be if it were impossible to u^-certain

whether tho battle of Hastings took place 800 years ago, or

8CM> thousand years ago, or 800 million years ago. If it were
absoloisly impossible to find ont which of these periods is

more probable than the other, then I affree we might be
Gallios as to the date of the Norman Conqaeet. Bat a

* Uommunicated by the Author, being the 1&)7 Annual Address of the
Vletflria IMtiite with additioea written at difoent times iN>m June
1897 to May ISm.

t In the printed quotations the italics are mine in STSIJ case, aol 80
the capitaLs in the (quotation trom Page's I'extrbook.
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change took place jnst abont the timo to which I refer, and
from then till now geologists have not '^oTisiderod the question

of absolute dates in their science as outaide the scope of their

ill vestigations.

§ 3. 1 ma^ be allowed to read a few extracts to indicate

how geological thought was ezpnaaed in roapect to this

subject, in various largely used popular text-boolUi and in
scientific writings whioo were new in 1868, or not iO old as

to be forgotten. I have several short extracts to read and
I hope yon will not find them todion-^.

The hist is three lines from Darwin's Origin of SpedeSi''
1859 Edition, p. 287.

« In all probability a far longer period than 300,000,000 yeaiB baa
elapsed rinoe the latter part of the secondary period.'*

Here is another still inor'» im|>ortant sentence, which I read
to you from the same lnik :

—

" He who can read 8ir Charl^ Lyell's grand work on the Principles

of Geology, which the future bifltorian will recognize as having produced
a revolution in natural science, yet doee not admit bow incomprehent^fy
rant have been the past periods of timey nuijf at <mce close thia vohtmei,**

I shall next read a short statement from Page's * Advanced •

Students' Text-Book of Qeology,' published in

"Again wlicro the FORCE st'tnis imtqual to the result, the student
should never lose sight of the element TIME : an clemmt to vhich ire can
set no duunch in the past, any more than we kuuw of its limit iu the

future."
" It will be seen from this lia-ty indication that tht-ro arc two great

schools of geological caasation - the one aacribiug every result to tiie

ordinary operatwos of Nature, eomliiued witib the element of unHmiUd
time, the other appealing to agents that operated during the eerlier

epochs of the world with greater intt n>ity, nnr! also for the most part

over wider areas. Tht former belief is ccrtainiy more in accordance with
the spirit of right fhimtof^^ thougii it must be confessed that many
problems in geology seem tn find tbebr eoiution only throngh the
admission of the latter hypothesis.''

§ 4. I have several other statements which I think you may
hear with some interest. Dr. Samnel H;uiir!itoii, of Trinity

College, Dublin, in bis 'Manual of Geology/ published in

1865, p. 82, says :

—

"The infinite time of the geologists is in the past ; and mast of their

speculations regarding this subject seem to imply the absolute infinity of
time, aa if the human imagination was unable to grasp the period uf time
requisite for the formation of a few inches of sand or teet oi mud, and its

aunae^uent conaolidation into reck." (This delicate satire ia certainly

not orendiined.)
Profeflaor Thomson has made an attempt to calculate the length of

time during which the stm can have gone on burning at the present rate,

and has come to the fuUowing conclusion ;—
' It seems, on the whole^ most

F2
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ptobaUe titat iha sun has not Uluminated tlie earth for 1C0,000,C00 yean,
tad aliiMMt MitaiBthat be baa not doneao far 600,000,000 yean. Aafior
the futuro, we may say with equal certainty. Hint tlie inlabitnut.- of the

earth camiut contitnte to enjoy the li^'-htand beat <'-->entiAl to tlieir life

for many milliou yeai'6 longer, uiileed uew aources, now unknown to m,
IN imfiaied in iS^ gtmA §bonhon» of crMtMo."

I md lhat in ibe oxties and I repeat it now ; bat with
duiniiiDj[ lo^c it ii beld to be inooneiBiient with a later state-

in* I' i! the Bon has not been shining 60,000,000 years ;

and that both that and this are stultified bj a still closer

estimate which -nv^j that probably the sun has not been

sliining for ;j(),OOU,(»U(l venr.i ! And so inv efforts io iir.i] some
limit or e^^timate lor Geological Time Lave been reterred to

and put before the public, even in London daily and weekly
papei-8, to show bow exceedingly wild are the wanderings
of physicists, and how mntnaUy oontradictorj are their oon-
oluaions, as to the length of time which has aetually passed

since the early geological epochs to the prtesent date.

Dr, Haughton further goes on

—

" 77</« iri^ult (100 in r,00 mirion years) of Prof. -sor Thonj5on'g, r/W/o?^.9/i

very liberal in the allowance of time, has offended geologitU^ because, having
been accustomed to deal tBUh time as an injinite quantity at their dii^ogalf

th»yfeel naturally embarrassment and aUtrm at any attempt of the

of Pht/su !< t'l phi IP a limit upon thdr ^perulafiouri. It is quite posf-ililf

that even a hundred millioD of years may be greatly in excess of tbe
a4!taa] tune during wfaicb the lun'a heat baa xeniained coDstaDt"

§ 5. Dr. Uaughtoii admitted ho much vviih a candid open
wind; but he went on to ox])res.s hisown belief (in ISB.")) tluis:

—

" Although 1 h.ivo spoken somewhat disrespectfully of the geological

calculus in my lecture, yet I believe that the time dating whicn omanic
life has t xi.st* d on th«^ i iii th is pniftically infinite, becaufe it can be fhown
to be so great as to be inconceivable by beings of our limited intelligence.*

Where is inconceivableness in 10,000,000,000 ? There is

notbin^T inconceivable in the number of persons in this room,

or in London. We get up to millions rpiiekly. Is there any-

tliinir inconceivable in 30,i)i)0,i)0i) as the population of

Entfluiid, or in 38.000,01)0 us the population of Great Britiiin

ana Ireland, or m 852,704,863 as the population of the

British Empire ? Kot at all. It is jnst as conceivable as half

a million years or 500 millions.

§ 6. Tlie following stut inent is from Professor Jnkes's
* Students' Manual of Geology

:
'

—

"The time required for Buch n slow procoss to effect such enormon.^

resulta mu^t of course be taken to bo inconceivably great. The word
' inoonceivably ' Is not heve naed in a y^fue but in a literal aeose, to

indicate that the lapse of time required for the denudation that has

produced the present surfaces of some of the older rocks, is vast beyond
any idea of time which the hiuuan mind ia capable of conceiving."
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" Mr. Darwin, in hiB admirably reasoned book on the origin of spectety

80 full of iiiforination and jin^'';.'-t.>stion on all tr >] vri'^al subjects, estimates

the time required for the denudation of the ruck<i oi the Weald of Keat|
or tfae eroflioQ of cpaca between the ranges of ehelk hiUt, known n the
North and South Downs, at three huttdred milliotvt of years. The
prounds f «r formifiir this estimate are of course of the vosrut st de-
scription, it muj be podoible, perhaps, that ihe eftimatt- is a hundred
times too great, and that the real time elapted did not exceed three
million yearfs, hut, on the other hand, it i.^ jtnt m lil{"ly that the time
which actually elapsed since the tirat commencement uf the erosion till it

WB8 neariy as complete ft now sb^ waa iee]fy a hnndrad timee greaAer

than hia eatimale, or thirty thoiMina mUfiona of jenn."

§ 7. Thus Jukea allowed estimates of anything from
3 millions to 30,000 millions as the time wnich actnallj

passed during the denudation of the Weald. On the other

liand Professor Phillips in his Rede lecture to the University

of Cambridge (I860), decidedly prefers one inch per annum
to Darwin's one inch per century as the rate of erosion : and
says that nu>-f n1<scrvors would cou!«idor even the one inch

l)er annum tou ^inall for all l)ut the most invincible coasts I

He thus, on purely gcologiciil grouuJs, reduces Darwin's

estimate of the time to less than one one-hnndredth. And,
reckoning the actual thicknesses of all the known geologioal

strata of the earth, he finds 96 million vears as a possible

estimate for the aniiquitj of the base of tlie stratified rocks ;

but he gives reasons for su{)posin<j: that this may be an over-

estimate, and he finds that from stratig;raphiciil evidence

alone, we may regard the antirjiiity of lite on the earth as

pussibly ]>0tween niillioius and 96 millions of years.

Quite lately a very careful estimate of the antiquity of

strata coniiumug remains of life on the earth has heen
given hy Professor SoUas, of Oxford, calculated according

to stratigraphiciil principles which had been pointed oat by
Mr, Alfred Wallace. Here it is*!—"So far as 1 can at

present see, the lapse of time since the bBginniniiif of the

(/"amhrinn systtMii is prohaljly less than 17,0()' H)0 years,

even when computed on an assumption of uniformity, which

to me seems contradicted by the most salient facts of geology.

Whatever additional time the calculations made on physi(il

diita can afford us, may go to the account of pre^Oambrian
deposits, of which at present we know too little to serve for

an independent estimate.''

§ 8. In one of the evening Conversaziones of the British

Association dnrinfr its meetinjj at Dundee in i^iM I had a

conversation ot> g('oloo;ical time witli tlie late iSir Andrew
Bamsay, almost every word of which remains stamped on

• The Age of the Earth," * Nature,' April 4th, 1885.
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my mind to this day. We had been hear in a brilliant and
suggestive lectiiro by Professor (now Sir Archibald) Geikie

on tne geolo^rical history of tho actions hy which the existing

scenery of Scotland was produced. I asked liatnsay how long

«i time he allowed for that hisjtory. He answered that he

could suggest no limit to it. I said, '^You doa*t sappoae

tlungs have been going on always as they are now f Yon
don't suppose geological history has ran through 1,000,000,000

years?" "Certainly I do.'' " 10,000,000,000years?" "Yes."
" The sun is a finite body. You can tell how many tons it is.

Do you think it has been shining on for a million million

years ? '* " i am as incapable of estimating and under-

standing the reasons which yon physicists have for limiting

geological time as you are incapable of understanding the

geological reasons for onr milimited estiinatos/' I answered,
" You can nnderstand physicists* reasoning perfectlv if you
give your mind to it." I ventured also to say that physicists

were not wholly incapable of appreciating geological diffi-

culties ; and so the matter ended, and we had a friendly

agreement to temporarily differ.

§ 9. In fact, from about, the beginninnr of the century till

that time (1867), geologists had been nurtured in a jihiiosophy

originating with the Huttonian system: much of it substantially

very good philosophy, bat some of it essentially nnsoand and
misleading : witness this, from Playfair, the eloquent and able

expounder of Hntton :

—

"How often these vicissitudes of decay and ifiiovutiou Lave been
yepented is not for us to detwinine

;
they constitute a series of which m

the author of tliis theory has rcmnrld d, we neither seethe beginniii'r nor

the end ; a circumstance that accords weU with what is known ennceruing
other parts of the economy of the world. In the continuation of the
different species of animals and vegietables thnt iiibabit the earth, we
discern neither a beginning nor an end; in the planetary motions where
ffeoroetry h^is carried the eye so far both into the future and the past we
diacoTer no mark either of the commenoement or the termination of the
present order."

§ 10. Led by Button and Playfair, Lyell taught the
doctrine of eternity and nnifomiity in geology ; and to
explain plutonio action and nndergronnd neat, invented a
thermo-electric "perpetual" motion on which, in tlie year
1862, in my paper on the Secular Cooling of the Earth"*,
published in flie * Transactions of the Boyai Society of Edin-
burgh/ 1 commented as follows

* liepnnted in Thomson and Tait, ' Treatise on 2*^atural Philosophj,'
1st and 2nd EdiOoBS, Appendix D (g).

' "
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"To mpn<.st',. as Lyell, adoptluL' tlje cbemical ljypothe-i«, ha-i <loije*,

that the suustaaceSi combining together, may be again separated eiectro-

tytiMUj by tliaiBO-electnc currents, due to' the heat generated bv their

oimbiiuU^kiii, aod thus die clwnneal *cti<m and it* be^ continued in aa
endless cycle, riolHte? the principlf? of nntnrnl philosophy in exactly the

same manueri and to the same decree, as to beliere that a clock con-

i^gettiow iDTieBtor hf going vntf

It fpu only bj sheer force of reasou that geologirti have
beeo ooopeUed to think otiienrifle, and to Bee that thera was
a defioito beginniojir, and to look forward to a definito end,
of this world as an aboio fitted for life.

§ 11. It is carioas that EngUsh philosopher;? and writers

shoald not hnve noticoi how Npwton treated tin* a?tro-

iioiniciil probicm. Fiaytkir, in what J iiavo rend to you, speaks

of the planetarv <5v«tem us })(^iiig absolutely eternal, and
unchau^n^ibh' : having had no beginning ami tsliowiug no

signs of progress towards an end. lie aiwwtnen alao that the

mm ifl to go on ehuung for erer, and that the earth Is to go on
revolving roond it for ever. He quite overlooked Laplace's

nebular theorv : and he overlooked Newton'a OOimterblast

to the planetary " ]>erpetual motion." Newton, commenting
on his own ' Fir-^t Ltiw of 31otion,' says, in hi- ior>p l.atin,

which 1 will end* a\ (>ur to traii-'ate. Biit tbf; iireater bodies

of })laiiet>' am] cuuietb niovini^ in -jiact-r l'"^?; n^sisting, keep
their luotious louger." Thai i> a stroug counterblast against

anj idea of etonut7 In the pkneiary system.

§ 12. I shall now, withoot fdrtJier pra£M9e, expkin, and I

hope hriefly, so as not to wear out jonr patience, some of the

arguments that I brought forward between 18G2 and 1869,

to show strict limitations to the possible age of the earth as

an abode fitted for life.

Kant t ]>oinied out in tlie middle ol' la^1 cenuny, \vhat had

not previously been diocovt i fd by niatlu iiuiuciaiiB or physical

astronomers, that the frictiouai re&isumce against tidal cur-

rents on the eirth^s snr&oe most canse a diminnlaon of the

eartib^s rotational speed. This really great disooreiy in

• Prindplee of Geology,' chap. xxxi. ed. ioo^.

t In am essay first publislied in tiie KcBnisBberg NaehnMem, 1764,
No8, 23, 24 ; h.-win*.' been written with ref' rtm e to the f lT r nf n prize br
iim Berlin Academy of Sciences in 1754. iiere is the litie-page, in full,

M it appears in vol vi. of Kant's Collected Works, Leipzig, 1839:

—

Untersuchung der Frage : Ob die Erde in ihrer Umdrehung tun die Aehae,
wodim'li d'u' Al»\vcrLsf!uii:^' dee Tjige? uuii der NacLt hf'n-or>,iri?)frt,

einigtt Veranderung seit den ersten Zeiten ihres L/rt*prunge8 eriitteu habe,
wdeliee die Unaeoe dsvon sd, vnd w«taiis xnan ddi Ouer vanidiem
konne ? weTcbe von der Kt'mi^IicheQ AkadennS der WiflBODSehsften sa
Bcdifi xam Pxmm aM%iy>ben wotdea, 1754.
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Natural Phi'iosophy seems to have attracted very Hitle

attention,—^indeed to have passed quite unnoticed,—among
mathematicians, and astronorners, and naturalists, until about

1840, when the doctrine of energy began to be taken to

heart. In 1866, Delannay sn<rirested that tidal retardation

of the earth's rotation was probably tlie cause of an out-

standing aooeleration of the moon's mean motion reckoned
according to tbe earth's rotation as a timekeeper fonnd by
Adams in 1853 by correcting a calculation of Laplace which
liail ^eemed to prove the earth's rotational speed to be nni-

form *. Adopting Delannay's suggestion as true, Adams, in

conjunction with Professor Tait and in v self, estimated the

diminution of the earth's rotational speed lu be such that

the earth as a timekeeper, in the course of a century, would
get 22 seconds behind a thoroughly perfect watch or clock

rated to agree with it at the beginning of the oentniy.

According to tlus rate of retardation the earth, 7,S00 million

years ago, would have been rotating twice as fast as novr

:

and the centrifugal force in the equatorial regions would
have been four times as great as its present amount, which
is of gravity. At present the radius of the equatorial

sea-level exceeds the polar semi-diameter by 214 kilometres,

which is, as nearly as the most careful calculations in the

theory of the earth's figure can tell us, just what the excess

of eqnatorial radius of the surface of the sea all round would
be if the whole material of the earth were at present liquid

and in equilibrium under the influence of gravity and centri-

fugal force with the present rotational speed, and ^ of what
it would be if the rotational speed were twice as great.

Hence, if the rotational speed had been twice as <;ieat as

iu present amount when consolidation from a]>proxiuiately

the figure ol' fluid equilibrium took place, and ii tlio solid

earth, remaining absolutely rigid, had been gradually slowed
down in the coarse of millions of years to its present speed
of rotation, the water would have settled into two circular

oceans round the two poles : and the equator, dry all round,
would be 64*5 kilometres above the level of tlio polar sea

bottoms. This is on the supposition of absolute rigidity of

the earth alter ])rimitive cousolidatioii. There would, in

reality, have been some degree of yielding to the gravitational

tendency to level the great gentle slope up from each pole to

equator. But if the earth, at the time of primitive consolida^

* < Treatise on Natural Philosophy' (Thoni-on nn.l Tail), §830, ed. 1,

1867j and later editieus ; also ' I'opular Lectures and Address,' vol. ii.

(Kelvin), 'Geological Time/ being a reprint of an article oommimicatod
to the Glasgow Geological Societj, February 27th, 186&
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tion, had hem rotating twice as fast as at present, or eren
20 per cent, faster than at present-^ tnuses of its present figure

must have been left in a great preponrJernnco of land, and
])robabiy no sea at all, in the eqnittoriul regions. Taking
into account all uncertainties, whether in respect to Adam.s'

estimate of the rate of frictionul retardation of the earth's

rotatory speed, or to the conditions as to the rigidity of the

earth onoe consolidated, we may safely oonolnde that the

eiirth was certainly not solid 5,000 million years ago, and
wa>! probably not solid 1,000 million years ago*.

4 Id. A second argoment for limitation of the earth^s age,

which was really my own first nrgument, is founded on tlio

consideration of underground heat. To ex])lain a first rough

and ready estimate of it I shall read one sliort statement.

It is from a very short paper that I coannunieated to the

Society of Edinburgh ou the 18th December, 1865,

entitled, ''The Doctrine ot Uniformity in (Seolosy briefly

refuted."

** The 'Doctrine of Umformity ' in Geology, as held by miiny of the
uio>t eminent of British Oc tl<i<rists, a-sumes that the earth's surface and
upper cru>t havo been nearly as tliey are at pr.'sent in tempemture, and
other physical qualities, durin;j^ millions of iiiilliou.s of years. But^ heat

tPiUbA wpe know, / / •'•>eno(diim^ to be mw condtLcted out of thit earth yearly

is 80 great, that if this action Imd been goiag ou with nny approach to

tinifonnitj for 20,000 million years, the amount of heat lo^t out of the

eartii wonld have been about as much as would heat, by 100^ C, a
quantity of ordinary suiface rock of 100 times the earth's bulk. Tliis

wonld be luore than enou^-h to melt a mass of surfiwje rock equal in bulk

to tin.' whole eartli. r\o hypothesis aj> to chemical action, internal Uuidit^',

eifects of pressure at great depth, or possible characti-r of substances in

tlie interior of tha earth, possessing the smallest vestige of probability,

cm iustii]^ the supposition ^at the earth's upper crust haa remained
nearly a« it whue team the whole^ or from any part, of the earth, so
great a ^nantitjr of heat has been lost*'

§ 14. The sixteen words which I have emphasized in read-

ing this statement to you (italics in the reprint) indicate flie

matter-of-tiict foundation for the conclosion asserted. This

conclusion suffices to sweep away the whole system of geolo-

gical and biological speenlation demnnding nn '* infoncoiv-

ably " great vista ot past time, or even a lew thousand million

years, for the liistory of lite on the earth, and a])})roxiiu;ite

uiiiioimity oi' plutonic acLioii throu^iiout that tiuie
;
which,

as we have seen, was very generally prevalent thirty years

• " The fact that the cuutiueuts arc uiTauged alonir mo. idians, rather

than in an equatorial belt, affords some degree of prriof that the c ns oli-

dation of the earth took place at a tim.> when the diurnal rot;ition diSored

bat little £rom its present value. It is probable that the date of con^oU-

^tion i« eowideraVlr move recent than a thoueend milUon years ago. '^
ThAmeon and Tait, vEWtiae on Natural FhUoMphj/Snd edL, 1883, § 680.
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ago among BiitiBh Geologii»tB and Biologists; and wUeb, I

must say, some of our chiefs of the present day have not yet
nbandoned. Witness the Presidents of the Ueoiogioal and
Zoological Sections of the British Association at its meetings
of md (i^^ottiogham), aad of 1896 (Liverpool).

Mr. Teall : Presidentini Address to tbe Geological Sedaon, 180®.

*^Th« guod olil British ship * Uuifonulty/ built by Hutr -r. mi l refitted

by Ljell, baa won so mauv (^loriooa victories in the past, aud appears still

to be in BOcli ttxc^llent figiitnig triin,tliftt I see no reason why she should
hanl (1 vu her colours either to ' Catastrophe' or ' SvaliitioiL* Inataad.

there fore, of acceding to the request to * hiuny ap' we nudro a demaiid
for more time."

Professor Poulton : PmtdentiAl Addrsaa ie the Zoological Seetion, 1896.
** Our argiiraent does not dt^al with thrt time roquin'd for the oriirin of

life, or for the development of the lowest beings with which we are

ac<^uaintod from the first formed buin^^s, of which we know nothing.

Bo^ these processes may have reauired an immensity of time ; but as we
know nothing whatever about tiieni and have as yet no prospect of

acquiring any information^ we are compelled to contine ourselves to as

much of the piocen of evolution as we can inlbr from the strncture of
living aud fossil forms—that i.^, as regards animals, to the development
of the simplest into the most complex Protozoa, the evolution of the

Metazoa from the Protozoa, and the brauching of tbe former into iu*

nnuierous Phyla, with all their Chiisses, Orders, Families, Geneia, and
Species. But we shnll find that this is quite enough tO necessitate A Mfy
lar^e incrmae in the time estimated by the geologist}*

% 15. In my own short paper from which I have read yon
a sentence, tlie rate at which heat is at the present time lost

from the earth by conduction outwards throueh the upper
crust, as }»roved by observations of nndcrgrounu temperature

in different \vav\< of the world, and by iiieasiiremont of the

thermal conductivitv of surface rocks and strata, sufHced to

utterly refute the Doctrine of Unitormity as taught by Hiittoii,

fiycll, and their followers ; which was the solo object of that

l>aj)er.

§ 16. In an earlier commnnication to the Boyal Society

of Edinburgli *, I had considered the cooling of the earth

dae to this loss of heat ; and by tracing backwards the

process of cooling had formed a definite estimate of the

groatest and least number of million years which can
possibly have passed since the surface of the earth was
everywhere red hot. 1 expressed my conclusion in the

following statement f

" On the Secular Cooling of the Earth," Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh,
vol. xxiii. April 2{5th, 1862, reprinted in Thomson and Tait, voL lii,

pp. 1(>S ISo, iuid Math, and Phys. Papers, art. xwv. pp. 295-311.
t On the Secular Oooling of the Earth," Math, sod Phys. Papers,

vol. iii. S 11 of art. zoiv.
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** We are Terir ignofaiit as to the effiscts of high temperatoiM is altering

the couductix ities and specific heatd and meltiDg teniperatun'?^ of rockg,

and as to their latent heat of fui>iou. We must, therefore, aUow verv

ivide limits in such an estimateM I have attempted to make ; bat 1 thiu
we may with much probability mf tint tiie eoosolidation cannot have
taken place lef^- thnn 20 nnllion years ago, or we should now haTc more
underground heat than wo actually have ; nor more than 400 miilic^n years

ago, en we ahould now have less undei^ground heat then we aetnelly hare.

Tliut is to 8ay, I conclude tlmt Lt ibnltz's t: > li rif cincitreuoe of the

cwt$uientior siatm [the cutmolidation of the earth frum red hut or white

hot molten matter] was probably between those dates.*'

§ 17. During the 35 years which have passed since 1 gave
this wide-ranged estimate, experimental investigntion has

supplied much of the knowledge then wanting regarding the .

thermal properties of rocks to form a closer estimate of tlie

time which has passed since the coosoltdation of the earth, /

and we have now good reason for judging that it was more (

than SO and less than 40 million years ago; and probably
much nearer 20 than 40.

§ 18. Twelve years ago, in a laboratory pstablished by
Mr. Olarpncp King in connexion with the United States

Geological Survey, a very ini[)ortant 8crie» ol' expui inicnial

researches on th« pliysieal properties of rocks at high

temperatures was commenced by Dr* Carl Barus^ for toe

pnrpose of i>up])lying trustworthy data for geological theory.

Mr. Clarence King, in an article published in the 'American
Journal of Science ' *, used data thus supplied, to estimate

the age of t1if« earth more definitely than was possible for me
to do in 18H2, witli the very meagre information then available

as to the speeitie heats, thermal conductivities, and tempera-

tures of fusion, of rocks. I had taken 7U00° F. (37«I^ C.)

MS a high estimate of the temperature of melting rock. Even
then 1 might have taken something between 1000^ 0. and
2000*^ 0. as more probable, but I was most anxious not to

Under^tirnate the age of the earth, and so I founded my
primary calculation on the 7000^ F. for the tem])eiMtu) e of

meltii^L': rock. We know now from the experiments of Carl

Barus t ^hat dinbase, u tyju'cal basalt of very primitive

character, melts between 1100° C and IITO*^. nw\ is tho-

roughly liquid at 1200°. The correction i'lvin ii671" C to

12(^° or 1/3*22 of that Talue, for the temj>eraturc of solidifi-

cation, would, with no other chtmge of assumptions, reduce

my estunate of 100 million to 1/(3*22)' of its amount, or a
little less than 10 million years ; but the effect of pressure

on the temperature of solidification must also be taken into

a < Ou the Age of the Earth; vol. xlv. January 1868.

t FUL Mi9.im» Mlulf-year, pp. 186, 187, 801-806*
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acGoant) and Mr. Clarenoe King, after a careful scrutiny of
all the data given him for this pnrpose by Dr. Baraa, oonolndes
that ^vit1loat farther exneriniental data we haye no wanaot
for exU nding the earth s age beyond 24 millions of years."

§ 19. By an elaborate piece of mathematical book-keeping
1 have worked out the probiein of the conduction of beat

outwards from the earth, with s])('cific lieat increasing up to

the melting-poiot as found by Riicker and Roberts-Austen
and by Baraa, but with the condactiyity assumed ocmsiant

;

and, by taking into account the augmentation of melting
temperature with pressure in a somewhat more complete
manner than that adopted by Mr. Clurence King, I am not
led to differ iiuich from his estimate of 24 million years.

But, until we know somethinn; inore than we know at present

as to the probiible diminution of thernial conductivity with

iucreasin<i; temperature, which would rshorkn the time since

consolidation, it would be (j^uito inadvisable to publish any
closer estimate.

§ 20. All these reckonings of the history of underground
heat, the details of which I am sure you do not wish me to-

put before you at present, are founded on the yery sure

a?sum[)tion tliat tbe material of our present solid earth nil

round its snrfn'-*' was at one time a white hot liquid. The
earth is at present losing heat from its sjurl'aee all round from

year to year and (century to century. We may dismiss as

utterly untenable any suppcsition such as that a few thousand

or a few million years of the present regime in tibia respect

was preceded by a few thoasand or a lew million years of
heating from without. History, guided by science, is bound
to find, if possible, an antecedent condition preceding every
known state of affairs, whether of dead matter or of living

creatures. Unless the earth was cre^dod solid and liot out

of nothing, the regime of continued loss of heat must have
been preceded by molten matter all rouud the surface.

J 21. I have given strong reasons* for believing that

immediately before solidification at the surface, the interior

was solid close up to the surface $ except comparatively small

Sortions of lava or melted rock among the solid masses of

enser solid rock which had sunk through the liquid, and
possibly a somewhat large space around the centre occupied

by platinum, gold, silver, lead, copper, iron, and other dense

metals, still remaining liquid under very high pressure.

§ 22. I wish now to speak to you of depths below the

• «Oii the Seenlar Ckxiliiig of the Earth,'' yoL ill MMh. and Fliji.
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great surface of liqnid lava bounding tlie earth before

consolidation ; and of mountain liei«ihts and ocean depths

formed probably a few years after a first emergence of solid

rock from the liouid surface (see § 24, below), which musthave
been quickly followed by complete coiuolicUitioD all round iht^

globe. Bot I must first ask you to ezcnse my ffivin^ yon all

my depths, heights, and distances, in terms of the kilometre,

being about six-tenths of that very inconvenient measure tl;o

English statute mile, which, with all the other monstrosities

of our Britisli metncal system, will, let hope, not long

survive the legislation of our present Parliauieutarv session

destined to honour the sixty years' Jubilee of Queen Victoria's

reign by legalising the French metrical ayatem for the United

Einedom.
{23. To prepare for considering consolidation at the sarface

let na go bacK to n time (probably not more than twenty
years earlier as we shall presently see—§ 24) when the solid

nucleus was covered with liquid lava to a depth of several

kilometres ; to fix our ideas let us say 40 kilometres (or 4

million centinK trcs). At this depth in la\a, if of speeitit;

gravity 2*5, the hydrostatic pressure is 10 ions weight (10
million grammes) jter eqnare centimetre, or ten thoDsand
atmospheres approximatelv. According to the laboratory

expenments of Clarence ^ing and Carl Barus * on Diabase,

and the thermodynamio theory t of my brother, the late

Professor James Thomson, the meltin^^ temperature of

diabase is 1170° 0. at ordinary atinosplioric pressure, and
would be 142U" under the prcsainc ot len thousand atmo-

spheres, if the rise of temperature with pressure followed the

law of siinple proportion up to so high a pressure.

{ 24. Tlie temperature of onr 40 kilometres deep lava

ocean of melted diabase may therefore be taken as bnt
little less than 1420" from surface to bottom. Its surface

would radiate heat out into space at some such rate as two
(gramme-water) thermal units Centigrade per square centi-

metre per second t. Xhus^ in a year (3 1^ million seconds)

• Phil. Mag. Itt9a, tirst half-year, p. 300.

t Trans. Roy. 8oc. Edinburgh, Jan. 2j 1849; CambridRc aud Dublin
Mathematical Joumal, Not. l&O. Bepnated inMath, and PhTfl. PapeM
(Kelvin), vol. i. p. 15(5.

J This is a very rough etitimate which I hav e formed from consideraticu
of J, T. Bottomley*B sccuitte detenninatioDS m alMoIute measure of
thermal radiation at tcmptTutures up to 9:^0° C. from platinum wire and
from poli^ihed and blackened surfaces of vanous kinds in receivers of air-

pumps exhausted down to oh» ten-millionth of the atmospheric presijure.

Phil. Thou. Boj. Soe., 1887 aad 1888,
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63 million tliermal units woulfl ha lost per square centimetre

from tho surtaco. This is, accordin<]j to Carl Barns, very
noarly equal to the latent heat of fusion abandoned by a

million cubic centimetres of melted diabase in solidifying into

the glassy oonditioa (pitch-atone) whioh is assamed whim
the freesing takes place in the comse of a few minotes.
But, as found by Sir Jamea Hall in his Sdinbargh experi-

ments * of 100 years affo, wbon more than a few minutes is

taken for tho frcozinfi^, tfie solid formed is not a glass but a

heterogeneous crystalline solid of rough fracture ; and if a

few hours or days, or any longer time, is taken, the solid

formed has the well known rough crystalline structure of

basaltic rocks found in all parts of the world. Now Carl

Barns finds that basaltic diabase is 14 per cent, denser than

melted diabase, and 10 per cent, denser than the glass pro-

dnced l)y quick freezing of the Itqnid. He gives no data,

nor do Kiicker and Roberts-Aosten, who have also experi-

mented on the tliermoJ\Tinmic properties of melted basalt,

trivft any data, as to the latent heat evolved in the con-^olida-

tion of liquid lava into rock of basaltic quality. Guessing
it as three times the latent heat of fusion of the diabase

pitch- stone, I estimate a million cubic centimetres of liquid

frozen per square centimetre per centimetre per three years*

l^is woidd diminish the depth of the liqnid at the rate of a
million centimetres per three years, or 40 kilometres in twelve

years.

§ 2.5. Let us now consiiler in what manner this diminution

of depth of the hiva ocean must have proceeded, by the

freezing of |)ortioiis of it ; all having been at temperatures

very little below the assumed 1420° melting temperature of

the bottom, when the depth was 40 kilometres. The loss of

heat from the white-hot surface (temperatures from 14i!0^ to

perhaps 1380° in different parts) at oar assumed rate of two
(gramme-water Centigrade) thermal units per sq. cm. per

sec. produces very rapid cooling of the liquid within a few
centimetres of the surface (thermal capacity '36 per gramme,
according to Barus) and in consequc^nce ^reat downward
rushes of this cooled liquid, and uj>vvards of hot liquid,

spreading out horizontally in all directions when it reaches

the surfed. When the sinking liquid gets within perLaps

20 or 10 or 5 kilometres of we bottom, its temperature f

* Trans. Ixov. Soe. Edinburgh.

t Tiio tempcittiure of the sinking liquid rock rises in virtue of the

increasing pressure : but much less than does the freeziugpoiut of the
liquid or of some of its ingiedientfl. (See Kelvin, Metb. and Jrajw, Pe]Mi%
yoU iii. pp. 69, 70.)
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becomes the freezing-point as raided by the incrensed

pressure
;

or, porhnp^ i-nnrc correctly stated, a tenipenitnro

at wbiuh some of its ingredients crystiillize out of it. Ilenee,

beginning a few kilometres above tho bottom, wo have a

snow shower of solidified lava or of crystalline flakes, or

prisms, or ffnudules felnpar, mica, hornblende, ([uartz, and
other ingredients : each little crysttil gaining mass and falling

somewhat faster than tbt^ descending liquid around it, till it

reaches the bottom. This process goes on until, by the

heaping of granules and erystals on the bottom, our lara

ocean becomes silted up to the surface.

Probalde Origin of Granite. (§§ 26, 27.)

§ 26. Upon the suppositions we have hitherto made we
have, at the stage now reached, all round the earth at the

same time a red hot or white liot surface of solid granules or

crystals with interstices filled by the mother liquor still

Hqnid, but ready to freeze with the slightest cooling. The
thermal eonduetivity of this heterogeneous mass, even

before the freezing of the licpiid purt, is probably nearly

the same as that of ordinary .>oIi(l graiilt*' or ba-alt at a

red heat, which is almost certainly * somewhat less than the

thermal conductivity of igneous rocks at ordinary tempera-

tures. If you wish to see for yourselves how qoiok^ it

wonld cool when wholly solidified take a large macadamising
stone, and beat it red hot in an ordinary coid fire. Take it

out with a pair of tongs and h»ave it on the hcirth, or on a

stone slab at a distance from the tire, and you will see that

in a minute or two, or perhaps in less than a minute, it cools

to below red heut.

§ 27. Half an hour f ailer solidification reached up to the

surface in any pai'tof the earth, the mother liquor among the

granules must nave frozen to a depth of several centimetres

below the sur&ce and must have cemented together the

granules and crystals, and so formed a crust of primeval

granite, comparatively cool at its upper surface, and red hot

to \vhit(^ hot, but still all solid, a little distance down ;

becuiuliig thicker and thicker very mpidly at lirst ; aii l

after a few weeks certainly cold enough at its outer surfucd

to be tonched by the hand.

* Proc. R. S., May 80, 1895.

t Witnes>i the rapid cnoliiijf of lava Tunning red hot or white hot from
a volcano, and alter a few dajs or weeks uieseutin^ a black hard crust

stroo^ enough end cool aoongh to be walked ov«r with impunity.
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FrobabU Origin of Basaltic Bock * (§§ 28, 29.)

{ 28. We have hitherto left, without muoli consideration,

the mother h'quor among the crystalline granules at all

depths helow the hottoni of our shoaling lava ocean. It was
probably this interstitial mother liquor that was destined

to form the basaltic rock of future f>> itldtrieal time. What-
ever be the shapes and sizes of the solid gratuUes when first

falling to the bottom, they must have lain in loose heaps

with a somewhat large proportion of spaoe oocnpied by
liquid among them. Bat, at oonsiclera.bIe distances down in

the heap, the weight of the superincumbent grannies mnst
tend to crush corners and edges into fine powder. If the

snow shower had taken ))]a('e in air we may feel pretty sure

(even with the slight knowledo;e which we have of the hard-

nesses of the crystals of felspar, mica and hornblende, and

of the solid granules of quartz) that, at a depth of 10 kilo-

metres, enough of matter from the comers and ed^ta of the

granules of different kinds, wonid have been crashed into

^wder of varions degrees of fineness, to leave an exceed-

ingly small proportionate volume of air in the interstices

between the solid fragments. But in reality the effective

weight of each solid particle, buoyed as it was by hydrostatic

pressure of a liquid less dense than itself by not more than

20 or 15 or 10 per cent., cannot have been more than from
about one-fifth to one-tenth of its weight in uir, and there-

fore the same degree of crashing effiKst as would have been
experienced at 10 kilometres with air in tiie interstices, must
have been experienced only at depths of from 50 to 100 kilo-

metres below the bottom of the lava ocean.

§ 29. A result of this tremendous crushing together of the

solid granules must ha ye been to press out the liquid from
among them, as water from a sponge, and cause it to pass

upwards through the less and less closely packed heaps of

solid particles, and out into the hiva ocean above the heap.

Buty on account of the great xec^stance against the li<^uid

permeating upwards 30 or 40 kilometres tiiioagh interstices

among the solid granules, this process must have ^one on
somewhat slowly

; and, daring all the time of the shoaling of
the lalpva ocean, there may have been a considerable proportion
of the whole volume occnjiied by the mother liquor among
the solid granules, down to e^ en as low as 50 or 100 kilo-

metres beiow the top of the heap, or bottom of the ocean, at

See Addendum at end of Lecture,
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each instant. Wlien consolidation reached the surface, the

oozing upwards of the mother liquor must luive been still

going on to some degree. Tbus^ probably for a few years

after the first consoudation at the surfiioe, not probably for

as long as one hundred years, the settlement of the solid

stmcture by mere mechanical crashing of the comers and
edges of solid granules, may have continued to cause the

oozing upwards of mother liquor to the surface thronrrh

cracks in the tir-t formed Ln anite crust and through fresh

cracks in basaltic crust subsui^uently formed above it.

Le3mUz*t Cansteteniiar Statute

§ 30. When this ooring everywlipr(> through fine cracks

in the surface ceases, we have reached Leibnitz^s eontistentior

status
;

lieginninn: with the surface cool and permanently
solid :uid tlie temperature increasing to 1150° 0. at 25 or 60
or 100 metres below the surface.

Probable Origin of Continents and Ocean Deptkt of
the Earth. (§§ 31-37.)

§ 31. If the shoaling of the lava ocean np to the sur&oe
had taken place everywlicic at the same time, the whole sur-

face of the eoti<5i«tont solid woidd ho iho dead level of the

liquid lava all round, just bct'oro its depth liocamo zero. On
this supposition there seems no possibility that our present-

day continents cotdd have risen to their present heights,

and that the snrfiice of the solid in its other parts conld ha^e
snnk down to their present ocean depths, during the twenty
or twentj-five million years which may Imye passed since the

conaistentim' status began or during any time however lon^.

Rejecting the extremely improbable hypothesis that the conti-

nents were built up of meteoric matter tossed from without,

upon the already solidiiied earth, we have no othor possible

alternative than that they are due to hetfroLicncousness in

diti'orent parts of the liquid which constituted the earth before

its soUdinoation. The hydrostatic eqnilibiinm of the rotating

liquid involved only homogeneonsness in respect to density

over every level sorfaoe (that is to savy surface perpendicular

to the resultant of gravity and centrini^ force) : it reqnijed

no homogeneonsness in respect to chemical composition. Con- I

sidering the almost certnin truth that the earth was built up of

meteorites falling together, we may follow in imagination the

whole process of shrinking from gaseous nebula to liquid lava

and metals, and solidification of liquid from central regions

outwfurds, withont finding any thorough mixing u^ of dif-

ferent ingredients, coming together from difiEbrent directions

Phil Mag. S. 5. Vol. 47, No. 284, Jan. 1899. Q
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of space—any mixing np so tiioroDgh as to produce msa
approximately chemical homogeneonsness tlirotiglioiit every
layer of f^<]ual density. Thus we have no clifficnlty in under-
stniidin;; iiow even the gaseous nohnla, Avhich at one time

coDstitiitod tho matter of our present eartli, had iu itself a

heterogeneousness from which followed hy dynamical neces-

sity Europe, Asia, Africa, America, AaBtnuia| Greenland, and
tiie Antarctic Continent, and the Padfio, Atlantic, Indian,

and Arctic Ocean depths, n ^ ^vi know them at present.

§ 32. We may reasonably believe that a TOry slight degree
of chemical hoterogencotisness conld cause groat aiflPerences

in the V.oavhipss of the snoNv shower of granule^ and rrr«fnU

on diftercnt regions of the bottom of the lava ocean when
still 50 or lOU kilometres deep. Thus we can quite see how
it may have shoaled much more rapidly in some places than

in others. It is also interesting to consider that the solid

granules, falling on the bottom, may have been largely

disturbed, blown as it were into ridges (like rippled sand in

the bed of a flowing stream, or like dry sand blown into

sand-hills by Mind) l»y the eastward horizontal motion which
liquid descending in the equatorial regions must acquire,

relatively to the bottom, in virtue of the earth's rotation. It

is indeed not improbable that this infiueuce may have been
largely effective in producing the general configuration of

the ffreat ridges of the Andes and Rocky Mountains and of
the West Coasts of Europe and AMca. It seems, howeyer,
certain that tiiemain determining cause of the continents and
ocean-depths was chemical differences, perhaps very slight

differences, of the material in different parts of the great lava

ocean before consolidation.

§ 33. To fix our ideas let us now suppose that over some

treat areas such as those which have siuce become Asia,

lurope, Africa, Australia, and America, the laya ocean had
sflted up to its sur&ce, while hi other parts there still were
depths ranging down to 40 kilometres at the deepest. In
a very short time, say about tweh e years according to our
former estimate (§ 24) the whole lava ocean becomes silted

up to its surface.

§ 34. We have not time enoufrh at present to think out

all the complicated actions, hydrostatic and thermodynamic,
which must accompany, and follow after, the coolmg of the

laya ocean surrounding our ideal primitiye continent. By
a hurried yiew, howeyer, of the affair we see that in yirtue

of, let us say, 15 per cent, shrinkage by freezing, the level

of the li(iuid must, at its greatest supposed depth, sink six

kilometres relatively to the continents : and thus tiie liquid
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must recede from tlicin ; and tbeir bounding cowt-ltnes tnnst

become enlarged. And jnst as water runs out of asandbank)
dryino^ the sea recedes from it on a falling tide, so

rivulet- of the mother liqnor must run onf from the edgos of
* the continents into the receding lava ocean. But, unlike

sandhanks of incolierent sand permeated by water remaining
liquid, our uncovered banks of white-hot solid crystals, witn
interstices fall of tbe motber liquor, will, witbin a few boura
of beiog nDcoveredi become cmsted into bard rock bj cooling

at tbe surface, and freezing of tbe liquor, at a temperature
somewbat lower than the melt in ir temperatares of any of the

crystals pre\'ionslY formed. The thickness of the wholly
soliditied cni>^r grows at first with extreme rapidity, so that

in tbe coci su of three or four days it may come to bo as

much as a metre. At the end of a year it may be a-; much
as 10 metres ; with a surface, almost, or quite, cool enough

K for some kinds of vegetation. In tbe course of tbe first few
weeks tbe regime or condnction of beat outwards becomes
such that the thickness of tbe wbolljr solid cmst, as long as

it remains undisturbed, increases as the square root of tbe
time ; so that in 100 years it becomes 10 times, in 25 million

years 5000 times, as thick as it was at the end of one year
;

thus, from one year to 25 million years aftrr the lime of

surface freezing, the thickness of the whoUy solid crust might
grow from 10 metres to 50 kilometres. Ijiese definite num-
bers are given merely as an illnstration ; bnt it is probable

they are not enormously far from the truth in respect to what
has bappened under some of the least disturbed parts of tbe

earth's surface.

§ 35. Wc have now reached the condition described above

in § 30, with only this difference, that instead of the upper
k| surface of the whole solidified cnist bein;^; level we have

in virtue of the assumptions of §§ 33, 3^, inequalities of

6 kilometres from highest to lowest levels, or as mncb more
than 6 kilometres as we please to assume it.

§ 36. There must still be a small, but important, proportion

of mother liquor in the interstices between the closely packed

uncooled crystals below the wholly solidified crust. This

liquor, differmg in chemical constitution from the crystals, has

its freezing-point somewhat lower, perhaps very largely lower,

than the lowest of their melting-points. But, when wo con-

sider the mode of formation (§ 25) of the crystals from the

mother liquor, we must regard it as still always a solvent
* ready to dussolve, and to redeposit» portions of the crystalline

matter, wben slight variations of temperature or pressure

tend to cause such actions. Now as the speoiiic gravity of

G2
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tlio liquor is loss, by something like 15 per cent., than the

specific gravity of the solid crystals, it must tend to find \U

way upwards, and will actually do jsO, however blowly, uutd

Btopped by the already solidified impermeable crusty or until

ztB^ becomes solid on aocoani of loss of lieat by condnction

outwards. If tli(? upper cnut wem everywhere continuous

and perfectly rigid tiie mother liquor must, inevitably, if

sufficient timo bo <Tivon, find its way to the highest places of

ihf^ lower boumiary of tlie crust, and there form gigantic

pockets of liquid lava tending to break the cru&t above it

and burst up through it.

J 87. Bat in r^iiy the upper crost cannot have been
nitelpr strong ; and, judging alone from what we know of

propertiea of matter, we should expect gigantic cracks to

occur from time to time in the upper crur^t tending to shrink

as it cools and prevented frojn lateral shrinka^io l)y the non-

shnnln'nii uncooled solid below it. When any ^uch crack

extend.s d(»^vuward8 as far as a ]»oi'ket of uiotlior liquor

underlying the wholly solidified crust, we should have un

outbunt of trap rock or of volcanic lava just such as have
been discovered by geologists in great abondance in many
parts of the world. We might even have comparatively

small portions of high plateaus of the primitive solid earth
miscd still lii oilier by outbursts of the mother hquor j^qnoezed

out from l)L'lo\v tlicm in virtue of the pressure of Iar<i;e sur-

rouudin^i; }>ortions of the superincumbent crust. In any such

action, due to purely gravitatiomd energy, the centre of

gravity of all the material conuemed must sink, although
portions of the matter may be raised to greater heights ; but
we must leave flirsc large questions of geological dynanucSy
having been only brought to think of them at all just now by
our consideration of the earth, antecedent to life u])on it.

§ 38. The temperature to wiiich the earth's surface cooled

wltliin a few years after the solidlficuUon reached it, mmt
have been, as it is now, such that the tempcruLure at which
heat radiated into apace during the night exceeds that re-

ceived from the sun durmg the day, by the small difference

due to heat conducted outwards from within *. One year

• Suppose, for example, the cooliug and tliickcning of the upper crmt
hsLS proceeded so im, thai at the fiurfoce aud therefore approximately fur
a few decimetres below the stnr&ee, the mte ^ aui^ientation of tem-
perature d'>\vnwiiid> onv depree p^r centimetre. Taliitifr as n rough
average '006 c.o^. as the tbenual conduotivity of the surface rock, we
abottld liave for the heat eondticted outwards <X36 of a gramme watt;r
thtfmal unit centigrade per eq. cm. per sec. (Kelvin, Math, and Phya.
Fapeis, vohiii p. 23^. fienoe if (ibid. p. 828) ira take m the
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after the freezing of the granitic interstitial mother liquor at

the earth's surface in any lonnlity, tho nverajre temperatnro
at the surface might be warmer, by kjif or 80° Cent., than if

tho whole interior ha<l the same average temperature as the

snrface. To lix our ideas, let us suppose, at the end of one
jear, the snr&ce to be W warmer tnaii it would be witb no
nndergronnd beat : then at the end of 100 years it would be
8° warmer, and at the end of 10,000 years it wonld be *8 of
a degree warmer, and at the end of 25 million yean it would
be 01 n of a degree warmer, than if there were no under-
ground heat.

§ 39. When tho surface of tlie earth was still whiti^-hot

liquid all round, at a temperature fallen to about 1'200° (Jent.,

.there must have been hot ^ases and vapour of water above
it in all parts, and possihlj yaponrs of some of the more
volatile of the present known terrestrial solids and liquids,

snch as zinc, mercury, sulphur, phosphorus. The very rapid

eooling which followed instantly on the solidification at the
snrfruMi 7iiii<t bnvo cnnsod n rnpid downpour of all the vapoui*3

other than water, if any there were : and a little lat^^r, rain

of water out of ilu^ air, as the leiuperature of tlie surface

cooled from red beat to such moderate teuiperatures as 40°

and 20° and 10° Cent., above the average due to sua heat

and radiation into the tether around the earth. What that

primitive atmosphere was, and how much rain of water fell

on the earth in the course of the fir>t century aft -r consoli-

dation, we cannot tell for certain ; but Natural History and
Natural Philosophy give us some foundation for endeavours
to discover much towards answering the great (juestions,

—

Whence came our present atmosphere of nitrogen, oxygen,

and carbouic acid ? Whence came our present oceans and
lakes of salt and fresh water ? How near an approximation

radiatiooal emissivitj of rock and atmosphere of gases and watery vapour
above it rftdiatin^ beat Into the surrounding vacuous space (aether), we
find 8000 x OOo, or 40 d 'gn e-; Cent, as the excess of the mean surface

teiuperature ahove what it would be if no heat wore conducted from
within outwards. The present augmentation of temperature downwards
may be taken as 1 degree Cent, per 27 metres as a rough average derived
from nbsorvatinn'< in all parts of the earth where tiiuler<rround temperature
has been observed. (S^ British Association Keuorts Irom lS6d to 1895.
The very valuable work of this Obmmittee has oeen carried on for these
twenty-seven years with great skill, perseverance, and success, by
Professor liverett, and he pronli^*e?s a continuation of his reports from
time to time.) This with tlie same data lor conductivity and radiatioual

enUBsivity as in the preceding calcuktion makes40<*/3700 or0*0148" Cent,
per centimetre as the amount liy which the avera^^c terapeTSituie of tiie

earth's surlace is at pr^nt kept up by underground heat.
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to present conditions was realized iu the first hundred cen-
tories after oonsolidation of the snrfiice?

$ 40. We may consider it m qnfte certain tliat nitrogen

gas, carbonic acid gas, and steam, escaped abundantly in

bnbblee from the niothor hqnor of granite, before the pnmi-
tive consolidation ot the surface, and from the mother liqnor

squeezed np from below iu subsequent eruj)tions of basaltic

rock : because all, or nearly all, specimens of granite and
})asaltic rock, which have been tested by chemists in respect

to this question *, have been found to contain, conden&eJ in

minnte cavities within them, large qoantities of nitrogen,

oarbonic aoid, and vater. It seems that in no specimen of
granite or basalt tested has chemically free oxygen been dis-

coTered, while in many, chemlcaUy free hydrogen has been
found ; and either native iron or majTrnotio oxide of iron in

iho^p >vhieh tlo not contain hydrogen. From this it might
seem probable that there was no free oxygen in the primitive

atmosphere, and that if there was free hydrogen, it was due
to the decomposition of steam by iron or magnetic oxide of

iron. Going back to stfll earlier conditions we might judge
that, probably, among the dissolved gases of the hot nebiua
which became the earth, the oxygen all fell into combination
with hydrogen and other metallic vapours in tlio cooling of
the nebula, and that although it is known to be the most
abundant material of all the chemical elements constitutinsr

the earth, none of it w.is left out of combination witli other

elements to give free oxygen in our primitive atmosphere.

§ 41. It is, however, possible, althongh it mi|;ht seem not
probable, that there was free oxygen in the primitive atmo-
sphere. With or without free oxygon, however, hut with

nunlight, we may regard the earth as fitted for vegetable life

as now knoM n in some species, wherever water moistened the

newly solidified rocky criist cooled down below the tempera-
ture oi f^C ur 70" of our present (."entigiad(> tlieniiomotric

scale, a year or two after solidification of the })riniitive lava

had come up to the surface. The thick tough velvety coating

of living vegetable matter, covering the rooky slopes under
hot water flowing direct ont of the earth at Banff (Canada) f,

lives without help from any ingredients of the atmosphore
above it, and takes from the wat'T and from carbonic acid or
carhonatr-, di-'^olved in it, the hydrogen and carljuii needed

.for its own growth by the dynamical power of sunlight; thus

• See, fur example, Tilden, Proc. R. S. February 4th, 1897. ''On the
Gaws endomd in C^ttaUine Bodca and Minewk."
f Bockj Moontaana Park of Oanada, on the Caaadiaa Paeifie Railway.
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leaving free oxygen in the water to pass nltini?it<'ly into thr»

air. Similar vegetation is IoiukI abundantly on the terraces

of the Mammoth hot springs and on the beds of the hot water

streams flowing from toe Geysers in the Yellowstone National

Paik of the United States. This vegetation, consisting of
oonfeim, all ^ows under flowing water at Tarioos tempera-

tures, some said to be as high as 74^ Gent. We cannot uoubt

hut that some snch confervse, if sown or planted in a rivulet

or poo! of warm water in the early years of the fir?5t century

of tlio solid earth's historv. and if favoured with sunli;i^ht,

would have lived, and grown, and multiplied, and would have

made a beginning of oxygen in the air, if there had been

Done of it mfore weir contribntions. Before the end of the

oenttiry, if snn-heat, and sanlight, and rainfall, were snitable,

the whole earth not nnder water must have been fitted for

all kinds of land plants which do not require much or anj
oxygen in the air, and which can find, or make, place and
soil for their roots on the rocks on which they grow ; and
the lake's or oceans form<»d by that timti must have heen

quite fitted for the life of mauy or ail of the species of vvatur

plants living on the earth at tHc present time. The moderate
warming, u>th of land and water, by nnderground heaiy

towards the end of the century, would probably be favoaiable

rather than adverse to vegetation, and there can be no donbt
but that if abundance of seeds of all spet'i( :^ of the present

day had l)een scattered over the earth id that time, an im-

portant proportion of them would have lived and multiplied

by natural selection of the places where they could best

thrive.

{42* But if there was no free oxyem in the primitive

atmosphere or primitive water, several thousands, possibly

hundreds of thousands, of years most pass before ozjgen
enough for supporting animal life, as we now know it, was
produced. Even if the average activity of vegetable growth
on land and in water over the whole earth wii?, in those early

times, as great in resjtei t to evolution of oxygen as that of

a Hessian forest, us ( sliniated by Liebig * 50 years ago, or

of a cultivated l^iigli^h haytield of the present day, a very

improbable supposition, and if there were no decay (erema~

eaum, or gradual recombination with oxygen) of the plants

or of portions such as leaves falling from plants, the rate of

evolution of oxygen, reckoned as three times the weight of

the wood or the dry hay produced, would be only about

* Liebig, ^Chemistrv in ita appiicatioQ to Agriculture and Phjiio-
logy,' En^ish, 2iid ed., edited by Vitytux,
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6 tons per English acre per annum or 1^ tons per square

metre per thousand years. At this rate it would take only

1533 years, and therefore in reality a much longer time

wonld almost certainly be required, to produce the 2'8 tons

of oxygen which we have at present resting on every square

metre of the earth^s surface, land and sea^. Bnt probably

nite a moderate number of hundred thousand years may
ave sufficed. It is interesting at all events to remark that,

at any time, the total amount of combustible material on the

earth, in the form of living plants or their remains left dead,

must have been just so nuuh that to burn it all would take

either the whole oxygen ot the aimusphere, or the excess of

oxygen in the atmosphere at the time, above that, if any,

whidi there was in the beginning. This we can safely say,

becaose we almost certainly neglect nothing considerable in

comparison with what we assert when we say that the free

oxygen of the earth's atmosphere is augmented only by
vegetation liberating it from earl)onic acid niid Avater, in

virtue of the power of sunlight, and is dimini.'-iied only by
viriuai burning t of the vegetable matter thus produced.

Bot it seems improbable tiiiat tbe average of the whole
earth —dry land and searbottom—contains at present coal,

or wood, or oil, or fnel of any kind originating in vegeta-

tation, to so great an amount as '7(57 of a ton per square

metre of surface ; which is the amount at the rate of ohp ton

of fuel to three tons of oxygen, that would be required to

produce the 2*3 tons of oxygen per square metre of surface,

which our present atmosphere contains. Hence it seems

probable that the earth's primitive atmosphere must have

contained free oxygen. , ' ' '
' */

'

§43. Whatever may have been the trne history ofonr
atmosphere it seems certain, that if sunlight was ready/the
earth was ready, both for vegetable and animal life, if not

within a century, at all events within a few Imudred cen-

turies after tlu^ rocky consolidation of its stirlace._ But was
the sun ready ? The well founded dvnamical theory of the

sun^s heat carefully worked out and discussed by Ileimhoitz,

* In our present atinosj>beTe, in avttage emiditions of baromerter and
thermoinptor we liave, resting on eacli ^qimro metre of the earth's suiftcei

ten tons total weight, of which 7*7 nitrogen and 2'3 is oxjgen.

t Hiis " viituM bttning includea erenutcauais of decay of vegetable
miilter, if there is any eremacaui«is of decaj without the intervention of
microbf's or otln r animnl?. It also incliult> \hv cmnlihiatinn (tf a portion

of the food with inhaled oxygen in the reguliu: umiuai ecououij oi jiro-

vinoD ftnr beirfi nd power.
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Newoomb, and mywlf *, wyn NO if the consolidation of the

earth took place as long ago as 50 million years ; the solid

enrfh mnst in that case have wait^nl '20 or 50 niillion years

for the sun to be anythinpr nearly as \v;n rn as he is at present.

If the consohMation of the earth was linished 20 or 2a milliuii

years ago, tlie sun was probably ready,—though probably

not then qnite so warm as at present, yet warm enongh
to support some land of Tegetaole and animal Hfe on the

earth.

§4i. My task has been rigoronsly confined to what,^
humanly speaking, Tve may rail the fortuitons concourse of ^^

atoms, in the pre{)aration of the eartli as an tihode fitted for

life, except in so far as I have referred to \ e;:retation, as

possiblv having been concerned in the prepuraiiun of an
atmosphere smtable for animal life as we now hare it.

Mathematics and dynamics fail na when we contemplate

the earth, fitted for life hot lifeless, and try to imagine the

oommencement of life upon it. This certainly did not take y

place by any action of chemistry, or electricity, or crystalline

groupin!:' of molecules imder the influence of foreej or l)y any
possible kind of fortuiious concourse of afoin<. We must
pause, iaco to lace with the mystery and miracle of the

creation of living creatures.

Addendum.—Mai^

Since this lecture was delivered I have received from
l»rore;--or Hr herf'^-An'^ten the following results of experiments
uu the nieUin;^-pomls ol rocks which he has kindly made at

my rer|uest :

—

Melting-point. Krror,

Felspar. . . 1520° C. ±30**

Hornblende
Mica •

Quartz . •

Basalt . .

about 1400°
1440° ±W

+15**

about

These results are in < oiifortnit^- with what I have »aid in

§§ 26-28 on the probable origin of granite and basalt, as

they show that basalt melte at a much lower teroperatnre

than felspar, hornblende^ mica, or quart/., the crystalline in-

mdients of granite* In the electrolytic process for pro-

dnoing alnmimnm^ now practised by the British Alnminium

e See ^ Popular Lecturee and Adilrt^Meo,' vol. i. pp. 37t>-429| par-
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90 Mr. D. L. Ohapmau on the

Company at their Foyers works, ahiinina, of which the

melting-point is certainly above 1700° 0. or 1800° C, is

dissolved in a bath of melted crvolite at u teinpenitnre of

about 800° C. So we niav imat^ino melted basalt to be a

solvent for felspar, hornblende, mica, and quartz at tempera-

tares much below their own separate melting-points ; and we
can nndergtand how the basaltic rocks of the earth may have
resulted from the solidification of the mother liquor from
which the crystalline ingredients of granite have been
deposited.

VI. On the Rate of JExj^losion in Gases,

Bff D. L. OhapmaKj (0«o».)*.

THE object of the investigation of which an account is

given in this paper is the discoverjr of formulas to

express the maximum rates of explosion m gases and the

maximum pressure in the explosive wave.

The data which 1 propoee to use are taken almost entirely

from the Bakerinn Lecture of l^?i>o, on "The Rates of

Explosion in Gases," by Prof. Dixon. The maximum
velocities of explosion given below are in all cases those

measnred by Prof. Dixon or nnder his direction. Experi-
mental conclusions only will be quoted ; for a complete
account of the experiments themselves, the reader is referred

to the above-mentioned paper, and to several papers wbich
wer" snbseqiiently publisb"f| in tbe * Journal of the IMan-

cbeMor Literary and Plnlusopliical Society ' and in the
* Journal of tbe Cbeuiical Society.*

Ignoring for the present all minor details connected with

particular cases^ which may be more conveniently discussed

at a later stage^ it is sufficient for our purpose to state at the
outset that it has been established that the maximum velocity

of explosion, in a mixture of definite composition and at fixed

temueratnre and pressure, ba?? a definite value, independent

of the diaiii'*[('r of tlie tube when that diameter exceeds a

certain liniii. Tbe relations existing between temperature

and pressure and tbe velocity of explosion are such that an
increase of temperature causes a lall in tbe velocity, whereas
an increase of pressure has the reverse effect up to a certain

limit, beyond which the velocity remains constant.

For tbe suggestion that an explosion is in its character

essentially similar to a sound-wave, we are also indebted to

Prof. Dixon : and tbere is little doubt tliat all subsequent

advance must be made with this suggestion as the leading

« Oommumcated by Fiof. Dixon, F.B.S.
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idea *. Although Prof. Dixon^s sound-wave formula has

Tielded Baoh exoellent reenlts, be baa pointed ont the neoesaity

of farther ^ priori work In the aubject.

The Bate of Esplodonfor an Infinite Plane Wave.

In the foUowing attempt to eatablish a formnia for the

wlocity of exploaion, 1 have made certain aaanmptions which
have not aa yet received sufKcient experimental coiifinnation

;

Imt they are, I think, justified b}'- the results. For instance,

it isaHSTimed that, once the maximum velocity is roaclicfl, tlie

front oi' tlic explosion wave is of such a character that we may
suppose steady motion. This, as Prof. SchTij>ter lias pointed

oat in a note to the Bakerian Lecture, is not an impossibility

when chemical change is taking place, since the implied

relation between pressure and density is possible under anch
circumstances. This point, however, requires further investi-

gation. The wave is assumed to be an infinite plane wave.

This assumption i?* justified hy the fact that thp diameter of

the tube is without influence on the luuud velocity. I propose

to limit the term ** explosive wave " to the space within which
chemical change is taking place. This space is bounded by
two infinite ^anes. On either side of the wave are the

exploded and unexploded cases, which are assnmed to have
unilonn densities and velocities. The statement tdat tide

exploded gas possesses uniform density and velocity for some
distance behind the wave requires further justification, which
can only be imperfectly given alter a discussion of the genenil
prohlem.

How the true explosive wave is acLuuUy generated in

practice is a qneetion without the scope of the pi^esent inveati*

gation. In order to avoid the discussion of this poiot, I

sbali substitute for it a physical conception, which, although

onrealisable in practice, ¥^11 render aid in illnstnting tEe

views here advanced.

Let us siijipose that the gas is enclosed in an infinite

cylinder ABGD, provided with a piston E, and that the

explosive wave XYZS has just started. The initial velocity

of this wave will be small ; the initial pressure along the

plane XS will also be small compared with that ultimately

attained. As the wave proceeds in the dirootion AB, the

piston £ is suppoaed to follow it in such a manner that

* In the earlier reseai-ches Bertiielot'8 tlicoiy was nccfpt«(l aaa woridng
liypothesi-^^ li •wns only after the difticiiltir"! att^ nJing the measnrf mniit
01 the rates ol expluaiuu iu mixtures coutaining luertgaaes had been over-
oooM Ibit the inadequacj of Bertiultft's theory became evident aad the
euperintitv of the enimdHwave tbeoiy ooald be denuwttnM.
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98 BTr, D. Ti. Cliiipmau on the

the pressure at b always kept equal to the pressure

at a8. During thi«5 pror^^-s flio rolocify of Mip ware will

gradually increase, until ultiniatcly its velocity will bo

uniiurui, its type constant, and the exploded within

the area JbjXSF homogeneous. It is this ultimaiu steady

state alone which I propose to consiflcr. During the process

just described the volocity will of course constantly increase

until it attains a maxiinnni. After the velocity has become
uniform, and the wav(! permanent in type, it is obvious that

another pcnnanunt state may bo reached iu the following

waj '—Suppose a ptBton is introduced hnmediatelj behind
the permanent ^waTe, and that this piston is made to move
forward more rapidly than ihe j)revious one, the pressure and
density behind the wave will thus be increased, and after a
certain period of time another sfcadij state will 1)(3 reached.

All this is equivalent to the stiitement that tlif' f>er}nanent

vehx ity of explosion is a funotioa of the density of the

eiLploded gas.

I shall now proceed to prove the latter statement.

Since the discussion is limited to the ware of permanent
type, we may write down the condition of steady motion^

u

V

V
(1)

where Y and u are the velocities of the unexploded and
exploded gas respectively, referred to coordinates moving
with a velocity — V , and v^^ and v are tli<> voliiin(;s of a gram-
equivalent of the unexploded and exploded gas.

Take as an example cyanogen and oxygen, the expiofiion

of which is represented by the equation

C,N, + 0, - 2(X) + N„
22*4 litres + 22-4 litres » 44*8 litres + 22*4 litres.

52 grms. + 32 grms, » 56 gnns. + 28 grms.

Here «^as44'8 littw^ and v is the volume of carbon momoiide
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and nitrogeu obtained from ihi^ iuimediatel^' aitor the

explosion.

/» ae gram-equivalent (in this ease, 84 gnna^).

From (1) and the eqaatioiu of motion, we obtain

This formula of Riemann assumes a relation to siib>ist

between V, and v at all points of the wave ; and from it

the work performed bj the wave during explosion may be
.calcnlated!.

Work periornied by tlio gas

For the })ur])05e of testing this result, it maybe ?lunvn that

the external work [ierlbrined by the piston (fi^. 1) is equal to

the work performed on the gas together with the gain of

kinetic energy.

The work performed on the gas

The gain of kinetic energy
'

The external work performed by the piston

Sxtemal work performed by the piston

= guin of kinotic energy -f w ork performed on the gus.

Assume tliat in the explosion n molecules become m mole-

cules. For example, in the explosion of equal volumes of

* Rayleigh's ' Sound/ vol. iL | Schuster's note ia the Bakexiim itectore

op Ezpuwions,
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94 Mr. D. Ti. Chftpman on the

cyanogen and oxygen, n is 2 and m is 3 :

CjN, + 0, = 2C0 + Nj.

(2 molecules) (8 molecnles)

1 shall uow calculate the enerfry lost \\\um a gas is allowed
to bum and the products of eoinl)ustion are collected at the
normal temneratnre and pressure.

Assume ttiat one of the gases is enclosed in the cylinder A
and the other in the cylinder B (fig. 2) . Olliese gases are forced

out, burned at 0, cooled at D, and collected in the cylinder £.
The cnin of energy is the work performed by the pistons

annab ; and the loss ol energy is the heat evolved at D,
together with the work performed on the piston e. The total

ener^^ lost is the ditt'erence of these. The volume ot gas in

A B 19 vq > therofore the work performed by the pistons

a and b is p^vo. The volume of burnt gas is aQ<i

thereloro the work performed on the piston e is
* n

The heat evolved nt D is the heat of combustion at constant

pressure ; call it h. Let the total energy lost =11.

Then

During an explosion the whole of this energy is retained

by the gas, ana in addition to this it gains an amount of

energy equal to the work performed on tiie gas.

The energy of the exploded gas is therefore given by the

expression

+ energy of exploded gas at N.T.P.

'^A+I^C*—«^)*—l^o^+Z^oVo- +energy at 1J,T.P,
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If ^0 is normal temperature, and t the tem^terature of

the gas after explosion.

mU»(f— /q) + energy at N.T. P.= energy oi' exploded gas;

14 V ?7«

' <*)

But jvosmHl,

Also, from equation (2), we get

= -r« (vo-v)v+i>oW. . (4)

This establishes a relation l)etween V and r. The velocity

of a permaueiit explosion is therefore a liinction of the density

of the exploded eas.

When an ex]fSosion starts its cbaraoter and velooiiy are

continually changing until it becomes a wave permanent in

type and of uniform velocity. I think it is reasonahle to

assume that this wave—/. e. the wave of which the velocity

has been measured by Prof. Dixon—is that steady wave
which pos808>4es minimum velocity ; tor. onf * it has become a

Sermaneiit wave with uniform velocity, no reason can be
iscovered for its changing to another permanent wave

having a greater uniform velocity and a greater maximum
pressure.

This particular velocitymay be discovered by eliminating v
from tlie equations

•ad A <^

It may be well to point out that under these circumstances

the entropy of the exploded gas is a maximum. This may be
easily shown thus
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The oonditum for maximnm entropy is

* •

or _^ P
(-)dv mVt

By di£Perentiatiog (3),

ASIA'S? ^ rfS v ("'-•»>-^
I

•

but from (a) and Uiemaiin's equuiioii

therefore ihe condition of minimnm Telocity is equivalent to
the condition of maximnm entropy*.
The following method of arriving at the approximation

v=
qp^Q ^0 was suggested by Prof. Schuster, who has

shown that the method by which I arrived at the same reenlt

is inconel'isive.

Equation (4) arranged differently runs

where H does not contain r.

OrpntiangR=C,-C„

The «H»plet. <«pre»k» ^-0 le^ to . q«d«tic «-

preaaon for v. Hence there are two minima or nuixinia.

* In any adiabatic chflng^e the entropy cannot deoeaae, and thcnfine
it teuds to become a maximum.
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If

iieooe one miaimutu lies between these values *•

IfH is large oompared to p^v Y ynXL be a minimam or

maximum when

is a maximum or minimum. -

Wriiiiig tbis F: F will be sero for

For t?=4:flo it, will be no^tive ; henc^ hotweon the above

values of V there will he a muxiuiuiu of F or a miuiiimiii of V.
Also

And is always negative; henoe F most be a maximom

when

By eliminating v from (4) and (5) we obtain the value

of V^. This elimination leads to the result

since poVQ^nRtQ,

It is assumed throughout that the exploded gas behind the

wave remains at constant temperature and pressure, and has

* Tlieolliar yalae <n « obtained from the quadiatie equation^ sO is

much larger than v^, and gives to V a very eman value. It has therefore

no connexion with the wave we are CDn^iJeriug^.

FhU. Mag. 5, Vol. 47. No 284. Jan. im. H
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auniform velocity. Therefore during the explosion momeiifDm
is genented hj tnemoTing piston. In tn ^totaal exploeion in

a tobe not provided with a piston the whole mass of gas cannot

move forward wi^h this uniform velocity, for there would then

he '<} vru num at ilic eml of tlio tube where the explosion startod,

and the pressure at that end woiilfi be zero, inakiii<( it im-

possible to account for the geueralion of monientuni. There

is, however, no need to assume tluit the whole exploded gaa

acquires a uniform velocity. In fact the velocity of the wave
wonld be the same if it were followed bjr a /awr of exploded

gaa of nniform denmty and Teleoity, and would be unaffected

by any snbseqnent distnrbanoe wfiioh mwt take place behind
the explosive wave.

Jt it< therefore necesiiary to proves that behind the explosive

wave there is a layer of homoo;eiieous o;as. 7"A/x evidenlhj

must he if any disiui'iauce behind tlte wace run onitf more

forward with a velocity less than that of tlie wave itself,

Tbe forward Telocity of any diatnrbanee In the exploded
na TTill be given by the snm of the Telocity of the gas and
tlie velocity of sound in the ^W.
Hie Telocity of the gas

-v—y(i-i)

The velocity of sound

_ /mbU

In ibe complete expression for tbe firat term may be
here neglected. Also in the complete expression for t

(equation (3)) the last three terms are small. We may
therefore write

and

mO
Employing these Talaes, the Tdocity of the gss beoonie«
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and the velocity of sonnd

/2K/. /
~-

\
.V

f, VC/(<J, +(:,)/'

the velocity or sound + velocity of the gas

2Rh C7+ CV

The velocity of explosion

/i c.'(c,+c;„)

-V2Wi (Cp+C,)^

The latter is evidently greater than the former. Therefore
the layer of uniform gas behind the wave wilU^pidaaHy
become greater as the explosion proceeds.

Calculation of the Rates of Explosion. Ijf5^

In attempting to calculate the rates of explosion fcoii; tJii»r

formula there is some doubt as to what vahie shouM h^|d<iitorf*

for the specific heat at constant volume. This cifffmr)
only been directly found at comparatively low temper.
MM. Berthelot,LeChal:elier, and Mallard have ma le alt4'|Mptt'

to find the specific heats of the elementary gases an^f
monoxide at high temperatures by measuring the

explosion. Berthelot arrives at the conclusion that

heat at constant volume increases with the temperatj
4400° C. attains the value 9'6. M. Bertholot's

do not, howe*'er, agree with those of MM. Le Chai
Mallard, and two series of experiments conducted b\' the latter

experimenters do not agree with one another. The specific

heat at constant volume may, however, be calculated from
the. velocity of explosion with the aid of the proposed formula.

A few ex])losion8 have therefore been selected and the specific

heats and temperatures calculated from them
; specific heats

at intermediate temperatures being found by interpolation. It

was immediately perceived that the specific heats of 0^, H^,

N3, and CO might for all practical purposes be taken as

identical at all temperatures.

A few words are necessary regarding explosions in which
water is formed. If the specific heat of steam is taken as

^ X specific heat of the diatomic gases, the found rates of ex-

plosion fall below the calculatt^'d riites when the dilution with

inert gas is great, and vice versd when the dilation is small.

It is i»ossible to account for this by two theories. The first

theory is that at high temperatures the water is dissociated,

whereas at low temperatures the combination of hydrogen and
oxygen is completo. The second theory is that the sj3ecific heat

H 2
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ofsteam rises more rapidly iritii the temperature than the spe-

ciiic heat of the diatomic gas. The theory of dissociation is

rendered impzohaUe by the &ot that dilution of electrolytic

gas with OX}'gen lowor^: flv^ rates a little more than dilution

with an equal volume of niti ofrpn. The adoption of such an
hypothesis would render it necessary for us to suppose that the

chemical reaction does not proceed to its limit. Moreover, it

wonld make it difficult to calculate the rates whenever steam
is formed, for it would then be impossible, with onr present

knowledge, to say how far the obemical reaction wonld pro-

ceed in any particular case. We are therefore encouraged to

test the first theory, i. e. that the specific he.nt of steam rises

more rapidly with the temporature than that of the diatomic

f
ases. The specific heat oi steam at different temperatures

as therefore been calculated from a few selected rates, as in

the case of the elementary gases; and the values thus found

are used to calculate the other rates. The results are given

below. (Table EI.)

Table II.—Specific Heats at Dilferent Temperatures.

w= specific heat of water, g

—

specific heat of diatomic gases.

t. 5600. 6600. 5400. 5300. 6200. 5100. 6000. 4900. 4800.

10... ..

8 7-860 7-839 7-828 7-817 7-806 7-795 7-784 7-773 7-762

t. :I700. 4000. 4600. 4400. 4800. 4200. 4ioa 4ooa 6000.

« » • •

»

9 7-751 7-740 7-729 7-718

14750

7-707

14-626

7-696

14-467

7685

1^207

7'674

14-125

7-663

U 3800. 370a 3600. 3500. 3400. 33tia 8200. 3ioa 3000.

9

13-938

7-662

13-750

7'041

13-547

7*690

13344

7-619

13-102

7-608

12-860

7-607

12-66U

7-686

12-260

7676

11-891

7-664

i. 2800. 2700. 26Q0. 260a 2400. 2900. 2200. 2ioa

9

11-50S

7-663

11-040

7-642

10*678

7 631

10-172

7520

9W
7-609

9484

7-498

0-203

7-487

9-000

7-476

8-828

7-466
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104 Br. 0. Bams on tlie Aguioiu Fiuhn of Qla$t,

On referring to the explosion of ethylene with excess of
oxygen it is seen that COj is not coniplefcely dissociated until

a teinperatare of 3500^ C. is reached. In all cases the tem-
perature of explosion of (^mogen with excess of oxygen is

above this, and therefore OOs is never formed.

The Pressure of EaeploBion.

The maximum pressure ot explosion may be calculated with
tlie aid ot tiie two formula?

and

These two equations lead to the formula

The pressure for an explosion of equal volumes of cyanogen
and oxygen calculated from this formula is 57 atmospheres.

Jones and Bower * by breaking glass tubes obtain the value

58 atmospheres

VII. The Aqtteous Fusion of Glass ^ its Relation to Pressure
and Temperature. First Paper. By Carl BABUsf.

SOME time ago I published | a series of results due to the

action of hot water at 185° on glass, the water being
kept liquid by pressure. It was shown that tlie writer con-
tained in sealed capillary glas^s tubes increased in compressi-
bility while it steadily (iiminiihed in bulk, as described in the

su^oined sXimmary of two consistent experiments with

diTOrent tubes. Iniring the observations the column soon
became turbid, but it remained translucent enough to admit
of measurement. As the action at 185^ proceeded, the
length of the thread of water decreased. Tliis thread was
contained within the walls of the tube between two terminal

threads of mercury (the lower being movable nrnl trans-

mitting pressure), and therefore decrease in tho length of the

thread can only mean contraction of volume of the system of

glass and water in contact. The results are as follows :

—

9 denoting the temperature of the capillary thread (main-
tained constant bj a transparent vapour-bath) ; t the lime

• Jounud of ihe Mancshestur Lit and PIul. Soo. 1698.

f Oonmwmicatt'd by the Author.

% Bazus X American JouiqaI of Sdence, zUr p. 110 (1891).
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CSniOtiyto^t with appurtenances,

l8r measuring (lio ComsceMibili^
of liquids.

J

AABB. Flanire screwing to compressiuu-putup.

06c, Cftpilmry tnhii containing thrcal of wator between vUble
threads of mercury. Ends oi thread* at JH and S,

O O, Water-bath to cool paraffin plug of capillary tobe.

Annular vapour-batn of glass, containing charge, kk, of aniUiM
oil, kept in obnllltion by the ring-burner JiJt. Non-
conducting jackutiug oi tubi^ iuid scre^nfl uot shown.

D tubulure for conden^r, T for theriuometer.
Observationa made with tlie cathetometer ohsfrvin^ onch mrrctm'

lueuiBcud along the liuea of sight iS, H", through the clear walls of the glayu
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106 Dr. C. Barus on the

of the observation coiintinix from tho ii'':r5n?iintr of ebiil-

lition in the vapour-bath ; v tho total iucrenieut of volume
due to the thermal expansion, V the total volume, so that

v/V is the mean expansion per unit of volume at 185° ; the

mean compressibilitjr within 300 atmospheres. g

Table allowing Tliermal Expansion and Compressibility of
Silicuted Water at 185* nw\ 20 to 300 atmospheres.

Diameter of tube '045 ceutim. Length of colama of

water at 24°, 14 centiui.

9. v/Y . 10' . 10'

.

t.

*

9. v/V.lO'. iS. 10'. L

°C.

2i ±0 44

min.

1

°C.

185 -f-44 141

min.

40

185 +103 77 18 185 +27 163 45

185 80 97 25 185 +06 184 50

18j 75 112 30
1

185 -15 221 65

185 60 125 35

1

185 -29 60

At the conclusion of the experiment the thread was solid,

as I supposed, at high pressure (300 atin.), though not

apparently so at low pressure. This was inforrod sinc« tho

mercury thread advancing under pressure did not, on removal

of pressure, return again as a whole, but broke into small

[)arts in a way to make further measurement without

immediate value*. On breaking the tabe apart after cooling,

and examining it under the microscope, the capillarj canal

was found to be nearly, if not quite, filled with a white glassy

incrustation. This shows tliat the glass swells iu marked
degree on hychation, whereas the combine ! volume of glass

and water put iiUo action, simultaneously contracts. If tlie

values of r/V niven in the table be examined, it api)ears that

whereas the original volume increment per unit of volume is

greater than *103 for the rise of temperature from 24^ to 185**

at 20 atmospheres, this increment has nearly vanished after

50 minutes of reaction. The thread at 185 is now only as

long as' it was at 24°. After 60 minutes of reaction it is even
markedly shorter at 185^ than at 24% pressure remaining
constant throughout.

At the same time the compressibility, /3, of the silicated

* A suoeeeding paper wiJl take up the resaBreb from thia point

onward.
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Agueoiis Fmion of Glass. 107

water at 185° is found to increase regularly from -OOOOTT

near the hejrinning of the experiment, to over •(K)U221, or

more than three times its initial vahio ou the same isothermal

(185°). This result is wholly unex[)ected, since \*Ithout

y except'ou the etfect of solution is a decrease of the coaipressi-

biltty of ibe solvent, in proportioii as more body is dissolved.

Silicated water in the present experiment shows the reverse

efieot. Now alUiongh the hydration increases the volume of
the glass, the gradual choking of the capillary canal goes on
uniformly from toj) to bottom of the thrfa l of water. Ilonco,

since the bore diminished at the same rate tliro.i;^hout the

wetted tub(», t lie observations for compressibility would remain

to the same degree unchanged, mi. par. Supposi.jg that tine

particles of the glass were broken on* and gradually accmna-
laied on the merenry meniscns near the bottom of the thread

of water, it would be possible to account for tbe data for ft

I dted, in consideration of ithe gradual constriction of the

thread near the bottom. In sudi a case, however, the com-
pressing thread of mnrcnry would not have ad.'anced and
retreated through this debris with tlie observed regularity.

In general mere stoppage and clogging would have been
noticed in duplicate experiments f* I also made correlativu

experiments with saturated solutions of zinc sulphate in water
and naphthalene in alcohol. In both eases markedly increased

compressibilities were possible in a turbid colnmn, and due to

the precipitation of part of the dissolved salt, isothermally,

by pressure. Dnring compression a part of the dissolved bodv
is changed Irom the liquid to the -olid state by pressure, and
hence the aji}>nrent ineren>e of romj)ressibility.

From this point of view I have endeavoured to uccoimt

preUminoaily for the observed regular increiise of ^ given in

tiie table, though I confess some reluctance to this explana-

tion : I have supposed that the dissolved silieati^ is precipitated

ont of solution by pressure and redissolved on removing
presanxe, thiis producing accentuated compressibility ; that

this effect increases as more silicate \< taken up in solution,

until finally the whole thread becomes Luu viscous for further

observation. However this may be, the fact of a regularly

and enormously increased compressibility remains as colla-

teral evidence of the stage of progress of the reaction.

%» There is a final result to be obtained from this experi-

ment, and it is to this that my remarks chiefly apply. The
reaction, of the water on the glass must be along the surface

* This does not occur. Sea below.

t Thus for instauce tlio tltickiiess of the tiliead of m^wttiy seen in tiie

catheUMueter cUd not seem to diminish.
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108 Dr. 0. Bams on the Aqumu Vktdon of Gtau,

of contact of both bodies. For a given length of thread this

surface decreases as the radius, of the tube. On the other

hand, ihe volaue of water decreases as the square of the ladiuSf

r. of the capillaij tube. In fact, if Y be the volume and S
ihe surface for a given length of thread, S/V= 2/r. Let a be
the rate of absorption of water in glass, i, the number of

cub. opnfim. of water absorbed per square ccTituTi. of surface

of contact, per minute. If v is the volume absorbed by S
cm.* per minute, S and therefore v/Y= 2 a'r. Hence, if

V is lar^e, the apparent effect of absorption vanishes ; but in

proportion as ris smaller, or as the tube becomes more fineljr

capiUary, the effect of absorption will become more obvious
to the eye. In other words, the lengiliof the column of water
included between the two terminaTthreads of mercury wiU
decrease faster for small values of the capillary radius.

In the above results v/V" taken directly from tlie table ia

about '003 cnb. centim. per minute. The diameter of the in\m

measured microscopically was found to be about O-ia ceniiui.

Therefore a='000034 cub. centim. is the volume of water
absorbed per sc^naie centim. of soriace of contact, per minnte,
at 185^. This is abont 180 kg., per sq. metre, per year, at 185°.

True the phenomenon is not quite so simple as here com-
puted, for as the action proceeds the water holds more body
in solutiou, the area of unchanged glass increases, and

f)0**sibly the liquid must ditl'use or percohite tlirough the

ayer of opalescent accretion to reach it. As against the

seriousness of tins consideration, one may alhrae to the

regularity of the above results in the lapse oftime and the

occurrence of a reaction rather aoceleiated as time increases.

In view of the large surfaces of reaction available even in

small bulks of porous or triturated rock and the tact that the

intensity of the reaction in'-fji-cs ray>idly with temperature,

I cannot but regard this result as important. Direct experi-

ments* have been made with care to detect a possible thermal

effect (rise of temperature) of the action of water on hot giass,

bnt thus far without positive results. The difficulties of sudi
experiments are very great. To insure chemical reaction,

they must be made with superheated water under pressure,

with allowances for lieat conduction &c,, all of which make the

mejisurenient of -mall increments of tem|)erature very
nil -('i lain. If, 1io\n (>ver, rise of teiiip^'rature may he associated

witli the marked contraction of voiuuie in the system water-

glass specified, one may note, in the first place, that for a

G.F. Becker: Monographs U. Geolog. Survey, No. III., 1882.

I have since made similar experiments with superkeated water (200°).

Di
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capillary canal abont one half millimetre in diameter, the
absorption of wator is a«! frroat as 18 por cent, of tlio volnme
contained per liour. In finely porous rock ('orres]>on<lin;ily

larger ahsorptiouii aro to be anticij^ated. A;4aiu, the tempera-
tures and pressures given in the above experiments would be

more than reached by a ooliimii of water nenetrating a
miles below the earth's surface. Fbally, toe action of water
on ailieates will be accelerated in proportion as higher
temperatures are entere<i with increasing terrestrial depth.
Eventnnll v. t]ierefore, heat must be evolved more rapidly tiian

it is eoii'.l tirt^'d away.

Willi liie above jirovi>-o, one may reasonably conclude that

tlio action of hot water on rock within the earth constitutes a
fomace whose efficieocj increases in marked d* greo with the

depth of the seat of reaction below sea-lcTel.

Brown UnimBitr.
Fkovidenoo, U.S.A.

VIII. Umnium Radiattnn and fhp Elfcfrical Conduction pro^
dncfd I'll if. Bii K. KuTiiEKFORD, ^f.A., B.Sc.j fonnerly
16^1 Seietice 6cholat'f Coatts I'roller Student

j
Trinity

Collegef
Cand>ridge ; McDonald Professor of Piigsics^

MeOtU Umvertity, Montreal*,

THE remarkable radi;ifio?i emitted by uranium and its

compound;* ha<»bet n siudied by it*» discoverer, Becquerel,

and the re>ults of lii< inve.vti^iiarions ou the nature and pro-

perties of the radiation have been given in a series of ]»apers

m the Cbmjitot Etnd^9^* He showed that the radiation, con-

tumonslj emitted from nraninro componnds, has the power
of passing through considerable thicKnesaes of metals and
other opaque substances ; it has the power of acting on a
p]iot( ::r;i|)]iic plate and of discharging positive and negative
electritication to an pqtial degree. The gas throno^b uhi^di

the radiation jMisses i- made a remponirv conductor of electri-

city and j)reserves its power of discharging electrification for

a snort time after the source of radiation 1ms been removed.
The resolts of Beoqneiel diowed that B5ntgen and nnminm

radiations were very similar in their power of penetrating
solid bodies and producing conduction in a gas exposed to

them ; bnt there waf an essentia! differenee between the two
types of radiation. He found that uranium radiation could

be refracted and polai ized, while no detinite results showing

Oommunicated by Prof. J. .f. Thotusoii, F.li.S.

t e. if. ItJyrt, pp. 420, 601, iM^, OcJU, 702, 1060 ; \m, pp. 438, bOO.
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110 . Prof. E« Rutherford on Uranium Hadtatian and - -

poIarizati<m or reliBotioii have been obtained for Bontgen
radiation.

It is the object oF tho present paper to investit^ate in more
detail tlio nature of uranium radiation and the electrical

conduction produced. As most of the results ol)tained have *

been interpreted on the ionization-theory of ga.ses which was
introduced to explain the electrical conduction produced hy
BSntgen radiation^ a brief accoimt is given of the iheoiy and
the results to vhidi it leads.

In the course of the inveetigation, the following subjects

haye been considered

S 1. Oomparison of methods of investigation.

§ 3. Refraction and polarisation of uranium radiation.
1

§ 3. Theory of ionization of gases.

§ 4. Complexity of uranium radiation.

§5. Comparison of tlie radiation from uranium and its J
compounds.

§ 6. Opacity of substances for the radiation.

7. Ihurium radiation.

8. Absorption of radiatioa by gases.

9. Variation of absorption with pressoze.

§ 10. Effect of pressure of the gas on the rate of discharge.

§11. The conductivity produced in gases by complete
absorption of the radiation.

§ 12. Variation of the rate of discbarge with distance

between the plates.

§ 13. Rate of re-combination of the ions.

§ 14. Velocity of the ions.

§ 15. Fall of potential between two plates.

§16. Belation between the current through the gas and
electromotive force applied.

§17. Production of charged gases by separation of the ions. ^

§ 1^. Di^^charnifv |>ow0r of fine gauzes.

§ 19. Greueral remarks.

§ 1. Campariwn o/Atethods of InvesttgaUon.

The properties of uranium radiation may be iuvestiuaied

by two methods, one depending on tlie action on a photo-

fraphic plate and the other on the discharge of electrification,

he photographic method is very slow and tedious, and admits
of only the roughest measurements. Two or three days*
exposure to the radiation is generally required to produce any *

marked effect on the photographic plate. In addition, when
we are dealing with very slight photographic action, the

Digitized by GoOglc



the IJlecti'ical Conduction produeed by U, 111

fogging of the plate, during the long exposures required, bjr

the vapours of substances * is liable to obscure the results.

On t)u» otlier hand the nvt^uxl of to^tinjr the electrical dis-

chari^e caused by tlu> radiation is nmcli more rapid than the

pboto<i;rapliic meflioil, and also admits of iairiy accurate

quantitiitive determinations.

The quttstioii of pohriaft^n and refraction of the radiation

can, however, only be teeted hjr the photographic method.

The electrical experiment (ezphiined in § 2) to test refiraction

is not Tory aatia&otoiy.

§2. PotarUatian and Mejraetian,

The alinoflt identical effects producetl in gases liy uranium
and Hontgen radiation (which will be described later) h^d me
to consider the question whether the two types of radiation

did not behav<» the same in otiier r^-p cfs.

In order t n test this, experiments were tried to see if

uranium radiation could be polarized or refracted. Becquerelf
had found evidence of polarization and refraction, but in

repeating experiments similar to those tried by him, I have
,been mi<U>le to find any evidence of either. A larir,. number
.of photographs by the radiation ha?e been taken under
various conditions, but in no case have I been able to observe

any etfeet on the photo;rraphie plate whichshowed the presence

of polarization or rotVaction.

in order to avoid togging of the plate during the long

exposures req^uired, by the vapours of substances, lead was
employed as far as possible in the noighbottrhood of the

pkte, as its e£Peet on the 6lm is yery slight.

' A brief account will now be given of the experiments on
refraction and polarization.

Refraction.—A thick lead plate was takon and a

narrow slit c-nt throu;iliit; this was placed over a uniform
layer of nianium oxiiie ; tlie arran;j;enient was then equivalent

to a line source of radiation uud a slii. iina prisms of glass,

Ummmnm, and jMumffiQ-wax were fixed at intervals on the

lead plate with their edges just covering the slit. A photo-

grapmc plate was supported 5 mms. from the slit. The plate

was left for a week in a dark box. On developing a dark
line wa« observed on the ]>]ate. This line was not appreciably

broadened or displaced above tlie prisms. Dittcriiut sizes of

slits gave equally negative results. If there was any appreci-

able refraction we should expect the image of the slit to be

displaced from the line of the slit.

» KuflseU, Proc. Ray. 8oc. 1897. f C. & 1806, p. 659.
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112 Prof. E. Rutherford on Uranium Radiation and

Becquerel* examined the opacity of glass for uraoiitiii

radiation in the soh'd and also in a finely-powdered shite by
the method of electric leakage, and found that, if anything,

the transparency of tlie glass for the radiation was greater in

the finely-divided than in the solid stjite. I have repeated

this experiment and obtained the same result. As Becc[uerel

stated, it is diffionlt to recondle this result vith the presenoe

of refraction.

Polanzation^^An arrangement very similar to that used

by Becquerel was employed. A deep nole was cut in a thick

lead plato and partly filled witli uranlnm oxide. A small

tourmaline covered the opening. Another small tourmaline

was cut in two and placed on top of the first, so that in

one half of the opening the tourmahncs were crossed and in

- the other half uncrossed. The tourmalines were very good
optically. The photographic plate was supported 1 to 3 mm.
above the tourmalines. The plate was exposed four ihtys, and
on dOTeloping a black circle showed up on the plate, but in

not one of the photographs could the slightest difference in

the intensity be observed. Becquerel f stated that in his

experiment tlie two halves were unequally darkened, and
concluded irom this result that the radiation was doubly
refracted by tourmaline, and that the two rays were unequally

absorbed.

§ B. Thwry of lonuMiUon.

To explain the oondnotiTity of a gas exposed to Etoniigen

radiation, tiie theory % has beien put forward that the rays in

passing through the gas produce positive^ and negatiTelj

charged particles in the tr;^'', imd that the number produced

per second depends on tbe intensity of the radiation and the

pressure.

These carriers ar(^ assumed to be so small that they will

move with a uniform velocity through a gas under a coustaaL

potential gradient. The term ion was given to them fhmi
analogy with electrolytic conduction, but in using the term
it is not assumed that tlie ion is necessarily of atomic dimen*
sions j It may be a multiple or submultiple of the atom.

Suppose we have a gas between two plates exposed to the

radiation and that the plates are kept at a constant difference

of potential. A certiiin number of ions will be produced

per second by the radiation and tiie numberproduced will in

general depend on the pressure of the gas. Under the electric

C. R. i>
559. t C. JR. 1896, p. 5/59.

\ J. J. Thomsuu aad E. Rather&rd, Phil. Mag. Nov. 188^
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the Electrical Conduction produced hy it, 113

field tlie positive ions travel fow n i ds the nepfntive plat^^ and
the negjitive ions towards the or her plate, and consequently
a current will pass through the gas. Some oi' the ions

"will also reoombine, the rate of recombination I eing pro-

portional to the sanare of iihe nmnber preaent The current
passing through the gas for a given intensity of radiation will

depend on the difference of p^ntial between the plates, but
wTuMt t]ie potf'iitial-difFcronef if ^rrontf?- than a certain value

the cnrront ^vill rcacli a maxinniin. Whon this i> the case

all flic ions arc removed by the electric field before they
can recouibine.

The pontive and negative ions will be partially separated
bv the electric field, and an excess of ions of one sign ina^ be
blown away, so tViat a chai m 1 <;as will be obtained. Ifthe ions
are not unifonnly dii^trihuted between the plates, the potential

gradimf will hr^ disturbed by iho movement of the ions.

If cncrLTy is absorbed in |»r()(l ticing ions, we should expect
the al KOI

]
it ion to be proportional to the number of ions pro-

duced and thus depend on the pressure. If this theory be

applied to nraninm radiation we should expect to obtain the
following results:

—

(1) Charged carriers produced through the yolnme of the
gas.

(2) Ionization proportional to i^e intensity of the radiation

and the pressure.

(3) Absorption of radiation proportional to pressure.

(4) Existence of saturation current.

(;») iiate of rec()mbination of the ions proportional to the

square of the number present.

(6) Partial separation of positive and negative ions.

(7) Disturbance of potential gradient under certain con*
ditions between two plates exposed to the radiation.

The experiments now to be described sufB<nently indicate

that the tlieory does form a satisfoctor^ explanation of the

dectrical conductivity produced by uranium radiation.

In all experiments to I'ollow, the results are independent of

the sign of the charged plate, unless the contrary is expressly

stated.

§ 4. CcmpUx Jfahtre of Uranium Badiation*

Before entering on the general phenomena of the conduction

produced bynramum radiation,an accountwill be given ofsome
experiments to decide whether the same radiation is emitted

by uranium and its compounds and whether the radiation is

PhU. Mojf. B. 5. Vol. 47. No. 284. Jan, im, I
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homogeneous. Rontgen and otliers have observed that the

;r-rays are in general of a complex nature, including rays of

wide differences in their power of penetrating solid bodies.

The penetratiiiL' power is also dependent to a Inrge extent on
the Btage of eznanation of the Crookes tobe.

In order to test the complexify of tiie radiation, an electrical

method was emplojed. The general anangement is shorn
in fiff. 1.

Rg. 1.

The metallic nraninm or compound of uranium to be

employed was powdered and spreaci iiiiitorraly over the centre

of a horizontal zinc plat-o A, 20 cm. square. A ziuc plate B,

20 cm. st[uare, was Hxed parallel to A and 4 cm. from it.

Both plates,were insnkted. A was oonnected to one pole of

a battery- of 50 Tolts, the other pole of which was to earth

;

£ was connected to one pair of quad rants of an electrometer^

the other [)air of which was connected to earth.

Under the influ»'ncc of the ur.-minin radiation there was a

rate of leak betweeu the two plaie.s A and B, The rate of

movement of the electrometer-needle, when the motion was
steady, was taken as a measure of the current through the

Bnocessiye layers of thin metal foil were then placed over

the uranium compound and the rate of leak determined for

each additional slieet. The table (p. 115} shows the resnlts

obtained for thin Dutch metal.

in the third column the ratio of the rates of leak for each
additional thickness of metal leaf is given. Where two
thicknesses were added at once, the square root of the observed
ratio is taken, for three thicknesses the cabe root. The
table shows that for the first ten thicknesses of metal the rate

of leak diminished approximately in a geometrical progressicm
as the thickness of the metal increased in arithmetic pro-
gression.
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Xhicknesa of Metal Leaf -00008 cm.
Layer of Uranium Oxide on plate.

1

1 Kumber of Ledjijpw min. in jKiiUO for eaca
Layen.

0 91

1 77
'86

2 00
•78

8 49
•82

4 ^ •86

5 88
•79

6 9i-7
75

8 154
•79

10 91
•77

18 8-8
•88

It will be shown later (§ ^) that the rate of leak between
two plates for a saturating voUa^rn is pro|)ortional to the

intensity of the radiation after passing through tho inotal.

The voltage of oO employed was not sufficient to saturate the

gas, but it was found that the comparatiye rates of leak under
umibir oonditions for 50 and 200 yolts botvreen the plates

were nearly the same. When we are dealing with very

small Rites of leak, it is advisable to employ as small a voltagii

as possible, in order that any small cnan;]jes in the voltage

of tho battery should not appreciably ati'i'ct tlio n^siilt. For
this rtiason tlio volta^f of 50 wm used, and the comparative

rates of leak ubtauicd are very approximately the same as

for satarating electromotiTd forces.

Since the rate of leak diminishes in a geometrical pro-

gression with the thickness of metal, we see from the above
statement that the intensity of the radiatitm falls off in a
geometrical progressionj /. e. accordinfz; to an ordinary absorp-

tion la>v. This shows that the part of the radiation considered

is approximately homogeneous.

With increase of the nuiabcr of layers the absorption

commences to dimhiish. This is shown more clearly by using

nraninm oxide with layers of thin alomininm leaf (see tab£

p. 116).

It will be observed that for the first three layers ofaluminium
foil, the inton.^ity of the radiation fall?? off according to the

ordinary al)sorption law, and that, after the fourth thickness,

the intensity of the radiation is only slightly diminished by
adding another eight layers.
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IhickiiMi of Alnmminin foil 'OOOS ooi.

> umber of L&yen
of Aiumioium foil.

L«att mm. m
ccale-fiiTiaiuiiBi.

0 182

1 77
41

2 33
•48

3 146
«44

4 9-4

12 7

Hie aluTiiInitim foil in this case was abont 'OOOo cm. tliick,

wo that after tho ysmage of tJic radiati >n tfironLh •(M)2 cm. of

alanii Ilium the intensity of tlie radiation is reduced to about

Ijk of it^i value. Tho addition of a thickaess of 'OOi cm. of

afiiminiinn has oolj a small effect in cutting down ibe rate

of leak* The intenmtj is, however, again ledaoed to about
half of its Ttlne after passing through an additional tlilekness

of '05 em.^ which ooriesponds to 100 sheets of aiomininm
foil.

These experiments show that the uranium radiation i.s

compIo.K, and that there are present at least two di.^itinet types

ol radiation—one that i» very readily absorbed, which will be
termed for conYenienoe the a radiation^ and the other of a
more penetratiTe character, which will be termed the ff
radiation.

The character of the /5 radiation '^^'orn^ fo })o independent
of the nature of tho filter tliroujLdi whicii it has passed. It

was found that radiation of tho same intensity and of tliesame
penetrative power was obtained by cutting olf the a radiation

by thin sheets of ahunininni, tmfoil, or paper. The y9 radiation

passes through all the sabstances triedwith far greater facOi(j

than the a radiation. For exani!>Ie, a plate of thin cover-
glass placed over the uranium reduced the rate of leak to^
of its value; the radiation, however^ passed through it

with hardly any loss of intensity.

Some experiments with different thicknes.^'es of uluiiiiniuni

seem to show, as far as the results £0, that the radiation is

of an approximately homogeneous daraoter. The following

table gives some of the ramlts obtained for the /3 radiatioii

from uranium oxide
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Badiation.

aob 1

088 •68

-051 -48

•09 -26

The rate of leak is taken as unity after the a radiataon has
been absorbed by pa-isin^j; through ten layers of idmninium
foil. The intensity of the nidiation diminishog with the
tliii-kness of met<ii trM vr-'ed acconling to th»» npJinary
absorption Jaw. It ni i-r l»e reiiieuibered tliat when wo are
dealing with the /3 raaiatiou alone, the rate of leak is in
genenS only a few per cent of the leak due to the a radiation,
so tihat the inTestigation of the bomogeneiij of the 0 radiation
cannot be carried out with the same aoonracy as for the a
radiation. As far, however, as the experiments have gone^
the results seem to point to the conchision tliat the ^ radiation
is approximately homogeneous, although it is possible that
other types of radiation of either small intensity or very
great penetrating power may be present.

{ 5. lladiati<m emitted hi/ th'ferent Compounde of Drcmium.

All the compounds of urumuui e.\aiiuiiud gave out the two
types of radiation, and the penetrating power of the radiation

for botii theaand jsradiations is thesame for all the oomponnds.
Tbe table (p. 118) shows the resolts obtained for some of

the uranium compounds.
Fig. 2 shows graphically some of the rcf^nlts obfin'nod for

the various uranium compoundf. The ordinates represent

rates of leak, and the abscissas tlneknessea of aluminium
through which the radiation has passed.

The different compounds of nraninm gave difiEaranl rates

of leak, bnt^ for oonvenience of oompansoni the rate of lei^
due to the uncovered salt is taken as unity.

It will be seen that the rate of decrease is approximately
the same for the first layer of metal, and that the rate of
decrease becomes nuich slower after four thicknesses of foil.

The rate of leak duo to the yS radiation is a different

proportion of the total amount in each case* The uranium
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ThickneBB of Alaminiain foil *0005 cm.

Fropovtioiiate B«to of Leak.

Number of
Lajers of

AluminiomfoiL

Uranium
metal.

Uranium

1

Umnium
Oiid&

Uranium
Potassium

.
Sulphate.

0

1

2

8

4

5

12

1

'Si

85

•15

•

1

•43

•28

•17

15

*125

1

•42

•16

•06

•06

04

1

•42

•27

•17

•12

•11

so

%
s-e K

-tmNi
1 0jr/O£

1
.

I ' . ' * I

10 20 30 40 M
Thieknefli ofAhuninium : eaoh dividcii '00012 em.
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metal was used in the forni of powder, and a smaller area of
it wm8 used than in the oiher oases. For ilie experiments on
aruuum oxide a tidn layer of fine powder was employed,
and we see, in that case, that the radiation bears a nmob
smaller proportion to the total than for the other oonipoiuids*
When a tliick layer of the oxide was used there was, how-
evei; an increase in the ratio, as the following table shows

Number of lajers

of AlomiDiinn foiL

Bate of link.

Thin layer of

Uruium Oxicto.

Thick layer of

Unnium OzidflL

0 1 I

1 -42 5

9 18

4 •OD •12

8 •1J3

12 •01

18 •11

The amount of the a radiation depends chiefly on the

surface of the uranium compound, while the /9 radiation

depend? also on tho ililckness of the layer. The increase of

the rate of leak due to the (3 radiation with the thickness of

the layer indicates that the ^ radiaiiun can pas^s through a
considerable thickness of the uranium compound. Experi-

ments showed that the leak doe to the a radiation did not
increase maoh with the thickness of the layer. I <tid not,

however, have enough uranium salt to test the vanatioil of
the rate of leak due to the ^ radiation for tliirk lavors.

The rate of Iral; tiom n L'ivon weitrlit of iiraninm or

uraiiiuTTi eompound depeiidis largely on the amount of surface.

The groaLer the sur£EK>e, the greater the rate of leak. A small

crys^ of uratuom nitrate was dissolved in water, and the

water then evaporated so as to deposit a thin kjer of the

salt over the bottom of the dish, a his gave quite a large

leakage. Xiie leakage in sack a case is dae chiefij to the
radiation.

^"^ijice the rat^ of leak due to any uranium compound
depeud.s largely on itt* amount of surface, it is ditliculi to

compare the quautiiy of radiation given out by equal amounts

of different salts : for the resnlt will depend greatly on the
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state of divimon of the oompoimd. It is possible that the

apparentlv very powerful radiation obtained from pitchblende

by Curie * may be partly dae to the yerj fine state of diTision

01 the substaDoe rather than to the presence of a new and
poworfnl rafiiating substanro.

Tiie rate oi" leak due to the railiation is, as a rule, small

compared with that produced by the a radiation. It is

dilHcult, however, to compare the reLitive intensities of the

two kinds. The a radiation is stronj^ly absorbed by gases

(§8), while the fi radiation is only slightly so. It will be
shown later (§ 8) that the absorption of the radiation by the

gas in approximately proportional to the number of ions

])rofhiced. If therefore the ^ radiation is only slightly

absorbed by the gas, the uunilicr of ion< ]•rod need by it is

small, t". ^. the rate of leak h -mall. The comparative rates

of leak due to the a and radiation is thus dependent on the

relative absorption of the radiations by the gas as well as on
the relative intensity.

The photographic actions of the a and radiations have
also been compared. A thin uniform layer of uraninm oxide

was sprinkled over a jrln-- pl-ifc : on*- l';;!t' of the plate was
covered by a piece of ahiiiiiiiiuin ol .-iilncifiit thickness to ])rac-

tically ab«orb the a radiation. The [thotographic plate was rixei

about 4 mm. Irom the uranium surface. The plate was exjiosed

48 honrs, and, on developing, it was foand that the darkening of

the two halves was not greatly different. On the one halfofthe

plate the action was due to the /9 radiation alone, and on the

other due to th(3 af and radiations together. Except when
the photognipliic ]tlafe is close to the uraninm surface, the

photographic acuon is due principally to the radiation.

§ 6. Transparem^ of Substanrts to the two 2y^e& of
MadtatLon.

If the intensity of the radiation in traversing a substance
diminishes according to the ordinary absorption law, the

ratio r of the intensity of the nidiation alter passing through
a distance d of the substance to the intensity when the

snbstance is removed is given by

where \ is the coefficient of absorption and e=2*7.
In the following table a few values of \ are given for the

a and radiationsi assnming in each case that the radiation is

• aiL July 1808> p. 17&
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simple and that the intensify foils off aocoiding to the above
law:—

SnbiteiiM*
X

for tiie a rtuliation.

X

for tb6/3 radiation.

Dutch rnetal

Aluminium

Tinfoil

1600

2650

15 11
106 '

49 i:

97
'^'>

5«

The above results show what a groat ditierence there is in

the power of penotratioii of the two types of radiation. The
transparency of alnminiam for the p radiation is over 100
times as great as for the a radiation. The opacity of the

metals alumininm, copper^ silver, |>l:illMum for the y9 radiation

follows the same order as their atomic weights. Aluminium
y tho most transparent of the metals used, bnt ^rlass is more
tiaMS{)areut than aluminium for the radiation. Plaliaum
has an opacity IG times as great as aluminium. For the

a radiation, alaminium is more transparent than Dutch metal
or tinfoil.

For a thickness of alnmininm '09 cm. the intensity of the

0 radiation was reduced to '25 of its value; for a tliicknoss

of copper 'i)'d cm. tlu> intensity was reduced to '23 of it^

value. These results are not in agreement with i^oitk nivou

l>y Becquerel *, who foioul copper was more transpareni than
aluminium for uranium radiation.

The radiation has a penetrating power of about the same
order as the radiation given out by an average x-my bnlb.

Its power of penetration is, however^ much less than for the

rays from a **hard" bulb. The a radiation^ on the other

hand, is far more easily absorbed than rays from an ordinary

bulb, but i? very similar in its penetrating power to the

secondary radiation j sent out when j;-rajs fall upon a metal
surface.

It is possible that the a radiation is a secondary radiation

set np at the snrface of the uranium by the passage of the

P radiation through the uraniam, in exactly the same way
• <?.Jfcl806,p.768.

t J^eizin, C. R. caoiv. p. 466; Sagnac, CL IL 180&
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122 Prof. E. RutLerforii on Uranium Radiation and

as 8 diffuse radiation is producod at tLe snrface of a metal by
the passage of Rorif fren-ray^ through it. There is not, how*
eyefi saffioient evideuce at present to decide the question.

$ 7. Thovium Eadiation.

While the experiment? on the complex nature of nraniam
radiation were in progress, the discovery * that tliunuui

and iia salts also emitted a ladiation^ woieb had general
properties similar to nraninm radiation, waa announoed. A
few experiments were made to compare the types of radiation

emitted by uranium and thorium.

The nitrate and the sulphate of thorium were used nnd gave
similar results, although the nitrate appoar(Ml to be the more
active of the two. The leakage effects due to these salts were
of quite the same order as those obtained for the uranium
compounds ; bnt no satisfactory quantitatiye comparison can
be made betvreen tiie uranium ana thorium salts as the amount
of leak depends on the amonnt of surface and thickness of
the lajer.

It was fouuti that thorium nitrate when first exposed to the

air on a platinum plate was not a steady source ol' radiation,

and for a time the rate of leak varied very cauriciously, being

sometimes five times as great as at others. The salt was very
deliquescent, but after exposure of some hours to the atmo-
sphere the rate of leak became more constant and allowed of
rough comparative measurements. Thorium sulphate was
more con-<tant than the nitratr .

The absorption of tlie thorium radiation was tested in the

same way as for uranium radiation. The follDwing table

gives some of the results. The aluminium foil was of the

same tiuckness (*0005 cm.) as that used in the uranium
experiments

Number of Layers

of Alunumum foiL

Leak per minute in

0 aoo

4 M
8 9!

12 19

17 75

• a. C. Sdnnidt, Wifld. Annai. May 1888.
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The curve showing tde relation between the rate of leak

anri the thickness of the metal traver<«"1 shown in fig. !d

(p. 118 ), together with the results for uruuiuiu.

It will bo seen that thonam radiation is ditFerent in pene-

trative power from the a radiation of uranium. The radiation

will pass throngb bei;ween three and four thioknesees of aln-

mininm fbil before the intensity is reduced to one-half, while

with uraQinm radiation the inton^iity is reduced to less than a
half after pasj'innr thron^^h one thiekne^?? of foil.

With a thirk !;i ver of thorium nitrate it was fouud tliat the

radiation wa.s not honii);4eneous, but rays of a more penetrative

kind were present. On account of the inconstancy ol' thorium

nitrate as a soaroe of radiation, no aocnrate ezperiments have
been made on this pomt
The i*adiations from thorinm and nianium are thos both

complex, and as regards the a type of radiation are different

in penetrating power from each other.

lii all the experiments on nranium and tliorinm, care was
taken that no stniy rudiutiou was present which would obscure

the results. Such precautions are very necessary when the

rate of leak, dne to the radiation transmitted through a con-
siderable thickness of metal, is only a small percentage of the

total. The method genenilly employed was to cover the layer

of active salt with the metal screen, and then place in position

over it a large sheet of leatl with a rectangular hole cut in it

of smaller area thau that of die layer of salt. The lead was
pressed tightly down, aud the only radiation between the

naraUel plates had to pass through the mM screen, as the

lead was too thick to allow any to go through.

§d. Absorption of Uranium Radiation hy Otues,

The a radiation from uranium and its compounds is rapidly

absorbed in its passage through gases. The absorption for

hydrogen, air, and carbonic add was determined, and was
found to be least in hydrogen and greatest in carbonio aoid.

To show the presence of absorption, the following amnge-
ment (fig. '^) was used :

—

A layer of uraninni-potassiura snlpliato or nranium oxide

wa« f»pread unil'ornily over a metal plate V, fornn"ng a lamella

of 11 cm. diameter. A glass vessel G, 12 cm. in diameter, was
placed over the layer. Two parallel metal phites A and B,
1*5 cm. apart, were insnlatea from each other by ebonite

rods. A circular opening 7 em. in diameter was cut in the

plate A, and the opening covered by a sheet of aluminium

toil 0*000^ cm. thick. The plate B was connected through a
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rod R to a screw adjustnient iS, so that the condenser AB
could be moved a whole parallel to the base-plate. The
BVBiem AB was adiasted parallel to the nraninm sarfaoe and
(ud not rotate witn the screw. The rod R passed through

Fig. 3.

tt I ! > -r
- -nr ry r r 1 n tr -f 1 1 t

€MTti

a short glass tube fixed id the ebonite plate C. A short

piece of iodiambber tubing T was passed over the glass

tube and a projeotiug flange in which the rod R waa sorewed.

This served flio ?iame purpose as the usual stuffing-box, and
allowed the distance ofAo ftom the uranium to be adjusted
under low pressures.

The plate A was connectod to ono polo of a batten* of

60 vohii, the other pole of which wu» to earth. The plate B
was connected through the screw to one pair of quadrants of
an electrometer, the other pair of which was to earth. In
order to avoid the collection of an elect roshitic charge on the
glass suriace due to the conduction between the uranium and
Uio glass near it, it was found verv necessary to coat the

inside of the glass cylinder with tinfoil. The tinfoil and
base-plate P were connected to earth.

Since the surface of the uranium layer may be suppo^^ed

to be giving out radiation uniformlj from all parts, the

intensity of the radiation at points near the centre of the

uranium surface should be approximately uniform. If there

wero T10 nbf?orption of the r;idi:ition in tho ^:\^, slioidd

expect the intensity of the radiation to vary but slightly with
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distances from tlie rarfaoe small compared with the diameter
of the raiHfitinjr surface.

The radiation pas^ing tlirough the aluminium produces

conductivity between A and B (fig. and the rate of

leak depends on the intensity of the i;i(iiation which has

passed through a certain thickness of gas and the alamimtim
foil. As the system AB is moved from the base-plate, if

tliere is a rapid absorption of the radiation in the gas, we
should expect the rate of leak to fall off rapidly, and this

is fonnd to be the case. The following table (rives the results

obtained for air, hydrogen, carbonic acid, nnd coal-'za.'*. For
tlie first reading the distance d of the aiuiumium foil from the

base-plate was about o'5 una.

Bate of kak bahraan plalaa.

1 Di«tauoe of Al. foil

from Vmnionu
«

Air.
Carbuuic

Aeid.

if+ 1*25 0101.

M+2-6 „

«+»*75 „

>• + 6 n

,.+ 7-5

» +10 „

n

1

•••

•64

aa«

•6S

1

•67

45
'81

21

•16

P*a

1

•74

•57

•41

•82

1

•••

•81

•68

•89

•22

Tlie rate of leak for the distance d is taken as unity in

each (jas for the purpose of comparison. The actual rates of

leak between A and B for the distance d is given in the

following table :

—

Oaa.
Eate of leak

in BCaic-divisious

parniii.

26

85

28

18
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The results of the previous table are shown graphically in

fig. 4, where the ordinatos represent currents and the abscissae

Fig. 4.

distances from ilie base-plate. It will be seen that the
current decreases most rapidly in carbonic acid and least in
hydrogen. As the dishmce from the base-plate increases in
arithmetical |>r<)^ression, the rate of leak diminishes approxi-

mately in geumetrical progresijion. Tlie rapid decrease of

the current is due to the absorption of tht3 radiation in its

passage through the ^as. The decrease of the current in air

at 190 mm. pressare is also shown in the figure. Sinoe ^tke

absorption is smaller for air at this pressure than at normal
pressnre, the rate of leak diminishes much more slowlj with
the distance.

In the above experimcnt-j Votli the a and ^ radiations

produce con(I^eti^ ity in the A thin layer of uranium
oxide was, however, used, and in that case the rate of leak due
to the yd radiation mar be neglected in comparison with that

produced by the a radiation.

The results that have been obtained on the variation of the
rate of leak with distance may be simply interpreted on the

theory of the ionization of the gas through which the radia-

tion passes. Xt is assumed that the rate of ionization is
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])roi)ortional to the intensity of tlie niJiatiou (as is the case

iu llontgen-ray condaction), and that- the intensity of the

radiation near the uraniam surface is constant over a plane

parallel to that surface. This is Tery approximately the case

if the distance from the nraniam surface is amsU compared
ivith the diameter of the radiating surface.

For simplicity wo will consider the case of an infinito

plane of uranium giving out homogtuieoTig radiation.

If I 1)0 tlie intensity of the radiation close to the uranium
surface, the iuiensity at a distance u,* is equal to le.-^^^ where X
is the coefficient of absorption of the gas. The intensity is

diminislied in paassng through the kyer of alomimnm foil A
(ifig. 3) in a constant ratio for all distances from the nranionu
The intensity at a distance x after passing through the
aluminium is thus kL "^ where /c is a congtant. The rate of
production of the ions between two parallel j)lanes between
A and 13 (lig. 3) at distances x + dx and x from the uranium
is therefore proportional to Kle'^dx. If r be the distance of

A from the nianinm, and / the distance between A and B,
the total nomber of ions produced per second between A and
B is proportional to

iHtr^dXf

or to

When B " saturating " electromotiTe force (see § 16) acts

between A and B, the oarrent is proportional to the total

number of ions prixlnoed. Now, as the system AB is moyed
tc\.

fVom the radiaiang surface, — (1— is a constant for any
A.

particular gas. We thu5 see tlint tln» rate of leak is propor-

tional to e~*'*'y or the rate of Kak decreases in froometrieal

progression as the distance r increases in arithmetical pro-

gression.

This result allows ns to at once deduce the value of the

coefficient of absorption for different g^ues from the data we
have previously given.

The results are given in the following table
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Tftlae of

1-6

23

-68

or, to ex|>re^^ the sainf resnlts in a different wav. the
intensity of the radititioii iVoui an infinite plane ol' uranium
» reduced by absorption to half its valne aflter having passed
throagb

B mm. of carbonic aoid,
4'3 mm. of air,

7' 5 mm. of coal-gas,

16*3 nun. of hydrogen.

We see tliat tlio aV>^()rjiti(in is least in hydrogen and greatest

in carbonic acid, and follows the same order as the density of

the gases.

The Tttlues given above are for the a radiation. The 0
radiation is not neorlv so rapidly absorbed as the a, hot, on
account of the small electrical leakage produced in its passage
through the gas, it was not found feasible to measure the
absorption in air or other fTnap«.

The absorption ut the a radiation by ^ases is very much
griiater than the absorption of rays from aa ordinary Orookes'

tube, hi a previous paper * it has been shown that the value

of X for the radiation from the particular bnlb used was *01.

The absorption coefficient for the a radiation is 1*6, or 160
times as great. The absorption of the 0 radiation in gases is ^
probably of the same order as the absorption for ordinary j
jr-rays.

§ 9. Variation of Absorption with jPressure»

The absorption of the a radiation increases with increase

of pressnre and very approximately varies directly as the
pressure.

The same apparatus was n^t^I a?? in tig. '6, and the vessel

was kept conuected to an air-pump. The variation of the

* PhU. Mag. Apxil 1897.
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rate of leak between A and B for dillei ent di^tanries from the

base-plate was deterinined tor pressures of 700, 370^ and
190 mm., and the reenlts are given below-

fittte q{ lottk botwMii plutoiL

Distance of A
from Uranium.

Air 700 mm. Air 870 mm. Air 190 mm.

(= 3 o mm.)

„ + 2 o mm.

n 4" 5 »»

.. + 7-5 „

„ +10 „

+12-5 „

i» +15 „

1

67

•45

•31

•21

16

1

1

•71

• « •

•W

•mm

•M

1

» • •

•78

«*«

•80

For the purnose of comi] l i a the rate of leak at the

distance d is taken as onity in eucli case. It can readily be

dedjiced tVoni the results that the intensity of the radiutioa is

reduced to half its value att^sr passing through

.

*

4*8 mm. of air at 760 mm.
10 „ „ 370 „
19-5 „ „ 190 „

The absorption is thus approximately proportional to the

pressure for the nmge that has been triea. It was not

foond feasible to measure the absorption at lower pressures

on account of the large distances throogh which the radiation

must pass to be appreciably absorbed.

A seeond method of iiifM^uring the absorption of the radia«

tion in gases, which depends on the variaition of the rate

of leak between two pliiies as the distance between them is

varied, ia givou iu § 12.

§ 10. Fjjji ct of Pressure on tfie Rate of Diseltarffe.

Becfjuerel * has fjiven a few results for the effects of

pressure, and showed that the rate of leak due to uraniuui

diminished with the pressure. Beattie and S. de Smolau f also

• Compfeii Rettdut, p. 438 (1897).
t I'hil. Mag. xliii. p. 418 (1897).

PhU. Ma^, 8. 5. Vol. 47. No. 2<5l. Jan. im, K
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investigated the subject, and came to the conclusion tbat m
Bome CMOS ^ rate of leak varied as tbe preeanTe, and in

others as the square root of tbc pressure, aooofding to tlie

Toliage eniployeid. Their tabulated results^ however, do not

show any elose agreement yritb either law, and in fact, as I

bopc to show later, the relation betAveen the rate of leak and
tho prcs-^nre is '.\ very varinhlo onn, depending to a large

extent on the dibtances between tbe uranium and the sur-

roundiuff conductors, as well as on tiie gas employed. The
Bolneet is greatly complicated hy the rapid ahsorption of the

radiation by gases, bnt all the results obtained may be inter-

prated on the assumption that the rate of production of ions

at any point varies directly as tbe inienaUy of the radiation

and the pres!^vre of tlip prn^.

To determine the etfects (•f pressure, an apparatus similar

to fig. 3 was used, with the ditfereuce that the plate A was

removed, iiie uranium compound was spread nnifonnlj

over the central part of the lower plate. The nHmible

plate, which was connected with the electrometer, was 10 cm,
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in diameter and moTed parallel to the nraninm aarface.

The base-plate was connected to one. pole of a hattery of

100 volts, the otluM' ]>olo of which was connectcMl to earth.

The rate of movement of the electrometor-needle was taken

as a measure of the current between the plates. In some
cases the uranium compound was covered with a thin layer of

alnmioiam foil, but altnongh this diminished the rate of leak

the general relations obtained were unaltered.

The foUowin<^ tables gi\'e the results obtained for air,

hydrogen, and carbonic acid at dilferent pressures with a
potential-difference of 100 volts between the plates—an

amount sufhcient to approximately " saturate " the gases air

and hydrot^eii. Much larger voltages are required to produce

approximate saturation i'or carbonic acid.

Air : Uranium oxide on base-plate. Flatee aboat 3*5 mm.
apart.

Air.

I Preauire.

mm.
760

600

480

365

210

ISO

100

50

35

CuirenU

1

I

•86

•74

•66

•32

-23

•17

•0B8

•062

For hydrogen and carbonic acid. Plates about 3*5 mm.
apart.

Hydrogen, Oarbonio Aoid,

Pr6iMif«* Onrvent.

BUB.
760 1

MO •7S

985

220

135 •18

PnMnurt. Ottmot.

mm.
760 1

410 •92

220 -69

125 •38

56 •176

K2
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The current at atmospheric ])rejisure is in each case taken as

unity for comparison^ although the actual rates of leak were
diffimii for tbo ihree gases. Fig. 5 (p. 180) shows these

results graphioallj, where the ordinate^ represent current

and the abscissae pressure. Tlte dotted line shows the position

of the curve if the rate of leak varied directly as the pressure.

It will be observed that for all three gases the rate of leak

fir-! of all incroa.-es directly as the pressure, and tlit-ji

increases more slowly as the pressure increases. The dilier-

ence is least marked in hydrogen and most marked in

oarbonic acid. In hydrogen the rate of leiik is nearly pro-

portional to the pressure.

The relation between the rate of leak and the pressure

depends al>o on the distance between the plates. The following

few numl>ers are typical of the results obtained. There was
u poKMitial-ditferenco of 200 volts between the plates and the

|*ate of leak is given in scale-divisions per mm.

I BateoTIiBdr.

1

1

1 Distance between

1

platw 2*6 mm.
Distance between

plate* 16 mm.

1

1

mni.
187 11 47

876 21 8S

7«3 41 127

For small distances between the plates the rate of leak is

'more nearly proportional to the pressnre than for large dis-

tances.

The differences betwaeB the resnlU for mions giises and
for different distances receive a simple explanation if we
consider that the intensity of the radiation tails off rapidly

between the plates on account ol' the ai»sorption in the gas.

The tables given tor the relation between current and pres-

sure, where the distance between the plates is small, show
that when the absorption is small, the rate of leak varies

directly as the pressnre* For small absorption the intensi^

of the radiation is ap^iroximately uniform between the plates,

and therefore the ionization of the gas is uniform throughoot
the volume of the gas between the plates. Since nnner a

a^iurating electromotive force the rate of leak is proportioi)iU

i-.yui^ijd by Googi
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'to tiie total ianization, the above experimenia aliow that the

rate of production of thd ions at any point is proportional to

-the pressure. It has been proTiooslj shown that the absorp-

ti<m of the radiation ia approximately proportional to toe

pressnre.

Let ^ssrate of prodnolion of the ions near the nniniam
surface for unit pressure,

>Q= coefficient of absorption of the gas for nnit pros*

snre.

The total number of ions produced between the plates, distant

d apart, per nnit area of the plate is therefore eadlj seen to

be equal to

•'0

or to

since we haye pTiown that the ionization nnd absorj>fion nre

proportional to the pressure. If there is a saturating electro-

motive force acting on the gas, the ratio of the rate of leak at

the pressure pi to that at the pressure is equal to the ratio r

of the total number of ions produced at the pressure pi to tiie

total number at pressure p^ and is given by

Now|?i\) is the {'oeffieient of absorption of the gas for the

pressure pi. If the absorption is small between the plates,

p^iifi and are both small and the value of r reduces to

or the rate of leak when the pressure is small is proportional

to the pressure.

If the absorption is large between the plates at both the

pressures px and the valae of r is nearly unity—f. the

rate of leak is approximately independent of the pressure.

Experimental results on this point are shown graphically in

lig. 7 (p. 138).

For intermediate values of the absorption, the value of r

changes more slowly- than the pressure.

With the same distance between the plates^ the difference
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between the came (fig. 5) for atr and hydrogen is due io iho

greater absorption of the radiation by the air. The less the

absorption of the gas, the more nearly is the rate of leak pro-

f)ortionnl to the pressnre. For carbonic acid the rate of

enk decreases far more slowly witli the pressure than tor

hydrogen; this is due partly to the imu-h ^rreat-er value of tlio

absorption in carbonic acid and partly to the fact that

100 Yolie between the plates was not soffiaient io tatnrate the

gas.

If we take ihe rate of leak between two parallel plates

some distance from tlie source of radiation, we obtain the

somewhat surprising result that the rate of leak i!>creases at

tirst with diminution of pressure, although a saturating elec-

tromotive force is api>Hed.

The arrungenieni used was very similar io that in fig. 3.

The rate of leak was taken between Uie pUtes A aad B, widt
were 8 cm. apart^ and the plate A was abont 1*5 cm. from
the uraninm snifaoe. The following table givee thus resnlis

obtained

FlMMUM. OaxmL

tniDa

700 1

m 145

006 3

880 M
S86 2D6

180 1«

100 1^
4» *68

The current at atiiio>|)heric pre>«;ure is taken 88 nnitj*
The results are rci»re.sented /4raj)hi('ally in fig. ii.

The rate of leak reaches a maximum at a preppiiro of less

than half an atmosphere, and then decrcudec^, uud at a pressure
of 100 mm. the rate of leak is still greater than at atmo-
spheric pressure.

This result is readily explained by the great absorption of
the radiation at atmospheno pressure and the diminution of
absorption with pressure.

Let distance of plate A from the uranium.
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Wiili the notation previoiisljr osed,the total iooization befemen
A and B (on the assumpfion that the xadiating iv&oe is

infinite in extent) is readily seen to be equal to

Una IB a function of the preawife, and is a mazinnim when

t.tf. when

log •^ — [d^ di).

The value of pXo for air at 760 mm. is 1'6.

Fig;6L

eoo 4O0 600 000

If (^3=3 cm., <fi= l, the leak is a maxiaimu when the

pressure is about ^ of an atmosphere. Ou account of the

large distance of the plates from the nraninm snifaoe in

the ezperimentol arrangomeuts, no comparison between
experiment and theory oonld be made.

In all the investigations on the relation between the pres-

SQie and the rate of leak, large electromotive forces have

been used to ensure that the current through the gas is

proportional to the total ionization of the gas. With low

vuitages tlie itilatioa between current and pressure would be

4 Digitized by GoOglj
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very different, and would vary greatly with the voltage and
distance between the electrodes as well as with the gas. It
has not been considered necessary to introduce the results

obtained for small voltages in this paper, as they are YOry
variable under varyiD|; conditions. Although they may all l)e

simply explained on the results obtained for the saturatio|^

electromotive forces they do not admit of simple calculation,

arid only serve to obscure the simple laws which govern the
relations between ionization, alisorption, and pre^^sure. The
general nature of the results for low voltages can be deduced
from a consideration of the results given for the connexion
(see § 16) betweeh thas current through the gas and the
electromotiYe force acting on it at yaiioos pressures.

The above results for the relation between current and
pressure may be compared with those obtained for Bontgen
radiation. Perrin * found that the rate of leak varied directly

as the pressure tor saturatin^!; electromotive forces when the
radiation did not inipinoe on the surface of the metal plates.

This is in agreement with the results obtained for uranium
radiation, for Perrin's result practically asserts iihat tiie ioni*

zation is proportional to the pressnro. The results, however,
of other experimenters on the subject are very vanahle and
c<mtradictoryi due chiefly to the fact that in some cases the
results were obtained for non-saturatiu;^ electromotive forces,

while, in addition, the surface ionization at the electrodes

greatly complicated the relation, especially at low pressures.

§11. Amount of Jonhaiion in Different Gases*

It lias been shown tiiat the a radiation from uranium is

rapidly absorbed by air and other gases. In consef^nencc of

this the total amount of ionization produced, when the radia-

tion is completely absorbed, can be determined.

The following arrangementwas used A brass ball2'2cm.

in diameter was coverSi with a thin layer of nraninm oxide.

A thin brass rod was screwed into it and the sphere was fixed

oentrallj inside a bell-jar of 13 cm. diameter, the brass rod

passing through an ebonite stopper. The bell-jar was fixed

to a base-plate, and was made air-tight. The inside and out-

side of the hell-jar were covered witli tintoii. In practice an

E.M.F. of 800 volts was applied to the outside of the bell-

jar. The sphere, through tibie metal rod, was oonnected to

one pair of quadrants of an electrometer. It was assnmed

that, with such a large potentialn^ifierence between the bell-

jar and the sphere^ the gas was approximately satarated aid

* Owyfe» JMbK, cxxiiL p. 8?Bb
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the rate of movenu'ut of tlie electrometi'r-iun'die was pro-

portional to the total nnniber of ions produced in the gas.

The foliowiug were some oi the resulU obtained^ the rate of

leak doe to air being taken as 100.

Ga*.

Air

louiiatioii.

100

100

06

in
Hifdroohloirie AddQm ... 108

101

The results for hydrochloric acid and ammonia are only

appronmate, for it was found tbat both gases slightly alterod

the radiation emitted by the anmiiim oxide. Foroxample,
before the introduction of the gas the rate of leak due to uir

was found to be 100 divisions in 69 sec; after the introduction

of hydrocliloric acid ItK) <li' l ions in 72 I'ec. ; and with air

again ultor the gfis was removed 100 divisions in 1-k ^ec.

The rate of leak is greatest in coal-gas and least in hydro-

gen, but all the ^asus tried show roughly the same amount
of ionication as air. In the caae eooaidered both kinds of
radiation emitted by uraninm are prodncint; ionization in

tiie gas. By covering over the uranium oxide with a few
layers of thin tinfoil it was found that, for tlie arrangement
use i. tlu' rate ot' l«"ik tluo to the penetrating;' rav was smaU in

comparison with tiie late of leak due to the a. radiation.

The effect of tiiniiiiulion of the pressure ua the rate oC leak

for air, hydrogen, and carbonic acid is shown in ii^. •

,

where the abaciasss represent preosnre and the ordinates rate

of leak. In the case of air and carbonic acid it was fonnd
that ihe rate of leak slightly increased at first with diminn-
tion of pressure. This wa? n^eribed to the fac t that even
with iiOO volts acting between tlie uranium and the surround-

ing conductor the saturation for atmospheric pressure was
not complete. It will be observed that the rate of leak in

air remains practically constant down to a pressore of
400 mm., and for carbonic acid down to a pressure of
200 mm. In hydrogen^ however, the change of rate of leak

with pressnre is more rapid, and shows tbat all the radiation
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einitied by tlic ni-nninm was not completely abaorbed at
atmospheric pressure, so that tlio total ionisntion is pro-
bably larger than the value given in the table.

Fig. 7.

•

1/
1/

0 eoo 400 600 80D

Assuming that there is tho same energy dF radiation

emitted whatever the gas surrounding tho uranium and that

the radiation is ahnost completely absorbed in the gas, we
see tltat there is approximately fihe same amount of ionization

in all the gases for the same absorption of energy. This is a

very interesting result, as it aftbras ns some information on
the subject of the relnti^'c amounts of energy required to

produce ionization in different gai^es. Tn wnafcTer process

ioni/nfion may eon-^ist there is enerp:y absorbed, and the

luicrgy required to produce a separation of the same quantity

of electricity (which is carried by the ions of the gas) is

approximately the same in all the gases tried.

From the resnlts we have jnst given, it will be seen how
. indefinite it is to speak of the conductivity of a gas produced
by unmium radiation. The ratio of the conductivities for

different gases will depend very largely on the distance

apart of the electrodes bct\ve«'n which the rate of leak is

observed. ^Vhen the distiinco between the electrodes ^.

two parallel plates) is small, the rate of leak is greater in
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carbonic acid than in air, and groator in air than in hydrogen.

As the distance between the plates iivroasod, these values

tend to approximate equality. It, liowcvcr, the rat^i ol' leak is

taken between two plates some dist;inca from the radiating

surface {e. g. the phtes A and 6 in fig. 3) , the ratio of the

rates of leak for different gases will depend on the diatanoe

of the plate A from the surface of the uranium. If the

plate A [a several centimetres distant from the uranium, the

rate of leak will he n^reatcr with hydrogen than with air, and
greater in air than in carbonic acid —the exact reverse of the

other case. These considerations will also apply to wliat is

meant by the conductivi^ of a gas for uranium radiation.

In a previone paper* I fonndthe ooefficient of absorption

of a gas for Rontgen rays to he roughly proportional to the
conductivity of th(y p Tlie conductivity in this case was
measured by the rate of leak between two plates close together

and not far from tlie Crookos tnhe. The absorption in the

air between the bulb and the testing apparatus was small.

If it were possible to completely absorb t lio Rontgen radia-

tion in a eas and measure tue resulting conducLiviLy, the total
' oarrent s&ohl be indmiendent of the gas in which tiie radia*

tion was absorbed. This result follows at once if the ab«
aofption is proportional to the ionization prodooed for all

gases. The results for uranium and Bonl^en radiation are

iQB very nmilar in this respect.

§ 12. Variaiion of thfi Current between tm Plaiea with the

JJistance between them.

The experimental arrangement adopted similar to that

in fig. 3 with the plate A removed. Two horizontal polished

zinc plates 10 cm. in diameter \v(^re jtlaced inside a bell-jar.

The lower piat^i vva?* fixed and covered with a uniform la^'er

of uranium oxide, and the up[>cr plate was movable, by
means of a screw, parallel to the lower plate. The btdMar
was air-tight, and was connected with an air-pamp. The
lower plate was connected to one pole of a battery of 200
Tolts, the other |iole of which was earthed, and the insulated

top plate was connected with the electrometer. The exterior

surface of the glass was covered with tinfoil connected to

earth.

Tiie following table gives the reaults oi' the variarioa of the

rate of leak with distance for air at pressures ot 752, 37 G,

aod 187 mm. The resoltB haTO been corrected for change of

• PhiL aCag. AprU 1807.
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the capadty of the electrometer circuit with moYement of the

plates.

inni>

8-5 41

5 70

7-5 92

10 109

12-0 123

15 128

21

40

58

65

76

63

20

96

47

The results are shown graphically in fig; 8, where the

abscissae represent dislaocctj between tho |)l;Ui'8 ami the ordi-

nates rates of leak. The vjilues ^iven above eorre>pond to

sataration rates of leak ; for 200 volts between the plates is
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snfficieiit to very approximately saturate the gas even for the

i^i oateat distance apart of 1*5 cm.
It will be observiBd that the rate of leak increaaes nearly

proportionally to the distance between the plates for short

dlBtances, but for air at atmospheric pressaro increases verj
slowlv with tlu' distance when the distances are large.

If there wcro no nppreciuble absorption of t he radiation by
the gas, the ionization would be approximately uniform

between the plates, provided the diameter of the uranium
surface was large compared with the greatest distance between

the plates. The satnration rate of leak would in that ease

Tarj as the distance. If Ibere is a large absorption of the

radiation by the ga,s, the ionization will be greatest near the

nraninm and will ^ill off rapidly with the distance. The
saturation rate of leak will ihn< increase at fir!?t with the

dist inic, and then tend to a con-tant valno when the radiation

is completely absorbed between the plates.

The results given in the previous table allow us to deter-

mine the absorption coefficient of air at Tarions pressares.

My attention was first draimi to the rapid absc i |
n on of the

radiation by experiments of this kind.

The number of ions prodnced between two parallel plates

distani d apart is equal to

-1

A

JO
I. e.fto

assuming the ionization and the absorption are proportional

to the pressore. The notation is the same as that used
in § 10.

For the pressure p the saniratiou rate of leak between the

plates is thus proportional to 1—
If p and d are varied so that pxdiati constant, the rate

of leak should be a constant. Tliis is approximately true as

the numbers previously given (see fig. 8) show. It must,
however, be borne in mind that the conditions, on which the

calculations are based, are only approximately fulfilled in

practice, for we liave as^nmod the uranium surface to be
infinite in extenr and that the saturation is eoniplete.

The variation of tlie rate of leak with <listan('e a^n-ees fairly

closely with the theory. When p\/i is small the rate ol leak

is nearly proportional to the distance between the plates and
the pressure of the gas. WhaupX^ is large the rate of leak

varies very slowly with the distance.
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' The value of ;>Xo can bo doduced frotn the experi-

mental results, BO tliat wo have Iiore an indepeudeiu mothod
of determining the absorption of tlie radiation at diiFerent

pressares.

The lower ihe presenre the more uniform is the ionization

between the platesy so that the saturation rate of leak at low
pressures is nearly proportional to the distance between the

f>lates. This i« seen to be the case in fig. 8, where the curve
or n piv'v^iire of 187 mm. is approximafelv a straight line.

Similar results have been obtained for hydrogen and carbonic
acid.

§ 13. Rote of lUcombination of the lotu.

Air that has been blown by the surface of a uranium com-
pound has the power of discharging both positiye and negative
electrification. The following arrangement was used to find-

the duration of the after-conductivity indnced by uranium
radiation :—A shoot of fhiok paper was covered over with a
thin layer of guni-nrn}>i(v, and thon uranium oxide or uranium
potassium sulphate iu tiio form of fine powder was sprinkled

over it. After this had driod the sheet of paper was formed
into a cy linder with the uranium la> oi inside. This was then

placed m a metal tabe T (fig. 9) of 4 cm. dumeter, A

blast of air from a gasometer, after passing through a plug C
of cotton-wool to remove dust, passed through the cylinder T
and then down a long metal tube connected to earth.

Insulated electrodes A and B were fixed in the metal tnbe.

The electrometer could be connected to either of the elec^

trodes A or B. In practice the quadrants of the electro-

meter were first connected together. The electrode A or B
and the electromotor were then charged up to a poteotial of

30 volts, and the (juadrants tlion separated.

When the uranium was removed there was no rate of leak

at either A or B when a rapid ooirentof airwas sent through
the tube. On replacing the uranium cylinder and sending a
current of air along 9ie tube, the electrometer showed a
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grathhil loss of charge which contimied until the electrode

was discharged.

When the electrode A was charged to 30 yoUb there was
no rate of leak of B. The rate of leak of B or A Is thns
proportional to total number of ions in the gas. The ions

recombine in the interval taken for the air to pass between
A and B. The rate of leak of B for a saturating voltage,

when A is to cartli. tlin- less than that of A.
For u particular experiment the rate of leak of the electrode

A was 146 divisions per minute. When A was connected to

earth, the saturation rate of leak of B was 100 divisions jier

minute. The distance hetween A and B was 44 cm., and the

mean velocity of the current of air along the tube 70 cm. per
second. In the time, therefore, of *6d sec* the conductivity'

of the gas has fallen to '68 of its value.

If we assume, as in the ca?o of Ront«;enized air *, that the

loss of conductivity h due lo the recombination of the ious^

the' variation of the number with the time is given hy

where n is the number of ions per c.c. and a a conpfnnt. If

N is the number of ions at the electrode A, the number of
iouii n at B after uu interval t is given by

1 1
,

Now the saturating rat^s of leak at A and B are propor-
tional to N and «, and it can readily be deduced that the
time taken for the nnmher of ions to recombine to half their

number is equal to 1*3 sec. This is a much slower rate of
recombination than with RSntgeniaed air near an oidinarj
Crookes tube.

The amount of ionizntion hy the nraninm radiation is in

general much smaller thuii that due to Hontgeu rays, so that

tne time taken for the ions to fall to half their number is

louder.

Thephenomenon ofrecombination of the ions is very similar

in hoth uranium and Bonttrtn conduction. In order to test

whether the rate of recombination of the ions is proportional

to the square of the number present in tiie gas, tne allowing
experiment was performed i-^

Phi], Mag. Nov, 1897,
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A tubt) A (lig. 10) was taken, '6 nu'tro« lon^ and ."i-o cm.
in diameter. A cylinder D, 25 cm. long, had its interior

surface coated with uranium oxide. This cylinder just fitted

the large tobe, and its position in the tabe oonld bo varied
by means of strmgs attached to it, which passed through
oorka at the ends of the long tube. The air was forced

Fig. 10.

£arth

thronfjli the tube from ;i ^asouieter, and mi entering the tube

A ^)a^sed through a plug ot cottou-woui, K, ia order to remove
dnst from the air and to make the current of air more
uniform over the cross-section of the tube. The air passed
by the umnium snrihoe and then throngh a* gauze L into

the testing cylinder B of 2*8 cm. diameter. An insulated

rod C, I T) em. in diameter, pa<!?ed cenfmliv thronnrh the

C}lind»'r 13 and was connertcJ witli tlic cloctrometer. The
cylinders A and li were couiiccUhI to one pole of a battery of

32 volts, the other pole of which was to earth.

The potential-difteienoe of 82 volts between B and C was
sufficient to almost completely remove all the ions from the

ffas in their passage along the cylinder. The rate of leak of
the electrometer was thus proportional to the number of ions

in the gas.

The followinij rates of leak were obtained for different

distances of the uranium cylinder from the gauze L
(table, p. 145).

The first column of the table gives the distances of the

end of the uranium cylinder from the gauze L. d (about

20 cm.) was the distance for which the first measurement
was made. In the second colninii the time intervak taken
for the air to pass over the various distances are given. The
value of t corre«pond.>^ to flie di>^tance d. The mean velocity

of the current of air along,the tube was u)i)out 25 cm. per sec.
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Diituiee of
Uranium CTlindw

from L.

BatooflMdcin
Bcalc-tlivisions

per minute.

Calculated
ralia of laak.

d i •159 ttl59

lit 112

*+eo „ <+2 „ • 87

<+4 „ ea eo

<+8 « 98 97

In the third cohmm are given the observed rates of leak, and
in the fourth column the calculated values.

The tbIw yere oaloalated on the assnmptioii that the reie

of reoombination of tiie ions was pi-oportional to the Bquare

of the number presenti i. that

where n is the nnmher of ions present and a h a constant.

The two numbers ^^ itll the asterisk were used to determine
the constants of the equation. The agreement of the other
luinilnTS is closer than would be expected, for in praetice the

velocity of the blast is not constant over the cro^ii-seclion,

and there ib also a slight loss of condnctiYify of the gas doe
to ^e difliision of the ions to the side of the long tube.

It will be observed that the rate of recombination is very
slow when a small nnmb^ of ions are present in the gas, and
that the air preserves one quarter of its conducting power
after an interval of d seconds,

§ 14. Velodty of the Tons*

The method^ adopted to determine the velocity of the

ions in lioutgen conanetion cannot be employed for uranium
conduction. It is not practicable to measure the rate of re-

combination of the ions between the plates on account of the

Torjr small after^condnctivit^ in snch a case ; and, moreover,
the inequality of the ionization between the two plates greatly

disturbs the electric field between the plates.

A comparison of the velocities, under similar conditions, of
the ions in Bontgen and uranium conduction can, however,

• PhiL Mag. Nov. 1897.

Fhil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 47. No. 264. Jan. 1899. L
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be readily made. The fesnItB sfiow fbai tBe km in &e two

typ€« of condaction are the same.

In ordrr to rompare the velocities an apparatus silliilar to

iin;. 10 Mas used. The ions wero l>lo\vn by a eliarged wire A,

and tlie eonductivity of th{» gat: tc ^u*(l iiuincdiately afterwards

ut un electrode 1>, which was fixed close to A. The electrode

A was cjHndrical and fixed oentpdlj in.tbe metal tube L,
which waa oonnected to earth. For oonvenience of caleda-

tion it is assumed that the electHc field between the cylinders

is the same as if the cylinders were infinitely long.

Let a, l)o the radii of the electrode A and the tube h
(internal) ;

'

Let V be the potential of A (sup|»uged positive).

The electromotive intensity X (without regard to sign) at

a distance r from the centre of the tube Is given by

&*a ....

Let u, be the Telocities of tb&.poaitiYe and negative ions
for a potential gradient of i volt per cm. If the velocity is

proportional to the electric force at any point, the distance dr
'traversed by the negaUve ion in the time dt is given by

or dt^
loiJ't-rdr^ a

Let rj be the distance from the centre from vrhioh the
negative ion can jnst reach the electrode in the time t taken
for the air to pass along the electrode. . -

Then
. (r,«--a?) , b

If pi be the ratio of the number of the negative ions that
readi tiie electrode A to the total nnmber passing by,

Therefore
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Sunilariy ihe ratio pi of the snmber of positive ions that

give up theiT charge to fche external ojliiMler to the total

number is giyen by

—wn— •

In the above eqaatioiis it is assumed that the current of

air is uiiifomi over the cross-section of the tabe, and that the
ions arc nnifornily (listrlltuti'd over the cross-section ; also,

that tlie ^1t>^-(Mnent of tlio ions does not appreciably disturb

the electric ticld. Since the value of t can be calculated from
the velocity of the current uf air and the length of iho ehc-

trode, the values of the velocities of the ions under unit

potential gradient can at once be determined.

The equation (1) shows that ft proportional to V,—
/. e. that the rate of leak of the electrode A varies directly as

the potential of provided the value of V is not large

enough to remove all the ions from the gas as it passes

by the electrode. This was experimentally found to be the

case.

In the comparison of the velocities the potential V was
adyusted to sncn a valne that was about one half. This was
determined by testing the rate of leak at B with a saturating

electromotiye force. The amount of recombination of the
ions between the electrodes A and B was yery small, and
could be neglected.

The uranium cylinder was then removed, all the other

parts of the apparatus remaining unchanged. An aluminium
cylinder was substituted for the uranium cylinder, and ^-rays

were allowed to fall on ihe aluminium. The bulb and
indndaon-ooil were placed In a metal box in order to care-

fully screen off all electrostatic distorbances. The rays were
only allowed to fall on the central portion of the cylinder.

The intensity of the rays was adjasted so that, with the same
current of air, the rate of leak was comparable with that

produced by the uranium. It was ihm found that the value

of Pi was nearly the baaie as for the uranium conduction.

For example, the rate of leak of B was reduced from '<^6 to

14 scale-divisions per min. by chargiiig A to a certain small

potential, when the air was blown of the snr&ce of the

nraninm. When Bontgenized air wassnbstitated, ihe rate of

leak was reduced from 50 to 18 divisions per min. under the

same conditions. The values of p^ were '63 and' '64 respec-

tively. This agreement is closer than would be expected,

as the bolb was not a very steady source of radiation.

L2
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This result shows that the ions iu Eoutgen and uranium
conduction move with the same Telocity and are probably

identical. The velocity of an ion in passing through a gas

is proportional to —, where e is the charge carried hy the ion,

and m its mass. Unless e and m vary in the same ratio it

follows that the charge carried by the ion in nranium and
Bdntgen conduction is the same, and also that their masses
are equal.

It was found that the velocity of the negative ion was
somewhat greater than that of the positive ion. This has

been shown to be the case for ions produced bj BSntgen
•rays*. The diflference of velocity between the positiye and
negative carrier is readily shown. The rate of leak of B is

observed when charged positively and negatively. When B
was charged positively the rate of leak measured the numher
of negative ions that escaped the electrode A, and wlien

charged negatively the number of positive ions. The rate of

leak was always found to be slightly greater when B was
charged negatively. This is true whether A is charged
positively or negatively, and shows that thero is an excess of

positive ions in the gas after passing the electrode A.
The difference of vdocities of the ions can also readily

be shown by applying an alternating electromotive force to

the electrode A sufficient to remove a large proportion of the

ions as the air passes by. The issuing gas is always found

to be positively cliarged, showing that there is an excess of

positive over negative ions.

A hirge number of determinations of the velocities of the

uranium ions have been made, with steady and alternating

electromotive forces, when the air passed between concentrio

cylinders or plane rectangular plates. In consequence of the

inequality of the velocity of the current of air over the

cross-section of the tube, and other disturbing factors which

could not be allowed for, the determination could not be

made with the accuracy that was desired. For an accurate

determination, a method independent of currents of air is

very desirable.

§ 15. Potential Oradieni hHween two PlaUa*

The normal potential gradient between two plates is altered

by the movement of the ions in the electric field.

Two methods were used to determine the potential gradient.

* Zaleny, PbiL Mag. July 1808.
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In the first method a thin wire or strip was pkoed between
two parallel plates one of which was covered witii uranium*

The wire was oonnected with the electrometer, and after being

left some time took np the potential in tlic air close to the

wire. In the second method the ordin.irv niorcurv- or

water-dropper was employed to meaiiure the poteutial at a
point.

For the tirst method two large ziuc plates were tuiieu

and pboed horiaontal and parallel to one another. A krer
of nraninm oxide was spread oyer the lower plate. The
bottom plate was connected to one pole of a battery of 8 volts,

and the top plate waa oonnected to earth. An insulated thin

zinc strip was placed between the plates and [)arallel to

them. The strip was connected with the electrometer, nnd
gradually took up the potential of the point. By moving
tile Mtri[) the potential at diiferent points between the plates

could be determined.

The following table is an example of the resolts obtained.

Plates 4*8 cm. apart ; 8 Tolts between pktes.

Distanoe from
top plmft.

FotMitialiii
yolts

with Uranium.

]?MeBtitlinToltfl

without
Uranium.

0 0 0

H 2« 1

1-3 8-8 j|

21 6'9 3*5

3-1 7 »•&

4*8 8 8

Ihe third column is aiiculatea on the assumption that without

the uranium the potential falls of^ uniformly between the

plates.

The method given above ia not very satisfactory when the

strip is close to the plates, as it takes np the potential of the

point very slowly.

The water- or mereary-dropper was more rapid in its

action, and gave results veiy similar tQ those obtained b^ the

first method. Two parallel brass jjlates were placed vertically

and insulated. One pLate was oounected to the positiYe and
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tbe other to the negative pole of a batieiy. The middle

IKnnt of the hattery was phoed to earth. The wutor-dropper

Was connected with the efectrometir. Hie potantial at a point

was first determined without any uraninm near. One plate

wns then removed, tnid ;ui oxaetlv ^^iniilar plate, covered vitli

the uranium eompouud, substituted. Tlie potential of the

point was then observed again. In tliia way ibe potential at

any point with and without the uranium could be determined.

The carve ahown in fig. 11 is an example of the potential

jzradient obeerved between two parallel plates 6*6 cm. apart.

The dotted line represents the potential giadient when the
uranium is removed. Tbe ordinates represent volts and the

abscissas distances from the plate covered with the nraniom
Qompoond.

Fig. 11.

4

It willbe ofaierved that the potential gradient is diminished
near the nranium and increased near the other plate. The
point of aero potential is displaced nway from tbe uraniam.
From curves showing the jjotential gradient bc^tween two

plate??, the distribution of free electrlficiition between theplateg
can be deduced. By t4iking the hrst ditii&rential ot the curve

we obtain the electric force at anj point, and by taking

the second differential of the curve wo obtain which ia

L lyui^uubyGoQgle
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equal to —47rp, where p is the volumo-densitv of clcotrifica-

tion at any jjoint. In order to protluce the uisiurlcmce of

the electric lield shown in 6g. II; there iiiiist be uu excess

of ioDfl of one kind di«ttributM beivreen the plates. Snch a
mult follows at onoe from what has been said in regard to

the inequality of the ionization between the plates dne to the
absorption of the radiation.

It was found that the potential gradient approached more
and more its iindistnrbed value with increase of the electro-

motive force between the plates. Tlie dis[)]awment of the

point of zero-potential from the uranium surface increascxl

with dimiuiitiou of electromotive force, l^'or example, lor

two plates 51 mm. apart, charged to eqoal and opposite

potentials^ the points of zero potential were 28) dO. 38 mm.
iVom the nraniam when the differences of pot^itiaf between
the plates were 16, 8^ and 4 volts respectively.

When the uranium was charged positively, the point of

zero potential was more displaced than when it was ciiarged

negatively. This is due to the slower velocity of the positive

ion.

The slope of potential very close to the surface of the

nraninm has not been investigated. The deviation from the
normal potential slope between the plates depends very
largely on the intensity of the ionization producea in the gas.

With very weak ionizsation the normal potential gradient is

only slightly affected.

Child* and Zeleny f have sliowu that the potential gradient

between two {)arallel plates ex[»ose(l to Uontgen rays is not

uniform. In their cases the ionization was uniform between
the plates^ and the distnrbanoe in the field manifested itself in
a sadden drop at both electrodes. In the case considered
for ui*anium radiation, the ionization is too small for this

effeet to be appreciable. The disturbance of the field is dne
chieiiy to the inequality of the ionizaiiou, and does not onlj
take place at the electrodes.

§ 16. Relation between Current and Electromotive Force,

Tlie variation with electromotive force of the current

through a gas exposed to uranium radiation has been investi-

gated by Becquerel Xt later by do iSiuuiaii and iieattie§.

* Wied. Anna!. April l.«98, p. 168.

+ Phil. Mag., July 1698.
'

1 Co»a»te»\KertrftM, pp. 438, 800 (1897).

\ WiliM^, VOL p. 418 (1897).
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Tlio general relation between the current through the gajj and
the E.M.F. acting on it is yenr similar to that obtained for

gases exposed to Bdntgen laoiaiion. The current at first

increases nearly proportionally wil^ the B.M.F. (provided

the B.M.F.'s of oontacl between the metals are taken into

account), then more slowly, till finully a stage is reached,

which may be termed the saturation stage," where there is

only a very slight increase of current with a very large

increase of electromotive force. As far as experiments have
gone, uranium oxide, when immersed in gase^ which do not

attack it, gives ont a constant radiation at a definite tempera**

tnre, and the variation of the intensity of radiation with the
tem})eratQre over the ordinary atmospheric range is inap-
preciahle. For this reason it is possible to do more accurate

work with uranium radiation than with Hontgen radiation,

for it \b almost impossible to get a really st^dy source of
a?-rays for any length of time.

It was the object of these experiments to determine the

relation between currentand electromotiTeforoewithaocniac^,
and to see whether the gas really becomes saturated ; L e.,

whether the current appreciably increases with electromotiye

forces when the electromotive forces are great, but still not
sufficient to break down the gas and to produce conduction
in the gas witbout the iirunium ni'Hntinn.

A null method was devised to niea>uie the current, in order

to be independent of the electrometer as a measuring instru-

ment and to merely use it as an indicator of difference of

potentlaL

Fig. 12 shows the general arrangement of the experiment.
A and B were two insulated parallel zinc plates : on the lower
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plate A wus spread a nnifonn layer of araoiuin oxide. The
Dottom |»latt; was connected to one pole of a battery of a large

nninber of storage-cells, the other pole of which was to earth.

The insulated plate B was connectdl to oii<» pair of quadrants
ot an electrometer, tlie other pair of which was to earth.

Under the infiueDce of the araDtnin the air between the plates

A and B is made a partial oondactor, and the potential of B
tends to become equal to that of A. In order to keep the
potential of B at zero, B is connected thron;;h a very high
resistance T of xylol, one end of which is kept at a steady

potential, if the amount of eU'ctrlcitv •-iii.i^lifMl to B throuLdi

the xylol by the battery is e^ual and. opposite in si;rn to the

quantity passing between A and B, the potential of B will

remain steadily at zero. In order to adjust the potential to

be applied to one end of the xyloi*tobe T, a battery was
connected through resistance -boxes Hi Rj, the wire between
being connected to earth. The ratio of the Ci.M*F* € acting

on I to the £ of the battery is given by

In practice Ri+ Rj was always kept constant and equal to

10,000 ohms, and, in adjusting the res^istance, plugs taken

from one box were tranpforred to the other. The value of e

is thiKs pro|»(>r(I()n;:l to Ki, aufl the aiiioiuit of current supplied

to B (as>uiiiiU4i xylol obe^^js Ohm's Law) is proportional to Rj.

If the robistimces are varied tiU the electrometer remains at

the ''earth sero/' ibe oorrent between the platee U pro-

portional to Bi. If the YBlne of the E.M.F« applied ie too

great the needle moyes in one direction, if too small in the

opposite direction. For fiiirly rapid leaks the current could

be determine*! to an accuracy of 1 per cent.; Init for slow
electromotive leaks this accni-acy is not possible on account

of blow ciiangos of the electrometer zero when the quadrants

are disconnected.

The following tables show the remits of an experitnentwith

vraiiinm oxide. The snr&oe of the nnminm was 14 cm.
square. In order to get rid of stray radiation at the sides

lead strips, which nearly reached to the t(
|

]>lnf >, were placed

round the uranium. 16 volts wore apphed to the resistance-

box, and a resifltanoe of 10,000 ohms kept steadily in the

ciroait.

L lyu .- Jd by Google
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PltttM *5 om. apaii,

Vcltt. OllKIMlftJI|. YoUs.

•ft 425 •125 1400

1 8SS •26 2800

a 1570 •5 4900

4 2750 1 6900

8 8750 2 5650

16 4230 4 6200

4700 6 6670

lis 5250 16 6050

975 6625 100 7«N>

80O 6625 d35 7860

Under ihe column of volts the difference of potential

between A and B is given. The current is given in terms of

the resistance Ri required to keep the electrometer :it the

enrth zero. It will be ohsorvcd tliaf for the first few readings

Ohm's Law is iipproxiiiiatcly ol)eyed, and then tho current

increases more gradually till tor large E.M.F/s tho rate of

increase is very slow, hov the plates '5 cm. apart the

rate of leak for 335 volts is only 50 per cent, greater than

the rate of leak for 1 volt.

The same general resnlts are obtained if t he surface of the
uranium is bare or covered with thin mettil. The disadvantages

of covering the surface with thin tin or aluminium foil are (1)
that the int<Misity of tlir radiation is ronsidomhlv decreased

;

(2) that the ions diiiuse tVom under the tinfoil thron^rli any
small holen or any slight openings in the side. Tiie drawhacK

of Ubiug the uncovered uranium in tlie form of hue powder,

is that under large eleotric foroes the fine nraninm partades

are net in motion between the plates and cause an additional

leakage. In practice the rate of leak was measured with

potential-(lifieren(;es too smaU to produce anj appreciable

action of this kind.

In order to invest i;:;ai i' the current-elect rornotive-force

relations lor ilillereul gasen tlie sumo melhoil was nsed^ but

the leakage in this case took place between two concentric

cyUnders. The apparatus is shown iu the lower part of

fig. 12 : C and D were two concentric cylinders of brass 4'5

and 5*75 cm« in diameter, insulated from esch other.
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The ends of the cylinder D were closed by el /unite collars,

and the central cylinder was snpportod in position by brass

rods passingthroiif];)! th«; ebonite. The surface C was nniformly

cuvercd witli uranium oxide. The cylinder D was connect^
to one pole of a battery, the other pole ol which was to earth.

The eylinder 0 was ommected to the electrometer. The
followmfftablesshowthe foenltg obtaxned forhydrogen,carbonic
acid, and air. DUtanoe between cylinderB '375 om.

Hydrogen. Carbonic Acid.

Volli. Oomnt Oumnt.

0 122

125 -•125 205

•125 123 •25 265

'26 1^ •5 805

•5 150 1 855

1
*

160 2
*

2 168 4 460

4 166 8 520

6 ms 16 500

16 172 88 705

106 178 106 787

316 185 216 820

Air.

1 Volta.

1

Onfmrtk

418

2 451
1

•

4

8 588

1
» 601

G15

216 630

1

The above results arc expressed graphically in fig. 13,

where the ordinates represent current on an arbitrary scale

and the abscissa volts. In the tables given for hydrogen and
carbonic acid it will be observed uiat the current haA a
definite value when there is no external electromotive force

acting. The reason for this is probably due to the contact

difference of potential between the tirnnitim snrfuce and the

interior brass surface of the outride i-ylinder. When ilio

external cylinder was eonnceied to eurlli tlie inside cyliiider

became charged* to — 12 volt at'ier it was left a shoiL time.

* This plieuoinenon hns hcen studied hv T-onl Kelvin. Beaftir, nnd
S. de Smolau, aud it haa been shown that metaia are charged up to small

SotentiaU under the influence of tumniam radiation. The steady
ifierence of potential betweea two metal })lataB between which the

radiation falb is the same m the rontact difforeneo of potential. An
ex.«ctiy similar phenomenon has been studied by Perrin {Compte* Henduif
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In consoquenoo of thU iicfion, for small electromotive forces

the rates of leak are ditiereat tor poisitiye and negativd*

Fig. 13.

Acid 7AS h

m *o

h

C YL/ndI. C77h$ r

I

Vol.

40 81' 120 too ZK)0

Besults of this kind are shown more clearly in fig. 14, which
gives the current-electromotive-force carves for hydrogen
and carbonic aci'l for small voltages. When there is no
external electromotive force acting, the current has a fixed

value ; if the urauiuui is charged positively, the curreat

inoreases bIowIj inth tihe Tolia^e whos me aramam is

charged negatively, the cnnent is at first reversed, becomes
2ero, and rapidly increases with ihe voltage until for about
1 Yolt between the pktes the positive and negative cnrrents

are nearly equal. The curve for carbonic acid with a positive

charge on the uranium is also shown. It will be seen that

the initial slope of the carve is greater for carbonic acid than

for hydrogen.

It is remarkable that the current with zero £.M«F. for

hydrogen is about two-thirds of its valne when 216 volts are

acting between the plates. The ions in hydrogen diffiifle more
vapicUy than in air^ and in oonseqnenoe a hurge proportion
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of the negntiTO ions reach the uraniDm and give op their

charge to it before recombination can take place*

"Fig. 14.

10 1^—

• f
1

If the radiation fell between two ] dates of exactly the same
metal, the inequality lietwocn the positive and negative

current values for low voltages \\ould almost disappear, hut

even in that case there would still be an apparent current

tiiTOUgli the gasy due to the fact that the negative carrien
diffuse with greater rapdity than the positive. Effects of
this kind have been studied for Bontgen radiation by Zeleny

For large E.M.F/s no appreciable difference in the value

of the current could be detected wLetlier the uninium was
positively or negatively charged, i. e. positive and negative

electrifications are digcharged with equal facility.

For the different gases tlie current tends more rapid 1} to a

saturation vaJne in hydrogen than in air^ and more rapidly in

air than in carbonic add. In all these cases there is stul a
slight increase of current with increase oi' E.M.F. long after

the " knee of the saturation curve has been passed, and in

no case has complete saturation been observed at atmospheric

pressure, even for a potential gradient of 1300 volts per em.

The explanation of the general form of the curves sliu\\iiig

the relation between current and electromotive force for

iomsed gases has been given in a previous paperf* In the

* PhiL Mag., July 16^.

t J. J» ThoaiMn and B. Bnthcrfovd, FluL Hag. NovenlierIML
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case of uranium conduction the phonomonon is still further

complicated hy the want of aiiiformity of louizatiou between

the plntos and the rcsultiug disturbance of the electrostatic

field doe to tbe oxoees of ions of ono kiod between ibe

The ionization f»f the eas is groateet Dear the uranium sur-

ftuse, and falls off rapicQy with the distance. The nxta of

reoonibination of the ions thus varios from point to jioint

between tbe piatet*, being greatest near the surface of the

uranium.

The equations which express completely the relation bftween

the current and elaotromotiTe foroe for the rate of leak between

two parallel plates, one of which is covered with nraDinm, are

yeiy complex and cannot be expressed in simple form. The
distarbance of the electrostatic field liotween the plates^doe to

the movement of flir ions, ha?' to he consiidrred as well as

the variahlo rate?* of recomhination at tlio ditferent ]>oint*«, and

the ditiereuce of velocity between the positive and negative

ions.

The great difficulty in prodnoing complete satnration, t. e. to

reach a stage when lOl tM ions piodaoed reach tbe eleetrodes,

may be due to one or more of tliree causes:^

(1) Bapid rate of recombination of the ions very near the

anrface of the umniuin.

(2) Presence of very slow moving ions together with the

more rapidly moving earners.

(3) An effect of the electric field on the production of

the ions.

The effect of (3) is probably Teiy small, for there is no
experimental OYidence of any such action unless the electro-

motive forces are very Iiigh. That the slow increase of tiie

onrrent in strong fields is doe to (1) rather than (2) i-ecoives

some support from an experiment that has been recently

tried. Instmd of ni<'a>uring the current with the tiraniuin

covering ono eloctrode, the air which had passed over uraniinn

was forced between two concentric cylinders between which

the eleetromoiive force was acting. The rate of leak waA
fonnd to cfnly increase 2 or 3 per cent, when the .B.M.F. was
increased from 16 to 820 volts. This increase is much smaller

than in the results previously given. Since the effect of (2)

would he present in bothcase*», thi** exporiment seems to show

that tilt' (lilficulty in removing all th<- iot;^ tVom the gas is not

due to the presence of some very slow-iuuvui^ carriers.
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Efiet of Preuure^

Some current electrouiotive-foixje curves for biiiall voltages

Jiave betn obfcaiiied at dififerent preasnreB. Ezamples of the

results ere shown in fig. 15, whicn gives the relation betweeq
the current and the efectromQiiye force at pressnros of 76Qy
d^Oy 190| and 95 mm. of mercarj.

These results were obtained with a different apparatus and
bj a different method to that given in 12. Two parallel

insulated metal plates, about 3 cui. apart, one ot which was
covered with nraninm oxide, were plueed insiile an air-ti;^ht

vessel. One plate was coiinecti>d to earth and tho otlier to

the electrometer. The plate connected to the electrometer

was then charged up to a potential of 10 volte. On acconnt
of the piesence of the nraninm oxide the charge slowly leaked

awaj, and the rate of movement of the (^loctromeier-needle

measured the current corresponding to different values of the
electromotive force.

Fi-

Air /SO MM

y •
MM.

Air 9 r MM.

e 4 (

The method did not admit of tho accuracy of that pre-
viously employed (see lirr. 12). The rate of leak for small
tractions of a volt could not be determined, so that in the
curves fig. 15 it is assumed that the current w:is zero when
the electromotive force was zero. Tkis is proLabiy not quite
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160 Frof« £• Ratherford on Uranium Radiation and

aoonrate owing to ibe sligbt contaoi-difPerenoe of potential

between ihe plates, so that there was a small initial onmnt
for zero external electromotive force.

Tlio troneral results show tliat tlie gas t^^nds to V>eoomo more
re;i'lily -al uraWl with diminution of pressure. The variation

ot the current with the E.M.F. depends on two factors—the

velocities of the ions, and their rate of recombination. Some
experiments on the velocity of the carriers * in ultra-violet

Upit oondnction showed i^t the Telocity of ihe ions in a
given electric field is inyersely proportional to the pressure.

This is probably also trne for the ions in Rontgen conduction;

so that under the pressure of 95 mm. the ions would move
eight times as fast as at atmospheric pressure. The variation

of the rate of recombination mth pressure has not yet been
doterniined.

The curve for hydrogen at atmospheric pressure is also

given in fig. 15, and shows that hydrogen is aboot as eanly
saturated as air at 190 mm. pressnre.

§ 17. Separation of the Positive and Negative Ions.

It is a simple matter to partially separate the positive and
negative ions in uranium conductions and produce an
electrified gas. The subject of the production of electrifi-

cation by passing a current of air over the surface of uranium
enclosed in a metal vessel has been examined by Beattie ty

who found the electrification obtained was of the same sign

as the charge on the uranium. His results admit of a simple
explanation on the theory of ionization. The ^s near we
surface of the uranium is far more strongly ionized than that

some distance away on account of the raj)id absorption of the

radiation by the air. For convenience of explanation, let us

suppose a piece of uranium, charged positively, placed inside

a metal vessel connected to earth, and a current of air passed

through the vessel. Under the influence of the electromottve

force the ne^tive ions trayel in towards the uranium, and the

positive ions towards the outer vessel. Since the ionization

IS greater near the surface of the uranium, there will be an
excess of positive ions in the ;ar some distance away from
the uranium. Part of this is blown out by the current of air,

and gives up its charge to a tiltcr of cotton-wool. The total

number of negative ions blown out in the same time is much
less, as the eleotromotive intensity, and theref<Hre the Telocity

of the carrier, is greater near the uranium than near the out-

side cylinder, Oonseqnently there is an excess of poflitiye

* Proc. Camb. Piul. Soc. Feb. 21, 1888.

t PbiL Mag. Jufy 1807, xUv. p. 109.
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ions blown ont, and a positivelj electrified gas is oblained.

As tiie potential-difference between the electrodes is incrt ased,

the amount of electrification obtained depends on two opposing
actions. The velocitv of the curriers is increased, and conse-

quently the ratio ot the number ot" carrier.s renioveil is dimi-

nished. Rut if th<« gas is not saturated, with incrpa«e of

electromotive force the number of ions travelling between the

electrodes is inoressed, and for small voltages this inorease

more than ooonterbalanoes the diminution cUie to inovoaso of
velocity. The amount of electrification obtained will there*

fore increase at first with increase of voltage, reach a mazi*
mum, and then diminisli ; for when the fiv\.9^ i« saturated no
more ion> can be supplied with increase ot electromotive

force. This \< exnctly the result which Beattio obtained, and
which I also obtained in the cai^e ot' the reparation of the ions

of Bontgonisfld air. The £ict that more positive than ne^
tive electrification Is obtained is dne to tne greater velocity

with which the negative ion travels. (See § 14.)

The pr«>pertie8 of this electrified gas are similar to that which
has been wund from Ront;:;en conduction. The opposite sign

of tlie electrificatiou obtained by lieattie for uraniuin ifi-

du(;tian, and by myself tor HontjL^en conduction *, ia to bo

expected on account of the diiferent methods employed. For
obtaining eleotrificauon from Routgeuized air a rapid current

of air was directed close to the charged wire. In that case

iha sign of the electrification obtained is opposite to that of

the wire, as it is tHe carriers of opposite sign to the wire which
are blown ont before th(T reach the wire. In the case of

uranium tlie current of air filled the cross-section of the space

helween the electrodes ; and it has been shown that under such

conditions electrification of the same sign as the uranium is to

be expected.

§ IS. Vitdiorging-power of Fine Gauzes,

Air blown over the surface of uranium loses all trace of con-
ductix ity after being forced throu;2;h cotton-wool or through
any tiu(dy divided Buhsitance. In this respect it is quite

similar to Kiintfrenized air. The diBcharging-power of cotton-

wool and line gauzes is at first sight surprising, for there is

considerable evidence that the ions themselves are of molecolar

dimensions, and might therefore be expected to pass through
small orifices ; but a little consideration shows that the ionS|

like the molecules, are continnally in rapid motion, and, in
addition, have free charges, so that wdiencver they approach
witliin a certain distance of a solid body tliey tend to be

attracted towards it, and give up their charge or adhere to

* Phil. Mag. April 1897.

FJaL Mag. a 5. VoL A?, i^o. 264. Jan. 1899. M
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162 Uranium SadioHon and Eleetrieal CondutHum*

the surrace. On account of tlie rapidity of ditfu.sion * of the

ions, the discharging-j>ovver of a metal gauiie, with openings
very^large compared with the diameter of a carrier, may be

considerable. The table below givee some results ohtained for

the disoharging-power of fine copper gauze. The copper
ffaaze hud two strands per nillliin., and the urea occupied by
the metal was ronghly equal to the area of the openings. The
fjanzes filled the cross-section of the tube at A (fig. 9), and
were tightly pres^sed togctlier. The eonthictivity of the air

was tested after its j)a.>s:io;o throngh tho gauzes, the velocitv

ol the air along the tube being kept aiiproxiiuately coniiaiit.

The rates of leak per niinate due to the air after its passage
throDgh different nambers of ganses is given below.

Ximbtf of Gatim.
Sate of le.'tlv in dlTUiOat

per minute.

0 44

82«

• 2 S»5

3 10-5

10-5

5 6
•

After passing tlirough 5 gauzes the conductivity of the air

h;is fallen to less tlian ^ of it.s original value. Experiments
were tried witli gauzes of different degrees of coarseness with
the same general result. The discharging-[)Ower varies with

the coarseness of the gauze, and appears to depend more ou
the ratio of the area of metal to the area of the openings than

on the actual size of the opening. If a copper gauze has such
a power of remoTing the carriers from the gas, we can readily

see why asmallplogof c<^iton-vvool should completely abstract

the ions from the gas passing throiifijb it. The rapid loss of

conductivity is thus due to the smailue^is of the carrier and
the consequent rapidity of diffusion.

§ 19. General Remarks,

The caose and origin of the radiation continnously emitted

by nraninm and its salts still remain a mystery. All the

rcsnlts that have been obtained point to the conclusion that

uranium gives out types of radiation which, as jegar l^^ their

effect on gases, are similar to Rontgen rays and the seeondary

radiation emitted by metals when Rontgen rays fall upon
them. If there is no polarization or refraction the similarity

* TowaMiidl, Vfail. Mag. June 1806.
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is complete. J. J. Thomson* has suggested tliai ihe re-

grouping of the consdtaents of the atom may give rise to

electrical eflPects such as are produced in the ionization of u

ga«!. I{{)ntf^on*« t jnni Wieilernann's J results seem to show
that ill the process ot ionization a radiation is emitte<l which

lias similar properties to easily ;ih!<orbed Rontgen radiation.

Tho energy spent in producing uranium radiation is probably

extremely small, so tnat the radiation conld continoe for long

intervals of time wiihoat much diminntion of internal energy
of the oraninm. The effect of the temperature of the nnuiium

on the amonnt of radiation given out lias been tried. An
arrangement siniilar to that dp?cril>ed in § 1 1 m ns employ«'d.

The radiation was coniplctcly absorbed in the ^^v\<. The
vessel was heated up to al oiii 200° 0.; but not much dilfer-

ence in the rate ol di:;<charge was observed. The results of

such experiments are very dimenlt to interpret, as the Tarlation

of ionization with temperature is not known.
I have been unable tx> observe the presence of any secondary

radiation produced when uranium radiation falls on a metal.

Sucli a radiation Is probably produced, but its etfects are too

small for measurement.
In oonrln«!ion, I desire to o.\'pre.«s niy best thanks to

IVot. d . J. Thoujson for his kindlv interest and encouragement
during the coarse of this investigation.

CAveDdisb Luboratory, Sept. 1st, 180B.

IX. Notices respecting New Bookt^

Ji Treatise on Dynamict of a Particle ; with numerous ea'anij'lcs. By
Br. E. J. iiouTH, F,iUi, Cambridge: University Pn^s.
Pp. xii +417.

npUAT this v^(llk is a thorough one on its subject is a matter of
^ course, but it is more than this, it is a most ioteresting one. As
Dr. liouth remarks in the opening words of his preface, " so many
questions which necessarily excite our interest and curiosity are

discussed in thedynamies of a partide that this subject has always

been a favourite one u ith studeuttj. ' He puts the question, how
it it that by observiiig the motion of a pendulum we can tdl the

time of rotation of the earth, or, knowing this, can deduce the

latitude of the place? Otiier such problems eicite our curiosity

at the very iH-L'^innirMj of the subject. AVhen study tlie r( |)lies*

to lhi)st' prebiciijs we liiul new obji'cts ot" interest, and so v*e

luounl higher and higher until we include the planetary per-

turbatioiis, and take account of the finite siso of bodies. So far

does Dr. Houth carry us until he approximates quite closely to

his familiar Kigid I\vnaniics. One has hitlierto associated hir.

work and name ])rimai"ily with tliis latter subject, but as for

uime forty years the whole mathematical curriculum must have

iccupied bis thoughts, be must have many potential books in his

• Firoe. Ctoib. PhiLSoe. vol ix. pi. vUi p.W (1896).

t Wisd. Am. IziT. (1898). | ZnLf. ^ecMMe, u. p. 169 (1895).
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raindf and we trust that his present leisure will enable him to

Golleot, into book form, the aceumalftted stores o£ these past

yean. Our task is a simple one. We shall merely indicate what
are the subjects discussed. There are in all eight chaptf^rs.

The headings are:—Elementary Considerations; liectilinoar

Motion; Motion of Projectiles; Constrained i^Iotion in Two
Dimensions ; liotton in Two Dimensions ; Oentnl Forces

;

Motion in Three Dimensions ; and some Speoial Problems.

The work closes with two notes: the first on an Ellipsoidal

Swarm of Particles, and the second on Tiagrange*8 Equations, a

new form for the Lagrangian function, and a rotating field. 'J'he

great value to the student appears to us to be the thorough
discuflsion of a large number of illustrative problems. As in ms
previous books, Dr. Routh gives ample reference to original

memoirs, a number of historical notes, and a useful Iiulex. Our
reference to lbf> Pr»'face snflRcientiy indicates the wide range
included under tiiu iiuadiug Dyuamicci uf a Particle.

X. IfUelligenee and MUceiUmeous ArHcUi,

&IT80IPI1BZLIT7 OF DIAHAOKETIC AND WBAKLT HAONBTiO
BUBSTAKCBS.

To ihs Eiiion cf ihn PhSJlotophiad Ma^axme*
Gbntlbmev,

IN the issue of the * Philosophical Magazine' for December 1898,

in a note referring to the article published by me in the

May number 1898, " On the Susceptibility of Diamagoetic and
Weakly A^Agnetic Substances," Professor Quincke draws attention,

to the fact that he had previously described* a method essentiallf

similar to the one I used for the determination of the susceptibility

and bad apnli^^d it in investigating the susceptibility of IroOf

Nickel, and Cobalt, among other things.

That I failed to refer to this note of Professor Quincke's, and
to a communication by Lord Eelvin t on the same subject, was due
to the fact that I did not learn of them until after the artido

referred to above had appeared.

1 may be allowed to add that the method m the form used by
me, involving the use of prismatic slabs trantvertehf magnetised,

does not admit of application to Iron, Nickel, and Cobalt, since in

this case the induced magnetization would depend almost altogether

upon the shape of the substanoo nnd but slightly upon its

susceptibility^. In Lord Kelvin's note upon this subject the

restriction that the method may be applied to those bodies onlj
wbidi are diamagnetic or slightly magnetic is implied in the title.

Very truly yours,

Berlin, Deo. IQ, 189d. AliBlRT P. WlftLS.

* Tagehlatt der 62 Vermmmltmg itr heuUcher NvtMrfiamABT wnd
Aerzte, Ueidelbeiv, 1889, p. 209.

t " On a Method of determining in Absolute Measurn the Magnetic
Susceptibility of Diama;:netic and i'Vtfijy Hsgoelie SoUds.*'—'Beport of
the Brili -h Association. 1890, p. 745.

4 MaxwiiU, ' ElecUiuity and Magnetism,' vol. ii pp. 65, 66.
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XI. RadtcUion Phenomena in the Magnetic Field,—Magnetic

PeriurbatUms of the SpeeirallAnet. By THOHAfl PBasroN, .

Jf.il., F,R.8*

IN the April number of this Ma;jazine f I dtiscribed u

series of observations on Badiation Phenomena in a

Strong Magnetic Field/' Briefly stated, ihe results obtaiDed

showed tihat while the majority of spectral lines became
triplets when the sonrce of light was placed in the magnetic
field and viewed across the lines of force, yet this did not

hold good of all lines, for pome were ohserved to bo resolved

.into qnartets, or sextets, or other forms by the magnetic
field under precisely the same circumstances.

I pointed out at that time that these quartets &c.

might be regarded* as modified forms of the normal or

standard tripkt form, and might possibly be derived from it

by reversal. Thns, if each line of a triplet be reversed (that

is, if an absorption-band occurs along its middle), then we
have six lines instead of three, and so on for the other forms.

I also pointed out, however, fhat the general appearance of

thew modified form:? did not by any means lavour that

explanation, for they possessed none of the ordinary cha-

racteriistics oi' reversals. Nevertheless, this explanation could

* Communicated by the Author.

t Phil. Mag. vol. xlv. p. 325 (1808). The experiments described in this

paper were performed in Oct. and N^v. l^^^T. and communicated to the
Koyal Dublin S^ cioty in December 1887* See Tnaa. Boy. DubL Soc
vol. XV. p. 38.3 (^18U8).

Fhil. Mag, S. 5. Vol. 47. No. 285. Feb. 1809. N
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166 Dr. T. Preston on Radiation Phenomena

not bf iiinored till it luul Ixmmi ])rov(Hl by oxporiniont that the

modifications were nctnally caused by other agencies^ and
this I endeavoured to do by two lines of attack.

In the 6nt place, if these phenomena are due to reversal, it

is likely that they will cease to exist when the qtumtity of

vaponr in tbe source of light is greatly reduced. I accord-

ingly tried sparking witli weak solntioDS of salts instead of

"^'ith metallic electrodes, but in no cn?e did the (junrtets, or

otber modifications, reduce to the trij)lct form, luit on the

contrary they became clearer find more precise as the lines

became sharper witli the reducetl quantity of vapour. Isever-

thelesB this was not i i <4 ii ded as conclusive or even serionsly

in opposition to the supposition of reversal, for the appearanoe
of reversed lines in the strong ma^rnr tic field when ilie spark

Is blown aboat might differ from thatof an ordinair reversal.

T accordingly endeavoured to ^^adually increase the stron^i^th

of the mn^xTietic field and observe it" the components of the

suppoised reversed line remained at the satue distance apart

or became more widely se^iaratetl as the strength ol the field

increased. The extent to which I was able to increase the

field at that time was not^ however, sufficient to enable me to

determine with sufficient certainty whether tli loversal

hypothesis \^*88 tenable or not. For dthoujrh the com-
ponents of the supposed reversed line apponrccl to sepnrnte

under tlie increased field, yet this separation was not suth-

ciently great to overthrow the I'cvcTsal livjiothetis, lor it

might he said that the absorbed baud along the middle of the

line had merely become a little wider. The weight of

evidencCi however, appeared to be against the reversal ueoiy

;

and in order to nirtner test this matter I had a powerful

electromagnet specially built which it was hoped would
furnish a field sufficiently sfron;; to determine matters

decisivelv, and in tliis respect it li:is not disajijiointed expect-

ation. Thanks to the conrtesy of the University Authorities

and of the Curator, Dr. \\ . E. Adeiie^ 1 wa.s aide to resume

work at the Boyal University with improved apparatus, and
it was soon found that the reversal theory must be abandoned
and that the exphmation of the various deviations from the

normal triplet-types must be sought for in other agencies.

Before describing t!ie«e more recent resnlt«, it will render

the explanation more intelligible if we refer for a moment to

figs. 1, 2, i), 4, In fig. 1 the three lines A, B, C are

• I am (lo(»ply indebted to Dr. Adeney throiifjlioiit tlii^' and the

Jrevious investigatiousy for be iuvited me to the Royal Universi^
ftbontoriss imd ndlitaited my work nxider eonditioiis wlSooh neeeasazily

intafeTCd with hit own Kwesidiqfc
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supposed to represent tlie triplet Into wldoh a spectral Kne of

the standard ij^ becomes resolved by the action of the
magnetic field, and Rg. 2 in the same way represents a

quartet produced by the magnetic fields or, if we may say so,

A A

BAG BAG

BO BO
Fig. 1. FSg.3. Fig. 8. Fig. 4.

a triplet in which the middle line A has become a doublet.

These Hoes are all plane-polarized, the vibrations in the side-

lines B and C being parallel to their length, wbilo the

vibrations in the central constitnents A are in the per-

pendicular direction, when the light is viewed across the lines

of force.

Hence, if a donble^magc prism be placed before the slit of

the spectroscope in the path of the beam of light, the two
plane-polarized parts can be separated so that one part (say

A) forma one image on the slit, while the other pert (B and

0) forms another image on the slit. These two images, being

separated, give rise to two spectra in the field of view of the

spectroscope wliich may l)e separated or may be caused to

partially overlap if so desired. As a consequence a triplet or

a quartet which appears in the field of view, as shown in

figs. 1 and 2, without the double-image prism, becomes trans-

formed by the double-image prism into figs. 3 and 4. Thus
the light Tibrating parallel to the lines of force (A) is

separated from that vibrating in the perpendicular direction

(B and C), and facilitates observation in the ease of small

separations and in the case of overlapping lines. This sepa-

ration of the two parts can of course bo etfecfced by a Nicol's

prism, but the double-image prism has the advantage of

showing the two parts simultaneously.

The question now before us is—can the quartet shown in

figs. S and 4 be derived from the triplets figs. 1 and 3 by
mere reversal of the central line A. In answer to this

question^ it is to be remarked that it is not the central line

A alone which shows as a doublet, for in some cases the

N2
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side lines B and C show as doublets and in otlinrs ai? tri])l('ts;

• and nfjnin, in some quartets the distance between the central

pair A i» almost as great as, and it may be greater than, the

distance between the side lines B and C. Further, as the

magnetic field increases in strength, the distance between the

members of the central pair A 4) increases at the same
rate as the distance between the side lines B and C. Again,

when the side lines B and C are each resolved into doublets

(or triplets) the separation of the constituent linos of each of

the«;c doublet^ (or triplets) in re-ises with the ma^^netic field

like the separation of the components of the normal triplet

ABC shown in rt^. 1; and in face of these facts the reversal

theory becomes quite unt^^oable.

The general phenomenon^ therefore, which remains to be
explained is the further resolution of each constituent of the

normal triplet into a doublet or a triplet or some other system;

and, as we shall see immediately, the electromagnetic theory

proposed by Dr. Larnior"^ may be extended to embrace all

the phenomena yet oh-<'r\ e<i. Before proceeding to consider

this explanation, however, it is necessary to refer to a

particnuir case which was recently announced as having been
obseryed by MM. Beoqnerel and Beslandreet, and snbee-

qnentlj by Messrs. J. S. Ames, It F. Karhart, and H. M.
Reese tt &nd which thev refer to as an example of reversed

polanzation." This phenomenon is represented to be as

follows.

Consider the triplet shown in fipf. 1 ; then in the normal
state of aliairs the vibrations in A are parallel to the lines of

force^ while the vibrations in fi and C are perpendicular to

the hnes of force. Now in the spectmm of iron the authors
jnst named have re< orded that they obsenred triplets in whidi
the vibrations in the middle line were perpendicular to the lines

of forc<'. while the vibrations in the side lines were parallel to

the lines of force— the reverse of (he normal case. Stated in

this way the pLenouienou is very starthug, and appears at

first sight to be directly contradictory to all theoretical

expectati<m. Bui if we return to fig. 4, it will be seen at

once that this phenomenon, supposing it to exist, can be
regarded merely as an extreme case of the quartet. For, as
we have already said, the horizontally vibrating lines A of
the quartet may he close together or widely separated. They
may be even more widely separated than the vertically

vibratin**; lines li and C (fig. 5), and in some particular cases

• Dr. J. Lfirmnr, Pliil. Mag. vol. xliv. p. 606 (1807).

t Cvmpte» Kettdm, t. cxxvi p. 907, April 4th, 1808.

t Astra-Phjiicsl Jonnsl, roL vUi. p. 48, June 18da
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B and 0 may be very close togetlier, or coiucide^ while the
centre pair A are separated by a oonsiderabk spaoe^ ai ahown
in fig. 6. In this extreme case we are famished witii a
triplet in whicb the centre as it were encloses tbe sides.

But this is no specially now forrn^ being qnite continnons
with the other types of modification.

A

BO BO

Once the doubling of the centre line (A, figs, i or 4) is

explained; the other types follow in sequence as expected
Tariations, for the cause which conrerts A into a doublet
may be sufficiently jpowerfol to separate the constituentB ofA
more widely than B is separated from ( and the separation

of the constituents of A might he tolerably large, even
tbongh the separation of B and (

' is quite insensible.

Thus, if the so-called reversi-d ]>olariziation is shown by any
lino?, the explanation offers no difficulty once wo have ex-

pluuiud the quartet, but it is doubtful if the lines indicated in

the spectnim of iron by the French and American observers

just mentioned show this pecnliarity. Iron was one of the

iirst snbstances which I examined % beoaose I considered it

might present pecnliarities, but I did not observe in it any
marked differences from the behaviour of other substancos.

Several qnarteti* and other slight modifications occur, bnt the

lines referred to by the French and American observers do
not, on my photographic plates, exhibit the exact peculiarity

attributed to them. The central part corresponding to A in

fig. 4 is a doublet without doubt, but the remainder (corre-

sponding to the lines B and C, fig. 4) does not appear to be by
any means a single line, but looks rather like a triplet of whicn

* See Froe. Royal Soeietyi Jtauaiy 1898. The doublets reftned tola
this paper tamed out oa antuyns to be qnartete.
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tlio siidu lines are broad uiid weak, while the centre is much
denser. It is just possible, and indeed probable, that tbese

modificatioiis maj be really quartets, of which the side lines

B and G are broad and weak, and overkp at their inner

edges, giving the appearanoe of a bright central line winged
witn two weaker bands.

The distance l>otween the side lines B iiiid C is about

tlie same as that between the components of A, and when the

doul>le-iinage prism is not used, the lines in question photo-

graph as triplets, i. e. as bauds having three ribs or denser

parts ninninff alone them lengthwise. With amnbb stronger

field it could be determined whether the part BO in these

linM is really a triplet or an overlapping doublet; but as they

are nil weak lines reqairing long exposure (fonr hours in my
case), it is not easy to arrange to have a very strong field for

such a long time. However, it is a matter of very little

imporbmco at present, for if we can explain the quartet we
are on the highway to the explanation of all the various

modifications.

For this purpose let ns revert to Dr. Larmor^s paper
already dted. In this investigation he considers merely the

simple case of a single ion describing an elliptic orbit under

a central force directly proportional to the di-tMnco. This

electric oharf^e, when subject to the influence of the magnetic
field, is so acted on that its ellij)tic orbit is forced into

precession round the direction of the magnetic force, that i*,

as a first approximation. For the equations of motion of the

ion moving round a centre of force in a magnetic field are,

as a first approximation, the same as those which obtain for

a particle describing an elliptic orbit under a central force

when the orbit precesses or revolves rotind a line through its

centre drawn in the direction of (lie lines of maofnetic force.

If N be the natural frequency of revolution of tlie particle in

its orbit and n the frequency of revolution of the orbit in its

precesbiuiiui movement, the combined movement is equivalent

to three coexisting motions of frequencies K + n^ N, and
fi respeotiTely. When « is smtul compared with N so

that it^ >([iiare may be neglected^ the equations of motion of
the particle in the revolying orbit become identical with those

of the moving ion in the magnetic field.

This sim})le theory tlierefore predicts that a single spectral

line should be converted into a triplet by tho action of the

magnetic held, and that the constituents oi liiis triplet should

be plane-polarized when viewed across the lines oi force. It

teaches ns that the oaiue ofthe tripling is the forced precession
of the ionic orbits romid the lines of magnetic force, and it
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assigns a dynamical cause for this praoeBdon in the action of

the magnetic field on the ionic charge moving through it.

But up to this point the electromagnetic solution deals

with a perturbation which is really not the full equivalent

ot' a preceasioiial movement of the orbit, ami therefore the

invesagaUoQ given by Dr. Larmor appliei-, us he himself

states, to a single simple case. For the equations of motion
of a particle describing under a central force an elliptic orbit

whicn preoesses with angular velocity v round a line whose
direction-cosines are (i, m, n) are

ips—a'4r+2c»(n^--fni)+M^«--i0^/((a?+my+iMr), « (1)

with two similar e<^uatioi)s lor y and i, whereas the equations

of motion of the ionio charge moving nnder a central ibrce in

a maguetic field are^ as ^iven hy Dr. Larmor^

= — 12 + mi), .... (2)

with two similar expressions for y and z. The latter equation

coincides with the former if we neglect o)^ and take 2a>=k,
that is, when the precessioiiul motion is relatively small.

The motion imposed on the ion hy the electromagnetic

theory is therefore merely a simple type of precessional pertur-

bation of the orbit, and, as other perturbations may occur,

and indeed ought to be expected to occur, it is clear that the

simple triplet is not the only form which we should expect to

meet with when the matter is investigated experimentally.

Thus, if the orbit besides, having a precessional motion has in

addition an apsidul motion, that is u motion ot" revoiuuun iu

its own plane, then each member of the triplet arising from
precession will be doubled, and we are presented with a
sextet a> in the case of the D% line of sodium. Similarly, if

the inclination of the plane of the orbit to the line round
which precession takes place be subject to periodic variations,

then each meinh(;r of the precessional triplet will itself become
a tri|>let, and so on lor other types of perturbation.

It is quite unnecessary to eater into these matters iu any
detail here, for the whole explanation was fully given and
published in 1891 by Dr. G. J. Stoney that is, six yean
before the e^cts requiring cxphmation had been observed.

Dr. Stoney's aim was to explain the occurrence of doublets

and equidistant satellites iu the spectra of gases, that is iu

the normal spectra unafEected by the magnetic field—^for at

* This most important paper of Dr. Stoney's was published id the

Scientific Tran8acti(,ii.s of the Royal Dublin Society, vol. iv. p. o63

(id91)| "On the Cause of Double JUnes and of Equidii^taut Satellites in

tkeSseetiaofCHMefl.''
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tliat time the influence of the magnetic field was not known
to exist. The eba meter of certain spectra indicated that the

lines resolved themselves naturally into groups, or series. For
example, in the monad elements Na, K, &c, the spectrum

resolves itself into three series of doublets like the D doublet

in Bodinm, and Dr, Stonej's object -was to explain tiie exist-

ence of these pairs of lines. For tbis purpose be oonsidered

what the effect would be on the period of the radiations from
n Tiu)\ ing electron if suhjeet to disturbing forces. In the
lirsl place he determined that if the distnrhinpi forces cause

the orbit to revolve in its own ])lane, that is, cause an apsidal

motion, then each spectral line will become a doublet. The
frequencies of the new lines will be N + w and 2s^— n, where N
is tne frequency of the orimnal line and n the freouency of
the apsidal revolntion. This is err easily deduced by
Dr. Stoney from the expressions for the coordinates of the

moving point at any time t. Thos if a particle describes an
ellipse under a force directed towards its centre (law of direct

distance), its coordinates at any instant are

«=acosni, IfsshwalU,

in which CI is equal to 27rN, where N is the frequency of

revolntion. But if, in addition, the ellipse revolves around
its centre in its own plane with an angular velocity &>, it is

easily seen by projection that the coordinates at any time

are

iC= acos ilt co« wt-'h pin Ht sin a)A,

y=^a cos sin wt-^b sin ill cos at^

and these are equivalent to

«»i(a+6)oos (0+»)* + i(«—^) cos(ft—o»)e,

y= ^(a-\'h) sin (H + w);- -Ka

-

h) sin (12 - a?) t,

and tlu se in turn are eqnivalcnt to the two opposite circular

vibrations

iBj= i(a+ h) cos (fl + a))< ^ x^ss \(a~h) COS (H— (o)t \

yi-4(a+6) sin(a+fl>)< J y,= -i(a-i) sin J
'

The resultant motion is consequently equivalent to two
circular motions in opposite senses of frequendes N+n and
N-n.

^

This is nn analpis of tlie motion without any regard to the
dynamical origin of it; but if we treat it from a dynamical
point of view, the equations of motion will exhibit the torces

wliich are necessary to briug about the 8U[)pu.~>ed motion.

Thus, if the orbit rotates with angular velocity w in its own
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plane while the particlo is attracted to a fixed centre with a
Force n-r, then, by takinfj^ fhe moving axes of the orbit as

axes of reference, the e<^uations of motion are

so that if (or, y)=^ be a solution, we have ut ouce

whiotb shows the doubly periodic chataeier of the motion, and
also exhibits the character of the perturbing forces necessary

i to prodace the given aj^idal motion of tbe orbit. For if the
' orbit were fixea, the eqn;ifirMis of motion would be (./•, //)

= —n-(. /•, »/): liorice the reiiKiiinnir terms on the rin;ht-han(l

side of the aiiovf equations nm-t; represent the perturbing

forces. Of these the final terms iox^/ imd — 2a)£C are the .r

and y components of a force %mo^ where v is the velocity of

the particle^ acting in a direction neqiendionkr to 9, that is

alouj^ tile normal to the path of the particle, and represent

tile forces which a charged ion would ^xperienoe in moving
through a magnetic field with the lines of force at right

angles to the plane of the orbit, if 2(o be taken eqnn! to it in

Dr. Larmor's equations (2). Tlie otiier pair ot terms, w-.v and
(li^y, represent a centrifugal force arising from the inipose<l

rotation o). If wo neglect w^, the above equations become
identical witii those which hold in Larmor^s tiieory for the

moving ion, as they obvioosly should, for an apsidal motion in

the phmeof the orhitis the same thing as a precession about a
line perpendicular to the plane of the orbit, and in this case

there will be no component in the direction of the axis round
which precession takes jil:ie<'

; aceordin^dy the middle <>f

I the precession trijilet wiii be absent, and we are furnished

merely with a doublet.

Now in the magnetic field the pertorbing force, being tbe
magnetic force, is fixed in direction, and on this account tiie

doublets and triple ts arising from perturbations caused by it

are polarized. On the other hand, if tbe perturbing forces be
not constant in direction, thi? polarization should cesise to

exist, and polarization should not be expected in the case of

any lines of the normal spectrum, even though these happen
to be derived from other lines by perturbations in the manner
conceived by Br. Stoney.

^ In the same war the general case of processional motion
may be worked backwards in order to discover the types of
force which produce the pertorbation. Thus, taking uie axes
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ignlar Telocity to rotiDd a

re 2, IB, «, tbe «9iuitioni cf inoliiBi

if =— n^.r + — mr) -l- m'.r— to'-. > + fni/ + tiz)
,

febow that the {K riuK iii^ forces consist firstly of a force

'2wrBW0: r i^ iLt vtiocity of the y^nrtif-]'* nnd ^ the

an^le ukiuii ii^ Jiret tion makes with the axii^ luuaJ vv iuch the

precession m tnka^ ]»lace» Thii^ force txAh akm^ the oomuJ to

thepboifi cf rand m (tbe duectian of the vekxaty end the axkt

of rotatioD), and if ]«iBciflelT the force experi^oed by an
ion mo> ing in a wmfro^dc £eld in Lmnua^B tbecny. The
rMaaining terms containing are the components of ai

centrifugal iorce arising from the rotation round the axis

(
m, wj, mod tixii ii xnsgligiUe mdy wimo. m is reUTely

.small

.

li lije uii t3cLiuii Z, H be taktjii tu he tiii«,i ui iht iint»« ul

magnetic faroe, and if iha azi§ of « be taken to cnhiade iritb

direodcniy liien tfie equations (4) einiplify ioto

(5)

and these are the equatiuIl^ u: uiu; lon of u narticie aescrihinij

an elliptic orbit which precesses with aa^uiur velocity a> round
the axia dt The two first of thme eqnatione ixnilaun g and
jr and give ibe iirojoction of the orbit on the phme .t, at
right anglei^ to the axis of the magnetic field. Tliis pro>
jection ig an eUijiae revolTiiig in its own plane with un apsidal
lingular velocitv <o, and gives rise to the two side lines of the
normal trijjlet of frequencies (H± a>) jitr. ( »n the other hand,
the vibration jiarallel to the axis of z is unaffected hy the
processional motion and give» li^e to the central iii^e of xh&
triplet of frequency
Kow in order to aoooont for the quartet (fig. 2) we innst

introduce some action wiiich wiU double the oentml J^n^ A
wliile the side lines B and G are left undisturbed. That i%
we must introduce a double period into the last of equations
(,'>) whij-: ilif first and sf c ond remain unchanged. This is

oaaJj dans) li we write the equation ioi z in tiie form

«sAsni2< (6)
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n?vl remark that this will ref^re^r nt two superposed vibrations

ot ditforent periods, if we re<i;ard A as a periodic function of

tb© time instead of a constant. That is, if we take A to be

of the form a sin nty we shall have

jfsa8mn<8infilB|-[cos (O—n)«—coe (0+n)i],

which represents two vibrations of equal nmplitndo and of

frequencies (!!— ») '27r and (n + «)/27r as required to produce
the (juartet. Tiie magnitude of n determines whether the

separation of the constituents of the central line A (tig. 2)

srall be less than, or greater than, the separation of the side

lines B and G, and if tiie former is sensible while the latter is

insensible we are presented with the ease depiotedin fiff. 6

—

although, as I have said before, my obaerrations do not
confirm the existence of this case.

The supposition made above to account for the donblinfr of

the middle line. viz. that the amplitude ot the.? component of

tbe vibration varies periodically, is one which appears to be

justified when we consider the nature ofthe moving system and
tbe forces which control it« For the revolving ion is part of
some more or less complex system which must set in some
definite way under tbe action of the magnetic field—say with

its axis along the direction of the magnetic force—and, in

coming into this position, the inertia of the system will (miwc it

to vibrate with small oscillations* about that position of equi-

librium, and tins vihnition superposed on tbe prcccssic^nal

motion of tbe ionic orbit gives the motion postuiuted above

to explain the qnartet.

This, indeed, comes to the same thing as a suggestion made
by Professor G. F. FitzQerald about a year ago—shortly

after I discovered the existence of the quartet form (Oct. 1897 )•

In Professor FitzGerald*s view, the ion revolving in its orbit is

equivalent to an electric current round t iic orhit, Mud therefore

the revolving ion and tho matter with wliich it ss as^ociatetl

behave as a litiie uiiiijUHt having its axis perpendicular to the

plaue of the orbit. The action of the magnetic field will be to

set the axis of this magnet along the Unes of force, and in

taking up this set the ionic orbit will vibrate about its position

of equilibrium just as an ordinary magnet vibrates about its

position of rest under the eartb's magnetic force.

In a similar way a periodic change in tlio ellipticity of tho

orbit produces a doubling of the lines, while a periodic

oscillation in the apsidal motion renders the line nebulous or

diii'usa; and by treating these cases in the foregoitig manner
ihe corresponding forces may be discovered. It is clear.
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therefore, that perturbations of this kind are snfficient to

acconnt for all the observed phenomena, and, further, tliat

perfiirbations of this kind are almost certain to be in

operation throughout some, at least, of the ionic muiions.

Tlie exiitenoe of all these variatioDS of the normal triplet

type are therefore of great interesti not only in ahowing that

tne perfect uniformity required for the prodaction oi the

normal triplet is not mainlained, as we should expect, in all

cases, but also as an experimental demonstration that the

causes supposed by Dr. Stoney, in 1891, to be operative in

producing doublets and satellites in the natural spectra of
gases may be really the true causes by Nvhich they are produced.

Nevertheless Dr. Stoney's explanation of the natural doublets

is oppoaed by a aerions difficalty in the fact that the twoHneB
of a given doublet, say the two D lines of sodinm, behaye in

different ways, as if they arose from different BOnroes raiJier

than from the perturbation of the same Boaroe. For, in

addition to the differences p^e^^ously known to exist, there is

t lie difference of behaviour in the magnetic held. Thus Dj
is a wide-middled quartet iu which the distance hetween the

central lines A (fig. -k) is nearly a>i great as the distance

between the side lines B and C, while c^ows as a sextet of
uniformly spaced lines.

In a similar manner indiyidnal members of the natural

triplets which occur in the natural spectra of the zinC|

eaamium, magnesium, &o. group behave difTerently. Thus
if we denote tlie members of one of the natural triplets

by the symbols Tj, T^, Tg, ia ascending order of refran-

gibility (for example the triplet 50i)ti, 4600, 4678 of

cadmium, or the tnplet 4811, 4722, 4680 of zinc, or the
green b triplet of magnesiom) , we find that T« in all cases, in

<he magnetic field, shows as a pure tri[>]et, or suffers accord-

ing to the foregoing merely preceasiona] perturbation. On
the other hand, To sliows in each case as a quartet while Tj is

a diffuse trijilet in wiiich each of the members may prove fo

be complex on further resolution. This would seem to ]>oint

to an essential difference in the characters of the lines T|, T2, T3,

as if they sprang from different origins rather than immedi-
ately from the same. It is also of great interest to note that,

so& as my observations yet show, these natural triplets

bebaye differently according as they belong to Kayser and
Runge's first subsidiary series or to the second subsidiary

series. Thus if tho triplet Tj. T,,, Tj, belongs to the first

subsidiary series, then the magnetic effect decreases t'rom Tj

to T3, while if it belongs to the second subsidiary series, the

magnetic effect increases from Tj to Tj. E^caniples oi tliis
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ktter class are sbown in my coromTiiiication to ihU Journal

(April p. BSfv), wliore the increanng cliaracter of the

magnetic efi'ccr i< wi'Il exhibited in tho nntnml friplots 508(>,

4800, 4rr»78 of cadmium, and 481!, 4722, 4060 of ziiic

Further examples of this, and other peculiarities, 1 hope to

give in the near future as soon as I have fully examined and
Terified them.

General Laim,

The first general survey of the magnetic eflfect on thd

rtral lines of any given substance did not appear to favonr

view that the phenomenn are snliirct to nny Pimple law.

According to the electromrtgiictic tlicorv the sc]);iration, S\,

of the side lines of a maguetic triplet slioiild, under ilio «;nne

conditions, vary directly as X as we pass Irom line lo line of

the same spectrum. The possibility of such a law as this

seemed to be refuted the fact that some lines are largely

affeotod in tibe magnetic field while others^ of nearly the same
wave-length in the same spectrum^ are not appreciably aflfeoted

under the game circumstances. In this connexion, however,

f pointed out * that it is possible that the lines of any one

substance may bo tlirown into grou]>s for each of which h\
varies as X.*, and cacli of these groups might l)e ]irodnced by

the motion of a single ion. The number of such grou^js in a

fiyen speciramwooid then determine number of difibrent

inds of ions in the atom or moleonle.
*' Homologons relations may also exist between the groups

of different spectra, but all this remains for complete in-

vestigation.'*

Although the investigation referred to in the foregoing is

still far iroin complete, yet the measurements so far made
uniformly tend to confirm the al)ov(^ speculation. For the

corresponding lines of the natural groups i/ito which a given
speotrom resolTes itself possess the same value of efm or cKjX^,

and, farther, tbia value is the same for corresponding lines in

homologous s|)ectra of different substances.

To illustrate the meaning of this, take the case of mag-
nesinm, cadminm, and zinc, wliicli are substances possessing

homologous spectra and belonging to the same chemical
group (Mende!ejetl''s second group). The spectra of those

metals consist of series of natural triplets. The first triplet

of the series in magnesium is the green h group consisting

of the wave-lengths 5183'$, 5172 8, 5167'5 ; while the first

cadmiimi triplet coosists of the lines 5086, 4800, 4678, and

« Phil. M«g., Apnl 1808, p. 337.
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the first zinc triplrt conj-i^L^ of tlie lines 4:81(>'7, 1722, 4(^80.

Each of these triplets belongs lo Kayser and Hungers second

Nebemerie, beinff^ie first terms, comsponding to nsS, in

their formnUi. We sbodd coosec^nently expect these groups

to behave similarly in the magnobo field and to show efl^ots

which are similar for corresponding lines. That this expect-

ation 18 realized is shown by the following table :

—

Cadmium. Zino. mje or X'/^X. Character.

5183-8 6066 4810-7 18 approz. DiiHue triplets.

6172-8 4800 4722 11-6 n QuaHatA.

5107*5 4678 4680 10 n Fore triplets.

Thus the corresponding lines 5183*8, 5086, and 4810*7 of

the different sabstanoes pofseas the same valae for mle^ while

the other corresponding lines also possess a common Talne

for the quantity m/c. The Tahi(> <>f this quantity changes
from o!if' set of lines to nnothcr, allowing, as we should expect,

that tiio diiferent sets arise from ditferences iu the source
which produces them.

Not only is the quantity mje the auxxxq for corresponding

lines in homologous spectra, but, as shown in the above table^

the ehaira^er of the magnetic efTect la also the same for

oorr sponding lines. Thus, while the lines along the lowest

row, 5167*5, 4678, 4680, are all of the pnre triplet type, the

lines of the middlo row all hocome resolvrd into similar

qnnrtcts in the magnetic iield, and the lines forming tho top

row are all somewhat diffuse jnul «how as "soft " trijilots of

which the couatituents may be really complex on further

resolntlon.

It thns appears that the ol^rvation of radiation pheno-

mena in the magnetic field is likely to affi>rd a valuable means
of inquiry into the so far hidden nature of the events which
bring about the radiation from a luminous body, and nl^o to

give u^, perhaps, some clearer insight into the structure ot

mutter itself.
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XII. On the Reflexion and Refraction of Soiitan/ Plane
Wai'es at ft Plane Tnterface between two Isotropic Elasf{<:'

Meiliums—Fiuid, Solid, or Ethev . By Lora Kelvin,
G.CV.O*

$ 1. ^'THLASTIC SOLID'' includes fluid and ether; except

-1 J conceivable dynamics f of the mutual acdou
across the interface of the two mediums. Maxwell's electro-

magnetio equations for a homogeneous non-condoctor of

electricify are identical with the equations of motion of an
incompressible elastic solid |, or with the equations expressing

the rotational components of the motion of an elastic solid

compressible or incompressible ; but not so thoir application

to a heterogeneous non-conductor or to the interface between
two homogeneous non-conductors §

.

§ 2. The equations of equilibrium of a homogeneous elastic

solid, under uie influence of forces X, per unit Tolome,
acting at any point (ar, z) of tiie substance are given in

Stokes' classical paper On the Theories of the Internal

Friction of Fluids in Motion, and of the Equilibrium and
Motion of Elastic S ^lt U," p. 115, vol. i. of hi< ' Mathematical
Papers'; also in Tliom-joii and Tait*s * Natural Philosophy'

[§ (598 (5) (6)]. Substituting according to D'Alenibert's

principle, —p^, —pV> —pK ^i Y, Z, and using as in

a paper of mine U of date Nov. 28, 184()j V* to denote
tP if

the Laplacian operator -T-«+;r-i+:;3y ^ ^ equa-

tions of motion
a^i^ dy tur

<Pit - , . , . do ^

(1).

* Communicated by the Author ; lia\ in/ been read before the Bofal
Society of Edinburgh on December 19, \Hm.

t See Math, and Phyn. Papers, vol. iii. art. xcix. (fiwt published
Blay 1880), %% 14-90, 2i-28; and particularly §§ 44-47. Alao Art. 0.
of Baroe volumo : from Comptet Mtmhu for oept 1^ 1869, and Ftoc
Koy. Soc, Edinb., March 1890.

f See 'Electricity and Magnetism,' last four lines of § 610, last four
lines of § 783, and equation,^ {V) of § 7S4.

§ Ibid. §61], equations (1*). In these put C'=0, and take in con-
nexion with them equations (2) and (4) of § 616. Consider K and ft as
different functions ot r, y, a ; oonuder pfarticularly unifonn -valuea for
ea i h of t'u-~>p quantities on one side of nn interface, and different uniform
Talu^ on the other aide of an inteiface between two diJierent noa-
eondnetora, eadbi homogeneona.

II
Camb. and Dublin Mnth. Jnumal, Tol. ii. (1847). RepabEafaed aa

Alt* xjm, ToL i. of Math, and Pixya. Paj^.
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p denotin^r the density of the mediniii, f , 77, ^ its displacement
from the position of Ci|uilil)niim (^r. y. r), and B the dilatation

of bulk at (or, ^, as expressed by the equation

§ 3. Taking ci^d^z, d/di^, djdz of (1), we find

f>J^=(*+J")VS («).

Prom duB we find

v-'«-H^-ar« w.
Put now

f«f,+^V-*«; ,=%+^v-'«: r=ft+j^V^8; (5).

These give

«?i >h +^.^0 (6)
</;t; <fa ^ ^'

and therefore, eliminatiDg by them from (1), we find

by aid of (4)»

p'^'="V'l.; <'S'='.vV; />'S'=»7'&i m.

§ 4. By Poisson's theorem in the elementary mathematics

of force varying inversely as the square of the distanoe^

we have

7-^^ = (volume) .^ ; (8),

where 5, denote the dilatations at any two points P and P';

d (volume) denotes an infinitesimal element of volume around

the point P^; and PP' denotes the distance between the points

P and P^ This theorem gives explicitly and determinately

the value of V~^^ every point of space when 8 is known
(or has any arbitrarily given value) for every point of space.

{ 5. If now we pnt

f.-iv-^8; .h-|v-»«; 6=|7-'S; (9).

we see by (5) that the com] dele mluiion 0/ (1) is the sum of

(v'o solutionf, (Sif fji, ^1} tsatis^f/inff (6) and there/ore purely

diduiiional toithout condmtaUons and (fs, Vi^ whichf in
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and lUft^ction of Soliiar^ Pletne Waw*. 181

virtue of (9), is irrohdiottul uud uwolves essentially rarefaction

or condensation or both. This most iiupurtant and interesting

tfaeoFem is, I believe, oripinaily dae to Stokes. It certainly

was given fcr the first tiioe explieitly and clearly in §§
of hi- Dynamical Theory of DiflPraction

$ 6. The complete solution of (3) for plane waves travelling

in either or botn directions with fronts ^[uH-ificd by (x, 0, 7),
the direction-< o<!tK»?? of the normal^is, with^ and ^ ^ denote
arbitrary fimcuoiis,

8=^(,-2£±tof)+;^(,+?£±to') (10),

wbere

(11):

SO that V denotes the propagational-velocity of the con-

densational-rarefa ti onal waves. By inspection withont the

aid of (b), we sseo that for this solution

For onr present purpose we shall consider only waves

trayelling in one directioni and thereibre take %3sO ; and,

for convenience in vhat follows, we shall take ""[j^ f

instead of rf
^^J ^; / being an arbitrary function. Thns

by (12) and (9) we have, for oar oondensational-rarefactional

solution,

J=|=| = /(*-5!5±^^) . . (13).

In the wave^iyBtem thus expressed the motion of each

particle of the medium is perpendicular to the wave-front

(«, /8, 7). For purely distortional motion, and wavo-front

Still {o^j^il) and therefore motion of the medium every wlu re

perpendieidar to (a, ^, 7), or in the wave-jrmit, we Had

sinuiarly from (7) and (6)

«A /SB 7C -^V » /

where

• Camb. Pbil. Trans., Nov. 2«, 1849. Republiahed in voi. u. of hia

' Mathematical Papeia.'

rhil. Mag. S. 5. Vok 4T. No. 2«5. FA. 1899. O
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182 Lord KeWin on the Be/Uaim

and so denotes the propagational velocity of the distortional

waves ; and A, B, C are arbitrary constants subject to the

relation

aA+i9B+70 = 0 (16).

§ 7. To suit the case of solitary wares we sball suppose the

arbitrary function f(t) to have any arbitrarily given value for

all values of t from 0 to r, and to be zero for all negative

values of t and all positive values greater tlmn t. Thus t is

what we may c<ill the transit-time of the wave, riiat is, the

time it takes to pass any fixed plane parallel to iU front ; or

the time during which any point oi the medium is moved by
it. The thicknesses, or, as we shall sometimes say, the wave-
lengths, of the two kinds of waves are vr and vr respectively,

lieing for the tame transit-times directly as the propagational

velocities.

§ 8. And now for cur problem of reflexion and refraction.

At present wo need not occupy ourselves with the case of

purely distort iontil waves with vibratory motions perpendicular

to the plane of the incident, reflected, and lelVacted rays. It

was fully solved by Green* with an arbitrary function to

express the character of the motion (including therefore the

case of a solitary wave or of an inflnite procession of simple

harmonic waves). He showed that it gave precisely the
" sine law " which Fresnel had found for the reflexion and
refraction of waves "polarized in the plane of incidence.**

The same law has been found for li;^lit, regarded ns ele(*tro-

maguetio waves of one of the two orthogonal polarizations,

by von Helmholtz, H. A, Lorenz, J. J. Thomsou, FitzGerald,

and Bayleigh t* None of them has quite dared to say that

the physical action represented by his formulas for this case is

a to-and~fro motion of the ether perpendicular to the plane of
incidence, reflexion, and refraction ; nor has any one, so far

as I know, absolutely determined whether it is the lines of

electric force or of magnetic force that are peri)endicular

to that plane in the case of light jiolaiized by reflexion at the

surfaco of a transparent medium. For the action, whatever
its physical charactermay he, which takes place perpendicular

to that plane, they all seem to prefer electric displacement,'*

<rf whicii the only conceivable meaning is motion of electricity

to and fro perpendicular to the plane. If they had dedared.
or even suggested, definitely this motion of ether, they would

• On tlie lvt'fl(\\i()n and Kefiaction of Lijrlit nt the coiunion Surface
of two I\ou-UrvstaIlized Media," Math. I'apers, p. 258. Also Traua.
Cbmb. Phil. Boo. 1888.

t Sje Glizebrook*s Baport^'oa Optical Theories'' to Briddk Asm>--
dation^ 1886.
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and RefraeUan of ASolUary Plan4 Wates. 183

Bave been perfectly in harmony with the nndulatory theory of
light aswe have it firom Toung and FrameL We sliall return
to tills very simple |nrobIein of reflexion and refraction of
purely distortiona 1 waves in which th<> motion is peipendicnlar
to tlio piano of the three rny<, in order to interpret in the very
siinj)lej4t case the meaning, tor a .solitary wave, of tlio " c'han«?o

of phase " discovered hv Fresnel and investi^ate<l dvnaniicallv

by Green foru procession of periodic \vavesot' simple harmonic
motion' ezperienoing ** total interoal reflexion." (See § SO
below.)

§ 0. Meantime we take nptbe problem of the foar reflected

and refracted waves produced by a single incident wave of
purely distortional character, in which the motion is in a
plane per|jendicular to the live wave-fronfs. Takint; this for

XOY, the plane of our diagram, let YOZ be the interface

between the two mediums. We shall first consider one
single incident wave, I, of the pnrely distortional character.

Bj incidence on the interlace it will generally introdnce
reflet f( I and refracted waves 1', l^, of its own kind, that is

purely distortiomil, and J', J|, reflected and refracted waves

X

of the condensational-rarefactional kind. Tlie diagrams re-

present, for two cases, sections of portions of the five waves
by the plane XOY. i' and II show the front and rear of

each wave; and the lines of shading belonging to it show
the direction of the motion, or of we component, whidi it

02
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18i Lord Kelvin on the ReJUxum

giyes to die medium. The indinatioDs of Uie fronts and rean
to OX, being wliat are ordinarily called the angle of incidence

Kg. 2.

and tho an fries of reflexion or refraction of the several waves,

will be denoted by i, i', i,fJ,J,- The value of 7 for each of

the five waves is zero, and the values of a and are as shown
in the following table :•

—

a. /I

I

V + 00«»

— OMt,

The section of the five waves by OX is the same for all,

being expressed hy ur/dni for I, and by corresponding

formolas for the four others. Hence if we denote r-tioies its
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and lU/ra€iion of Sdkartf Plane IVcutes, 185

redprocal by «| we hare

«- » - 11,""^ vT ' • • ^

u lioro u and are tbe propagatiooal yelodiiea of the disior*-

tional waves, and r, r,. those of the condeosatioiial wares in
the two mediuiDfl, If now we take

^=«cot»= v^{i|-*-a*) ; ^,sacoti|S >/{u~^^a*) ;

c=aoofc/= 4/(»-«-<i3) : c,=a«cot/,= v/(r-3-a»); (18),

we have for Uie arguments ot/ in the live waves

*—ojp+^yj t—ax—byi t-^ax-^bjfi t—tup^i^i (19).

f 10. Following Green * in calling the two sides of the
interface the npper and lower medium respeottvely (and 40
shoNvn in the iliagram), we have for the oomponents of the
displacement in the upper medium

and in the lower medium

where I, J', J^, denote five constant coefficients. The
notation J* and J. is adopted for convenience, to reserve the
coefficient J for the case in which the incident wave is con-
densational, and there is no incident distortional wave.
ThfTo would be no interest in treat ing^ simnltnneously the

resultH of two incident waves, one distortional (I) and the
other condensational (J).

§ 11. We may make various suppositions as to the intei^

fecial conditions, in respect to displacements of the two
medinnis and in respect to mutual forces between them.
Thus we might suppose free slipping between the two : that

is to say, zoro tangential force on oach ifH'<]inm; and along

with this w«' mi*' lit suppo«»» cqnal normal ci)inju»nenta of
motion and of Ibree ; and wlialever supposition we make as

to displacements, we niuy suppose the normal and tuugeutiul

foroes on either at the interface to be those calculated from
the strains according to the ordinary ekstic solid theory, or

to be those calculated from the rotations and condensations or
dilatations, according to the ideal dynamics of ether suggested

in the article referred to in the first ibotnote to § 1. We shall

» Oieen'« f Matiu Papexs/ p. 263,
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136 Loxd Kelvia on Ute lie/ieaion

for the present take thd case ofno interfacial sHp^ that is, eqiaal

yalues of f,
iy on ibe two sides of the interface. Bemarkinjif

now that tlie arrjumcnt of/ for evory one of the five waves is

t— flj; where ^= 0, we see tluit the comlition of otiuality of

displacement on the two sides of the interface gives the

following e^uaiiuns :—

§12. As to the foroe-conditions at the interface, I haye
already given, for ordinary elastic solid or fluid matter * on
the two sides of the interface, a r-oniiiloto solution of the

present problem in my paper f ( )ii the Reflexion and
Refraction of Lif?ht" in the * riiilosophical J\Ia;2;:izinf^ ' for

188^5 (vol. XXVI.)
;
nomiuuily lor the case of simple harmonic

trave-motiony bnt virtnallj including solitary waves as

expressed bj an arbitrary function: and I need not now
repeat the \v'ork. At preset h t us suppose the snrfaoe-foroe

on each solid to be that which I have found it must be
for ether if man-netic force is due to rotational displace-

ment of ether, and the lines of magnetic fonre coincide with

axes of rotation of ethorial substance. According to this

supposition the two components, Q (normal) and T (tan-

gential), of the mutual force between the mediums, which
must be equal on the two sides of the interface, are

(28).

where K denotes for ether that which for the elastic solid we
have denoted by Jw), and suthxes iudicute values for tho

lower mediimi. If we begin afresh for ether, we may define

n as 1/4V of the torque required to hold unit of volume
of ether rotated through an infinitesimal angle «j from its

• Hie forae-conditioii8 lor this case aie as foUowa :

—

Noniial oomponeDt foxee equated for upper and lower mediuna,

(^-^Oa+2«|=(/:-|«Jd.+2n,0^;

aiid taogectial forces equated,

[dx^ d^l

t In that paper B, A, and ( denote respectively the the k-^^u, and
the p of tbe {ireaeut paper,

t See fint footnote to § 1*
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orieniation of equilibrium, nnd k as the bulk-iiiodnlus, that is

to say, the reciprocal ot tlio c<)mpre«?ibih'tv, oi t'tluT. Thua
we now have as before iu equations (15), (11), and (16)

(2i).

Using (20) and (21) in (23).with ^= G we liud

*(a«+c»)J'=:itXa«+c;)J,^

«(«»+6>)(I+I0=«,(<^+V)I| > " *
^

whence by (24)

pj-s,*^,; p(l+r)-ftl,i (26).

By ihese equations etiminatittg I, and J, from (22)^ we find

-{bpj-hjp)l-^{pp, + bfi)V=a{p,-p)3' -1

^

and solving these equations for I' and J' in terms of I, we
have

{hpi-^bp){cp,-^cfi)-\-a*{p,~pf'' I

and with J' and V thus determined, (26) give Jy and I,,

completing the solution of our problem.

§ IB. Using (18) to eliminate c, hj h,, c, and c-^, from (28),
and pnttiDg

^*r^ /jj^v

ftcotj+pcotj, ^ '»

ve find

r _ p,cofef'-pcoti,-/tfp,-p)

T p,cott+poott, + A(p,-p)

and

J/ — 2Ap^cot t

I
*"

p, cot i*+p cot + /<(p^—p)
(31).

Consider now the case of v and very small in compa-
rison with u and m^; which by (28] makes

coti«l/wi, andcoti,«l^/» . . , (3$).
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This ^vefl

i^k-py^ (38),

which is a rcry small numoric Heooe is very small ia

ooiuparisou witli I ; aud

Pi cot I—p cot ij - V

1 cot t +p cot

§14. If the rigidities of the two mediums are equal^ we
have

I
pa: sin | sin V^, and (3-1) becomes

I' _ sin 2t— sin '2i, _ tan {i—i,)

T Bin^i +sin 2i, tan (i+i,) * *
'

vrbich is FteaneVa " taDgent-fommla/' On the oUier hand^

if die deositieB are eqnai^ (84) becomes

ivbich is Frasnel's ''siDe-formnla" ; a very snrprising and
interesting rerali. It Yaa long been known uiat/or vibraiioM

perpendieular to the vV.iw^ of tho incident, reflected, and
refracted Tmys, unequal densities with equal rigidities of the

two medium«, whotncr comprt»f«iblf» or incompresfible, gives

Fre-ncrs sino-law : and unequal rigidities, with v(\\m\

deiiiitios, gives bis tangent-law. But for vihrah'ons in the

plcme of the three mys, aud both iiiediuiiis incompressible,

nneqnal rigidities with eqnid densities give, as was ahown by
Bayleigh in 1871*, a eomplicated formnla for the reBected
ray, vanisfaiDg for two different angles of incidence, if the
motive forces in the waves are ncrording to the law of
the elasticity of an ordinary solid. Now we nnd for vibrations

in the plane of the raf^s, Frv>utA'^ sine-law, with its continual

increase of reflected ray with increasing anglc» of incidonco

up to 90° if the restitational forces follow the law of

dependence on rotation which I have suggested f for ether,

and if the wa\ fvs of condensation and rarefaction travel at
velocities snail in comparison with those of waves of dis*

tortion.

§ir>. fnterrf^ting, however, as this may be in respect to an
ideal problem of dynamics, it seems quite unimportant in the

wave-theory of light : because Stokes J has givon| as I

* PhiL Mag. 1871, 2od half year.

t " Oo the Reflexion and Ke^raction of I.i;?bt/' PbU. Idw. voLml
1888.

^ •* Dyataaiod Xheoiy of Diffraction.'* See footnote §6.
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believp, Irrr>fr;iii;ahlo proof tliat in lii^ht polarized by rcflctxion

the vibrations arc perpendicular to the [)lane of the incident

and reflected rays, and therefore, that it is for vibrations in

ihiitpkme tbat Bresners tangent-law is fulfilled.

§16. Of onr present results, it is (35) of § 14 which is really

important ; inasmuch as it shows that Fresnel's tangent-law

is fnlfillod for vibnitions in tho piano of the rays, with the

rotational law of force, as 1 had fouml it in 1888 * with the

elastic-solid-law of force, pro\ndod only tliat tin* ])ropao^ational

velocities of condensational waves are small in comparison

with those of the waves of transYerse vibration which
oonstitate liglit.

517. By (28) we see that when a-\ the Telocity of the

wave-trace on the interface of the two mediums, is greater

than the greatest of the wave-\'o]of itio'?, oacli of l>, 5^, c, c, is

e?J*entially real. A ca«e of tiiis cliaiacter is r«»j)resented by
fig. 2, in which the vclucitica of the condensational waves
in both mediums are much smaller than the velocity of the

refracted distortional wave, and this is less than that of the

incident wave wliioh is distortional. When one or more of

J, b^, Cj c, is ima^^inary, our solution (26) (28) remains valid,

but is pot applicable to /regarded as an aibitrary function ;

because although f{f) niav bo arbitrarily ^iven for ovorv roal

value of tf we cannot from that determine the real values of

/(«+*^)+A<-*?) (37),

t{/(i + t^)-/(<-*y)} .... (38).

The primary object of the present oommnnication was to

treat this case in a manner snitablo for a slnjrle incident soh'^

tart/ wave whether condonsational or distortional ; instead of

in the manner initiated by Green and adopted by ail subsequent

writers, in which the realized results are immediately applicable

only to oases in which the incident wave-motion consists of

an endUntraino/ simple harmonic waves. Instead, therefore,

of making / an exponential fanclion as Green made it, I
take

m=4 ~ ....... (89).

where t flenote?? an interval of time, small or large, taking the

place of the transit-tirno (§7 above), wliich we had for the

case of a solitarv' wave-niotion startin<r from rest, and coniin'r

to rest again for any one point of the medium after an interval

gf time which we denoted by r.

* See footnote §14.
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}16. Patting now

(40);

and fro n this finding l\ I,, J', J, ; ftod taking for ibe real
incideut wave-motion ($10 above^

p{t^ax-h by) + gr
•(41),

being the mean of the formulas for 4 « and ; we find a
real eolation for any case of b„ e, some or all of them

§li). Two kinds of incident solitary wave are expressed by
(41), of typos represented respectively by the following
elementary algebraic formulas :—

—- — .... (42),

and
(«-«r+ijy>«+,» • ' '

•

The same i'ormulas represent real typ( - of condensational

waves with f/a and »?/ (—<?), instead of the and 7;/a of (41)

which relates to distortional waves. It is interesting to

ezanune each of these types and illostrate it by graphical

constraction : and parttcnlarly to enquire into the distribution

of energy, kinetic and potential, for dili'erent times and places

in a wave. Without going into deUiils we see immediately
that both kinetic and potential energy are very small for any
valne of (t—ax-^hf^* which is large in conipariso?! with t*.

1 iuteud to return to the subject iu a cuaunumcaiioa
zeffiirding the diffiraction of solitary waves, which I hope to
mSse at a fninre meeting,

§20. It is also very interesting to examine the type-

foimulas for disturbance in either medium derived from (41)
for reflected or. refracted waves when fi^, or or c, is

imaginary. They are as follows, for example ii' 0,=ifff where
is real

;

(44.),

ffl/ + T



Trot H. L. Oallendar on Plaiinum Thermometry. Idl

Tbeso real reMiltani?^ of iiimrrinary waves are not plane

waves. They are forced liuear waves sweeping the interface,

on which thejp travel wilib veloeiiy a~'; aiMlihey product
disturbances penetrating to bnt small distances into the

I medinm to which they belong. Their interpretation in con-

nexion with total internal reflexion, both fwr vibrations in the

plane of fh*^ rays, and for the simpler case of vibrations

Tierpendicular to this plane (for wliich there is essentially no
'jondensationnl wavr) coiistitiitcs the dynamical theory of
Fresnel's rhomb for solitary waves.

XIII. Ifotes on Platinum Tlierniometry. By H. L. Cal-
lENDAR, ^f..\ ., F.KS.y Quotn Profee&OTof Phjfeiee, Uni*
verity CoHeffe, London**

SINCE the date of the last commnnication, which I made to

this Journal in Febrnary 1892, 1 have been continoallj

engaged in ihe employment of platinum thermometers in

Tarious rescarche??. But although 1 have exhibited sorno of

my instruments at the Royal Soriety and elsewhere and have
described the results of some of these investigations, I have
not hitherto found time to poblish in a connected form an
aocoont of the constraction and application of the instruments

themielFes, or the results ofmy experience with regard to the
general question of platinum thermometry. As the method
has now come into very general use for scientific purpose.*, It

mav Ik- of advantage at the present time to collect in an
accessible form some account of the progress of the wtn k, to

describe the more recent improvements in methods and
apparatus^ and to diseuM the application and limitations of
the Tarioos formulse which have from time to time bean

k pr()i)o.sod.

The present paper begins with a brief historical summary,
with the object of removinf^ certain common mi<af)prehpnsions

and of rendering the subsequent discussion intelligible. It

then proceeds to discuss various fommloB and methods of

reduction, employing in this connexion a proposed standard

notation and nomenclature, which I have found conrenient in

my own work. I hope in a subsequent paper to describe some
of the more recent developments and applications of the

platinum thermometer, more particularly tnose which have
occurred to me in the conrse of niy own work, and which have
not yet been published or described elsewhere*

* Ooauninicated bjr the Aathor.
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Iltatorical Summary,

The earlier experiments on the variation of the electrical

ref«i«!tance of metals with toinporatiiro wore either too rough,
or too limited in range, to afford any satisfactory basis for a
iorinula. The conclusion of Leuz (1838), that the resistance

reached a maximum at a comparatively low temperature,

generally between 200° and 300^ 0., was deriyed from the
empirical formula,

R7R=l + a«+6^, (L)
in which and R stand for the resistances at 0** and 0.,

respectively. This conehision resulted simply from the

accident that he expressed his results in t-ernis of condiictivitff

^ instead of resistance, and could be disproved by the roughest
''qnalitatire ezperiroents at temperatnres bejond the range
0° to 100° C, to which his obuervations were restricted.

Matthiessen (1862), in his laborious and extensiye investiga-

tions, also unfortunately fell into the same method of
expression. His results hnve been very widely quoted :md
adopted, but, owing to the extreme inadequacy of rlic formula,

the accuracy of his work is very seriou.slj impaired oven
within the limits of the experimental range to which it was
confined. The so-called Law of Gkinsins, that the resistance

of pure metals varied as the absolute temperature, was a
generalization founded on similarly incomplete data. The
exporimonts of Arndtsen (18.58), by which it was suggested,

jt^ave, for instance, the temporature-coethcients '00394 for

copper, '00311 for silver and 00413 for iron, all of which
differ considerably from the required coefHcient '00<5t>65.

The observations, moreover, were not snffidentiy exact to

show the deviation of the resistance-variation from linealitj.

The eicperiments of Sir William Siemens (1870) did not
afford any evidence for the particnlar formula which he pro-

posed, at least in the case of iron. These formula? have been
aireatly discuss^nl in |)revious connnunications*, but con-

sidenn*!; tlie ex lent t o wiiioh they are still quoted, it may be

instructive to append the curves representing them, as a
gruphio illustration of the danger of applying for purposes of
extrapolation formula of an iHi>uitubIe type. The curves

labelled Morrisf and Benoit, which are of the same genenU
character but differ in steepness, may be taken as representing

approximately the resistance-variation of specimens of pure
and impure iron respectively.

The lirst experiments which can be said to litive atForded

any satisfiictory basis for a general formula were thcee of

• GrikiuUr, FhiL Miw. July 1881 ; Q. M. plaik, SMridMi, Jml 1687.

t FhiL Mag. Sept. 1897» p. S13.
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Benoit {Omptea Rendut, 1873, p. 342) . Though apparently

Utile known and seldom quoted, bis results represent a great

advance on previons work in point of range and accuracy.

Fi-. 1.

-axp -sjbo -100 0 iw» looo aouo 400^ sqoo eooo 900^ aooo mqo

Tlie M'ires on which he MLperlmented were wound on day
cylinders and heated in va])Our-l)aths of steam (100°), mercury
(3()0°), snlpliur (110°), and f.idiniuni (800°), and in a liquid

batli oriuercury lor tt'iiiperatures below liOO'^. Tbe resistanecs

were measured liv means of a Bee(juerel differential <;alvano-

meter and a rbeoalat cousibting of two plaiiuuia wirei with a

iMliug uiercury-contaot. It is evident that the valnei which
beaBSumed for the higher boiling-points are somewhat rough.
Tbe boiling-point attributed to cadmium, following Deville

and Troost, is about 50° too bigb aecording to later experi-

ments by tbe same autborities, or idiout 1*0° too bigb aerording

to Caruelley and AVillianis. It would appear also tliat no
special precautions were tiikeu to eliminate errors due to

tnernioelectric efifects, to changes in the resistance of the

leading wires, and to defective insulation, Ac. In spite of

these obvious defects it is surprising to finid how closely the
results as a whole agree with tbe observations of subsequent
investigators. The resistance-variation of ail the more oonunon
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194 Prof. H. L. Callendar on Platinum Thermometry,

metals, according to Benoit, is approximateljr represeoted by
an empirical formula of the type

K/B°«l+a«+6^, (B)

where R is tlie renstance at any temperature t, and the

resistance at (f C. The values of the coDstants a and h which
he >(ives for iron and steel represent correctly (in oi)i)()siti()n

to tlif» formula of Siemens) the very rapid increase in tlie rato

of change of resistance with temperature, as shown bv the

relatively large positive value of the coetiicient h. He gives

also in the case of platinum a small ne^^ative value for b (a

result since abundantly confirmed), although the specimen
which he used was eviaently far from pure*. This formuhi,

which is the most natural to adopt for representing the
deviations from lineality in a case of this kind, had been
prcvioii<lv cm ployed to a limited extent hv ofli^rs for the

variation of resistance ^vith temperature; but it liad not pre-

viously been proved to be suitable to represent this particular

phenomenon over so extended a range.
' The work of the Committee of the British Association in
1874 was mainly confined to investigating the changes of
zero of a Siemens ])yi oineter when heated in an ordinary fire

to moderately elevated temperature?. Finding that the pyro-

meter did not s ttisfv the fundamental criterion of giving

always the same iiuiication at the same tempeinture, it did

not seem worth while to pursue the method further, and the
question remained in abeyance for several Tears. In the

meantime great advances were made in tae theory and
practice of electrical measurement, so that when I com-
menced to investigate the subject at the Cavendish lAbo-
ratory, the home of the electrical standard^, in 1885, I was
able to carry out the electrical measurements in a more
satisfactory iinuiucr, and to avoid many of the sources of

error existing in previous work. The results of my investi-

gations were communicated to the Royal Society in June
1886, and were published, with additions, in the ' Philoso-

phical Transactions^ of the following year. Owing to a
personal accident, no complete abstract of this paper as a

whole was ever publislied ; and as the paper in its original

form is somewhat long and inaccessible, many of the points

it contained have since been overlooked. The greater part of

the paper was occupied with the discussion of methods and
ohservations with air'thermometers ; hut it may not he amiss
at tiie present time to give a summary of the main conclusions

* It ma]r he remarked that the dgn of this ooeffideat for platintua and
p^n^^iiim ig mmgly quoted in Wi«d«manD| J&MtriiMStf voL i. p. 635.
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which it contained, so far as tliey relate to ihe subject of

platioum therinometiy.

(1) It was shown that a platinnm resistanco-tlioniiotnpfor,

, if sufficiently protected from strain and contamination,
* practically free IVom clianges of zero over a range of 0° to

1200° C, and satisfied ihe fundamental oriterion of giving

olwajB the same indication at the same temperature.

{%) It was proposed to use the platinum thei*mometer as a

secondary standard, the temperature^ on the platinum acale

being defined bjr the ibrmola

p<=100(R-H^)/(R'-H^, •.•.(!)
in which the letters R, R°, II' si and for the observed resist-

ances at tb6 temperatares pt, 0°, and 1(XP C. respectivelj.

(3) By comparing the values of pi dedoced from different

Eairs of spccimons of platinnm wires, wound side bj side and
eated together in such a manner as to be always at the same

tein|HMatnrf , it was shown that different \v!n's a^iree'l very

cl()>i I v in giviii<i the same value of any temperature i>t on the

platinum scale, aiihough ditl'ering considerably in the values

of their temperature-coefHcients. (See below, p. 20U.)

(4) A direct comparison was made between the pktinnm
scale and the scale of the air-thermometer by means of several

different instruments, in which the coil of platinum wire was
enclosed inside the hulh of the nir-thermometcr if <(»ir, and so

arrttnircd as to be always at tlio same mean temperature as the

mass of air under observation. As the result of this com-
parison, it was shown that the small deviations of the platinum

scale from the temperature t by air-thermometer oonld he
represented by the simple differenoe-formola

D=<-;)<=<f(</100-l)//100, . ... (2)

with a probable error of less thau C. over the range 0° to

650° C.

(5) It was inferred from the comparisons of different

specimens of wire referred to in (3) (which comparisons were
independent of all the various sources of error affscting tiie

air-tnermomcter, and could not have been in error by so much
as a tenth of a degree) that the simple parabolic formula did
not in all cases represent the small residaai differences between
the wires.

(G) It was shown by the direct conijjarison of other typical

metals and alloys with platinum, that the temperature-variation

ofthe resistance of meiftls and alloys in general coold probably
be represented by the same type of formula over a oomader-
able nmge with nearly the same order of accuracy as in the
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case of platiimui. But, that the formula diil not rcpro^^ent

siugularitie.* due to chanjje of state or structure, sueli as th«ie

occurring in the case of iron at the ciiiicui tuiiiptirature, or in

ihe case of tin at the point of fosion.

This paper attraeted very little attention imtil the resnlts

^vere confirmed hy the independent observations of GriffiUis*,

who in 18U0 applied the pktinutn thennometar to the deter-

mination of certain boiling- and frc /ni'j'-points, and to the

testing! of mercury tliermonieters ut iiuiited scale. The
results of lliia work appeared at lirst to disagree materially

with the difference-formida already quoted, the di:*crepancy

amoanting to between fS* and T* at 440'' G. Ail»r his work
had been commnntGatod to the Boyal Society a direet oom-
parison was made with one of tny thermometers in bis appa-
ratus ; and the discrepancy was traced to the assumption by
Griffiths of Re^jnanlt's vidu" 448°'38 C. for tho boiHuL'^-fHMiit

of :*ulphur. We theielbre undertook a joint redeternniiation

of this poiut with great care, employ in for the purpose ojie

ofmy original air-themometers which nad been used in the

experimentB of 1886. The results of this determination were
communicated to the Hoyal Society in December 18iK), and
brought the observations of Gkiffifchs into complete harmony
with my own and with the most accurate work of previous

observers on the oilier boilinf^- and freezing-points in question.

The agreement between hi.s thermometers when reihiced bv
the ditforence-foraiula (2j, employing for each instrument the

nnprupriate valno for the difference-coefficient was in fact

closer than I had previously obtained with platinum wires

firom difierent sonrces. But the agreement served only to

confirm the convenience of the method •t)f reduction by
means of the Sulphur Boiliug-foint (S.B.F.) which we
proposed in that yaperf.

Propoted Standard Hotaticn cmd Ifimendaiure.

It will be convenient at this stage^ before proceeding to

discuss the results of later work, to espkin in detail the
notation and phra>< nl'^^X which 1 have found to be useful in

connexion with platmum tbermometry. Tbis notation bre^

already in part been ailo|ited by tbo niajoritv of >\uiker.s

in the platinum scale, and it would be a ^reut saviu«^ in time

and space if some standard system of theIcind could oe gene-
rally recognized. In devising the notation special attention

has been paid to the limitations of the connnereial typewriter,

as the miyority of communications to scientific sodetieB at

• Phil. Trans. cUxxii. (1881), A, pp. 4^-73.

t Ibid, U, pp. 118-157.
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\h» present time are required io be typewritten. It is lor
reason desirable to avoid, wherever possible^ ibe use of

Greek letters and subscript diacritics and indices.

The Fundamental Jnf( r nil

.

—Tlio denominator, K'— B.® in
fonnnla (1) for the platinum tenifiorni nre pt, reprosonts the
clianuc of ivsistuiicp of the thermometer between (f and
100"^ (J., und is called the fundamental interval of the thermo-
meier^ in accordance witb ordinary usage. It is convenient,
as BQggested in a previous oommomcatioii, to adjust the
resistance of each thermometer, and to measnre it in terms
of a unit such that the fniidamental interval is approxi^
matelv 100. The readinn; oi' tli(> instrnmont will then give
directly the vnlue oi 2't at any temiierature, siiKfecf onlv to a
small percentage correction for the error of adjustmeut of the
fnndameutal interval.

The Fundamental Coeffieient,—^Tbe mean value of the tem-
perature-coefficient of the change of resistance between 0**

and 100° is called the fundamental coefficient of the wire,
and is denoted by the letter c. The value of <• is given by the
expression (K'- R°)/100U° The value of this coefficient is

not iieeo«snrj^' for calculating or redncing platinum tempe-
ratures, but it is useful for identit_y iiig the wire and as giviuir
an indication of lis probable purity.

The Fundamental Zero,—The reciprocal of ibe fundamental
coefficient e is called the fundamental zero of the scale of tbe
thermometer, and is denoted by the symbol so that
pf^= 1 fc: The f'linrJamontal zero, taken with tlie negative
sign, represents the tenqierature on the scale of the in.strnment
itself at which its rc-i-tance would vanish. It does not
necessarily possess any phytieul meaning, but it is often more
conyenient to use tban tbe fundamental coefficient U, g,,
PbiL Trans. A, 1887, p. 225). It maj be remarked ibat,
if the resistance has been accurately adjusted so ^at tbe
fundamental interval is 100 units, B% tbe resistance at 0^
will be numerically equal to pt°.

The Diy'erence Formula.— It is convenient to write the
formula for the difference between t and pt in the form already
given (2), as the product of three factors, d x (</100— 1) x t/\ 00,
ratber than in tbe form involving the square of </100, which I
originally gave, and which has always been quoted, Owiixr
to the form in wbicb it was originally cast, 1 find that most
observers have acquired the li:i^tt oP working the formula in
the following manner. First tuid the square of //lOO,
then subtract </100, writing the litrures down on |)a])er, and
finally multiply the diti'eroncc by the ditiereuce-coetiicient d
with the aid of a slide-rule. It is very much easier to >a ork

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 47. No. 285. Feb. 1 6dd. P
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198 Prof. H* L. OaUendar on Platmum Thermometry*

iho formula as the prodnct of three faoton, beoanae the snbl^^

traction (f/100— 1) can he safely performed by mental
arithmetic. The whole process can tnen be performed hj
one application of tho slide-rnlo, in>itond of two, and it is

unnecessary to write down any intermediate steps on jiapor.

The Paraholte Function.—It i« convenient to luive an
abbreviation for the parabolic timctiou of t vanishing at

0° and 100**, -which occurs so frequently in questions of

thermometry. I have found the abbreviation p{t) both sng-

festive and useful for this purpose. The formula may then
e written in the abbreviated shape, t=pt-\-dxp(t).

The ^^S.B.Py Method of Rednrf'on.—A^isnming the differ-

enee-formnla, tlio value of the diHerence-coethciont d may be

determined by observing the resistance R", and caleulating

the corresponding value of the platinum temperature pt", at

some secondary fixed point If'^ the temperature of which is

known on the scale of the gas-thermometer. The boiiing-

point of sniphnr (S.B.P.) is generally the most convenient
to use, and has been widely adopted for this purpose. As-

suming that this point is chosen for tlie juirpose, and that the

height of the barometer at the tinio is 7(>0 + /* millims., the

corresponding temperature is given by the formula

- «''«444:-53+ -082/1,

provided that A is small, and 1^8 corresponding value of the

parabolic function by the formula

;o(0 = 15-32 + -0065 A,

Vf\iQTi(ied={t"-pl/^lp{t").

With the host apparatus it is possible to attain an order of

accuracy of about 0"1 per cent, in the vahie of (7 ohtainod by
this method, at least in the case of theriuoiiieters which are

not used at tem[>eratures above 500*^. At higher temperatures

the exact application of the formula would be more open to

Question, and it may be doubted whether the valne of ihe

ifference-coeffi(-ieat would remain constant to so small a
fraction of itself.

( >f /tt'i' SeconJaiy Fi.rrd J* 'htt.'<.—For very accurate work
between 0° ;ind iOif 0. it iiii;i:lit be preferable to use a value

of d determined at 50" C, either by direct comparison with

an air-thermometer or by comparison with a standard platinum

thermometer. The latter comparison would be much the

easier and more accurate. Although the most careful com-
parisons have hitherto failed to snow that the value of d
obtained by assuming the b.B.P. does not give correct results
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between 0° and lOO"^ C.^ it is quite possible that this might not
always be the case.

For work at low teinperatores it would be preferable, from
every point of view, to make use of the boiling*point of oxygen
as the secondary fixed point. There appears to be a ^'(>ry

genonil ronsonsus of opinion thiit tlie temperature of liquid

o\yg(m boilino; under a pressure of 760 mm. is —182^*5 0.,

on the scale of tlie constant-volume hydrogen or helium
thermometer*. It is quite possible that, as in the case of

water and most other liquids^ the temperatnre of the boiling

liquid woald be different from that of tne condensing vaponr
at the same pressure ; but the boiling liquid is the most con-
venient to employ, and it appears that its temperature is

sfeady to two or three tenths of a defrree, and reproducible by
d liferent o])<ervers to a similar or. Iff of a-v-nracy. I have
found it convenient for purposes ul distinetion to employ the

symbol (F to denote the value of d deduced from the boiling-

point of oxygen, and the symbol 4" to denote that deduced
from the boiling-point of snlphnr. The formnliB for the

pressure correction in the case of oxygen are approximately

<= -182-5+020 A; p(<)=5-16-'0009a*.

The Resistance Forinula.—I have shown in tlio paper

already referred to that the adoption of the parabolic ditter-

ence^formula for the relation between pt and t is equivBlent

to assuming for the reeistanoe-variation the formula

R/R<^=i + a^ + ^»<2^ ...... (3)

The values of the coeflicients a and b are found in terms of <?

and rf, or vice versdj by means of the relations

+<i/100), 6= --<jii/10,000.

Orcmhie Method of Reduction.—The quickest and most
generally convenient method of reducing platinum tempe-
ratures to the air-scale i< to plot the difference t—pt in terms

of t as abscis«a, and to deduce graphically the curve of differ-

ence in terms of pt as abscissa, as described and illustrated

in my original paper. This method is particularly suitable at

temperatures up to 500*^ C, as the difrereace over this range
is relatively small and accurately know n . It is also very con-
venient rf a large number of determinations are to he made
with a single instrument. It is not so convenient in the ca«o

of a number of different instruments with diti'erent coefficients,

• The ex]iprimeiital evidence for this number Lb not ^uite satisfactory,

owing to dill'erences in the atmospheric preseure and impurities in the

oxygen. It must be nnderatooa that the adoption of this valoe is

pfOThdonal and salnect to oonection.

P2
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eacli of 'whicli is nMd for a comparatively limited namW of

determinatioDfl. In such a case the trouble of drawing the

flOparate curves, with sufficient care to he of use, would more
than counterbalance the advantage to be gained by the

method.

Heycock and Ntcilh^^ Mctltod.—In order to avoid this

difficult}' Messrs. Heycock and Neville, in their classical

researc£es at high temperatores* devised an ingenions modi-
ficaticm of prooednre, which has given very good resnlfs

in their hands, but is not quite identical with the simple

difference-formnla. They described a difference-curve in the

usual manner, fnvinjj the value of the (liflTerenco in torm? of

pt as abscissa for a stmidard value r/=l*50 of tiio ditt'erence-

coefhcient. The appropriate values of d were determined in

the case of each pyrometer by the S.B.P. method, in re-

dncing the observations for any given valnes ofpt and dj the
valne of the difference corresponding to pt was taken from
the cnrve for r/=l'50, and was then multiplied by the factor

and added to pt. This method is very expeditious

and ronvenient. rtnd gives results which are in practical

agreement Avith the pure difference-formula, provided that,

as was almost invariably the case in tlieir obser\'ations, tho

values of do not differ materially from the average 1*50.

If, however, the
i
nire difiference-foimola is correct, tiiemethod

could not be applied in the case of values of d differing con>
siderably from the average. The difference between tho

methods cannot ho simply expro<!«!f»d in terms of eitlier j>f or /

for co!i'^ir]eral)le variulion^ in the value of r/. But tor a small

variation bd in tho value oi' d in tlie vicinity of the normal
value, it is easy to show thai the did'erence ht between
the tme valne of I aa given hj the difierence-formuht

t^pt=d^(t), and the valne fonnd by the method of Heycock
and NeviUoi is approximately

«f=&^(d/;d/>/-i)/>(Ot.

Neglecting the vm iaiion of d entirely, the error would bo

B't^Bd{drdpt)p(t).

For example, at/= 1000°, ;>(/)=90, (dt/dpt)=l'AO, we
should find for a variation of d from 1*50 to 1*60, the values

a<=::r-8 (H. & N.), and B'f=} 2-8 (variation neglected).

This is an extreme ea*e. Jn the obscrvatious of Heycock
and Neville, the values luund tor the coelhcient d seldom

* Trana. Cheni. Sor. Feb. l.^o, p. IP?.

t The value of dt^npt hi auv poiut is readilv found by difleKentiAtiiur

the dillbreBos*lbnnii]a (2), ^pC/dfal-Cf/dO-ljd^iOO.

t
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varied so much as *0i on either side of the mean, in the cnie
of their st^mdard wire. It is, moreover, quite possible that

these variations may have been partly due to fortuitous differ-

enco?5 fit Iho S.1>,I\ and at the fixon ]>oints. in which rafjo it

is |>i()l)al)l«' tliat the Heycock and Neville meilioil of reduction

would Wd to more consistent results than the jjure diMerenco-

formak, because it does not allow full weight to the apparent
variations of <l as detenmned by the B.B.P. observations.

It is clearly necessary, as Heycock and Neville have shown,
and as the above calculation would indioate, to take some
account of the small variations of (/, at least in the case of

pyrometers in constant use at hi;4h tempor€iture«. Tho method
of Heycock and Neville appf»ars to Ih» a very comciiiciu and
practical way of doing this, provided that the variations of d
are small. It most also be observed that, although the indi-

vidual reductions by their method may dififer by as much as
1^ or 2^ at 1000^ from the application of th<- pure diflTerenoe-

formula^ the avenge results for the normal value of d will be
in exact agreement with it.

Dtfferenc^'Formula in Terms of pf,—In discussin;^ the

variation of resistance as a function oi the temperature, it is

most natural and coDveuieut to express the results in terms of

tbe temperature % on the scale of the air-themiometer by
means oi the parabolic formula already given. This formula

has the advantage of l ading to simple relations between the

temperatore-coeMcients ; and it also appears to represent the

general phenomenon of the re?!t<tanee-variation of met.il>

over a wide range ol temperature with grenter aeenracy than

any other equally convenient formula. Whoa, however, it

is simply a question of fiuding the temperature from the

observed value of the resistance, or from the observed reading

of a platinum thermometer, over a comparatively limited

range, it is equally natural, and in some respects more con-

venient^ to have a formula which gives t directly in terms of

pt or R. This method of expression wn^ originally adopted

hv Griffiths, ^vllo expi'e-.-rd tlie result > ot' the calibration of

his thcrmometei> Ia means ol u lormula of tho typo

i-'pi=^apt'\'hjj^-{'C^*-^dpt^, . . . (G)

The introduction of the third and fourth powers of pi in

this equation was due to the assumption of Kegnaulfs value

for tho boiling-point of sulphur, if we make a correction

for this, the observations can lie very fairly represented by a
parabolic formula of tho type already given, namely,

i~pi^d'{ptim'-i)pttm^d'p{pt), . . (4)
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This formula is so simple and convenient, and agrees so

otoselyoYW moderate ranges oftemperatare with the binary
differenoe-formnla, as to be well worth diaouflsion. I have
been in the habit of using it myself for a number of years In

approximate mJiu'tion«t at niodcrafc temperatures, more par-

ticnlnrlv in e;t.:*;nTi-( limine and coiuluctivity experiment?, in

which i'or other reu5uii.^ u lii;;h degree of accuracy is not

reouired. It has also been recently suggested by Dickson
(Phil. Mag., Bee. 1897), though his suggestion is coupled

with a protest against plodnnm temperatures.

The value of the mfTerence-coefficient in this formula

may be determined as asnal by reference to the boiling-point

of sulj)hur, or it may be deduced approxiniatr Iv iVoni the

value of the ordinary diii'erence'>coeiiicieut d by means of the

relation

d'= J/{i--Ond), or d=d'/il'¥'077d').

If this value is cIiosct) for the coefficient, the two diftier-

ence-formulae will oi' coitifte aofree at 0°, 100°, and 445° C,
but will differ slightly at other teniijeratures. The order of

rament between the formuba is shown at Tarions points of

scale by the annexed table, in which t represents the
temperature given by the ordinnry formula l*50p(0i
and t' the temperature calculated by formula (4) for the same
value of pt^ choosinrr the valae <i'^i*6d5y to make the two
formul^t; agree at the

Tablb T.

Comparison of Diiference-Formulse, (2) k (4).

i

t-t' ...

-800« -300° ^lflO»

-00-64 +•050°

200°

•.'23°

300°

-•42°

-•a6»

600° 800° 1000°

+9a»^

1200° 1£00<*

it will be observed that tJie difference is reasonjibly small

between the limits --200^ and +600^, bnt that it becomes
considerable at high temperatures. A much closer agreement
may be readily obtained over small ranges of teniju i ature by
choosing a suitable value of c?'. Tlie two foninil become
practically indi«tinj;nishabl«' I'etwoen 0° and lUO'^, for in-

stance, if we make d' = d. Fur steam-engine work Tgeiierully

selected the value of d' to make the formulie agree at 200° U.
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For work at low temperatures, itwould be most com eiiient to

select the boiUng-point of oxygen for the determinatioii of

either difTerence-coefficient. The two formnlrp are so similar

that they cannot \m rlistinguisheil with certainty over a

iiiotlei ate range of tem|i('rntnre. But it' the values of the ditfer-

ence-coethcients are calculated from the S.B.P., the balance

of evidence appears to be in favour of the ori|^nal formula (2).

Formnk (4) appears to give differences wbicb are too large

between 0° and 100° C; and it does not agree nearly so

well as (2) with my own air-thermometer observations over

the range 0° to i.")!)^ C. It appears nho from the work of

Heycock and Neville to give resn Its win" cli are too low at high
temperatures as compared with those ot other observers.

It is obvious, from the similarity oi form, that the differ-

ence-formula (4) in terms oSpt corresponds, as in the case of

formula (2), to a parabolic relation between the temperatore

and resistanooi of the type
<=-<o+ a'R/R*'+ y(R/R°f=o''(R/R**-l) + 6"(R/R<»-1)^ (5)

AVheii R = 0, <=-t° = -^a''-6'0. Also b'=^b", and

The values of the fundamental coefficient c, and of the fun-

damental zero pt°y are of course the same on either formula,

provided that they are calculated from observations at 0° and
100° C, hut not, if they are calculated from observations

ontsido that ranfre. The values of the coefficients a" and f/^

are given in terms of d', and either pt'^, or c, by the relations

a"=:/rf°(l-<i7l00)=:(l-<i7l00)/c, and = 10,0006V.

Formulsa of this general type, but expressed in a slightly

different shape, have been used by Holborn and Wien for

their observations at low temperatures, and reeently hy
Dickson for reducing the results ol" Fleming and other

observers. But they do not employ tlie platinum scale or

the difference-form uia.

Maximum amd Minimum Values of the Bemianee and
Temperailure,'^^ maj be of interest to remark that the dif*

ference-formuhe (2) and (4) lead to maximum or minimum
values of pt and t respectively, which are always the same
tor the same value of d, but lie in general outside tht; mn^^o

of possible extrapolation. In the case of ibrniula (2), the

resistance reachesj a niaxinuun at a temperature / = — a/2//=s

(5000/(i) (l + i//100). The maximum values of pt and R are

given in terms of d and e by the equations

pt (max.) = ( l + r/ 100} ^/2= (2500A/) ('H-ff/100)«,

R/R^ (max.) =Jl+l>< (max.)/iot°=l+ (2500c/d) (l + (^/100)«.
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Similarly in the case of the (lifteronce-forinula (-i) in terms

of the maximum or minimum Yalu© of t is given in terms

of d' by the e<|uation

<(max.)= (l-^/V10U);>«/2= -(2500/^/0 (l-rf'/lOO)*.

Dickson's Fonnida,— In a recent number of this Journal

(Phil. Mag., Dec, 1897) Mr. Dickson has proposed tbeformnla

(R+ a)'=p{t-hh) (6)

He objects to the usual formula (3) on the grounds, (1)

that it leads to a maximom value of the resistance in the

case of platinum at a temperature of ahoat <s3250° C, and

(2) that any given valne of the resistance corresponds to tufo

temperatures. He asserts that ^' both of tliesu statt-meiits

indicate physical conditions wliifh wi^ have no reason to sup-

pose exist.*' In support of contt iit ion (i), he adduces a rough

observation of Ilolborn and AVien * to the effect that the

• Wied. Amu Oct 1896, p. Mr. Dickron and some other writers

appear to attach too mucli weight to these observations ot Mesers. Holbom
miQ Wien. So far as thev {ro, they affoul ;i vcrv fair coiifiriiiatiun of the

fundamental principles of platinum-tbermometr}- at high teoiperatures

;

but the experiments Hiemselvee were of an iocideiitiu chftraeter, and
were made with soniewliat unsuitable apparatus. Only two samples of
wire were tested, and the resistances employed were too small for

uccurnte ineasuaxment. The wires were heated in a badly-conductiug
,

muffle and were insulated by capillary tubes of poieelain or similar i

material. The temperature nt tlu wire under test wf s assumed to be the
j

mean of the tempemtures indicated by two thenuo-junctions at .ita

extremities ; but tne autbon state that ** the dirtribntion of temperature

in the furnace was very irregular/' Tlie resistance was measured by a

modification of the potentiometer method, and uo attempt was made to

elimuuLte leeidual uieraioelectrie effect?. Under these condiiaona the
observations showed that the resistance was not permaiu ntly changed by
exposure to a temperature of ICOO '

('.. at least \\ iiliin the limits of

accuracy of the resistMUee measuremeats. Jt is (^uitc ea^N
,
liowever, by

electric healing as in the " ineldometer," to verify the difierence-formula

at high temperature:^, with less risk of strain or contamination or bad
insulation. (See Petavel, Phil. Trans. A (189S), p. dOl.) I

The two series of obe^atious (exduding the series in which tbe tube
of the muffle craclit il, and the thermocouples and wire were so con-

taminated with silicon and furnace-gases m to render the observations

valueless) overlapped from 1060° to 1250° C, and abowed differences

between the two wires varying from 10
' to 4S>^ at these teiii]>erature8,

tiie errors of individual observations in either series bein^r aljoiit 10° to
16®. It must be remembered, however, that the twt> wires were of
^ffirmt sizes and resistances ; they were heated in different lumaoes

;

they were insulated with different materials; and tlieir temperatures
were deduced from different thermocouples. Taking these facts into

oonriderationy it is remarkable that the observed agreement should be so
close. The observatio ns ut tlie liigliest temperatures in both cases, with
the furnaces full blast and under the most favourable conditions for

'

securing uniformitj of temperature throughout the length of the wire, are

in veiy dose i^;re«neiit with the difference-formula (2), assuming </= 1 '76.

The aeeosd spedawn was also tested at lower temperatmes^ bat the
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resistance of one of their wires had already nearly reached
fiR° at a temperature of about 1010" C, whereas the maximitm
calcolated resistance in the case of one of my wires (with a coeffi-

cient r=*00310) wn« only <)*57G He omits to notice that
^ the r(':^iilt dt'jx'iids on tho coefficient* of tlie wire.

Tlic wire used by lioIKorn :ind Wieii had a t'lmduiiieutal

coefficieut = '00380, and the highest value of the resistance

actaally observed was not 6R? as suggested, but B/B^s=tV53,
at a temperature £a1610° C, deduced from thermo-janctiana

at each end. If wc assume dsl'TO as a probable value of
the difference-coefficient for their wire, the difference-formula

(2) wouUl give,

ati»l61(P, D=4U^ pt=m^, whence B/B''= 5*54.

It "^'ouid be absurd to attach much weight to so rough an
observation, but it will be seen that, so far as it goes, the

f result is consistent whh the usual formula, nnd does not bear

out Mr. Dickson's cunLeution. A more important (h Icct in

arguments (1) and (2) lies in the fact that niaximiiia and
minimum values of the resistance aie known to occur in

the case of manganin and bismuth within the experimental

range, and that such cases cnn be at least approximately

represented by a formula of the type (3), but cannot be
represented i)y a formula of the type ((I).

As ?hown l)v Table I. above, the fonnuia |»ropo>e(l hv
Dickson a;^r»'»-< fairly well with foi'inula ( o ), in tlic special

case of plutinuiii, through a considerable range, iiut the

case of phtiuum is exceptional. If we attempt to apply a

formula of Dickson's type to the case of other metals, we are

met bj practical dithculties of a serious character^ and are

driven to conclude tbat the claim that it is ^ more represen-

tative of the connexion li^^twoen temperature and resistance

than any formula hitherto proposed/' cannot be maiutained.

ob«ervRtiou8 are soinewlmt hicoujisistent, and lead to valuer of / \n Idch
arp rntlier large and variable, ran|rin;r from 3"7 2*({. Thew vai ijition'?

are probably due to eirors of obdervation or reduction. This io shown
by tne work of Mr. Tory (H.A. ilepoi-t, 1897), who niftde a direct oom-
pari^^oii between tli'- Ft—PtUh tlieriuormipln and tho platiriUia-flnnmo-

uieter by a mack moru accurate method than tbat of Uoiboru aud Wien.
He found the piurabolie difterence>fbnniilft for the pUliiiQin tb«nnometer
to be in very fair agreement between 100'^ and 800° 0. with the previous

series of ob-t'rvntinns i>f Ilolborn and Wien on this thfrmdcnnple (Wied.
Amu 1892^, aud thme can be little doubt lliat ihv di-citip iiuues bbowu
by their later tests were due chiefly t< > tlic mauy obvious defects of the

method. For n more detailorl rr5tici~in < f tliose observations, the v 1 1 :

should refer to a letter by Grilliths in ' Nature,' Feb. 27Ui, 1890. U is

mfficttent to attta hete that the conckuioiiB which tiieM oheerreni dcew
fm their eKpeiinMotB are not justified by the obaervatione themselvee.
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If, for instance, we take the observations of Fleminor on very

pure iron between 0° and 200*^ C, and calciilute u I'oramla ofm Holbom and Wieu, or IMebton, type to repreeent them,
we arrive at a curve similar to that shown in fig. 1 (p. 193).

(The values of the specific resistance of Fleming's wire are

redoced, for the sake of comparison, to the value R= 10,000
at 0*^ (\) This curve agrees very closely with that of Morris

and t»tlu'r obsorvfrs hotwoon 0° and 200° 0. Tho peculiarities

of tli«' curN i* beyoiul tlii> range are not dno to crrurr; in tlie

data, but to the unsuitable nature of the formula. A similar

result wonld be obtained in the case of iron by employ lag
anj other sufficiently accarate data. It will he observed that

the fonnula leads to a maximum value of the teni{)<-ratuTe

^=334^, and makes the resistance vanish at —107°. Below
334° there are two values of the resistance for each value of

the temperntnre, nnd the value of dU/dt at 334° is intinite,

both of which condition?? are at present unknown in the case

of an^"" metal, and are certainly not true in the case of

iron. If, instead of taking the value observed at + 19(3°*1 C,
we take the value obtained at the O.B.P. to calculate the

formula, we should find a better agreement with observation

at low temperatures, but the disagreement at higher tempe-
ratures would be greater.

If, on the other hand, wo tnlvo fhe f^nmp nh^ej'rafion.'t. ]\',\}v.oh\

c= -00625, and R/K- = 2-a72 when e= l'J(r-J. and calculate u

difference-formula of the tvpe (2) corresponding lo (3), we
find c/=-12-5, a= -0054G7, 6= 000,007825. The points

marked 0 in fig. 1 are calculated from this formula, and are

seen to be in practical agreement with the observations of
Morris up to 800°. As this formula stands the test of extra-

polation so much better than that of Holborn and Wien or

Dickson, we are justified in re^rarding it a« being prolinbly

more rcj re^^entative of the connexion between resistance and
temperature.

Adcantayi6 of the DijU'erence-Formula,—Mr. Dickson's ob-

jections to the platinum scale and to the difference-formula

appear to result from want of familiarity with the practical

use of the instrument. But as his remarks on this subject

are calculated to mislead others, it may be well to explain

briefly the advantages of the method, which was originally

devised witli fhe object of saving the labour of reduction

involved in the u'-e of ortlinary empirical formulie, and of

rendering the results of observutiuns with different instruments

directly and simj>ly comparable.

(1) In the first place, a properly constructed and adjusted

platinum thermometer reads directlj in degrees oftemperature
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on tlio platinum scale, jn«it like a mercury thermometer, or

any other iuistrumeut inteniled for practical use. The quantity

directly observed is not the resistance in ohms, but the tem-

perature on the platinum scale, eltber pt^ or pt+pt°. The
advantage of tiib method is that the indications of diflferent

instruments become directly comparable, and that the valaes

otpt for diflFerent vires agree very closely. If this method
is not adopted, the resistances in ohms of different instruments

at different temperatnios form a scries ol" meanin«j;le>> fif»urcs,

which cannot be i?3terpreted wirliout troublesome reductions.

(2) The second advantiige ot the ditierence-lorinula lies in

the fact that the difference is wmaLl^ more especially at mode-
rate temperainres, and can be at onco obtained from a carve
or a table, or calcalated on a small slide-rale, without the

necessity of minote accuracy of interpolation or calculation.

In many cases, owing to the smallness of the difference

between the Fcalcs, the results of a series of observations

can be worked out entirely in terms of the platinum scale,

and no reduction need be made uniil the end of the reries.

For instance, in an elaborate series of experiments on tlie

variation of the specific beat of water between 0^ and 100° C,
on which I have been recently engaged, by a method de»
scribed in the Brit. Assoc. Heport, 1897, all the observations

are worked out in terms of the platinum scale, and the re-

duction to the air-scule can be performed by the aid of the

ditference-formuia in half an hour at the end ol' the wholo
series. As all the readiii;;s ot" temperature have to be taken

and corrected to the ten-thousandth part of a degree, and as

the whole sories comprises abont 100,000 observations, it is

clear that the labour involved in Mr. Dickson's method of
redaction would have been ^uite prohibitive. It is only by
the general introdaotion of the method of small corrections

that such work becomes practicable.

On the Method nf Least Squares.—There appears to be a
widespread tendency among non-matheuiatical oljservers to

regard with almost superstitious reverence the value of results

obtained by the method of least squares. This reverence in

many cases is entirely misplaced, and the method itself, as

commonly applied, very often leads to erroneous results. For
instance, in a series of observations extending over a con-
siderable ranf^e of temperature, it would be incorrect to attach

equal weight to -aW the results, because all tlie sources of

error increase considerably as we depart further from the

fixed points of the scale. In a series of air-thermometer
observations, the fixed points themselves stand in quite a
different category to the remainder of the observations. The
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tonjj>onitnrf» is aecnrately known hx definition, and is not

(]('|)t'iiilt'iit on uncertain orrors of tlio in>triiiiT)ent. It is a

uli^take, tliereforo, in ro»]ik'iii;4* a Porit»jj oi obsiu-vatioiis of this

kind, to put all the ob*iirvatiun?>, including the tixed pointSi

on the same footing, and then apj)lj the method of least *

squares^ as Mr. Dickson has applied it in his redaction of the
results of various observers with platinum thermometers* For
instance, in order to make liis formula fit my obserrations at

hifihcr tomporntnres, lio is cnmpfllcd to admit an error of no
less than 0''<-i() on the iundanicntal interval it»"f*ll", which ii*

quite out ui tlie que.siioii, the probiible error of ol)»er\ation on
Ulis interval being of the order of if'Ql only. The correct

way of treating; the observations would be to ealealate the
valut's :it the fixed points separately, and tonse the remainder
of the ol).«f«rvatious for calculating the dlff rcnco-coefiicient.

Even here the graphic method is preferable to that of least

t?quar<'-. h««<':inse it is not (•n<y to decide on the appropriate 1

weights to be .ittaohed to the difforent (observations. Cor-

recting the metliod of calenlaiiou in thia manner, we should

Hod a series of difiPereaces between my observations and
Dickson's formula, of the order shown in Table I. It would
be at once obvious that the deviations from (6) were of a
svstematio type, and that it did not repn^sent the results of

this «cric': of (tliservations so well a« that wlileli T proj)osed.

The deviations shown in Dickson's own table ar(> of a syste- ,

matic character; but they would have been larger if he had
treated the fixed points correctly.

UmitaUoni of the J?^'erence-Formtila.—The observations

of Messrs. Hejcock and Neville at hieh temperatoras may be
taken as showing that the simple parabolic difierencc-formula,

in which the value of d is determmml by means of the S.B.P.
nietho<l, ^rives very satisfactory results, in 5?j)ite of tlio severe

^

extrnpohit ion to which it i« thus ^nhjected, provided that the

wire employed i?» oi pure and uuilorni quality. If, however,
the S.B.P. method of reduction is applied in the case of impure
wires at high temperatures, it ma^ lead to dillbrences which
are larger than tne original diflerenoes in the values of pt
before reduction. For instance^ I made a number of pyro>

meters some years ago with a sample of wire having the

copfficient^ ('='00?r20, d"=Vlf). My observations on the

freezing-points ot silver and <mAA (Phil. Mag., Feb. 1692}
were made with some of these p) roineters. All these instru-

ments gave very consistent results, but they could not be
brought into exact agreement with those oonstmcted of purer
wire by the simple S.B.P. method of redaction, employ- '

ing eitoer difbrenoe-formula (2) or (4). This is not at all
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surprising Avhon we consider the very larf^o difVcronce in the

lundauieiitul coefficient which i» approxiaiatcly '00390 in

iho case of the puresfc obtainable wire. The remarkable fact

is thaty as stated in my original paper (see above, p. 195) , the

Talues o{pi for such different specimeiig of wire should show
so close an agreenicnf tlirougli so wide a range. The ditter-

ence in thcftnidjunenUil coefficient;* in <his extreme < i-^nhont

20 percei»t.; but the values of;>< tor the two wires diller l)y only
4° at the S.B.P., apd this ditt'erence, instead ol iucreasing in

proportion to the square of the temperature, remains of the

same order, or nenrly so, at the freezing-points of silver and
gold. Thus the wire <;=*00320 gave pl^SdOP at the
Ag. F.P.y bnt I shortly afterwards obtiu'ncd with a specimen
of very pure wire (r = '003897), the value /)i= 835° for the

same point, Me«<r'<. Hcycocl^ nnd Neville, using the same
pure wire, have continue*! this vahic Tliey also find for the

F.P. of gold, with ditFerent instruments, constructed of the

same wire, the average value pt= [iOb°-S, I did not test this

Siint with the pare wire, bnt the value fonnd by Messrs.

eyoock and Neville mav be compared with the value

p<«902"'3 (Phil. Mag., Feb. 1892), which I fonnd at the
Mint with one of the old instnimonts.

From these and other conij)arisons of the platinum scales of

different wires, it ap[>ears likely that the deviation of the

impure wire from the parabolic curve is generally of this

nature. As shown bj the comparison curves in my original

paper, the deviation follows approximately the parabolic kw
Qp to 400", beyond that point the curves tend to become
parallel, and at higher ti inperatures they often show a

tendency to approach each ollir>r apfntn. The application of

the S.B.P. method of reducliou to impure wiro at high
temperatures will therefore give results which arc too higli,

because the value of d is calculated from the 8.13.P., where
the difference between the wires is nearly a maximum. Hius,
taking the values of d from the S.B.P. for the two specimens
of wire above quoted, we find, calculating Uie values of t for

the Ag.F.P., and Au.F.P. from the data,

Impure wire, o-*00B2O, <fsl'751

;

Ag. F.P., i= 98l G ; An. F.P., ««1092'0.
Pure wire, c= 00390, r/= 1-520

;

Ag. F.P., ^=960-7 ; An. F.P., <=i 1060-7.

The results for Uie impure wire olituincd by the S.B. P. method
of reduction are not so hig!i a^ those found by Barns witii a
Pt-PtTr thermo-element, which he compannl with an air-

thermometer up to 1050°. There can be little doubt|
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however, tliat tlicy :ire too high, and that the results given
by thf» pnro wire arc tho inor« probable. The lattor are

ji]ij)roxiniat('Iy a mean l>etweeii tlio values of ViolJe Si54°, and
Ilolboru and Wien 071°, ani may be taken, in the pre-

^
sent state of the science of bigb-temperature measurement,
to be at least as probable as any otlier Talnes, in spite of
the extrapolation from 445®, by which they are obtained.

The extrapolation is not really so unreasonable as manj
observers seem to think. The parabolic formula for resistance

variation has been vorifiod for a ;:rt'at variety of cases, through
a very wide range, and with niueii greater accuracy than in

the case of many so-called laws of nature. For instance, a
similar formula, proposed by Tait and Avemarius, is often

regarded as the law of the tnermoconple, bnt the deyiations .

of thermoconples from this law are far wider than those of the

most impure platinum thermometer. If we Uike a Pt-PtRh
thermocouple, and apply the S.B.P. mefbod of rfvlnction in

thf» same manner as in the case of a platinum theniiometer,

takin^^ the data, /= 100°, e=650 microvolts; t-UfP,€-=
630 mv. ; we should find -7*4. At /= lOOO^C, c=9550

mv., the temperature on the scale of the thermooonide is

et—\AW» The temperatnre calculated by the parabolic

formula is 804°. Whence it will be seen that the devia-

tion from the formula is about ten times as great as in the

case of n vcrv impnre platitnnn wire. A cnbfc formula was
em])loved by llollioi'ii and Wicn to repre-ciit tlicir observations

at bi^li temponaureti willi tliis thermocou]»le, but cv<'n this

fornmlu diflers by more than 20° from their observations at

IbQP G. It iSy moreover, so nnsatisfactoiy for extrapolation

that they preferred to adopt a rectilinear formula for deducing
temperatures above 1200^0.

There are, however, more serious objections to the adoj)tion '

of the thermocou])le. exeept ton linn'fod extent, as a secondary

standard :— (1) The scait; ol" the tiiennor<,iiple is seriously

all'ectcd, as shown by the observations of llulburn and Wien
and Barus at high temperatures, and of Fleming at low
temperatures, by Yariations in the quality of the platinum

wire and in the composition of the alloy. (2) The sen-

sitiveness of the Pt—PtRh thennoccunle at moderate
temperatures is too small io permit of tlie attainment of

the order of accnra< y ^< nerally required in standard work.

(3) No satisfactory melhod has yet been devised in the case

of the thermocouple for eliminaiing residual thermal eHt cts

in otJier parts of the drcnit, which materially limit* the

My present assistants, Prof. A. W. Porter, B.St-., ai;d Mr. X. Eumor-
fbpoiilcB, B.Sc, whose work onEmissmty and Theimal Conductivity bas
hwadj m part been published in this Journal, enployod this therrno-
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attjiinable accuracy. In the case of the platinum thermo-
meter tliese effef^ts are relatively imieh smnller, owing to the

hv'^i' change of resistance with ti^rnperature, and can be

completely eliminated in a very simple manner.

A^. l .F. Method of Reduction for Impure Wires.—The
simplest method of reaaction for such wires at high tempera*

tores, would be to take the Ag. F.P. as a secondary fixed

point instead of the 8. IIP. for the determination of the

diflferenoe-coefficient d. This wonld in general lead to a very

clo«je a^rreement at temperatures between 800° and 1200^( V,

but would leave residual errors of 3° or 4° at temperatures in

the noi^lihonrhood of the S.B.P. To obtiiin a continuous

fortmiia giving results consistent to within less than i°

throoghoai the range, it wonld be necessary to adopt the

method which I suggested in my last commuiucatioQ (PhiL

Mag.y Feb. 1892), assuming d to be a linear function of the

temperature of the form a+&<, and calculating the values of

a and h to make the instrument agree with the pure wire at

hotli the S.B.P. and the Ag. F.P., taking the latter as OGO^"?.

We should tind for the wire (/•='0O8'20) above quoted, rf=
1*580 at the Ag. F.P. Ifwe apply this value at the Au.
we shonld find tsl063^. mt if we employ the second
method, and oalcnkte a linear formula for d to make the -

results agree throughout the scale, taking r/= 1-751 at the

S,B.P., we obtain c/=a + = 1-898 --00033 U. Hence
the appropriate value of d to n- ' at the An. P.P. would be

<i= 1*547, giving tor the Au. F.P. i= 10 tiu'^O. which is in

closer agreement with the value 1060°" 7 given by the pure

wire. This method has also the advantage that it gives

practically perfect agreement at the S.B.P., aud at all points

between €P and 1000°. In the case of the mercury thermo-
meter, or the thermocouple, a similar cubic formula is reqnir^
to give an equally good agreement between O'* and 200^ C.

In the original paper in which the suggestion was made, I

COapie very extensively in their investigations. They inform uie that

they were compelled to abandon the inethorl shortly before my appoint-

menti because in spite of every precauiiuu whicli th<;ir experience could
anggest they f uiul it impoMuet owing tu these residual tlieruial effectBy

!o f^fFect a siiliici>„utly arrunite calibration of the Ft PtKh thermo-
couple at temperatures beiu eeu and iOJ^ C. The substitutioa of
bfuwr metsla micli as inm and -rmati-BilTer at low tempentures would
no doubt partly meet this ditliculty, but would involve the abandonment
of the wide range and constancy and uniformity of scale characteristic of

the platinum metals, which are q^ualiiications so essential fur a standard.

We conclude un these grounds that the appIicatioB of this thermo-
couple is liiuited to hi^h temp^niturps, and tliat the conleution that it h
nreterabie to the pktinumi thermometer as a seoondary standard cannot

dq rnvntuned.
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as^iiimed ientatiyelj a much lower value /=945° for the Ag.
F.P., giving,' a result /= 1037° for the Au. F.P., nhi/h

naturally does not ni^roo with the results of puh?frjiient work.

These results have riinee been nii!<<iiiote<l in a manner wliich

lias the effect of suggesting that the platinum iherniumeter

gives very capriciouji results at high teuiperatares. Holbom
and Wien, for instance; quote my value 981**"6 for ihe Ag.
F.P., obtained with the impure wire by the 8.B.P. method
of reduction, and at the same time quota the value 1037^

for the Au. F.P., which was obtained by assuming the mine
ili!}'^ for the Ag. F.P. Compriring thc^c with tho valnos

obrainf'd bv Hancock and Kcvillo with the jnirc wire, one

might naturally conclude, in tho absence of inl'orniatiou as to

the manner in which the two results were calculated, that

different wires gave very inconsistent resnlts. The troth is, on
the contrary, thai very different wires agree with remarkable

uniformity in giving approxinuitcly the same platinum-scale,

and that they also give consistent values of /provided that the

rodnction is effected in a con«i«fent rnnnnor. Bnt, altlioiifih

it is evident that this nif*tli(>(l in:iv lie made to eive consistent

results in tbo case of impure wire-, ii is in all eases preferable

t<* use pure wire of uniform quality, ii, lur instance, apyro-
' meter gives a value of e less than *0035, or a value of d

greater than 1*70, ft would be safer to reject it^ although it

may possibly give \ < ry consistent results. Yalues ofdgreater

than 2'00 at the S.B.P. sometitnes occur, but may generally

be fak^n as implying that the wire is contaminated. Such
instrument's ns a rule deteriorate rapidly, and do not give
consistent results at biffh temperatures.

27ie JJiprrence- Foriti tila at Low Temj/eratures.—The suita-

bility of the Platinum thermometer as an instrument for low-

temperature research is shown by the work of Dewar and
Fleming, and Olszewski, It has also been adopted by Holborn
and Wien, in spite of their original prejudice againi»t the

instrument. The first verification of the platinum scale at

very low tcmperntnres was given by Dewar and Fleming,
wliose researches by tliis method are the most exten>ive and
inqiortant. They found that two ditferent specimens of wire

with fundamental coefficients csi '00353, and c=s'00367

respectively, agreed very closely in giving the same values of
the platinum tempornturo down to —'220^. The values of

the difference-coefheients for these wires, calcalated by
assuming t= — 1^2'^'^) lor the boiling-j>oint of liquid oxygen,
are (/= 2"75 * and f/-:*•7!^ re

]
< > tivt^ly. The tirst of" tliose

reter> to the paiii ular wire which Dewar and Fleming
jiieiccled as their standard.

Sew bvluw,
i>.

11 IH, miiiiiii*, uud footaote.
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As ;in illustration of tlio method of rednction by the differ-

ence-formula, ii may be of iutorest to re|>rotiuce a table

ezhibidng hi detail the oompleto calculation of saoli a table of
rednctioii for the standaitl wire employed by Dewar and
Fleming. We select for this purpose tin? f 1: owin^corrected
data, taken from their paper in the Phil, Mag., Jalj 11^95,

p. 100.

Thermometer in Melting Ice, R'^rrS-lOSO, ^ = 0° 0.

„ Steam at 760 mm., W^ l^im, t = iOO^ C.
Liquid Oxv<ron, R''=zi)'Ul^,t=^m°'6Q.

From these data avo deduce ;

—

Fundamental Interval, R'-R°= 1*0975.

Fundamental Coefficient, (R'-K°)/100R°=-00;j:i3;J.

Fundamental Zero, /?<°=l/<j=283**-00.

In Liquid Oxygen,
;>*=-196°-7, /= - 182°-5, D=<-/?«=14°-2.

Diiference-Coefficient, d=D/p{t)= 14'2/5-16= 2'75.

Difference-Formula, D= f-;)i= 2-75(</100— 1)</100.

To find the difference-formula iu terms of pt, we have
similarly,

DifEerence-Coefficient, d'= D/p{pt) = i4-2/5'84=2i3.
Pt Difierence-Formula, jy^^—pt=2'4S(pt/i0O^l)pt/i00.

As a verification we may take the observation in solid COg
and ether, assuming Regnault's value — 78^*2 for the true

temperature.

Difference-Formula (D) gives, /—j?^=2- 75 x 139 =3°'82.

The oliserved value of pti-i given a? — 81®*9. Thus the

two iorniulie give, (D) ^=-78°-l, and (D'} i'=-78°-3, re-

spectively.

The following Table shows the comparison of the formulas

for every ten degrees throughout the range. The first three
columns contain the whole work of the calculation for formula
(D') . The second column contains the values of D' calculated

by tlie aid of a small slide-rule. These when added to the

values of/?/ in the first column, give the values of / shown in

the third coiunm. The fourth column contains the correspond-

ing values of the difference in t for X^pt, obtained by differen-

tiating the difference-formula. These are written down by
the method of differences. The fifth column contains the

difference t'—t' between the values of / deduced by the two
fornmlfc. The sixtli contains the values of t by formula (D)

;

and the seventh is added for comparison with the table given
by Dickson (Phil. Mag., June 1898, p. 527).

FhiL Mag, S. 5. Vol. 4V. No. 285. Feb. 1899. Q
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TabLB II.—Table of Rednetion for Dewar and Memmg's
Standard JPiatiuum Ihermometer.

pt Cc.).

+ 100

+
+ 0

W.
:
t'i^C). dt/dp(. t-t'. fcc.)

1

0 +100
-061 +4939
0 1 0

1024
1000

0-0 +100
-0-08 +49-31
0 0

+ 09-85

+49-47

20
20
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

+058
+0-95
+ 1-36

+ 1 82
+233
+2-89
+3-50
+415
+4-86

110
120
130
-140
150
-160

170
-180
-190

•200

-210

-220
'280

240
'250
>260
-270
-280

+
+
+
+
+

560
641
7-28
8-14
9-12

+ 10-1

+ 11-2

+ 123
+ 13-4

+14-6

-19-42
-29-05
-38-64
-48-18
-57^7
-6711
-76-50
-85^5
-9514

-104 4
-113-6
-122-7
-1319
-140-9
-149-9
-1588
-167 7
-176-6
-185*4

+ 15-8

+ 171
-f
18-4

-H98
+213
+22«
+243
+26-8
+25-4

-104 2
-2029
1-211-6
1-220-2

i
-228-7
'-2S7-2
-245-7

i- 254-2

I

-9^16

•961

-956

-947

•943

i»37
-932

•927

•9I7
•912

•907

-908
•898

•883

+0-05
+0<«8
+0-11
+014
+ 0-17

+010
+0-22
+0-23
+025

+0-26
+0-26
+0-25
+0-24
•+{j-22

+0-19
+0-16
+011
+0-05
.Oi»2

19 37
-2897
38-; 3
48-04

57-50

-(:6'92

-76-28

85-62

-94 89

-19-18,
-28-81

I

—S8S9;
-47 92
-57-^2
-66 83'

-76-25
-8561

,

-94-92!

•874

•8d9
•864

859
•855

-m
-845

•840

J

-0-09 -

-0-20
-0-31

;

-0^43
-0^68
-<h73 .

-0 90 '

-1^
-116

IWl
118-8
122-5

131-6

140-7

149-7

-158-6

107'6
-176-5

- 185-4

194 3
-203-1

-2206
-229-3

-287-9

-246 6
-2^3
-207-8

Pi

li-

I'-

I'-

104-2

1134
122-6

131-7

140-8

149-8

158-8

107-8

ITti 7

185-5

1943
2031
211-8
220-5

229-1

287'7

2463
254-8

267*3

Tlie above table nfford;* a good illustration of the point

already mentioued, tluit the results obtained from the two
differeDce^fomnln (D) uud (D^ agree ao dosely oyer a limited

nn^e, as in the present case, tbai it is olleu (fulte Immaterial
winch of the two is used for pnrpoees of reduction. The
largest dilfereiioe over tb<> exjierimental ruage in the present
TTistanee is only O^ 'X wliieh is less than many of the errors of

observation, exco^)t at the tixod points and under the most
favourable conditions. In oonipiring the two torniulT the

following expression for tho diflereuco between them is

occasionally nsefnl :

—

D-iyz^t-Hmtdhi,:^+D- 100)/10,000+ - i)iy.
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Prof. H. L. Oallendar on PMnum Thermometry, 215

It is generally sufficient to pot D=:D' on the right-hand side

of this formula, so that if either is known the difference

between them niaj be determiDed with considerable accnracy.
It will be obsenred that tbe table of reduction given by

IHckflon agrees very closely with either of the difference-

formula). But, on tho whole, most closely with (D). If

Dickson liiul calculated his formula from the same dati il

would Lave given re^^ults identical with (D'). By giving

equal weight, lioweverj to all the ohservations, \\ ithout regard

to steadiness of temperature or probable accuracy, he is com-
pelled, as in tbe previons inBtance, to adroit an error of (^35
in ibe fondamen&l intenral itself, wbich is qaite impossible.

Except at tbese points the probable error of bis redaction is

not of vital import:)noc ; on the contrary, the general agree-
ment witli (1>) is so close that it i? diflicniU to see on what
grounds ho can regard the latter as being either incorrect or

inadequate.

For practical purposes u table of this kiud is not convenient

owiii*^ 10 the oontinnal necessity for interpolation. A graphic

chart in which t is plotted directly against pt is objectionable,

because it does not a<lniit of sutiieient aconracj nnless it is

plotted on an unwieldy scale. The difference-curve avoids
this difficulty, ;ni(Hs uuicli to be prelV'rred for lalxn-atory work.

tor occasional reduction it is so easy to calculate the

difference directly Ironi the formula that it is not worth while

to take the trouble to plot a curve.

Reduction of OUxewdtCn O^aervaUont^—^The observations

of Olsaewski on the critical pressure and teroneratnre and
boiling-point of hydrogen, described in the PniL Mag. for

July 1895, were made with a platinnm thermometer of *001

inch wire wound on a mica frame in the uf^nal manner. He
gradnated this thermometer by dir<H't compari<ion with a

constiint-volume hydrogen thermoiueicr at the lowest tem-
peratures which he could obtain by means of liquid oxygen
boiling under diminished pressure. The lower temperatures,

observed with the thermometer immersed in temporarily

liquefied hydrogen, were deduced from the observetl resist-

ances by rectilinear extrapolation, assuming that the resistance

of the platinum thermometer continued to decrease, as the

temperature fell, at the same rate as over tho lowest tempe-

rature interval, — lb2-;» to — 2Ub'5, included in the raii^re of

the comparison with the hydrogen thermometer. It is pos-

sible that, at these low temperatures, the resistance of platinum

does not continue to follow the usual formula, but it may be

interesting to give a reduction of his observations hj the

difforence method for ibe sake of nniformify of ezpressicii.

Q2
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W© aelect for this purpose the following data:

—

!Diermometer in Melting Ice,

R/Ro=1000, <=0°C.
Thermometer in solid COg at 760 mm.,

Il/R°= -800, /= -78-2** C.

Thermometer in Liquid Of at 760 mm.,

From these we dednce the followingyalnes ofthecoefficients :

—

a=-0025l5, is- -000,000,53, (;s*002462, d^2^lZ,

As a verification wo have the observation B/R?as*458, at

«s -208^5 0. This ^Tes i>es-222'2, I)»13°-7, whioh

agrees with the value given by the diflerence-formala calcn*

Uited from the three higher pomts.

The followintr Table gives the reduction of the observations

taken with this thermometer in partially liquid hydrogen.

Table IIL—^Bednotion of Olszewski's Observations

in Boiling Hydrogen.

pi. D. i (o C). tOlmmnkL /*.

90 •383 -250*6 16°6 -234-5 -233°4

10 •360 ->266-8 17-8 -230-7 -238-4

1 •860 -9IKK4 m .243-7 -243-6

The effect of this change in the method of reduction is to

make the temperntureof tne hoilin^j-point of hydrofren nonrly

one degree higher tfian the vahie given by Olszewski. If we
employ instead the ditrerence-t'ornjula in terms of we should

find /=-002472, j9«°=404°-5, (^=1-85. This formula leads

to the values given in the column headed t', which are a little

hiflher.

The value found by Dewar for liquid hydrogen (Proc. B. S.

Pec 16, 1898) is much higher, namely —238**'8 at one
atmo, and — 23y"-6* at l/30th atmo. The difference may
possibly be due to the superheating of the liqnid, or, more
probably, to some singularity in the Ijehaviour ot his thermo*
meter at this point (see below, p. 218).

Observafimis ofHolhorn and Wien (Wied. Ami. lix. IbilO).

—^Holbom and Wien made a direct comparison between the

• ValoM oalcolaled ixm observtid rastatonces by formula (2). Dewar
gare -288<>>4» and -988^1.
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hydro£;en and platiniitn tlierraometers, adopting my method
of enclosing Uie spiral indde tiio bnib of the aiivthermometer.

The majority of their observations were taken while the tem-
peratare of the instrnment was slowly nsin;^^ Tlii:^ method
of proreduro i;^ vorv slinjile, but it is open to tlie oKjection

that the mean tempeiuturt' nf the spiral is not necessarily

the same as that of the gas cuclosed, especially when, as in

their appiiratus, the spiral is asymmetrically situated in an
asymmetrical bnlb. If wo take their observations in meltiu^

ice, in solid OOs, and in liquid air, which are probably in this

respect the most reliable, and calculate a dinerence-foninila

in terms of pt, we shall find c'=-003621, (^^V6d, Calcu-
lating thn values of by this formula, we fiud that all the
rest of their observations make the teni|ierature of the plati-

niiiu spiral on the avera^ro 1° higher tlian that of the gu-s,

Tliis might be expected, as the temperature was not steady,

and the warmer gas would settle at the top of the bulb,m
spiral itself being also a source of heat.

If we take their own formula, and calculate the equivalent

difference-formula, w© find </=*003G 10, <i'=l*79. Thisagreea
fairly well with the values found above, as they appear also

to have attaehed "freater weight to the observations in CO^
and liquid air. But, if we take the formula calculated by
Dickson (Phil. Mag. Dec. 1897), who attaches equal weight
to all their observaSons. we find 4/^*003527, d^aiS*4d« The
excessive difference in the values of the coefficients deduced
hy this assumption is an index of the ioooosistencj of the

ODservations themselves*.

Behavioitr of Pure Wire at Low Tempertiluren.— ^^^ tlm

case of ordiuary jdatinuiu wire, with a coeiticient c= *UUJa or

less, the effect of the curvature at low temperatures of the

R, cnnre, as represented by the poeitive value of the dif-

ferenoe-ooeffioient is to make the resistance diminish men
rapidly as the temperature falls, and tend to vanish at a point

nearer to the absolute zero than the fundamental aero of
the wire itself. When, however, the value of j>P is numeri-
cally less than 27ii^, the effect of this curvature wouM be to

make the resistance vanish at some temperature lu;j;lier than

the absolute zero. If, therefore, we may assume that the

resistanoe ought not to Tanish before the absolute sero, we
should expect to find a smgular point, or a change in sign of
the differenee-eoefficient, at low temperatures. If this were
the case, it would seriously invalidate the difference-formula

method of reduction, at least at low temperatures, and as

* C<>ntIl\^t the close agvsanMDt of DickKni's redaotioD in the caM of
Homing'a ubdervatiooa.
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•

applied fo wires for wliich plP was numerically less than

273°. WheOj therefore, I soooeeded in obtaining in 1 892 a

very pure siwcimcn of wirp, with tlif^ oooflRcicnt /»= '001^89,

^f°=*i57°, 1 (jiiitc cxpoftcd to find it I'diave like iron mid

till, with ihe oppo»it*j curvature to the impure plutinuiu, and

a mgalive value for the coefficient d. On testing it at the

S.B.F. and also at ilie Ag.F.P. I found, on the oontnuTy that

it gave a value d^-k- 1*50, and that its scale acreod very

closely with that of all the odier platinum wiree I nad testedi

at leiist at temperatures above 0° C. I sent a sppcimen to

Prof. Fleminpj sliortly aftorwards and h(^ ii«cd it as the

working tlicniiometer F, iu bis researches on the thermo-

electric properties of metals at low temperatures. The test

of this wire is given by Fleming in the Phil. Mag. July

1,895^ p. 101, from which the following details are extraoted:—

<j='0038«5,/^<°=257**'4, COj B.P.,/?<= -81**-a.

O.B.P.,jrf--l98*3.

Assuming / --182*'-5 at the O.B.P., we have il« +210,
which gives <35^78*^*4 for the temperature of solid COg.

The value of the difference-coefficient, so &r from vanishing

or changing sign, appears to be actually greater at very low
tempcratnn«s. According to this formula, the rosistance of

the wire tends t.o vanish nt ;i temperature /' = — 240°*2, cor-

respondini^ to y/f°=— 257 '4. It sooms not iiii likely, however,

according to tiie observatioii» of Dewar, that the resistance,

instead of complcttdy vanishtne at this temperature^ which is

close to the boiling-point of hydrogen, ceases to diminish

rapidly just before reaching this poinl^ and remains at a sm ill

but nearly constant value, about 2 per cent, of its value at 0"^ C.

AppHmffon of ffie Dtlferrnce-Fonnithi to the case of other

Metals,—The apjilieatiou of the ditVerencc-forinnla is not

limited to the case of plaLinuui. It ailurds a very (convenient

method of reduction of observations on the resistance-varia-

tion of other metals. I employed it for this purpose in the

comparison of platinum and iron wires *, as a means of veri-

fying the suitability of the parabolic formuki for the expres-

sion of variation of resistance with tempordnrf . Tlui«:, if the

symbol Jl stands for tlie temperature by an iron-wire thermo-

meter, dofincil hy fiMnifdn (l).in exactly the same manner
as the piaLimuii leniperalure, and if d and W ?laud fur the

difierence-coefficients of platinum and iron respectively, as-

suming that both wires are at the same temperature I, we
have dearly the relation

ft^pl^'y^d-d') xp{t),

• PhiL TiaiM. A* 1887, p. Sd7.
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As an illustration of the convpnience of this method of re-

duction a table is appended giving die values of the constants
at low temperatnros for the specimens tasted bj Dewar and
Fleming. The data assumed in each case are (1) the Yaliie

of the fundamental coeffident e given in the first column, and
(2) the valuG of the temperature of the O.B.P. on the scale

of each parti- uiur metal, calculated from the observed re-

sistance by formula (1), and given in the third column. The
value of the difference-coefficient d° for each metul as deduced
from the O.B.P. is found at once by tbe relation

_^f-182-5)/5-16.

The sign of this coefficient indicates tiie direction of the cur«
vatnrc of the temperature-resistance curve, and its magnitude
is approximately proportional to the average relative onrvatare
over thi ( xporimental range.

The \ aiucs of the coefficients a and by given in the last two
columns, are readilpr calculated from those of c and d by
means of the relations already given (p. 199). These co«
efficients refer to the equivalent resistance • formida (S),
and are nseM for caloidating the specific rsoistanoe at any
temperntnre.

Tn comparing thi' yahwa of (P^ given in this table, with
tlicise deduced from observatious at higher ttjmperatures, it

will be noticed, that they are in most cases algebraically

greater^ tbe differenoe amounting to nearly 30 per cent, in

, many cases between tiie values dMinced from the O.B.P. and
the D.B.P. respectively. It is possible that this indicates a
general departure from the eiact parabola requiring farther

experiments for its ehieiJation. Tt would be unsafe, ho vv"Vf»r,

to infer from the results of the present investigation that tliis

is always the ease, because, owin^j; to the construction of the

coii8 with biik uad ebonite insulation, it wab impossible to

test the wires lUreotly in sulphur, and they oonid not be
annealed after winding at a higher temperature than 200^.

It is well known that annealing produces a marked effect on
tbe form of the curve and on tlie value of d*. It is also stated

in the paper that trouble was experienced from tliermoelectric

disturbances, owiuj^]; to tlie use of thick copper leads 4 mm.
in diameter. Such etlects cannot bo satisfactorily eliminated

except by the employment of a special method of compensa-

* With reference to this puiut it is iiitcrtisting to romark that Messrs.

Heycock and Neville with one of their perfectly anneided pjrrometers of

imrewire, for which r= -00387, rf= 1-497, found the vahie ;>f=—80=-3,

^s—78°-20., for the CO, BJP. This would perhaps indicate that the

larger Tshiss off dwws dne to impw&ct anaesluig.
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tion, which vdU be described in a subse(|ueDt commnnicaiion.
The general result of any residual thermal effects which may
be present is to produeo a clumge in the apparent valae of d,

since the thermo-£.M.F. follows approximately a parabolic
^ formula. It is possible, for tliis reason, to obtain consistent

and accurate measurements of temj>eratnri' \y\\h a platiuum

thermometer iu spite of largo thermal eliiactti, but the value of

d would be very considerably affected.

On the ^ VanUhiitff TmperaiureJ*—There aopears to be a
very general consensus of opinion, based chieny on the par-

ticular series of experiments which are under discussion, that

the resistance of all pure metals ought to vanish, and does

tend to vanish at a tenn)eraturo which is no other than the

absolute zero. If, however, th^rc is nny virtue in the para-

bolic method of reduction, it us ijuitc olivions, on reference to

the column beaded Vuuiabing Teuiperature " iu the above
r table, that the resistance ''tends to Yanxsh^' in the case of

most of the common metals at a mnch hieher temperatore^

The vanishing temperature f is the value ox t deduced from
the fundamental zero pf^ in each case by means of the
difforence-formnln, employing the valne of d° given in the

table. The must remarkable metals in this respoct are pure

copper and iron, which tend to hecoine ])erfeet cuiiductors at

a temperalure of —223° appro-ximutely, a point which is now
-well within the experimental range. These are followed at a
very short interval by almnininm, nickel^ and magnesium.
In the case of copper and iron special experiments were made
at a temperature as low as —206*^ at which point the

rate of decrease of resistance showed little, if any. sign of

diminution. The exact value of the vanishing temperature

in each ca»e is necessarily somewhat uncertain owing to the

J

necessity of extrapolation, and also on account of possible

uncertainties in the data; but there can be no doubt that tbe

conclusion derived from the formula represents^ at least ap-
proximately, a genuine physical fact. Whether or no the

resistance does actually vanish at some such temperature may
well be open to doubt. It would require very accurate ob-

servations to determine such a point satisfactorily, as the ex-

perimental uiiiicuiues are considerable in measuring so small

a resistance under such conditions. It is more probable that

there is a singular point on the curve, similar to that occur-

ring in the case of iron at the critical temperature, at which
it ceases to be magnetic. It is also likely that the change

' would not be sudden, bnt gradual, and that indications of the

approaching .^ingiilaniv would be obtained a few degrees

above the point in ques^tion. lielow this point it is even pos-
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stble that ibe resistance might not tend to vanish, bnt, as in

the case apparontly of bismuth, mii^ht inrTf*:i<5f» witli fiirfher

fall of temperature. It hn> bi'cn .<u;r<roste(l that at very low
temppmtnrr.s all nu'talij iiiiglit becoaui nia;j;netic. It is very
probable tliui Lho change of electrical structure? here indicated

wonld be aocompanied by remarkable changes in the magnetio
properties. These are some of the points which experiment
will probably decide in the near fnture. The only experi-

mentel yerification at present available is the obserraiion of
Dewar in the cji<»e of platinum No. 3 when immersed in

boilin;^ hydro<4(ui at —240° C, that the resistance after at-

taining a very low value apparently refused to diminish

further, in spite of a considerable lowering of the pressiuro.

It wonld be extremely interesting to repeat this observatiott

with specially constnicted thermometers of copper or iron,

which ought to show the effect In a more strixing manner
and nt ; higher temperature.

My thanks are duo to Messrs. E. H. Griffiths, C. T. Hey-
cock, and F. H. Neville, and to Prof. A. W. Porter and
Mr. N. Eumorfopoulos, for their kind assistance in revising

and correcting the proofs of this article.

XIY. A CaiorimHric D^ermmaium of Efnergy Dissipated in

CfmAenMtm, By Bdwabd B. Bosa ami Abthub W. Smith*.

IN a former paper [sxipm^ p. 10) wo gave the residts of mea-
surements by means ofa wattmeter of theenergy dissipated

in condensers when they were snbjected to an alternating

electromotive force. The results were such that we desired

to confirm them by a totally indejiendent method: and, in
ndHition, to nvasurc the energy dis.sij)afed in somp |vtraffined-

puper condensers which showed »o small a loss that with the
coils at our disposal the Besonance Method, em])loyed snceess-

fully on beeswax and rosin condensers^ would not t^ive

snmcieiitly accurate ybIucs. We therefore ccmstructed a
special calorimeter for the purpose of measuring the total

quantity of heat produced in the condensers, which represents
the total energy dissipated.

Fig. 1 gives an external view of the ealorimeter, wv.A fi ^ 2

a vertical section. The calorimrter proper, A, is the inner of
three concentric boxes, and is cm. lon^, oU cm. deep, and
10 cm. in breadth. It has a copper linmg, a, and a copper
jacket, 6, and is protected by toe two exterior boxes irom
fluctuations of temperature without. The general principle

of the calorimeter is (1) to prevent any loss or gain of heat
* Oomwanifiated bj the Aatiionk
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Determination of Energy Dissipatedin Condenurs. 328

through its walls, and (2) to carry awaj and measure ail heat

generated witliiii l)y a stream of water To effect the first oon-

dition two coucentric copper walls (the Unin^ and the jacket^

are nudntaiiidd aa oAarljr as passible at the same temperaturd.

This, of coarse, will redooe toe ftow of heat ihroagh tae inter-

Teniiig wooden wall to a mimmam, and make the " oooling

oorreotion " small, if not lero.

Fig. 1.

E F

1. To MimiinaU the Coding and CapaoUy ComeOons.

In order to ascertain auy diftbrenceof temperature between
the copper walls a and b, a differential air-thermometer is

used. Eaoh air-chamber of this differential thermometer
consists of a copper pipe about 4 metres long and 4 millim.
internal diameter, one coiled abont and soldered to the lining,
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224 Messrs. Rosti and. Smith on a Calorimetrie

and the other coiled about aiKl .'soldered to the jacket. One
end of racli pipe is rlosed aiul the otlior connected to one end
of tlu! U-tul>e, G, sliuwii on tlic outside ol" the calorimeter in

iig. 1. The U-tubu, which we call the gaagc, contains kero-

sene oil, and servos to indicate am- difference of temperature
between the two copper walls. The sero-mark is fixed after

Kg. 2.

maintaining the whole calorimeter at a constant temperature

for some hours. In order to keep the gange rending sensibly

zero, and thus keep the two 00|)per walls very closely at the

same temperature, a coil of wire throngli which an electric

currt nt ot any defired strength can l)o ]»assed is wound about

the jactcet in the si>at L> B. And in order to make the regulation

more perfect a second coil is wound about the second box in
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the space C, ao as to maiotaio the temperattire of this gpaoe

Ticarlr con«5fnnt. The tompomture of the chnmhor A is

usually kept a littlo hi^rhor than tho exlernal temperature, so

that no cooling i» required; unci by vnrviii;:; the currents in

I the two heating-coils the temperature in B can be made to

follow that in A so closelpr that the gaage>readings are always
small, and their algebraic sum daring any ex{>eriroent zero.

This eliminates all correction for radiation. In rare cases

when the teniperatare of the room has risen considerably, we
have found it necessary to hanfj a wet clotli about the box to

prevent the temperature of C ri.^^ing above that of B and A-

Wo iutend to eoil a small copper pipe in 0 so that a stream of

cool water may be sent through it, aud then no difticulty will

he eDooontered in the hottest weather.

In addition to the gauge fonr thermometers (fig. 1) indicate

the temperatures of A, a, />, and 0: that is, A' shows the tem-

perature of the air in the calorimeter chamljer A ; a' has its

bnlh in a pocket of the lining a, and hence indicates the tem-

perature of the wall a; // similarly extends down into a

pocket of the copper jacket 6, and j?liows its temperature.

Finally, C gives the temperature of the outer air-bpace C.

A' is an acoorate thermometer reading from iff* to 25^

graduated to 0^ 01 and lead to 0^*001 C. If A^ shows the

temperature to be constant during the whole period of an
experiment, or the same for a considerable time near the end
of an experiment that it was at the beginning, then there will

be no correction for heat absorbed or given up bv the appa-

ratus. With both the "cooling correction " and tlw capacity

correction eliminated, it remains to carry away iuid measure
the entire heat generated by a condenser in A, or by any other

source of heat within the calorimeter.

2. Can'yiiKj awi.uj and Measuring the. Heat,

In order to carry away the heat generated a stream of

water, which enters at 1 (figs. 1 and 3), is made to flow

through a coiled copper pipe (fig. 3), where it absorbs heat,

and then leaves the calorimeter at 0. In order to increase its

absorbing capacity the pipe is soldered to a sheet of copper,
LL, both pipe and copper being painted black. Three such
sheets, each with A metres of pipe attached, are joined
together and ydneed side by side in the chamber A, the con-
densers being slipped in }>f»tween them. The rate of absorption

of heat depends upon tlie diff'erciice of temperature between
the absorbers and the air surrounding them, if a large
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amount of heat is to be brought away, the water is made to

enter at a low tempenitDre and to flow rapidly thiongli the

absorbers. If a Bmaller quantity of heat is to be absorbed

and carried away, the entering water will be wanner, and its

gain in t^mperatTire correfjrondingly less. By varying {ho

temperature of the water and its rate ot" floA-. the rate of

Absorptioi) can be varied between wide limits, and kept very

Fig. 8.

nicely at any dedred point. In practice the thermometer A'
is the guide in regulating the temperature of the entering

water. If the temperature of A begins to rise (A^, as already

stated, can be read to one-tlioiisandtli of a degree), the entering

water is slightly cooled ; if to fall, it is sligbtly warmed ; the

rate of flow of water, after being once adjusted for a given

experiment, is maintained constant.

In order to measure the quantity of heat thns carried

away, the fin i mometers E and F are inserted in two small

reservoirs, M and N, which stand in the wooden wall of the

calorimeter between the two copper surfaces. The thermo-

meter E indicates the temperature of the water just as it

enters the chamber A, and the thermometer F gives its tem-
perature as it leaves. The difference oftemperature multiplied
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by the mass of water per second gives the rnte of absorption

and nMiioval of heat. The thermometers are accurately gra-

duattid and read to hundredths of a degree. The gain in

temperatoro is several degrees, and maj be ien or twenty

degrees by increosiDg the qoantlty of heat generated or

reducing the rate of flow of water. Hence the accuracy of

the determination of the quantity of heat absorbed is siiffinieiit

for most ]>Mr])osoF. The cliief error is ordinarily due to

cbuugea iu tiio temperature of the appanitiis itf*<»lf and its

contents. By running the experiment several hours, however,

and keeping it as nearly as possible at a consiant temperature,

this nncerteintv is greatly reduced and the error made
negligibly small.

The water flows into the calorimeter from a reservoir aboat
a metre ahovp, this height fiirnisliiiig tlie necessary pressure.

The toiiiperatiire of tlio ontoring water is regulated by adding
warm or cold water to the reservoir, and the rat© of flow of

the water is regulated by an adjustable valve. The water is

collected in a mre flask, the time ofeaoh litre being recorded.

3. Testa/ the GatorimeUr.

Table I. shows the result of one of the te^ts made upon the

calorimeter. A current of electricity passed throngh a coil

of wire within the chamber A, the electromotive force being
measured by a carefully calibrated Weston voltmeter, and
the current by a Kelvin balance. The experiment continued

for a little more than four hours, \\]n*!«> niiie litres of water

passed throiigli the cfilbrinieter. Tiio rate ot absorjition of

heat was nearly, but not <]^uite, constant, the temperature as

indicated by A' having varied slightly. The final tempe-
rature was practically the same as that at thebeginning, being
slightly higW if anything. The average for the nine litres

is 12*37 watts absorbed and carried away by the water, while

the electrical measurements give 12 oi watts. By continuing
the experiment lonL^«'r and introducing greater refinements in

the moaauremeut ut llio current and electromotive force, a

gieater degree of uccuracv could undoubtedly be attained.

Bat this and other tests snowed dearly that for our present
purposes the calorimeter was abundantly accurate, and we
proceeded to put some condensers into it and measure Uie heat
evolved.
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Table I.

Test of tihe Calorimeter*

(*)

Time.

(*)

PericKl in

Neconcls

for each

lOOOgrin.

of water.

Average
tempera-
tnre of
the

ingoiDg

wftter.

Areroge

1

tempera-
tiire of

the out-

:
going

water.

1

(/)
1
Increase

nn tempe-
rature of

{

each
lOOOgrm.
of water.

i9)

Total

heat
measured
(bid all

(/)X1000.

<A)

1 Small
calories

per
seenncl.

(0

Equiraleut
watta=

ealorieaxJ.

(A) X 41972.

b. iTi.

1 63 00
2 19 45
2 46 50
3 13 55
3 41 15
4 09 10
4 37 10
5 04 10
5 32 15

0 01 00

1605
1625
1025
1(5-10

1675
1680
1620

1725

15-66

15-70
15 74
J 5-70

16-72
15 57
LjOI
15 55
15-57

20-39

20-44

20-51

20-53

20-64

20-56
20-58

20 50
20-56

o
473
4-74

477
4-83

492
4-99

495
4-99

4790
4740
4770
48:}0

4920
4990
4940
4950
4990

2-M7
2-917

2935
2-945

2-937
2-970

3050
2 0n0
2693

12-37

12-24

12-32

1236
i2n;5

12-47

12-79

13*37

Electromotive force— 20 0 Toltfc

Current=0-617 ampere.
Watts (from deotrual meaauniiMDtt) s2(>0x0^17sl2'84.

4. The Eapmmetits,

Table II. (p. 230) g\\&? the resalis of six experiments with
the same beeswax and rosin oondensers whicli were employed
in onr work \sj the resonnnco method. In e4icli experiment a
preliminary run, not included in the t'lhle, allows the condensers
nnd calorimotcr to conio to a constnnt temppratnro. TVilninn

(rt) rrives tlie nTimljois of the condensers in l':k-1i case, ili' > nil

being joined in parallel to the same electromotive lorco.

Column (h) gives the time of the beginning of each litre of

water; column (c) the duration of each litre or 1000 grammes
of water; column (<f) the average temperature of the ingoing

water as found from readings of the thermometer B, taken

regularly every five minuf* >. and colnnin (e) the same for the

outgoing wateV; (/) then shows tbo increase of teniperature.

Column ig) gives the number of calories oi heat carried away
by each 1000 grammes of water, and column (A), which is the

number in {g) divided by the corresponding number of seconds

recorded in (c), is the rate of absorption of heat Column (t)

gives the number of watte to which this is eqmvalent, taking
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DsUrtnination of Enerji/ dissipated in Condensers,

J, the mecbanical equivalent of heat^ to be 41,972|000 erge.

Thi« !^ the vahie derived from Rowland's and Griffiths's work,

assuming the specific heat of water at an averaffo tem|>erature

of 20° C. to be unity. Column (J) ;^ivcs the frequency.

Sometimes this was estimated from the average frequency of

tiie djriuuno supplying the linee of the Middletown lighting-

dronits at the time ; and in other oases it was determined by
measuring the speed of a small eTnohronous motor. Tfaie

electromotive force {k) was measared with an electrometer, the

current (/) with a ISiemons dvnnmomoter. Cohimn (w) gives

the values of cos<^ of the expression power= EI cos ^. Care

was taken in ever^ instance to avoid the presence of upper

harmonics, in some eases using a resonanoe-ooil to quenonthe
harmoolos as well as increase the voltage on the condenser.

Column (o) gives the per cent loss, lOOirOOt^, and colnmn

{p) the net efficiency. This relative loss, rr cot has been
§roved * to be the ratio of w to W, where w is the eneri^y

issipated per iialf-j)eriod, and W is the energy stored in the

condenser at each charge. 1 —tt cot the net eHiciency, ia

therefore

Energy stor<*d —Energ^y lost

Energy stored

5. Stuwtue and Rotin Ccndenteh.

The first experiment, with loiuieiiacrs Nos. 3, 4, and 7,

showed a net efficiency of 93*<jy per cent., ur a loss of C GI

per cent. The temperature of the condensers was not deter-

mined ; hot from tbs fact that the dielectrio was softened and

the quantity of heat generated was more than in any soo*

ceeding experiment, we feel sure that it was considerably

above \(f C. 8ix condensers were then placed in tli** calori-

7iietf r, ioined in three pairs. Nos. 1 and 5 gave no sound

when joined to an alternating E.M.F. of 1000 or more volts,

and we called it the beat pair." In Nos. 3 aud 4 yibrations

were disttnethr felt when the fingei^ were phued in oontaot

with them, while the condensers gave a clear musical note

and on the higher voltages a hissing sound ; this we called

the " poorest pair." Nos. 8 and 9 were intermediate.

Those six condcn^fTs were first of all joined in parallel and

connected to a low-lreqnency circuit of 1520 volts and 26

periods per second. Care was taken to exclude upper har-

monics. The experimeat oontinned over three hours after

the temperatore of calorimeter and condensers had beooma

• See our paper, Phil. Mag. Jan, 1&9X

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 47. No. 2«5. Ftb. 1899. B
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Tabu IL—Hmarementi of Biwrgy diadpttitd

(A) V / U) (/)
1 Inoreaite

No. of Ptfiod in in ^iiin0- Total biui
SmallMmndv for

tnrc of ^he ture of tlip

nitim of

dtoMr.
lOOOframt iOOO STADIS

ff)x1Q00.

pertMoad.

4)f VMlir* of Wider.

\9)— v)-

)i m •

9 36 00
10 02 00 1560 15-76 2084 50&0 9 '>'i6

10 25 00 i:^ 1576 2072 4*96 4960 3 595
10 81 30 1680 16#I 90>14 4930

(2)
6 3i 35

1 & 5,

344.
84«.

7 12 30 2276 17*78 22*07 4*29 4290
7 49 IS 2205 17-57 2208 4*61 4610
8 2n m 1694 22 08 6-14 6140
9 06 10 16-59 21-97 5-38 6380 2-310

8 41 40 9188 18*23 21-82 0880

2 56 SO

14 5,

3 4 4,

848.

3 97 10 1840 Sl'OO 8*86 308O JrZOv
3 56 45 1715 17*71 21 -M 8-63 3830
4 24 00 1695 21 48 3-87 3870
4 62 15 1605 21*46 S-79 8790
8 81 90 1748 17*36 91*48 8*86 8860 9*908

(4)
7 10 40
7 28 13 1653 17*65 3 93 3030 2378

14 8.
7 56 40 1707 17-71 3910 2 291

8 LiTi 47 1747 17-70 21*68 896 3960 2-267

8 55 60 1803 17-68 21-69 4<U 4010 2228
9 26 20 1830 17 6J 21 66 4^ 4030 2-202

(5)
2 38 30
8 11 30 1880 20-84 22-65 201 2010 1-016

14 8. 3 44 20 mo 2090 2262 2-02 2020
4 17 80 1980 20*60 2268 2*02 2020 1^
4 0090 1880 9088 9984 1*96 1900 0880

C«)
8 87 20

844. 8 18 90
9 68 18

8980
2S86

90*08
90*08

999T
9948

m
1*88

1790
1800

0764
0798
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ia B^esTOK and Bonn GondeiiMrs.

Squivalent
watts Fre-

(*)

Electro-

motire
force

(TOllitV

v
Jib

(0

Current

1A*

(m)

lAppareot

Itvf

<») (•)

Foreettt

root^XlOO.

(?)

Sffleieooj ~
(l'-irootf)XlOa

1334 140 868 •730 esi •OSIO 6-61

(»•)

1580 '0164

(30^)

120 660 •Oft •4<94

.

140 805 358 •0266 8-37 91*63

4*25 137 630 •333 210 •0202 93 65

310 140 605 •333 202. •0154 4-82 .jto*18

*

B2
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constant by a preliminary ran of several hours. The tem-
perature of the calorimeter as indicated Ijy the thermometer
A' rose gradually for an honr, and hence the heat absorbed

was less than the average. During the lai>t hour the tempe-
rature was reduced by quickening the rate of flow and cooling

-. .the entering water, so that the temperatnrD was snfastantlally

the same at the end as at the beginning. The per oeni. of
loss is 4*84 at an average temperature of the condensers of
30° C. The voltage emploj'ed on this low-frequency test was
much higher than for any other experiment, and yet there

was no evidence of brash-discharge or appreciable leakage-

.. purrent.

In the third ezpeiiment the same oondeosers were snbjected

to a high-freqnenoj electromoiiTe force at 30^ 0., and the loss

^ fomul to be 5*06 per cent., that is^ slightly greater than before.

Hence for a given voltage the energy dissipated per period

would be slightly greater, and the energy dissipated j^er saoond

. more than five times as much as for the low frequency.

In the iburth experiment only the " best pair " of con-

densers was used, and jwiili a slightly higher voltace the

temperature of the condensers rose to 40^ C. Here & loss

was found to he 8*37 per oent., nearly as nmch as themaximnm
value found by the resonance method.
The fifth experiment, with the " best pair," was made

some days later at 30° C, and the percentage loss came out

6 ut> per cent., that is greater than the average of the six. This

was unexpected, as well as the last result, which showed a loss

for condensers 3 and 4, the " poorest pair,'* of 4*82 per cent.,

• - which was Uas than the average. These results were then

confirmed by an independent method, showing conclnsiTely

that the so-called " poorest pair " had the smallest lo?s ; not,

of course, because it omitted a distinct sound aii i liissed on
. high voltages, but in spite of that. The chief loss is doubtless

due to some cause quit« independent of the singing and
lilssing, and happens to be smaller whm it wonid natnraHy
be expected to be larger.

Thns we have confirmed by these calorimetrio measure-

ments the largo values of the losses which we fonnd by the

resonance method in beeswax and rosin condensers, ana also

the existeacc of a well-marked maximum as the temperature
rises, beyond which the loss decreases considerably. It is an
intereating fact that the residual charges of these condensers
are verj large, that they increase with the temperatnre np to
40^ C, and then decrease as the temperature is carried
higher. That is, the maximumpomt/or rmdual «haifg§ «t

ike toMM 0$ /or the energjf loa*
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6. Paraffined'Paper Condensers,

The secoDcl lok ofcondensers used wero commercial pamffined-

paper condensers made by the Stanlpv Electric Co. A finished

condenser is a sohd slab about Ao x30 cm. uud 2 cm. thick,

thus having a Toliinie of 1 500 o. c, and » enclosed in a dght
tin case, tile lead-wires coming out through ebonite boshtDga.

Nos. 1 to 4 of our condensers have a capaoify' of about
1"7 microfarad each ; Nos. 5 to 10, which wore purchased
about a year later, have a caj arity of about 3 2 microfarads

each. The condensers oi liio second lot are made of paper
about 0038 cm. thick, two sheets being placed together ia

each stratom. This -we lenmed bj diasecting some which we
had broken down. It ought to be fitate<v howeTer, that

while the condensers are guaranteed by the niakem to stand

600 volts alternating electromotive force, we have repeatedly

snhjected them to 1000 to 2000 volts, and in some cases for

several honrs at a time. Nos. 9 and 10 were upon one
occasion maintained at 2250 (effective) volts, at a frequency

of 130, for over an hoar, and showed no signs of being over*

taired. We have, however, broken aeveral voltages wtween
1000 and 2000. The paper of the first lot of condensers ia

thicker, but as we have never broken one of this lot we
cannot state it« thickness. From the fact that the capacity

of each of these is about tJO per cent, as ^reat as that of the

others, \vliile their volumes are substantially the same, we
conclude that the thickness of the paper is about '00^8 cm.,

anpposing there are, as in the other, two sheets together in

every stratum of the condensers.

In Table III. are given the results of seven separate expe-

riments with Stanley condensers, Avhich wore made at intervals

durin<^ the pn-^t three months. The frequency in every case

except experiment 4 was estimated from the average irequency

of the two dynamos of the Middletown lighting circuits.

Experimenta 1 and 3 were made when tiie fiuter dynamo waa
supplying the lines, the others were with the slower dynamo.
All but So. 4, however, were with a relatively high frequency.

No. 4 was made using a two-pole rotary transformer, sup-

plying it with direct onrrent, and running it at a speed of

IbOO per minute. Tho percentage losses (o) vary more among
the different condensers at the same frequency tliau one would
expect.

The pmentage loss at the frequency 28 (Experiment 4) is

*78 per cent.^ whereas at a frequency five times as great it ia

(Experiment 3) 1*00 per cent. At 1 20 it is, as womd be ex-

pectedy neaily as great aa at 140; that is, it ia *96 per cent.
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lAJBLi!^ ill.—Moasuromenta of Energy

v*/ VM
j

(/) (0) \ /
Increase

No. of

the

Period in in teinpe- Total beat
small

oaloriee
sBounds for tenapvn* tempera- nture of measured

Time. Lure of the ture of the eaoh (small
oon«

denaer.
tOOO imiiis outiroinflr 1000 grains caloiiM}.

of mttr.
(/)X1000. \gf • \*^/'

I*/
h m
7 94 00

2412
O
4-41

1.
7 50 50 2130 19-71 4410 2-057

2200 19*81 2411 4-30 4300 1-955
- 9 IS 80 2220 19^ 4'88 4380 li^TS

12 33 26
1 04 00 18S6 1806 28*80 0'24 5340 '2*986

1 sn 00 ! ^20 lft04 23-43 539 2-806

2 07 40 IMM) 1793 2340 647 5470 2-879

S40 00 1910 n<9B 2»47 6499 9680

7 17 20
7 46 20 1740 1671 22-C9 5*38 5380 3 092

W Vv 8 15 60 17T0 i lG-59 2212 5*53 5530 3 124

8 45 23 1773 lH-33 22*11 5*78 5780 3 260
9 14 4S 1700 16-56 2206 6-61 5610 . 3-131

12 21 12

1 21 25 3613* 18 4,') 2l2- ii'i 4 01 2807* 0*777

2 ^ 30 18G7 224T 38() 3800 0-832

3 47 35 4205 18-80 22 46 3^ 3660 0-870

-

12 24 20

12 55 10 1850 19*44 23-25 3^78 3786 2-140

1 26 45 1895 W6 23-20 a-65 3650 1-926

I 69 90 1866 19-48 2820 3*72 3720 i-aaa

6 06 &8
10. 6 41 no 2182 17 82 22*48 466 46G0 2136

6 54 30 7S0t 1810 2280 4-70 1739t 2231
(7)

2 17 55
* 2 50 00 1925 u-m 22-35 439 4390 2-281

3 21 30 1890 I8'06 22 39 484 4840 2-296

8 53 28 1918 17-98 22-44 446 4460 23*25

42^00 im 17:92 22:44 4^. 4629 . 2-316

r

«f vitar for tfaMpmod WM 700 grmBft.
t If 370 „
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dissipated in iSiatiiey Paraffin i juiideu&ers.

(0 C;) (0 (») w (?)

watts

=aTeragB
Fr©-

qfinacj.

Blaetro*

motive
force

in Tohs.

Currrent
in amperee.

Appuent
wfttte.

coe^
Per cent.

rMe^XlOO.

Bffl<neDOj=

(l'-reotf)XlOa

E. I. SL («)X«XlO0i lOO-(o).

•

140 1133 160 1813 •0046 1-45 98-56

1264 8-1 9818 •0088 99-04

18-28 1194 8« 4m 89<]0

847 1669 '887 1388 •78 99-98

8M 978 »8i 1808 ^00«8 l-4ft 98-88

1294 8682 •74 99-28

9-87 ISO U9i 80 8BB9 78 99-98
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?36 Prof. K. Pearson on certain Properties

(Experiment 2). Condenser No. 1, of the same lot, shows a
loss of 1*45 per cent, at frequency 140, which is 45 per cent,

greater loss than Nos. 3 and 4 give. Of the second iot,^o. 6

gives a large loss (Experiment 5), and other experimeni8_

which one of as has made by other methods show that all the

other condensers of this lot have losses nearly the same as No. 6,

excepting Ko* 10, which gives the smallest loss of any, *74 per -

cent, in one cn^e nncl "78 per cent in another ('Expf»nmonts 6

and 7). Condenser No. 2 shows by other nietliods the same
loss as '6 and 4. Hence we liave the following singular

results :

—

All of the first lot ejccept one have a loss of 10 per
unL on high frequiwden^ and the sse^oHonal condenier hat d''

Ibif of 1*45 per eenU AH the eondemen of the eeeond let hone

substantially.the tame losses^ about 1*5 per cent»f and the except,

tional one is scarcely more than one half as much as the others;

the ejccepi ional one of the first lot having the same loss as all but

one of the second. There is no possibility of a confusion of

numbers, for they were plainly stamped when purchased, and
the capacities of the first and second lots are yery different, as

already stated. Onr experiments do not indicate the reason

for these large differences ; hut the existence of surh differ-

ences is fully confirmed by measurements made by wholly

independent methods, and which will shortly he published.

Wesleyan University,

Bliddletown, Conn., Sept. 1, 1808.

XV. On certain Properties of the Hupergeometrical Series,

and on the fitting of such /Series to OUeertation Polygons in

the Theory of Chance, By Karl PiABSOHy FMJS.^
University Coltege, London*,

1. TN a paper entitled ''Mathematical ContrihittionB to

I the Theory of Evolntaon : Part 11. Skew Variatbn
in Homogeneons Material " I have pointed ont that the
following series, of which the skew-binomial is a special case

pn{pn--l){pn~%) , , (pn-^t+l)

n(«- 1) (n-38) .... (n-i'+ 1)

(
y» ^ r(r-l) gniqn-l)

pn—r+1 1.2 (/m—r+l)(/>H— r+ 2)

r(r— l)(r— 2) qn{qn -l){gn-'2)

1.2.3 (i»n~r.j-l}(/?»-r+ 2)(/m-r + 3)

• Cominunicated bv the Atilhor.

+ Phil. Trans, vol. clxxxvi. p. 360 (1896),
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• 9f Urn Hjff^TfmMivmX Serin. S37

it MMciaHj Aili^P^ fitting iwioiis types of ftw^aencj-

dl^botion. Aie relative magnitodo of r and n is, indeed,

often s very good imt of the mtefdependeooe of oontriba-

toiy causes.*'

Ifwe put

and denote b/ ^(0, x\ the general bypergeometncai

series

1 .7" 1 .2.7(7+1)
'^-r w

we see that our series is a hyptTgeonntirical scries of tli'' rvf>e

F(0i, A 7) oi*; ^ B^^^l^ denote it F|(a, ^7;, muiuphed
by a factor, which we may write A.

If the soooessiTe terms of a hypergeomelrical aerisa ba
plotted np as ordinates at intervals 0, and the tm of these

ordinates oe joined, we obtain a great variety of polygons,

which approximate to the intero«itinfr serieii of ^generalized

probability-curves with which I Imvt* nlr»«ruly deiiU. The
advantage of the hypergeometrical poly^ou.^ over th** curves

coQsistd in the knowledge as to the naturti of the chance
dtfltribotion indicated by the discovery of the aotoal values

of 9, fly and r. The curves, however, possess coolinQiiT

and are easier of calonktaon. Clearly a knowledge of ^
y, since 7 - «— 1 =n, gives n, nnd heuoe 9, r, and
We shall Und it coavenient to write

A m^^iifim (4)

It is not^ however, only in the qnestioii of distiibntion of
freqnoncy that hyper«jr«*<>'Tietriea] series may be of ?er\nce ;

it seems extremely proiiril le that the three constants a, /3, 7
of Fi(a, 7) may he ot service in indicating close emjiirical

approximations to physical laws, owing to the great variety

Of forms that the hypergeometrical^lygon can tske.

Before wo proceed to the fitting of hypergeometrieal
polygons to given data, we require to demonstrate one or two
general proposiUons with regard to sndi figores.

2. On tlu! moments of F/t, ft. 7).--ljet A= the area

of the polygon, thus if the oniinatt s are plotted at distance

we nave A^^exFi. Let /<,A be the «th moment of
the polygon about its centroid-vertical, the element* of area of
ihe poljigcn being emeeniraud ttlong the otdinaUa* Let v,k
he the «th moment of the ordinates aboat a vertical parriiel

and at a distance e irom the first ordinate^ ijt*

4



Prof. K. Pearson on certain Frop^ties

Now let a nflrw mnm of fwaeHcm Xtf 7^ ^
fonnod, ao thai

tnd let Xo= F(<i>A
Then we have

V/.-Cix.Ui, or

fi, can then be found from v^_j, <Scc. by the formulae

giTen on p. 77 of my m«moir (FhiJ. Trans, vol. clxxxv.),

> Ytam toe dstormiiiatkm of ibe BaooeanTe moiiioott of the

hypergeomefarioal series Ft is ibrom beck on the diseofeiy

of the from the vaioe F.
3. To find the sueeessire y^s.—^The hvpergeoiBotrical seiias

Is known to satisfy the differential equation

(see Fors^tb, *piffReDt»l Sqnttioiis,' p. 185).

But rfF
X —

dx

^^^^ a . a

fience, snbstitatuig and rennanging, wo baYO

(1^-^)1X2+ (wi-2)xi+(m,-mi + l)xo}+««Xi-('» + »b)x»=0. (6)

Pat «sly we have

n-c^^ (8)

Tliis is the distance of ilie centroid-vertical of the hyper-
geoiiietrlcal series F| from the vertical about which the

F-moiiients are token.
' Multiply (6) by m and difibrantiate, wo iind

or

+ (n-l>;^-(n+fiH+«h-2)xi-(iii.-«H+l)x»«0 . (9)
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: the U^ptrgeQinelricai Series, 239

Fni a^lf ve Imve

(n- 1 ) = (n+1% - 2)Xi 4- + lXx«)i

by aid of (7).

, n«+n(3«,— 1) + m./-nK|ii,-^ , . . ^"""^"^
ii^i)

'

' * ^
'

^

^^m,(n' + m,n.|.n..) ...... (i^).

or, we may write • " _

fi»(«-l)

.
.Multiplying (9) by # and differentiating again, we find

+ (n-2)x8- (n + 2mi+ wj,- - (2 - - l)xo=0. (14)

Putting ar= 1, we have

by aid of (7) and TIO),

= c {n" + n'(7mj— 3) + n (Gmj*+ 6mir%— 15f»,+ 2) +
+ Stwiw/ + 2mi'mg— 7Wj*—6m

|
Wj + <JW'2 } n (n— 1 )

(a— 2) . (15)

Hence, since we have ait^r some reduc-

tions

AH- ^^(^)(^2} • '
•

IMfferentiating (14) after multiplication by Xy we find

(1 ~ ^) { X& + ("H + ^2m, + m,- 2)X3+ (5m,-2)Xf

+ (3ma- 2m
I
+ 1) Xi + (»wJ- ^1+ 1 )%o f + (n- 3)x4

- (»+ 3wi+ m,-3)x»- (3n»2- 2)x2- (3 2mi+ l)xi

— (m,—wJ+ X)Xfi= (^^)

Putting we bave

(n-a)(Xi)i=C»+3mi+m,-3)(x3)» + {3m2-2)(xs)i

+ (3oi,-2mi+ l)(xi)i+ Cm,-iMi+ l)(xo)i-
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240 Prof. K. Pearson on certain Propertits

ILmcQj by the nse of (7), (10), and (15), we deduce

f43s<^{n«-l:n*(15ins— 6) +n*(2j^*+25mim,—65«s-l- 11)

+«(lOw,«+ dOmiiN^*+ aOiiiiSnt— TdiMf*- 65i»|fRs+a0iN9*-6)

6mim2»+ llmi^m,' + 6m,*m,—16m,*—42iiii«t*

But
"^"(«-^)^'*-2)(n-3) (18)

thus we find

nV-l)(H-.2)(n-^)
^ (^^,+ 6m,+ l)

+n«(dmim,+ 6miS-f Bm,) +ft(3m,* <f Idmim,) 4- IBm,*}* (19)

Now «SK— r, ——jn;

Snbstitate these valnee In (19), and make n infinite. The
hypergeomehical series now becomes ilie binomial {p'¥gft
and we hare

/»4«<J*(l+ 3(r-2)i?g),

a result already dednoed (Phil. Trans, vol. elzxxvi. p. 31 7)

^

This serves to confirm (19).

Dividinnr equation (19) by (1— ;p), and putting «=1, we
find, by remembering that

(»-'4)(xi)i = + + tn,— 2)(x4)i + (2wii + 4m2--4) (x^^
+ (Gmj- 2mi- 1) (^)i + (4i«,-3mi+ 2) ixd^

+ (in,-t/<i+l)(x«)i. . -

Whence

'''^
n(n-l)(n~2Kn-3)(n-4)

<'**-*'^^(^^'»«-^^)

+ n»(90m/ + 90mi;y*2- 220m2 + 35)

—420 wiTTTj-f 535/71,-50)

— 245m2'— (j4f)mjm2* — ^TOm^-^/^^ + bUOmim^

+ SSmj^Wa' + 50»i,'«J2^ + 24mi*m2— IGOA^jjmj^

— 256wi2ma'— 120wi'^m,^4- 240mi«mj+ 4yO//Mmj='

—240mim,- SOm^^ + 213OTa«-380»>,2 + I20m^], (20)
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the JJ^pergeomeiriccd SerUt, 141

ind

n*(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)ln-4)

+ n(I0iii,» + 24m|«,)+i4iii,«). . , . (il)

To dotennine the value of n, sni, and nin let us write

and to randftr the eHminatiofi easier, let us put

Then, from (la) and (14),

(22)

From (19) and (14),

A - (n-r)7n~a)., (^''^'*''^^(^''-<^) <-«W^«''0}.(24)

From (21), (Id), and (13),

* =
(n-i)7ni4)^, i»' + -h^(iOn- 24) + 12Cz,«-n««,)}. (25)

These are linear in ; collecting all the terms of on the

left, we can rewrite (28) to (25),

^»(A
^'*"^!!l'"^^

-(fa~6)
j
» n*+n'-|.6(z,«-n»z,), (27)

r,|)3,
^'*~^^'[""'^^ - (lOn-24)

|
= ii*+ 5n»+ 12(V-n%)- (28)

Moltiply (26) by 3, and (27) hy 2, and snlitniel tiie ramlli

from (S8)

:

^
j^(n-|^)

-2;9, <''-^>^^-^>-(4i»-12)|-^n^+a,>». (80)
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i4A Prof. K. Pearson on certain Properties

The last equatioa will divide by n—3, or
'

Substitute tlus value of on the rigUt-hand side of (29),

•nd wo have

.1or • •

A^C"-^-«A?=f(2a-S) + ?|8,
fc^*+2(«-8)-0.

2
Divide out by

,
and we bave

A(»- 4)-2A(2«-5)+^i(n-2)+2(n- 1) =0,
or

fiOS,--4j8a+ 3^,+ 2) =4A-10A + 6;8i + 2.

Thus

• - - + + 2 zoos

^,-4/9, + 3/8, + 2 ^^'^

fi being now known (31) gives us

% and n beiqg knowo, i^e have bv (23)

(3*)

Then Mi and c at» the vootB of Hie quadiaiio

mg and e being known, we baye

Hezt^ « and wee roots of

t*-»hf+*n,«0 <af)

and lyssn+a+yS+ l (38)

Lastly, from (2)
" '

*

q»-fiS and (jgj
ft .

•
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Thu8; all the constants and n of the series (1) are

determined.

The base qnit c is given bj (12), or . -

,

^"^^
(40)

To obtain ilie sncceiave ovdtnates of the hjpergeomeirical

freqnenejr-poljgon most, if A be ihe total namber. i»f

obtemtioiif, tue the soooeasiTe temiB of

moltiplied by A, or

Kpn{pn — \){pn— 2) . . . ( pn^r+ 1)

The podtSon of the first ordinate is at a distance dmp^'-^e

from the mean (or centroid-Tertical) of the series, t, #.

<|«emt/W (41)

Thus the solution is fully determined. Its possibility

depends on positive and real values for n and r, and for p
and g.

As an illostration I take the following data pnmded for

me several years ago by memben of my olass on the theory
of ehance at Gresliam College.

In a certain 18^^ trials the distrihation of fraqnenoy was
«

759 cases of 0 occturrenoe,

M77 „ 1 „
5607 % oocorreneesi

5157 „ 3
2701 « 4
907 „ 5
165 „ 6

9»

24 „ 7

1 « 8
0 „ 9

0 » XO

Taking moments rmmd the point corresponding to three

ooonrrences I find

-501,4516, = 8-433,6021,

/I,'* 1-815,5876, -10-504,6774,
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Thus Ihe mean is

:

2*498,5484$

and transferriug moments to this mean, we have

/t,= 1-564,0839,

-530,4806,

M4«7*074,6464,

ftad

y8,= -073,5460,

^,= 2-891,9091,

183 =9-525,2597,

. Subatitatiiig in (32) we Hod

#1^65-203,378.

Heooe kyW
2,«^451,811-067,

and (34)

Zi= 2839-1401.

Thus
.C'-98a9-1404]:+451^Il*067 =0.

This leads to

mt^ 169*3229,

c= 2669-9175.

IVbenee by (36)
A m,s '26*851 15.

Thii8.(37} 18 now*

C>+ 26*85115i:+ 169-2229,

and
«= -10-10546,

)S= -16-74569.

Then from (40) -we find

OB*972077,

and from (41)
<f= 2-5229,

Thas we conclude that the frequency may be represented

by hvpergeometrical series |»f which the start is '0244 before

zero occurrence, the base uiut is '9721^ and the mean is at

2-4985. Further, from (J^^)

'

r= 10-1055,

;>«-7432, ^ J=-2568;

" |Mi»48-4577» JUS 16*7457.

Faftlier, we oonoliide iiiat ihe raiig« -of freqneooy eaaoofc be
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efth Hypergtomftneai Serieu 245

greater than 10, and the whole distribution niio[ht he closely

represented by drawing 10 balls 18,G00 times out of a bag
containing if wbite and 48 black balk, and counting tbe
white occorrences in each draw. Actually the freqaencj was
obtained by drawing 10 cards out of an ordinary pack of 52
and counting the liearts in each draw. Thus we baye :

—

Aetiuillj. From theoi7.

Start at 0 --0211
Mean 2*5 2

Number drawn ... 10 1U1055
Base unit 1 •!»721

p -75 '7432

q -25 '2568

II 52 65-2034

Now it is clear that tho fii>it six reiuUs are in good agree-

ment, but tliat n diverges i rom its actual value by 25 per cent,

although tbe number of trials, 19,600, is far larger than are

recorded in most practical cases.

It is of interest to record tbe actual aqjd tbeoretical

frequencies :

—

No. of hearU, Obflerred. Theory*

0 759 "'1^*5

1 3277 323y

"i^^^^ .')()42

TT^. 5159 .0172

4 2701 2743

5 907 871

6 165 166

7 24 18-5

8 1 I
!) 0 0

10 0 0

The deviations are four positive and four np^tive, and

four above and four below their n-sppctive probablo errors.

Thus the experim'eiiUl results are in good accordance with

*'^NoU-U].stanaiiig this n ha« a large deviation /rom Ito

theoretical vaiue when determined by moments. It is clearly

a quantity, when thus det»rmined, liable to very large probable

error T?hw, while tbe problem is theoretically fully soh »^d—

and it is diffi»sult tq believe that nnv other solution ean havp

less probable error—yet we meet, unless we take an unxxwn^

number of trials, with largo variations in our estuuuic ot the

numbi'i- from which the drawinjr is made. I liave tested tbtS

i'hiL Miig. J5. 5. Vol. IV. No. 2i<5. l'\b. \m. 8
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246 Lord Riiyleigb on James Btn'nouUU's

on a variety of series in games of chance and on biustatis-

tical data,—a small chanf^o in a high moment makes a large

change in n. Accordingly we are liable to form quite

erroneous impressions of the nature of the hypcrgeometrical

Feries, and even to reach impossible values for and r,

which are determined through n. Thus the prol)lem, which
is practically an important one, as enabling us to test the

sufficiency of the usual hypothesis, = » , of tlie theor}'

of errors, i. e. to test the " independence or interdependence

of contributory causes," is seen to admit of a solution, but

one ^^ hich is hardly likely to be of much service unless in the

case to which it is applied a very large amount of data is

available.

XVI. On James BernoviUPs Theorem in Probabilities.

By Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S.*

IF p denote the probability of an event, then the probability

that in /i trials the event will happen m times and fail n
°<\xxv\ to a certain term in the expansion of {p + gy,

amely,

-T^,i>V, (1)

where ;?+ g= 1, »i + n =r /Lt.

Now it is known from Algebra that if m ^iud n vary
subject to the condition that m+ n is constant, the greatest
value of the above term is w hen m/n is as nearly as possible
equal to ;>/</, so that m and n are as nearly as possible ec\iii^
to fxp and fxq respectively. We say as 'nearly as pof^sthle^
becau-:e fip is not necessarily an integer, while in is. We "

may denote the value of m by fip + ^y where z is some proper
fraction, positive or negative ; and then n— ^^z."^
The rth terra, counting onwards, in the expansion of

(;> + l7)M after (Ij is
*

i^^TT^I^^'V^^ . . . (2)

Tlie approximate value of (2) when m and n are large
nnmbors may be obtained with the aid of Stirlinrr's theorem

• Cumm anientcd hy the Author.
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Theorem in Prohabilities. 247

The prow.sj* U j;iven in tlofnil iift^^r iMiplace in Todhnntfr'n

'History of the Theory of Pn)l>;il>ility/ p. 541), from which
the above p:ir;igrnph \->> (|uoteil. The expression fur the rtU

term after the greatest U

, efi

^{'linnn) \ urn Imn
'

"
Gm^ (J/? f ' * ^ '

and that for the rth term before the greiitest may be deduced

bj chan<j;In;? the sign of r in (4).

It is :i>sunie(l that (lop« not snrpnss (jl in order of mag-
nitude, and fractions of tlie order X.fi are ne/jlected.

Tbere is an important case in wliieh the circnmstanoee are

ampler than in general. It arises wben 2>=^=^, and ia

an even number, so that m^n^\i^ Here z diaappeari

ab imtiOf and (4) reduces to

^{'iTTfxy

repri'MMiting (2), which now becomes

Au im(K)rtunt application of (5) is to the theory of random
vibrations. If ft TibrationB are combined, each of ihe same
phase butof amplitudes which are at random either + 1 or — 1,

(5) represents toe probability of 4^+r of them being positive

vibrations, and accordingly i/*— r being negative. In this

case, and in tliis case only, is the resultant +2r. Hence if x
represent tlic resultant, the cbauce of jt, which is necessarily

an even, integer, is

The next ;:reater resultant is (.i'+ 2); so that when .r h
great tfif above expression may he supposed to correspond to

a range lor .r equal to 2. If we rcjtresent the range by dx^

the chance of a resultant lying befweeii x nnd x + is given by

Another view ot this matter, le.iding to \b) or (7) vvitliout

the aid of Stirling's theorem, or even formula (IJ, is given

l»hil. Ji»g. vol. X. p. 75 (1880).
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(somewltat imperfectly) in * Theory of Sound,' 2n(J eii. § 42 a.

It depends upon a transition from an equation in finite differ-

ences,to the iwelMcnown eqnation for the condnction of heat

and the use of one of Fourier^s solutions of the latter. Let

/K/i^r) denote the chance lhat the nnml)er of events occarriiig

(in the special application positive vibratioiijs) i? |/i + r, «o

that the excess is r. Riip|>os*> tliat each random comliination

of ^ receives two more random contributions

—

firo in order tliat

the wlioie number may remain even,—and inquire into the

chance of a subsequent excess r, denoted by^/i + 2, r). The
excess alter the addition ean only be r if previonsJy it were
r— 1, r, or In the fiist case the exceae becomes r hy
the occurrence of both of the two new events, of which the

chance is \. In the second case the excess remains r in

consequence of one event happening and the other failing,

of which the chance is \ ; and in the third case the excess

becomes r in consequence of the laiiure of both the new
events, of which the chance is \. Thus

/(/* + 2,r)=i/(^,r-l) + i/0,r) + i/(,.,r + l). . (8)

According to the present method the limiting form of/ is to be
derived from (8). We know, however, that/ l:as actually the

value given in (6), by meaus of which {fi) may be verified.

Writing (8) in the form

r) r)=i/Os r-l)-i/"0..,r) +i/(M,r+l), (0)

we see that when iik and r are infinite the left-hand member
hebomes 2df/dfi,Kadi the right-hand member becomes icPfldi^,

10 that (9) passes into the difierential equation

^^l^ . . (10)

In (9), (10) r is the excess of the actual occurrences over J/*.

If we take j; to represent tbo dilference between the liumber
of oGcnrrences and the nnmh^r of failnres, «aB2r and (10)

becomes

^^'^^ an

Li the application to vibrations /{j^iSo) then denotes the

chance ox a resultant +4? from a combination of /t unit

Tibrations which are positive or negative at random.
In the formation of ^10) we have supposed for simplicity

that the addition to^ is the lowest possible consistently

with the total number remaining even. But if v e please wo
may suppose the addition to be anj even number /i^ The
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analogue of (8) is then

and when is treated as very great the right-hand ineaiLier

becomes

+ +/*V-2)«+ 1.m'*}

Tiie series which lunltiplics f is (l + l)**', or 2'*. The
second series is equal to /a . as may be seen by com-
parison of coefficients of in the eqniyalent forms

+ne("-*)'+ ....

The value of the left-hand member becomes simultaneously

BO tlmt we arrive at the same differential equation (10) as

before.

This is the well-known equation for tlie conducHon of heat,

and the solution develf>|ir (l by Fourier is at once applicable.

The symbol ft corresponds to timo ;u)(l r to a linear co-

ordinate. The special condition is tliat initially—that is when
/A is relative!Y small—/ must vanish for all values of r that are

not small. We take therefore

/(M,r)= ~^e-^'-, (li)

which may be verified by differentiation.

The constant A may be determined by the nndorst^imiing

that/{^r) dr is to represent the chance of an excess lying

between r and r+d^, and thai accordingly

^'"f{^r)dr^l (13).

Since
J _ ^

e'^dzss vfir, we have
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250 On Jatnes BermuUlVs Theorem in Frobabilitiet,

and, finally, as the chance that the excess lies hetween r and

^*ff^dr (15)

Anoihnr method hy which A in (12) might be determmed
wonid he hy oomparison with (fJ) in the case of rsO* In
this way we find

A ^ /»J
1«3»5 ,../tt—'1

^fL^ 2.4.0. ..^

=
^ir^)

Wullis* theorem.

If, as is Datnral in the problem of random vibrations, we
replace r by denoting the diff<M ence between the number of
occurrences and the nuinhgr of failares, we have as the chance
that a lies between a and x-^-dx

identical with (7),

In tlie general ra?c wlien p and y aro iiof Hn?ittil to the

values \, it is more difficult to exhibit the ;nM:jnmeiit in a
satisfactory I'orm, because the most prol>aLlo inimbers of
occurrences and failures are no longer definite, or at any rate

simple, fractions of^ Bnt the general idea is snbstantialhr

the same. The excess of occnrrences over the most probaUie

nnmber is still denoted by r, and its probability by /(/^r).

We regard r as confinjious, and we then suppose that n
increases by unity. If tlie event occur?, of which the chance
is p, tlie total number of occurrences is increased by unity.

But since the most probable number of occurrences is increased

by 7>, * undergoes only an increase measured by 1— » or q.

In like manner if the event fails, r nndergoes
measured by p. Accordingly

fi^^-\-hr)=:2>j\f^,t'-q)-\-qJ{fi,r+j}). . . (17)

On the right of (17) we expand /(fS /(Ai W
powers ofp and g. Thus

/(/»,'-i)=/-^«+l^«';
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80 thai the rigbtt-liand member is

The left-band member may be represented by /+ ao
that ultimately

^=ip«S-
Accordingly bv the same argument as before the chance of

an excess r lyfog between r and ri-dr is given by

— re-'^^dr (19)

W e liav e already considered the case of />= ^= i. Another

Itorticnlar case of importance arises when p is very small,

and accordingly
<i

is nearly equal to nnity. The whole

number \m is supposed to be so large that or m, repre-

senting the most probable number of occurrences, is also'

large. The general formula now reduces to

which gives the probability that the number of occurrences

shall lie between m+r and m+ r+cir. It is a function of m
and r only.

The probability of the deviation from tn lying between ±v

^--~~S^€'^>^dT^\-[\'^d'T, . . . (21)

where r—rl^{'lm). Thi^ is equal to 84 wlien t=1'0, or

V— ^{2m) ; so that the chance is coni]>;irati\ ely ?mal! of a

deviation from ?/< exceeding + s/{'2ni). For example, if m
is 50, there is a lather strong piobabiiity that the actual

number of occurrences will lie between 40 and 60.

The formula (20) has a direct application to many kinds of

statistics.

XV ir. ^^ofices r'esperfinq A\to JJooks,

Textbook of Alijchra with ea'enuea f"r 'Si condarif Schools and Colleyes,

Bfi G. li. I'lsiiEu, M,A,y Ph.D., and I. J. tiuawAiX, Ph.D. Part 1.

(pp, xiv+683: Philadelphia, Msher & Sehwatt, 1898).

^pHlS is a big book for the comparatively small extent of ground
- it covers. The usual ekmeiitary parts are discussed up to

and ineliuling .simultaneous Quadratic equations, and then, in the

i-eiiuiiuing bO pai;es, we have an account of Katio, Proportion,

Variation, Exponents, aiul rrugressiioiis. The Jiiuomial Theorem

lifor a positive Inte^l Exponent occupies about a doscn pa^^es, the

treatment by Combinations being reserved, we presume, for rnn II,
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S'SS Intelligence and Miscellaneout Articles.

The text has becu very carefully dmwn up and should be useful

for youn<^ teachers. The distinction between the sigrns of nprrntion

and tho sirens of quality is very clearly indicated by means ot a

special notation. There is a gooi chapter on the iuterpretation

01 the eoluttona of FroUemt, such questions as that of the problem
of the coorims and allied proUetns being worked out in some
detail. In some few places one would have expocti'd the Authors
to have been a lirtle fiiUer, but the general level 13 hifj}}. The
exercises are very numerous and well graded. The number is

intentionally large " that the teacher from year to- year may hatre

Variety with different classes." There is no mention of Graphs,

branch of the subject which Prof. Clirystal's booA brings into

protuitieuce. The book can be re.!0iainerid3d m a sound treatise

on the elements of Algebra, and the printers luive done their work
weU. The most important typographical orror we have cnwm
across is on p. 611 line 5, where for ** lint" read '* second." There
are no answers at the end.

XVIIL InteHtfffnee and Mltedlaneom Artidet.

RELATIVE MOTION OF THE EARTH AJTD JETHBR.

To tlie £diion ofihe Fkiloiophioal Maffozine,

Gi.xti,i:mi:\,

IX your September numbar Dr. Lodge comments on mv objection

to the comdusiveBeas of the Michelscn-MorieT SBtlMH* experi-

ment, and I should like to point out that his remarks are founded
on a strange misconception of the nature of my n^ j. iion. He
conjectures tlifit [ attribute the nf^*:^tive result of the Michelson

and Morley experiment " to the possible second-order influence of

a hitherto neglected first-order tilting or shifting of the ware-fronts

brouj^t about by the undiscovered drift of the nther past the

earth.'' But in my communication I pointed out thatmy objection

was not of this nature, but rel iNHl to the assumption made as to

the optical sensitivtMu ss of liie system of interference-frinjjes

relied on by the experimenters to enable them to measure the

minute length in question in their experiments. My contention

was simply that the system of fringes used in the experiment had
probably a more cornplex character than was suppo-^'^l, an I tliat

therefore its cnpability of mea-'iiring the small ltMin;rh ai'curately

was over-rated to an unknown extent. Evidently Dr. Locl^e has

pondered so deeply on aberration problems that in reading my
paper his thought ha4 got into so w old groove which he has

unconsciously taken to be the direction of my argument.
Yours obediently,

William SuTutuLA>D.

PosUeApt h}j Prof. Lodge, — I was not very clear about Mr,
Sutberlaud's precise line of argumeut, nor am 1 now j but there

was an imaginary loophole which others might attempt to get

through, though Mr. Sutlx rland, as it now appears, did not; and

1 (Dok tbi' opportunity (not specially Opportune as it turns out) of

indicating tbul it was closed.
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XIX« On the Theory of the Condudion of EUetneity through

Gases Charged Ions, By J. J. Tbohbok, M.A.^ F.R.S.,

CavmuUsh Professor of Experimental Physics, CatHMdy^*

electrical conductivity possessed by ^ases under oer-

.
' tain circumstances—as for example when Ronigen or

uranluin rays puss through the gas, or when the gas is in a
vacuum-tabe or in the neighbourhood of a piece of metal
heated to redness, or near a Hame or an arc or spark-discharge,

or to a piece of metal illuminated by ultra-violet light—can be

regarded as due to the presence in the gas of charged ions,

the motions of these ions in the electric field constituting the

current.

To iuTestigate the distribntion of the electric force through
the gas we liave to take into account (1) the production of
the ions ; this may either take place throughout the gas, or
else be confined to particnhir regions

; (2) the recombina-

tion of the ions, the positively charged ions combining with

the negatively charged ones to iorm an electrically neutral

system ; (3) the movement of the ions under the electric

forces. We shall suppose in the subsequent inyestigations

that the velocity of an ion is proportional to the electric

intensity acting upon it. The velocity acquired by an ion

under a given potential gradient has been measured at the

Cavendish Tjaboratory by several observers—in the case of

gases exposed to the Hontgen rays bv iiutherford and
by Zeleay; for gases exjiosed t^ uraiiiuin radiation or to

Comraunicated by the Author.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 47. No. i«6. March 1899. X
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S54 Prof. J. J. Thomson on the Tlieori/ of Conduction of

ultra-violet light by Rutherford ; for tlie ions in flames bv

McClelland and H. A Wilson; and for the ions in gases

near to mcaiidei^coiit uietals or to the arc discharge by
McClelland. The velocities in the different cases vary very

mach ; the velocity of an ion in the same gas is much the

Mine wbetW the oondnotivity U due to Bdntfen rays,

nranium rays, or ultra-violet light; It is nmch smaller when
tbe conductix ity is produced by an arc or by incandescent

metal. Thns tlif mf^nn velocity of the positive and n<»^];ative

ions under a volt per centimetre in air exposed to Ront<fen

ray^ ^va> found bv Hntherfonl to be rihont 1*6 cm./Hec, while

for gas drawn from the neighltourhood of an arc-discharge

in oarbonie aoid the mffsn Telocity of the positive and negative

ions was found by BlioClelJand to be onlj «0035 cni./sec.

This difference is caused by the ions acting as nuclei abont
which condensation, whether of the gas aronnd them or of
\v;ff »«r-v;t|!onr present in the g^ip, tr(1\o^ place. Tlie power
oi tiiosc ions to act as nuclei for the condensation of water-

vapour is strikingly shown by C. T. R. Wilson^s* experi-

ments on the effeoto of Riintgen and uranium radiation on
the fonnation of donds, and also by R. t. HelmholtsSf
experiments on tbe effects produced hy ions on a steam jei.

If tbe siae of tbe aggregation which forms round the ion

depends on the rirrnni«<tances imder which tho ion is liberated

and the substances hy which it is surroun<led, the velocity

which the ion acqnire.s under n ^iven potential gradient will

also depend on these circunKstauces, the larger the mass of

the aggregation the smallor will be this velocity. A remsrk-
able result of the determination of the velocities aoquired bj
the ions nnder the electric field is that tlie velocity acquired by
the negative ion under a given |K)tential gradient is greater
than ("xef'pt in a few exceptional cases when it is equal to)

the velocity acquired hv the po<!itive ion. Greatly ns the

velocities of the ionn pro<luced in difi'erent ways ditler from

each other, yet they all fhow this peculiarity. The relative

velocities of tbe negative and positive ions aifipr very mach
in the different c.'i*«es of conduction through gases ; thns in

the case of imperfectly dried hydrogen traversed by the
Rontgen i*ays, Zeleny found tliat tho spefvl of the negative

ions was ahout 25 per cent. <:reater than that of the positive,

while in the c^iso of conduction through hot flames II. A.
Wilson found that tlie velocity of the negative ion wa» 17 or

18 times that of tbe positive. In tbe case of the dimsharge
through vacuum-tubes, the measurements which I made of

• TVikon, PhiL Thoit. A, lfi97 ; PtocMdiogs ofOambridge FhiL 800.
vol. \%. p. 3.33.

t B. V. ilelmboltz, Wicd. Amu vol. xxvu. p. 600 (1680;.
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EUdneiiy ihrovffh Gases iy Chargsd lens,

•titating the cathode rays and those of W. Wien * for the

Thi^5 fact 1^, I think, sufficient to accoutit for most of the

tive electrodes in a vacuuiu-tube. Schuster (^Froc. Roy. Soc.

¥ol, xlvlt. p, 526, 1890), from observations on tne rates at which
positively and negatively electrified bodies lost their char^
in a vaenmn.tabet came to the conclusion that the negative

ions diffused more rapidly than the positive; other pheno-"
mena connected with the iliscliar^re led mc Liter (Phil. Mag.
vol. xl. p. .MI, 1895) independently to the same result.

We shall now proceed to tiiul equations satisfied hy the

electric intensity in a gas containing charged ions. To simplify

the analysis we*shall suppose th«t the electrie force is every-

where parallel to the axis of and that if X is the value of
the electric intensity at a point, the velocity of the positive ion •

at tliat point i'^ ^iX, and that of the ii<*<;ative ion in the

opposite direction ^.X; we phall snppose that at this point the

number of positive ions j)er unit volume is /ij, tin* niiniher of

negative ions j let »^ be the number of positive or negative

ions produced at this point in unit volume in unit time : the

number of collisions per nnit time between the positive and
negative ions is proportional to n^rii. We shall suppose that

in a certain fraction of these collisions recombination betvreen

the positive and negative ion« takes place, so that a number
an^n., of positive and ne*;ative ions disappear in nnit time

from nnit volume in consequence of the recoiubmafiaii of ilie

ions. If e is the charge carried by each ion, the volume
density of the electrification is (ni— hence we have

^=^(«i— (1)

if t is the current through unit area of the gas, and if we
neglect any dififnsion except that caused by the electric field,

• W. Wieu, VerhiiiKU. der phy4. (rctiellftch. zu liei Un, vul. xvi. p. 1(35.
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In a steady state the nnmber of positive ions in unit volume

at a i^iven place remains constuiii, hence

^(*iniX) =»g—aniilg, (5)

and

-~(*,f1,X)=sJ-<IIIt«i.

Substituting in either of these equationa the values of njiit

previously found we get, since di/dxssOf

If we pni X'ssSy,

ibis eqiution becomes

Aire + A, ^dy 2y««(ifci
V***"

A*"* ^tf^/

I have not been able to integrate this equation in the

feneral case when q is finite and ki not eqaal to k^. Wo can,

owever, integrate it when q is constant and ki^k^^k, la
this case the equation may be written

the solntion of which is

iS^'*-'- , ^, . l>+0(iy)«.

where C is a constant of integration.

If the current through the gas passes between two parallel

plates maintaiued at a constant potential-difference, dX/dx^ O
midway between the plates; at the positive plate ni = 0, while

9i2=0 at the negative plate; hence if Xq^ he respectively

the values of X midwvr between Ihd plates and at eimer plate,

we haTe, putting j>sO, to get Xo

—X}+CX«»,
1 ±^
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£leetncity through (jrases Cliarged lont, 257

Bat

mnoe when tfX/dWsO, n|S«i,.

The measnrements ofX for gases exposed to Bdntgen njn
sbow that unless the current is approaching the maximam value

it can attain, X is practically constant for some distance near
the middle of the plates; henne in this case we have ti^XA/jr* =0
midway between the plates, and therefore by equatioDS (3)

and (5) q^av?\ substituting this value of n we have

/ ^ \

or

-XJ— =CXoi^. ...... (6)

1-
Swek

At either plate nin,=0, so that
X6^i'*'"**=^>

qek

-X; ^'^ =CXii^; .... (7)

1- *

hence from (6) and (7)

or II—
0

=/3"-«/^. («)

It follows from this equation that XJXq is greater than

unity, aud that the value of this ratio increases from unity to

infinity as increaaes from aero to infinity. We aee tbat fi

does not inyolve eiiher ^ or i. So ihaty to take a particular

case, when the gas between two plates is exposed to Ront^en

rays, the ratio of the electric intensity at tlio plates to that

midway >>rtv;pcn them is independent of the intensity of the

radiation and of the current through the gas. The curvet
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giving the conneiion between the electric intensity and the

distance between the plates are found by experiment to be
somewhat as represented in fig. 1. The Tariation inX (fig. 1

)

Kg. 1.

occurs only in two layers near the plates and X is approximately

constant in the rest of the field. As flic current throu<ili the

gas increases the layers of inconstant X expand until they

touch, and then there is no longer a region in whic-h X is

constant. We can easily find an inferior limit to the value

of X the thiekness of one of these layers when we are given

the value of the current. For soppose P (fig. 1) is at the

boundary of the layer next the positive electr^e, then at P,

since X becomes constant, half the current murt be carried

hv tht» positive and half by the ner^ative ions ; if i is the

current and c the eharge carried by an ion, then ij'le positive

ions must cross unit area of a plane through F in unit time,

80 that at least that nuinber must be produced in uuit time in

the region between P and the podtive plate. Now if X is

the thickness of the layer, q\ is the number of positive ions

produced in unit time; the number that cross the plane in

unit time cannot then be greater than q\, and will only be as

great as this if no recombination of the ions takes place

;

hence

or

Thus ijieq is an inferior limit to X. It will not, however, I

think be very far from tlio true value, for we can show that

but little recombination will take place in the time taken by
the positive ions to

^
traverse a layer of this thickness. For

the rate of combination of the positive ions is given by
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If ifl the maximom value of n^, tben meaanraa the time

ibat ifl taken before reoombination diminiahes the namber of
the ions to any verj appreciable extent In this time the
positive iona would move a distanee £ given by the equation

sr/

where Xi u the vulue of X at the plate,

thus

Let Xi=B7X« where y^0*-^^

4rye 2

Thas if 7 is tolerably largo, the positive ions travene
a space inach greater than \ before n'combining.

The greatest cuireut that am ]ia.ss l>etween the plates is

when all the ions are used ia currying the current ; if I is the

distance between the plates, then |}ositive and negative

iona are nrodaoed in unit time; thnaif 1 ia the maximum
onrrent wmch can pass between tbe pktea

hence we can write

A. ^ i

J~'2l

The equations

d

(Aifii+i^i]Xes^

Dv
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are salkiied by

wlim in IIm onmiit tiurougb the gM. In diit cue the

amoimtB of the onrrent oftrried hj ttn poiitiTe and nefpitiTe

ions respectively are proportional to tno Telocities of ihoae

ions. When, however, the cnrrent passes between two
parallel plates, this solntion cnnnot bold riglif iip to the plates.

For, consider the condition ot thin^ at a point P, between
the plates A B and CD, of which AB is the positive and UD
the negative plate. Then across unit area at P

poaiiTe ions pass in unit time, and these must come from (he
region between P and AB ; this region can, however, not
furnish more than q\ and only nuich as this if there are

no recombinations ; hence the preceding solution cannot bold
when the distance from the positive plate is less than

*

similarly it eannot hold nearer the negatiTe plate than the

We shall assume that ttjo i*olution given above does hold in the

parts of the field which are I'urlher uwuy iroia llie plates than

these distanoes ; and further, that in the kyers in which this

aolntion does not hold, there is no recombination of the ions.

Let us now oonnder tne condition of thingp near the positiTe

plate between

;r B 0 and x = , — = A bay.

Then, since in this region there is no recombination, our
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eqnatiooi are

If f is confitaut, we have

the constant has been detennined m as to make vi^O when
«sO ; sobstitating these valnes for ni, n,, in the equation
giving dSJdx we get

die

the constant may be determined from the condition that
when X

from this we find

Since C is the value of X* when ^=0, it is the valno of X*
at the positive plate; if we call X, the value ofX at the positive

plate and Xq the value of X bctweea the laj ers we have

ihna Xi is alwaj <^reater than Xo» the value ofX between the
layers.

If Xf ia the valne ofX at the negative plate we have

Thus, if the velocity of the negative ion, is very large
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C(>TTi]iurtHl \\ it]> the veloeitv of the T»o«*itive. the value t>i

X ai lilt) iM>gttUve j>labe is kiigt; iH>iu]tarW Miiii ilb vaiiut) ai the

positive.

Tbo mrv<B rapraMnrianjif ihfi dleuiiie intouiijiv butwwui ilie

k flUnm m 2. Is tint cmt h^jki k a ktgo

/

T)m &11 of pcteitial bckmb the kjer wlioae l^nokMB k X|

k equal to

and tios k aqml tp

wbere

and

Hencse, il' ^ k large, the Ikll of potential acrcm layer

tjiifiknftBB k X} nflzt the pontive pkte^k apprui'iiiiaiBly

Bumkrljy if

and if k krge tiie fiUl of potontud atroH llie kysr wbow
tbiokneffi k 1^ k approximate]J
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Ihe (listanca Imtween the plates in which the electric

intensitv i« constant and equal to Xq is ^Xi + X,), where / is

the diiitauce between the pktes. Since Xj+Xj=A/^tf the fall

of potential in this distance is equal to

henoo if V is the potential-difierenoe between the plates

and

so that

This ^Ives tlie roLition between the current nnd the poton-
tialHiiii'ereDoe between the plates* It is of the form

In a j>aper by Mr. iiutherford and m^seif in the Phil.

Mag. for Oct. 1896, a relation between V and « was eiyen on
the assnmption that the eleetric intensity* was oonstant oetween
the plates ; in this investigation I have tried to allow for the

Tariation in the electric intensity. The above investigation

ceases to be nn approximation to the truth when the two
layers touch each other. In this cm*c tlie current lias its

limiting valne Iqe, and there is no loss of ions by recoiu-

bination ; we may therefore neglect the recombination and
proceed as follows.

Equations (5) become in this case

If 9 is constant, the solutions of these equations are

AiWiXsayar, (9)

ifc^i,X=g(/-;c) (10)

where x is the (li>iance measured from the positive plate and
I the distance between the plates, for these solutions satisfy
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264 Prof. J. J. Thomson on the Tlieory of Conduction of

the differential equations and the boiiiiJan- conditions ii|8sO

when ar=0, and n^sO when xss^. JTroin the equation

we ll&TB

or

X.=8x8«{f(i + y-g}+C.. . (11)

where C is the constant of integration. When X haa its

minimmn valne we see from equation (1) that iisnf ; henoe
from and (10) at such a point we have

f:=7^,= ....... (w)

hence if we determine the point Q where X is a minimum, this

equation will give us the ratio of the Teiocities of the poBitive

and negative ions.

We see that a pojsitive ion starting from the positive

plat^, and a negative ion starting from the negative plate,

reach this point simultaneously.

If Xo is mipimqm Talne of X, and ( the distanoe of a
point between die pktes from wemay write equation (11)
in tiie form

X«-Xo« + 47rg.pQ- + -i);

if I is the maximum current, this may be written

X«=X,^+4wipi(i + i). . . , (13)

We see from this eanation that if we measure the values of

X at two points ana I| the maumum ourreni^ we can deduce
the value of

and since from (12) we know the value of kjkf, we can
deduce the values of and

If the positive ion moves more slowly under a given
potential gradient than the negative ion, then we see from
(12) that Q is nearer to the positive than to the negative
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plate. Hence it follows from (13) tliat tlio electric force at

the negative plate h greater than that at tlio positive.

A verv convenient method of determiuiiiii the velocities of

the ions, and one which can be employed in nearly every ca^e

of eondnetion through gases, is to produce the ions in one
region and measnre the electric intensity at two points in a
region where there is no production of ions, but to which ions

of one sioTi only can penetrate under the aetion of the

electric tield. Thus let A, B represent two parallel plates

immersed in a gas, and let us suppose that in the layer

between A and mo plane LM we produce a supply of ious,

whether by Bontgen rays, incandescent metals, ultra-Tiolet

light, or by other means, aiid suppose that the gas between
LM and 6 is screened off from the action of the ioniser.

Then if A and B are connected to the poles of a battery a
current will pn^s tliroufjh the gas, and this current in the

region between LM ami B will be carrie 1 Ity ions of one

sign. These will be positive if A is the [»03itive jjolo, nega-

tive if it is the negative pole. Let us hnJ the dit>tributiun

of eleotrio intensity in the region between LM and B. Let
us snppose A is the positive plate, then all the ions in this

region are positive and we haTO^ nsing the same notation as

betbre,

where « is the carrent tfarongh unit area ; from these equations
we have

or

Hence if we measure tlie values of X at two points in
the region between LM ami B, and also the value of 4,

we cnn, from this eqtTntion, deduce the value of ibj, and
hence the velocity of tiio positive ion in a known electric

field. To determine the velocity of the negative ion we
have only to peiform a similar experiment with the plate A
neflwttve*

When the ionization is confined to a Uyer CD between the
phktes A and B, the distribntion of electric intensity is repre*
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aented by fig. 3, where A is the positaye and B the negative

plate, nnd the velocity of the net^ative ion is sapposed to be

much greater than that of the positive.

Fig. a

The investigation of the distribution of electric intensity

given on p. 262 shows that when the velocity of the negndvo
ion is much greater than that of the positive, the distribution

of the intensity has many featares in common vidth that

associated with the pfifsa^^e of electricity through a vacuum-
tnbo. o«j>ecialiy the irreat increase in electric intensity closo

to the neirative electrode. Thus this fe<iture of the Hi5ichar<£e

through vacunm-tubes can be exphiined by the t^^reater

velocity of the negative ion than of the poiitive, a property

whi(^ seems to hold in all cases of diseluirge of electridly

tluxragh gases. And as the most important of the differences

between the phenomena nt the two poles of a vacuum-tube
are direct consequences ol the electric intensity at the cathode

far exceeding that at the nnoile, I thiiil< tlie nio.-t striking

feutures of the discharge throii<;li viicuiiiti-nibes ;ire conse-

quences of the difference in velocity iHjtweeu the positive and
negative ions. In the case dlscnased on p. 261 we assumed
a constant^ t. e. that the ionijeation along the path of the

discharge was constant ; in the case of the discharge through
vacuum-tubes, where the ionization is due primarily to the

electric field itself, it is unlikely that the ionization will he

constant when the tield is so variable. Wo can derive

inforinution as to the distri[)ution of the ionization by a study

of the very valuable curves giving the distribution of electric

intensity in a vacuum-tube which we owe to the researches

of Gbaliam (Wied. Ann. Iziv. p. 49^ X%m).
From the equations
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^(^i'»iX)=9-anin„

we get if ami are iDilepeudent of

267

Thus q^aviv^ is of the same sign as (PX^/dj^. Thus when
q—an^n^ is positive, that is when the ionization exceeds the

recombination, the curve for will he convex to the axis

of or, and this curve will be concave to the axis of x when the

recombination exceeds the ionization. Places of sharp cur-

vature will 1)6 regions either of great ionization or recom-

bination. Fig. -i is a curve for X* calculated from Graham's

Fig. 4.

results. It will be seen that there are two places of specially

sharp curvature with the curvature in the direction denoting
ionization, one, the most powerful one, just outside the

negative dark space, the other near the anode, while in the

positive light the curvature indicates recombination. It

would seem as if the positive ions formed at the centre of
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ionization near div aiio*Ie. in travelliiii: tovvuiii^i the cathode,

met with the uegative ions coming from the centre of

ionization near the cathode, that theee positive ions combine
with the neipitive until their nnmber is ezliausted, and on
combining give out light, the rcfilon of recombination con-

stituting the positive light. In the dark space between the

positive liir^i^ the negative glow rln^se po-^itivc ions from

the c'tMitre ot ionization near the anode are exhausted, yo that

there are none of them left for the negative ions coming from
the centre near the cathode to combine with.

The nick in the curve denoting the centre of ionisatton

near the cathode is present in all the carves given hj
Graliam ; the centre near the anode is not nearly so per*

sistcnt. In several of the curves giveti bv Graham there is

no nick near the anode, though the one near th** eathoile is

well marked, and in those tubes there is no ^veil-developed

positive light. The distribution of potential which accom-

panies the inminoos discharge reqnires a definite distribution

of electrification in the tube, this requires ionixation and a
movement of the ions in the tube before the luminous dis-

charge takes place. There must, therefore, be a kind of

quasi-discharge to prepare the way for the luminous one.

Warburg (\Vied. Ann. Ixii. p. 385) has, in some cases, detected

a dark discharge before the luminous one passes. It seems
probable that such a discharge is not limited to the cases in

which it has already been detected, but is an invariable

prelinunary to the luminous discharge.

Besides the ^* nicks *' or places of specially sharp curvature

fig. \ allows that there is a small eiirvatnre in the direction

indicating an excess of ionization over recouihinatlon all

through the considerable space that intervenes l)etwcen the

positive light and the negative glow ; as this region is one far

away from places of great electric intensity it seems probable

that in producing ionization the electric intensity at any
point is helped by other agencies. The case of th(> catho(M

rays shows that the motion of charged ions tends to ionize

the snrronnding gas. E. Wiedemann, too, has shown that

the discharge generates a peculiar radiation, callod hy him
" Eutladungstrahlen it is possible that these may possess

the power of ionizing gas through which they pass.
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XX, Cathode^ Lenard, and R&ntgen Rayt,

By William Suthbblano *.

^PO explain the results of bis experiments on cathode rajs,

uikI to aocxynnt for the Hertz-Lenard apparent passage

of cathode rays through solid bodies according to Lenard's

wonderfully simple law, J. J. Thomson (Phil, Mag. [;')]

xUv., Oct. 1897) proposes the hypothesis, that the matter in

the cathode stream consists of atoms resolved into particles

of that primitive substance out of which atoms have been
supposed to be composed. Before a theory of snoh
momentons importanoe shoald be entertained, it is neoessary

to examine whether the facts to be explained by it are not

better accounted for by tlie logical development of established

or widely accepted priiH'iftlf^« of electrical science.

Tlie chief facts which ihouisou arrives at Irom his experi-

ments are :—That the cathode rays travel at the same speed

in different gases such as hydrogen, air, and carbonic dioxide;

and that m/«, the ratio of the mass of the particles to their

charge, is the same for the cathode streams in all gases, and
is about 10~~* of the ratio of the mass of the hydrogen atom
to its chari^e in orJinarv ciectroly.sis. These scemin<x facts

have also been brought out witli ^it&xi distinctness in the

experiments of Knnfmann (Wied. Ann. Ixi. and Ixii.).

Whatever proves to be tlie right theory oi tlie nature of the

cathode rays, the quantitative results whioh these experi-

menters have obtained (as did also Lenard), id a region,

where, amid a bewildering wealth of qualitative work, the

Quantitative appeared as if unattainable^ most constitute a
nrm stretch ot" tlie roaflway to tlie truth.

Let ns brietiv consider the llieories use<1 liv J. J. Thomson
and by Kaufinann to interpret their exjieriiiuiUs. For instance,

Thomson considers N particles projected from the cathode,

each of mass to strike a thermopile, to which tliey give up
their kinetic energy |Ni»o* measured as W. Each of the

particles carries its charge of electricity «, the whole quantity

N« being measured as Q. Thus we have

t»»«/tf=W/Q (i)

But again, the particles, after being projected through a slit

in the anode with velocity v, are subjected to a field U of

magnetac force at right angles to the direction of motion, so

that the actual force tending to deflect each particle is H«v
at ri^ht angles to H and o. The result is that each particle

describes a circular path of radius p with the centrifugal

• ComTniiuieated by the Author.

Phil, Mag. S. 5. Vol. 47. No. 286. March im. U
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force mf^/p eqnal to R$v, and therefon our Moond eqmdioii

vm/«=Hp (2)

By rrspasuring W/Q and Hp, Thomson is able to deduce

values of V and m/e from (1) and (2), and these are tlie values

which lead to his remarkable conclusions already given.

Thomson and Eaufmann control the results of this method
by a second method of experimenting, in which deflexion of

cathode rays w as produced by electrostatic force, as well as

by magnetic, the forces in Thomson's experiments being

adjusted so that the deflexions in both cases were the same^

and therefore, if F is the electric force,

Ftf^Stfv* (3)

Thas an independent measnre of v is taken, and as it confirms

those made bv the other method, the experimental evidence

for the simplicity of tlie hiws of cathode motion is greatly

strengthened. But in the theory of these experiments there

is one suppressed premiss, namely, that a charge e must be

asio<nated with some mass m. Now in following np the

ionic hypothesis as far as it will go, it is our duty to nse this

premiss as one of the links in the chain of reasoning ; but

when it leads us to a conclusion subversive of the Ionic

hjpothe'^i?. namely, that atom* are split up into particles

having ditlerent charges from ihe atomic charge in electro-

lysis, then we are no longer bound by the ionic hypothesis.

It may flierefbre he that free electrons can appear in the

fether^ and that in the cathode stream the greater part of the

electricity travels as free electrons.

A systematic statement of <lie reasons for contemplating

the possibility of the motion of free el<'cfron< through the

sether will be given below ; but in the present connexion it

is of most importance to consider whether such electrons coold

jgive up to the thermopile the kinetic energy measured by
Shoroson. From the writings of Thomson, Heaviside, Searle,

and Morton (Phil. Mag. [5] xi., xxvii., xxviii., xli., xUt.)
vre can form an idea as to what takes place when an electron

is set in motion. These writings relnte to electric charges

on conducting s{)lieres and ellipsoids, the charges being
caused to move by the motion of the conductors; but in the

case of the tree electron we cannot say that iis charge is on
anything* unless a modified portion of the sstber. Onr
simplest plan is to' regard the electron as a spherical shell of
electricity of total amount ^, the radius being o.

Tlie main effect of setting such an electron in motion by
means of some source of energy, is that electric and magnetic
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eiiergy are soread into tlie nther with tba elociiy of light

\\ BO that whon the elevtroil bas velocity u the tot^il amouiil
of such electric and magnetic energy is (Searie, Phil. Mag.

^ /V, V + u ,\

If u is MiuUl oomparod with V tbia if

^(l+l^ +...);

and taking account only of the p irt of Uii^ eoergy due to

motion, we have Heaviside's result :—

#»ii»/3KaV« or /*<^a*/3a.

Now if the process, by which some of our store of energy
was converted into electrio and magoetio formii on letting
tho electron in motion, is a reversihle one, flif^n on stopping

the electron in a suit;ihle inunuer the electric mv) mao-netic

energy ou<^lit to flow hack to our source or to tiie stopping

body, and if ihoro are no urraugeineuts at the stopping body
snitable for storing this as ordinary kinetic or potmtiai
energ}^ it will appear as heat amongst the parttoles which
take part in the stoppage. Thus, then, certain actions of a
movini; electron take place as if it had a localized Inertia,

in>-t as in the theory of electric currents a !arj:^e part of their

behaviour is such as it would he if the inovin;; electricity

had localized inertia. According to Searle's expression, the

inertia or elfeotive mass of the eleotron beoomes a fhnetioii <tf

its Telocity, if we define it as the qnantifcy which is to be mnlti-

plied by naif the square of the Telocity to give the kinetic

energy. With Heaviside's expression for smaller velocities,

we should have the inertia equal to 'Jfx^^/Sa. But n|>;irt from

these det:iils, we have only to asfiume that the energy
imparted to an electron when it is set in motion (or the

greater part of it) is ^iven np as heat to the material particles

whidi arrest its mouon, and is eqnal to half the square of

the velocity mnltiplied b^' a certain qnauiK v < m iiacteristio

of the electron and appearing by the symbol m in the equations

of Thomson and Kanfmann. Then the experimental results are

at once explained ; for as the negative electrons are the 8anie

in all the experiments, m/e has the same value for cathode,

streams in all gases : the gas facilitates the electric dischai;ge,.

bnt does not control it ; as a steampongine can give Smc
same results with sereral Inbrioantsi so the cathode stream^

ean give the same stream of electric energy by rneaaa of it»

U X
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moving free electrons, whatever may be the gas used to

facilitate its flowing.

We can nso Thomson's and Eanfinann's yalne of m/ej

namely, about 10~^ when e is measured in electromagnetic

units, to calculate the order of magnitude of a the radius of

the electron. With the relation m/e~2^e'^a and fi= l and
^=10"^^ in the electromagnetic system of units, wo then

have a=10~^* nearly, while the radii of molecules are of the

order 10"® cm., so that the linear dimensions of an electron

are about the millionth part of those of moleontes. We
must tlierefore concede to the electron great freedom of
motion in the interstices between the molecules eren of solid

bodies.

A very rei^iarkable fact about the equations of motion of

the cathode stream iis(^d by Thomson is tliat, although the

velocity attained is about one-thud timt of light, there is no
sign of any necessity to take account of appreciable frictionai

resistance. The electrons stream througn the sether with
nearly the velocity of light and yet provoke no noticeable

resistance. What wonder, then, that any aethereal resistance

to planetary motion has remained beyond our ken !

The importance of the quantitative results in these experi-

ments has necessitated tlieir being di&cussed oat of their

historical and logical order in a train of thought on cathode

and allied rays, which order we will now attempt to follow

briefly.

Stoney's iiiteipretation of Faraday's law of Electrolysis to

mean that electricity exists in separate natural units, the

electrons, as definitely a? mnttor in atoms, is now generally

accp[>ted, after Helinhoiu's independent advocacy of it in

hia i' araday lecture.

Many workers have investigated the g«neral dynamics <^
.electrons, but mostly on the suppositi<»i that the electron

must be assodated with an atom, so that ihey form in con*
junction an ion. But if electric action in matter is to be
explained only by the participation of eleefroiTJ, it nnfnrally

follows that we should contemplate the existence of electrons

in the aether to enable it to play its part in electrical action.

And next we have to take account of the hypothesis

adTanoed by Helmholts in his Faraday lecture (Chem. Soe.
Trans, xxxix. 1881) to explain Contact Electromotive Foice^
namely, that different atoms attract electrons with different

amounts of force. This hypothesis may not be generally

accepted yet, but we propose to follow ont its logical ron-

sequences. If two things attract one another they must be
entities of somewhat the same sort, and therefore the electron is
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of eiMntiaUy ihe same natare as an atom. But further, if two
things attract one another, %ve must conceive the possihility

of their h^mfr drawn apnrt, so that thn ion can be split into

an unchar;i;ed atom ana an electron froo of attachment to

matter. Maxweirs ascription of inertia to electricity, in

his theory of induced currents, bears out our conclusion that

the atom and the electron are things of the same sort in many
respects. If the electrons nre distributed through the sether,

we mast suppose that in sather showing no electric charge
en<^h Tipfjntive electron is nnited with a positive electron to

form the analogue of a material molecule, which ini;i;lit con-

veniently be called a neutron. Of the existence of neutrons

in the a&ther we buve powerful evidence in Trowbridge's

wonderfbl ezperimentB (** The Electrical CondnetiTiiT of the
JEther," Phil. Ma^. [5] zlni., May 1897). He opens hie

account of them with a mention of ^dlund*8 old oontention

that the iptlier is a conductor and J. J. Thomson's refutation

of it, an ! ( lri«f»a it \\\fh the statement, " My experiments lead

me to couciuile that under very high electrical stress the

£ether breaks down and becomes a £;ood conductor." Thus both

Edlund's contention and J. J. Thomson's are happily recon-

ciled ; the ssther is a perfect insolator nntil it is broken down,
after which it is a conductor. According to the present

theoryi Trowbridge's result would be worded thns;—The
fptber in-iilites until the electric force at some point is

sufHcieiit to decompose the neutrons into electrons, where-
upon it becomes a conductor of the same type as electrolytes.

This principle should help practical electricians to construct

a consistent theory of the hitherto rather intractable electric

are.

Bnt to return to the cathode rays. The volume of experi-

mental and theoretical work on the ionization of gases, which
has been tnrn'^d out from the (\'ivendish Laboratory, loaves no
doul)t as to the existence of ions in rare gases through which
a current of electricity is passing : hence in the cathode stream

there mnst be a certain namber of ions flying along side by-

side with the electrons ; bnt the experiments of Thomson and
Kanfmann, according to our interpretation, prove that the

stream of ions is of ^nite suhsidiaiy importance to the stream
of electrons. This is not always necessarily the ease in the

electric discharcje through gases, and it seeiii'^ to me that, tor

a satisf'acLory theory of the varied phenomena of electric

conduction through gases, we must take account of the fact

thai we have two conducting media participating in the action

namely, vatying numbers of ions and also of free electrons.

Onr theoiy o? the cathode stream has the advantage that it
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lesdB in a most natural manner to a ibear^ of the Lenard rays*

The cathode stream of electrons, moving -with a velocity

nearly that of liglit. possesj^ing inertia, and yet of a size that

is small compared to the molecular interspaces in solids, must
be able to penetrate a solid that is thin euongh, and to emerge
on the otiber side, difbriiig from the original cathode stream
only in that tiie small trace of moTiDg ioos has been filtered

out. Practically then Lenard rays are cathode rays. This

is what experiment has abundantly proved. All the main

Properties of the cathode rays have been re-observed in the

lenard rays: thus Ferrin proves that the cathode stream

carries negative electricity, McClelland proves the same for

the Leuard rays : Ront^en discovers that where the cathode

stream strikes a solid it emits Bontgen rays ; Des Oondres
proves that where the Lenard rays s&ke a solid they also

emit Bontgen rays: Gk>ldstein discovered that the cathode

stream colours salts, especially haloid salts of the alkalis, in a

remarkable way; Des Coadrcs proves the same for the

Lenard stream: and soon with such properties as magnetic and

electric deflectability, power of exciliiig iuminescence, and
the like. The cathode and Lenard streams are the simplest

forms of electric current known to ns. Such a power as that

of causing certain substances to emit light is only another form
of our fundamental principle, that an electron in having its

motion arrested imparts energy to the arresting molecules,

and of course to their associated electrons. The colourinti of

gaits discovered by Goldstein would be accounted for by the

supposition that some of the negative electrons attach them-
selves to the electronegative atoms, thereby converting them
into free ions^ and liberatiDg nn rl uirged atoms of the metal^

which cause the coloration. The experiments which have
been made, with net^ative results, to detect the metal or the

ion chemically do not decide anything, because of coTirso the

amounts produced are too small for ordinary iiu^iliods of

analysis to detect. The fatigue, which some substances show
afterfiaorescing for a while nnder the influence of the cathode
stream, may be accounted for in a simikr manner by the
lodgement of free electrons, which produce an opposing
electromotive force and diminish the intensity of the cathode
stream, whilf at the same time producing an analogous change
to the change of colour in the salts studied by Goldstein,

except that the change does not appear as visible colour, but
as a lowering of fluorescent power. Fluorescence is known
to be very sensitive to the pKsence of small tmoes of sub*
stances.

We do not know enough of the relations of atoms and
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electrons to formulate fli priori whut ou<^lit to be the law of

the rcsistniicf* of bodies to the }'assage ot a Btream of electrons

through iheiii ; but t'ortuiiately we have the comprehensive
invetitigation^ of ijttnard on the subject aud can give a
reasonable explanation of bis resolts. He found (Wied. Aim,
l^L) that for a great variotj of substances of densities wiring
from that of Iiydrogen at 3 mm. of mercnrj pressure ('0s368)
to that of gold the resistance to the passjige of Lenard
rays depended almost solely on density, the coefficient of

absorption being pn oportional to the density. Now we should

expect onr electron beino[ so i>iiiall compared to atoms, and
moving with high velocitios^ to deform locally aup^ atom
whioh it strilKeSy and to rebound before the deformation had
travelled far into the substance of the atom, so that after the
electron had departed the atom would be left with an inmase
of vii)rational enerpfy, but no direct appreciable increase of

translatory ener;iv ;
thon, if the volocitv of propagation of a

disturbance in ab atiins is the same, and also the time of an
encounter between uiuin aud electron cpnstiint, the energy
given up an eleotron in an encounter with an atom wul
be proportional to the density of the substance of the atom.
Now in the ca < of a solid, as an electron threads its miy
through the raoloculiir interspaces, the nuwiber of its encounters

will be proportional to the length of path, and tlicrcftiro to

the thickness of the solid, and therefore the coethcieut of

ab'-'orption, which will relate to unit thickness of ail substances,

will be proportional to the density of the substance of the

atom, which is nearly the same as the densitv of the snb-

stanoe; thus for solids we interpret Lenard s law of the

absorption of cathode rays.

In the case of gases an interesting difference presents

itself. The electron is not now thrcadinof its wav tbrouirh

narrow passages, but has far more clear space than obstacle

ahead of it. As the electron is very small itself, we niiiy say

fliat in pessinff tbrough a gas the number of times it en-

oODikters a molecQle is proportional to the mean sectional area,

and terefore to the square of the radius B of the molecule

regarded as a sphere, and also to the number of molecules

per unit volume (/i); and if m i-^ tbo mass of the molecule the

density of its substance is proportional to w/U^, and thus the

coefficient ot absorption for a gas is proportional to nE'm/K^
or nm/R ; but fim is the density p, so tbiat the coefficient of

absorption of a gss is proportional to the density, hot also

inversely proportional to the molecular radios. Now this

tiieoretical conclusion corresponds partly with one of Lenard's

experimental results, namely, that although the ooefficient of
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absorption for a large number of gases appeared fo He pro-

portional to the density within the limits of experimental

errori the coefficient for hydrogen was exceptional to an
•xteiit decidedly beyond possible ezperimeDtal error. In )us

experiments, Lenard showed that if Jo is the intensity of a
Lenard stream at lis sonroe, J that at a distance r from the

Bonroe in a substance whose coefficient of absorption is A,

and determined A for various gases at a pressure of one atmo.

As tlie densities of these o;ases are as their molecular wei'ihta,

with that of hydrogen= 2, he shows the relation of A to the

densilnr of different gases by tabulating values of A/m ; while

according to our reasoning RA/m would be expected to

be constant. The following table contains Lenara's values

of 10'A/m, and relative values of R as given in my paper on
the " Attraction of Unlike Molecules—The DitFusion of Gases,"

Phil. Mag. [5] xxxviii., being half the cube-root of the

limiting space occupied by a gramuie-molecule of the sub-

stance and controlled bj comparison with molecular dimen-
sions as given by experiments on the viscosity of gases; the

last row contains the product KfBA/m ;

—

CH4. 00. CjH^. N,. O,. CO, Hja 80,.

10>l/» ... 287 124 122 UB 118 126 116 lOS 198

E 1-025 1-47 1-35 1-75 1'415 1-34 1'56 l f)35 163
10»&A/m... ^ 182 231 160 169 179 167 217

Thus while Lenard's approximate constant ranges from 102
to 237, the one to whifli have been led ranges from 157 to

243, which is an improvement. The really striking point

about Lenard's discovery, however, is that wlien A is divided

by density, the range in value is from 2070 for paper to 5610
for hydrogen at one atmo; the results for manpr substanoea

such as gold and hydrogen at 1/288 atmo &lhng between
these extremes. The fact that the yaine of A/p for a rare

^s is almost the same as for a dense solid, would seem to

indicate that it is only when an electron strikes an atom
almost in the direction of a normal that the most important

part of the absorption of energy occurs ; for if this is so,

the chance of an electron's encountering an atom in a solid

normally, while threading its way through the intersticeSi

being the same as if it comd pass through all the atoms wHeh
it does not meet normally, the absorption of energy from an
electron by a number of atoms should be the same whether
they are as close as in a solid or asvnde apart as in a rarefied

gas. Thus probably the coefEcient of absorption for a solid
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depends on ita oioleculur radius, but the data hardly j)ermit

of fin examination into tliis poiut. It should ha remarked
that, iia lite electron can probably pass easily between the

•toniB in s moUtnhf the absorptioii aw to a oomponiid mole*
oiil« wghi to be analysed into the parte doe to lie atomi

;

for inst^incc, in Lenara's table of valnM for A in such gasee

as CH4, COj, CgH^, the part due to the carbon^ the hydrogen,
and the oxygen, onght to separated «nt, and then each
part ouirVit to be proportional to the atoancmass and inversely

proportional to the utoniic radius. If this is so, then the

agreement in the values of RA//n in our table could not be

expected to be perfect.

A Tery ehanieteristic property of the Len:ird rays followt

from our theory, for when the otthode rays fall on an ala-

miniutn window, such as Lennrd used, they have a direction

noniml to it, whereas the Lenard rays issuing on the other

side of the window aro uniformly radiated in ail tiaecUoM^;

and this is exactly how our stream of small electrons wuuUl

bdmvey becaiue aifler they haye threaded tbetr way through
the molecnlar inteiaticesy they will iasne with direotioiis

uniformly distributed in space, for it is to be preenmed that

the final directions of the iDternioleoiilar paaaageB will be
distributed at random.

As the cathode and Lennrd si reams are currents ot electrons,

and therefore form pure cltH tnc currents, we might expect

a priori that the coefficient of absorption of sobstances for

them would show some decided relation to the eleetrioal

resistance of the substances ; but Lenard*s law proves that

such an expectation would he futile, for the absorption of
conductor and insulator alike depends ahno«t entirely on
density. This fact throws eonsidcrahle li^ht on the nature

of metallic conduction. It would seem as if in the conduction

of electricity in metuls, both the positive and negative elec-

tronsy distrihnted through the metels^ take part in the process

of condnction, probably in the mefchod of the Grothnss chain;

by a process of exchange of partners both kinds of electron

get passed along in opposite directions without anything of

tne nature of a great rush of one kind of electroTi ;<t ono time

and place. When such a rush occurs in a caiho K -treani,

the internal ap^iliauces of the L^st conducting metal van no
more fadiitate its passage, than can the obstmctiug appliances

of the best insnhtor hinder it. In metallie coodQctton we
have to do with a property of the raetallic atom^ whereby^

with the aid of electromotive force, tlie local dissociation of
the neiitron into electron-? is greatly facilitated ; whereas in

insulators the reverse is the case. This important field of the
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relations of electrons and atoms mcttt be nearly ready for

important developments.

Two more of Lonnrd's facts are of spetrial importanco,

namely, that cathode r:iys, when pa.^sed throiit^h a window
from the vacuum-tube in which they are generated, travel

Leoard njt through gas of such a dendfy^ as woukl prereai
the fdNmation of tine cathode rays, if it preyailed in the tnbe^

whether that density is great, as in the ordinary atmosphere,
or very small, as in a vacuam so hin;h as to insulate nnder the

electric forces in the tube. These fact*? are explained by our
theor}' : the properly exhausted tul)e furnishes a requisite

facility for splitting up the neutrons and fretting a supply of

electrons to be set swiftly in moliou ; once that is accomplished,

noiliing will stop them nntil it ofFera enough resistanoe to

destroy the momentum of the electrons, and ordinary lengths

of dense or rare air in Lenard*8 experiments failed to do this.

The action of the tube in generating the cathode rays may be
likened in this connexion to a Gifford's Steam Injector.

In the logical development of the present line of thought,

an attempt at au * x[)lanation of the cause of the Rontgen
rays must find a place. Already J. d. Thomson, in his paper

on a Connexion between Cbihode and Bontgen Bays ^Pnil.

Kag. [5] xlv., Feb. 1898), has worked oot in some detail the

electromagnelic effect of suddenly stopping ions moving with

high velocity, the main result being that thin electromagnetic

pulses radiate from the ion. He l)'^Heves that these pulses

constitute the Rontgen rays, in a;^! ! ruent with a surmise of

Stokes. Thomson's reasoning would apply to our free

electrons just as to his ions, but there would be this important

distinctton, that while Thomson's hypothesis involves the

condition that the greater psrt of the energy of the cathode

streom consists of the kinetic energy of the atoms, in onr
hypothesis the energy belongs almost entirely to the moving
electrons, and when these are stopped the energy appears as

heat at the place of !i?toppago. Thus Thomson's electromag-

netic pulses a|)pear only as subsidiary phenomena in con-

nexion with the conversion of the kinetic energy of the

electrons into heat ; indeed, we cannot be sure that they

exist, becanse their existence has been snggested only in

accordance with the particular assumptions in Thomson's
hypothesis which correspond to only a limited portion of the

complete elcftrodviKnnics of such an action as is contemplated

in this paper, causing the conversion of all or almost all the

kinetic energ;y' of an electron into heat. Moreover, in tracing

the relation of Lenard rays to cathode rays we have been led

to picture the stoppage of the moving electrons as nothing
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Kke so sodden as tbat whicb Tbomfloa hu to contemplate for

his charges : this of course only makes a differenoe in the

degree of intensity of the phenouieiia reuniting from the

stoppage. There hiis as yet been no s\'stcinatic proof that

the properties of a train of impulses would be the same as

thoee or the Bontgen rays in tne matter of the ahaenoe of
refnustion and reflexion. Again, it is recogniaed tiiat the
Rontgen rays and the Becquerel rays from umninm are Teiy
similar, but it woold be bard to imagine the Becqaerel rajs
to be diif^ tf) thin impnlsef. On these grounds it seems to

me that Tliomson's suggestion as to the cause of the Kiintgen

rays, altliougb exciting one's admiration bv its clear con-

sistency, does not lead to the desired end ; aud theretbre I

will tij to follow out the premisses of ibis paper to snob
oondasions as may relate to phenomena like those of the
Bontgen rays.

To the electrons -we have assigned inertia and siae, and we
must therefore ascribe to them shape ; but a gertf^r;}! con-

ception of shape involves also the notion of defonnuliiiity,

which, therefore, we must consider as a possible property of

the electron. The electron is therefore to be supposed
capable of emitting vibrations dne to the relative motions of

its parts ; as light is supposed to be dne to the motion of
electrons as wholes, we see that the internal vibrations

of electrons will have this much in common with light, thai

they are transmitted by the same rethcr, but they need hare
nothing else in common We projjose, then, to identify the

Rontgen rays with these internal vilnations of our electrons.

It might be expected that the electron, iu executing the

motions whioh oanse light^ would get strained and thrown
into internal vibration, so that E&ntgen rays would accom-
pany ordinary light ; but the fact that Rontgen rays cannot
be drt r l 1 in association with light shows that the motion
of the electron occurs either j^o that it is very free from shock

and strain, or so that atoms promptly damp any internal

vibrations of adjacent electrons. The way in which matter

absorbs the energy of iioutgeu rays shows tiiuL wo may rely

on atoms to suppress any small amomit of Rontgen nuiiation

that might tend to accompany ordinary light as emitted by
electrons. Thus, then^ appreciable Rontgen radiation Is to be
looked for only when free electrons are thrown into vigorous
inti rnal vibration. Now thf^ encounter of an electron with
an atom, in which it gives up a part of its kinetic energy to

the atom as heat, is precisely the sort of action by which we
should expect the electron to be thrown into internal vibration.

Internal vibrations should originate where cathode or Lenard
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ra\> nre absinbed. and most poTrcrinllr where the ahsor}>tioTi

is most powerful : this corresponds with all the fsustB as to

the place ul origin oi liontgen rays.

As to wlwt maflt be the order of ma^nitxide of iSbm loigdi

of ibe wrnvm in iiie ctiwr prodoeod by ue intemtl TibintioM

cf ilie gfeetima, ire era form no k priori Mtnimte, bnt ander
the circumstances we are at fibertjr to assume that, like da
wj-e of the electron, it i? smnll compared to that of atoms, and
small also compared to inolecTilar interspaces. YCe shall

t})en have to do with sy&tems oi waves, which, wlien they

iail on a body, can travel freely in the molecular intergpaoes,

bnt «re Hable to mbeorptiao Dear the sor&ioes of moWidet.
Hie propagation of eBoh a ejBten of wavw woold tulse pboe
almost entirely bk libe wsdmr ofthe infersf>acea, as somd tiavfib

tbnRi^ m loose pQe of stones mostly by tbe air-spaces ; tLe

inolecwles cause absor]>fion, but do not act as if tney loaded

the aether. Therefore when our «Tstem of wsTes enters- a

lK>dy it ex jteriences DO rBiraction. As to reflexicm at the nrst

layer oi molecules which it eneomit<er^, we must remember
dvfc our wave-lengih is email oorapared to the indiot of a
mofeeole or atom, and that themftm in etodyin^ itAexkm it

snflBoee to stody that fram a sio^ molecule ; whanBis, with
otdinsiy Hghty where the mnre-kngth is large eompand to
atomic radins, we h:tve to take the effect of a large ntimber

of contiiTnc/ns nioh-cnles, if we are to reason out results com-
parable wiili :lio«e ftloerved in ordinary reflexion, ISow tbe

refiexioo of our sinaiJ wares from a single molecule will be of

tiie mse aatore as feflezMD fram a sphere, and wiU be simOar
to diffbse settterixig, a good deal of the soattoring being

towaitis the neighbouring intenticeE. Thas the attempt to

reflect these T^ares from a material plane surface will be
similar to thai oi attempting to reflect ordinary ]i<j;ht from a

large number of smooth «^j)here? whose centres lie in a |>lane.

If we take the avcni^e effect of a Inrfre number of molecnles

whose centres are l;y no means in a plane, as aiust be the

cMe vith our best reflecting smftoes, ve ase that a diffaae

eeattonng of our small waves most toke the pboe of re*

and this is the czperimentil resoH with the Bflnt^en

Any pohirisiation that onr system of wave« mi^^ht possess

could not be detected by the ordinary optical ap]tliances,

because these depend on aetiuiit exercised by the molecules

on the vibrations of light, whereas, ha our e-mail waves trayel

by the xntorBbco between the moleoaleay their ohexaotv it

not controlled to any appreeiaUe extent by the molecnlar

etrueture. Uns nsnlit aao agrees with the experimental mub
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that polarization of the Rontgen rays cannot bd detected by
ordiuarj optic<iI apparatus for the purpose.

These negative properties have been explained chiefly by
ilie assumed smallness of the wave-length, and have, there-

fore, little direct ooDiiexion with our theory of the Bdntgen
rays beyond indioatiDg the proljabilitj of a small waYe-length
for tlio Rontgen rays for ftimilar reasons to tho^e iiBuuly

urged. We must, tnereforf% proceod to properti«\s that our

short waves must possess by virtue of tlieir origin in vihralin;;

electrons. In the first plaee, we should expect the electrons

forming the neutrons in tiie aether to be set vibrating bv our
waves ; but if they prodace no dissipation of the energy they

will not cause any absorption, but will simply participate in the

genend ttkhereal operations of propagating the waves. But
when the waves get nmon;^fst the electrons associated witli

atoms, and set them vil>rating internally, there is called forth

that resistance to the vibration which constitutes the damping
action already spoken of. One of the probable results of such

an action wotila bo the setting of the acting and reacting

atom and electron into relative motion, so causing the ab«
sorbed Bontgen energy to appear as some form of radiant

energy congenial to the atom and electron. In this way our
waves could give rise to flnoreseont and photographic effects

in the manner of the Rontgen rays. If an electron absorbs

enough of the energy of our suiall waves, it may set into

such vigorous motion as to escape from the atom with which
it is acting and reacting, and appear as a free electron, or it

may associate itself witik an electron* to form an ion. At
the foundation of our theory we suppose our small waves to
be pro<luced by the deformation of an electron during a
vifToron^j tr:',ti<!cr of energy from electron to atom ; and now
we Mij ]M >e to be a reversible action, so that an electron

set vibrating near to an atom can convert enough of its

vibrational energy into translational kinetic energy to escape

from the atom. vViih this legirimate dynamic assumption of
reversibility, wo can deduce trom our hypothesis the prodno
tion of free electrons or ions in a dielectric traversed by our
small waYe^;, wbi' l! in nureement with the remarkable pro-

perty possessed l)y the Hiintgen rays of making gases con-

duct electricity well. The [>resence of scattered ions in a

solid dielectric does not necessarily make it conduct. An
experimental method of testing onr theoretical conclasion,

that Rontgen rays ought to liave the same effect on solid

dielectrics as on gases, would be to heat one till it gave de-

cided signs of eiectroiytic conduction, and then test as to

• [Atomf]
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whether conductivity i^s iti roased by radiation with Roiitgen
rays. Experinienti> on liquui dielectrics should be easy enou^rh.

One of Riiut^eu's observations is of special importance. He
found tiiat air, throagb whieH Bdntgen lars are paasiog,
emits Rontgen rajs; and tills is tizaetly wliat onr theory
would indicate, becanse, as we saw in discussing reflexion,

each atom scatters our small waves as a reflecting sphere dis-
tribnfes ordinary light.

The remaining important positive facts concerning Rontgen
rays relate to their absorption in passing through dilferent

substances. Our short waves in passing through a unit cube
of substance in a direction parallel to one of the edges, while
passing along the molecular interspaces, will be falling at

intervals directly on opposing surfaces of atoms; and if n be
the number of atoms per unit volume, and R the radius of

each, the quantity of suilaco encountered by unit area of

wave-front will be pruportional to niR*, and the number
of encounters in passing unit distance will be proportional to

nl, so that as regards amoimtof encounter of wave-front with
atoms the energy absorbed by the atoms will be proportional
to nB,*, But if the efifeotiveneBS of a collision in causing ab-
sorption from a given area of wave-front in a given time is

also proportional to the density of the tit n iter in the atom,
that is to ni/R^, as we had to suppose in discussing the col-

lisions of electrons and atoms, then the absorption of energy
from our short waves in passage through unit length of
difierent substances will be proportional to nm/B^ that is to

the density and inversely to atomic ntdins as with Lenard
lays. The fiict that Rontgen rays produce powerful fluores-

cence in certain i-iiib^t nicos shows thnt there arc special re-

sonance phenoniriiu that must be expected to produce decided
variations in absorption from the simple form just discussed ;

but the fact remains, as discovered by Rontgen, ihut by far

the most important factor in the absorption of Eontgen rays
is density. Benoist {Compi, Rend. czziv«] has found that

the absorption of Rontgen rays by certain gases is propor-
tional to the density, the factor of proportionality being

nearly the same as for solids sucli ms mica, phosphorus, and
aluminium, thou<>h ri>iiig lo a value tlx times as great in the

case of platinum and palladium ; density is the prevailing,

but not tne only, property which determmes the absorption

of ihe Bdntgen rays. JBui under dififorsnt ciroomstances

Rontgen-ray apparatus gives out rays of veir different absorb-

ability, or, as it is usually expressed, of different penetrative

power. Thomson's theory of tlu' Rontgen rays, as thin elec-

tromagnetic pulses, does not seem to ofter any feasible ex-
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planation of this t'uuduuieutal fact. The theory of vibrating,

eledarons requires that, in addition to the foQaamental mode
of vibratiooy we' mmt conteinpkite a namber of barmonlcs
assooiated with it ; various combinations of fundamental and
harmonios will be Hssoeiated with different oonditiona of
generation of the vlbnitions, and these will correapond to the
Rontf»en rays of difterent penetrative power.

An interesting observation of iSwiiiton's, thnt two colliding

cathode streams do not give rise to Riintgeu raj s, is explained

by our hypothesis, becaoae the electrons aie bo unall and to

far apart that an appreciable namber of colliatona between
tiie ebctrons of two colliding streams cannot occur.

Some consequences of. onr line of reascnin;:, to which as

yet no corrcspondin<i^ experiiiKMital results have been obtained,

may now be indicated. Tlio difference between cathode and
anode is due to the fact that the attntetion of metallic atoms
for positive electrons is stronger than ibr negative ones, so

that under a tfiven electrical stress negative Mostrons break
a\\ ay as a cathode stream more easily than positire ones as

an anode stream. But still, under strong enough electric

stress at the anode, it ought to be possible to get an anode
stream or anode rays similar to the cathode rays, bat carry-

ing positive electricity. These on encountering atoms, p?:pe-

cialiy the atoms of a solid body, should cause tne emis^^iuu of

rays similar to the Routgen, but possibly very diti'erent in

detailed properties, such as wave-length. It is possiUe that

the Becqnertfl rays may be ezampfes of what we may <»11

positive Kontgen rays, because, while we have seen that, in

the majority of cases, electrons move relatively to atoms in

the production of light, in such a iinnner that they do not

experience shocks throwing them into nu* t iia! vibration, the

uranium atom may be so formed that it pt i iudically collides

with its satellite eieetrou or electrons, ia which case the atoms
of Turaninm would be a source of radiation analogons to tiia

Bontgen.
According to our theory the velocity of the cathode stream

is not a physical constant like the velocity of light through
the rether, but ou^ht to vary greatly according to the histoiy

of the stream, which starts with zero velocitv and ends with

the same. The velocity of the lidutgea rays should be of

the order of that of light : we cannot assert that it should be

exactly equal to that <tt light, because to waves of so short a
length the neutrons may act as if they loaded the sether, so

that Bontgen rays may suffer a refraction in sther in con^
parison witli light. The fact that the experimental velocities

found for the cathode rays are of the order of the velocity of
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light is a striking one, to be compared with tbo fact that in

the vena contrada of a gas escaping from an orifice the

maximum velocity attainable is nearly that of the agitation

of the average molecule in the containing vessel or of sound
in the gas.

It appears as though a complete theory of electricity would
be a kinetic tbeory, in which the place of the atoms or mole-

cules of the kinetic theory of matter is taken by the electrons.

The ion appears as a sort of molecule formed by the union of

an atom or radical to an electron. But such large questions

can hardly be opened up in the present connexion. We may
summarize the contentions of the preceding pages in the two
propositions :

—

The cathode and Lenard rays are streams, not of ions, but

of free negative electron-*.

The Rontgen rays are caused by the internal vibrations of

free electrons.

Melbourne, Nov. 1898.

XXI. Properties of Liquid Mixtures,—Part III.* Partially

Miscihle Liquids. By R. A. Lehfeldt, D.Sc]

THE phenomena of complete mixture between two liquids,

about which so little systematic knowledge is yet in

existence, are connected with the phenomena of ordinary

solution by an intermediate stage, that in which two liquids

dissolve one another to a limited extent only. The study of

such couples seems a promising field of investigation, on
account of the intermediate position they occupy; it seems
to ofifer the chance of extending some of the laws arrived at

with regard to simple solution to the more complicated cases;

1 have therefore attempted to get some information on the

equilibrium between incomplete mixtures and the vapour
over them, and especially at the " critical point," i. the

point at which incomplete miscibility passes over into com-
plete. A recent short paper by Ostwald % draws attention

to the importance of that point in the theory of mixtures.

Choice of Liquids.

The first point is to obtain suitable pairs of liquids for

experiment. In order to study the properties of the critical

point with ordiuar}' vapour-pressure apparatus, it is necessary

• Tart 1. Phil. Mag. (5) xl. p. .'{98; Part II. PhU. Mag. (5) xlvi.

p. 46; reprinted, Proc. Phys. Soc. xvi. p. 83.

t Communicated by the Physical Society : read Nov. 26, 1898.

X Wied. Ann. Ixiii. p. 336 (1807).
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ihat ihe pressure at the critical point should he below one
atmosphere, and thut limits very much the choice of liquids.

As a rale, two liquids either mix completely cold, or if they

do not do that, raising to tlie hoiling-point does not suffice to

make them mix ; two or thnMi cases are all that I have been

able to find iu wliieh the poiui ot* complete mixture can be

arrived at by boiling, and consequently corresponds to a
vapoiir-pressiure below the atmospheric. Many other pairs

of incompletely miscible liquids have been studied by
Alezejew and others, but to arrive at their critical points it

was necessary to raise them to a lii<rli temperature in sealed

tubes. A recent paper by Victor Kotlimimd * contains new
obsorvatious on tiie rolation between conecatrution and tem-

perature, including the concentration and temperature of

the critical point, made by Alexejew's method. That paper

contains a long accoant of previoos work on the subject,

which makes ii the less necessary for me to go over the -.anm

ground. I will therefore mention only what has been done

on vapour-pressures, as Rothmund does not toneh on tliat

side of the subject, merely adding t\v<) remarks to his paper.

First, it does not seem to have Ijeen noticed that normal

organic liquids always mix completely ; 1 hoped to have

found a normal pair to study first, in order to ayoid the com>
plication dne to the abnormality supposed to be molecular

aggre^tiion in the liquid ; I have not succeeded in finding

such a pair. All the incompletely miscible pairs of litinids

80 far noted include water, methyl alcohol, or a low fatty

acid n< one member. To those with acce-^siblo critical

pointis mentioned Ity Rothmund, 1 have only one pair to add,

viz., ethylene dibromide and formic acid ; these mix on

boiling and eeparato into two layers when cold. I have not

yet gone ftuther with this couple ; the yaponr-preesore

observations below refer to the well-known cases of phenol

and water, aniline and water.

An account of previous experiments on the vapour-pressure

of incompletely miscible liquids will indeed not take up much
space, since, SO far as I know, there is only one to record,

yh.j Kouowalow's f measurements on isobutyl alcohol-water

uuxtores. His observations (made by a static melJiiod) give

some points on the vapour-pressure curve up to 100^ for

(1) pure isobutyl alcohol (100 ; (2) mixtures containing

94"05%and 6*17%, both clear; (3) an undetermined mixture

which se[)arated into two layers. He unfortunately did not

measure the solubility of the alcohol in water, or water iu

ZeiUchr./.^/ti^s. them. xxvi. p. 433 (1898).

t Wiod. Attn, jxy, p. 48,

FhiL Mag. S, 5» Vol. 47. No. 286. March 1899, X
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the alcohol, at any of th« teinperuturcs tor which vapour-

pressure observations are recorded, so those data have to be

supplied iioiii Alexejew's results *. Konowalow, in the

seoond pari f of bU paper, proceeds to show that the possible

forms of curve showiog yaponr-pressure against oonoentration

(temperatare coostant) are t^o : (i.) 3io flat part of the

CTirve bounded by a rising portion at one end and a falling

portion at the other
;

(ii.) tne flat part bounded bv a tailing

porti(Mi at each oiui. Isobutyl alcobol-water mixtureb give a
curve of the latter kind.

Isobatyl alcohol and water, however, possess a critkml

point at about 180", t. much above tiie boiling-point of
either. I therefore decided to stady first mixtnree of phenol
and water, which become homogeneous in any proportions

below 70^.

The ]»henol was a commercial " pure " specimen ; to purify

it fnrther, it was placed in a distillation-flask and iuelt43d;

then air was drawn through it for about luilf an hour, whilst

its temperatare was kept at about 160^ to 170°, in order to

dry it It was tben distilled, and bv fiu* the krger part came
over between 178° and 180°. Tlie fraction collected between
ITS^'-S and 180° (about half the mass) was used in the

oTpcrimeuts. To make up mixture?, the process always

adopted was to warm tlie stoppered bottle containing the

phenol to just above the moltiug-poiut, and pour the required

amount into a w eigliing-flask. It was found that the moisture

absorbed from the air during the proooss was quite inappre^

ciable. The phenol, ke^t day after day at 4(r to 50^ ready
for use, slowly turned pink, showing the presence of rosolio

add ; but a compaxattve colour-observation showed that the

amount of impurity was probably not more than 1/10,000.

When it was necessary to estimate phenol in a mixture, that

was done by the method ot ivuppesohaar, tribromphenol

beiug formed and the excess of bromine replaced by iodiue

and titrated with UtioBolphate. The method gave qniia

satisiaotoiy results.

Experimental Mdhode uetd.

The measurements on pbenol-mlztures gave results con*
trary to my expectations, so that I bec^ime suspicious of the
experimental methods. In the end I made use of four
different kinds of apparatus, but found that they gave results

in ]iractic<d agreement, .'^o thut it became chiefly a question of
convenience to decide between them.

• >ViML^iM.zxniLp.81ft. f Wud. .^Iim, siv. p.m
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• The first method tried was the dynamic/' carried out
with the same apparatus as described in Part II. It required

no modiBcaiion, except the nse of a new thermometer, since

the old one did not go above 60**. The new thermometer was
a longer one, graduated in 1- from 0' to 100'^ (by C. E,
Miiller, No. 8). Its corrections were obtained in two ways :

first by comparison with a standard (Reichsanstalt, 7847) at

certain iixed teinperatureri, viz., tho boiling-points of methyl

acetate (5r>), methyl alcohol (65''), and ethyl alcohol (78°);

secondly, by measnrements of the Taponr-preasnres of water
nnder the same conditions as in the actnal experiments ; in

these conditions part of the stem was exposed.

To use the apparatus the required mixture was weighed out

from melted plienol and distilled water, then warmed up in

the w eighing-bottle until it became homogeneous, and poured

into the tube ot the vapour-preasure apparatus. The apparatus

works satisfactorily except for mixtnres on a yery steep part

of the cnrye of yaponr-pressare (jp) over concentration (r) j

when dpjdz is great, the change ot composition of the liquid,

due to Clie eyaporatiou, becomes disproportionately important,

and the static method i.s to be preferred ; in tlie case of phenol

nnxfnres, however, that only atieets a small part of the range
—mixtures with 90 per cent, or more ot phenol.

The anomalous result that mudo me at first doubtful of the

accuracy of the method was that up to 60 or 70 per cent of

phenol added to water made practically no difference to the

vapour-pressure of the water. To check this, I made one or

two experiments by the static method, in a barometer tube

surrounded by an aleohol-vapour jacket of the usual pattern.

They were not earried out with any attemi^t :ii aeeuraoy, but

sufHeed to show tliat the previou? observations could not be

far wrong. Tho problem then was to determine the small

difiference in pressure between water and the phenol-water

mixtures, and as for that purpose a differential gau^e is

obviously more appropriate, I set about designing and making
the apparatus described below. Its design is based on a point

of technique that does not seem to be much known, and to

which, therefore, I should like to <1r i\v attention. If a glass

tube be drawn out fine, sealed at one end, and evacuated, the

sealed end may be broken under the suriaco ot" a liquid,

which then flows in at any desired rate according to the

diameter of the tuboj and the tube may at any moment be
fitsed off in the middle by a mouth blowpipe, without any
inconvenience whatever. This process of filling with a liquid

will I think be found advantageous in many cases. The only

trouble about it is to get the capillary of the right bore

;

*
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m Dr. H. A. Lehfeldt on the

since the rate of flow depends on the fourth power of the
radius it is easy to make the tube too wide or too narrow.
Of course I made a good many failures at first, but after

-t iiio practice could rely on ^jetting the required condition,

i used tubing of about 1 niiiliiii. internal diameter, and
4 millim. external, and drew it out till the internal diameter

was about one sixth of a miUimetro ; m few centimetres of

snob a bore gives a ooaventent rate of flow for liquids of the

visoosit^ of water.

Fig.L

i

The apparatus for vapour-pressure measurements* is shown
in fig. 1 . It consdsts of a U-tube, A, to serve as a gauge,
carrying a braoch, B, below, drawn oat for filling as mentioned
above. The top of ^e gange-tobe is bent round each side to
the bnlbs 0» C/, which are also provided with fiUing-tabos
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D, W. The whole is shown flat in the diagniin ; hat as a
m;if for of fact the side tubes C D and C D' were fcient round
lill the bulbs nearly touchedjto ensnro their being of the same
temperature. The apparatus was cleaned out with chromic

I acid, washed, and dried ; the ca])illaries were then drawn out
and two of them sealed up, the third being left with the bit

of wider tubing beyond the capillary nntonched. By means
of this it was attached to a mercury-pump, exhansted, and
^e capillary fused. Tlie point B was then opened imder
mercury and fused off when the gauge contained sufficient :

in the same way one of the bulbs was half filled with the
mixture through D, and then the other with water (which
must, of course, be freed from air) through D^. The apparatus,

all of glass and hermetically sealed, is then ready for use : a
glass millimetre scale is fastened with rnbber bands to the
gftnge-inbe^ and it was immersed in a large glass jar of water*

The scale was nsnally read by the telescope of i catheiomeier
and sometimes the screw micrometer of the telefscope used
to subdivide the graduation. The differential method jn oids

the necessity for any very great care in maintaining or mea-
suring the temperature of the apparatus. It was found quite

sufficient io heat the water-bath by leading a onrient of
steam into it, and wben the required iemperatnre was
reached, stop the steam for a moment and read the differ-

ence of level. When the highest temperature (90^^) was
readied, some of the water was siphoned off, replaced by
coldj the wliole mass well stirred, and a reading taken. There
was no noticeable lag in tlie indications of the K«u>g<*, the

readin^^ at the same temperature, rising uud falling, being

in £>oa agreement.
&e fourth apparatus used was the Bedcmann boiling-p<nnt

apparatus, in its usual (second) form : with that observations

at 100° were obtained of a kind to confirm the measurements
made at somewhat lower temperatures with the vapour*

pressure apparatus.

ObtenxUions of Vapour-presture,

The followbg observations were obtained with the differ*

ential preasare-gauge : t is the temper^- tnre centignde, p
the vapoiir-pressnre of the mixture, ir that of water, «•

—

p
is therefore the difference observed with the gaupe. and

^<ff—p)/9r represents the relative lowering of the vapour-

pressure of water by the addition of the quantity of phenol

mentioned.
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290 Dr. R. A. Lehfeldt on the

67*36 per cent, of pbenol.

t W> 66«» 76" 86' »•
r-p 0-5 0>4 9-2 5-6 84
(a—pV«r 0<K)ft CHXXi (HMS 0O18 0016

77*82 per cent, of phenol.

/ 70^ 75« W 86° 90°

ir-/> 2-C 6-0 8"2 12-6 17'1

(ir-p)/T 0011 0K>17 0028 O089 0082

82*70 per cent, of phenol.

40* 50* 60° G5° 70° 75° 80° 85*' 90°

ir-p M 111 148 19-2 25-2 32 2 42?? 639

(»-^)/jr.. 0-025 OOGl 0-076 0079 0082 0O87 0091 0098 OiOS

90*46 per oent. of phenol.

I 26« 40* 60» e(P «5» W 7^
w-p 1-9 91 17 5 31-7 43-2 53 5 68 6

(«-p)/r... 0C61 0185 0*190 0418 0231 O280 0237

A mixture contaiDing 7*74 per oent. of plienol gave no
certain indication of a difference of pressure between the
mixtnre anJ pure water. On this point, however, more
relinMo information is to he ohtained with the Beckmann
apparatus, it will bo noticed from the precedinjfj; H<jnro8

that the influence of the dissolved phenol becomes steailily

greater as the temperature rises, e.a, 82 per cent, of phenol

prodnoes nearly twice as great a cnange of vapoar-presanra
proportionally at 90° as it does at 50°. In agreement witb
this the rise of vapour-pressures In dilute solutions, of phenol
is more marked at 100° than at the lower temperatures at

which the vaponr-pre«Rnro apparatus is available. The result

of ao experiment ou the boiling-point is as iollows :

—

Per cent,

phenol.

Fall of

boilingopoiiit.

Coireeponding
rise of vapour*

4« 0154 4*1

90 0-lC)9 4*6

130 0161 48
ld-4 0164 41

The general character of the results is suiBoiently shown
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hj fiff. 2, in which the isothermals of 90° and 75° are iiiffi.

oienuy represented. That of 90^ is oomptnUe with the onrve

Fig. 2.—Igotbermals of Phenol-Water Mixtures.

• 00 100

P«r otot. phoooL in water.

Ibr alooiioUioliieiie nuxtoree (see fi^. 2 m tiie praoeding

memoir), only that the flatneas extendmg oret a great p«rt<tt

the. range of oonoentrations is exaggerated in the phenol-water

mixtures. The curve for 75°—still above the critical poini—
is still flatter; indeed it is iniposible to say whether it rises or

falls. Probably, therefore, below the critical point (where

the vapour-pressure of phenol is inconveniently small for

measurement) the isothermal, instead of consisting of u hori-

Bontal Une bomided by two oonree, would oonaist of a hori-

lontfd peseing through the point representing pure water,

bounded at the other end only by a descending onnre. Sneh
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292 Dr. R. A. Lebfeldt on the

an isothermal—that of 50°—is shown in fig. 2. The hori-

zontal part ends at the point A (63 per cent.), beyond %v]\ich

the mixtures are homogoneons : the curve beyond A may
theoretically meet the hoiizoutal line at a finite angle, but

that is certainly not distinguishable on the diagram. The
curve is in fact exactly similar, so far as the experiments
show, to that for 75^, and the pressure of the critical pointy 0
on the diagram, which lies between them (at 68^4) appears to

make no difference whatever in this case—a casn of great

disparity in the Yaponr-prossures of tlio two components.
For comparison^ a few experiments were made with aniline

(not specially purified) and water. A mixture which consisted

of two layers, even at the highest temperature used in the

experiment, gave in the di£Eerential apparatus the following

results :

—

i 7(f «r ser

ir^p -11-1 ^18*8

(ir^pVif ... -0^)290 -00815 -OO807

Whilst the Beckmann aj)paratus gave at 100° ;

—

Per OMit. Lowering of

boiling-point.
w-p.

IT

8-90 0^ -171 00225

7-68 0921

1110 &921
1 1

The second column gives the observed fall in temperature
on adding aniline to the water; the thinl column the rise of
pressure correspondintr, at the rate of 2&S millim. per degree.
Water at 100^ is saturated by the addition of G'5 per cent,

of anilii»e, and it will be seen that the vapour-pressure rises

no further after that. The relative rise of vaponivpressure on
saturation is 0'0324 at 100% in satisfflctory agreement with
the numbers obtained by the differential gauges (0*0290,
O'OJIS, 0'0307), a tendency to ineroase with tempwature
being distinguishable here, as with phenol. Now suppose
the vapour-pressure of a saturated mixture to l)e obtained in

in tliis way : let the partial pressure of the water-vapour be
that of pure water reduced by the normal amount (Kaoult's

law) due to the solution in it of the maximum quantity of
aniUne : and let the partial pressure of aniline-vapour be that
of pure aniUne reduced by the normal amount due to the
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solution in it of the niaxiiiuini quantity of water. We get
the following results at 100° ;

—

Vapour-pressure of water ss 760 milliin»

Solobilitj of aniline =s 6*5 per cent. maleoolar
per cent.

Partial pressure of water = l;)b'68 per cent, of 760
= 749-9 millim.

Vapour-pressure of aniline = 46 millim.*

Solubility of water in aniline = 8*7 per cent. = 33 mole-

cular per cent. ("Alexejew)

.

Partial pressure ot aniline = 30*8.

Total pressure = 749'9 + 30-8 = 780-7.

Observed pressure = 784*6 millim.

The vapour-pressure of the saturated mixture is therefore

given foirly well hj the above rule. The role cannot be
applied to phenol mixtures^ as below the critical point the

Tapour-pressure of phenol is too low to determine with
accnracv. Konowalow's moasiircmcnts of the vapour-pressure

of isobutyl alcohol-water mixtures, coniljiiiod with Alexejew's

measurements of ^lubiiity, give the following results. At
90°:—

Vapour-pressure of water = 525 millim.

Solubility of ii^obutyl alcohol s: 7 per cent =s 1*8 mole-
cular per cent.

Partial pressure of water-vapour m 98'2 per cent, of
525^515-5.

Yapour-pressure of isobutyl alcohol = 378 millim.

Solubilily of water a 25 per cent, s 57*8 molecular per
cent.

Partial pressure of isobutyl alcohol = 159*5.

Sniii = 675*1.

Observed pressure = 767,

In this case the alcohol saturated with water contains more
molecules of water than of alcohol, and it is not to be expected

that the normal depression of the vapour-pressure should

hold over so wide a range as 57*8 per cont. The minibers

in fact show that the partial pressure of isobutyl alcohol

must be very much greater—about 250 millim. The curve

of partial pressures is therefore comparable with that for

ethyl alcobol in benzene and toluene (see Part II. tables

p. 53).

« Kahlbaunii ZetUcA, f*p^B. Chan. zxvi. p. 604.
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294 Dr. B. A. Lebfeldt on the

Characterittie Surface/or Phenol- Water Miaturea.

To complete an aooonnt of the bebavionr of phenol-water
mixtures, it is necessary to draw a diagram of the relations

between temperature and concentration ; this is given in

fig. 3. Figs. 2 and 3 togi^tlier, therefore, give a notion of the

shape of the " characteristic surface," i. e. the surface showing
the relations between concentration, temperature, andpressure.

Fig. 2 contains throe sections at right angles to the axis of

Fig. 8.
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i
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Pit float, pliaiol in ivatw.

temperatore (for T»90°, T= 75°, T=50° respectively), while

fig. 3 gives one section at right angles to the axis of pressure
J

(jt>= l atmo).

The behayioor of phenol-water mixtures is formally ]
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identical with that of benzoic acid and water *, but the curve

brfrnehes of the diagram arc of very different relntive sizes to

those of t}u> Inst-uained mixtures. The features ot the diagram

are as follows :

—

L. Freezing-point of water.

0. Freezing-point of phenol.

LS. Freezing-point of aqueous solutions of phenol.

ONFGHMS. Freezing-point of solutioiis of water m pkenol.

S. Cryohydric point.

MO. Saturation of water with phenol.

NO. Saturation of (liquid) phenol with water,

C. Critical point of iiiixturo.

The line LS is given by the tliennodynumic equation

where T is the absolute temperature of fusion of ire, L the

latent heat of fusion, and t the resulting molecular de})ression

of the freezing-point ; it acoorilin^ly starts with a slope of
0°'2 for one per cent, of phenol. The initial slope of ON is

given by a similar equation, and is 4^15 for one per cent, of

water; a direct oboerfation gave as a point of ibe curve

80*5 per cent, phenol,

melting-point + 5*0.

This is marked with a dot in the figure, and lies to the right

of ON ; b^ continuing the curve t£ough the point ao found
until ON is met, we reach the point N where the phenol is

saturated with water; on increasing the concentration a
second liquid layer appears, conslstmg of water saturated

with phenol. NFGIIM is purely hypothetical, referring to

unstable mixtures
;

actually any mixture of concentration

between 8 per cent, and 77 per cent, of phenol will separate

into two Myers on cooling, and on further reduction of
temperature freese at the constant temperature (ahout -f 1^*5)

represented by the horizontal straight line MN, The cryo-
hydric point lies to the left of the saturation curye 0M| so
that it is actually attainable : its existence was shown by
making a solution containing 5*25 per cent, of ph'^nol, and
cooling it in a bath of ice and salt: it began to treeze with-

out previous separation into two layers, and the temperature
remained constant at —0^*9* ilbout half of it was frozen, the

heaker removed from the freesing-mixture, and some of the
liquid remaining poured off for analysis ; it was found to

• See vaa't Hoff, Vathmmim iAtr UtMrHki^ trnd pk^tMiteht
Chmniey Heft i. p. 48. (Bnuuuebweig, 1888.)
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296 Mr. W. B. Morton on the Propagation of

ooniiiin 4*83 per cent, phenol : iJiifl 0onodntrftii<Mi is thmfore
in equilibrinm with both ice and solid phenol which had been
deposited on the sides of the beaker. Tne ciyohydric mixture
therefore contains so little phenol that it may be looked upon
as a dilute solution of pljenol in water, nnd its calculated

freezing-point, according to van't Hoff's rule, would be — 1° 0,

in agreement with the observed value — 0°'9. Consequently

solutions of strength between M and S will deposit phenol

on cooling, those between L and S (0 to 4*83 per oentj ice.

The diagram is completed by the curve MON wmdi is

drawn from Rothmand 8 observations which are indicated

by dots ; my own observations (shown by crosses) are in

practical agreement with bis and Alexejew's.

Finally, the curves divide the diagram into regions^ with

the following meanings :

—

Below LS undercooled solutions of phenol, from which ice

crystallises ont» with formation of the saturated solutions LS*
Below SMKO snpersatnrated solutions of phenol, from

which phenol crystallizes out with formation of the saturated

solutions of phenol in water (SM) and water in phenol (NO).
MCNGM, unstable mixtures wbich separate into the two

saturated solutions CM and CN, forming two liquid layers.

Above LSMCNO homogeneous liquid mixtures.

The Davy-Farcuiay Research Laboratoin^, Royal Institution,

l^ondon^ October, 1686.

XXII. On the Propagation ofDamped Electrical OsdUationc
alongParaU4 Wires* By W. B. Morton, M,A.\

IN a paper published in the Philosophical Magazine for

tSeptember 1898 Dr. £. H. Barton has compared the

attenuation of electrical waves in their passage along parallel

wires, as experimentally determined by nim, with the formula
given by Mr. Heaviside in his theory of long waves. The
results show a lar<re discrepancy behveen the theory and the

experiments, the observed value of the attenuation constant

bemg about twice too large. Dr. Barton discusses several

possible causes of error and tinds them inadequate, and
suggests that the reason of the difference may lie either in

(1) the nearness of the wires to one anotiher, or (2) in the

damping of the wave-train propagated by the osdilator. To
these may be added (3) the con.^iileration that the tbrmulas

used were deduced hy Mr. Heaviside from the discussion of

his distortionless circuit,*' in which the matter is simplified

• L.c. p. 462.

t Commimicated by the Physical Society : read Nov. 11, 1898.
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bjr supposing sufficient leakage to counteract the distortion

prod iiced by the resistance of tlio leads^ whereas in Dr* Barton's
circuit the leakage was negligil>l<'.

It \& probable that the nearne&s of the wires lias an appre-

ciable effect on the phenomenon. The discrepancy would be

diminished if the actual resistance of the wires was greater

than that calcalaied by Dr. Barton from Lord Rayleigh*0

high-freqnenoj formula. Now the effect of the neighbourhood
of two wires carrying rapidly oscillating currents in opposite

directions is to make the currents concpntrat(? towards the

inner sides of tlif v ires*; and this would cause an increase

in thf» eflbctive resi>tance.

I have examined the ettects of (2) and (3), viz. of the

damping and the want of balance in the constants of the

oircnit. The investigation is perhaps of some interest owing
to the fact thai these elements are alwavB present in the

ordinary experimental conditions ; althongn, as will be
wo are led to the conclusion that in all actual cases their in-

fluence on the phenomena is ot" quite negligible order. The
method is the same as that used l)y Mr, Heaviside.

General Tluory,—Let the inductance of the circuit be L, its

capacity S, its r^istance (of donble wires) B, and its leakage-

conductance K, all ^r nnit lengrh. An important part is

played by the ratios ^ and ^ ; we shall call these p and c.

When p and a are eqnal we have the distortionless ** drcnit
above referred to.

Now if V he the difference of potential between the wires

and C the current in the positive wire, we have the equatioos

(8)

(r+l|)(k+s|)v

-K^+sX'+s)^' .... (3)

siuco LSr'=l, where v is the velocity- of radiation.

To simplify the algebra we shall woii first withYBVoe—^+"',

* Cf, J, J. Thomson, * Beeent Bosearohoi/ p. 611,

dz
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which can be ^vmIq to represent damped periodic vibratioas

by giving complex values to m and n.

Tlie equation (3) now becomes

mVs
(f>+ ») (<r+ n) J (4)

and the oonnexion between C and Y is given by vix.

w
To find the elFect of ;i pure resistance heiween the ends

of the wire:*, as iu Dr. iiarton^s experiments, put Vj, Vj,

Cj, Cj for the potentials and currents in tho incident and
reflected waves respectivelj. Then we have

also the total potential-difference Vi + Vj is connected with
total current Cx+Ci through resistance B/ by Ohm's laW|

V,+V,=E'(Ci+C,).

These equations give for tho reflexion factor

If the circuit be distortionless and B'^Lo, then, as

Mr. Heaviside showed, the absorption of the waves by the

terminal resistance will be complete. We niaj reoard this

as the critical resistance for the circuit, and we sluill express

R' in terms of it hy putting ii^sa;L&. We then have

Damped Wave-Train*—^To pass to the case of a damped
train txiinsmitted from the origin in the positive direction of «
we put

The difference of potential hetween the wires at any point

after the head of the wave*train has reached this point is then
represented by an expression of the form

Vflg^<6iii(y^/-aO-

The velocity of propagation is ^, the frequency -l-^ the

logarithmic decrement ~~ . If the waves suffered no attena.
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stion in their paaaage along the leads we shoald haTe

ife-^=rO when tm^i, i. e.

In general, U is plain that —fi^ measares the attenuation.

Inaerting the oomplez ^riables in equation (1; we have

- fa)«= (p— (7 + ip) (a— ry + ip)

;

««08«-««)«5«-|>*-^(f>+<r)+prj .... (6)

and

whence

2l^a/S=;>(2ji-p-a); (9)

Velocity of Propagation and Attenuation,—In actual cases

/> and cr are small cumpareU with p. If the damping is con-

siderable^ q may be comparable with />. Accordingly we
expand the lighi-hand side of (10) in ascending powers of p
nnd o- and solve for va and t>/8. As far as terms of die third

order in p and 9 we find

Hence the velodiy 0/propoffotion

and the cUlenaadon

If pso*, there is no distortion, iha yelodty of proimgation
R K

18 V, and the attenuation
Ly

^o** ^^'^ frequencies ; and

tile damping; hns no effect 011 iho^e qnantitios.

We have an int* resting particular ca«:e when p^a^q»
Then >3=0, and the state of afl^irs is given by

Han ibe d«ini>iug and the attonwtion an halMoad, ao tlMit
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the wave-traiQ in the wires is at anj imiAiiijjurely simple har-

monic throughout.

Numerieal Values*—To obtain an estimato of the import-

anoe of the email terms of (13) and (14) I ehall take the

numbers given by Dr. Barton in his last paper (Joe* dt*).

Judging from lils diagram (fi<r. 2) in that paper, the ampli-

tude of the second })ositive maximum of the wave-train is

about half that of the first. This would give

e p =2 or Q— ^
c%

^'

We have rooghljr

j>=27rx;;:> X 10*= 22 xlO^ j=24xl0*,

.*. psdTxlO*, and raO.

These values give for the velocity of propagation

v{l--00000035},

and for the attenuation

^„{l+-000091},

so that the corrections are quite negligible. We see from
the expressions (13), (14} that the damping q only affects

the value of the onaU terms introduced by the ineqaalitj of

p and or.

Efect of a Terminal Resistance,—^To find the effect on the

incident waves of a resistance (without inductance) inserted

between the ends of the wires, we put in the complex yalnea

in the expression (7) for the reHexion-factor. We then get

^1 (—P+ + ^fi^) "-^Ci* +^)
^f+ifff say.

Therefore to an incident wave^ corresponds a reflected

ivave {f+iff)^i or, taking real parts, with incident fsospiwe

have reflected

/cospt—g sinpi— ^/p +^* cos (pt + O),

where

tan^=^;



1
I

Jhanptd Et^ttrM OseiUatum along ParaUd Wtm. dOl

BO iSbai ilie ehahgo of amplitude is aooompMiied bf a dumge
of phase.

The Tsliies oome oat •

^ (-p+ g+ r/8ur)«+(jr,+««*)«
^^^^

7 «V(a«+/Q«)-(7-p)«-;)^'

(16)

(17)

In order that there should be complete absorption of the

incident waves it is necessarv that the two squares in the

Domerator of (15) should vanish separately. Thia requires

If we sabstitato vm^pK and vfi»{q—pyK in equations (S)

and and eliminate X by diViaiony we find the condition

reduces to

(p-<r){(9-.p)«+/)«}-0, A ^«ir.

Therefore complete absorption is only attninable in t]i(3

distortionless case. In geni ral we can only reduoe the

reflected amplitude to a miuiiuuoi.

We can write (16) and (17) in the forms

tan^«^=^^±#Z^ (19)

IVom (18) we see that to anj value of reilectud amplitude

cM>rrespond two valnes of the tenninal zesistanco, say x^y

We can show that the corresponding phase-difierences ^i, 0^

are snraplementaiy.

F<Hr from (IS) we bave

b

tan ^1+tim ViiS:::?[^-^

PkiL Moff. S. 5. Vol. 47. No. 286. March 1899. Y
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Tiie minimaiQ rented amplitude is got when

/A

^^^^ ^
Tbe reflenoii«£M)tor is then — . and the phase-difference

IS ^. Wbeii jpvO-ire ImVe eompleie Tvfteiioii wifii unaltered

phase; with d?=oc
, or tlio circuit open, we have complete

reflexion with reversed phase. The simultaneous alteration

of amplitude and phase dift'erence brings it about that we
uppeur to pass OOlltlQiioOBlj from ampmnde +1 (ar=0) to

amplitada^t (im<D ) withonipasstng through amplitodo aero.
This apparent anomalj was pomted out to me by Dr. BartooL
Putting in the values of 1, h, and substitntinn- for va and
v/3 approximate values from (11), (12), we lind that the

minimum value of the reflexion-^EU^tor V/'-^ -^g^ is

and that tihe oovreBponding Talne of « is

inflecting higher terms in p<r.

Numerical Values,—A<2;am using Dr. Barton's numbers we
get for the minimum reflexion-factor the value •0004, and
for the correspoudiug terminal resistance Li;(l + •00009).

If» therefore, the tenninal resistance be adjasted until Uie

Tweeted wave is a mintmiim, we may, without sensible error,

ta)EO this rosistaiice io be Lis and ignore the reflected train

9r,
-

Queen's College, Belfiiat|

ISth October, ims.

-XXIIT. Application of Sellmeier's Di/namical Theory to the

Dark Lines Di, produced hy Sodium^Vapour^ JBu
Lord Kelvin, G.C.V.O., P.R.S.K* ^ *

^ 1, XJOR a perfectly definite mechanical represenfntion of
J; Sellmeier's theory, imagine for each molecule of

sodium-vapuui u spherical hollow in ether, lined with a thin

rigid spliiarioal shell, of iuiss fqnal to ^e mass of homo-
geneoQS other whioh would fiU the hollow. This rigid linin a

to

* Commuaicated Ij the Author, hsriiw been read before the Boval
8ooie47ofEdiiibnsh (»iFeb.6,ie09.

^
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of ihe bollow wo shall call the sheath of the molecnle, or btMj
the sheath. Within this put two rigid spherical shells, one
inside the other, each movable and each repelled from the

sheath with forces, or distribution of force, such that the

centre of each is attracted towards the centre of the hollow

with a force varying directly as the distance. These sappo«

fiitioDS merely put tvro of Belhiitter't single-atom ibrators
ijaUi one sheath, -

. _ \

§ 2. Imagine now arast number of these diatdmtc molecolei^'

equal and similar in every respect, to be distributed homo-
geneously through all the ether which we have to consider as

containing sodium-vapour. In the first place, let the densit}'

of the vapour be so small that the distance between nearest

centres is great iu comparison with the diameter of each

moleonle. And in the flirai p]aoe also, let ns oonnder light

whose wa¥e4ength is yeij large in oomparison with the

distance from centre to centre of nearest molecules. Snbfeet

to these conditions we have (Selhneier's formula)

i^)'^''^-^?±i? • • •
•

where m, m, denote ihe ratios of the sums of the masses of
one and the other of the moTufale shells of the diatomlo

molecnles in any large volume of ether, to the mass of un-

disturbed ether fiQing the same volume; /r, tt, the periods of

vibration of one and the other of the two movable shells of

one molecule, on the supposition that the sheath is held

fixed; Ve the velocity of light in pure undisturbed ether;

V, the velocity of light of period t iu the sodium-vapour.

6 3. For sodinm»vapour, aoooidiiu; to the measurements

of Bowhind and BeU*, published in 1867 and 1888 (probably

^e most accurate hitherto made), the periods of light corre-

sponding to the exceedingly fine dark lines Di, of the

Solar spectrum are -589018 and -589022 of a michronf. The
mean of these is so nearly one thousand times their difference

that we may take

*/=i(«+«/)(^-+ ^) • (2).

« RowlHid, PIdl. Msg. 1887, fint luOf-yew; Bell, FUL M^r* 1888,
first half-year.

t **Michnm " is the name which I have given to a special unit of

tiBie todi that the velocity of tight is one mfkrom
tiuDM, the mikrom bein^ one millionth of a metre. The best determi^

nations of the velocity oflight in undisturbed ether give 300,000 kilometres,

or 8x10'^ mikromi>, per second. This makes the michron ix 10~*< of a

Y%
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H«Boe if we pot

T=il*+«J (i+ (3);

and if « be any numeric not exceeding 4 or 5 or 10, we
have

y . 1000 ^ 1000
?C:?"^2*+1' T«-<,2 • 2.f— 1 • • • V3>

Using this in (1), and denoting by /a tlio refractivo index

from etner to an ideal sodium-vapour with only the two
distarbiog atoms m, we findM , - 1000m lOOOm,

§ 4. Wlien the period, and the corresponding value of x
teooiding to ^3), is saoh as to make negativew the light

cannot enter toe sodinnHvapour. When the period is saoh as

to make real, thn proportion (according to Fresnel, and
according to the most probable djnamios,) ofnormalljinoideDt
light which enters the TBpour is

-(Ki)'
§ 5. Judging from the approxiiiiute equality in int/^nsity

of the bright fines of iucaudescent sodium-vapour

;

and from the approximaielv e(^aal strengths of the very fine

dark lines Pi, u% of the solar speotrom ; and from the ap-

fioiimately equal strengths, or equal breadths, of the dark
ines Di, observed in the analysis of the light of an incan-

descent metal, or of the electric arc, seen through sodium-

vapour of insiilli i. nt density to givo much broadening of
either line; we .>et> that m and ciiimot be very different,

and we have as yet no experimental knowledge to show that

dtfaer is greater tlum the other. I haye therefore assomed
them equal in the calonlations and nomeiiod iUustratioiiB

described below.

§ 6 At the beginning of the present jear I had the grea^
pleusnn^ to receive from Professor Henn Becquerel, encTo«e<l

with a letter of date Doo. 31, 1898| two photographs of aao*

L lyui^L, . 1 y Google
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mulous dispersion by prisms of sodinm-vaponr *, by which 1

was astonisoed and delighted to see not merely a beautii'ul and
perfect demonstration of the " anomalous dispersion " towards
infinitj oo each side of the sero of reftractivity, bat also an
illustration of the chaiaoteristic nnllitj of absorption and
finite breadth of dark lineSy originally shown in Sellraeier's

formula t of 1872 and now, after 27 years, first actually

seen. Each photograph showed dark spaces on the high sides

of the Di, Dj lines, very narrow on one of the photographs;

on the other much Ijroader, and the one beside the line

decidedly broader than the one beside the Dj line ; just as it

shonld be aooordii^ to Sellmeier's fonnala, aooording to

which also the density of tiie vapour in the prism must haye
been greater in the latter case than in the former. Gaessing
from the ratio of the breadths of the dark bands to the space

between their D,, Dj borders, and from a slightly greater

breadth of the one beside D2, I judged that ni must in this

case have been not very different from '0002 ; and I wdculated

accordingly from (6) the accom^nyiug graphical represen-

tation showing the valne of 1— Tepreaenked by y in fig. 1.

Fig. 1- w=-0002.

—

1

0-

'6

0.4 1 i
-X

* A deecription of Professor Becquerers experiments nnd lesoltfi wiU
be found in Comptes Itendm, Dec. 6, 1898, and Jan. 16, 1899.

t Selhneier. Vosx. Amu vol. cxlv. (1872) pp. 399, 620 j vol. cxlvii.

(1878) pp. 887, SS.



Fig. 2 represents himilarly the value of l-^-ftMr #n«O0!-^

or deoflitj of vapour five times thai in the case represented

0 o 07 Q9 rO

'i~

D.

1
iOI

-V/

1 1 1 004
-iS:

i

Fig. 3. iw=-0002.

:'001.

I 1
r

9S 3 109, M It

-

1

J
by fig. 1. Figs. 3 and 4 represent ibe ratio of intensities of
tmnsailttod to tionnallv inddeut liglit^ for tibe deaaitifla corr^
apooding to figs. 1 and %\ and fig. 5 repreeents the ratb for
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the density corresponding to the value m='003. The fol-

lowing table gives the breadths of the dark bands for densities

of vapour corresponding to values of m from '0002 to fifteen

times that value ; and fig. 6 represents graphically the breadths
of the dark bands and their positions relatively to the bright

lines Di, D, for the first five values of m in the table.

Values of m.

Braidths of Bands.

D,. Da-

•0002 •09 •11

OOOfl •217 •383

•0010 •293 •707

•0014 •340 i^oeo

•0018 •JWl 1-429

0022 •392 1-808

•0028 •408 2192

O080 •419 2-581

Fig. 6.

§ 7. According to Sellmoier's formula the light transmitted

through a layer of sodium-vapour (or any transparent sul)-

stance to which the formula is applicable) is the same whatever
be the thickness of the layer (provided of course that the

thickness is at least several wave-lengths, and that the ordinary

theory of the transmission of light through thin plates is

taken into account when necessary). Thus the Di, D, lines

of the spectrum of solar light, which has travelled from the

source tnrough a hundred kilometres of sodium-vapour in the

8un*8 atmosphere, must be identical in breadth and penumbras
with those seen in a laboratory experiment in the spectrum of
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light tnmsfnitted: throng half a oonlimetre or a few centi-
metres of sodinm-vapoor, of the same density as the densest
jjart of the sodium-vapour in the portion of the solar atmo-
sphere traversed by the light analysed in any particular

observaliuii. The question of temperature oannot occur except
in BO fiur as the density of the vapour, uuil the clusteriug in
groups of atoiiis> or non-eltistering (mkt vsponr cf Bodiiiiii)|

are conoemed.

§ 8. A grand inference from the experimental foundation
of Stokes' nnd Kirchhoff's original idea is tint the periods
of molecular vibration are the same to an exceedingly minute
degree of accuracy through the great ditt'erences ot' range of
vibration presented in the radiant molecules of an electric

spark, electric arc, or tlamcj aud in the molecules oi a com-
paratively oool vapour or gas giving dark fines in spectrum
of light transmitted through it.

§ 9. It is much to he desired that laboratorr experiments be
made, notwithstanding their extreme diffidUty, to determine
the density and pressure of sodium-vapour through a wide
range of temperature, and the relation between density,
pressure, and temperature of gaseous sodium.

XXIV. On the Coolinq 0/ Air hy Radiation and Conduction^
and on the Fropagaiion of Sound, By Lord EatlbiqH,

ACCORDING to Tjap1fi< e*s theory of the propagation of
Sound the expansions (and contractions) of the air

are supposed to take place without transfer of heat. Many
vears ago SirGv Stokes t discussed the question of the
inflnence of radiation from the heated air npon the propagation
of sound. He showed that snoh small radiating power as ia
admissible would tell mtber upon the intensity than npon the
velocity. If a be njoasured in the direction of propagation,
the factor expressing the diminution of amplitude is r^.
where

In (1) 7 represents the ratio of specific heats (1-41), a is the
velocity of sound, and g is such that represents the law of
cooling by radiation of a small mass of air maintained at
constant volume. If t denote the time reauired to traverse
^e distance a?. T=s#/tf, and (I) may lie taken to assert that
the amphtode fiills to any fradalon, e. g, one^f, of its original:

Gommumoated by the Author.

t PhiL Mag. [4] i. p. 006, 1851 ; Theofy of Soimd) 1 947.
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value in 7 time« the interval of time required by a mass of

air to cool to the same t'niction of its original exct'ss of

tempemtore. " There appear to ha no data by which the

Utter interval can be fixed with any approach to precision ;

boi if we ttke it at one mimitey the ooBcnasion ii toat eomid
would be propa^led iSor (aeven) minvtes, or tmreloYeraboQi

(80) mileey without very serious loss from this cauee We
sliull presenflj relmra to the oonndofattoo of tlie probable
vulnr of ff.

Be.>i(ies radiation there is also to be considered the intiuence

of condactivity iu causing transfer of heat, and further there

are the effects of viscosity. The problems thus suggested
bate beep aolTed by 8tokee and KircUiofft. If tfaekw of
propagation be

u^i^'OM («*- x/a) , (2)

Aen

m which the frequency of vibration is n/iir, is the kine-

matic viscobtty^ und v the thermometric conductivity, iu
Mju maaeiire we may take /=*14, k=b*26j so that

To take a particular case, let the frequency be 856; then
since a=33200, we find for the time of propagation dnring
which the amplitude diminiehes in the ratio of « : 1,

(iN!'a)^^sd5eO eeoonde.

' Aoeordingly it is onlv very high sounds whoso propaga-
tion can be appreciably mflnenced by viscosity and condno*
tivity.

If we combine the eflfocts of radiation with those ofvisodsi^

and oondnotion, we baye as the fiMfcor of attenuation

where m+m'=l%/a)+-12(»Va'') (4)

In aotnal observations of sound we must expect tbe
intensity to fall off in accordance with the law of inverse

squares of distance.". A very little experience of moJeratt^ly

dist;int ?onn(ls shows that in fact tiie intensity is in a high

degree uncertain. These discrepancies are attributable to

• Proa Roy. Iiwt., April 0, 1870.

t Aim, ¥oL cxjuuT. p. 177, ; Ilieoiy of Souud, 'lad mi, $ a4d.
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atmosplieric refractioQ and leBoiiiMiy And tfaoy are sometinMS
y%Tj surprising. Bnt the question remains whether in a
muform con'?ition of the atnmsphere the attenuaiion is sensibly

more rapiti than can be accounted for hy the law of inverse

squares. Some interesting ex|)erinient?s towards tiie elucida-

tion of this matter have been published by Mr. \V iimer Doff*,
who oompMod the diitnoeBofaiidilnUtir oftoondsprooMdiiig
iwpeetiTelj from tiro and from eight sunilar whisuM. On an
average the eight whistles were audihle only about one-fourth

further than a pair of whistles ; whereas, if the sphericity of

t1ie wfives hfid boon the only oaose of attenuation, the dis-

tances would have been as 2 to 1. Mr. Duff considers that in

the circnin^Liinces of his experiments there was little oppor-

tiiuilj lor utmospheric irregularities^ and he attributes t^e

greater rMurt of the foiling oft' to ndiation. Celodatuiff from

(1) he dednces a ladiating power snoh that a n^ass of air at

am' given exoess of temperature above its surroundings will

(if its.volmne BBmain constant) fall by iMiiation to one-half

of that excess m about one-twelfth of a second.

In this paper i propose to discuss further the question of the

radiating- power of air, and I shall conlcud that on various

grounds it is necessary to restrict it to u value hundreds,

of times smaller than that above mentfoned* On this view
Mr. DoflPs results remain nnexplained. For my;.elf I should

still be disposed to attribute tnem atmospheric refraction.

If further experiment should establish a rate of attenuation of

the order in question as applicable in uniform air, it will I

think be nrpr?^arv to look for a cause not hitherto taken into

account. We jiiif^lit imagine a delay in the equalization of

the different sorts of euerg}' iu a gas undergoing compression,

not wholly insensible in comparison with the time of vibra-

tion of the sound. If in the djmamical theory we assimilate-

the molecules of a gas to hard smooth bodies which are nearly-

but not absolutely spherical, and trace the effect of a rapid
compres«?ion, we see that at the first moment the increment,

of enerL'^y is wholly translational and thus produces a maxi-

mum ett'ect in opposing the compression. A little later a due
proportion of tne excess of energy will have passed into

rotational forms which dt) not influence the pressure, and this

will aocordint^ly fall off. Any effect of the kind must gtTO

rise to dissipation, and tiie amount of it will increase with the

time required for the transformations^ t.«. in the above men-
tioned illustration with the degree of approximation to the

spherical form, in the case of absolute spheres no transforma-

tion of trausiatory into rotatory energj', or vice vei'sa, .would

\J^h.yi, Beview, vol. vi. p..A29, 1896.
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oeeur in a £iiitfrtima« There appeals to be noUiiiig ini ilie

beliaviovr of gUMi M TOTealed to QS bj exporimeiit, which
forbids supposition of a dobj capable <tf influeiioing the

pro]>n o;iition of sound.

Keturning now to the <inei?tion ot the riuiiuting powor of air,

we may establish u sort of superior limit by an ar^uiinmt based

upon the theory of exchaugesi itself tinnly established by tlie

researches ofB, Btewart. Conaider a s^erioal maas of radios

r, slightly and anifoimlj heated. Whatever may be thd

radiation proceeding from a unit of sariaoe, it most be ]eaa

than the radiation from an ideal black surface under the same
conditions. Let us, however, suppose that the radiation is the

same in both cases and inquire what would then be the rate

of cooiiug. According to Bottomley* the emissivity of a
blackeneii surface moderately heated is 'OOUI. This is the

amount of heat reckoned in water-gram-degree units emitted

in one seoond fipom a square centimetre ofanrfiioe heated 1** C.
If the exceaa of temperatnre be 0y the whole emission ia

^xWx-0001.

On the other handj the capacity for heat is

firr»x-0D18x-24,

tho tirst factor being the volume, the second the density, and
thu third the specitic heat of air referred as usual to water.

Thus for the rate of cooling,

d0 -0003 1

whence • • (6)

$Q being the iiiitiai value of 6. The time in seconds of cooling
in the ratio of e : 1 ia thus represented numerically by r
exroessed ia centims.

When r k veiy great, the snppositiona on which (5) ia

calculated will be approximately correct, and that equation
will then represent the actual law of cooling <^ the sphere of
air, supposed to be maintained uniform by mixing if neces-
sary. But ordinary experience, and more especially the

observations of Tyndail upon the diathermancy of air, would
lead us to suppose that tms condition ot things would not be
approached notil r reached 1000 or perhaps 10,000 oentims.
For Talnea of r ooimiarable with tiie half wave*length of
ordinary sounds, a^, ib cantinu, it would seem that the real

time of cooling must be a krge multiple of that given by (5) ;

• Evevett, C.O.a Ciut0» ld91, pw 134.
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At this rate the time of cooling of a mass of air must exceed,

and probably largely cxceerl, CO seconds. To suppose that

t))i'' time is one-t\Yp!{t]i of a second would require a sphere of

uir 2 milliin. in diameter to radiate as much heat as if it were
of blackened copper at the same temperature.

Although, if tfae above argament ia correct, there seems
litiie likelihood of tibe cooling of moderate masses of air being

sensibiy influenced by radiation, I tiionght it would be of

interest to inquire whoth(»r the observed cooling (or heating)

in an experiment on the lines of Clement and Desormes
could be adequately explained by the conduction of heat from

the walls of the vessel in accordance with the known con-

ductivity of air. A nearly spherical vessel of ^lass of about

35 oeDtim. diameter, well encitaed,iros fitted, aiivtight, withtwo
tubes. One of these led io a manometer charged with water or
snlphnric acid ; the other was provided with a stopoook and
connected with an air-pump. In making an experiment the

stopcock was closed and a vacuum established in a limited

volume upon the further side. A rapid opening and re-

closing of the cock aiiowed a certain quantity of air to

escape suddenly, and thus cave rise to a nearly uniform

codmg of that remaining bemnd in the vessel. At the same
moment the Hqnid rose in the manometer, and the obser-

vation consisted in noting the times (given by a metronome
beating seconds) at which the liquid in its descent passed

the di^^^?ion8 of a scale, as the air recovered the temperature

of the containing vessel. The first record v'ould usually be

at the third or fourth second from the tiiiniiig of the < j ck,

and the last after perhaps 120 seconds. In this way data

are obtained for a plot of the oorve of pressnre; and the

part actnallj observed hits to be supplements by extra-

poiation, so as to go back to the zero of time (the moment of
turning the tap) and to allow for the drop which might occur
subsequent fo the last observation. An estimate, which
cannot be much in error, is thus obtained of the whole rise in

pressure during the recovery of temperature, and for the

time, reckoned from the coumieucement, at which the rise

is equal to on^half of the totaL

In some of the earlier ezperimento the whole rise of
pressnre (&I1 in the manometer) during the recovery of
tempmtnre was abont 20 millim. of water^ and the time of

half i*ecoveiy was 15 seconds. I was desirous of working
wiih tlie !uinimiim range, since only in this way could it be

hoped to eliuiiuale the effect of gravity, whereby the interior

and still cool parts of the included air would be made to

fall and so come into ebser proximity to the walls, nnd thus
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accelerate flie mean cooling. In order to diminish the dis*

turbance due to capillarity, the bore of tho manometf!r-tube,

which stood in a large open cistern, was increased to about

18 iiiilliiu.*, and suitable optical arrangements were intro-

duced to render siiiuii nioYements easily visible. By degrees

the range was dlmiDished, with a prolongation of the time of

half recovery to 18, 22, 24 and finally to about 26 aeconda.

The minimnm range attained was represented by 8 or 4
miUim. of water, and at this stage there did not appear to be
miic}i further prolongation of cooling in progress. There
seemed to be no appreciable ditierence whether the air was
artificially dried or not, hut in no case was ih© moisture

sufficient to develop fog under the very small expansions

employed. The resnlt o? the experiments may be taken to be
that wnen the inflnenoe of gravity was, as far aa practicable,

eliminated, the time of hau recoyery of temperatare was
about 26 seconds.

It may perhaps be well to give an example of an actual

ex])erimeut. Tnus in oiio tri:il on Nov. 1, the recorded times

of passiige across tlie divisious of the scale were 3, 6, 11, 18,

26, 35, 47, 67, 114 seconds. The divisions themselves were
millimetres, but the actual movements of the meniscus were
lest in the pronortion of about 2^ : 1. A plot of these

numbeis shows tnat one division must be added to represent

the movement between 0' and 3', and about as much
for the movement to be expected between 114* and oo,

Tho whole range is thus 10 divisions (corres[)onding to

4 niillim. at the meniscus), and the mid point occurs at

26 On each occasion 3 or 4 sets of readings were taken
under given conditions with fairly accordant results.

It now remains to compare with the time of heating

derived from theory. The calculation is complicated by
the consideration tnat when during the process any part

becomes heated, it expands and compresses all the other

parts, thereby (Icvtjloping heat in them. From the investi-

gation which loUowsf, we see that the time of half recovery t

IS given by the formula

in which a is the radius of the sphere, y the ratio of specific

heats (1*41), and v is the thermometric conductivity, found
by dividing the ordinary or calorimetric conductivity by the

* It must not be forgotten that too large a diameter ia objectionable,

as leading to ta angpnentotion of Toliuns unnng an ea^efimeDt, ss the
liquid fnus.

t See next paper.
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tliernml capacity of unit volume* This thcrmn! raj):;< ity i.-j

to be taken with volnme constant, and it will be less than the

thermal camcity with pressure constant in the ratio of 7 : 1.

Aoeordingly vjy in (6) represeDti the latter tbermal capacity,

of which tlie cxperimMita] Talve is *00i28)c *S39, the fint

&etor repreeenting the denrity of air referred to water.

Tfaii«» if we take the calorimetrio oonductinty at -000056, we
ha^e in ao.B. BMuvre

and ihedee

«='102a».

In the pfeeent apparatoB a, detomiined faj the eootents^ is

16*4 centim.| wbenoe

Is27'4 seconds.

The agreement of the observed and calculated values is

quite as close as could have been expected, and confirms ihe

view thai ibe tranafer of heat is due to condnction, and that

the part played by radiation is insensible. From a com*
paiiaon of the experimental and calculated corvcSy however,
it seems probable that the effect of ^ruN ity was not wholly
eliminated, and that t1io Intor stages of the phenomenon, at

any rate, may still have been a little intiueuced by adownward
movement of the central parts.

XXV. On I lie Condnrtion of Heat in a Spherical Ma.f.^ of Atr

confined by Walla at a Constant Temperature. By Lord
Rayleigh, F.R.S*

IT is prnposod to investlgat*' the* snhsidence to iln rinal

equilibriuia of a gas slightly disturbed therefrom and
indnded in a solid Tessel whoee walb retain a constant

temperatare. The problem differs from those oonndered hf
Fourier in consequence of tlic mobility of the gas, which
may give rise to two kinds of complication. In the first

place ^ravih'; taking; advantage of the different densities

prevnilinfT in various ^arts, tends to ])ro(lucc Hrrnlntion. In
many cases the subsidence to (.'qnilihriiini nm>i be greatly

modified thereby. But this efiTect dimiiiishes with the amuuut
of the temperature distnrhancey and for infinitesimal die-

torhttices the inflnenbe of gravity disappears. On the othnr

hand, the second complication remains^ even thongh we Emit
onrselvee to infinitesimal disturbances. When one part of

the, gpa aspanda in consaqneoce of raoeption of heat bj

* Oonunimioated by tbs Anibor.
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jcadiatioti or poTKhiofion, it compresses the remaining parts,

and these in their tum become heated in accordance witli the

laws of pfa*4*'3. To take account of ibis effect a special

invesLigaLion is necessary.

Bfit although tlw. fixitj of the boundary does not snffioe to

preTont local expansions and contractions and consequent
motions of the gas, we may nevertheless neglect the inertia of
these motions since they are very slow in coBipaiiaon trith

the free oscillations of the mw^?- rf'^nrdf^d as a resonfitor.

Accordingly the pressure, altiiout^h variable '^ ith timr, nuiy

be treated as uniform at anv one moment througlioiii the ina^>s.

In the usual noiatiou li" be the condensation and 6 the

excess of temperature, the pressnre p is given by

p=.kp{\-\-8-\-aB) (1)

The effect of a '•mall sudden copdenisation to produce ;ui

elevation of tempenitnre, which may he denoted by ^s. Let

</Q be the quantity of heat entering the element of volume in

the time dt, measured by the rise of temperature which it

iroidd piodnce, if there were no condensatKm." Then

"dt-^dl^ w
and, if- tlie passage of dQ be the result of radiation and con-»

duction, we have

f -.v*-^. .:....(»)
In (3) I' represents the thermonu^f rlc conductivity" found
by dividing: the conchictivity by the thermal capacity of the

gas (per uuiL volume;, at constant volume. Its value for air

at (r and atmospheric pressure ma^ be taken to be '86

cm*./we^
9.
represents the radiation, supposed to depend

only npon the excess of temperatoxe of the gas over tiMt of
the enclosure.

If</Qs0, e^fi9^ and in (1)

so that

i+«f=r, W
where y is the well-known ratio of specific heats, whose valne
Isr air and several other gases is very nearly 1*41.

In general from (2) and (3)

f,
=^|^.VV-# . . ... .(5)

^ 'Olheoiy of SosBd,' f SM7.
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316 Lord Rayleigli on drndttdhn of Heat in a Sphertctd

In ortltr to liiid the normal modes into which the most
general bubsidence may l)e analysed, we are to assume that «

and 6 are functions of the time solely throa^h the factor

Since p U uniform^ s-k-oB wmk by (1) be cl the form H
where H » some oonstant ; eo wet if for breril^ tlie fiustor

0-^ be dropped,
«+«^sH ; (6)

^ile from (5)
kV'^+(A-<7)^=A*3« (7)

Blimiiiating « between (fS) and (7), we get

VV+m»(^-O=0, (8)
where

"—V. w
IheBe eqaations are applicable in the general case, but when
radiation and condnction are both operative the equation by
which « ifl determined becomes rather complicated. If there

be no conduction, f=0. The solution ia then TCij aimple^
and may be worth a moment's attention.

Equations (6) and (7) give

Kow the mean valne of « thronghoat the mASB. which does
not change with the time, moat be aero; aothat from (10) we
obtain the alteniativee

(i.) h^q, Ciu) H»0,
Correaponding to (i.) we have with restoration of the time-

ftctor

«r«(H/«)r^, ««0. . • ^ . (11)

In this Bolntion the tempemtore is nniformand the condensa-
tion aero tbronghont the maas. Br means of it any mitial

mean temperature may be provided for, so that in the

remaining solutions the mean tempemtare may be coiiflid«!red

to be zero.

In the second alternative H=0, so that tss— Using
this in (7j with v evanescent, we get

(Ay-g)^=0 (18)

Ihe second solution is accordingly

^-(«.4ri»)^^i,. . (18)

where 6 denotea a fimction arbitrary thronghont the masSi
eicept for the restriction that its mean value most be aero.
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Mm* of Air con^ned by Walls at Constftnt Ttfujjtralure. Ml
' Thus if Q denote tlif* initial v;ilae of $ :ls a fanctioQ of

.»/, A and its mean Taloe, tbe oompiete f^lutriftti majr bt
written

[, . . . (14)

ff+«^>-»«8t.e-i'. (15}

It is on (15) tint the ranahle pari of the preawre depetids. '

^ When toe oondnoti^'ity v is finite, tbo soltitMms are leas

fitmple and iuvoive the fofm of thit reasel iu which the ffa H
OMitained. As a first example mm may take tlie case of ^i^as

bounded by two parallel plaue? perpendicular to j", the

terappratnre and rontJonsation h^}n^ even fiinctions of x
meadurad Irom the luid-pkae. in this g^hg ^'^=id^JcU^f and
we get

3S5C -f A cos rnXy «— s/a.= D 4- A cos • • (W)
*+«^««C-«D=.iL (17)

By (yj, (17)

h<y—
(J

3, [/iy — tj )
'

There remain two couditiou^ to be satistied. The first is

sii Hiply that 0= 0 w hen x= 2a being the distance between
the walls. This gives

C+AooswMi=0 (19)

Tlie remaiuiiifr 'on iition i« f^iven by the consideration that

the mean value ol proportional to ^scU, must vanish.

Accordingly
«ttt.D+ sin ma. A =0. .... (20)

From (18), (lU), (20) we have as.ihe eqoatian for the

adnussible v alues of m,

tan ma_ mfBg^vm*

ma ap{q + vm^y

reducing fiir the cue of eTanewent f to

tan ma 1

ma mp

The general sol tit ion may hv expressed in the series

^=Ai«-*^'^,+A,«-V^4.. . .

]

PkU. Mag, 8. 5. Vol. 47. No 266. lianA im.

(21)

iti)
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318 Lord Bajleigh on Condmtkn of HhtKt m a SpMod
where . . . are tlie values of A corresponding^; acconling

to (U) with the various values of m, acd ^1, . . . are of the

form

^1=008 m^*—cos Hija

It only lemuM to dsteniiiiie Hw atlntniry oonstanis Ai,

Afi * . • to suit iHeseribed initial conditions. Wo will limit

ourselYei to toe simpler case of 9»0, so thtt tiie valnof

of m are given by (22). Witli ii«e of this rolaii<m aod
putting for brevi^ a=l| we find from (24)

J
e'lCrj cue= ^ - cos wi cos wij,

}

9l$^axss A 00s iHi coa m,;

iotliftt
^

^1, ^, being any (different) functions of the form (24). Also

There is now no difficulty in finding A„ A,, ... to suit

arbitnij initial values of 0 and its associated #^ 1. «. so that

e»A,^i+A,tft+ . . . )

J- • • • (^7)
S=:Ai<x+At<a + • • . j

Thus to detennine At,

+
A,J^

.

in which the coefficients of A.. Ag . . . vanish by (25 ) ; so that

by (26)

A,jl+£^« j=^|'(etf,+ifV..S.i)*fc . (88)

An mjpurtant particular case is that in which B is constant,
and accordingly S=0. Since

sin m.



Mass Mr coitfined by Walls at Contkud Tm^a^w^, U9.
we bare •

For the preflsture we haye

* * 1^+1

or in the particalar case of (29),

tf+Va=2e-^ ^55^^ +.... . (30)

If )9=0, we fall back npon a problem oi the Fourier type.
By (22) in tiiat oaae

' • • ma»fr(l, 3, 5, . .
.)

80 (hat (aO) becomes

ns??+;i5w + -> • •
•

or initially

The Talnes of h are given by

*-^a', «•.«•,...) (31)"

We will now pass on to the more important practical case

of fi splierical envelope of radius a. The equation (8) for

C) is ideutical with that wliicii determines the vibrations

of air * in a spherical case, and the solution may be expanded
in Laplace's series. The typioal term is

tf-C=(mr)-»Jn+i(»*r).Y„, . . . (33)

Ym being the snrfiice spherical harmonic of order n wImts
n=0, 1, 2, 3 . . nrif] J the symbol of Bessel's functions. In
virtiio of (G) wo may us before oqu;ito — — D, where D is

another constant, to the rijjht-h;L [id member of (33). The two
conditions yet to be suiishud ure that 6=^0 when r=a, and
that the mean Talne of $ thronghont the sphere shall vanish.

* < Tbeoty.ol Sound; vol II.. eh. zviL -

Z2
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^20 Lard Haj'leigh on Co/idudion of Heat in a Spherical

When the value of n is i^re.itor than zero, the first of IlkMC

oooditions gires Q^O mul the sdcoad Ds=0; wo that

tf«-#/»«(«r)'^J.+|(mr).Y., . . • (34)

and « + ai^= 0. Accordiu^ly these terms contribute uothiug

to the pressure. It is furtder required thftt

J»^l(ma)=0| (35)

by which the admiBfliblfi YtlttM of m are determined. The
roots of (85) are diacaSBed in * Theory of Sound,* § 206 . . .

;

but it is not necessary to go further into the nwttet her^ aft

interest centres rather upon the oase n = 0.

If WQ assume a^metry with respect to tiie centre of the

^ 1 rf*

pberei w» na/ raplaoe V* in (8) by - ^^r, thus obtauiiiig

o( wbioh the geneimi soliitioii b

But for the present j)urj»ose the term r~*co» wr is exoluded,
so that we may write

tf=.0+B^!^, -,/«=D+B?^i^, . (37)mr ' ' fur • ^

giving

* + a^=a(U-D)=«H. . • . (37^«)

The finit special ooaditioo gives

fiiaO+Bnn«ui«BO (38)

The second, that the mean value of » shall vanish, gives oa
ilitegration

^m 'a l) -f BCsiu «ia— uia t o-s w<u)= 0. . , (^)
Eouatiohs n8), .lerived from (9) and (876i»), giving C

and 1> an terns of hold good as bslbre. Thos

£(^uatiug this ratio to that derived from (38), (3^)^ we tind

3 fWCoaaia--sinaia_ vm*—a$q
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^fa:^.'i Qj Air n)iijiiu'd hy Wallt at Conntant Temperature, 321

This is the equation from whtdim k to befoimd, after wMii
h is given by (9).

Tn the fnrther disoiiRsian we will linut oonelvff to UHi

of y= 0, when (41) reduces to

m*^3ai9(mootm-l)^ . . « . (4^)

in which a has been put equal to unity. Here by (40)

Thus we may set as in (23)

,

tf=Bj«-*»'^j+Bj«-^^,+ \ ^ ^ ^43j

in which

Q _ sin sin wixa ^ smwtir 1 ainwia .^^v

and by (9) hi=zvmyy. Also

—^g-^-jSijr*

The process ior deieriniuiiig Bi, Bj, . . . . follows the aaiud

lines as before. By direct integration from (44) ife find

ain (m, — w,) _ sin (wij + '>tj isiu m^ siiiw.

a b«n^ put equal to makf. By meuis of «%iiatiaD (49)

fatisfied by ir?i and wo may show that the miantity on the

right in the above equation Ynnishes. For the sum of tfao

ftftft two fractions is

gtwtiiiniii cosy/la~2mj flip iyiteoe<ii|

of whidi the denominator by (4'2) is equal t«>

Zctfi{mi cot Ml— co^ m%)'

' 4.ccordiiigiy
j (^i^, . M?)»'*<^''J=<^- • • » W
J9 . ^
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322 Lord Bayleigh on ConducUon of Heat in a Spheticcd -

Also

To deterinme tLe arbitmiy eonttants Bx . . . • fTom the given

iiiitinl values of^ and *, say 0 and 8, we proceed as usoal.

We liinit oureelvcs to the term of 7:ero order in spherical

haniionics, /. c. to the supposition tliat 6, s are functions of r

only. Tlie terms of higher order in spherical harmonics, if

present, arc treated more easily, exactly as in the ordinary

theory of the conduction of heat. By (43)

and thus

Jo Jo .

+ B, f (^A +/3/a . s^s^r^r + ....,
. . Jo

in which the coefficients of Bo, B3, . . . . vanish by (46). Xhe
coefficient of Bj is given by (47), Thus

T» I , 8in2mi .
2 sin* mi"! 2mi* C^.jt^a ai o \ 93

i
1--W +

-a^r 1
= 1+^0 1.

•

by which is determined. . • . . (49)

An importunt particular case is that where 0 is constant

and aocoraiugly H vanishes* Now with use of (42)

Y^a *j am iiii-'WiCOBiHi sin mi (1 + ayS) sin wii

80 that

B|| Bj, .... being thus known^ $ and « are given as functions

of the time and of the spaoe coordinates by (43) , (44).

To determine the.pieMate in this case we have from (45)

i
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Alasi of Air eonfinsd bj/ WalU at Constant Temperature^ 323

tbe sammation extending to all the valoes of m in (42).
Since (for each term) the mean valne of « is zero, the right-

bund member of (51) rapremts also ^/B, where ^ is the
mean value of $.

If in (51) we suj posi' y9= 0, we fall back upon a known
Fuurier solution, relulive to tbe mean temperatnre of a
i^herraal eolid wmoh having been initialljr at Doifonn tempo-
latare 8 throaghont is afterwards maintained at aero all over
the surface. From (42) we see that in tills oase sinm is smail
and of order fi. Approximately

sin m^Zafi/m ;

and (51) reduoes to

of which by a known foninila tbe rigbt-band member iden-

tifies itself with unitgr when ^=0. By (9) with restoration

of a,

A«(l%3S5S.,..)«^/«*. .... (53)

In the general oase we may obtain from (42) an approxi*

nmte valne applicable when m is moderately large. The
first approximation is m^iwj i denoting an integer. Snc-

cessive operations give

m^nr+ • • • • W*/

In like manner we find approximately in (51)

. . . (55)

m^m+^[l j^)

sbowlng that the ooeffioientsof the terms of high order in (51)

differ from the eorresponding terms in (52) only by the faotor

(l + a/9)or7.

In the numerical computation we take 7= I'-ll, a/8="41.

Tbe series (54) suliicea lor finding m when i 16 greater tbaii 2.

Tbe first two terms are found by trial and error with trigo-

nometrioal tables from (42) . In like manner the approxinute

valne of the left-hand member of (51) therein given suffices

when { is greater than 3. The resnlts as to as isslS are

leootded in the annexed table.
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324 0^ iits CoitdttoUan 0/ JJeal in a Spherical Mass of Air,

1

I*.

4 Left-hiind

i"iriiim?r

1.. .. •4942

2 2^*>81 •1790

3 3-0401 •mil

4,., 4^0306 •0510

S« 5-0246 •0S32

6 O-O206 0233

*
f. mfir.

'

Left hand
memlmr
of (&iL

^
70177 •0175

1

8 8^0156 •01 a4
;

9 90138 •0106
1

10 10-0126 •0086
j

11 110113 •0071
'

12 120104 •0060
1

Thus the solution (51) of our problem is re|iinnwiad by

?/e=-4942^'-«w>"''+-1799tf-<«»«>*^+.;;. . (56)

where bj (9)^ with omission of y and restoration of a,

e/tc=:w^lyaK (57)

The numbers entered in the third column of the above

table would add up to unity if continued far enough. The
TCrification is best made bj a oouipariscHi with the simpler

series (52). If with t zero we call this series aixl the

present series both ^ and X' have unity for their sum, and

accordingly yS'—2=7— 1, or

^(r. +
J-5
+ |. + -)-s=7-i=-4i.

Here 67/7r*='8573, and the difference between this and the

first term of X, <. e. -4942, is *d631. The differences of die

second, third, Ac, terms are i)S44, -0026, *0O11, -0005,

•0000, making a total of *4099.

*

(f.fi).
!

i» 1-0090

•70W

•6087

•4811

4002

•8401

•2026

«0 •2638

-sue

•1040

•1700

•1502

•0600

D441

45 ! 'TO

•10 •flO

-20

•SO

'SO
1

a-oo

"We aiti now iu u position to compute tlie right-hand
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member of (SG) as a i'uuction of t'. The annexed table con-

tain* sutHcient to give an idea of the course of the function.

It is plottf^d in the figure. The second entry (/'= *05) requires

the inclusion of 9 t<'rnis of the series, i^fter = two terms
sutficc; and after t'='2'0 tlie first term represents the series

to four places of docinials.

By interpolation we find that the series attains the value "5

when
<'=-184 (58)

XXVI. Notices respecting New Books.

An Ehmentarif Course in the Integral Calcrdun. By Dr. D. A.
Murray, Comell University. rx>ngiiians, 1898. Pp. x + 288.

r^E. MUHl^AY states his object to bote present "the subject-
--^ matter, which is of an elementary chjiracter, in a simple

manner." This he has succeeded in doiiin;, and the work is well-

arranged and I he explnnations t^iven are exceedingly clear. In
Chapter 1. he trrats Integration as a process of summation, and in

Chapter II. as the inverse of difFtM-entiation. The author's ohject

herein is to give the student a clear idt^a of what the Integral Calculi s

is, and of the uses to which it may be applied. The firj^t ten chapters

are devoted to a treatment of the matters handled in such works as

Williamson's, Edwards's, and other well-known treatises. Chap-
ter XI. treats of approximate integration, and the application of

the Calculus to the measurement of areas. Here we have clear

statemeut-s and proofs of the trapezoidal rule, Simpson's one-

thii*d rule, and Durand's rule. To this latter gentleman the

author is indebted for valuable suggestions of use to engineering

students. Prof. Durand has also put at Dr. Murray's disposal

his article on "Integral Curves'' (in the 'Sibley Journal of
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Engineering,' vol. xi. no. 4*), and hi» account of the ' Fuudamentil

Theory af the Pknimeter 't. Chapter XIII. is devoted to ordinary

differential equations. The Appendix (some 50 pages) discoBses

some of the maften in the text at greater length than is le^uiied
^ by the elementaiy atoilent, and alao contains a huge ooUeotm ef

the figures of the curves which are referred to in the exercises.

Answers are given to tli^^sA pv^reis^^'s, and further there is a full

Index, and numerous bnet }ustofical notes which add to the

utility ot au excellent text-book. Dr. Murray suitably acknovr-

kdgds his great indebtedness to his predecessors in the same field.

The book is very nsatly and ooiseetly printed»«nd Is of handy siae.

XXYII. Proofedings ofh&amti 8oriHU$»

caoLoaiaAL floonTT.

[OonlimiBd ftom toL zhrL AOS.]

Novemher Otii, 1898.—W. Whitaker, B.A., FJL&, Fkeridant,

in the CShsir.

THE followiug comtnunicutioTis were read :— -
j

1 . "On the PalaeoEoic Badiolarian llocka of New South Wales.*
\

By Prof. T. W. Edgcworth David, B.A., i .G.S., and K F. Pittman,
Esq., Assoc E.S.M., Gorenmient Geologist, New Sontii Wales.

2. *0n the Radiolaria in the Devonian Ro^n of Kew Soolli

Waks.' By 0. J. Hinde, Ph.Dn F.G.&

November 23id.—W. Whitaker, BX, P.BJ^ Fnsiden^
in the Chair.

j

The following coTnmnnications were read :

—

1. • Note on a Conglomorate near Melmerby (Cumberlandj.' By
J, E. Marr, Esq., M.A., i.R.S., F.GA

In this ^t^oc the aotiior deseribes the oceorreoee of a con-
ghnneratio depoidt which shows indubitable effects of earth*-

movement, not only on the included pebbles, but also on the
surface of one of the d( jiosits. The rocks are <K>loured as ba'^emenf

Carboniferous rocks on the Ueolo^cal Survey map. The ^>kiddaw

Slates are snoseeded by ahont 30 feet of a roughly stratified con-

gbmerate, followed by 120 to 30 feet of rookwith smaU pebbles, and
tiiat by a second coarse conglomerate. The nebhles possess the

outward form of glacial bouldersi, hnt many of them are slicken-

sided, fractured, faulted, and indented. Tlie striic are often

curved, parallel, and covered by mineral deposit ; the grains of

tiie matrix are embedded in the grooyes, while sliekensiSng often

occurs beneath the surface of the pebbles and tlir striie are seen

to begin or end at a fault-piano. The snrCaee of rook beneath.

* Chapter XII. of the work beiore us ia aimodt a reprodttctioii of this

artiels, as is also AppendizO whidi euppleoients the acooiuit in thetsxt.

t Ileiv suitable reference is made to Prof. Ilenrlci's Report (British

Association, 1894) and to Prof. Uele Siiaw's paper on 'Mechanical
l^gyrators ' (* Proceedings of Institution of Civil Engineeri,* vol. Ixx^di.
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the npper conglomerate wns fonnrl to be alickensidcd. The way in

w hich the surfaces of some of the pebbles have boon squee»ed-off

su^ests the possibility that their angular diape may be partially

or wlKoUy dii« to eartli-inofveiiieiit.

S. 'Geologir of the Great Gentral Bailway (New Exteneioii to
London of the Manchester, ShofBeld ft Lincolnshire Kailiray):

Bugby to Cat<?sby.' By Beeby Thompson, Esq., F.G.8., F.C.S.

In this paper the portion of the line, 10 miles in length, from
Catesby to Eugby is described ; as the ground falls wliile the strata

rise in this direction, qaite low beds in, the Lower Lias are met
with near Bogby. The loweet nme ezpoeed ia tiiat of Ammomim
.mmicottaius, in tho lower part of which, and in Boulder Clay derived

fipoili it, A. Turneri has been found. The next succeeding zone, that

of A. ohttmts, althoncrh for the most part barren, yielded the charac-

teristic fossils at Its base. The o^eymitu-miio is well developed and
well displayed, hendee being rioUy foesUifefooi. The fone of

A» raHtoHatui neiges into that of A, oxynolitc below and that of
A, armatus above, and is not more than 3 or 4 feet thick. The
an)fafH!i-/one, beds between that and the Jamegoni-zone, and the

JaiMSoni-zonB itself follow ; the middle beds of the latter being

rich in BhynehontBa and A, j^ettuSf the name of this ammonite is

•ttaebed to the sone beitriog them. The iftttv-ione ooenra eest of
Flecknoe, covered by rooka yielding A. BetiUjfii and the higfaeet

beds of this cutting appear to belong to fb»' caprlcotmiis-zone.

Lists of the characteristic fossils of each zone are given, followed

by a complete list of all those found in the Lower and Hiddle Lias

of tito cntttnga, with a statement of their distribatioD.

TheOlacial deposits are desetibed under the following headings :

—

Blue or local Boulder Clay, brown and grey contorted Boulder Clay,

Chalky Lower Boulder Clay, (Mid-Glaoial) aanda and graveb, and red
Upper Boulder Clay.

The paper is accompanied by a measure 1 section along the

nilwny.

a. *On the Bemains of Amia from Oligoeeae Strata in the lale

ofVi^t.' By B, T. Newton, Esq., F.Gj9.

Peoember 7th^W* Wbitaker, KA., FJUS., Frendent,'

intiieOhaar.

The fitllowing communication was read :

—

1. *The Geological Structure of the Southern Malrems and
of the adjaoeot JJistriot to the West.' By Prof. X. T. Groom,
iUL, DJSc, F.G.8.

' The Baggedstone and Midiommer Hilla, oonnating enentially of

• maaife gnenaie and adiiatoee rocks, are traversed by a curved

depression which marks a line of profound dislocation, probably of

the nature of a thrust-plane. This appears to dip towards t!ic ea-^fc,

. though with a relatively small hade. Along this deprossiou uccur

, stripa of Cambrian and Siluriau strata embedded in the Archteau

masiif^ and indieatiiig th« presence of a deep and nanow dia-

loeated eyndinal fold. In plaees, tlie Ipliation of the scliiaU
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4. AmT 8IIAI4S.

ihovi % viarM ftkiMO to diraotion of this line, iodicatiog

in &U probiibility » prodiicluiii of adiisto from the old matoffial m
post-Lower Palaeozoic times.

The wp-tern boundary of the Archieaii massif is evervwhero a

Ikult, apparently a thrast-pJaoe, but with a small bade. The
.direction of this plene ie in eloM rdatiou with the ax&i of the over-

fold into whioh t£» Gamfarian roeki ate thrown to the west of these

bills.

The western hojmdary of Chase End TTill is !iknwi>'P f\ fnnlt,

wlucU ici probably a thrust-plune with a tolerably low dip towards

the eastern side. The thrust here also appears to have beea

aoQonpamed bjr a socondary production of sohists htm ttie old

l^iesic series; aod the Cainbrian strata are overthrown hi the
Tieinitv of the fault.

'i iu-'re is no evidence for the overlap of tiie Cambrian Scries 8up-

uosed by Hull, the circnmstaQ(^ that the various zoties of the

Clajuhiian Series strike up against tho Archiean axis being dno to

fanlting.

The Cawhrian is Mpreseoted by tbo following series :

—

Upper Orw 8hal««.

Coal Hill Xgneout Band.
Lower Grey SbalM.
Mitlcllc Igneous Baad.
I pper Bla«k 8bakf.

o -B. .«c„..„« 1 Upper White-Wved-Oak Igneous Band.

Lower Whtto-leaTed>Oak Igneous Baud.
2. HoLLTSran SAXDmnrs.
1. HoiAYBMn UtoMmnmi aii» Otmnuanuuitm.

Fossils are ahnndant in certain zones of eeeh of fho fonr sub-

divisions of the series.

The (Irey Sliales rest conformably on the BUick Shales, but the

D^utual relations of the remaining subdivi^iuub ean be decided only

by inference, the jnnotions being apparently everywhere ftolts.

The junction between the Gambrian and Aicbaan is likowiso a
fanlt.

All four divisions of the C.iuibrian Series are invaded by small

igneous bosses, lacoolites, and intercalated sheets of diabase and
iindesitie basalt. These igneous rocks do not penetrate tiie tfay

Hill Series.

The May Hill Beds seem to rest with apparent eonformity upon
the Grey Shales, and do not transgress across the Yfirion? Oambrian
/ones on to the Arehaean in the manner hitherto supposed, the

presumed outliers being small patches faulted into the Cambrian,

The stractnre of the district is to be ezpUined on the snppooitiott

that we are dealing with the western margin of aa old nMNUitain-

chain overfoWed towards tho west; the eastern portion of this

range lies taiilted down and buried iK'Jieath the Permian and
Hc^ozoie of the Vale of Gloucester. All the characteristioi of a

UAM. ohaip aro present^ namely, t^e profouad lolds» overfeldsy

Ihrust-planes, and transvetse fanits ; and a tyftieal Anst^nungs-
sono is seen to the west.
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XXVIII. ItUgUiffenM and JintcdtoMOue AfUe^,
ON TH£ HEAT PRODUCED Bt MOISTBItlKG POLVBHIZBD BODlltt.

NSW TflCBKOMITBlGiLL AND OALOBClCKnilOAL BSMAfiOffM.
BT mo MABTIKI*.

TN my second piiper presented, last Aprtl, at the B. Itftitato

Votieto, 1 dealt with the calorific pheiiomena observed in

moistening pulverized bodies. The method ot* experiintnits hsa

alnMd/ been describedt ; that in to aajr,u£ an arrang^jiacut whereb/
th* lipoid aMended to the powder, thoroughly dried, plAOod In m
I^MS tabs 8e()anited from it hf a pMM of light lioflni doth, la
this second series of experiments some modification«5 were intro-

duced iu order to k^p the powder &s dry possible till the be-

ginning of the experiment. The thermometer-balb was placed iu

ocmtMlirith th« apper itnilttdi of powder.lt havinghMiiiiolittdiJuit

tho increase of temperature was more marked from Uyer to layer.

In the following tables are indicated some of the prindpal

results obtained with pore charcoal and pure (i^iU,)»

Turn Charcoal (gr. 85).

1

Name of Uie liiquid.

TPHp.
ot the

Ak.

Temp
of

Temp,
of Ibe

Max.
Increase

of
Xaiap.

Liquid

Siilphurio ether

BUulphide of carbon.

§
1916
1071
19.SO
2010
710

«...

19 10
11-10

19-42

20^15

012

§2u
19-29
10-89

I960
20-30
7-20

3430
^505
29-48
44-60

33 60
28-90

«
2:. H)

2d'76
1859
25-00
18-80

21-70

80
28
32
34
»

Pure Silica (gr. 25).

Mwm of Um Liquid.

Tump,
of the

Air.

Tejnp.

of the

Liquid.

Teuip.

of the

Silica.

M4X.
Temp.

luureiise

ul the

Temp.

Liquid

I

Absolute alootiol

Bisul^iliidtt ofearboa. .

.

19O0
1 9-27
141i5
20-19
19-50

1884

1§96
1887
14-60

30^
1949
18*96

19-,'JO

1') IV}

14t^
2070
1960
I9*;l2

41JI0
46-76

46-21

fiO-80

31 70
31-05

22-rtO

2616
31 52
30 55
1210
U-78

37 cm.'
30
35
7
40

1*

1 iriiidt! also many experiments in ordor to dett'rmino the number
of calories produced by moistening powder. 1 adopted a spei-ial

e ^' Ijitofuo ad calore che hi STiluppa uel hafjaaiv le p&lveri. Muova
xicenshe tenaometriche e calorimotnaie.'* AUiM X, liHhdo VtMh^
t. 0, sorie vii. \\. 027.

t Atti del R, Iditu'o VmsU*t L 8, eerie vii. p. 502; PhiL Ma^.
Toi zliv., August 18&7.
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calorimeter made of thin sheet brass, consiating of two cylindrical

tubes, one within the other, having a common axis. The base of

the inteniAl tnbe wsb perforated to allow the eicape of air, whan
pouring the liquid upon the powder with which the taoe waa
filled. A flannel disk plaoed at the haae pieTentod the eseape of
the powder.

The powder was tborougbly dried before being poured into the

mtemal tube, which was Sioid at the top wilS an indiambbtfr

stopper, and suspended hy three silk threads, within a vessel con>
taining chloride of calcium. The external tube contained distilled

iK'Bter into which was immersed a delicate thermometer.

CUoiiflB derebped bj Charcoal moistened with Distilled Water*

Weight of the Volume of tbe

Water.
CUoriMhgr.

1

Calories by 1 gr.

1 of povdflr.

44 gr. 60cm.» ()29-00
1 14-29

40 53 f»69-80 14-26

40 58 573-30 : 1483
35 51 514-30

!
1469

30 4S
1

14-07

1

Calories developed bj Silioa moistimd with Distilled Wateop.
'

'

Weight of the Volume of the
Water.

Calorie»-».

derelopMl.

Calorios by 1 gr.

of powder.

72 om.' 677 10 13*64

50 70 684ao 19-60

45 68 60310 13-40

40 60 558-70 13-97

40 62 068-70 IW
40 66 655-00 13-87

35 53 477-30 13-64

Meisaner, in his experiments *f did not use a fixed weight of

water; at one time he would use a quantity of water equal Iq

weight to the powder, at another time a quantity double, and at

times much less. In my own case, however, I always used that

quantity of liquid which I found would be absorbed, by capillarity,

by a (^uautitj of charcoal or silica equal to that contuned in the
eakiiimeler. Bad I poured on the powder a smaller amount of

water, parts would have remained unmoistened; alainer quantity
would have absorbed a part of the heat generated.

The foregoing results may be of interest, not only to physicists

in general, but to students of geothermie phenomena. In fact,

the reader will find in my original pamphlet an account of certain

experiments in which silica, moistened with a proportionate

quantity o£ water, roee from an initial temperature of 19° to that
of yo**.

Venice, June 1898.

' • " Ueber die beim Benetzen pulverfbrmiger Kiirper auftretende Warme
mvag," Wiedemaon'f .<itMNi<N«y six. (1888).

^
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' OOMBOKATIOir OF AIT BZPBBDfBUT OF AMPiUKB miH AH
BSPBBIMBKT OF FARADAT. BT J« J, TAUDIN CHABOT.

It was shown by Ampere * how a magnet can be made to rof ate

about its axis under the influence of a steady current, and Faraday t
showed how the rotation of a magnet about its axis can give rise

to a steady current t-

B7 eombining these two experimenta we obtain a case of

iniliietioii \tj steady currents : a steaidy primary eonrent in the

circuit E or gives rise to a steady secondary current in the

circuit or a rotating^ magnet M forming the connecting link.

In order to show the effect, a brake is applied to Ihe magnet M,
a battery is inserted into the circuit E or E. and a galvanometer
into the other circuit E, or E. On dosing tne circuit we ol«er?e
that the siispfnded system of the galvanomet^T rf^niains at zero

;

but, on removmg the brake from the maguet, this begins to rotate

and the galvanometer shows a deflection which increases con-

tinuoaslTnatalthe magnet turns <^mte freely. A brake is desirable

whiidi admits ol a graduated apphoation.

It appears to me that this experiment is wortiiy of notice in

consideration of its illustrative character

D^rloch (Wiirttemberg),

Deeemher IStfa, 168&

BXPBBIHBMTS WITH THB BRUSH DI80HAB0B.

To the Editors of the PhXhsophiGQA Magazine,

I have read with considerable interest the paper by Dr. Oook
on the " Bru.sh Discharge " in the January number of your
Magazine. May I be allowed to mil nf f ontion to some experiments

made by Lord Blythswood about two yturs ago, which are of a very

* Recueil ctObsenatiotu, p. 177 (1821). Lettre a M. van P- f k.

t 'Experimental Reaearches/ series ii., 217-2dO (1832^; see ah>o

series xxviii. (1661).

X This phenomenon is prenerally known by the name of "unipolar*'
induction; autopolar'' induction (induction autopolaire, Gleichpolin-

duction), it seems to me, would be better; and therefore 1 propose this

term. Then, in contradistinction, " heteropolar " induction (mduction
h^t^ropolaire, WechselpoIIudiiction) can be used lor mfpatfimg indmrtlon
by botn Uie poles alternately (dynamo See*).

I See put. Mag. vol xlVl. p. 438 (Oct. 1806)., and p. S71 (Dec. 1886).
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siiiiihir I'harncter. in tlii-* cane, ho^vover, it was the negative o;low

which vra« the aource ol' radiatiou. The mochiue used wom ot the

IViiiiahimt type, having 160 B4L pbtM eaeh earryiug IS seeton.
The *'xpei iiiieuts weie uiada to cu^rmine the effect of the nyt

from the negative glow on a photographic plate.

Small metallic objec ts were " radiographed,** beittr}^ piaffed in

front of, but not touchinc;;. w sensitized plate. The whole was then

endosed in a unc box (with a small hole cut in the side facing the

ouroeof radbHoa), which was carafuUy earthed in order to

prevent any chai^ qd the metallic object :i"r< ^-!)<r the plate. A
piece of 1 itiil. ;iluminium-foil was then placed befueeu the gourrf*

of radiatiou and the plate, tliiis completing the metaUio sheath.

The arrangement it» shown below.

W—4"- - H

TO WIMBBUBST
MACBtSfB

WhPTi these precautions were not observed, brush discharges

took place from the points of the metallic object (generally a
small wheel) whidk stioogly dtacM the plate.

Distinet shadows of t he small wheel were obtained after 5
iniQutes* exposure in a darkened room. It was at first thought that

these photofjraphs were produced by rays similar to the .r-rays,

which had traversed the aluminium-foil ; but it appeared afterwards

that the whole effect was apuarently due to minute holes in the

alominiiim-finl, since, when the apparatus was wrapped in Uaek
velvet, no effects were produco 1 1 o 1 1 1 he plate. That such eSeeta were
obtained, however, seeing tu show that the negative glow possesses

strong tutinif power, as hhown so conclusively by Dr. Cook.

A possible explanation of the diminished effect oU»erved by

Dr. Cook on an Eleotroscope placed at a dtslanoe from a point .at

which a discharge is taking phice, when an induction-coil was
used in place of the Wimshursf niarliine, «!eems to be that the

electritication produced would depend tm tlie K.M.S. puteiitial-

difference rather than on the maxiuiuui value, as indicated by the

spark-lcugth. Similarly lor the mechaniffal force ptodoced the
wind from the pointa.

Tours verv truly,

Blytbswood Laboratory, E. W. MAicttAST.
Beofittw, N.B.

Jan. aO, 1690.
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XXiX. LongitxuUnal Vibrations in S<>h'<l and Hollow

CifUnders. By C. Chree, ScD,, LL.D,, FM,S*

Prdiminaiiy,

{ 1. ^T^HE freq^uency k/iw of longitudinal vibrations in the

X ideal isotropic bar of infinitely snmll cross seotion

has lon^ been known to be ^ven by

k^p v^E/p, (1)

where p is the densirv, E Yoimoj*s modulus ; p i?* given by

p=iTrll wlieii the ends are both free or both fixed

p=(2/+l)7r/(2/) when one end is free, the other fixed,

I being the length of the rod and i a positive integer.

For the fundamental or lowest note tsl.
For a circular bar whose radius though small oonpared

to is not wholly negligible, the closer approxunaiion

*«p(%)*{i-ipv«n (2)

where 17 is Poisson*8 ratio, was obtained independently by Prof.

Poohhammer t and Lord Bayleigh| fully 20 years ago.

{ 8. The subject has been treated by myself in three

papers in x\v- * niuirterK Journal of . . . ^Mathematics ' (A)
<p. 2^>7, 186G), (Bj (p. iilT, 1««9), (C) O'- 340, I8IIO).

In (A) I arrived at (2) describing it (/. c. p. 296) as

• Communicnt<'(! by the Pbyakal Society: IMd DttOOBlber 0, 1806.

t Vrelle, vol. Ixxxi. (1876).

\ < Theory of Sound/ toL i. «rt 197.

pm, Mag, 8. 5. Vol. 47. No. 287. 1890. 2 A
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ohtjiiiit'd a& a £»t?c'.oiid approximation liy Lord Itnvlei^h." I

further sjaiti, " We do not think, however, lhat his proof aSords

any means oi Judging of die degree ef eooam^ of the rank)
•s it ifl IbwMed on a more or lees proWile hjnot^ieris and
does not profess to be rigid." I siibieqiiently learned that

Lord Baylei^fa did not admit any want of rigidily in lus

proof, and it appears Tritbont Tnodifimtion in the second

edition of hi.« Treatisr on * Stiund.' 1 nnich re;jre: liainns; to

differ Irom so oniineut an authority, but I have not altered

my ori^^inal opiuiou.

In (B) I reached the more general result

i=i,(^/pP{i-yv^ (3)

where « is the radlu- of gyration of the cro^wafction of the

rod about its axis. This wa* establif^bed by a strict elastic

method for nn oUiptic section, and in n somewhat les®

lii^id u.'iv for ;i Tectaiifinlar section. (A' and fB) were con-

lined, likt* ihe invest! jjntion^ of Lord liayicigh and Protessor

Pochhammer, to isoiropic maierials.

In (C > I oonsideied the more general case of an Kolofcropic

bar whoee kiti|^ axis was an axis of material synuBeliTy and
found by strict ela-tie solid methods that (2) still bud for

a circular sociion. if K denoted Young's modulus for stress

along the length of tin: Lnr, nnd 17 Poisson's ratio for the

con«pqnrnt pprpendicnlar rci!: faction?. Fnrther, npi>lving

Ij{»rd IvaA leigli s meiiiovl. nK»<litied in a way i deem necessary^

I t>l»Uiiiitd (3) for any iorm oi cross section.

§ 3. SiiKje tlie pubHoation of (( ') Mr. Love has discus^d the

fiiabjcctini7oI.ii.ofbis<T^ti8eoaS]abtid1y/ Qnliisp.lI9«
be refers to (2) as first given by Prof. Poohhammer. .

.

and afterwaida apparentlj independ^tiy by Mr. Chree."
Again, in iho new edition cf his * Sound' Lord fiayleigh,
after dodiicin^n (;J), sny? A more coTri]tl(/<o solntion . . Thas
been given l»v Foe Idianinicr . . . A similar ioTestagatioa hiw
also been publishad hy Chree."

In view of these remarks, 1 take this opportunity of stating

expfidtiiy

1. Ibat Foohbunmer^e woric was wboDy nnknown to me
nntil tbe appearance of Love's 'Elasticity/

2. l^hat my method ol solution in (A) is essentially difier^it

from Pochhammer's, while tbe mt ILck]- in (B) and (C) an
nb^olntely difJ'orent from hi?. The nictlKui of (A) a£rree?

with rochlianunerV in en>|iloyjn<i the ocjnations of elasriciry

in cylindrical coordinati-'S. AtU-r oi»tainin^^ however,—as is

• The prefiiee, p. lH, dt»cnlye* ihe reeuit ae " tbtaioed iade^endently"
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cnstomnry in most elastic problems—the differential equation

for the (lil-ttntion^ PochhaDimer obtains a difioiential eqiiation

for the quantity

1 /du dw\
2\d^' dF/

u and w being the displacements parallel to the radius r and
thc» axis z, and uses this quantity as a stepping-stone to the

values of u and w. On tlie other hand, I succeeded in

separating n and lo so ua to obtain at once two differential

equations, in one of which u appeared alone w ith the dilatation,

wnito the oiher contained only w and the dilatation (see (28)

and (29) later).

§ 4. There are two other points in Mr. Love*s Treatise to

inrhich I should like to refer. In his art. 263 he substitutes

the tenn extenstonal for hngilKdinal, adding in explanation,

"The vibrations here considered are the ' lon<ritudinal ' vibra-

tions of Lord Ravleigli's Tlnori/ of Souml. Wo liavo

described them iia ' exlen^ional,^ to avoid the suggestion that

tiiere Is no lateral motion of the parts of the rod,

I am altogether in sympathy with the object which Mr.
Love has in view (1 expressed myself somewhat strongly on
the point in (A) p. 290, and (U) pp. 351-2), but I doubt the

wisdom of attempting to displace a term so generally adopted

as longitiulinal.

In the second matter 1 regret to find mysoli' ui Nariance

with Mr. Love. Referring to transverse vibrations in a rod,

he Bays on p. 124 of hia vol. ii.» the boundary oonditions at

free ends cannot be satisfied exactly ... as they can in the . .

.

extensional (longitudinal) modss. In reality, however, the

boundary equations at a free end are not exactly satisfied in

the case of l()nn;itndinal vibniti'>n'< either by Pochhammer's
solution or my own. The slip may be a purely verbal one on
Mr. Love's i)art, but liis readers might be led to accept the

-hittiiiLUi as accurate owing to a slight error in the expression

for the shearing stress zr near the top of Mr. Love's p. 120.

We find there

where V-*l*

The oorrect expression (compare Mr. Love's second bonndaiy

eqoation on p. 118) u

ii^=i^{27A^Jo(»V)+ . . .}/r^+/^).

2 A2
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Owing to the omission of i in the expression on p. 120 it

looks as if -r vanished for the same values of z as the sonnal

rtreis «e. In mlity, ns I sliowed in (A) p. 295, rr do68 not
vanish over a ti'rminal free ^M-tioii of nidlns a, Imt i« of the

order r(r'— a*)//', where r is the perpendicular on the axis.

We nrr qni(«^ in>tifi('(l in ne^Wtinjy wlion terms of order

(ally are Hon;li<j;i})l,'. hut strirtly speakin^^ the solution is 80

fiir only im approximate one \vlien the ends are free.

.4 JSW .\fethod.

§ 5. In the Camb. Phii. Soc. Trans, vol. xv* pp. 313-337
I showei! how the mean vahies of the strains and stresses

might he ol>taiiir»d in any elastic solid ])rol>lem indepondf-ntlv

of a eomplet*^ solution. For isotropic materials I obttuued

(/. c. p. 318) three foraml.'e of the tyi^e

+jJ{li:-t/(Fa.+ Gy)}rffcJ, . (4)

where «, ^, 7 are eomponoiUs ul" placement, X, Y, Z of
bodUy forces nnd F, G, H of surface forces. The volume
integrals exiand tbronghont the entire yolnme, and tlie surface
inte^rrals over the entire surface of the solid. As was explicitly
stated in proving the results {L e, p. 315), X, Y, Z may mckde
* reversed effective forces

'

d*a (P/5 dFy
"^3?*'

where p is. the density.

In the present application lliere are no real bodily forces
;

we may also leave snrface forces out of account, if we suppose
that when one end of a rod is held, that end lies in the plane

Supposing the rod to vibrate with frequency we have

Ac.,

so that we replaoe (4) by

and similarly with the two other equations of the same type.
Ihe only other result required is one established in my
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taper (B) ; vis., that the general solution of the elastic solid

equations of motion in which the terms contain cospz or

sinj)7 consists of two in li jMMuIeni parts. In the first, which
nione applies to longitudinal vibrations, a and /3 are odd and
•y an even function of .v and y.
We maj thas assume

a s 006 il OOS €) { Ai^: + A/^ + + ^z'xhf

/9aoo6it<cos(|Mr-e){Bi«+B/jf-fB|«'-«-

7=ooe*<8in (/>*-e){C^+(V+Cg'jry+Q,V+ ..•}>

where 6 is a coust.uut depeudiug uu the position of tlie origin

of coordinates and the terminal conditions. It is obvions
from varioos considerations that the same e ocoors in the

alnes of a, 7. Certain relations must subsist between the

con-^tants A, B, 0 in the above expressionSi in virtue of the

body-stress oqtiations, but \v(' do not reqnire to talce any heed
of these for our present purjjose.

§ (). As the validity ot'sohitions in series has been a sul)ject

of couteutiun in other elastic solid problems, some doubt may
be entertained as to the results (G*). I -wonld be the Ust to

deny the reasonableness of tbb, oeoaose I do not mjself
regard (6) as nniversally applicable.

According to my investi;j:afion^. quantities such as

(AjX^/AiJ?) are of the onior («ircate.>t diameter/nodal length)*,

and the series become less rapidly convcrijent as (greatest

diameter/nodal hMi<ftli) iiK-roases. In oiIut words, increase

either in (greatest diauieiei/rod length) or in the order of the

harmonic*' of the fundamental note redooes the rapidity of
convergence. The proper interpretation, however, to pat on
this is not that (C) is :i wrong formula for longitudinal

vibrations, but simply that under the conditions HpeciHed the

vibrations tend to depart too widely from the longitudinal

type. If we apply this solution the resrdtx dedu<'ed from it

themselves tend to show the degree ot" rapidity of the con-

vergeuce, and what we have to tio is to keep our eye on the

resmts and accept them only so long us they are consistent

with rapid conyergenor*
Peimps the following titwmi of my views on this point

may be useful :—
i. In obtaining (6) originally I employed the complete

elastic' solid e<|uations for isotropic materials. In other cases

where ditliculties have arisen over expansion in series, they

seem mainly due to the fact that ihe elastic solid ei^uutious have

been whittled down in the first instance for purposes of
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simplicity. When one oroita teims io a differential eqoation for

diplomatic reasons, the result? may lie perfectlv siitisfactory

under certain limitations. Owiu;;, however, to tlic inutilntion

ot'the (litierential eonations, tlx? resulting boiulions are unlikely

to contain within themselves any siitisi'actory indication of the

limits to tbeir naofolness. It is very much a case of nummg
a steam-engine without a aafetj-valTe.

2. When the bar is of circular section and isotropic, the

series ooonrring in (6) are Bessel's innotions of a well-known
type, whoso rapidity of convergence appears well ascertained

under the normal conditions of the problem. When the

section is cireular, and the material tiot isotropic but sym-
metrical round the axis, the series, whose mathematical law of

development I have obtained, converge to all appearance quite

as rapidly as hi the case of isotropy. The other oases of
isotropic materialr—sections elliptical or rectangular—which
I have considered present simikr features ; the onl^ difference

being that the rate of convergence diminishes with increase

in any one dimension of the cros?? flection.

3. If we suppose ^=0. or the vibrations to be of infinite

period, the solution must reduce to that for the equilibrium of

a rod nnder nniform longitudinal traction. Now, in the case

of eqnilibriom *flz reduces to a constant^ while a. and ft are

Knear inxand y for ottfimm of cross seetimu The commencin (r

terms in series (6) are thus of the proper form under a&
conditions, and the form of tlie differential equations shows
that if a, for instance, contains a term in .r it must contain
terms in a^, xy^, and other integral powers ot" a; and y.

4. The jjenerai type of the differential equations is the

same for afl kinds of elostio material, isotropic or aeolotropic,

and the sarface conditions are identiail in aO cases; tiins the
type of solution must always be the same. The results may
Mcome enormously lengthy for complicated kinds of roolo-

tropy, but ))y putting' a variety of the elastic constants equal
to one another we must reduce the most complicated of these

expressions to coincidence \vith riie corresponding results lor

isotropy. Oi" course it does not ibiiow thjit the convergence
will he equally rapid for all materials. A large value of a
Poisson's ratio in conjunction with an elongated dimension
of the cross section may reduce the convergency so much as
to throw the higher harmonics" ontude She pale of longi-
tudinal vibrations.

5. The more the section departs from the circular form
the less rapid in ^reneral is the convergence, and the hirger
the correction supplied by the second approximation. In
fust Om dM of the oorrection is probably the best criterion
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by which to judge of the liuiitntions of our results. If the

correction is largo ovon for the funHaiiif^ntal iioto, it is protty

safe to conclude that the section is not one adapted for tlie

onlinary type of longitudinal vibrations. If a section, for

iustauce, were of an acutely stellate character, with a lot of

raj8 absent and the oentroid external to the materiali I for

one thonid be extremely obary of applying to it the ordinary
fornulla.

§ 7. For deiimtenesB let us consider the fixed-free vibra-

tions, taking the origin of coordinates at the centroid of the

ilxed end. Our teruiiual conditions are

(/sO when e^O,

zzz=0 „ *=

the latter condition being the same thing as

=0 when xrai.

These conditions give at once

e=0, /?=(2/+l)7r/2/,

and hence

Take the axes of a and ty along the principal axes of the

cross section a*, so that

^:^da djf= jJV<i« dy=iCiV.

Then, snbetitnting from (6) in (5), we obtain at once

Till -I (jtion is supposed small, /. e. terms in tc{'f k^' arc

sniuli compared to Co, though large compared to the inma
t^mders lEl^ Ac., wUch are omitted in the above equation.

Thus as a fint approximation the coeffident of most Taoiab^

or

k^P'^/p, (1)

which ia oiniply tlu; ordinary frequency equation.

^ Treating the other two equations of the type (5) similarly^
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we obtain the two resnlte

B(Ai +3.W+A,V+...)

= {| (a+W+CS,V+. .0 +i?B,V-Aic,^ + . .

.

} , (8)

= (C«+ +0,V + . • .) +i?A,V-B,V+ . .

.
} .(9)

The terms not slio\>n are of the order k^^, or biffber
powers of and ^j. ( lombining (8l and (y) we get

E(A,-Bi'}=i;«^{l+9>(Aii^«-Bi'«,^+...,
. . (lo)

B (A,+ B/)= -2A«/> fi7//>) (Co + C,/r,» + VJ'k^ +
+ + . (11)

To see the significance of (10) replace by it» approximate
TBiQe p when we have

A,-B,'«(l + ,;){A,(^«,)«-BiVi)*} + .. . (12)

As ^ve have seen,;?= (i+ |)7r// ; nnd thii«, so long as i is not
too hir^e, {pK^y and (pK,y' ;n<; in a thin rod small quantities
oi the orders {tc^/iy and i^K^ji)-. Hence we deduce from (12)
as a firet approximation ^ '

(18)

This is all we require for our present purpose
; but, in pass-

ing, It may be noted that as a second approximation weWe
B/= Aj { 1 + (1 + 17) Vi* -/^/j }

.

The more the tion departs from circuUlrity—t e the
more elongated it is in one direction— the «?reater is the dif
iereace between B/ and Aj. This and the fact that i'kWI and
ucjl mnst both remain smaJl are useful indications of the
limitations impbed in the method of solution

«iSA^, ^''^ " ^ ^''^ ''^ -^^-^-S

Whence we deduce at once, witbont knowing anythiniz of
the constants O^y A^, Ao.,

j
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Using in ihe Bmall fem (ibst oootatning k*) the fint ap-

prozimtion (1), ve liave

*V=Ei/{i-»/V(*i«+«,»)}; . . . (14)

and ihiB, as

dmDly redacea to (3).

Tnat the n^ove proof i« as satisf^ictory in every wny as one

based on ordinary ebistic solid nu'tliods I should hesitate to

maintain. Unless one knew Ix'turt'hsind a «;oo(i doal about

tiie problem there would, 1 tear, be considerable riak ot niis-

adTentaie,

{ 3. In illoBtratuig the method in detail I have selected

the case of isotropic material simply because I d!d not wish

to frighten my readers. The assumption of isotiopy almost

invariably shortens the niatlieiTiatical expressions, and j^ene-

rally also simplifie> tlie eharucter of (he m;ithoni:ifi'-;i1 op'Ta-

tions; and isotropic solids thus Houri>li in the text-lfook?? Lo a

much greater degree than they do in nature. When, how-
ever, we mathematical difficulties are triHing, as in the

present case, it seems worth while considering some less

specialized material. I shall thns briefly indicate the appli-

cation of the nioUiod to the case of material symmetrical with

respect to the tliree rectangular plane* of .i*, y, r, taken i\< in

the previous exanijile. In this case the stress-strain rel rtion^

involve, on the u.sual hypothesis, nine elastic constants.

Such quantities as Young's modulus or Foissou's ratio must
be defined by reference to directiims. Thus let £i, E,, E|
denote the three principal Young's moduli, the directions t, 2,

3

bein^ taken along the axes of j?, y, g respectiyely. There
are six corresponding PoissonN ratios, each being defined, by
two suflfixes, the first indicating the direction of tlie longitu-

dinal pnll, the second that of trie contraction. For instance,

Vis applies in the case of the coutrartion parallel to the

y-axis due to pull parallel to the ;r-axis. The order of the

sufiixes is not immatenal, but there exist the foUowinir

relations^ ^

WEi=%,/E, ; WE,=i7«/E5 ; W^3 = WE|- (15)

The thre? equations answering to (ji) are

1^ dz dt^l^p^^{y»^nti^^n9fi9)^ dif dz, ( 16)

Eij]jJ^</j? dydz^k^p ^{ax—fi^y-fiiffz]dxdjfdz, (17)

Bf dj: dy dz= A {/3y-%,7-~%i« \dJB^dz. (18)
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From tbe nature o£ the eUsfcic solid eqnationa the expres-

sions for the displacements must be of the ^same genfml form

as for isotropy, so that wo mnr ^^till apply the fornuiiu' ((?)

for a, /9, 7. l)oiiig so, and tollowin^^ exactly tbo sanio pro-

cedure as iu the case of isotropy, wo obtain iron] (IG), lor

any shape of section,

(E^- k'p/p) (Co + ...) = - ^V('73iAiV

+

nu^M + . • (19)

and from (17) aod (18) as first approiimstianB

A^r(i„sB«rBi)-Bi7(ifi|B^BJ= -p(<i+..0- . (20)

Thence we obtiiin at onoe

Employiiig (15) we give this tbe more elegant form

whence

*-p(E./f>)Ml-i;>»(W+W«i«)^ . (22)

For a drcnlar section of radins a

*=/i(E;,//,)i{l-i/,V(ihi*+'ha')}. . . (23)

For a reolangnlar seetioii 2ax the side 2a heing parallel

to the «-aziS|

*=;>(E3»Ml-,\/'^(<r.73i» + ^W)}. . . (24)

For a givon size and shape of rectan</l»3, the correction to

the tirst apjjroximation is largest when tne longer side is that

answering to the larger Poisson's ratio (for traction alonjg

the rod). Po^ibly experimental nse might be made of tins

result in examining materials for nolotropy.

If the material, thoagh not isotropic, be symmetrical in

stmctnre round lines pandlel to the length of tne rod,

m

and writing £ for E| in (22) we reproduce the result (60) of

paper (C).

The results (22), (23), and (24), so far as my knowledge
goes, are absolutely new.

Extension of Earlier liesalts.

§ 9. My paper (A), like the corresponding investigation of

Pochhammer. dealt only with a solid circular cylinder ; but

tbe same metliod is applieabln to a hollow circular cylinder.

For greater continuity 1 sbaU employ in the remainder of

this paper tbe notation of pupor (A).
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Hm displacemeats tra n outwards along r, the perpondi*

oolar on the axis, and parallel to the axis, taken as that of
r. Thomson and Tait'.- notation m, n for the elnstic constants

is employed. Tji»' tretjueucv i:* k 'Itt and the deosity ^, as ill

the earlier part of thU paper, and for brevity

10 dMit a and have otterly diffiireiit signifioations from
their previoiis ones.

There being no displacement perpendicular to r, in a traoe-

wae aectioQi the dilalition it given by

It wa« fibown in paper (A) that the following eqoationa held

• • • • («>

Enijijloyiug J ami Y to represent the two solutions of

BeaeeL^ eqnattoo we find, as in paper (A), that the above
equations are satisfied hy

a= cos iU cos (i^i"€) {CJ«(r(a«-|i»;l) +Cy^i<i^-j?»)4) ^,(30}

«= cos Ar( cos (i^c-€) [AJji(r08«-y)l) + A'Y|(rOS«-/)i)

co«*r»in CP«-e)[i AJ,(r(/r'-/?^}i) +A%(r06r»-j**)4)}

where A, A', C, (J are arbitrary constants to bo determined
by the surface conditions.

In reality a^—p* is negative ; but the properties of the

J and Y Bessel fnnotions which at present cooeem w
are not atfeeted thereby. i9*~jB^ on the other hand| is

positive.
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§ 10. If a and & are tbe ladii of the outer and inner cjlia*
(Irical enrfaoea respedaTelj, then from the oonditioos which
hold over these anifaoee we must haTe

du dw _
5:-+5;r-o, (33)

(„4-n)a+2«2^=0, .... (34)

when rasa, and when rmmh,

Ab regards the terminal condittons we ehonkl have, follow-
ing the ordinary view of longitudinal vibrations,

ic=0 over a tixed end, . , , , (35)

^ » 7 , / over a free end. (36i

AVe liave no menus of satisfying these tc rniiual equations
by iiiuiuijj oi the present solutiun save by S( Iccting suitable

values for p and e. CJearly if both ends ?=0 and s=l be
fixed we accomplish onr object by potting

If, however, z^sl be a free end, while g^O is a fixed, we
mnst have 6=0 to satisfy the conditions of the fixed end

;

and this leaves ns with

zz r. cospi,

zr oc sinpi

over the free end. This i> tlx' diffi' iilty we have jilready

indicated in § 4 ; and it in in no lesjiect peculiar to hoUow
cylinders, and at I not further concern us at present.

{II. In dealing with the surface conditions^ brevity is

effiioted by the use of the notation

X^V^^f, • . (37)
whence

After simplifications, into whlob I need not enter, the elimi-
nation of A, A', C, 0' from the fonr etjuntions holding over
the cylindrical snriaco inppUes \\w dt)(erminantal equation
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This equation is true iiregpectiTe of the tiefaltw magmiaded
of a and h. It oonatitntes a frequency equation supplying
value? of h which apply to the type of vibrations consistent

with the surface conditions. If both ends of the rod be fixed

there is no restriction to rlie absolute vnlues of ajl and bjl\

V)iit if one or hoih ends are free, such a restriction is really

involved in the fact that unless iajl and ibjl be both sniuil—
i being the order of the harmonic of the fundamental note
under oonsiderotion^the failure to satisfy exactly the ienninal
condition ^
involves an inconsistency which cannot be allowed.

§ 12. The case of a thick rod fixed at bofli fiids is of little

physical interest, rmd the treatment of (38) in its utmost
generality would involve crave niatbfmatical difficulties.

I thus limit niy attention to tlit" c:i>(; wlien iVi// and ihjl are

both small. This implies that a\, l>\ afi, and f/fj. are all small.

Thus in dealing with the various Bessel functions wo may use

the^ following apnrozimations*, which hold BO long as the
yariable a is small,

Jo{«)=l-«»/4,

Ya(«)= (l-«*/4)log«+^/4,

=0.

(38)

^iW= - (1— -c'/ii) log J?— a?- • —a/i,

(39)

2

-«1-i'f)kg«+#-»+ 1.

Betaining only the principal terms in (38), wenro of courHO

led at once to the first approximation ( 1) . Again, if (1) held

exactly we should find

«*3sp*n(3m

—

n)^m(m+ n)

,

X«=-p»(m-n)«^m(m+w), t . . (40)

« Of. Qray andMathewa* ' Treatise on lU&mtl ruuclioait)' ^p. i ^| kv.
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and to « first approxinuiiioii

Ji (gX) 2;>*X 2/>V g m(t-n)

m-w J<,(flX) X* J/(qX) _ 2(iti-n) X' _ 2m(m~w)

and similarlj if a be recced by h.

We thus see tint the third ooliiinii in iSt» determinant (38)

is sucli that each principal term in it is obtained by multi-

plying the prinoipal toim in the same row in the first column by

the same constant 2m(m ~ n)-4- {/i/i(3m— n) ^. Now if one
column of a determinant is obtainable by multiplying another

oolnnm by a constant tliat ileterminnnt vani^lu*''. Tt is thus

at once clear that 'v^ i^rn^-oodintj even to a secoiul a|){)roxiina-

tion we need retain only the priiiciiwil terms in the &ocond

and fourth coluiiiiis of (38). This removes what seemed at

first sight a formidable ofaetacle, Tia. the ocenrrence of the

logs in the exprsssioos for Y^^ Yi, and Y/.
& 13. For farther simplification of the determinant multiply

each term by 2, and divide the first and second rows by afji.

and hfi rcfspeetively. Tlicn for tlic second row write tho

difference hetwoen the first and second ro\v<, mid for the

fourth row the ditiereuee between the third and fourth rows,

and multiply the resulting rows by by{a'—b^). Finally

multiply the second column by aVV^j third column by
/M^,and the fonrtb column by a^fia\/'2. We tbns rednoe (38)

to the easily manageaUe form

X*+^ ^(3X*+2fl^ ) 1
n 8 \ n /

-1

-1

1

1

=0,

After algebraic redaction, use being made in the secondary
terms of tho first approximation resalts (X), (40)^ we
easily deduce from (41)

whence

*'-?=^{^-i/''(";.r)V+^')}.. m
*=;>(E/p)i[l-|pV^^}. ... (43)
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In a hollow oirciilar section the radius of gyration round

the perpeodicular to the plane through the centre is given hy

SO that (43) is in agreement with (3) aud (22).

The &ct that (43) is merely a special case of (3) or (22)

may seem to indicate that oar separate treatment of the

hollow cylinder, or tube, is quite onnecessary. I can only

say that Laving regard to the methods hy which (3) and (22)

were arrived at—more especially to the fact that in establishing

(6) I was denlinfj with -^olid cvh'nders— I had long felt the

desirability of an in(lej»eniit nt investigation.

§ 14. The i;onn»iete deterniliiation of the constants A, A',

C, C^, and of the several displacements, strains, and stresses

to the degree of aoonracy assumed in (13), though not a rery
ardaous labour, would require more time than seems warranted
by the physical interest of the problem. I thus conAne my
further remarks to the form of uie longitudinal displacement

w, Substitntin^ their approximate values for the J's and
Y's from (39) in (32), we find

pw/^ cosH sin =s

-A(l -i;*»f») Aq (I - i^V) log iir+ i^cV
\

Now, considorinpr only t!>f ir
|
riucipal terms, it is easily

seen that A'/A and ("ji ' are 1k>i1i of the or»ler [jrahf. Thus,

to the jtreseiit (l( <rree uf appioxiniatioii, we may leave the A'

and C ujrms in w out of account. Also confining ounelves

to principal terms, we easily find

-A ^ Qf:^Jic^

2(w— n) m+ /A

Hence, employing the two last of equations (40), we deduce

— -j^j-P'—i^.

We thus have from (44), to the degree oi approximation

reached in (43),

w

=

wtq cos /. / s i n
(z^^*
— €) (1 — i^Jip'r*) , . . (45)

where 10^ is a constant which depends on the amplitude of the

vibration.

The expression (45) for w is exactly the same as I found
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in iny earlier papers for solid t vlindors ; the r* teim repre-

senting one of the additions I deem it in'oessary to make to

Lord Raykugh's aisiiiuned type of vibration.

The paraboloidal form of cross section, met with except at

nodes or when cos kt vanishes, seems to me an interesting

feature of the lonj^itndinal type of vibnitiona. Possibly,

ohserrations on light reflected from a poh'shed terminal face

might lead a skilled experimentalist to interesting oonclusions

as to the Vidiie of ^.

It should, however, be l)orne in mind that, inasmuch as the

terminal condition rr=0 is not exactly sati^tie l hy the nhove

solution in fixr H-free vil)rntions.t]iere may be a slight dej)arruro

from the theoretical form in liie immediate neighbourhood of

a free end.

§ 15. The result (43) is irne irrespective of the relative

magnitudes of b and a. If h/a be very small, the correctional

term is the same as for a solid cylinder of the same external

radius. If, on the other hand, b/a be very nearly imilj, or

the cylinder take the form of a thin-walled tnbe, we have

Jfc=j,(B/p)»(l-W<»')

The correctional term is here twice as great as in a solid

cylinder of radios a.

§ 16. An experimental investigation into the influence of

the shape and dimensions of the cross-section on the frequency

of loDgitndinal vibration's is certainly desirable. In com-

paring the results of sncli an investipition with the theoreticid

results here determined, several considerations must, however,

be borne in niind.

Statical and dynamical elastic moduli are to some extent

different, so that the valae of B occnrring in (2) or (3) is not

that directly measnred by statical experiments*. In other

words the difTerence between the observed frequency of the

^ndnmentid vibration in a flxed-free bar, and the freqaency

calcnlated from the ordinary formula

if E be determined directly by statical exi)eriments, is not to

be Avhully attributed to the defect of the ordinary first

ap{>roximation formula. Again, it must be remembered that

E varies t) often to a very considerable extent, in material

nominally the same; so that the difference of pitch observed

See Lord Kelvin's Encyclopttidia article on Elasticity, § 75, or

TodkimteT and Peanon^s (History/ vol. iii. art. 1751.

t For the effi'ct^ of possible vnrlation in tlu> mttadal throaghoiit the

bar, see the Phil. M«g. for Feb. lb8U» pp. tii-lUQ,
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in different rods cannot mtbontfarther investigation be safely

ascribed to dififerenoes in the area or shape of their cross*

sections. Further, elastic moduli may alter under mechanical
treatment, so that it would be unsafe to assume if a hollow
bnr were further hollowed or were altered in shape, that its

Young's modulus would remain unaffected.

If it were possible to measure with sutlicient accuracy the

frequency of the fandameutal note and several of it^j

hami(»iu»'' in a single rod, one would hare a more certain

basis of comparison with the theoretical results. Even in

this case, however, there is the consideration that in pracidce

the rod must be supported in some way, and this is likely to

introduce some constraint not accurately represented by the

theoretical conditions. Again, reaction between the vibrating

rod and tln^ ^nrroundinii; medium may not be absolutely

without influence on the pitch *.

I mention these difficulties because their recognition may
prevent a considerable waste of time on the part of anyone
engaged in experiments on the subject.

Though somewhat of a side issue, it may be worth remark-
ing that the correction factor 1— for the frequency in

isotropic material contains no ela?«tic con*;f;mt o\-c<'pt Poisson^s

ratio. Thus observations made on roils ditieriug only in

material might throw some light on the historic question

whether 17 is or is not the same for all isotropic substances.

The discussion of equations (6) and of the experimental

side of the problem has been largely expanded at the suggestion

of the Society's referee.

XXX. 80VM Eapenmenis on Artifieud Mirages and
lomaaoes*

[Plato m.]

IN an article published in 'Nature' for Nov. 19, 1874,
Prof. Everett, in discussing the phenomenon of mirage^

showed that the condition necessary for the formation of sharp

images in a horizontally stratified atmosphere, is a plane of

maximum refractive index, the optical density decreasing as

we go above or below this plane in direct proportion to the

distance.

A horizontal or nearly horizontal ray will be bent towards

and cross the plane of maximum density, where it obauges

its curvature and is again bent towards the plane^ which it

• Cf. Lamb, Memoirs and Proceedings Manchester Phi). Society,

vol. xlii. part iii. 1898.

t Comraunicated by the Author.

PhiL Moff. S. 5. Vol. 47. Z^o. m.Apnl 1899. 2 B
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may thus cross agnia aod again, traversing a p«ith whioh is

approximately a sine curve.

Wliilc showinf^ the curve-trajectory of a my of li;j;lit in a

vessel tilled with brin(\ tlie tleiTsity of which increased with

the depth, it occurred to mo that by }»roj)orly regulating the

refractive index of the liquid, the ray uiight be made to

tra7«rse a sine curve.

Some attempts in this direction were so snccessfali and
gelded soch bmatiful experiments for the lectare-roomy that

it seems worth while to publish them, together with somo
photographs of thn tnijectories, although, as I have sinco

earned, very similar experiments have already been described

}j Wiener Gekriimmte Lichttitrahleo/' Wied. Annalm^
xlix, p. 105J.

For the liqoid 1 adopted an arrangement very similar to

the one described by Prof. Everett for obtaining mirage in a
reotangnkr tank.

A trough was first made of plate gl:i^s, iiliont 50 cms. lone,

10 cms. high, and 2 ciiii<. wide. This was tilled to the depth

of 3 cms. witli a concentrated solution of alum. By means of

a pipette, of the form shown in Fi. III. fig. 1, water containing

abont 10 ]>er cent, of alcohol was carefolly deposited on the

alum solution to a depth of 3 cms. The addition ofthe alcohol

brings np the refractive index of the water, and is necessary

for reasons that will be spoken of presently. As a liqaid of
liitrh index, with a specific gravity intermediato bitweon that

of the other two li(|uids, luscd, instead of «ii<;ar and wlilskey,

a mixture of glycerine and 85 per cent, alcohol, the right pro-

portions being easily found by experiujent.

The mixture should float on the alum solution and sink in

the water, and is introdnced between the two layers by means
of the pipette at the end of the trough through which the ray
is to enter. A layer about 3 cms. in thickness will be fonuil

abont ri^ht.

All three of the solutions should be first acidified with a few
drops of sulphuric acid, and rendered fluorescent with quinine.

The difference in surface-tension between the two upper
layers may give some trouble: when the pipette is withdrawn
it may draw a thread nfthe glycerine and alcohol mixture up
through the water, and a complete upsetting of the layers
occur as a result of the forces of surface-tension.

This invariably happens when alcohol is not added to the

water, and can he remedied either by the addition of water to

the glycerine mixture or of more alcohol to the water. It is

a good plan in withdrawing the pipette to pull it out slowly
in a very oblique direction^ in order tiiatthe lieavy liquid may
be washed off before the tube reaches the sur&oe.
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The three layers may now be cautiously stirred to hasten

the diftn*»ion, after wliicli they should bo allowed to roita, few
minutes until the striaj liuve disappeared.

If now a beam of light from an aro-lamp, made parallel by
means of a oondensing-lens, be thrown obliquely into one end
of the trough, it will bo seen to traverse the liquid in the

form of a most beautiful blue wave, the curvature of which
varies with the anisic nt which tho ray enters. Rays of
hVht travelling in sine curves arrf shown in fiors. 2 and 3|
which were photofi;raj)hcd directly from tho trough.

Frot. Everett showed in his ^aper that a parallel or slightly

divergent ray entering a medium of this description would
converge to a linear foons, and then snoceasively diverge

and converge to conjugate foci. This phenomenon is shown
in fig. 4, wliicli is a photograph of the trough with a rather

wide beam of horizontal parallel linht cnh'nnij tho end.

This experiment I have never seen described, tlioii;r)i T']\uer

has shown that the eyes ot" some insects o[)i'rate in a sijnilar

manner, the visual organ consisting of a tran^pareiit cylin-

drical body, the axis of which has a high refractive index,

while as we approach the surface the optical density deereasea

continuously.

The beautiful miniature desert-mirages that I have witnessed

on the level city pavements of San Francisco (see letter and
])hotograph in * Nature ' for Oct. 20, 181>8), sn«rgestcd to me
tlie idea of reproducing tiiis phenomenon on a small scale in

tho class-room.

Although 1 have already described very briefly an expe-

riment of this nature^ I will repeat the description now some-
what more in detail. Three or four perfectly flat metal

plates, each one about a metro long and oO cms. wide, should

be mounted end to end on iron tripods and accurately levelled.

The pliites should be thick cnougli not to buckle when heated,

say O t> cm. I have used plaster plates, made by aisting

plaster of Paris on pkto glass, with gome success, though they

arc Tragi le and not very durable.

Pro£ibIy plates of slate would serve admirably, since they

will stand a fair amount of heating, and can be obtained Tery
flat and smooth.

The plates must be thickly sprinkled with sand to destroy

nil traces of reflexion at grazing incidence, and the sand sur-

face sliould appear perfectly level when looked along from a

pomljiir-t aliove its plane. On the abisoiute flatness of the

desert depends the successful working of the experiment;

therefore too much care cannot be given to the adjustment of

the plates. An artificiality must be formed at one end of the

desert. If the experiment is being performed at nighty a
2B2
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352 Eaperimentt on Artijickd Mirage* and TornadoeB,

sheet of thin writing-paper with au aro-lauip behind it works
reiy ^ large mirror set in a window and refiecting

the eky is better, when daylight is to he had.

Between the sky and the <les( i t asmall range of mountains^

cut out of pasteboard, should be set up. The individual peaks
should be from 1 to 2 cm. high, and the valleys between them
should be only a trifle above the level of the desert. Xhe general
arrangement is shown in fig. 5.

The plates are now heated by means of a row of burners,

which anonld be moved about from time to time in order to •

prevent overheating any one place.

If now we look along the desert^ holding the eye only a
trifle above the level of the sand, we shall see the mountaios
sharply outlined against the sky: as the temperature ri<e^ a

lake begins to form in front of the mountain-chain, and in a
few moments tlie inverted images of the peaks appear as if

reflected in the water. If the eye be depressed a tritie, the

base of the monntain-ehain vanishes completely in theillnsorj

Ue, which now appears as an inundation. These appear^
ances are shown in Hg. 6, the photographs having been taken
of the actual mirage on the artificial desert. The first of the
thrpn shows the appearance when the plates are cold, tho

second the apparent lake with the images of the peaks in the

water, and the third the vanishing of the lower portions of
the range. Two or three palm-trees, cut out of paj>er, were
stuck np to add to the effect. Vertical magnification can also

be shown on the hot desert: if the monutains are removed
and a small marble be laid on the sand at the farther end of
the desert, it will be found that if the eye be brought into
the right position, the circular outline will change into an
ellipse, and as the vye is lowered the image will contract to a

point and eventually disappear. The magnitication in Hik
case is of conrse due to the running togcthei* of the direct

and refracted images. I have observed simiUr cases in
looking across our lake, when ihe water was warm and the
air cold, patches of snow on the opposite shore, too small to
be visible to an eye several metres above the level of the lake,
coming out very distinctly when one walked down a bank to
the \vater''s edge.

The atmospheric conditions existing when mirages of this

description are observed are such as give rise to the dust,
whirls, so often seen on the American desert^ and when
existing on a larger scale, to tornadoes. There seemed no
reason why these whirlwinds should not be produced on a
small scale as well as the mirages. One of the metal plates
was sprinkled with prer-ipitated silica and heated with a few
burners : in a few minutes most beautitul little whirlwinds
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began to run jilxiut over tlie «nrfnce, fspinninn; the tinp powder
U|> in funnel-sbupeti vortices. A\lii<jh lu>t('(l s(iiii«>tinirs ten or

fifteen seconds. The bilicu powder niuht Lc nia^Ie l)y i<initiii';

<he gelatinous precipitate formed when silicon tetraliuoride is

oondaeled into water. XbA coniDercial article is not saffi-

dently light and mobile.

Whirls fonned in this way cannot be seen by a lurge

andience, however, and i accordingly sought . some way of
mnkirjfj them on :\ lurnor seale. The plnte was well heated

afWr renu)vin*r the silica luul then (hi-tcdwith sal-ammoniac:
dense cloiuk of white vapour iiiini<nli:itcly arose from llio hot

surlace, and presently in the centre tlicre mounted lu a height

of about 2 metres a most perfect miniiitare tornado of dense
smoke. By placing the plate in the beam of a lantern in a
dark room, uie whirls can be shown to a class in a large
le( tnre-room. I find that it is best to put on thesal^unmoniac
tirst and then heat the jilate: tlie vortices then come off the

plate almost confinuon-! v, antl otien persist for some time.

An instanlaiieoiis piioiograph of one of the<se tornadoes was
taken in bright sunshine, and is reproduced m fig. 7.

This method of showing atmospheric vortices seems £ir

preferable to the old way of fbrmiog them, bj means of a
rapidly whirling drum with cross partitions, as the whirls are

produced by ths same caoses and nnder the same coiiditions

that they are in nature.

Physical I.aljoratorv

of the Uiiiversitj of Wisconsin,

MadUoti, Nor. 90.

XXXI. On tlie Titermal Properties of formal Pentane, By
J« Bobb-Ihkbb, M,A.<t B,8c.f and Stdnst Tomro, D^e,,

IN the ^'ear 1894 an experimental inyesiigation of the

relations between the temperatnres, pressures, and
volnmes of Isopentane, throngh a very wide range of volume,

was carried ont by CfDe of ns, and the results were published

in the Proc. Phys. Soc. xiii. ])p. 002-657. It was there shown
that the relation p= f'T— a at constant volnme (where a and

b are constant- (h'peiaiing on tlie niJtnre of the subblaiice and
on the volume) holds good witli ai any rate but sn)all error

from the largest volume (4000 cub. cms. per gram) to the

smallest (1'58 cnb. cms. per gram).

In tiie neighboarhood of the critical volnme (4*266 cub.

cms.), and at large and verr small volomes, the observed

deviations were well within the limits of experimental error

« Commaaicated by tbe Pkjmetl Sodety: nsd DeoemhttO, 160a
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hilt at intermediate volumes they were somewhat greater, and,

U8 they exhibited considerable regularity, it is a questioQ

wMlmr tiiej could be attributed entirely to erron of experi-

ment In anJ caae^ the relation maj be accepted as a dose
approximation to the troth*

A quantity of pure normal pentane having been obtained

by the fraetionnl distillation of tlio liglit dis(illat'» from

American jx'trolouin, it was (U'cided to carry out a similar

investigation with ihis substance; but, as it hnd been found

that isopentaue vapour at the largest volumes behaves

proctioaily aa a nonnal gas, it was not conBidered neoeasary

to make the determinationa throngb so wide a range of

Yolnme*
The method employed for the separation of the normal

pentane from petroleum has been fully described in the Trans.

Chem. Soc. 181)7, Ixxi. p. 442 ; and the vapour-pressures,

specific volumes as liquid and saturated vapour, and critical

constants have been given in the same journal (p.

The data for the isothermals of normal pentane were
obtained by precisely the same experimental methods aa in

the case of isopentane, and reference need, ihereforey only be
made to the previous paper (he. cit.).

There "vvere four series of detorminations ; and particulars as

to the mass oi pentane, and the data obtained in each series

are given below :

—

Beriefl.

Hum of
Konnai Pentane.

I.

gram.
-10822 YolaineBof liquid to critical point; Talttmea aboT6

critical temperature to

11. -02294 Volnmesof unBaturatedTi^oiirfrom 140° to critical

\Kn\\\ ; volumes aboTe cnlical point to 280".

UL •005858 Tolames of rapour at and above 80°.

IV. 001845 Tolam«a vftpowr at and sboT« 40*.

The correction for the rnponr-prcssnre of mercury was
made in the same Avny us with isopentaue : when lifjnid was
present it was as>un(e(l tliat the niercury vapour cxoiied no
pressure ; in Series I., above the critical point, one-fourth
of the maximum yapour-^ressnre of mercury was subtracted

;

in Series Jl. one-half ; m Series III. three-fonrtlu ; and in
Series lY* the fall pressure.

The volumes of a gram of liquid and ijinsatarated vapour
are given in the following table;
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• Thermal I'ropet'ties of jS ormal Penlane* '60b

Volumet ofa Gram 0/ Liquid and of Unsaturated Vapowr,

Teaip.
PiTteure. Voliiioe.

*
Preamret.

^9 ^^^^^ ^ i 1

V<Hiime.i'
Temp.•

Prcseure. \ Juiuc

miUim. miliini. eulkein.

1

miUim. (U. (St

130**. 7023»
'

'

~
2"023 ' 170 . 29270 2-209 200*^. 0 329

i
8104 J (M ^ 31990 2 259 (cont.) 3 1 0(1

114a0 2 Wo
1

04)040 2 2oO 2>'o50
O.QJ 1

l&lOO 1*098 i 80Z/0 2 -il 1

18(tl0 i-oso 421 lO 2 191 «itJ(H)0

22690 1-979 4lUrO 2-1 <2

20810 I'OOO
1

2 154 411lvU O.RRQSTooo-

81010 11)59 55) Hit > 1: loo 1: 4oJ
1-960 1 180°. i9o40 0. r of\2i)oO 49980 J9 44a

40S8O mo zOllO 2^057 t 0»A0 1

45520 1930 207 <o 540W) li 4U;)

50450 1-921 2I54O 2-oi9 210". ^o410 i>\)O0

22470 z-oOO nOMUk287w O-QHO
1)1)27 2-089

; 2o420 li 4M 29180 u 274
10580 2*085 i 1 24o7u 2 4u2 29530 4 oo3
13280 ftKfArt26730 2-443 4'4Ws
157S0 -il JOO 2 423 30400 ^ .1 Art4- 106
18280 2 0u(»

i

28550 2 404 31100 3- no
aiaoo 2*046 80230 2*384 82oo0 3 330
24140 2-036 oliOoO 2 3(»5

Iff it* %/\ 3 137
27300 2 027 .ioluO 3<>b70 2 945
30(570 2018 3h240 2-327 QfluTkl i>k

39010 1: 848
34mo 2008 2-307 41970 2-752

38;mo 1 91)9 4nv/0
42710 1 989 44280 49o()0

0. C^f kU

4(>880 11)79
1

4/4oW .U'.'.id

150°. 11380* 0-172 k£j Oi k 41.00

1

SI. so^\

14680 2153 0011 220". 0 1 A 1 /IolvJlU uUob
18770 2133 190°. i;-:4".H) ..lf)|(»

22830 2114 22i50 2 860
27840 2-095 2t>180 2 827

1

32920 4*884

3:51 80 2 075 1:3<>90 2/89
',

4 4vy
3yiuo
45700

2a5G
2 037

^ 4 0 t i t

J:43I0
2ollO

2 750
2wl2

1

.><»030

4 107
3-/17

53080 2018 26100 26/3 38540 ."331

IGO". ]40(K» 2272
j

2ri.iO 2-635 40790 3 138
14330 2-268

j

L'SCioO 4 J. ill) 2 94b
lfir.70 2 249 2-558 47320 2-849

19250 2-229 .ILViO 2"520
1

51110 2'752

22000 2210 o i (

•

2"4H1 i( 1 1 1 ( 2 657
25350 2191 2 443 230°. 33630 6-058

29010 2-172 4lUljU 2-404 3442t) 5-669

32100 2 ].'.;] 43110
1

.'^» 277
37460 2-134 45;J10 2366

i

363-20 4-885

42200 2-115 476*20 2-346 37460 4-495

47800 2 095 50200 2-3-27
j

;wi:;o 4- 108

53780 2-076 52950 2-308 40960 3-718

10560 2-398 200°. 2fi720 6-053 42530 3-525

17520
!

25890 5665 44530 3;;.Ji

19020 2-3G4 20030 5-273

i

47G10 3139
20060 2-345

1 26100 4-881 49680 3042
22520 2-326 26190 4-491 52410 2-940

24460 2307 20250 4106 55850 2850
28680 2-288 26400 3-715

.
240°. 36240 G059

* Pressure beiow •mpottr-pteuan.
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Sbbiis I« (eowlitmed).

Preasure.

miUiai.

Volume,
oub* om*

Xisiiip.
PresBure.

miUim.
Volume,
eatkom.

Teiap.
PreBsure.

millim*

Volume,
oub. ont.

240O. 37310

—

—

,')-670 250*. 451tK) 4-407 270\ 43780 6-064

ri8430 5-278 {cont.) 47720 4-110 45570 5676
30770 4'8«6 49390 3-915 47600 5-282

-li'.H) 51370 3 720 49990 4-890

43310 4ioy 63890 3-527 513-20 4-695

40170 3-719 260". 41260 6-062 52890 4-499

48150
1

428oO 6-673 54600 4306
50870 3-332 1 44i>90 6-281 280^. 46310 6065
54ld0 3140 46530 4-689 48850 5-676

260°. 38810 6061 490-20 • 4-408 50620 5-283

40110 5-672 mm 4-304 51960 6-087

41610 5-279 62100 4111 53300 4-891

432S0 4^ 64090 3-916 54930 4 00(1

56810
1

4-500

SSBIBS II.

IVuniv.
Preeaure.

millim.

V^olume.

cub. em.)
Ieinp.|

Pressure.' Volume,
millim.

|
mA. em.

1

Temp. Pressure,

millim.

Volume,
cub. cni.

140°. 8866 30-61 200^. 18460 1
1493 240°. 14570

—
2513

9056 29-70 {cont.) 19160 14-01 (cont.) 15530 23-27

9255 28-77 i08«^n 1310 16600 21-41

9466 27-a'-i 1 2U(>1"»0 12 18 17810 19-56
« . 9682 •2*103 1 21470 U-27 19220 17-71

9&^0 2(;(M) 1 223<H) 10-35 !

1

•20380 1 6 32
160°. 0.S22 2071 23Ki<» 9-44

1

1

2173(1 14 05
10.')70 26-94 230.''(l 8-52

1

2-2710 r403
11100 25-08 1 24720 7 61 2,1750 13 1

1

11700 23-22 !' 25330 6-69 24910 12-10

12340 21-36 : 25620 623 20 ICO 11-28
1

13040 19-52
i
220°. 11960 29-76 27560 10-36

1

13420 18-60 12030 26-98 29070 9-45
1

137W 17-67 13720 2611 i

^
30700 8-63

180°. 10550 29-73 14680 23-26
i

32570 7-61
1

11S80 26-W 16660 2168 34670 6-70
1

l-20()0 26-09 16660 1955 :'"7no 6-24

12690 23-23 17900 17-70 3(>yoo 6-78

18460 2i-«r
1

18050 16-31 38330 6-32
14280 19-53 20100 1494 39830 4-87

16:^ 17 08 20950 14-02 41730 4-41

15700 16-76 1 21860 18-10 260°. 13340 2ra
1<I220 15-84 22810 12-19 14500 27 01
16770 1493 •23850 11-27 16410 2514
17S20 14-01 1 24950 10-35 16440 23-28
17800 1309 26140 9-44 17610 21 42
18460 1217 27380 8-52 18940 1957
19010 11-26 28720 7-61 20480 17-73

aoo°. 11260 29-75 80080 6-69 21810 16-98
12160 26-97 30720 6-23 23300 14-05

12.S70 25 10 3H40 5 78
1

24410 14-04

13640 2334
1

32100 6-32 25620 1312
14510 21-38 32000 4-86 26960 12-20

15470 19 54 331H)() 4 4m 28460 11-28
16570 17-69 240°. 12650 2977

i

30090 10-36

17480 16-30

1

13740 27 00
J

31900 945
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Skbibb IT« (eontinved) .

i

T«mp.|
1

Freasure Volume-
Tomp.

Precsure Volume.
Temp.

Pressure. 1 Volume.
milUn. cub, om nnltim. caK om. millim. cubw on.

260*.
1

33970 8-53 280*. 16210 2.5- 15 280*. 30C00 11-20
3«340 7-62 17320 23-29 (cont.) 82550 1037
39120 6-70 18560 21-43 34680 9*46
40680
42360

6-24

5 78
20030
21710

19'68 371 8.54

1

17-73 7-62

44370 5-32
1
23160 1634 43400 6 70

4miO 4-87 24810 14-96 45350 6-^
49<W) 4-41 26050 14-05 47680 579

280°. 139d0 29-80 i

1
27410 1312 50280 5-32

J

1

issao 27-02

1

28940 12-21 52160
54120

6^
478

Sbbirs III.

Temp.
PrMMire. IVoluine. Temp. Piw»ure« yoiuine.

\ Temo.
' PrcMure. Volinnd.

miUiin. cub. cm.
ill*

raulim. cub. cm. miluin. tittb. em.

2371 11611 :
140° oS2u 33-32 200° 13140 24*40

2441 1 12-50 9040 29-/4 (cont.) 1S930 22-62

2510 108 90 94^ 27*90
,
240°. 3631 116-69

2666 105-29
1

26*16 8988 10572
2(J6<> 101 (54

\

160". 301f> 116-35 4276 98-40

2708 99-83 3301 105*50 4603 0110
100*. 2537 11617 3532 f\a A#ft98-20 4080 88-83

2770 3795 90*91
i

.'j428 76 61
2955 i)8U5

Oik it ^
5958 69-34

3166 90-77
I

4448 ,1 r*

()426 6301
3405 8;;-.")2 4oij9 69 20 6970 58-54

7633
1

63-/8 7372 54-95
1 4006 69^9 56o2 68 42 7823 51-84

4190 65-60 * /
' * ;v4-83 8362 47-75

4398 61-90 8965 44*16
120**. 2701 116-23 4( (>.) 9677 40-57

2951 105-39 7n« 4407 10500 37-00

3152 98-10 40-49 11480 a3-4i
3376 90r2 8284 36-92 12650 2982

11 ;i638 H3-5«l M977 t 'iiTla1 ,).>.« t

3940 76-37 0795 'J9 76 1 :i)£o 26 23
4294 6913 102(iO 27-97 14020 24-42
4607 ti;}-71 10770 26-17 15870 22rv4
49ftO 58-3(> 11310 24-37 ' 280«>. 39.'t3 116-71
5234 54-78 11890 22-59 4337 105 83
5531 51 18 200°. 3317 116-47 4656 98 50
5859 47-60 8642 105-61 i 5022 9119
62;i3 44-02 3896 98 30 5440
6639 40-44

1
4190 9101 5936 76-68

140«>. 2061 116-29 4683 83-74 6611 69-41
3129 105-45 4927 76-53 7024 63-98

m2 9815 5401 69-27 7634 58^0
9687 90-87 6812 63-86 8074 55-00
3870 8360 6299 58-48 8596 51-39

4197 76-41 6665 54-89 9187 47*80
4677 69-16 7084 51-29 9878 44*20
4920 63-75 7554 47-70 10070 4001
5316 58-39 8066 44-12

!

11600 3704
6607 54-80 8678 40-53 12700 83-44
5«.H3 51-21 9387 36-96 1

140.'>0 29-85
6309 4763 10-240 3337 14830 28-05
6717 44-05 11240 •29-79 15690 26*25
7179 40-47 11810 27 99 IGCPO 24*45

7708 ,
3<V90 12440 26-20

1

1780O
i

2266
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SliRIKS IV.

i

Xcmp.
Prewure. Voluuie.

1

^
xemp.

1

1

Tdiinie.
Xeinp.

Volume.
millim. eub. em. tnillim. eub. em. miUim. euh. ciu.

40*>. 868 209 r? 1 120°. 028 3576 200° 2415 162 8

£08 2i»35 uiu 334-6 (oont.) 258S 151-5

W\ 857 SS26
t

[
1061 811*6 r 2788 140-1

889 81 10
}

1143 288-4 30-24 128-7

966 2879 1237 2C5-3 3302 117-4

1084 264-9 1360 242-5 3468 111-6

1126 2421 148.J 219-5 3632 100 0
1236 2191 H.U4 202-3 3830 100-2

!

1290 207-7 1745 iar3 4040 94-6

1370 1903 1854 173-9 240°. 1217 358-7

1447 18:)0 1977 162-5 1299 335-7

1534 173-7 2116 151-1 1394 3124
1;)80 ! 168 0 1 2276 139-8 1502 289 3

SO*'. 882 3343 24ri3 128-4 1631 266-1

946 311-2 2680 117-1 1782 243-2

1019 288-1 2807 111-4 lim 220-2

1102 2(;r)-o 2946 105-7 2126 202-9

1-J(i0 242-2 801)6 lCO-0 2318 185 0
iyi9 219-a

;
82<Vt 94-4 24 (VI 174-5

1424 202-1 1025 a57 9 2(529 108-0

1M8 185-1 l(i93 835 0 2821 151-6

10^2 173-7 1175 3118 3042 140-2

17-18 1(12 3 1-2C.4 288-7 3301 1288
1868 1510 l.HTl 2(;r.a ?(;(i9 117-5

2onn 1S9-6 1497 242-7 3783 111-7

21f.7 128-3 1647 219-7 3975 1061
^356 1170 1783 202-5 4191 100-3

24G3 111-3 1939 185-5 4430 94-7

2f>7l) 106-6 206

1

1741 280°. 1314 359-0

2705 100-0 2198 162-7 1404 386 0
100^. 892 661 -7 2357 1513 im 8128

936 834-6 2635 139-9 1626 2895
1002 311-3 2747 128 5 1765 266 4

1081 2882 2996 117-2 1928 243*5

1171 265*2 8140 111-6 2124 2204
1275 242 3 3295 105-9 2noi 203-1

1402 219-4 8468 1001 2509 186-0

1616 2022 3664 94<5 2670 174'6

1047 185-2 200°. 1121 358-3 28.50 1G3-2

1749 173-8 iiyo 335-3 3050 161 8
1862 162-4 1283 312-1 3206 1404
1993 151-1 1382 2890 8578 128-9

2141 139-7 1501 2659 3917 117-6

2310 128-4 1639 2430 4104 111-9

2519 1170 1805 219 9 4321 106-2

^38 1113, 1953 202-7 4555 100-4

•2763 105-7 2128 18f)-7 4816 0I<8
m

2902 1000 2264 174-3

3058 94-3
1
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MekUion ofPrenwre to Pemperature at Constant Volume,
Tmchors.

For tbo sniallor volumes isobar* wore first f^onstrncted

from tbtt isutbermais, and tbe teiiiperatnrt's at dofinite volumes
wero read from the isobars. Tlia data irom which the
isobars were Qonstrncted are given below :

—

Isobars read from IsothermnU.

Temp.

,

1

I

130®.
,
IW'. loU=.

1

100°. 170^
;

180°,

i

lUO^. 200^ 210^. 22U= 230'

FreMure
in ydaiMe in enth enu.

12
1

1

2-()0C)6 2 0700 21 692!

IB l'd9o8 2-0()39 2-14641 2-2ri4t^
- 2U 1-0852 2-^' 2-1266< 2-2240 2-86S!6 2-5(M0

24 i{)7rM 20372 2 1094* 2-1M6 2 3115 2-47 If 27700
28 liMKil 2 0254 2 093r»i 2-17C7 2-2780 2 4105 2-6146, 3 0840
S2 19674 2-0144,20790 2*1674 2-240ft 2-SOSO 2 52ft6 2-7916

d6 1-9480 20042 2-0050 21398 2-2247 2-3-285 ' 2-6002 2-9910

40 19406 l-lK»48j

1-98C1

2-0532

2-0417
21260 2-2026 2 2\)0.^ 2-4 100 -2-5775 2-8ia) 31900

44 1 9330 21087^21830 2-2895 2 3772! 2-5135 2-7000 2-9()0()

48 1-9257 1-977G 20307 2 0946 216-)2 224<iO 2-3438
1

2-4(')30 26180 2-8290 31180
52 1-9186 2-0204 20816 21487 2-2-24i) 2-3150 2-4225 2-5575 2 7330 2 9590
M 2O106 8-0691 2-1330 1

1

- 2 0570j 2-8460

III the followin<j^ tables the data for the isochors are given
;

those for small volumes were read from the isobars^ and those

for larger yolauies from the isotherms.

Isech^rs read from Isobars.

?olnme. 20. 21. 2-2. 2-d. 2'& 2-G. 27. 2-8. 2-9. 80.

Pressure

in Temperature.

12 129-0 142-5

16 130-7 144-7 I5r>3r. i(;;i-4r> 169'6

20 132-4 146-8 157-8 Ui63 172-85 17775
24 13415 148-8 1601 1691 1760 181-3 185-35 188-4 1906 1921 1931
28 136-0 150S i(i2ri 171-85 17925 185-05 189-45 192-55 195-0 197-25 198-9

S2 137-7 1529 1650 174-65 182-4 188 65 193-5 197-4 200-15

80 199*4 164-9 167-2 177-6
1

185-76; 19206 197-4 201-5 204-95 267-8 210-2

40 1410 166-8 169-8 1804 188-85 195-7 201-25 205-85 200-7 212-76 215 6
44 142-9 158-8 17205 183-05 191-8 19905 2051 2100 214-3 217-9 2-20-9

48 144*85 160-95 174-65 185-9 1950 202-6 208-9 21425 218-8 22275 2-26-3

52 146-3 162-95 176 8 188-3 198-0 206 0 212-75 218-3 2-23-2 227-7 231-6

56
1

- 164-95 1 • • •

i

• • * 222-4 22776 232-4
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860 Mr. J. Huso- 1 lines and Dr. 8. Voung on the

Isochorit rend from Isotherinals.

ITiilimMiL 30. 3-2. 34. 3-6. 3-8. 4U
1

4-3. 46. 60.

190 22500 1

^26150
1

:

200...... 29920 ^720 273:iO 267fiO 2r>.')00
' 26360 26200 2621HJ 26090

210 37770 330)00 81480 .30140 •208OO 20410

220 4.'S800 43210 39»<iO ;i7U3u 3;>(kiu a4uoo 34120 a345U 3272U
280 5;i940 50810 4<'»430 43730 41820 40420 39400 .S81oO .S7140 36000
240 68040 48870 4r.4:)n 4400t> 422.')0 40890 39370
2m 60470 46400 44630 42720
2rtU 63240 ftOS.'M) 48200 45940
'.no •••••• — 54670 .'i2()."ii 49260
380 ;*)."»>( N

1

.'sa^joo

Isochors read troiu It^othermals.

Yoluiue. 5.
1

6. 7. 8.

1

1

^• la 12. 14. 16.

Temp. PresHure.

m 1 • •••• 1 18600 17835 16130
190
200.. 26980 25760 26460 26140 24400 23640 22630 20840 19150 17690
210 28940 28460
220... 3192t) 31090 303.X) 29680 28120 26730 26400 23000 20085 19200
230 34800 33760 9*

•

» •

•

210 87790 96400 35140 8S940 8 750 29880 28110 2 150 22730 80660
250 40740 39000
260... 43690 41610 39770 36140 3 300 32870 30790 27260

j

22140
270 ' 46400 44040 • •

24460^

4Md0 46600 44270 42220 S8740 30660 S8S80 23566
1

1

Isochors read from Isothermals,

Ycdttmo. 1& 2a 22. 26. 3a
4

40. 5a 60. 70. 80.

TempL

100
1

3965 3532
120 • • • • •

1

6725 5640 4849 4249 3782
140 9880 8985 8025 7250 6065 6190 4536 4026
160 I3<i4b 12865 12115 10825 9735 8635 7772 6465 6515 4812 4263
180 15030 14060 13180 11695 10475 ...... ) •••« •

»

200 ,
16370 15210 l4L>i:. 12520 11160 9890| 8775 7250 6150 69i6 4726

220 17('»95 16370 16220 13330 11880
240 \sm) 17505 16250 14160 12670 Doao 9800 8010 6805 5900 5208
260 20225 IRf.lO 17-2;10 14i)H0 13260
280««.t.. 31466 19690, 18200 16700 13»76 12200 10826 8816

1
7462

^

6465
1

5699
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ITiermal ProperUet ofNormal Peniane* 361

isochors read from Isotliennals.

Volume.
1

100. J20. 14a 160. 180. 200. 230. 260. 3oa 350.

Tempw Frcflsure.

M k 1 857
00* • • ft • • «•«••• 1485 1347 1182 1053 920
80 2705 2001 1773 1440 1260 1123 981
100 3187 2907 24G4 2137 1889 10'J3 1532 1340 1193 1040 896
120 3404 3098 2620 2272 2005 1794 1622 1419 1262 1100 M7
140 3613 3285
ir>u 3832 3477 25>3l 2534 22.33 1996 1804 1 ; jTti 1400 1219 1048
200 4237 3832 •iT'.tl •J4r>8 •2m 1981 1729 \:m 1146
240 4653 4212 a536 3047 2679 2393 2i57 1882 1669 1451 1246
280 5087 4588 3836 3305 2905 2592 2337 2038 1808 1571 1349

The Talnes of b and a in the equation p^bT^a were
oUained ^apbiciilly from the preceding data. As wifch iao-

]ientane, the deviations are oxceeciingly small ;it tlie largest

and smallest volumes and .jljout the critical volume, but are
larger at intermediate volumes

;
they exhibit a «iiiiilnr rega-

lariiy and ore in the same direction as with isopentane. Horo
again the rululiou ^=6T— a at constant volume, if not ;ih.<«o-

lutely true, may be taken aa aTery close approximation to the

trntn.

In studying the yariation of h and a with the volnme it

was found convenient, in the case of Isopentane, to plot the

10,000
,

. lO'o . ^ ^ . . . .

, ,
.— and ot ^ against v ^

j and this has also beenvalues of

done for normal pentane. The values of b, a, v ^9 -7—, and
10'** .— 2 for a series of volnmes are given in the table below and,
ar 104
for the sake of comparison, the corresponding vaiaes of —
and -

—

T for isopentane are added. (Table p. 362.)

The values of lO^*^/ai;* are plotted against in the
diagram on p. 363.

In a former paper by one of the authors (Fhil. Mag. xliv.

p. 77) it was pointed ont that, besides the qnantities b and a,

it is often nsefnl to consider a fresh (quantity r, which is

defined as follows :—For each Tolnme there is one and only
one temperature at which the gas has it^ pressure equal
to that given by the laws of a perfect gas ; this temj)er:tture

is denoted by t. It is also shown that the numerical value
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362 Mr. J. BoM-limet and Dr. 8* Yoimg on the

6. a. 10' inio
I

a\}^.
jVnl

In IMh B-

ftvm drftwn iaoofaon.
•

T V
IVinfaknA

I fm*

2312

-

U17,.'>.";0
oil 1
811,210

t vol 2-Ifi5 27)^ .'J i

^ 1 15*80 270t 2<>.')2

0-2 1()(;8 698,520 •7('«8ft 2 725 ^•7H4 2058 ii053
O'i
*» o 610,860 •7i^7filOlO .'1-0 'il 3181

i£ *t 12(to 544,000 3-294 ;!iiii• > 1 17 X 3329

^ O
1 1 Oik
1132 490,380 1 Olio 3-53 i 3-'fi3

1010 438,880 3808 3 Sal VVI X 3480
9-7 940 409,900 •7181 3'1>40 .*i347 3522
O.Q^ tj 858 373,910 •71WS 4^162 3-11

1

V X & 3586KrKJf^-^f\0

0'< 1 790 313,580 4 365 3461 3670

O U 7.j<) 316.4/0 4*731 ;i5i 1 3728
q.oo ^ 642 6 276,720 U 1 OU i{A20 3706

t> *t o72-7 244,270 Sfi41 8736

t> O 52.v<j 221,500 tl' /ii » ' i« 'ij 'i4S4 3682

O o 20U^2UU (raw 3632
448'» 180,100 S5SS

% O 407 3 16<>,(»40 5 710 5-859 •?'M5 3426

4 D o71 2 149i940 •AO 1
'1 *i 07:1 3313KnJ

331*1 180,97(1 *A84ft 6-010 A * « 31S4
^^ 2927 112,47U •^fifi 6"^8 21)3'.) 3062

O V infVO 2855 2976
A*fiO w 85,S6U 6^555 2881

1 212() 7o,2iO 6-7*'0 2713 2816
aO ITiro (K),377 2588 2697
AV An mo40,178 7 2**0 7.904 '>510 2615
1AlU l34o 40,923 7-435 7 541 2444 2564
14 107 5 30,043 7-752 7-917 2:^12 2466
1J. 2%Q3V 8 085 2254 2405
1AlO 74*lo 1<,388 8 429 8 4n.i 2247 2327
1

A

10 65"15 14,4 4 o ••^81 ft 8-524 8tiUf^ 2132 2288

56"90 11,721 8 787 8-87*2 2133 2242
O.) 51 00 9,938 8 913 8-979 2172

At 4ry0 <,12o 9-268 9-314

OU 35 ti5 5,o70 9'430 9-470 2079

oO 29'78 4,261 9-504 1916X t'X»/

2547 3.203 9-81 i> 0 81*1 1916 1969

1973 2,089 •9714 10-14 1915 2067

OU 10 23 1,621
1 no-
il/ — 4

10-46 £046

lU 13 75 1,143 •94.0ti 1785 19.57
onW 11-91 «'J4 xvf rx{/ 1748 1788

10-45 694 lOfilX ^' l*X 1779X f 1 «/ 1782

lUU 9325 663 •91 ^vl 10 74 1775 1845

120 7-653 388 •2027 10-89 10-87 1790 18-23

140 6520 296 •1926 10-9(5 1092 1720 1747

160 5-677 2:J0 •1842 IHH 11-07 1700 1600

18(J 5 030 187 •1771 1104 11-18 16f'0

200 4-478 138 •1710 U17 11-24 1810 I960

230 3-892 113 •1632 IMS 11-18 1670 1730

260 3-418 81-5 •1567 11-25 1122 1810 1700

300 2-953 620 •1496 11*28 11-27 1790 1680

350 8-513 40 0 •1419 11-37 11«93 2040 1770
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of T is given by tlu3 expression
f^^^j^ 5 "inking use of the

values of a and b already given for normal pentane, the values

of T have been calculated, and the results are givea in the

following Table :

—

9, r. t.
1

r. r.

20 4-6 814-9 ! 35
21 r.17-1 50 8243 1 40 8-11 U
2-2 .'ilTii

1

0-5 8288 ; 50 8480
2-3 6760

;

()0 835-4
;

60 8-2<V6

2-4 601-0
1

6-5 838-4
! 70 810-6

2-5 623-4 1 7 843-2
: 80 7;».^ -J

2-6 047-4 8 843-3
, 90 813-6

2-7 «60'9 9 848 9 100 817-1

2-8 680 3 10 8501 Il'O 845 3
29 6980 1 12 844-9 140 843-3

30 715-8 14 840-2 160 821-4
3-2 7423 i 16 861-6 : 8060
3-4 766-6

i

18 643-2
1 200 862*5

3-« 780-2 ! 20 8543 1 2S0 824-8
3-8 7967 22 845 8 260 8402
4*0 7W-7

;

80TH) 1

1

2d 859-5
,

300 826-7

4-3 SO 849-1 350 9fm
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364 Mr. J. lto;}e*Innes and Dr. S. Toung on the

An exaininiition of thin table bHovfs that r remains fairly

constant for all lar^e volumes down to about vol. 8. Tho
actual nnniberi^ obtained vury a good deal ; bnt these variations

are sometimes in one direction and sometimes in anoih«*r, and
tli*^rf^ is no steady incrense or decrease. It appears, thon,

that all the values of t above vol. S could be treatetl as the

same without inn udueinn- anv serious error; this oecurred

likewise iu the cu2« ot isopenuiiie. What is still more note*

worthy la that the same ccmstant value of t conld be used for

both normal peotane and isopentane, keeping within the

limits of ex|>erimentfd error. The mean value of r for all

volunios above 8 was foand to be 842*4 for i^^opentane ; it is

838*5 for normal pentane ; and tlie intermediate value !S40

could be nsecl in both cases without iiitroducin;^ any error

greater than the unavoidable errors ot expei iment.

When we pass on to the neighbourhood of the critical

Sointy the value of r diminishes steadily as the volume
eoreases. For the critical volnme itself r is aboot 807, and

for vol. 2 it has snnk to 488.

The most imporbint conclusion arrived at in the case of

isopentsme was that the molecular pressure a does not follow

a continuous law, but passes abruptly from one law to

another somewhere about vol. 3*4 (IMiil. Mnrr. xliv. p. 79).

ihis inference was based on the study ot a diagram in which

the quantity ^ was plotted against v'^, and there appeared

to be considerable evidence of discontinuity in the neighbour-

hood of the volume already mentioned. Of course it is

impossible to prove disoontiouity of slope by means of a

senee of isolated points, but it is suggested very strongly
;

and even if there be not discontinuity in the true mathematioal
sense of the term, there seems to be such a rapid change of
beliaviour as to amount pnictieally to the Siune thing.

It was therefore a matter of some interest to discover

whether the diagram obtained by plotting against in

the case of normal pentane would exhibit the same peculiarity.

The diagram is given on p. 3G3, and it is easily seen that we
have here a simSar suggestion of discontinuity in the slope of

this occurs somewhere about vol. 3*4, as with isopentane.

In attempting to find a formula for the pressure of normal
pentane we are therefore confronted with the possibility that

we may require two distinct algebraic equations. We may
simplify the problem considerably by confining our attention
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to volumes ubove 3*4; and \hh limitation still loaTPS us

with all those comlitions of the substance in which we can.
most us<'fully compare it with isopentaue.

Looking at the table on p. 302, which gives the series of,

valaes of &nd comparing it with the similar table for

isopeotane (Proc. PhjB. Soc. xiii. pp. 654, 655), we notice

that at the same volume the value of —z, \a always smaller in

the former caso tlian in the latter. The difference is not great,
hut it remams too persistently with the same -i;r" f^>T* to

disregard it. As we jtro('e<'<l to larger and iai iicr volumes,-
however, the ditference diminishes on the whole, and an
interesting qaeetion arifles wbetber we should be justitied ia>

treating it as aitiniately vanishing when v is made infinite.
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To elucidate this point a diagram was drawn in which the

differences of between isopentane and normal pentane

wei6 plotted agamst ;
this diagram is reprodnoed

above* The diminution in the differences with increase of

volume is well shown in spito of the " wobbling " at large

Pm. Mag. a 5. Vol. 47. No. 287. Apnl 1899. 2 0
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366 Mr. J. Rose-Innes and Dr. S. Young on tlie

volumes; antl n line running through the points might
a[»p;(n'ntly end at zero (lifffrenco. But though this result

mmiit be accepted as consistent with the experimental

evidence if there were independent grounds for believing in

it^ it oftimot be conndered as the most probable judging
tolelj from the diagram ; we sboiild be miner led to believe

that even at infinite volumes the value of ^ for isopeutano

reniuined larger than thai for normal pentane.

The above results respecting a and t are chieflv interesting

because they seem capable of tlnowing some lifrht on the

vexed question of the intlueiice exerfed by (Iitr<M-#Mirp of
chemionl ptnu ture on the thennal properties of a Mil»sUnice.

Concerning this matter very httle is known at |jreseut ; but

ii is common knowledge among organic obemiste thai two
substances may have the same chemicjil ooniposiiion and
show praotiGairy the same behaviour whilst in the condition

of rare vapour, and yet thoy may differ considerably as to

their thermsil properties in the liquid state. The great field

of observation in which the substances lie hotwe<»n the con-
(lilluiis ot" a rare vapour and a connnun liquid has l)oeii left

almost entirely unexplored. This ^ujj in our knowledge
makes it impossible to say in what precise manner the d^r-
ence between two isomeric substances originates ; whether it

arbes conjointly with the first deviations from Boyle's law,

or whether the differenro remains inappreciable even with

increasing densitv until we reach tli*' ?ieiL^M>onr1(oo<l of the

critical point. AVe may put the problem more precisely as

follows :—If we imagine the pressure given by a series of
ascending powers of uie density, what is the lowest power of

^e density which has different coefficients for two isomeric

sabskanoes?

We are now able io answer this question with a fair amount
of exaetness in the case of the two isomer«t, Tiormal pentane and
isopentane. If, as seems most probable^ there is a difference

1 1
between the ~. for normal pentane and the --r for iso*

pentane, even at infinitely large volumes, this shows that the

coefficients of the second power of the density in the ex^mn-
sion of p must be diflferent for the two substances. On the

other hand, if there is no difference between the ^ for

normal pentane and the^ for isopenisne at infinitely largo

volumes, then the coefficients of the second power of the

density in the expansion fbr p must be the same, since r has
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already been shown to have the same value for the two sub-
stances at infinite voltimes ; and the lowest power of the
density whieli lias different coefficients for the two Isomers
must be the third.

It wag thoatrht advisable to test these conehisions by a
(lifterent nietliod. In u former paper by one of the authors
(Phil. Mag. xliv. p. 80 ; see also Phil, Mag. idv. p. 105) it

was shown that in the case of isopentane we might reproduce
the original observations veiy closely by putting

where R, e, k,
ff,

and I are constants. If we assume that this

fonnula holds also for normal pentune, and if it be true that

the difference of pressure between norinal pentane and iso-

pentane at tlie ssuuie iemperature and volume varies ultimately

us the tliird power of the density, then we should bo able to

reproduce the experimental data for normal pentane by
means of the above formula, giving to K, e, and I the values

already fonnd for isopentane. We may accordingly take

K=863-56, ^= 7-473, /=5420800, and we still have the
constants k and g left at our disposal to meet the requirements

of the normal pentane data. On examining the observations

given in Series I. of this paper we find tlmt we can con-

veniently put /;=3*13r), </= t» GUO, and we have to test how
far the formula with these constants reproduces the esperi-

mental results given in Series II., III., and lY, In order to

institute an effective < oni])arison between theory and observa-

tion a diagram was made in which po was plotted against «~i

;

the calculated isothermals were drawn as continuous lines,

while the experimental values were put in as dots. An
exauiination of the diagram shows that a fair concordance

between calculation and exoeriment has been secured ; but

the agreement is not so good as could he wished. Deviations

amounting to 1 per cent, are not uncommon, and in nlacea

they approach 2 per cent. If we have regard to the differ-

ences which often occur in mquiries of this kind between the

results of independent (i])F!ervers, we might conclude that the

above deviations are unimportant, and that R, ^, and I were

really the same lor the two pentanes as supposed. But it

seems more likely that tho devialions are too large to be

neglected ; hence, the most probable inference is tnat the I

for normal pentane is not the same as the I for isopentane,

thereby confirming our former conclusion*

202
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XXXil. Ajtjdicaiion of the Vifraction- Grating to Cuicur^

Photoffraphtf, By B. W. Wood*.

IF a diffract ion -grating of iiioderaTo dispercsion and a lens

be placed in the path of a beam of light coming from a

linear source, and the eye be placed in any one of the spectra

formed to the right and left of tbo central image, the entire

surface of the grating will appear illaminated with light of a
colonr dependmg on tibe part of the spectrum in which tho

eye is placed. If one part of the grating has a different

spaHng from the rest, (he spoctrnm formed by this part will

be displaced relatively to the lirst; and if tlie eye be placed

in the overlapping part of the two spectra, the corresponding

portions of the grating will appear illuminated in different

colonrs. This principle I have made nse of in the develop-

ment of a new method for prodncing photographs in nataral

coloor. I have eliminated the use of pigments and coloured

screens entirely in tho finished picture, tlie photograph being
nothinfr more nor less than a diffnu'tion-^ratinff of varial)!*'

sjtacinii;. the ^vidth between the limvs in tlic different parts of

the pictnrc bein;; such as to cause tlx'in to appear illuminated

N in their proper colours when viewed in the manner described.

We will &ke at the start three diffraction-graliugs of such
spadnjjr that the deviation of the red of the nrst is the same
as that of the green of the second and the blue of the third

(the red, gr^Qj and blue in question being of the tints of the

primary colours of the Yonng-Helinliollz tlieory of colour-

vision). If theso throe gratings be mounted side by side in

front of a lens their sjjcc tra will overlap; Jirvd nn eye placed

in the proper position will see tlie lirst grating red, the second

green, and the third hlne. If the first and second be made
to overlap, this portion will send hoih red and green light to

the eje. and will in consequence appear yellow. If all three

he made to overlap in any place, this place will send red,

green, and blue light to the eye, and will appear white.

The method that I first employed to produce photographs

showing natural colours on this jjrinciple is tlie Ibllowing:

—

Three negatives were taken through red, green, and bine

screens in the usual manner : from tnese, positives were made
on ordinary lantemnslides (alhnmen-sKdes are necessary for

reasons which I will speak of presently). The positives, when
dry, were flowed with bichromated gelatine and dried in

subdued light. The three diffi-action-gratings of proper
spacing, ruled or photographed on gln?-i, were placed over

these positives, and exposed to the sun or electric light lor

* Commiuiicated by the Author.
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Diffraction- Graiinff and Colour-rhotoyrapki^, 369

ihirty seconds. On wasliin<:; tin pktos in warm water,

diffract ion-n;r;itino;s of jjreat brilliancy were formed directly

on the j^iirtaco of" the liliii. Albiimcii-i'l dos nuij't ho ii?ied,

since tlie warm water soiteus and disMtlvcs a gelaliiK^ film.

Three sheets of thin glass, sensitized wiili the bichruinuted

gekiioe, were placed under the three |>obitives, and urints

taken from them. The portionn of eaoh plate on whion the
light had acted bore the impression of the oorresponding
diffraction-grating, strongly or feebly impressed, according to

the density of the different parts of the positives. These three

plates, when superimposed and placed in front of a lens and
illnnnnated by a narrow source of liglit, apj>enr ns a correctly

colom ed picture, wlieu viewed with the eye placed in the

proper position. Perfect registration of the different parts

of uie picture conld not be obtained in this way, for obvious
reasons. I worked for awhile with the thin glass from which
covers for microscopical slides are made. This gave much

' better results, but was too fragile for practical purposes. It

then occurreil to me that if 1 could <:^et the entire grating

system on a single film, not only would the difficulty ahotit

perfect registration vanish, but the pictures could be repro-

duced by simple contact-printing on chrom-gelatiiie plates as

easily as blue prints are made. 1 was surprised to nnd that

successive exposures of the same plate under the positives,

perfect registration being secured by marks on the plates,

produced the desired result. On washing this plate in warm
water and dryinf^, it becomes the fliii'^lied coloured photograph.

Where the reds occur in the original, the spaciu«j of the first

.grating is present ; where the yellows occur the spacings of

both the first and second are to bo found superimposed ; where

the blues occur are the lines of the third grating ; while in

the white iiarts of the picture all three spacings are present.

! -It seems almost incredible that, by exposing the plate in suc-

cession under two gratings the spacings, of both should bo

impressed—snperrmposed—in such n maimer as to give the

colours of each in equal intensity ; but such is the fact. Thus
far I have had at my <Hsposal but two gratings of only ap-

proximately the right spacing, one giving the red, the other

the green : with these 1 hiive photographed stained-glass

windows, birds, and butterflies, and other still-life objects,

the finished i>ictures showing reds, yellows, and greens in a
most beautiful manner. By making a separate plate from

I the blue positive, using the same spacing as with tin* green,

p and setting tIiIs plate behind the other at an annic, 1 have

obtained the blues and nliile<, the grating-space being liiiniu-

ished by foreshortening, though, of course, perfect regis-
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tmtion of the different portions of the picture ooald not be
obtained.

One of the great adva:ita<re<« of this method is the facility

with which dnpHcatef can l)o inaJe. If we place the finished

picture in a printiiig-irauie over a glass phile coated with

Dichromated gelatine, and expose it to sunlight, on washing
the plate In warm water we obtain, by a sinsle printing

process^ a second coloor-photograph, equal to the nrst in every

respect, and also positive. From this second copy we oon
print others, all being positive.

The apparatus for viowiiif; the pictures consists of a cheap
double-<_'onvex lens mounted on a little frame, as shown in

fig. 1, with a perforated screen for bringing the eye into the

right position. 1 land that, by using a lens of proper focus,
itis possible to so adjust the apparatus that the fnoture can be
seen in its natural colours with both eyes simultaneously,
since corresponding overlapping spectra are formed on each
side of the central direct image. A gas-fiame turned edge-
wise, or the filament of an incandescent li^ht, makes a con-
venient source of light. The colours arc; of great briHiancv
and purity, almost too brilliant in fact, though dark reds uud
ochresare reproduced with considerable fidelity. The

] pictures
can be projected by employing a powerfnl arc-light, placing
a rather wide slit in the overlapping spectra, and mounting
the projectin<j lens beyond this. The pictures that I have
obtained thus far measure 2'5 in. by 2'5 in., and have been
thrown up about 3 feet square. The fact that only a small
percentage of the light is utilized makes great amplification
difficult. CSertain experiments that I have made lead uie to
believe that the process can be greatly simplified.

I have exposed an ordinary photographic plate in a camera
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under a diffraction-grating placed in front of, and in contact
with, the film. On development, wo obtain a negative the
dark portions of which are broken up into fine lino<, corre-

sponding to the lines of the grating ; and on viewing this in

the apparatus just described, the blue components of the picture

are seen, thoagh not so brilliant as with the transparent
gelatine plate owing to the ooaraeness of the grain.

I belieye that bj the use of a snitable photographic plate to
he exposed in succession in the cntnorn, nuder rea, ^reen, and
blue screens, on the surfaces of which suitable difFracHon-

gratin(?;s liave heeii photographed, it will be possible to obtain

the colour-photograph directly. The screens can be swung
into position in snccession by a suittible mechanical arrange-
ment operated oatside of the camera. The pkto, on deve*
lopmen^ will be a negative in the ordinary sense of the term,
though when seen in the viewing-apparotas it will appear an

a coloured positive, sinee on the transparent portions whioh
correspond to black in the oriiriiiid, no gr:iting-linf»s have
been impressed : consc(|nently tlicse portions will appear (hirk.

The dark portions, however, where the lines are impressed will

light up in their appropriate oolonrs. From this plate

mauy copies as are desired can be made by contact-printing

on bichromated gelatine.

Of coarse it is a question whether superimposed gratings

can be impressed on a plate in tlii-; manner. Judging from
the experiments I have made, i imagine that the gratings on
rlie colonr-srn-cns would have to be made with the opaque
portions broaii in proportion to the transparent.

I have oreroome the difficulty ofobtaining large diffraction-

gratings by building up photographic copies in the following

manner. The orismal grating ruled on glass was mounted
against a rectiuigomr aperture in a vertical screen, the lines

of tlio grating being horizontal. Immediately bdow this was
placed a long piect^ of heavy plate-glas«*, supported on a slab of
slate to avoid possible flexure. A strip of glass, u little wider

than the grutiug, sensitized with bichromated gelatine was
placed in oonta^ with the lines of the gratinu^, and held in

position by a brass -spring. The lower edge of Uie strip rested

upon the glass plate so that it coold be advanced parallel to

the lines of the grating, and successive impressions taken by
means of light coming through the rectangular aperture. In
this way I secured a long narrow grating: aiul by mounting
this against a vertiud recLitngular apt;rture, and advancing a

second sensitized plate across it in precisely the same manner,
1 obtained a square grating of twenty-five times the area of
the original. It was in this manner iiiat I prepared the
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grating usuJ to priot the impressions on the three positives.

fck) well did they perform, that it seemrrl as if it miglit bp

possible ia this way to build up satisfactory grutings ot large

feize for spectroscopic work. Starling with a 1-inch grating

of 2000 lines, I have built up a giaUag 8 inches square,

whicli, when placed over the object-glass of a ti^lescope,

showed the dark bands in the s)>eo*tram of Sirius widi great

distinctuess. No especial precautions, other than the use of

the flat gksB plate, woPB taken to insure absolute parallelism

of the lines, and I have not h .d tim? to thorotighly test the

grating. The ^p<»etni, liowcvor, urc ot cxtraonliiiary brilliancy;

and on the whole the lield sfciii- jirunii-ing. This mutter will,

however, bo deferred to a subset^ueat paper.

* Fhyaical Labomtory oftbe
Umvarditj of Wiaconain, HiidiMni.

XXXIll. JJenudalion ami JJfpoxition.

Bff G. Johnstone Stoney, M.A,, D.Sc.j F.R.S*

IN a lecture to tho Royal Geographical Society, of which a
copious extract is given in * Nature* of the 2nd of

February, l^i^U, Dr. J. W. Gregory discusses many of the

causes which may have led to the existing form of the earth.

But there is one important factor in the problem left nnnoticed,

namely, the conspicuous alterations of level which may be
attributed to the earth's compreasibility, and which seem to

have been brought about wherever either denudation or

deposition have continiied over wi<le areas and for a long time.

Dr. Gregory makes a convenient division of the earth into

three parts:—(1) the unknown internal centrosphere
; (2) the

rocky crust or lithosphere ; (3) the oceanic layer, or hydro-
sphere. These, with the atmosphere, whioh may be added as

a fourth part, make up the whole earth.

If now we imagine a pyramid whose base is a square centi-

metre of the surface of the solid part of the earth and whose
vertex is the c;u-th''s centre, it h;ts a volume of about 212
cubic metres, \v]:i''h is the same as 212 millions of cubic centi-

nietres. This pyramid passes first through the lithosplieric

shell, or outer cmst, and then halfway across the centrosphere

to the centre of the earth. All the materials of which it

consists are compressible. Those which lie witliiu the outer

shell consist mainly of carbonates, silicates, and aluminatcs,

a id have probably a coefficient of compressibility about equal

to tliMt of glass ; while tlie compressibility of the centrosphere

i4 unknown, and may be citlier more or less. The observed

iorui of the earth's surface seems to suggest that the average
OuiLinumcated by llio Author.
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Coiii[trf^<ih:!ity of tlio litliospliei-c and contro^pTn're tiiken

together is not tar from that of tlie more inconipr('>sible kinds

of glass. Glass of this description fields to compression

about 2i times more than solid cast iron, but less than

mercury (which seems to be the only liquid metal that has
been experimented on) in tlx; ratio of i to 3. It is about
20 times more incompressible than water.

We shall then, as a provisional hypothesis, assume that the

earth hw-^ tlie same compressihility as tho more resistant kinds

of glass, which lose about 2^ Ijiliionths of their vohiine for

each pressure of a dyne per square ceniitnetre over their

surface, (lombiuing this with the volume of the earth*

pyramid given above, we find that oar hypothesis leads to the
conclusion that if the sides of the pyramid were kept from
yielding, and if the weight of a cubic centimetre of water

were placed on its outer end, this would reduce its bulk by
half a cubic centimetre. A onbic centimetre of stone, of

specific gravity 3, would accordingly depress its outer end by
centimetres. It follows from this that if meteors rained

npon the earth (supposed to be without an ocean) producing
a deposit over its whole ttorface a centimeiare tluck, and of
material as dense as stone, the result wonid be that the earth

after this accession would be smaller ; its surface would sink

down about half a centimetre. Correspondingly, if by any
iigenr'v n eentinietre of the <'.!rth's crust could be removed over

the whole earti), the earth s surface would stand ^ a centimetre

higher than before. These are the effects which deposition and
denudation would respectively produce if they could operate

over the whole earth. And, if uiey operate over any extensive

area of the earth's surface, they will produce effects of the same
kind, complicated a little by the displacement of the earth's

centre of attraction, or nitlier locus of centres of attraction.

This may he well seen in the oldest parts of the oldest

continents— parts of Asia and Africa—to wliose present

elevation ilenudat .un ^, operating over an extensive area and
for long ages^ has probably chiefly contributed. And, corre-

spondingly, tiiere is a deepening of those parts of the ocean
where the deposition of saificiently heavyf material has been
going on over a great area for an immense time.

* Undeiigrottnd water* produce tlie same dynRmical effect m suifaoe

denudation, by reason of the niattrials tliev remove in solution.

t AVhere tl;e ijub-aqueous dojjosit is spread over only a small part of
the surface of the globe (which is the only ease we need consider), the
conipreSBion is due, not to the whole weiprlit of tlic dt jiosit, but only to
its excess over the weight of un t'i[i[u\ bulk of water. Hence to protluce

HU equivaleut etieet the maieiial must be denser than it would need to

he if the depoeitioQ bad been on land.
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The e.itf'fit of ilic ;nv;i i» au essoiitiul ooiKiition, /. €., the

/a<tfrrt^ dimensiojis ot ihe inverted pyramid which has the area

for its hase and tlie oentre af the earth for its vertex. If the

area is small or narrow, oblique forces exerted by the parts

flarronndiDg this pynimiJ coine more into pluy. They enable

the part within the pyramid to act like a bridge ; and the

8t^»port thus given enables denudation, if limited to a small

Hn»a. to scoop ont v.-dloys, and deposition to produce ridges,

:».s iiuiv be seen in the glaciers and nioraiii('>* of mountainous

oouutries. On the other band, if the erosion duo to ghicial

action takes cftect over a great stretch of country-, as it does

in Greeiiknd, and as it formerly did in Ireland, it cansea the

sarface to rise.

A nearly even balance between the two opposite tendencies

may be seen in Egyj)r. where Ixirings exhibit fluviatile de-»

posits at great dp|>tlis Itclow the present surface, nltliotigh the

surface is only about as much raised above the sea now as it

was when those ancient deposits were laid down by the Nile.

£ach year's deposit makes the suiface go down, but only

abont as mnch as its own thickness, so that the new snriace

each year is not far from being at w» same level as that of

the preceding year. If the deposit bad t^ken place over a
mocn greater breadth of coantry, the whole would have ffone

down. It would have become a ridge if it liad been confined

to a much narrower strip and if the river could iiav© been
kept from di\er;fin^^

A similarly instructive case is that of Brazil, where un
immense plateau is continuously being denuded by the vast

rivers that drain it. But here there is also an equally un»

interrapted addition to the solid materials of the earth by the

luxuriant tropical vegetation which everywhere prevails ; and
it is probably beaiuse the accessions and withdrawals are

nearly eqtial to one anotlier, that the level of the sarfuce has

t)een but <'bnnged.

Denndatiuu may cause the surface to rise within a space

wbicli is in a considerable degree more circumscribed thau

the areas of elevation hitherto considered, if the conditions

are such that the stresses that come into existence round the

boundary of this limited space can produce faults, and pre-

vent the material wliicli is outside the pyramid from bein£ in

a position to help to keep down the mnteri:il which is witbin.

This seems to liave happened in the case of that vast mass of

mountains—the Himalayas, the Hindu Kush, and their asso-

ciated ranges—where excessive denudation accompanied by

the isolation secured by faults has occasioned a proportionately

great elevation above what was probably a humble beginning;
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where the deposits in tlic Bay of Bengal are probably the

cause of its <_n*(>at depth; utul where earthquakes in the

intervemu*^ l i gums betray when the &ttlts are efliaUialiiiig

tbemselvea which render uie rising and the desoending areas

independent of one another, and allow the denudation on the

one side and the deposition on the other to produce each its

full effect, without mutual interference.

Of course all compressions and dilatations must be accom-
pjinied by otlu r movements witliin the earth, and at all

depths ; which may be slow but are no less sure. In fact,

there is no material which can resist yielding to differences

of pressure, however feeble, if they act for a long time and
over a large surface ; and such pressures, urging in various

directions, must arise both from the compressiiMis and dilata>

tions spoken of above, and from otlicr f'tni'^e-s. 'unong which
movements of heat and the bete roi^t mieons iliaractcr of the

materials of which the earth cunsi^is are prominent. The
earth, therefore, is in a state of never-ending change, which
to become conspieiions to man woold only need to be placed

in some kind of kinematograph arrangement which woold
hurry over iiiillions of years in fractions of a second. These

effects mix with and complicate those which have been taken
accoimt of in the present ]Kij>er.

it is interestinrr to note lu)\v the a<jeneies we have been

considerino; would operate upon other bodies of the universe.

Events equivalent to denudation and deposition which cause

excessively sbw movements in our small earth, woold act with

increased promptness upon such great planets as Jupiter,

Saturn, Uranus, and Keptune, and with violence upon bodies

that attain the siae of the sun nnd stars. On the other

hand, on })0(lies with the dimensions of tlie moon thev are

relati.cly feeble, and must be very slow in producing any
appreciable etfect.

XXXIV. On the Transmission of T/kjIiI throtiyli an At ino.^phere

conlainina Small Particles in tSaajhut^iony and on the Origin

of the Blue of the Ski/. By Lord ItAYLEiGH, F.R.S.*

rpUiiS subject l.as been treated in papers published nmnv
A years ;i^o f. 1 resume it in order to examine more
closely than hitherto tlie attenuation undergone by the

primary light on its passage through a medium containing

small particles, as dependent upon the number end size of the

particles. Closely connected with this is the interesting

* Cuinmunieated by the Author.

t Pha. Mag. zli. pp. 107, 274, 417 (1871) | xii. p. 81 (1681).
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question wh^tlier the li^ht ironi tlie >ky can be explained hy
diffraction irom the molecules of air themselves, or whether it

is necessary to appeal to suspended particles comiio-ied of
foreign matter, nolld or liquid. It will appear, I think, that

even m ihe abeenee of foreign particles we ahoald sttU have u ,

blue sky *.

The calculations of the present paper are not needed in

order to explain the frencral ehunicter of the effects produced.

In the earliest of those above referred to T illn-^trated by
curves the gradual reddening of the transmitted light by

• My ntfpTition WHS s^pefiiilly tlirecti^d to this 'juestidii h lori<,' while asro

hy Maxwell m a letter whah I iiifiv be pardoned fur reproducing here.

Under date Aug. 98, 1878, he wi- > t J :

^
" I have left yonr pnpors on the li^-^ht of tlie f'ky, &e. at CninLridjye,

and it would taike me^ even if 1 had theni, some time to get them aawni-
lated suflBdenlly to answier tbe following question, which I think will

involve less expense to the energy of the noe if jon atick the data into

your formula and send me the result i

" Suppose that there are N spheres of density p and diameter « in unit

of volume of the medium. Find tliei index of refi-action of the compound
niedium and the coefficient of extinction of light pftf^sinj; thron^h it.

** The object of the encjuiry is, of course, to obtain data about the dze
of the mokeolM of air. rerhaps it may le«l also to data involving the
den.'^ity of the asther. Tlio following quantities aie known, being oooi*
bination.s of the three unknowns,

M=:ma8a of molecule of hydrogen
;

K=number of molecules of any gas in a cubic centimeti-e at 0^ C.
and 7«0 B.

fsdiameter of molecule in any gas :

—

Known GomhinationB,
MN= density.

M«* fxom diHusion or viscosity.

Conjectural Cotubination.

denaity of molecule.

" If you can give us (i.) the quantity of light scattered in a ^iveu
direction by a stratum nf a certain density and thickness; (ii.) the
quantity cut out of t}i. direct ray; and (iii.) the effect of the molecules
on the index of reiniciion, whicli 1 think ought to come out easily, we
might get a little more information about these little bodies.

" You will see by ' Nature/ Aug. 14, 1878, that I make the diameter
of molecules about ^ * wave-4ength.

The enquiry into ecattsrnig must begin by accounting for the great
observed transparency of air. I Suppose we have no numerical data
about its abwrption.

"But the index of refraction ciin b« numerically determined, though
the observation is of a delicate kind, and a comparison of the result
with the dynnniictil theory may lend to some new inform itinii."

Subsequently he wrote, *' Your letter of Nov. 17 quite accounts for the
observed tennsparency of any gas." So ISiir as I remember, my argument
was of a general chaiaoter otdjr.
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whicli we see tlie sua a little before sunset. The same
reasoning proved, of course, that the spectrum of even a

vertical sun is moflified hy tlio atnio^phere in the direction of

favouring the waves of greater length.

For such a pur])()se as tlie present it makes little tlilTeronce

whether we speak in terms of the electromagnetic theory or

of the elastic solid theory of light ; hut to facilitote compari-

son with former papers on the light from the sky, it will he
convenient to follow the latter course. The small parfieh- of

volume T is supposed to be small in all its dimensions in

comparison with the wave-length (X), and to be of optical

densit}*^ D' differing from that (D) of the surrounding

medium. Then, if th<^ incident vibration be taken as unity,

the expression for the vibration scattered from the particle in

u direction making an angle 6 with that of pimary vibra-

tion is

?-^^6in^008 y . . . (1)

r heing the distance fromT ofanjpoint along the secondary rajr.

In order to find the whole emission of energy from T we
have to integrate the square of (1) over the surface of a

sphere of radins r. The element of area being 2917* sin $d0f
we have

80 that the energy emitted from T is represented by

on such a scale that the energy of the primary wave is unity

per unit of wave-front area.

The above relates to a single particle. If there be ft

similar pnrtu les per unit volume, tlie energy emitted from a

stratum of thickness d.v and of unit area is fomid from (2) by
introduction of the factor mix. JSince there is no waste of

energy on the whole, this represents the loss ot energy in the

primary wave. Accordingly, if £ be the energy of the pri-

maiy wave^

Hite" 3 D« • • • W
whence B=Eo«-*', (4)

where ,_ Sir^n (D^ D)« T'
,t—_ ^ - - . . ,

* The fa«tor w was inadvertently omitted in the original memoir.
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If we had a sufficiently complete expression for the scattere<l

light, we mi^ht investigate (5) somewhat more directly by
oonsidering uie resultant of the primary vibration and of
the BecoDmiy vibrations whioh travel in the same direction.

If, however, we apply this process to (1), we find that it fails

to lead ns to (5) ,
though it ramisheii another result of interest.

The comhination of the secondary waves wliich travel in the

directi**}) in ijnestion have this peculiarity, tliat tlie phases

art* no more tlistrilmted at random. Tlu* inten?iity of the

secondary light ijs no longer lo be arrived at by addition of

individual intensities, hut must be calculated with con^dera-
iiott of the perticnlar phases involved. If we consider a
nnniber of particles which all lie upon a primary ray, we see

that the phases of the secondary vibrations which issne along
this line are all the same.

The actual calcnlation follows a similar t onrse to that by
whicli Huygens* conception of the resolution of a wave into

components corresponding to the various

parts of the wave^front is usaally veri-

fied. Consider the particles which oc-

cupy a thin stratum dx perpendicular

to the primary ray a. Let AP (fis. 1)

be this stratum an<l 0 the point ^liere

the vibration is to ho cstiniated. If

APs=p, the element of volume is

. lirptlp^ and the nunxiier of jiarticles

to be found in it is deduced by intro-

duction of the fiietor n. Moreover, if

OP=r, A0=^, r«=j:*+ p«, and

pdp^rdr* Tlie resultant at 0 of all the

secondary vibrations which issue from

the stratum ds is by (1), with ain 6 equal to unity,

nds

Figl.

or
nd:c,—jy ^ ^^^*X

(«—Jp). . . («)

To this is to be added the expression for the primanr wave

itself, supposed to advance nndisioibed, vis., cos-:— (6f— x),

and the resultant will then represent the whole actual dis-

turbance at 0 as modified by the particles in the stratum d^.

It apjpears, therefore, that to the order of approzimatioii

afforded by (1) the effect of the particles in dx is to modify
the phase, but not th§ intmdty^ of the light which passes
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tiiem. If this be represented by

27r
cos-^(/><— 5), (7)

5 is tbe retardation due to the particles, and we Jiuve

8=«T^/a:(D'-D)/2D (8)

If ft be the refractive index of ilie medium as modified by
the particles, that of tlie original medium being taken as

/*-l=«T(D'-D}/2D (9)

If /i' denote the refractive index of the material composing
the particles regarded as oontinaous, D7D=/a'^, and

/.-j=i..iV'-i), (10)

reducing to

^*-l««tT(/-l) (11)

in the case where ft'— 1 cuii be regarded as small.

It is only in the latter case that the formula} of the elastic-

soUd theory are applicable to light. In the electric tiieory,

to be preferred on 'every ground except that of easy intelu-

gibiHty, the results are more complicated in that when I)

is not small, the scattered raydej n ]^ T^ n the .^liapo and
not merely upon the volume ot the small obstacle. In

the case of spheres we art' to replace (D'— D)/D by
3(K'— K)/(K'+ 2K}, wliereK, K' are the dielectric coiisUnts

proper to the medium and to the obstacle respectively*; so

that instead of (ii);

'^-^^^^^^ (^^^

On the same suppositions (5) is replaced by

{fx'^—iy
As=24w««

X*
^^^^

On either theory

.
(^*)

a formula giving the coeflScient of transmission in terms of

the refraction, and of the number ofparticles per rinlt volume.

W'e have seen that when wc attempt to find directly iVoiU

(1) the effect of the particles upon the transmitted primary

\Nuvej we succeed only so far as regards the retardation. In

» IMiil. yi-d'^. xii. p. (1881). For the corrt'«f])onding theory in the

caae of au eitiptoidal obstacle, see Phil. Mug. vol. xHv. p. 48 (1897).
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order to determine the attenuation bj this proc^ it woald be
neoeasary to sapplemeot (1) by a term iavolviag

8iii2«r(6l-r)/Xs

bat thia is of Lii^lior order of smallness. We could, however,
reverse the process and determine tbe amall term in questioo
a posteriori by means of tbe valne of tbe attenuation obtained
indirectly from (1), at least as far as concenis the secondary
light emitted in iho direction of the primary ray.

The theory of these eflFects may bo illustrated hy a com-
pletely worked out case, such as that of a small rigid and
fixed spherical obstacle (radius c) upou which plane waves of

sound impinge*. It wonld take too mnch space to give full

detaib here, oat a few indications may be of nse to a reader

desirous of pnrsning the mailer farther.

The expressions lor the terms of orders 0 and 1 in spherical

hnrnionies of the velocity-potential of the second nryfllsturbance

are ^^iven in e(|iiation8 (16), (17), § 334. With iutrodaction

ol approximate values of 7© aud 71, viz.

we get

[to] + [ti] = - 5^ (1 + t)

in which e is tbe radius of the sphere, and k^2ifr/K This

corresponds to the primary wave

[(^]soo6it(al+«), (16)

and includes liie mo^t important t^ruis tVoni all sources in the

multipliers of cos k{at— r) , sin k{at—r}. Along the course of

the primary ray (/as— 1) it rednces to

Wehaye now to calcniate by the method of Fresnel's zones

the effect of a distribution of n spheres per unit volume.

We find, corresponding to (6), for tbe effect of a layer of

thickness d.r,

2wnd«{i*«»sinA(a<+«)-^«^oosAf(tt<+«)}, . (18)

To this is to be added the expression (16) for the primary

wave. The coefficient of cos k\at+it) is thus altered bym
• 'Theory ofSoQnd,' 3ad ed. S 884.
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particles in the layer from unity to (l—^iH^mtidr), and
the coefficient of sinA(a/+i?) from 0 to ikAnt^, Urns, if

£ be the energy of the primary vave^

80 that if, as iu (4), E=Eo^-*',

A=i7rnA:*c« (19)

The same result may be obtained indirectly from the Arst

term of (15) . For the whole energy emitted from one sphere

may be reokooed as

^J_^iu;-(l+ i,.)-c//.=
i^,.

. . (20)

nnity representing the energy' of the primary wave per nnit

area of wave-front. From (80) we dednoe the same value of
h as in (19).

The first term of (18) gives the refractivity of the medium.
If 5 be the retardation due to the spheres of the stratum dx,

an kB^ ^h^fmdx,

or Bsz^nc^dj! (21)

Thus, if /i be the refractivo index as modified by the spheres^

that of the original medium being unity

^

//k^l^iwni^^ip, (82)

where y> denotes tbe (small) ratio of the volume occupied by
the spheres to tbe whole volume. This result agrees with
equations formerly obtained for the refhictivity of a medium
containing spherical obstacles disposed in cubic order*,

T^i't us now inquire what degree of transparency of air is

admitted by its molecular constitution, /. e., in the absence
of all torci^ni matter. We may take X=t)XlO~* c^ntim.,

ft— 1 = *(HK>;-i ; whence from (14) we obtain as the tlistance ar,

equal to which light must travel in order to undergo
attenuation in the ratio « : 1,

^=4'4xiu^ x» (83)

The completion of tlie calcnlation requires the value of n.

Unfortunately this nnmber—accordinir to Avocradro's law
the same fur all ga>( >—can hardly be regarded as known.
Maxwell f estimates the number of molecules under standard

• Phil Maff. vol xvviv. t) 4W {\m). f^ufptm mmm, 9ai«0,

t "Molecules,'' Natun', viii. p. 410 (1873).

FluL Miuj, S. 5. Vol. 47. No. 287. A^ril 1899. 2 D
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conciitioas as 19X 10^^ per cub. oeotim. If we qm this value

of we find

ar=8-3x 10« cm.= 83 kiiouietres,

a?? the distance tliroiigli which light nin«;t pns.s llirouorli air

at atmosplieric pressure before ite inWuaity is reduced in the

ratio of 2'7 : 1.

Although Mount Everest appears fairly bright at 100 miles

distance as seen from the neighbonrhood of DaijeeHng,we can-

not suppose that the atmosphere is as transparent as is

implied in the above nnmbers ; and of course tnis is not to

be expected, since there is certainly .(suspended matter to be
reckoned with. Perhaps the l)est data for a comparison are

thoso nflTordod by the vnryinjx bri;xhtno«s of stars at various

altitn<l«'-. 1U)iitriu'r and otliers estimate about 8 for the

tran>iHi>5ion ot" light through the entire atinospliere from a

star in the zenitli. This corresponds to 8*ij liilometres of air

at standard pressore. At this rate the transmission through

as kilometres wonld be ( 8)''>, or -ll, instead of Ife or -37.

It appears then that the actual tran^tmission tbrongh 83 kilo,

metres is onlv about 3 times less than that cidcmated (with

the above value of «) from molecular diffraction without any
allowance for foreign matter at all. And wc may conclude

that the light scattered from the niolcciilo would suffice to

• give us a blue sky, not so very greatiy darker than that

actually enjoyed.

If 11 bo regarded as altogether unknown, we may reverse

onr argument, and we then arrive at the oondunon that n
cannot be greatly less than was estimated by Maxwell. A
lower limit for n, say 7 x 10** per cubic centimetre, is some-
what sharply indicated. For a still smaller value, or rather

the increased individual efficacy which according to the
observed r^ fraetion would be its accompatn'meiit. ni nst lead to

a less degree ot" transparency than is aerually foiuici. When
we take into accoimt the known presmu r of t'on'in^n matter,

we shall probably see no ground for any reduction ut*

MaxwelKs nnmber.
The resnlts which we have obtained are based npon (14),

and are as true as the theories from which that equation was
derived. In the electromagnetic fli »ry we have treated the
molecules as spherical continuous bodies differing from the
rest of the medium merely in the value of their dielcctrie

constant. If we abandon the restriction as to sphericity, the
resnlts will be niodilied in a manner that cannot be preeisely

detiued until tiie shape is »i>eoihed. On the whole, however, it

does not appear probable that this consideration would greatly
afiect the calculation as to transparenc)', since tlie particles
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must bo jjupposed to be oriented in all directions indiffi'T-eutly.

But the theoreticiil conclusion that the lifjlii diliracted iii ;i

direction perpendionlai U) rhe primary rays sliould lie min-

pleteJy polarized may well be seriously disturbed. If the

view, suggested in ilie present paper, thai a large part of the
light from the sky is diffracted from the molecules tbemaelyefl,

be correct^ the owerved incomplete polarization at 90^ from
the Sun may be partly due to the molecules behaving rather

as elongated bodies w itii indifferent orientation than as spheres

of homogeneous material.

Again, the .suppositions upon which we have proceeded
|{ive no account of (H.^permion. That the refraction of gases

increases as the wavc-lenn^th diminishes is an observed fact

;

and it is probable that we relation between refraction and
iianspurency expressed in (14) holds good for each wave-
length. If so, the falling off of transparency at the blue end
of tile spectrum will be even more marked than according to

the inverse fourth power of the wave-length.

An interesting; qnestion arises ns to wherlier (14) can be

applied to highly coinpransed gases and to liquids or solids.

Since approximately (/a— 1) is proportional to n, so also is

h according to (14). We have no reason to suppose that

the pnrest water is any more transparent than O 1) wonld
indicate ; fant it is more than doubtful whether tlie calcula-

tions are applicable to such a case, where the fundamental
supposition, that the phases are entirely at random, is violated.

Wnen the vohnne oc< iipied by tlie molecules is no longer

very small compared with th(^ wliole volume, the fact that

two molecules ciinnot occupy the same space detracts from

the random chaiacter. of the distribution. And when, as in

liquids and solids, there is some approach to a regular spacing,

the scattered lii^ht must be mucn less than upon a theoiy of

Hitherto we have considered the case of obstacles small

compared to tlie wave-length. In conclnsion it may not be

inappropriate to make a few remarks upon the opposite

extreme case and to consider briefly the obstruction presented,

for example, by a shower of rain, where the diameters of the

drops are large multiples of the wave-length of light.

Ae full solution of the problem presented by spherical

drops of water would include the theory of the rainbow,

and if practiciible at all would be a very couiplientpd matter.

But so far as the direct li<rht is concerned, it would seem to

make little ditference wiiedier we have to do with a spherical

refraciiog drop, or with an opaque disk of the same diameter.
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Let OS suppose then that a large number of small disks are
distributed at random over a plane parallel to a wave-front,

and let us consider their effec t upon the direct lif^ht at a
great distance behind. The plane of the disks may l)c divided

into a svslein of Fresuei's zones, each of which will by
hypotbetns indnde a large nnmber of diaks. If « be &e area
of each disk, and v the number dietribnted per unit of area
of the plane, the efficiency of each zone is cumiDished in iihe

ratio 1 : 1— va, and, so fsir as the direct wave is concerned,
tlii^ is the only effect. The amplitude of the direct wave is

accordingly reduced in the ratio 1 : 1— va, or, if we denote the

relative opaque area by ?«, in the ratio 1:1 — m*. A second

operation of the same kind will reduce the amplitude to

(1—m)^, and so on. After x passages the amplitude is

(1—m)*, which if m be yery small may be equated to

Here mx denotes the whole opaqne area passed, reckoned
per unit area of wave-front ; and it would seem that the result

is applicable to any sufficiently sparse random distribution of
obstacles.

It may be of interest to give a numerical example. If the

unit of length be the centimetre and a? the distance travelled,

m will denote the projected area of the drops situated in one
cobic centimetre. Suppose now that a is the radius of a
drop, and n the number of drops per cubic centimetre, then
m=n7ra^. The distance required to reduce the amplUude ia
the ratio eilis given by

Suppose that i^mV ccntim., then the above-named reduction

win occur in a distance of one kilometre (i»=10'') when n is

about 10~^ t.tf. when there is about one drop of one milli-

metre diameter per litre.

It should be noticed that according to this theory a distant

point of light seen through a shower of rain idtimately becomes
invisible, not by failure of definition, but by loss of intensity

either absolutely or relatively to the scattered light.

* The intensity of the direct wftve ia l'~2m, aud that of the scattered
liglit m, makiiig altogether 1—m.
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XXXV. On Opacity. By Professor Oliver Lodge, D^SCy
LLJ),, FM,S,, President of the Physical Society *.

MY aUentioti has reccutiiy been called to die subject of the

transmission of electromagnetic waves by oondncting
dielectrics—in other word.^, U) the opacity of imperfectly

conducting material to liglit. The question arose ^vhon an
attempt was being made to si;i;nal inductively tlu-oiigli a

stratum of earth or sea, how far the inter\ening layers of

moderately conducting material were able to act as a screen

;

ibe qneshon also arises in tbe transmission of Herts waves
through partial conductors, and again in the transparency of
gold-leaf and other homogeneous substances to light.

The earliest treatment of such subjects is due of course to

Clerk Maxwell thirty-four y<';irs ni^o, when, with nnexamplcd
genius, he laid down the funiiiinn Mital laws for the propagation

of electric waves iii simple dielectrics, in crystalline media, and
in conducting media. He also realised there was some strong

analogy between the transmission of such waves throngh space

and the transmission of pulses of current along a te&grapb-
wire. But naturally at that early date not everv detail of the
investigation was equally satisfactory and complete.

Since that time, and using Maxw**!! as a basis, several

iiiatliematicians have developed the theory further, anil no
one with mure comprehensive thoroughness tliua Mr. Oliver

Heaviside, who, as I have said before, has gone into thoae

matters with extraordinariljr clear and far vision. I may
take the opportaniiy of calhng or recidling to the notice of
the Society, as well as of myself, some of the simpler develop-

ments of Mr. Heaviside's theory and manner of unifying

plienomena and processes at first sight apjmrently different

;

out tirst 1 will deal with the better-known aspects of the

subject.

Maxwell deals with the relation between conductivitv and
opacity in his Art 7Sf8 and on practically to the end of that

femous chapter xx . Electromagnetic Theory of Light'). He
discriminates, though not very explicitly or obtrnsively, be-
tween the two extreme cases, (1) when mductive capacify or
electric indnctivity is the dominant featnio of the medium

—

when, for instance, it is a slightly conduciing dielectric, and

(2) the other extreme case, when conductivity is the pro-

dominant feature.

* CommuuicaieJ Ly the Phjncal Sonety of London, being the Awn*
dentialAddxeasfbxlSdd.
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The equation for the seoond ouoj that of pTedominani oon-

dnctivity, ib

F l)eing practically any vector rejiref-cntiiig the amplitude ot"

the disturbance ; for since we need not trouble our.selves with

geouietrical considerations such as the ohUqne incideDOe of

waves on a houndar;^' i&c.. we are at liberty to write the ^
merely as djdx^ taking toe beam parallel and the inddenoe

noimal.

No ezamplea are given by Maxwell of the solution of this

equation, bccansr it is obviously an:ilogOU8 to the ordinary

heat ditt'usion tiill v treated by Fourier.

Suffice it for us to «av that, takin^^ F at the ori^^Mn as

represented by a simple iiarmouic disturbance Fy=c''^, the

solution ut Ci^uution (1)

g =^^F a')

wherei'oro

F-r('^^co.O,«-(?!^^/,), ... (2,

an equation wliich exhibits no true elastic wave pro))a-

^^ation at a definite velocity, but a trailing and distorted

progress, with every liMrmonic constituent going at a diffe-

rent puce, and (lyin;^ <nii \\\ a different rate : in (^rh^ r words,
the diffusion so well known in the case of the variable btage of
heat-conduct iou liirougb a slab.

In such conduction the gain of heat by any element whose
heat capadij Is eoda is proportional to the difierenoe of the
temperature gradient at ito tore and aft surfaoM^ so that

or, what is the same thing,

a? Tift'

the same as the equation (1) above ; whereforo the constant
cplkf the ftd^yroecla^ thetheriiioinelrio c<mduetivity, takes Uie
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'

Elace of
4ir/i/<r, that is, of electric condooiivitj; otherwiflo the

eat solution is the some as (2). The 4w lias come in from
an unfortunate convention, bat it is remarkable that the con-
ductivity term is inverted. The reason of the inversion of

this constant is that, whereas the suf'.ffitnrc convovs the h(nit

waves, and by its con«hictivity nids their advance, the at/ier

conveys the electric waves, and the substance only screens

and opposes, reflects, or dissipates them.
This is the case applied to sea-water and low freonenc} b>

Mr. Whiteliead in a paper which he gave to this Society in

June 1897, being prompted thereto liy the difficulty which
Mr. Evershed nm! tho Post Office had found in ^omc trials of

induction signallin<j; ;it the Goodwin Sands betwocii a coil

round a ship nt the surface iind another coil submerged at a

depth of 10 or 12 fathoms, it was suspected that the con-

ductivity of the water mopped up a considerable proportion

of the mdnced currents, and Mr. Whitehead's calculation

tended, or was held to tend, io support that conchision.

To the discussion Mr. Heaviside communicated what was
apparently, as reported, a l)rlef statement ; but I learn that in

reality it wns a caict'ully written note of three pages, which
recently he lias been good enough to lend mo a co]»y of. In

that note he calls attention to a theory of ihe whole subject

which in 1887 he had worked ont and printed in his collected
* Electrical Papers/ but which has very likely been over-

looked. It seems tome a pity that a note by Mr. Heaviside

should have been so abridged in the reported discussion as

to [iractically u.seless ; and I am permitted to quote it here

as an appenilix (p. 113).

Meanwhile, taking the diffusion case as a})}tlicable to sea-

water with moderately low acuu.stic irequency, we sec that the

induction effect decreases geometrically with ilie thickness of

the oceanic layer, and that the logarithmic decrement of the

amplitude of the oscillation is (^"^~)' ^^^^'^ ^ ^

gpecific resistance of sea-waier and jv/^Tr is the frequency

.

Mr. Evershed has measured a- and found it 2x 10* " c.o.s.,

that is to say 2 X lU^" /x square centim. per second ; so |)utting

in this value and taking a frequency of 16 per >econ!k tlie

amplitude is reduced to 1/cth of what its value would have

been at the same distance in a perfect insnlator, by a depth

V t-ni^p
~V U^r/. X 2^ X 16 i " V 320 " 18

s55 metres.

Fonr or five times this thickuess of intervening sea would
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reduce the result at the frequency to iiisit;nificance (eaoll

55-metre-layer reducing the energy to ^ of what entered it) ;

tmt if tiie frequency were^ (Wy, 400 per seoond instead ef 16
it would be five times more oamped, and the damping thick-

nese (the depth redadng the amputode in the ratio etl)
would in that case be only eleven metres.

It is elfvir ih\{ in a sea 10 fathoms (or say 20 metres)

deep the tnihue to inductively o})erate a "call " responding to

a frequency ot 1 6 per second was not due to the screening eifect

of bea-water *.

Maxwell, however, is more interested in the propagation

of actnal light, that is to say, in waves whose frequency is

about 5 X 10*^ per second ; and for that he evidently aoes

not consider that the simple diiFusion theory is suitiible. It

certainly is not aiq)licable to ligl^t pnssmg through so feeble

a conductor as salt water. He attends niaiuly tliprefore to

the other and more intere.-«ting case, where electric inductive-

capacity predominateis over tte damping effect of conduc-
tivity, ami where tme waves therefore advance with an
approjdmately definite velocity

_ 1

though it is to be noted that the slight sorting out of waves

of different frequeucy, called dispersion, is an approximatiou

to the case of pure diflnision where the speed is as the square

root of the frequency, and is accompanied, moreover, as it

ought to be, by a certain amount of difierential or selective

absorption.

To treat the case of waves in a conductor, the same damping
term as before has to be added to the ordinary wave equation,

and so we have

S-'-^S f• m
Taking Foss^*''^ again, it may be written

0-(-/^K/+^)l^
• • • •

(^')

the same form as equation (I') ; so the solution is again

I leaxn tibst the ship supporting the secondary cable was of metal,

and that the primaiy or submerged cable was aheatbed iu uuiusulnted
metal, viz. in iron, which would no doubt be practically shoit iicnited

by the sea-water. Opacity of the medium is in that case a superliuous
grjlanatioii of the Mine, ainoe a doeed aecondaiy ttdateddoae to both
tendSng and loeeiving ciicait.
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m
mth equal to the coefficient of F in (3') • Maxwell, howeyw,
does not Happen to extract the pqnnre root of this qnantity,

but, assuiniiifi; the answer to be of the form (tor a simply
harmonic disturbance) [^modifying his letters^ voL ii. § 798]

he diffiarentiates and equates coefficients, tbtts getting

as the conditions enabling it to satisfy the differential equa-

tion. This of course ^iycs for the logaritlimic decrement^
or coefficient of abaorption,

p/q being precisely the velocity of propagation of the train of

waves. Though not exactly equal to 1/ \^mK, the true velo-

city of wave propagation, except as a first approximation, in

an absorbing medium, yet practicaUy this velocity p/a or X/T
is independent of the ireqnency except in strongly absorbent

substances where tlien* are di5?per«!ional complications; and

so the damping is^ in simple cases, practically independent

of the frequency too.

With this biinplc velocity in mind Maxwell proceeds to

apply his theory numerically to gold-leat, ciilculatiug its

theoretical transparency, aud finding, as every one knows,

that it comes out discordant with experiment, being ont of

all comparison * smaller than what experiment gives.

But then it is somewhat surprising to find gold treated as

a .substance in which conductivity does not predominate over

specific inductive capacity.

The differeutial equation i^* (juitc gcMicral and applies to

any substance, and since the solution given is a true solu-

tion, it too mnst apply to any snbstance when properly

interpreted ; but writing it in the form just given does not

suggest the full and complete solution. It seems to aj^ly

only to slightly damped waves, and indeed, Maxwell seems to

consider it desirable to rewrite tlu^ orif^inal equation with omis-

sion of K, for the purpose of dealiii;^ with good conductors.

By a slip, however, he treats rroUi for the inoniciit as it" it

belonged tu the category of poor conductors, and as if ab-

sorption in a thickness such as gold-leaf could be treated as

a moderate damping of otherwise progressive waves.

* The fraction repieseatiiig the calculated traOBiuissioii by a film, half

a wave thick has two iSkaamad digits in Its deaomtnator : see below.
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The slip tras natn rally duu to a consideration of the

extreme frequency of ligbt vibrations ; but attention to the

more complete oxprrssion for the solution of the same diffcr-

entiril fMjnation, givon in 1887 bv Mr. TT'';iviside and qaoted
ill liie iiot<' to this Society al>()v<' rclerred to, puts tbe matter

in a proper petition, iieferriiig to liis * Electrical Papers,'

vol. ii. p. 422, he writes down the geuenil value of the

coefficient of absorption as follows (translmting into oar
notation)

without rctjard to whether tlio con-lurtivity of the incdiuiu is

large or small ; where v is the tunhmnied or true velocity of

wave propagation iu the iiiediuui {fiK}~K
Ofoonne Hazwell conkl have got thisexpression in an inslant

by extracting the sooare root of the iinantity Q, the ooeffleient

of F in equation (3^) written above. I do not snppose that

there is anything of the slightest interest from the mathe-

matician's point of view, the interest lieJi in the j>hy8ical

appHeation : but as this \^ not a inntbematical Society it is

permi'^-ihle, and I believe prt»per, to iiidieate >teps for the

working out ol" th'' L'^t'iieral *Johitioii ot equatiua (3) by extract-

ing the square rout ol the couiplex quantity Q.
The equation is

and the solntion is

where

Squaring we get, just as Maxwell did^

Squaring again and adding

wherefore
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aod IKft'stlie same with the last sign negative,

.^p^ii^K)[{i^{^;JY-{]\. . . (5)

which is the logarithmic decrement of tlie oscillation per

unit of distance, or the reciprocal of tlic thickness which

reduces the amplitnde in tlic ratio 1 : e (or the ener«> y to J-)

of the value it would have at the same place without

damping.
Using these valnes for a and 0^ the radiation-yector in

general, after passing through any thickness x of aoj medinm
whose magnetio permeabilitj and other properties are con-

stant, is

Y=Foe-^ cos {pt-l3x), (6)

the speed of advance of the wnve-tmin heing p/fi.

Now not only the nnmerical value bnt tlie form of this

damping constant a depends ou the magnitude of the nume-

rical qnantity which may he called the critical number*,

and may also be written

P<tK/Ko'
^'^

where K, the ahsolute specific inductive capacity of the

medium, is replaced by its relative valiu in terms of for

1
TBcanm,and by ——^=:the velocity of light m vacuo =vo.

Now for all ordinary frequencies aud good conductors this

critical number is large ; and in that case it will be found that

and that ^ is identically the same. This represents the

simple diffusion ca^e, and leads to equation (2).

On the other hand, for luminous frequency and bad con«
ductors, the critical quantify is small, and in that case

.-,V(iMK){l+i(i],)-l}'

* An instructive mode of writing a and |8 in general is given in (H")
or (12") below, where the above ciitical number is called tan < :

—

av^ COS t ^ p sin
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while

giving the aoiation

F=F^«-"r' cosjp^t-^J. . , (8)

TliU expredsos tlio truiibinission of light Ihrougli iinporfect

iiuiiktorsy and is ibe oMiespeolaHy applied by Maxwell to oai-

onlations of opaoitj. Its form servea likewiio for telegraphic

siguals or Hertz wuvos transmitted by a liighly-oonducting

aerial wire ; the diiinping, if any, is independent of frequency
and there is true undistort^^d wavt^-propagation at velocity

t'= 1/ -/LB ? the constiints belonging to unit length of the wire.

The onrrent (or potential) at any time and plaoe is

C= CV ^lico5/^(^-ari/LS). ... (9)

The other extreme ra^e, that of <lif?!ision, represcntotl by
equatioti ^2). is analogous to the well-known transmission of

slow si^jials l)y Atlantic cables, that is In long cables where
resistance and capucitv are predomiuani, giving the so-ctilled

KR law (only that I Will write it KS),

wherefore the damping distance in a cable is

ThiH. in coni])arin;i; the cable ca-e with the penetmtion of
\Na\e& uito a couducLor iuid with the ca«e of theniial coii-

dnetion, the following quantftaos correspond

:

is the heat-cftraeity per unit volume, S is the electric

capacity per unit length ; k is the thermal condncdvity per
unit volnmei 1/K is the electric conductance per unit length*

So these a^rree exactly ; but in the middle ca«e. that of waves
enterin^r a c onductor, there is a notable inversion, representing

a real physical fact. Amyi, maybe called the density and may
bo compared with /) or with 1/S, that is with elasticity-f-r*;

but a is the resistance per unit volume instead of the con-

dnctance. The reason of
^
conrse is that whereas good con*

dnctivity helps the cable-signals or the heat along, it bj no
means helps the waves into theoondnclor. Conductivity aida
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their slipping along the boandair of a oondnetor^ but it

retards their jiassing across the booDdary and entering a

oondnctor. As regards waves entering a conductor, the

effect of comluctivity is a screening effect, not a trans-

mitting effect, and it is the bad conductor which alone has

a chance of being a transparent medium.
It may 1)0 convenient to telegraphists, accustomed to

think in terms of the " KR-law and comparing equa-

tions (2) and (10), to note that the quantity ^trfifa—that

is, practically, the specific conductivity in electromagnetic

measure (mnltipliiMl by a meaningless 4ir becanae of an
nnfortonate initial convention)—^takes the place ofKR (i. of

B6), but that otherwise the damping-out of the waves as

they enter a n;ood conductor is exactly like the damping-out of

the signals as they progress through a cable ; or again as elec-

trification travels along a cotton thread, or ap n t('ni]>eniture

pulse makes its way through a slab ; and yet another case,

though it is ditferent in many respects, yet has some simi-

larities, viz. the ultimate distance the melting-point of wax
travels along a bar in Ingenhousz's conductivity apparatus,

—

the same law of inverse square of distance for efimotlve reach

<tf signal holding in each case.

Now it is pointed out by Mr. Heaviside in several places

in Ms writings that, whereas the transmission of nigh^

frequency waves by a nearly transparent substance corre-

sponds by analogy to the convey-mce of Hertz waves along

aerial wires (or aloiiLT cables for tliai matter, if snf?icientiy con-

ducting), and whereas the absorption of low-t'requency waves

by a conducting substance corresponds, also by analogy, to the

diti'usion of pulses along a telegraph-cable whose self-induction

is ncj^leoted—^its resistance and capacity being prominent,

—

the intermediate case of waves of moderate frequency in a
conductor of intermediate opacity corresponds to the more
general cable case where self-induction becomes important and
where leakage also must be taken into account ; because it is

leakage condiictancB that is the conductance of the dielectric

concerned in plane waves. This last is therefore a real, and
not only an analogic. corresi)ondence.

Writing Ri Si for the resistiiuce, the capacity ("per-

mittance"), the inductance, and the leakage -conductance

leakance respectively, per unit length, the general

ecraationa to cable-signallinff are given in Mr. Heavidde's
Electromagnetic Theoty ' £as >
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or ibr a aimple hannonio dbtarbanoe,

= (a + t/8)«V,

whose solotioii therefore is

V» V««-^008(j)<-/Jjr)*. . . . (110

There are seveml interesting special cases :

—

The old cable theory of Lord Kelvin is obtained by omitting
both Q and L; thus getting equation (2).

The transmission of Hertz waves alonjj n perfectly-con-

dactin«r insnlnted wiro is obtaineil by omitting Q and K ; the

speefl of bucli traiisniissiun licint; l/v'CLiSi). Resif^tance

in the wire brings it to the form (U), where the daiiipmg

depends on the ratio of the capacity constant BS to the self

inanetion constant L/S ; because the index B/2Lv equals half

the square root of this ratio; bnt it must be remembered
that K has tlie throttled Talne due to merely saperficial

penetration. The oaae is approximated to in telephony
sometimes.

A remarkable ca.^e of undiatoried (tbon^h :itti tumted)

transmission through a cable (discovered by Mr. iieaviside|

but not yet practically applied) is obtained by taking

R/L = Q/S = r I

the solution being then

V».-vV(<-^),

due to /TO at .r= (). All frequencies are thus trentiHl alike,

and u true velocity of transmi><sion makes its reappearance.

This is what he calk Ids distortionless circuit," Nvhich may
yet play an im|iortant jwrt in practice.

And lastly, the two cases which for brevity may be
treated together, the case of perfect insulation, Q=0, on

the one hand^ and the case of perfect wire conduction, R=0,
on the other. For either of tnese cases the general ezpres-

siou

* I dou't koow whether the foUowing simple general expression for

a and 0 has been leeocded by anyone : wiitiog R/j9L«taD c and i^j&m
ta&<'»

9 (cos « COS f')* * '

wUeh is tborfer than (12).
—

«
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.becomes exacUjr of the form (4) or (5) reckoned alwve for the

general screeiung<«fiecty or opaci^^ of conducting media in
space.

For tbe iiiiniber wbich takes the })laceot' ilir qinintity there

called the critical number, namely either H/^'L or Q/pS, the

other being zero, we may write tan e ; in which case the

ftboTe is

«» or /8««Ji?*L|Si{8ec€+l); (12')

or, rewriting in a sufficiently obvions manner, with %vfK for

pIv if we chooee,

lijstt'ad ol aitcnJin*^^ to special cases, it we attend to the

general cable equation (il) as it standi*, we see that it is

more general than the corresponding eqwition (3) to waves
in 8pu< ( , because it contains the extra- possifailil^ R of wire
resistance, which does not exist in free space.

Mr. Heaviside, however, prefers to nnify the whole by the

introduction of a hypothetical and as yet undiscorered dissipa-

tioTi-|»(w>iibility in Fpaco. or in material bodies occupying
epacf', vviiicb be calls magnetic coiidnctance, and wbich,

though supposed to be iion-existeut, may ]K'rliaps conceivably

represent tbe reciprocal ot some kind ol hysteresis, either the

electric or the magnetic variety. Calling this ^, (^H* is to

he the dissipation term corresponding wiw BC), the equation

to waves in space becomes

V^F=(^+,>M)(^+«pK)F, . . . (18)

jnst like the general cable case. And a curions kind of
transparency, attenuation without distortion, would belong to

a medium in which both conductivities coexisted in such
proportion that

jf : fk^iwk ; K ; for ^ would destroy H just

as k dcf^troys E.

Ill tbe cable, F may be cither current or potential, and
LSv^= l. In space,! may be either electric or magnetic
intensity, and ^Kd^sI ; but observe that

ff
takes the place

not of Q but of B, while it is 4tw/9 that takes the place of Q»
Besistancc in the wire and electric conductivity in space

do not produce similar effects. If there is any analogue
in space to wire resistance it is magnetic not electric con-
ductivity.

The important thino; is of course tbat tbe wire does not

convey the energy but dissipates it, so tbat tbe dissipation by
wire-resistance and the dissipation by space-hysteresis to
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that extent correspond. Thd Bcr^M ning efifeot of space-

condnctivity involve?* the very snme dielectric property as that

which causes leakage or imperfect insulation of the cable

core.

Heturnini' to the imaginary magnetic conductivity, let

us trace wm its eSdois would be if it existed, and try to

grasp it. It efiect would he to kill oat the magnetism of
pennaiient magnets In time, and genei«ily to waste away the

energy' of a stetic magnetic field, just as resistance in wires

wastes the energy of an immnintained current and so kills

onf mri;^ne1isin of its Held. I s[K)ke ahove if it were
conceivable that such magnetic conductivity could, actually

in some degree exist, likening it to a kind of hysteresis ; hut

hysteresis—the enclobure oi a loop between u to and no path

a phenomenon essentially aseodated with JludwUumt,9,nd
cannot exist in a steady field with everything stationair*

Admitted : hut then the inolecnles are not stationary, and the
behaviour of molecules in the Zeeman and Highi phenomenaj
or still more strikingly in the gratuitous r:uHations discovered

l)y Edmond r>e<-fpi('rel, and more widely recognized by others,

espuciully by .Monsieur et Madame Curie, (not really gratuitous

but effected probably by conversion into iiigh-pitched radiation

of energy .suiJjjlied from low-pitched sources),—the way
molecnles of absorbent snhstanoes behavOi seems to render

possible, or at least conoeivable, something like a minnte
magnetic conductivity in radiative or absorptive snbstances.

lilr. Heaviside, howtwer, never introduced it as a physical

fact for which there was any experinuMif il f^vidcnco, but ns a

physical possibility and especially as a niatiiumaticHl auxiliary

and unitier of treatment, and that is all that we need hero

consider it to be ; but we may trace in rather more det^iil its

effect if it did exist.

Suppose the magnetism of a magnet decayed, what wonid
happen to its lines of force ? They would gradually shrink

into smaller loops and ultimately into molecular ones. Tho
generation of a magnetio field i« ahva} ^ the opening out of

previously existing molecular magnetic loops ; there is no

such thing as tho creation of a magnetic iield, exc€j)t in Lhe

sense of moving it into a fresh pluco or expanding it over a
wider region *, So also the destruction of a magnetic field

merely means the shrinkage of its lines of force (or linee of

induction, I am not here dlscrtnilnatin|( between them).

Now consider an electric current in a wire:—*a cylindrical

magnetic field surroundf^ it, and if the current gradually de-

creases in strength tli(> niagneii(< energy gradna&y sinks into

* Thi$ mo)' he Uisagrvsd witbt
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the iHre as its lines alowljr collapse. But observe that the
dedric energy of the field remaros nnchanged by this

pTOcess : if uie wire were electrostatically charged it would
remain clinrged, ite average potential can remain constant.

Let the wire for instance l>o pfM-ffvHy oondocting, then tlio

current needs no niaintenanco, the potential might be

uniform (though in general there would be waves rnntiing to

and fro), and both the electric and magnetic fields continue

for oyer, vnleis there is some dissipative property in space.

Two jdnds of disdpatiye property may be imagined in

matter filling space : first, and most ordinary, an electric oon-

dnctivity or simple leakage, the result of which will be to

equalize the potential thrnTighont space and destroy the electric

field, witlioiit necessarily afiecting the magnetic field, and so

without »a>j)piiig tlie steady circulation of the current mani-
fested by that field. The other dissipative property in space

that oomd be iuiu^iaod would be magnetic conductivity ; the

result of which wonid be to shrink aU the cironlar lines of

magnetic force slowly upon the wire, thus destroying the

magnetic field, and with it (by the circuital relation) the

current ; but leaving the electrostatic potential and the electric

field unchanged. And this imaginary effect of the medinm
in surrounding space is exactly the real ettect caused by what
is called electric resistance in the wire*. '

Ihow for a simply progressive undistorted wave, i. e. one

with no character of di£fision aboat it, bnt all freqnendes

travelling at iiie same qnite definite speed l/V/^K, it is essential

that the electric and magnetic energies shall be equal. If

both are weakened in the same pi'oportion, the wave-energy

is diminished, and the pulse is saul to be attenuated/' but it

continues otherwise uninjured and arrives " undistorted/' that

is, with all its features intact and nt tlie same speed as beforej

but on a reduced scale in point ot size.

This ia the case of Mr. Heaviside's "distortionless circuit"

spoken of above, and its practical realization in cables, though

it would not at once mean Atiantic telephony, would mean
greatly improved signalling, and probably telephony through

snorter cables. In a cable the lengfli of the Atlantic the

attenuation would be excessive, unless tlw ahsonce of distortion

were secured by increasing rather the wir^ -r (d ]nf r nice than

the dielectric leakage ;
but, unless excessive, :5inipio attenua-

* There i.s this difference, that in the rofil case the heat of dissipation

appears locally in the wii-e, whereas in the imogiuary cafee it aupears

throoghoiit the magnetically eoadncting medium ; but I apprehend that

in the imaginary case the lines woald still ahrin^ \tj reason of mokciUar
loops being pinched off them.

PAii. Mag. S. 5. Voi. 47. No. 287. AptH 1899. 2 E
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tion does no aeriow liarm. Ariicalation dopcDds on the

fonfnrc^ oF t]if» wnve, and the pro«sprvntion ol" the features

(h'lnands, Uy I*\)urior'« analysis, the traosiuidi^on of every

freijuciu'v tlic <anH^ rate.

But now j«uj»|>ose any caune diminishes one of the two

fields ^tbont diminishrng the o<l*er; for instamce, let the

electric field he weakened 1
>y leakage alone, or let the mag-

netic field lie weakened hy wire-resistance alone, then what
1ia]ipens ? The preservation of £ and the diminution of H,
to take the latter—the ordinary— case, may he ro^rnrdrd ns

a superpo<^iHon on the advanoinf; wave of a <rrn dually growing
reverse tield ot intensity

;
nnd, by the relation E=^uH,

this reversed field, ior vvhutex t r it is worth, must mean a

gradually growing wave travelling in the reverse direction.

The ordmnaij wave is now no longer left alone and nn-
injured, it has superposed upon ititelf a more or less strong

reflected wave, a reflected wave which constantly increases

in intensity as the distance along the cable, or the penetralion

of Hi" w.;vo into a conducting medium, increases ; all the

elementary reflected waves get mixed up by re-retiexion in

the rear, (onstituting what Mr. llenviside calls a diff'usive

tail ; and this accumulation of reflected waves it is which
ccmstitiites what is known as ''distortion** in cables^ and
what is known as "opacity'' inside conducting dielectrics.

There is another kind of opacity, a kind due to hetero-

geneonsness, not connected with conductivity hvCi- due merely
to a change in the constant K and ^,—properly a kind of

trnnslnccTicy, a scattering but not a dissipation of energy,—
like the ojtncity of foam or /Tronnd glass.

This kind ot oi>acity is an aiiair of boundaries and not of

the medium itself, bat after all, as we now see, it has features

by no means altogether dissimilar to the truev ki^id of opacity.

Oondocting opacity is due to reflexion, trapslucen« opacity is

due to reHeiziott,—^to irregular reflexion ns it is called, but of
course there is nothing irregular about the refl(^xion, it is

only the distrilnition of boundaries which is comjdicated, the
reflexion is as simple as ever ;— ex'cept. indeed, to some
extent when the size of tlie .seattcriiTj: p:irtic'«^s has lo l)o

taken into account and the blue uf the 5k> eu'erges. i3ut

my point is that this kind of opacity also is after all of the
reflexion kind, and the gradnd destruction of the advancing
wave—whether it he by dust in the air or, as Lord Kayleigh
now suggests, perha|)s by the discrote molecules themselves,
by the same molecular property rnn^^es rcfract'on and diss-

persion—must result in a minute di^ldition and a mode of

wave propagation not wholly tlitt'erent troni C4ible-signalling
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or from the tmnsmTssion of light through oondnctors. So that

the red of the sunset sky and the green of gold-leaf marnot be
after nil very diff<5renf ; nor is the arrival-curve of a telegraph
signal a wholly distinct plienonionon.

There is a tliird kind of ojiacity, that of lampblack, where
the molecules appear to take up tlio energy direct, converting

it into their own motion, that is into heat, and whore there

appears to be little or nothing of the nature of reflexion. I
am not prepared to discnsa that kind at present.

It is interesting to note that in the most resisting and
oapadouB cable that ever was made, where all the fealores of

every wave arrive a'^ obliterated as if one were trying to

signal by heat-pulses through a sla'o, that even there the hecui

of every wave travels imdistortcd, with the velocity of light,

and suffers nothing but attenuation j for the supeiposed re-

Yersed field is only called out by the arrival of the direct pulse,

and never absolntdy reaches the strength of the direct field.

The attenuation may be excessiye, but the signal is there

in its riglit time if only we have a sensitive enough instm-
ment to detect it

;
though it would be practically useless as a

signal in so extreme a c;\se, bein^ practically all tnil.

Nothing at all reaches the distant end till i\w lurht-speed-

tinie has elapsed ; and the light-spoed-time ii a calile depends

on the /i and K of its insukting sheath, depends, if that is

not simply cylindrical, on the product of its self-indnctance and
capacity per unit length ; but at the expiration of the light-

Bpeed*time the head of the signalling pulse arrivcB, and
neither wire-resistance nor insulation-leakage, no, nor mag-
netic-condiif rivitv, can do anything either to retard it or to

injure its sharpness : they i-an only enfeeble its strength, but

they can do that very clfeotuuliy.

The transmitter of the pulse is self-induction in coiijuiiciion

with capacity : the chief practical enfeebler of the pnlse

is wire-resistance in conjunction with capadtj ; and before

Atlantic telephony is nossible- (unless a reallj distortionless

c-able is forthcoming) the copper core of an ordioaij cable

will have to be made much larger. Nothing more is wanted

in order that telephony to America may be achieved. There

may be practical dilhcuhic^ coimeeted with the mechanical

stitrhcss of a stout core and the worrying of its guttapercha

sheath, and these difHculties may have to be lessen^ by aiming
at dutortionless conditions—^it is well known also that for

high frequencies a stout core must be composed of insulated

strands unless it is hollow—but when such telephony is accom-
plished, I hope it will be recollected that the full and complete

principles oi it and of a great deal else connected with tele*

2JE2
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graphv hiu <' been elaborately and thoroughly laid down by
Mr. Heaviside.

There h a paragraph in lfoxwe]l» oonoerning the way
a curreDt rises in a conductor and affects the snrronndinff

space, whif^ is hy no mean^ satisfactory : it is Art. 80£
He iiikes the current as starting all along the wire, settiog np
a slieath of opposition indncfd cnrrf»nts in the surrounding
ini|ip!T*M'tly insulatin;; dielcH tric, ^vbich gnuioally dift'uso out-

wards an(i (lie away, leuving at lust the full inductive etYect

of the core-current to be felt at a distance. Thus* there is

supposed to be a difiPusion of energA- outwards from the wire,

which he likens to the difiusion ofheat.

But, as Mr* Heaviside has shown^ the true phenomenon is

the transmission of a wave in the space surrounding the

wire^—a plane wave if the wire is perfectly conducting,

a .«H«i;htl3' coned wave if it resists,— a wave- front perpendicular

to the wire and travelling along it,

—

a sort oj beam of dark
light vnth the tvire as its core.

Telegraphic signalling and optical signalling are simiiai

;

bat whereas the beam of the heliograph is abandoned to

space and must go straight except for reflexion and refraction,

tile telegraphic beam can follow the sinuosities of the wire and
be guided to its destination.

If the medium conducts slightly it vill be dissipated

in situ; but if the wire conducts imperfectly, a minute trickle

of energy is constantly directed inwards radially towards the

wire core, there to be dissipated as heat. I'arallel to the

wire flows the main energ}^ stream, but there is a small

amount of tangential grazing and inward flow. The initial

phenomenon does not occur m the wire, gradually to spread
outwards, but it occurs in the surrounding medium, and a
fraction of it rrradii.'dly converges inwards. Tlie advancing
waves are not cylindrical but ])lane waves, and though the

ditfusing waves are cylindrical they advance inwards, not
outwards.

I will quote from a letter of Mr. Heaviside's:—" The easiest

way to make people understand is, perhaps, to start with a
conducting dielectric with plane waves in it without wires,

[thus gettmg] one kind of attenuation and distortion. Then
introduce wires of «o resistance ; there is no difference except
in the way the lines of force distrilmte [enabling the wires to
guide the |)lane wnve<«]. Then introduce !iin<jTietic con-
ductivily in the niediiiui, [thereby getting] ihc other kind of
attenuation and distortion. Transfer it to the wires, makincr
it electrical resistance. Then abolish the first electric con^
dnctiviiy, and yon haTe the usual electric telegraph,'*
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OpACUTT 09 Gh>LD-LVilF«

Now returning to the general solution (5) let us ftpply it

to calculate the opacity of gold-leaf to light.

Take <rs=2U()0ft square contim. per sec.,

p='27rX 5 X 10" per sec. ;

then the critical quantity Air/pal^ or (7) is

8x9x10^ _ 1800

5 X lO^x 2000 K/Ko
"*

KJK^'

This number is probably considerably bigger than unity

(unless, indeed, the spedfio inductive capacity K/Ko of gold
is immensely large, vrbich may indeed be the case—refractive

index 40, for instance,—only it becomes rather difficult to

define) ; so that^ approximately,

or the damping distance is

-^f^
X 10^ oentim.s ^ microcentimetre,

whereu il>e w.ve4ength in «r i.

6 X 10"* centim. ss 60 microcentimetres.

Tlic <!;ini)>ing distance is therefore <>('tling nearer to the

right onler of magnitude, but the o))aeity is still excessive.

A couiinon thickness for gold-leut is stated to be half a

wave-length of light ; that is to say, UO times the dami>ing
distance. Hence the amplitude of the light which gets

through a half*wave thickness of gold is of that which
enters ; and that is sheer opacity.

[Maxwell's calculation iu Art. 79b, carried out numerically,

makes the damping

c" «r » exp. lO^a?) for gold,

S i I juation (8) above; or, for a thickness of luilf ii wuvc-

leugth, lO""^**, which is billions of billions of billions (indeed

a number with 960 digits) times greater opacity than what
wo have here calculated, and is certainly wrong.]

It must, however, be granted, 1 think, that the green light

that emerges from gold-leaf is not properly transmitted ; it

is light re-omitted by the gold *. The incident light, say the

* This would be tluoreaceuce, of courae \ and Dr. Lariuor argues ia

favour of a ample oFdinary expooential ooeffident of absorption even ia

metals. See PbU. Trans. 1884, p« 788, (37.
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red, i*' all «toppod by a tliickncFts less thnn half a wave-length.

The green light may conf ably be iliic to atoms vibrating

fairly in concordance, and not calling ont the conducting

opacity of the metal. If the calculated opacity, notwith-

standing this, is still too great, it is no use assmninff a higher

condaetivity at higher frequency, for tliat wonld axit the

vroiig way. What most be assumed is either some special

moleoilar dispersion theory, or else greater specific resistance

for oscillations of the frequency which get through : nor

in 11 4 th** in)a«5inativ<' fsii^rgestion made immediately below

equaliuu (13) be altog«^tlier lost sight of.

There is, however, the possibility mentioned above that the

reUit've specific inductive capacity of gold, K/K©, if a

meaning can be attached to it, may be very large, perhaps

(though very improbabl}', see Drnde, Wied. Ann. vol. xzxix.

p. 481) comparable with 1800. Suppose for a moment that

it is equal to 1800 ; then the value of the critical quantity (7)

is 1 and the value of m is

vrhich redtiecs the calculated opacity cousiderably, though
still not erough.

In general, calling E/Eo=r, and writing the critieal

number as hjCi we have
ape '

go that aXj-lir ranges from VjA when hjc is big, to c

when hjc is small.

Writing the critical number hjc as tan €, the general value

of « is given by
oX—ir V2c(sec€-1) (M)

This is the ratio of the wave-lenglh in air to the damping
distance in the material in general ; meuuiug by " the damp-
ing distance" the thickness which reduces the amplitiide m
the ratio exl, (14) represents cxpreiiaion (5); compare
with (1^).

7%#ofy i/it/V/m»

So far nothing bus been miA abuut the liiuiiuiion of the

mediam in space, or Um cflVn^t of » Itoundary, but quite

recently Mr. Heavisido lias calli»d my nth'ntion to a special
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theory, a sort of Frosnel-like theory, which he has given
for infinitely thin films of finite conductance ; it is of remark-
able simplicity, and may give results more in accordance
with experiment than tne theory of the nniversiil opaque
medium without boandary, hitherto treated : a medium in

which really the soarce is immersed.
Let a film, not so ihick as f^old-leaf, but as thin as the

hinek spot of n soap-lnibl)le, ho interposod porprndicnlnrly

between source and rcn^eivcr. I will quote from * Electrical

Papers,' vol. ii. p. 380 :
—" Lat a plane wave Ei=/lh'IIi

moving in a nonconducting dielectric t;triko flush an ex-

ceedingly thin sheet of metal [so thin as to escape the need
for attending to internal reflexions, or the doable boandary,
or the behaviour inside] ; letEj^^vHs be the transmitted wave
out in the dielectiic on the other side, and E^ss—/avH| be the

reflected wave *.

• Qenend Pnncn)les.—It may be convenient to expkun here the
piinciples on wliich Mr. Ileavisifle arrives at his remiurkably neftt

expression for a wave-frout in an insulating medium,

or as it maj be more fully aod vectoriaUy written,

w lierc E !i voLtor i cprt -souting the electric intensity (proportional to

the electric displacement), H is the magnetic intensity, and v is unit

normal to the wa\e-front. E and H are perpendicular vectors in the

same plane, «. e. in the seme phase, and Ba » are all at right angles to

each other.

The general electromairoetic equations in an insulating medium are

perhaps auflScieotly well Known to be, on Mr. Heaviside's system,

curl H — KE and —curl E = l-f-VL,

where " curl " u U»e vector part of the operator v, aJid where Maxwelle
vector-potential and other comptoritieB iMve been diepeDsed with.

[In case tlu so equations are not familiar to Students I inierpolate a
parentheticiil oxphmatuui wlilcli may be ntiliswl m* skippci at pleasure.

The orthodox definition of Maxweil's name curl ' is that b is called

the eurl of awhen tiie suTface-intwrsl ofb throu<^h an area is equal to the

line-integral of around its bouiuLiry, a belntr a voL-tor or a CDiiipoiieut

of ft vector agreeing evervw hero with the boundary in direction, and b
being a vector or compomut ui vector everywhere normal to the area.

Thus it is an operator appropriate to a pair of looped or interlocked

circuits, sufli u.s the electric and the magnetic circuil-i always are. The
first of the above fundamental equations represents the fact of electro-

magnetism, specially as caused by displacement currents in an insulator,

the second represents the fiict of magneto-electricity, r'araday's magneto-

electric induction, in any medium. Taking the ^ec .iv] first, it ptates the

fundamentfd law that the induced EMF in a houudarv eq^uals the rate of

change in the lines of force passing through it : ainoe the EMF or step

of potential all round a contour is the line-integral of the electric uiteDrity

E Toimd it| so that
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At the flheei we hare

k being the cond ueii vi t}' of the slieet of tiiickneflfi Therefore

Bi Hi" El • •
^^^^

wherefore — (>qiml< flu* curl of E. (The .statement of this second
circuital law is entirely due to Mr. Ueayiside ; it is now largely adopted
and greatly simplifies MaicweU't trettment, aliolishing the need for

Tector potential.)

The tirst of the above two fundaiuental equations, on the other hand,
dopeudu on the fact that a current round a contour excites lines of mag-
netic force through the area bounded by it, and states tiie law l^tw
total magnetomotive force, or line-intej/ral of the magnetic intensity

round the boundary, is equal to 4jr times the totnl current through itj

the total current beiug the " ampere-turud " of the practical Engineer.
Expnedng this ]aw in terms ofcunoit density c, wb write

MMF ^ j lids = 4}r€ = j'{*4iredS;

so always current-densitj lepNsentB the cuil of tiie magnutie field due
to it, or curl H=4jrc.

Now in a conductor csnkE, but in an insulator c=sD, the rate of change
of displacement or Maxwell's displaoement-coneat " } aod the di^
plaoemeiit itself is propoitioiial to the intensiljy of the electiic fisld^

J} »;^E } hetiee the vilue of cuirent density in general h

4»
whence in general

curlU= 4trAe£+KK- (4irjk+K|»)£,

and in an insulator the conductivitv k is nothing.
The connexion between " curl ' so defined and is explained as

follows. The operator v applied to a vector B whose components are
X Y Z gives

(•/.+4 +*|)<«+^-^' + *Z).

whioh| worked outy yields two parts

also called conTergcuce, and

or say -{- jri + Tc^^ where ^ 7 C components of a spin-like

•vector Now a theorem of tSir George Stokea shows thai ihe uoriual

oomponent of « integrated over an^ area is equal to the tangential com-
ponent of H integrated all round its honndaiy ; hence Vv and curi. are
the same thing*
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I)r. Oliver Lodge on Opa<My* 405

H is reflected positively and E negatively. A perfectly con-

dnoting barrier is a perfect reflector; it doubles the magnetic
force and destroys the electric force on the »de containing

the incident wave, and transmits notliintr/'

[I must here intorpolate a remark to the effect that tliough

it can hardly be doubted that the above boundary conditions

(tangential continuity of both E and H) are correct, yet

in general we cannot avoid some form of ntber-theory

Whenever m w zero it follows that 11 has no dreuUtioD but is

the derivative of ru owlinary ringle^valued potential ftmctioD, whose
rfVsssX<ic+ Ydy+Zdz. ! n flectromagnetism this coudiiiou is by no means

aatifltied. E and II or 11 aud E are both full of circulation, and their

dtcidto are interlaoed. Fluctuation in E by giving ri«e toeunmit eaiuM
H; ftnetnation in H eawes indneed E.]

Now differentiating only in a direction normal to a plane wnve
ndvancmg aIon{r the operator ^'v Ixcomes simply tW/rir wfum npj^ed
to any vector in the wave-front, the scalar part of v being nothing.

Bo the aecond of the above fundemental eqaatkme ceo be mitten

or
dE
an-'"'

so, ignoring any svipeiposcd comtaut fields no radiation interest, E aud
H axe vectors in the same phase at right angles to eeeh other, end their

tensora are >rheii l\v E — ^. IT,

Similarly ol' course the other eaui^on fumi^es lIsKt^E ; thus giving

the ordinary Kftv^=l, and Ukewue the fact that the dectrlc and mag-
netie eneigiea per unit yolusM exe eq^ual, ^KE''= .^/«H'.

A wave travelling in the opposite dUrection will be indicated by
Ess —fivlii hence, as is well known^ if either the electric or the

magnetic dutnrhanoe ie leveiaed in eign the direction of advance ie

reversed too.

(The readiest way to juetifv the equation Ess^ell, « no$teriori^ in to

<umine the two well-known ncta oMained above, viz. that the electric

and magnetic energies are eqoal in a true advaneing wave, and that

«»l//^^Kj then it follows at once.)

Treatment of an insnlnfiny houndary.—At the boundary of a different

medium without cuuductivity the tangential continuity of E and of H
across the buuudaiy gives us the equations

E, + E, = E,

H, + =Hj,

where the suffix 1 refers to incident, the suflix 2 to traosmitted, and
the suffix 3 to reflected warea.

Hi+Hy may he replaced by /t*r(E, - E^), sint « tbr n fleeted wave is

revened ; ao we ehall have, for the aecond of the continuity eqoationa,

B,-E,»^E,«nmE,}

I
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406 Dr. OKver Lodge on Opacity.

whon wp have to lay down continuity conditions, and,

accordinfT to tlie particular kind ot" ajther-tln'ory adoj)ted eo

will the boundary con<liiioiis liitFer. My present (>l)ject is to

awaken a more general interest in the subject and to repre-

sent Mr. Heaviside's treatment of a simple case ; bnt it must
be tuideratood that the oontumity oonditions u|

[
rupriaie to

oMi^Qe incidence have been treated by other great maiihe*

floatical pbyaiciats, notably by Drude, J. J. Thomson, and
Larmor, also by Tjord Rnyleigli, and it would gnmify
enlarge tlif^ s'co|>e <>1 this Addre-- if I were to try to discns^s

the ditticnlt and j^onieiimes contnnersial (jiicstions which
arise. 1 iuihi he content to refer readers interested to the

writings of the i'hvsicists quoted—especially 1 may refer to

J. J. Thomson's 'ileoent Researches,* Arts. 35:1$ to ami
to Larmor, Fhil. Trans, 1895, toI. 186, Art 30, and other

places.]

Now aj.j.ly this to an example. Take k for gold, as we
have done before, t*. he 1/2000 /x s»econds per square centim.

and t?=3x 10^" ceutim. |ier sec, for v is the velocity in the

n being tbt iiulex of if^mction, and m tbe idstave uidtietiTitf. Hcnoe,
ddiiig and subtnctiiig,

sad
Ej _ _ l—nm ^

weli-kuowu optical expivsaiuns for the transmitted and reflected ampli-
todet at perpemliealar ineidMiee,«zi^ that thepom
of a transparent medium is usuidly overlooked.

Tri'iifinettt (if a eonthirfhtr/ hrnmrftiri/. -But now. If thfl medium on the

other aidt; of tUt! bouudary in u c*jndactur in^icad of a dielectric, a term
in one uf the general equations must be modified

j
and, instead of

curl II^lv^E, we ahaU iMve, aa the fiindimentsl eqnatioo inalde the
medium,

ax

or more generally {4irk-{-Kj))Vl.

So, on t]i(» far side of m ihin >lici' ot thicknc?* r, tlic inag-nftic intensity

li^ is not et^ual lu liit; iuttiasity il^-^llg uu the ueai- :^ide, but in less hj

and this explain the eeeond ol the continuity eqnilMHia immediately
following in the trxt.

in a quite gcner.il cu?:*'. wln re l\\<: pds^iUilitie* ot" eontluctivity and

capa<?ity Szc.nre iutrodiiceil at ouc-, tlh' rutin of K/ll u uut or (7* K)^f
j 1

hut i:-
(
y+ «7> )'(47rA -|- K/>) ' un- w;i\ < ^ in a jfont^ral inatf rial ui^dium,

may always be put zero), or (K-H^Li'^Q+i*^)"* for waves guided bj
a leoraoig wire Hooufffa a kaky diilwtrio.

The addition of (rii-l < trie c^pfu'ity t^j roiuluctivitv in a tilm is there-

fore aimple enough aud rutuUs ui «u e^uatiun i|uot«cl in the text below.
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dielectric not in the conductor ; then take a film whose
thickness z h one twentv-fifth of a wave-len^h of the

incident hght^ and the ratio of the transmitted to the

incident amplitude comes out

irvz 200*

Some mensTirements made by W, Wien at Berlin in 18^J8

(Wied. Ann. vol. xxxv.)^ with a bunscn-hnrner as source of

radiation, give as the act'i;il proportion of the transmitted

to the lonp^-wave incident li;;ht, for n^old whose thickiicsa is

10~'^ ct5ntii»)., 'OO^o or l/iJOO ; while lor gold one quarter as

thick the proportion was 0*4 (see Appendix 11. |)age 414).

He tried also two intermediate thicknefisee, and thontfh

approximately the opacity increases ¥rith the square of tbe

thickness, it really seems to increase more rapidly : as no
doubt it ought, us the boundaries separate. However, for

a thickness X/25 I suppose we may assume that about l/3rd

of the light would be triinsmitted, whereas the film-theory

Simpff treatmetd of the E^M, theort/ of lit/ht.'-'lt U tempting to diow
how rapidly tlic two fuiKl:iineiital electronin^jruetic equations, in Mr. TTeavi-

gide's I'orin, lent to tho electromHiiiu'tic theorv nf light, if we ftttond

specially to the diieclion normal to the plaue uf the two perpeudiculai*

-vectoiB £ and H, to the dixeetkm alonflr aiy so thatv«fd/d!r and

III &U ioMilatin^' nu*iiuun the equations are

curlll ss KE and —curU^s^U

;

now cnrWYvH^y amce bO in this oaae, bo

V*HsEvt:»Keiirl£> -K^U;
or, in ordinaiy fonn,

and thoi"e are the wave««.

if this is not ri^oruu^^ thert^ m no ditHcultv iu tiiidii^ it done properly

in other placea. I behere it to be deanhle to fealiie things simply as
well.

la a conducting medium the fundamental equations are^ one of themi

OttrlH>iK£:+4ir^l^»CK|»-t-4ir^)K,

while tht.; other remain.'^ nnchnn<red ; unless we like to introduce the BOH-
existent auxiliary ^, which would uuike it

and would cover wires too.

So -v^II- (477^4. K;>)ty-t-/4;>m,

the general wave equation. In all these equationsp stands fur djdt ; buL
lor nie special siae of simply hsniUHiie disturbance of fiequency />/2ir, of

come? ip era be rabslitiitM*
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408 Dr. Oliver Lodge on Opacii^.

avw (1/200)^ ; so even now a metal oaloalates ooltoo opaqae^
Siou^ it is niher less hopelessly discrepant than it used to

be. The resalt, we see, for the infioitdj thin filing is inde-
pendent of the frequnncy.

8j)eciHo inductive capaeity iias not been taken into account
in the metal, but if it is it does not improve matters. It

does not make much ditFerence, unless very Ijir^e, but what
di^l'ereuce it does make is in the direction of increabiog

opaottjr. In a letter to me Mr. Heaviside gives for €bib

opacity of a film of highly oonductiiifif dielectric

1^ = { (l+2irM«'^)' + (imo^/vy } ' • • U^)

where I have re[)laced his ^^vzls.p Vast term by an expression

with tlie merely relative numbers K/Kq and f^/^. called e

and m re^jpectively, thus uiakiii<r it easier to realise the

magnitude of the term, or to calcmate it nomericallj.

Theory of a Slab.

An ordinary pif ce of ^^old-leaf, however, cannot pro[)erly

be treated as an intiuiteiy thin film ; it must be treated as a

slab, and reflexions at its boundaries must be attended to.

Take a slab between .r=0 and .v=/. The equations to be

satisfied inside it are the siniplitied forms of the general

fnndamental ones

k being l/<r, and K being ignored ; while outside, at x^l,
the condition E=f(t;H has to be satisfied, in order that a

wave may emerge.

Thefollowing solutions do all this if ^^inrfAkp :

—

\ qv^p /

/) V qv-i> r
Conditions for the coniiiKiity oi both E and B at 4?=0

suffice to determine A, namely if Hj is the incident and

Es H3 the reflected wave on the entering side, while Eq
are the yaloes just inside, obtained by patting «=0 in the

abore,

Addmg, we get a value forA in terms ofthe incident light Ei,

th^qv-p)=A { {qv+/>)*/''— iqv —p) .
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Dr. Oliver Lodge on OpaaUf, 409

whence we can write £ anywhere io the slab,

Pot x^lf and call the emergent light £9 ; then

and tliis coii?^titiit»'« tlip mon'jun' of the o(»acity of a slab^

being tlie proportion of ineiilent light tnuisiiiitted.

It if» not a simple oxpre«?»i()ii. because of course /) signifios

the operator djdtj and though it becomes simply ip for a

simply harmonic diatnrhance^ yet ihat leaves q complex.
However, Mr. Heaviside has worked ont a complete expres-

sion for which is too long to quote (he will no doubt be
pnblisliin<' the whole thing himself before ]ong)»biit for slabs

of consiaerable opacity, in which therefore multiple re-

flexions may he neglected^ the only important term is

with

for light in gold ; and

» 27r iir 1 1 ^= = "STi—K = oF about.
av ok 30x5 25

So the effect of attending to reflexion at the walls of the slab

is to still further diminish ihe amplitude that gets through^

below the it^ appropriate to the nnbounded mediami in the

ratio of ^^^> or about a ninth.

Efeet 0/ each Boundary^

It 28 interesting to apply Mr. HeaTiside's ihmar to a stody

of what hapnous at the first honndary alone^ inaependent of
subsequent clamping.

Inside the metal, by the two fundamental equations, we
have

and by continuity across the boundary

where still 9's4vyii^.

I

I

I
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410 Dr. Oliver Lodge on Oj^acity,

Therefore, for the transmitted timplitade

and for the reflected

or rationalising iind writing amplitudes only, and under-
standing by p no longer d/dt in general, but onlj Sir times
the freqnencj,

Any thickness of metal multiplies this by the factor
and then comes the second boundnry, which, according to

what luis hern done above, has a (Oinixiratively small hut
peculiar etfect ; for it oufyht to change the amplitude from pi
into p, that is to give an emergent amplitude

instead of the above incident on the second boundary

3p/^ E,e-': . . (80)

that is tor ihe C4^w of li^lit in fjold, for which p/aw is smaJlf

to change 2/ y/2 into i V2, in other words, to double it.

The effect of the first bonndary alone, pi, is - ^ or say

118, mul this is a greater reduction effect than that reckoned
above for the two boundaries together.

Thns tiie obMafdetiye effiBci of the two bonodartea together

comes ont less than that of the first bonndary alone—an
apparently paradoxical resnlt. Abont one^iffhteenth of the

lignt-amplitude gets through the first boundary, but abont

one-ninth gets throngh the whole slab (ignoring the geo-
motrically proj[^ressive decrease due to the tliiclcness, that is

ignoring <?~*^, ami nttending to the effect of the boundaries

alone ; which, liowever, cannot physically he done). At
first sioht this was a ])reposterous and ludicrous result. Tlie

second or outgoing boundary ejects from the medium nearly

double the amplitude falling upon it from inside the con-

dnctor I Bnton writing this, in snbstance, to Mr. Beaviaide

he sent till the needful answer by next post. "The incident

distarbance inside is not the whole diatarbance inside."
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Tbat explains the vliole paradox—there is the reflected

beam to be considered too. At the entering boundary the

incident and reflected amplitudes are in opposite phase, and
nearly equal, and their algebraic sum, whicli is transmitter,

is small. At the emerging boimdarv tlip incident and re-

flected ain])litu(los arc in the same plka.«f\ niid nearly equal,

and their ;il Hebraic sum, which is transiiiittf d, is large—is

nearly double either ut tiiem. But it is a curious action :—
either more light is pushed out from the limiting boundary
of a conductor than reaches it inside, or else, 1 sappose,

the velocity of light inside the meial mnst he greater

than it is outside^ a result not oontradictod hy Kundt's
refraction experiments, and suggested by most optical

theories. It is worth writing out the slab theory a little

more fully, to make sure tl:ere is no mistake, thoti^jh the

whole truth of the heliin iour of bodies to liolit cm Itardlv be

reached withouta eomifrelinisive inolecnlar disp('r;siou theory.

I do nut think Mr. lleavitido has published his slab theory

anywhere yet. A slab theory is worked out by Prof. J. J.

Thomson in Froow Boy. Soc. vol. xlv.; hat it has partly

for its ohject the discrimination between Maxwell's and other

rival theories^ so it is not very simple. Lord Kelvin*s Balti-

more lectures probably contain a treatment of the matter.

All that I am doing, or think it necessary to do in an
Addres<, is to put in palatable form matter already to a few
leach'rs likely to b*? more or less known : in some cases

perhaps I'tl; knoNvii and objected to.

The opiual fractions oi" »Sir George JStokes, commonly
written Ice /, are defined, as everyone knows, as follows.

A ray falling upon a denser body with

incident amplitude 1 yields a reflected

amplitude h and a transmitted c» A
ray falling upon the boundary of a

rare body with incident amplitude 1

has an internally refleeted amplitude r

and an emer^eot /. (xeneral prin-

ciples ol" r('versil>ility show that

^» -f^= 0, and that + 0/*= 1 in a trans-

parent medium.
Now in our present case we are attending to perpeudicniar

incidence only, and we are treating of a conducting slab;

indeed, we propose to consider the obstructiN c power of the

material of the slab so great that we need not suppose that

any appreciable fraction of light reflected at the second surface

returns to complicate matters at the lirst surface. This limita-

tion by no means holds in Mr. Heaviside's complete theory, of

coarse, but I am taking a simple case.
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The charucteri.'^ilc luiiuber which governs the phenomenoQ

» ^ or ^) a number which for light and gold we reckoned as

being about that is decidedly smaller than unity, a being

^/{t'lrpkp) or ^® characteristic nutnbor pjcto

we will for brevity writ« as and we will express ampUtndee
for perpendioniar incidence only, as follows :

—

Incident amplitnde 1,

externally reflected ^»= —
-J

entering

Incident again 1,

l+d-/*)'
internally reflected |^ (i +/!)»}

emergent /=

(It must be remembered that e and / refer to the «iecond

boundary aloney in accortlanee with the above diagram.)

Thus the ani]>litnde transmitted by the whole !=lab, or

rather by l>oili surfaces together, ignoring the opacity ot its

material lor a nionient, is

1+ (L + A)*

To replace in this the effect of the opaque material, of

thickness /, wo have only to multiply by the appropriate ex-

ponential damper, so that the amplitude ultimately trans-

mitted by thejuab is

times the amplitude originally incident on its front face.

This agrees with the expression (18) specifically obtained

above for this ciise, but, once more I repeat, miilti]>]e reflexions

have for simplicity been here ignored, and the medium has
been taken as highly conducting or very opaque.

But even so the result is interesting, especially the result

for /. To emphasize matters, we may take the extreme case

when the medmm is so opaque that h is nearly zero ; then h
is nearly — 1, e is nearly 0, being A v^, e is the same as h
except for sign, and /is nearly %,
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An 0|i«qiM slab transmits SAV"^ tho incident light

envgfi ito first boundary tniii>inits only 2nA'. The second
or ompr^ent })oiin<lary donbles the amplitude. Taken in

coiiTiexion 'with iho tacts of fsolpctive absorption and tho

timing of moiecuie< to vihratioiis of certain frequonry, I

tliink that this fact can hardly be without influence on the

green transparency of gold-leaf.

Afpbkdix I.

IfB. HMkTuaaa^s IfoU sn EletirieiU Warn m St^W^Uf,

[OmMnited to a ilisaission »t the PhTSMsl Sodetj in June 1897

1

sse Mr. Whitehcnl's paper, Fbfl. Msg. Angnsl 1897.]

««To find tiie attenuation suffered by eleetrioal wares tfaroq^
the cunductance of sea-water, the finft thing is to aseertain

whether, at tlu^ fr.»quenpy proposed, the conductance is panmoDoti
or tl>o permittance, or u 1 ether both must be count<'d.

*• U is not neeessary to investigate the problem for any particular

form of circuit from Which the wares proceed. Tlie attenuating

fMstor for plane waves, due to Maxwell, is suHicitmi. If its validity

be qnestioned for circuits in general, then it is enough to take the

case of a simply-periodic i>oint source in n eonti'ifHinf]^ dielectric

(' Electrical I'ajjerM,' vol. ii. p. 422, § 29). The atteuuating constant

in the same, viz. (ei^uution (19^) loc cit.):—

when n/2w is the frsquenoy, h the ooadoetivity, e the permifetiri^,

end ^ being the ^udinty.
" The attenuator is then e-^^ distance r from the source, ss

in plane waves, disregarding variations due to natural spreadin<:j.

It is thuH proved ior any circuit of moderate size compared with

the wave-leugth, from which simply periodic waves t»pread.

*'The formula must be used in general, with the best values of h
and c procurable. But with long waves it is pretty certain that the

conductance is siinteient to make4ffJr/ca large. Say with oommoD-
saltpsdation ib»(30^i)-^ then

4x1' 2kfxv*

cn
~"

/
if /is the frequency. This is large unless / is large, whether we
assume the specidc c,c^ to have the very laige value 80 or the

bmaller value effectively concerned with light wares. We then

xednoe ii| to

as in a pars oondoetor.

This is practically true perimps even with Hertzian waves, of

which the attenuation has been measured in cO!!nnori «nlt~'^o!jition

by P. Zeemnu. I ^ th<Mi =30'' [and if the ire^^uency is UOO per

second
1
we ^jct /t,^about tj^.tit*

J^hil. ^Joif. 6. b. Vol. 47. 2su. 267. AprU 1899. 2 F
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" Therefore 50 metres is the distance in which the attenuation

due to conductivity i« in the ratio to 1, and there \n no reason

why the conductivity ot sea-water should intertere, if the ?aJue is

like that aasumed above.

These fomniln and rettulto were conmuiiicftlied by me to

Brof. Ayrton at the beginning of last year, he having enquired
Mgardiiii^ the matter, on belialf of !Mr. Evershed I Lelieve.

"The duubt*"!!] }>oint was the cundnctivity. I had no data, but

look the above k Iroui a paper which had Just reached me from
Mr. Zeeman. Now Mr. Whitebefld lues ir-'asSOi*^, which is no
leM than l

' timee ts great. I presume there ib good authority for

this datum *. Xonf^ i>5 ^iven. Fsing it we obtain n^r^^.^jy^.

" Thus '>o metres is reihiced to 13'16 metres. But a considerably

greater conductivity is required before it can be accepted that the

Atateweiita which hare appeared in the press, that the failure o(

the experiments endeavouring to establian telegraphic communica-
tion with a light-ship from the sea-bottom was due to the con-

ductance of the sea, are correci . It seems unlikelv thporetieally,

and Mr. Hteveuson has contradicted it (in 'Nature') trom the

practical point of view. So far as I Jinow, no account has been

Sublished of these experiments, therefore there ie no means of

ndmg the cause of the fiulure.**

Appendix II.

The exp«imeiite of W. Wien on the transparency of metals,

by means of a bolometer arranged to reoeiTe the radiation from a
bunsen burner transmitted through different films, resulted in the

following numbers for the proportion of radiation transmitted.

PkUnum

Iron k Fbtiattm

Ooldl

Golds

Golds

Gold4

6ihw 1 <Uue)

Silfcr S (gngr) ...

Sam3(gny) .

aafw4(1iliM) .

fianr0(gMy).

I

Proportion tranBinittecL

TbickiieM in

Ur' eentim.
BuDfl«u burner

Inminoni.

40+20

50

100

24

95

SO

20

m
274

•32

•10

HMO

<I036

-41

•20

•068

<»D8

<26

I

Bunsen burner
non'luininoua.

'37

•14

<041

•0080

<M0

•065

OOlO

43

Proportion
reflected.

•13

^
•60

180

•06

-19

-78

-60

-40

•W

•M

* Dr. J. L. Tb»\Mud bus I t Ot ntly M»t n studnit to doterniir.o the resistivity

of the sea-water used by Profeiw^r ni^rf^mnti. tb nsitv 1 ^^t. per cc,
and he Hilda it to be 3x10'* c.q.b. at lo 0.—0. J. L', Marcu iem
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The thickness ts In mOlionilit cf * tnilUmetre, t. a. U in tennt
o( the milli-niicrom called by microscopists ^/i.

The tihns wvw. on glas.s, and tlio ahBoiptioa of the gUsa was
allowed for bj control experimente.

It Is to be nndentood that of the whole incident light the pro*

rirtion feflected w first subtncted, aod the residue io then called

in Older to reckon the fraction tmuamitted of that which enters
<he metal, it b<Mn^ nnderstood that t!i(> n-cidiu' which is not trans-

mittpd (say ''JS or 'G.'i in the cast of platinum) is absorbed. It

may be that more aud better work hafi been done on the oi}acit)' of

metils than this: at any rate there seems to me room for it. I
donot ^uote these figures with a strong feeling of ooofidenoe in their

acounu^. They are to be foond in Wied. ^iiw. vol. xzzt. p. 57*

XXXVI. Note on Mr. Sntherland*s Paper on the Cathode Uo^e,

To the Editcrs of the Ph/iosophieal Magazine,

Gentlemen,

IN the ucli nunilx*!* of the PhiIu<o)diical Magazine
Mr. Sutherland coni'id^'rs a rlicorv ol" the cathode rav:j

which i piihlislied in thi** Journal in October l<*»i'7, and in

which the tiuricis of the chargeH were supposed to be the

small corpuscles of which the atoms of the elemeutary bodies

cooldf oo an extension of Front's hypothesis, be sopposed to

be built up. Mr. Sutherland takes the view that in tlio

cathode rays we have disembodied electric charffen, charges

without matter—electrons—their ap))urent mass being due to

the energy due to the magnetic force in the fi»dd around them
varying tin* square of the velocity (see riiil. Mai^. xl. n. 220).

I mav sav that ihc that in the cathode nivs the con-

staney of the mas"^ aro-c iVoni the charge being torn away
from the atom, so ihat we liad only the effective mu5s duo to

charge, occurred to me early in my experiments, but except

in the form (which I gatlier Mr. Snthenand does not adopt),

and which only difiers yerbally from the view I took, that the

atoms are themselves a collection of electrons, that is, ( unsti'-

tute an assemblage of particles the individuals of which are

the same as the carrier? in the cathode rays ; this conception

seemed to nic to he wanting in c-leuruess and |ire<'i<iou, and
beset with <lifficulti»'s iVoni which the other wa-< tVc<'. In

the theory which 1 gather Mr. Sutherland holds of the

cathode rays, we have atoms which are comparatively lar^e

systems ; these can be charged with electricity, of wbioh m
electrons and neutrons we have what correspond to atoms
and molecules, the radius of an electron being about IO"'* cm.

What conception most we form of the connexion between the
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410 Prof. J. J. Thojuson on tfie Cut/mie Uayi.

above and the electron when the atom is charged? The charged
atom cannot hehavo as if the charge were spread over its

surlh'ce ; for if it did it woulil require a
i
iotential fall of about

a million volts to ><• pa rate the electron iVoni the atom. Again,

the value of mfe us deterniined hy the Zeeinan effect is ol the

samj order as that deduced from the deflexion of the cathode

rays, so tliat the charge mast move mdependently of the body
charged. Tbe eleotniu thus appears to act as a aateUite to

the atom.

A difficulty in the way of supposing that mass is entirely

an electrical effec t, and that in the impact of cathode rays we
have electrons striking against nincli larger nuis«?e?, is the

large projiortiou ot tbe energy converted into heat when the

cathode rays strike against a solid. When an electron is

stopped, theory shows that the energy travels off in a i>ul.se of

eleotromaffDellc disturhanoe, and tids energy would only

appear as beat at tbe place etmck if tbe wavee were abeorbed

by the target dose to the point of im{^t ; if these targets

were made of a Bubetance like aluminium, which is truis-

parent to these waves, we should exi)ect much of the energy

to escape in the jiulse. As far as 1 can see the only ad-

vanta'jf' of the electron view is that it avoids the necessity of

sii[i| oving til.' atoms to he F]»lit uji : it has the disadvanta.:o

tiial to explain any property ot the cathode rays such as

Lenard's law of abfloiption, which follows directly from tile

other view, hypothesis after hypothesis bas to be made : it

sopposee that a charge of electricity can exist apart from
matter, of which there is as little direct evidence as of the

divisihility of the atom ; and it leads to the view that cathode

ravs can be prothiced without the interposition of matter at

all by splitting u)> neutrons into electrons : it has no ad-

vantage over the other vi*^w in explaining tbe jtenctration of

solids by the rays, this on both view& is due to the suiailm

of the particles. Until we know something about the vibra-

tions of electrons, it does not seem to throw mncb liglit on
Bontgen rays to say that these are vibrationB of the electrons.

The direct exnerimental investigation of the chemical

nature (so to speak) of tbe cathode rays is very difficnlt, and
though T ha^ e for ^on\Q time past been engaged on experi-

ments with this object; they have not so tar given any decisive

resalt.

Yours very sincerely,

J. J. Thomson,
Oftvsadisk Laboratory, CSinbiidge,

MaiohUtkti^
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XXXVIL NoticM respecting New Books*

Harper's Scien'tific MmozBS. KdlUxl by Dr. J. S. A^ss,
Professor of Phtjsicff ht. Johns Hophins Unhursity, Baltimore.—
L Ths Free Eu:^inst.,ji( of (jiu>e4\ Memoirs by Gay-Lussac, Joule,

and Juule and Thom»ou.—IL PrUnmtic ami Diffraction ^u^clru
;

Mempira bj 1. voa Ffinnhofer. New York A Londoo : Harpor
& Bm., 1898.

T^HBSB two TblniDes fonn the eomroeneemeDt of m seriee o(

tneinoin tm different branehee of phymes, each containing the

more important epoch-making papers in connexion with the

subject of th« memoir. Professor Ames, in addition to editintr the

series, contributes the translations of tlie papers by G-uy-Lu.ssao

and IVaunlioter iu the first and second volume respectively, and
In Sttbfleqnent volimiea tueh anbjects aa **T3ib Seeond liiw of

Thonuodyoamics/' " Solutiona,'' ''The LawB of Qaaea," and
"Routgen Bay«" will, amnno; others, receive similar treatment.

Each paper will be eiiriclied by notes and references, and the

biblioj^raphy ot the subject will be given in an appeudix to each

volume.

Tbe aeriee wilt aenre to bring before Bngliah-apeakiDg readen
the principal foreign daaeica) papers on physical aobjeefcs, and
the r.^printing of the papers published in the nnmerotis and
t'requeiilly inaccessible iournals issued in this country should prove

a great convenience. The litit of American physicists who have

undertaken a share of the editing is a guarantee that the work will

be done with tbe chankoteristio indastrr of our friends aeroaa the

Athntio. J. L. H.

XXXYIII. Proceedings of Learned SoeieUee*

OlOLOOIOAL SOOiftlY.

[Continued from p. dSSa]

December 7th {cant.)—W. Whitakor, B.A., F.Ji.S., President,

in tlic Chair.

2. 'The Permian (Juuglomerates of the Lower {Severn Basiu.'

By W. Wickham King, Esq., F.G.S.

The rocks thus described are the oaloareous con^'lomoratos in-

cluded in the Middle Permian ot the vSbropshire type, and exposed

north of the Abberley and liokey HiUs. Thfee ealoareooa boricona

ooeur, interstratified in sandstones or marie and anrmounted by
tbe Permian breccia. It was the opinion of Kamsay and others

that the materials of the calcareous horizons and of tlie Permian

breccia bad been brooght £rom tbe Welsh border; bat Auckland and
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:

—
Jukea, among others, rl limcd a aouthern derivation for ^ko9e of llie

Permian breccia, from loc;il hill-rangefi to the south. The latter

view acoonlb with tbu iact that the pebblus composing: tboso

calcareous horizons^ and also the broken fragments constituting ihc

Pernuao breoent noith of the Abbeitef avd Liekey ffilb, Are eoaner
in tbe eoiifb«ea«terly direclioD, and gradoaUy beoome finer to the
north-'wcft.

fraf^mctitrt ombefidi'd in tb(^ ^fiddh• I'ormian fulcareous batids

near liic Lickey are chietiy ui' Arciiu^au rocks, hut iu all the other

distrioto deecribed there toe ywy few fook-fh4pnents older tben
Woolhope Limestone. On the other hand, [>eb]>Ie8 of dolomitio Wen-
lock and Carboniferous Limestones arc abundant, while Aymestry
Limestone, Old Ked, Carboniferous, and Lower Permian sandstones

occur in greater or less abundance ; and all tliese rocks, except the

Carboniferous Limestone, may be aeea in situ near at hand to the

eolith. A summary of work dooe in the Halesowen Coal-Meaeare
oonglomerates and ia the Permian brecoia north of the Abberley
and Lickey Uill» ia given, to bring ont one of the lines of axgnment
adoj'tcd.

(1) liidges near tbe Lickey were denuded dow n to tbe Archtcan
Toeks io Upper Garboniferons lime ; therefore, as might have been
expected, both the adjacent Upper Carboniferoiu oonglonierate and
tile Middle Permian calcareous cornstoiie^ are composed of such
fragments of Aroha ati mcks as are to be tbund in situ there, or at

Is uneaton ; and the Upper CarboDiferous conglomerate ia also largely

composed of Pala^ozoio rooks identical with those m itlu on the
flanks of the lidkey.

("2) Tbe Middle Permiun calcareous conglomerate of the other
districts described are f'lr tlie most part made np f)f fragments not

older than tlic \V ooiboiKJ Limestone, which were [>resuiiiably derived

by denudation from ridges which had become more extensive.

f3) The Lickey ridges having been dennded to the Archaean rocks
ana the more extended area to the Woolhope Limestime, the lata
Permian breccias are composed of Archa^n fratrments near the

Lickey, but of rock? not newer than the ^^ nolhope Limestoao in. the

other districts uortii of the Abberiey and i^ickey Hills.

The author has for several years called the ancient ridges from
whi^h these materials were derived the* Merman ^ffighhpdff,* and
claims that the Palapozoic and Arclnean rocks com{K)Hing the stumps
of these hiirhlands lie almost entirely buried under the Trias of

the Midlands .suuth and east uf the S.E. Shrojishii'e and South
Staflbrdshire regions.

Deoember SUt^W. W hit^iker. h,X^ h\KB^ Fieaident,

in the Chair.

The Hollowing commnnioatiom wvn r««d

1. Om a MegaUMaufoid Jaw ftm Uhvti« Bod* near Bridgend,

OUnoiiE«nsyiit. By T« Nt^wton, Knq^. F.Ha, P.a,&
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On the Torsion-Sti'ncf lire of the Dolomites. 419

2. 'The Torsion-Structure of the Dolomites/ By Maria H,
Ogilvie, D.Sc. [Mrs. Gordon].

The paper opeuet with a general account of the work of Hichthofen,

Hojaiwnios, Kothjiletz, Salomon, Brogger, the author, and otheFB

on the Dolomitie area ofSouthern Tyrol. It then gives the resnlfa ofa

detailed survey recently made by the author of the complicated etrat)-

grapby of the rocks of the Groden Pass, the BuchcnsteiTi Talley, and
the massives of Sella and Sett Sass ; together witli ihv author's inter-

pretation uf thefte results, and her applicatiun of that interpretation

to the explanation of the Dolomite region in general. The anOior

Gondudee that oyerthrusts and faults of all types are far more commoo
in the Dolomites than has hitherto been supposed. The arrangcnu nt

of these faults is typically a torsi oii-phruomenon, the ret-ultof the

8Uper])csi(ion of a later upon an earlier strike. This later crust-

movemt'Dt was of Middle Teitiury ago, and one with the movement
wbidi gave origin to the well-known Jndicarian-Aeta phenomena.
The youngest dykes (and also the gratiitc-masses) are of Middle
Tertiary age, while the geographical position of both is the natural

effect of tlio crust-torgifm itsolf. Tlii^J crust-tonfion also fully

explains the peculiar stratigrajiliioal ])h( injmena ia the Dolomite

region, such as the present isolation of the mountaiu-massives of

dolomitie rock.

The Groden Pass area, first aoleeted for deaoription by the author,

is a distorted anticlinal form running approximately N.X.E, and
S.S.W.,anfl iiuludinj!: all the fornvtt ions ranging from ihe BtUt rophon-

Limestone, tlirou^h the Alpine u&chelkalk nnd Buclieuistein Beds,

to the top of the W'eiigea Series. "When studied in section, the strata

of the Pass are found to be arranged in a complex fold form, showing

a central antidinal ^v^th latoral wings, limited < n opposite sides by
faults and Hcxures. Strongly marked overthrusting to S.S.E. in

the nortlierii win«* is rrsponrlrd to hy retnr?i ovorthnists to N.^y.W.

in the southern wing. The strata in the middle limb of the anti-

ciiuiil wiugs bend steeply du\*u wards into knee-boud tiexurcn.

Through these run series of normal and reversed faults, into which
has been injected a network of igneous rocks, giving rise to 'shear-

niid-contact ' breccias, which have previously been grouped as

Buchenstein toff and agglomerates, and referred to the Triassic

period.

The area of movement of the Groden Pass aystem is an elBpsoid in

form. Two fod occur withUi it, where the elmets ofshear and strain

have culminated. The foroes of compression acted not in parallel

lines, but round the area, thus causing torsion of tf r t^arth-crust.

Two xn.'<\\n f uilts occur (with a general east-aud-we.^t trend) whose
actual lines of direction intersect at a point about midway between

the foci of the torsion-eUipsoid. These are the chief strike torsion^

Ihulta ; manyminor onee pass out easterly and westerly from the foci,

fbrmiikg longitudinal or strike tors ion -bundles. The strike

system nf fanlt'^ i<? cut by n series of diagonal or transverHO

cnrved ])ranclmig faults, with a more or lens uorth -easterly or north-

westerly direction. These diagonal fault*; may cut each other, or
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may oombinu to form characteristic tor sion- on rves. ihe author
rogarda the longitadiiial and diagonal faults at eouatitatiug oik^

ayitem. Eadi poiiioD on one side of the anticlinal forui of tkm
system has iU reciprocal on the other side. The Spitz Kofl eyiicline

on the north is the reciprocal of that of Selln on the south, the
Lan^koU uu the &outh-we8t of that of Sass So&jce ou the oorth-eaaty

and m on.

The anttdioal area of the Bnehenstein YbUcj is next deeerlbodi

Here we hare a torsion-f^yHtem similar to that of the Oroden Pam^
and made up of similar elements ; but the western portion of the
nnticHtuil is much prmiprrs.^pd nnd displaced. Opposing areas of
dt'pret«MioQ are also fuuinl lu-re, lliat of Sella and Sett Sass on tho
north being reciprocated by ihut ol the Murmolutu on the south, and
soon. The porphyrite>sills have here heen maiuly injected into fbv
knee-bends of the northern wing of the antklinal form, but ignaoiHl
injections nnd contaet>i>henomena are also met with in some of tibs

tmnsvprse fnnlt>«.

A full descriptiou iu given of tlie sequence and stratigraphy in tli€|

Sella massive— ouoe regarded by some auLhorities as a Trios^
ooi«l-Teef, Tlus is an ellipsoidal synclinal area with NJf.E. nndt
8.S.W* axea twiated to north-east and south-west. Peripheral oreiw
thrusts hnve taken place oTitwar,! from the massive, iu such a wiiy
OS to buckle up the rocks like a broad-topped fan-structure, und the«e*

overthrusts are traced by the author completely round the masgiTe,
A central infold of Jnrassio strata ooeurs on flie platsnn, where thst

Upper Triaahas been overthrust inwards on three sides of&e infSbld.'

The author next passes in t ( iew the rssolts obtained in the nxv^
of Sett S r^. etc. and abowB how they all present eonespDndU^
tectonic phenomena.
The district thus studied in detail by the author forms a typioA^

nnit in the stmctural ibaturea of the Dolomite region. It is eiit ott
to the eastward by the limiting fanlt (north-and-south' otBmmtk
de Stria, am! to the westward by tlie parallel fault of Sella Joeh^
These HP- til liiiitf confines, which limit n four-sided area, influenced
by tho ( ii.Kli'u I'ass lorsion-ayst< ni on the north and the Huclienstein
\ uiic\ system ou the south. The liujil*» of this four-sided fixUTd
indnde a eomponnd area of depression (formed by the Sella andSetl
Saas synclinals) traversed by the diagonal Oynpoilungo iNUdde.
* The area displays in a marked degree tlie phenomena ofintcrferenoit

cross-faults cutting a series of peripheral overthni^ts round the
synclines, and parallel flexure-faults between the anticlinal buckler
and the synclinal axes.'

In oondusion, the author applies her resnlts to the intopetafieBi
of the eomplexities of the Judicarian-Asta region of the llolomitee
in general, and also to the explanation of the chaxioteruitio

structural forms of the Alpine system aa a whole.

mi
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MAT im.

XXXIX. 'I%e EfeOi of Tmperaiure and of Circular Mouh
nauaUim on iHrnmiudwally Magnetized iron Wire. Bv
F. H. PiTCHRB, AAJSv.t Demofutraior in Pl^net^ BfeOiU
Umvertity, Montreal*,

OlfjecU of ilie Inveitigation,

IN cemmencing these experiments in October 1894, the
original intontioii wns to investigate only the effect of

temperature on the iiiugiietization of iron. With this object

the specimen was heated in a j)latinnm tnbe, maintained at a

steady temperature by meims of au electric current. The
temperature was inferred from the redstanoe of the platianm
tube, which was yerjnniformly heated and extended for some
distaikoe beyond the ends of the iron wire. This proved to be
a Tery perfeot method of heating, as the toinperatnre could

be easily varied and accurately regulated and measured. The
current in tho platinum tube was also without magnetic nffect

on the specimen or the magnetometer, and the specimen was
necessarily at the same mean temperature as tlio enclosing

tube. A concentric brass tube formed the return lead.

Unfortnnately there was some diffionlfy at the outset in

procuring Bnitable platlnnm tubes, and the attempt to make
tubes in the Uiboratory by rolling up strips of pUtinnm foil

did not prove entirely satisfactory owing to the inferior

quality of the foil. The tubes invariably cracked and became
nselesB before a complete series of obseryations had been

• Oommooiflsted by Fto£ H. L. Ciifltiidv, ILA., P.B.S.

PkU. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 47. No. S68. May 1899. % Qt
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obtained. The incomplete series of tests obtained in tlifs

mnnnor ^vere, bowovor, of interest M a verification of the
method subserpn'fitly adopted.

In the meaniiuii', wliilo mvaitinnf the production of snitablo

tubes, it was thout;lit that iiitrrestinir rosiilts might be ob-
tained bv heatirjM the iron wire with an electric current

passed tnrongb the "wke itself, and dedocing its mean tem-
peratnre from its resistance, with the aid of the formnla

TeriEed by Prof. Oallendar (Phil. Trans , A. 1887, p. 2i5) by
the direct comparison of platinum and iron wires* The
objection to this method of heating is tliat the wire is cir-

fMiltnly inajinotizcd bv the heating current, and that it i-;

necessary to disentangle the effects of the temperature change
and ot" the circular magnctizatiun on the longitudinal mag-
netization of the specimen. The effect of the circular field

itself, however, is not without interest.

In order to disentangle theee effects, three separate series of
observations were taken for the same range of current or circu-

lar field, (i) in a very high vacuum
; (2) in air at atmospheric

pressure; (3) in a current of water. In case (1) a cnrrent

of 16 amperes sufficed to heat the wire above its critical

temperature ; in case (2) the highest temperature was
400^ C. : in case (^6) the heating effect was practically

negligible.

Methods Measurement Aiiopted.

The iron wire specimen was magnetized by moans of a
specially constructed solenoid, and the intensity of mag-
netization I at any time was observed by moans of the

deflexion of a magnetometer, tlie dirt ct f fpi f t of the solenoid

being very carefully conipeur*ated by means of a balancing

coil in the usual manner. The broadside-on position was

adopted lor the test in preference to the vertical or the end-

on position, as it had been fonnd by preliminary tests that|

if the distance of the specimen from the um^etometer were

suitably adjusted, the broadside>on method agreed mndi
more closely with ballistic tests of the same specimen than

either of the more usual positions. The value of the Earth's

field PI was repeatedly determined by the aid of a Kohlrausch
variometer.

The deflexion of the masu^^tofnotcr was observed bv means
of a telescope and a metre-scale ui uiiik-glass very accurately

divided. The magnetometer was also provided with smtabto

galvanometer-coils, so that readings of current and resistance

conld be taken on the same scale. The scale of the galr

vanometer was careftiUy calibrated throughout^ and all the



Circular Ma^nHisation on Magtuiized Iron. Win,

obsemtiong wer» rednosd by means of tbe oorrectkin curve
oUained. The heating and magoetizing cntrents were
passed through suitable manganin resistances immened in

oil, so that by observing the deflexinn f f tlio tralTanometf^r

when conneete l «nccessivelv to the tiTiiimals ot the maiiiriiiiiri

resistances and tho sjnicinieii itsrlt', the two curiouts and the

resistance of tho specimen could bo quickly determined at any
time with an accuracy of at least 1 part in 1000. By varying
tbe renstanee in aenea with the ffalvanometer it was poaaible

to obtain acenrately readable de&zions throngh a very wide
range of current and resistance*

The Magmiizmg Solenoid,—The solenoid was wound on a
tliif) ^rrcvi tnlw' about 70 oeiitiin. long, with an external

diiiMii t r of 'i'ifj centim. The iiisnhttin!! rf-^i^tnnce was very
liigii, >(»eei;il jinins ha villi; ))eeu taken to insulate each layer

with paraffin and pajicr. The winding was tested for uni-

formity by nieusuria^ each fifty turns during the process.

Tbe length of tbe wmdintf was 60*25 centini., oontaining

4079 tnrus of No. 24 B A B doable sillc-coTered wire in fonr

layers, and having a resistiinco of 28 ohms at 15° C. This

g^ve a magnetizing field of over .HOO c.q.h. with 100 volts

on the terminals. In order to di^^ipnte tb<' heat due to the

magnetizinff current at hi^^h fieitls, an iiiiertial water circula-

tion was provided throngh an annular space farmed by a

second concentric brass tube.

TheMnmiit^for Ute Iron WirtSpedmen^^AM tbe specimen
waa enclosed in a Yacnnm-tabe) and its resiatance at each
temperature determined, a speeul form of mounting was
necessary.

The iron-wire specimen was 0*] 27 centini. diumeter and 26*X
centim. long, or a little over 200 diameters. It? ends were
fused to copper wire?: -(MO centim. diameter and 10 centiin.

long ; the diameter of the copper wire beintr ebo.si'U by trial

to give a uniform temperature throughout ihe whole length

of 3ie iron wire when tbe beating current was passed tbrongb
the oirouit

The ends of these copper wires were tin-soldered and
riTcted to stout copper conductors which were brought out

through spiral copi)er springs to the ends of the containing

tube. The two copper sprin^rs. wImksc fonction was to take

up the slack of the beate«i ^|»eciaien, had eM<-h <'xactly tbe

same number of turns, and were wound op|)oj*itely so that the

direct etieot (on the niuguetometer) of the current circulating

through them wonH be compensated. The whole was centered

and ke^ in place by brass washers which fitted the thin gkss
eontainmg tube* the glass tube just fitted the inner breai

202
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tube, and was made suffioiently long to extend at both ends

beyond tho bra>s tube.

Very fine plutmum wires (0 003 centim, diameter) were

attached at 15 centim. apart to the iron wire specimen. Tbejr

served as pot^tial leads, and were braoghi out be/end oiw
end of the glaae oontaining tabe> throagh sealed eapillaiy

inbee*

The glass fcabe was made tight at bath ends by fitting

brass cups over and filling with fusible alloy, one end of the

tube having been drawn down so that when capped it could

be slipped into the solenoid tube. A copper tube was intro-

ducea through and soldered in the larger brass cap, to serve

for exhausting. The vacuum waa maintained by a five-fall

Sprengel pump, assisied ui the early stages by a water pump.
' The renudnmg apparatos oonsmd mainly of ranstanoe-

boxesi rheostats, special arrangements of merooij-oap con*

ieeis^ switohes^ storage-hatteries, Ao»

Prdiminarif ThU.

The specimeu was of comuiercial so-called soil iron wire,

and was carefolly annealed and polished before mounting.

The vacnnm-tnbe containing it was connected to the Sprengel

pump and a high vacnum maintained while the wire waa
being heated by the current. It was obserred by the eye
that the heating was very uniform, the whole becoming
an even red right up to the ends, at a high vacuum. The
zero-point or resistance at 0°C. of the specimen was now
obtained. It was then placed in the solenoid and the

equivalent umgnetic length determined, liiis was iouud to

be a little over iO oentim., and the magnetometer distance

was arranged so that slight changes c7 the length had a
minimum effect on the magnetometer readings. A pr^
Uminary test for the magnetic quality of the iron at ordinaij

temperatures was first made. It was foinid before further

fmiu'Mlmcr to be fairly hard, havinii^ a hystere-^is \o<s for

B= 1 7 ,UUO, of 1 6,000 ergs per cub. centim., and a permeability
at that induction of 500.

After Huueiiliug several limes in a vacuum, the loss at

nearly the same induction had fallen to 6000 ergs, and finally,

after successive annealings, arrived at the eztraordinarify low
value of 557 ergs for B= 3')00 at ordinary temperaturea.

This, in spite ot the fact that the specimen was only com-
mercial wire, is almost as good as the best specimen of
transformer iron t '-ted by Ewing. By this time the wire

had settled down to a very steady magnetic state, as shown
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by saccessive tests before and after heaiiDg. Before pro-

ceeding further the zero-pmnt of the specimen wat aipan
tested, and was found to a<:^roe to within I/IO of one percent,

with the previous determination. There was no trace of

oxidation.

The Ob$ervat{on9.

The method of takiDff the obsenratione was as follows t~
First, the eontaiDing tobe was exhausted. The magnetometer
deflexions were observed at longitudinal fields ranging from
1 to 30y with currents in the wire varying from 0 to 1 6 amp.
It was previously observed tliat the wire was practicall}'

demagnetized at IBamps., which corresponds to a temperature

of 750° C.

The current in the solenoid was reversed several times

before each reading of the magnetometer deflexion, thus-

ensuring a reversal curve. The current in the wire was kept
constant for each reyersal cnnre* Its value with that of the

corresponding resistance of the wire was observed at intervals,

along the curve. The effect of residual thermal currents in

the heating circait was eliminated by reversal of the current

in the wire.

The Sprengel jHinip was kept running durino- thr^ whole
get of obi^ervatious in order that the gases given vW Irom
the heated iron and copper, as well as air wliich miglit leak

in owin^ to imperfect sealing, laight not affect the vacuum..

Under these conditions the vacuum was kept very high and
constant, and the iron wire remained bright throughout the

whole series of tests.

On the completion of this set of observations the vaooam
was let down, the containing tube disconnected from the

pam[>, and a similar set taken in air. All the conditions

remained the same as before, except that the wire was tested

in air instead of in a high vacunni, and was therefore at a
necessarily lower temperature lor the same heating current.

Aa soon at possible afterwards, two simikr series of obser*

vations were taken at much higher fields, varying from 50 to

300. The conditions were exactly the same in tliis case as in

the lower fields, except that the controlling field of the
magnetometer had to be strengthened, and that the vacuum
at which the higher temperatttre observations were taken waa
slightly less perfect.

At this stage the zero-point of the specimen was again

tested and was found to agree with the two previous deter-

minations, within the limits of accuracy of the method. It is

interesting to observe that the electrical resistance was
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practically unaffected by mngnetizntion, and tliat the reduc-

tion of thp h\ «t»'resis loss to one-third of if? original value

was unaccom[)anied liy any measurable chfii i of conductivity.

Specimen tables of the reduced observations in vacuum and
in air ure here exhibited.

Table 1.—Longitudinal Fields 1-30,

In Vucuum. In .Air.

Current ia Wire 12-45 amp. Camnl in Wn» 12^ amp.

ofWii«0O68M«. ofWiM 008147m.

Tcmpenivm of Wira 668^0. Tewpenftiire of Wire 224^ C.

L H. I. H.

4»4 0-90 20-8 0-90

6T-3 1*46 427 1*45

861 1-78 68-8
•

176

1064 2-34 820 2-23

iss-o 2-76 1080 276

178-5 8-60 1470 8-69

286-1 8-37 2690 6*27

lO-lO 4S2-5 1006

8680 80-30 1008O 80-26

Table IL—Longihidiiial Fields 50>m

la Yacuam. In Air.

Current in Wire 12 amp.

BesisUnce of Wire 0 0731-2 w.

Temperature of Wire 4y6° G.

Current in Wire 11 (X) amp.

Resistance of Wire 0 03035 w.

Temperature of Wire 187^ C.

I, H. L H.

1235

1889

- 1397

1437

61-2

93-9
,

1670

390-4

1254

1410

1528

1633

512

93-9

1670

290-3
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Figs. 1 and 2. Contaiuing Hosults of Direct Observation.
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The Curves of fig. 1.—The magnetic obsorvntions were

taken at thirtf^en different fields, curves for seven of which

have b*»en plotted in fig. 1. The lougitudinal field oi the

bolenoid is indicated for each pair of curves. Each pair is

drawn for tho same field. Abscissa represent current in

the wire and ordinates lon^todinal intensity of ma^etiEation.
The curves drawn in full lines are for the observatioDS taken

in a vacuum and at a higher temperature thnn those in dotted

lines, which are for the observaf ions taken in air. Where the

curves coincide^ showing no efi'ect of temperature, full lines

are druwn.

The curves shown in fig. 2 are the corresponding tempe-

latare-cnrves plotted to current in the wire. The lower of
these cunres is that for the specimen in air. The points

marked with a cross belong to the observations in fields above
30 C.G.s. The middle curve is the temperature-curve in

vacuum for the higher fields ; while the top curve is that for

lower fields in vacuum, from 30 down. The temperature-

difference between the dotted and full-line curves for any
current in the wire can at once be found by consulting the

corresponding tempenitnre*onrvee in fig. 2 on the same
ordinate.

Considering the tables and the curves of figs. 1 and 2, it

will be noticed that the known behaviour of i^ofl iron at constiait

fields, as temperature advances, is well displayed.

In high fields the dotted and full-line curves of ejrh pair

separate almost from the start, and do not meet in auj part

of their course, showin^j: a continual decrease in intensity of

magnetisation from the beginning as tempemtore increases.

At a field of 10 o.G.8. uiere appears to be no <^nge in

the intensity of n)agnetization for a temperature-diflFerence of
350^ C, as shown by the fourth curve (fig. 1) from the top,
toL'^'^tlirr with the top and bottom cur^''es (fi<r. 2).

At still lower fields the intensity begins to increase for a

comparativel}' small temperature-difference, as shown by tlie

two lower pairs of curves, fig. 1. The effect of the circular

field on the longitudinal component is here verj marked. If

-

the dotted curves, where the temperature is less in evidence,
be considered, it will be seen that, in high longitudinal fields,

as the circular field increases there is but little change in the
longitudinal intensily. Somewhere between a longitudinal
field of 30 and 10 a point of inflection occurs, and the curves
below are changed in form entirely. At fairly low fields

(from 3'5 downwards) the drop with suiall increments of
circular field is at first very great, but soon reaches a limit

;

and the curves become very &t.
The explanation of these efiects is that for high longitudinal
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fields the permeability is very small. Therefore the circular

field would have at first only a slight effect in diminishing the

longitudinal intensity. On the other hand, in lower fields

the permeabilitv is many times greater, and hence the effect

of the circuiur iield is much more marked, until the direction

of the resultant field swings aronod nearer to Uie direction of

tiie circnlar field, when the rate of change In the longitudinal

intensity becomes very slow.

Tentperature- Curves, fig. 2.— The onrions ware which occurs
at the upper end of each high-temperature curve (in vacuo)

may be partly due to the sudden change in the temperntnre-

coefficient of iron at high temperatures *, and partly also, in this

particular case, to the effect on the vacuum of gas given off

from the wire. The pump may not have been able to exhaust

at a sufficiently high rate.

Hopkinson {PhiL Trans. toK clzzx.) investi^ted the resist-

anoe-tomperatiire curves of soft iron and steelat high tempe-^

ratnres np to 900^ C. The temperature was inferred from
the resistance of a copper wire enclosed with his specimens,

apparently on the assumption of a constant temperatnre-

cocffif'iont for copper. He found a sudden drop in the tem-
perature-coefficient for soft iron and steel between 800** and
900° C. beyond the critical point. It seems desirable that

this should be tested up to higher temperatures by comparison

with a platinum pyrometer.

Method of IHttinguishing the Effects of Temperature and
of Circular Magnetization,

By treating the ordinutes of the curves in fig. 1 as one
component of the resultant intensity the temperature-variation

of the magnetization of iron at high fields can be worked out
to a fairly accurate result.

The first step in the reduclion was to obtain a family of

curves (a) of average resultant 1 and II at ditlerent tem-
peratures. These were compared with a simikr Bet (6) from
which temperature-effect had been eliminated. Then by
treating the drop between corresponding curves of the first

and second set—at the same resultant fields—as due to tem-

perature, the temperature-effect on the resultant intensity

was obtained.

The average circular field in the wire was taken equal to

two thirds of the field ut the periphery. This was comf)onnrled

with the longitudinal field to give tfie average resultant lield

due to the two magnetizing forces. The longitudinal field

previous to compounding was corrected for the effect of the

* A lapid incroMO of a aimiUr diaracterwm ohmrved by CAllendar to
occur just below the criticsl point
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endt of <3ie specimen. The corresponding vahie ofthe ftverage
resultant permeabOity was taken horn the ftill-line oonres
(fig. 1).

£f€et of Circular Magnd,u<Aifm (fig. 3).

Before obtaining the second set (b) of average resultant I
and H cnrvt s w xUi \\1nch the above were compared, it was
necessary to eliminate the efleot of temperature. This was
done by taking the drop between any two points on the dotted

and full-line curves (tig. 1) which are at the same tenipe-

nituro as due to cin-ular magnetization, an assumption wlucli

is very nearlv correct, especial Iv in the higher fields.

In this way the family of curves in tig. '6 was obtiiined.

Eilbet of Ciieular Field st OiaiatMit Temperataie 18^ C. on the
I-H Ourres of Longitudiiial Magnetiiation.

The ordinates are longitudinal magnetization^ and the abscissas

longitudinal field. l%e curres in the lower part of the figuro

are the continuation in higher fields of those above, fiiey

are plotted to the same scale of I, but the H scale 's reduced
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i* ^ ten times. The canres are dl drawn for the same tempe-
f- - latnre, viz. 0., and the current in tlie wire is indicated in

each case. The oorreciion-Une for the length of the specimen
is also drawn.

Method of Deducing tlie Temperaiure-Curves (£g. 4).

i
By compounding the ordinates of the curves in fig. 3 with

; . the corresponding vahie of the average circular intensity^ the

set of resultant I and H curves (b) at constant temperature

y . for comparison with the corresponding set (a) at difteront

temperatures was obtiiined. These two sets of curves are not

shown in the figures. They were only a step in the reductioUi

and were not intrinsically interesting.

Eflfoet of Temperataie on the MagmrtiMtion ofInm in High Holds.

The final result showing the effect of temperature in high
fields is shown in fig. 4. Here ordinates represent average
resultant intonsity and abscissre temperature in degrees centi-

grade. Each curve is drawn for a constant average resultant

field.
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VmfiaUkm and Dimuntm ofBmdU.

It is interesting to notice in fig. 3 the limiting effect of the

drcnlar magnetization iu high fields. The carves up to

12 amps, io the wire almost ooindde at a longftodinal field

of 150 C.G.S.

To test how far the results in fig. 3 were reliable, the wire

was mounted in a glass tube and a water circulation allowed

to flow tbrouiih tiie tube in contact with the wire. Thus the

tenijx niture of the wire was kept practically constant for all

values of the current. The results of these tests agreed very

dosely indead with those shown in fig. 3, even down to a fieul

of 10 0.0.8.

Elemencio (Wied Ann. vol. Ivi. p. 574) investigated the
circular magnetization of iron wires together with the axial

magnetization by a different method. By including the wire

as an arm of a Wheatstone's bridfje and using a ballistic

galvanometer, the circular magnetization was deduced from
the observed value of the self-induction for different currents

in the wire. Here the change of temperatare of wire intro-

dnces diffionlties. It seems ^t the magnetometor method,
when the wire is kept at a constant tomperatare, is mnch
simpler and less troublesome.

The results shown in fif^. 4 were found to agree closely with

the trusts obtained lor soft iron by the platinum-tube method.
The point of demagnetization was obtained a trifle lower by
the latter method, aud the initial slope of the curve at a field

of 290 OG 8. was a littk kss. It will be noted that the point

ofdemagnetisation is notahsolntelj sharp ; the carves sndaenlpr

change their direction and I decreases more slowly. This
was also investigated in special tests made by the platinum-
tube method. The value of I at 750° 0. was observed to be
about 7 C.G.S.

These results are found to atrrce \erv \vell with those for

soft iron in high fields obtained by C'urie (Comptes Rendus,
Td. cxriii. p. 859). He heated his specimen in a phitinmn
beating-coil and measnred the temperatore inside the coil hj
a thernjo-couple. The point of demagnetization which m
obtained is rather higher than that obtained by the platinum-
tube or current-in-the-wire methods, but not so high as that

given by Hopkinson {he. cf'f.) who used a copper wire for

His temperature measurements. More recently a paper has

appeared by Morris (Phil. Mae. vol. xliv. SepL 1897), who
employed tiie same method of heating as Ornie, bat measured
the temperature with a platmom wire. It wiU be seen that

the metnod of heating with a coil is less perfect than with
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a platinum tube, aud less simple tbao the current in the

wire.

The results of the foregoing experiments were commnnicated
to SeotionG of the British AsBOciation at Toronto, and a brief

abitiact appears in the B. A. Beport for 1897, hot the enrves

were not reproduced.

In conolosion, I should like to thank Professor Oailendar

for kind suggestions and other assistance.

Macdonald Physics T.Hboratoiy,

December 20, 1898.

XL* The Equivalent Resistance and Indaetance of a Wire
to an Oscillatory Discliarae. 3y £dwin H. BABT02f|

D.Sc.f FM.S.E.J Senior Lecturer m Pltyeiee^ Univerei^
College^ Nottimjliam *.

II)
an article in the Philosophical Magazine for May
1886 1, Lord Rayleigh, whilst greatly extending Max-

well's treatment of the self-induction of cylindrical con-

ductors, confined the discussion of ulternatiiig currents to

those which followed the harmonic law with constant ampli-

tude. The object of the present note is lo slightly modifyr

the analysis so as to inolnde also the decaying periodic

cnrrents obtained in discharging a condenser and the case of
the damped trains of bigh-^qaenfrr waves generated by a
Hertzian oscillator and now so ouen dealt with experi-

mentally. In fact, it was while recently working with the

latter that the necessity of attacking this problem occurred

to me.

Risnmi of previous Theories.—To make this paper in-

telligible without repeated references to both Maxwell and
Bayleigh, it may be well to explain again the notation used

and sketch the fine of argument followed.

The ccmdncting wire is supposed to be a straight cylinder

of radius a, the return wire being at a considerable distance.

The vector potential, H, the density of the current, Wj and
the ^' electromotive force at any point " may thus be con-

sidered as functions of two variables only, viz., the time, t,

and the distance, r, from the axis of the wire. The total

current, 0, thr()n<rh the section of the wire, and the total

electromotive lorce^ E, acting round the circuit, are the

variables whose relation is to be found. It is assumed that

H«S+To+Tir»+ .... +T^% . . . U)

• Communicated by the Physical Sodity : read January 27, 1899.

t ''Oa the Self-Ia^nsfeioa and BaiiitMce of Stzaight Ooodoctois."

L
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whore S, To, T,, &c., are t unctions of the time. A rehition

between the T'» i^ next establi^ihed so that tlio suhscripto are

replaced by coefficients. The value of li at the surface of the

wire is equated to AC, where A is a oonsiant This leads to

Maxwell's equation [IH] of art 690. Tlie magnede permea.

bility, fft, of the wire, which Maxwell had treated as nnity, is

now introduced by Lord Rayleigh, who thus obtains in place

of Maxwell's (14) and (15) the following equations

Au-»-.T + + .
2. + • • • • + p .-2^ •

• • • j

'

where a, equal to / K, represents the condnctivity (for steady

currents) oi' imit length of the wire.

By writing

equations (2) and (3) are then transformed as follows

:

dt~^ (it

dT
C.-«f(«/.;^)/j: . . . . (G)

we have farther

Lord Haylei^h then applies equations ^5), (6), and (7) to

sustained ])enodic currents following the liarinoniclaw, where
all the functions are proportional to e^, and obtains

E*R'C+»>UC, (8)

H' and 1/ denoting the effective resistance end indnctanoe

respectively to the currents in question. The values of R'
and 1/ are expressed in the form of infinite series. For high
frequencies, however, they are put also in a finite form,

since^ when p is very great, equation (4) reduces analytically

to

• AO is Ytmted here in FbU. Mag., 31ay 1836, p. S87 ; but appeftis to

beaalipfarA^.
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BO thiii

Sck» •••••• (10)

KquivuJt at Rffisfance and IndnHance for Oscillatory Dis-

charges.—To effect the object of this pnper we must now
apply equations (5), (C), and (7) to theeaseof logarithmioally-

damped alierimtiiii^ cnrrents ' where all the lanctions are

proportional to

The Talne of E so obtained must then be separated into

real and imaginary pai-ts as in (8), and then, together with

the imajjinary quantities, must he collected a proportionjite

part of the real ones so as to exhibit the result in the form

E=E''C+{/-*)/iL"0 (11)

The quantities denoted by R'' and \j" in this equation will

then represent what may be called the equivalent resistance

and indnctanoe of k ii^ili / of the wire to tne damped periodic

cnrrents nnder discnasion. For, the operand bdng now
the time differentiator produces {i—k)p, and not ip

aimplj as in equation (8) for the sustained harmonic cnrrents.

Ihus (oj, (G), and (7), on elimiiiatiou of 8, /, and j^,
give

Now we have

thus

Henee, substituting (14) in (12) and collecting the terms
as in (11)^ we find that

^ =1 + --^^-;,«aV+ __/y«3^s -i«U—^ . .
.

(15)
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and

-g-««A4-i«/*+ g-XM* i^/^ *V 45""^/' «V
or

L''=z[a+/*(1 + i^|*«<^/.'-^^^^AV • • •

)]
Patting itsO ia these eqnations and denoting by single-

dashed letters the oorresponding values of the resUtande and
inductance, we have

R' I 1

5 - 1+ X5P*«V*- jgjjp*«V . . . .f . . (17)

and

which are Lord Raylcigli's well-known formulae * for periodic

currents of constant amplitude.

By taking the differences of the resistances and inductances
with damping and without, we have at once

^i^^=*y«V+ ^^^^V«V+ (19)

and

L"-L=^|/>«/A+^i)V/i«....). . . (20)

These show that if the freqnenojr Is such that a few terms
sufficiently represent the valoe of the series, then both frntt^

ance and tndtitance are increoied hy thg damping,
Migh/'Freqami^ DiBcharget.—Passing now to oases where

©is very great, as in the wave-train«i in or induced by a
Hertsuau primary oticillator, we have from equation (10)|

t^-XS^ VCi-*)^«/.=U'-/*'i*(icos|+»nD, (21)

where + and cot^=it.

On snhstltating this value of ^14/ in equation (12) and
collecting as hefore, we obtain the solution sought, vis.:

^^.^{af>^)ki^s^-^ii^k^^ (82)

-g-«(W«*)*<sc»-|f ^.23)

« EqnstioDi (19) and (90), p. 867» loc. eit.
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and I." ... e
-H- =aA + {afu/jp)i cos-g.OS

2J
or .r. . 61 (

• • •
^^^^

2jV

E

DUemnon of the Resultsfor High Freq^Mendes.

On pattiiig k^Oy in equations (23) and (24), to reduce to

ibe ease of snstained simple harmonic waves,

whence, denoting hy single dashes these special values of R"
and U'^ we obtain

5=4/55^; (25)

which are Lord Rayleigh's high-freqnency formulaB*.

Beferring again to equations (23) and (24), we see that

for a ^ven valne of />, if k varies from 0 to oo , the factor

involving s increases without limit while that involving 6
increases to unit^r. Hence, with increasing dam|Nng, it

appears that R" and h" each increase also, while ever the

equations remain npplicable. Now an infinite value of k

involves zero frequency f. And a certain large, though
finite, value of k would prevent the frequency being classed as
« hi^h.'*

Dividing equation (23) by (25) gives

^' = (2a»}*cos|=Ksay (27)

Thus, for a given valne of ib, the ratio W/W is independent

of the frequency of the waves. It is therefore convenient to

deal with K a function of it only, rather than with Bl'/R

which is a function of p also.

Diflereatiating to k, we have

"Sf VTs '
'

^

• Equations (26) and ^27), p. 390, loc. cU,

t This follows nrom tne fact that electric currents or waves generated

ligr an osetllatorj discharge may be represented by e''^^ cospi, in which
is finite, bo A; is inrn/it > only when p is zero.

PhU. Mag. 3. 5. YoL 47. No. 388. M<^ 1899. 2 H
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Fig. 1.—Exhibiting graphically K= R"/'R' as a fuuclioa of
fc, the damping factor.

k
o

8

^^^^^

D
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f rrk .f^r rf,y„ pint/ /<trf ' > 1
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which is positive for all values of k from 0 to » , hence K
iucre£ises continuousij with k. For /:=0, this becomes

which assists in plotting K as a fanctiotl of k,
'

Difierentiattng again, we obtain

Since this expression is positive for uU values of k from 0
to 00, we see that K plotted as a function of is a curve
whicD ifl always convex to the axis of k. Thus the nature of
W/U! as a function of k is sufficiently determined.

Pairs of corresponding values of K and k for a few typical

cases are shown in the accompanying Table, and part of the

carve coordinating them is given in ti tr t • It is not necessary

to plot much of the curve, as only a small part of it can

apply to any actual case. For, although k may have any
positive value up to oo , the high values of as already men-
tioned, correspond to low values of p ami so exdnde them
from iJie application of the high-frcqnencj formala.

Table showing the values of K:=Tr'/R', tlu^ rntio of equiva-

lent resistances to waves with damping and without.

Bamping Fkdor,

Subsidiarj qusntitiM mrolTed.
Batio of

1
£«»iAtancea

1

K=B"/K*.
1 e/2.

0

iap 44'

4^ 16'

1

14)06362

100913

1

lH)Hn

1-064

early

>*

^ =01606
2ir

40» 28' 1-02('>14 1-097
>•

1

2

8

22° ijO'

la* 17'

9* ly

1*10)6

2

5

10
1

1-228

2- 197

4602

7«5

M

1» -

»»

It

1

2H2
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ti\^. 2.—InstAiititncous Form of Wave-trnin for = whence
W li' = 211ir.

Figure 2 shows the t'orin of a wave-train for which k=l
and K = 21i)7. Tiiat is to say, in this extreme case where
all the functions vary as c^'-i>''', and the wave-train passing
a given point of the Avire is accordingly represented by
e-P^vospt, then the equivalent resistjince is 2*11)7 times that
which would obtain for simple harmonic waves uniformly
sustained and of the same frequency.

Figure 3 represents the form of the wave-trains generated
and used in some recent experiments on attenuation*. In

•>

this case the value of k was approximately - or the

logarithmic decrement per wave =27rA= 0*6, and the corre-
sjjonding value of K, the ratio of R'VR', is 1*054. Now ia

• " Atteniulion of Electric Waves along a Line of NeirliinVe Leakatre "

Phil. Mag. Sept. I89i, pp. 2<Jfr 306. ^ ^
i^eahage,
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Hg. 3.—lustantaneouB Form of Wave-Train for A ='3 w. whence
R"H' = l-0r>4.

the exj^Hriinents just reterreJ to the freqiieiu-y was 35 X lU"

per second, and W, R het-ame 316. Hence W'lK has the

value 31-6 x l-(>r>4= 33 3 nearly. Thus, writing e-^"'^^ for

the attenuator of the waves along the wires instead of
*^-B>2Lc increases the index hy about five and a half per cent.,

and so brings it by that jimount nearer to the value deter-

mined experimentally.

Univ. Coll., Nottingham,
Nov. 29, 1898.

XLI. On certain Diffraction Fringes as applied to Micro-

metric Observations. By L. N. G. FiLON, 3/. .4., TJcinon-

strator in Apfdied Mathematics and Fellow of University

College, Londonf.

1. fTlHE following paper is largely criticism and exten-

-L sion of Mr. A. A. Michelsou's memoir "On the

Application of Interference Methods to Astronomical Obser-

vations," published in the Phil. Mag. vol. xxx. p. 25G, March
1891.

• See Equation (2) p. 301, Phil. Mag. Sept. 1898.

t Communicated by the Physical Society : read November 25, 1898.
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442 Mr. L. N. G. Filou ou eertaiu Offfraction Fringes

hight from a distant sonroe M allowed to pass tliroQgh two
thin parallel tlits. The rays are then fooussed on a screen

(or tm r#'tiiia of the eye) and interference-fringess are seen.

If the disutnt ^onrcv be really donble, or extended, the fringes

will disappear for certain values of the distatu'e lietweeii the

slits. This distance depends on the angle :»iibtended by the

twa oomponeuts of tlie double soarce or the diftmeter the

extended source.

Mr. Michelson, howeror, in obtaining bis results treated

ike breadtli of the slits as sinall compared vrith the wave-
length of light and their length as infinite. Tlil.s seems nn-

justitinlile n priori. The pre.^ent investigation takes the

dimensions of the sUt^ into account.

2. Snppo>(' we h:i\e an aperture or diajthragm of any
shape iu a fecr«M>ii placed just in front of the object-glass of a

telescope (fig. Ij.

Kg. 1.

Let the axis of the telesco[>e be the axis of z. Let the

axes of X and t/ he taken in the plane of the diuphragm OQ
perpendieiihir to and in the |)lan<« of tlie paper respectively.

Let S be a source of light vvho>e > ooi dinates are U, V, W.
liot Q be any point in the diaphraj^ni whose coordinates are

(.f, Let AP be a screen perpendicular to the axis of the

telescope, and let iPij) he t\» coordinates of any point P on
this screen. Let A'F' he the conjugate image of the screen

AP in the object-glass.

Let b ^distance of centre C of lens from screen AP.

i5>'= „ „ „ „ image of screen AP.
/ = distance of dinphrno;m OQ from plane A'P'.

Then if, as is usual^ we break up a wave of light coming
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at applied to Micrometrie ObtervaUonM, 4^
ffom S at the diapbraflm, the seoondaiy wave due to the
dieturbonoe at Q wouldlmve to travel along a ptitb QRTP in

order to reach a point P on the screen, being regnlarly

refracted.

But since V is the geometrical image ot P, all rays which
converge to P {i. p. pass throu«Tli V) after retraction, must
have pasiied through P' before loiraciiou, to the order of our
approximation.

Henoe the raj through Q which is to reach P mast he

Moreover, P and P being conjugnfe images the clian^^e of

phaee of a wave travelling from F to P is constant to the first

apt>roximation and independent of the position of Q.
Now the disturbance at P due to an element dsdjf of the

diaphragm at Q is of the form

where \ is the wave-length, r is the period, A is a constanti

l» is the index of refraction of the material of the lens, and h
is put instead of QP out&ide the trigonometrical term, becanse
the distance of tlic lens from the diaphragm and the inclination

of the rays are supposed small.

Bat P'Q+ QB+MHT+XP-constant for P.

Therefore the disturbance

=i^^sin^?r(M -SQ+PQ-conrt.).

Bnt
8Q'= (j-U)«+(y-V)»+W*

P'Q'=(»+ + (,+ !-'<,)•+/•.

Kow in practice t^^^pfQ are small compared with h\ h^f,

orW 8 U and V are small compared with W, NegWoting
terms of older UVW% «UVW% Ac., we find

In like manner

ramemberinjg thai / is very nearly equal to h* becanse the
diaphragm is veiy dose to tiie lens.

Uiyili/eo by GoOglc
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Hence the difference of retardation roeasnred hy length in

air

p'Q~s(i«coii8t.

+

^y+d +

If now the geometrical image of S lie on tlie scr( «mi AP
(i.e. if the screen is in correct focus) 6'=W and the last

term disappears.

If, bowcTcr, tile screen be ont of focos t/V is not eqnal to

1/W, and the tonn in may be comparable with the

two others, if M be not very great compared with h, Thns
we flee that appearances out of focus will introduce expres*

sions of the same kind as those which ocenr when no lenses

are used.

We will, however, only consider the case where the screen

is in focus, lict — u and — t? be the coordinates of the geome-
trical image of B ; then

t</6=:U/W, v/6=V/W.

The difference of retardation measured by length in air ia

therefore of the form

FQ-SQ=con8t.+^*+
Hence the total disturbance at P (integrating over the two

slits) is given by the expression

m-'k —A

-a + k h

+ rfy I rf««n -(- + 9_^y
—«—* —

*

where Aa=a consbnit,

jia=disNtance between centres of slits,

2Aasbreadth of either slit,

2A9 length of either slit.

This, being integrated out, gives

2A6X. . 2^1 27ro+ v . 27ro+ i', . 27r» + tt,

i^=Z37—:—\7"-7—vS»n— cos~^-r— asm-r ^-i—kam . * "»

i
-
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as applied to Micrometric OOseiTOtwM, 445

whence tlie iniensity of iigbt

This may be written

This gives fringes parallel to ^ and y : k being very snudl

oompared with a, the quick wiation tenn In v is

Consider the other two factors^ namely :

and —
-;

sin' «IP

If we druw the curve y=

—

— {»ee fig. 2), we see that

these factors are only sensible, and therefore their prodact ie

only sensible, for values ofp-{-u and q-^v which are nnmeri*
cally less than bX/tth and bX/2k respectively.

Henoe tiie intensity becomes very small outside a rectangle

vhose centre is the geometrical image and whose vertical

and horizontal sides are hX/k and b\/h respectively.

This rectangle I shall refer to as the visible " rectangle of

the source.

Inside this rectangle are a number of fringes, the dark
lines being given by

and the bright ones by q + v— nh\jla.
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446 Mr. L. N. G. Filon on eertmn Difraetion Frtnget

The succesaivH nnt.vimum and niiniiuuui ii)ten-<itH'< do not

vary with a. liciue, what Mr. Michelsou calls the measure

of vUibiliiy of the fringes, namely the quantity

I. -I.

Ii+V
whore I,, I2 arc succp««tive maximum and minimum intensities,

does not varv with the distance between the slits. The only

effect of varying the latter is to rtiake the fringes close up or

open out. Hence for a point^source of light the fringes

eanDot be naada to practiotll^ disappear.

3. Conaider now two pomi-BOoroes of liglit wboee geo-

metrical imam are Ji* Jsf and draw their yuible recfcangles

(fig. 8).
Fig. 3.

'2.

t I

i 1

iK

1
*

-I—

r

I I

j;

To get the resultant intensity we have to add the in-

tensities at every point due to each source separately.

Then it may be easilr seen that the foUowing are the

phenomena olraenred in the three cases shown in fig. 3:

—

(1) The two sets of fringes distinct. Consequently no
motion of tlic slits can destroy the fringes. In this case,

however, the evf^ cnn at once distinguish between the two
sources and Miclielson's method is unnecessary.

(2) Partial superposition : the greatest effect is round the

point K, where the intensities due to the two sources are

Tery nearly equaL If v'—v be the distance between Ji and
Jt measured perpendicntarly to the slits, so that (f<—v)/^ i*

the difference of altitude of the two stars when the slits are

horizontal, then over the common area the fringe system is

(a) intensified if w'— tj be an even niultii)Ie oi l>\/ia, (h)

weakened, or even destroyed, if v'— v ho an odd multiple of

ItX/Aa. For in ease (n) the maxima of one system are super-

posed upon the uiaxioia of the other, while in case {b) the

maxima of the one are soperposed npon the minima of the

other. This common area« however, will contain only oom-
paiatiTely fiunt fringes^ the more mstanct ones round the
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at applied to Micrometrie OburwUions* 447

centres remaining unaffected. We iiia) suppose case (2) to

occur whenever the centre of either rectangle lies outside the

other, i, whenever i/—»>6X/2*, u'—M>i\/2/i,ii'—« heing

the horisoiital distance hetween J| and Js.

(3) Ahnost complete superposition of the visible rectangles.

The irinees of high intensity are now affecti'd. These are

destroyea or weakened whenever a is an odd multiple of

//X/4(^r' — *•), providinl that the intensity of one source bo not

bniall compared with that of the other.

Case (3) nmy be taken to occur when v'— VKbKj'lk and

The smallest value of a for which the fringes disappear is

^X/4(i''~r).

If t/— t? be very small, this m.iy give a large value of

Now^ a double star ceases to be resolved by a telescope of

aperture 2r if (v'— v)/b<\r2rj and when this relation holds

the smallest value of a for which the fringrs disappear is not

less than r/2, which is tit*' i^rentest separation of the slits

which can conveniently In u>ed. Hence the method ceases

to be a\aiiable prccii>eiy at the moment when it is most
needed.

(4) Mr. Michelson, in the paper quoted above, noticed this

difficulty, and described an apparatus by means of which the

effective aperture of the teleBOope could be indefinitely

increased. He has not shown, however, that the expression

for the disturbance remains of the same form, to the order of

approximation taken, and he has made no attempt to work
out the results when the slit is taken of tinite width, as it

should be.

In his paper Mr. Hiohelson describes two kinds of appa-
ratas. 1 shall confine my attention to the second one» as

being somewhat more symmetrical.

So far as I can gather from Mr. Michelson's description,

the instrinnent consists primarily of a system of tLree mirrors

a, 6, c and two strips of glass e,d (lifr. 4). The mirrors a and
b are parallel, and J, e are parallel. Light from a point P
in one slit is reflected at Q and R by the mirrors a and 6, is

refracted through the strip e, and finally emerges parallel to

its original direction as T U. Light mm a point in tbo
other slit is refracted through the strip d, and reflecfced at

and T' by the strips « and c.

I may notice in passing that the strip e should be half

silvered, \mf fmf at the hack, for if the ray is allowed to

penetrate inside the strip and emerge after two refractions

and one reflexion, not only is a change of phase introduced,

owing to the path in the glass, which complicates the analysis,
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448 Mr. L. N. Q, Filou on certain OifraetioH Frln^

bat the conditions of leflezioo, which shoald be the same for

all four mirrorB, are altered, and thi« chanffes the intenatie«

of the two streams. We shull see afterwarcu that this silver*

in^ rail be done without impeding the passage of the trans-

mitted stream, as it will tnrn oat that the two streams mnst
b© kept s'>pnrat:*.

Fig. 4.

Suppose then that a plane wave of light wboee front b
H M'^ia incident npon the diaphragm. Let ns break the wave
np^ as la oioal, in the plan^ of the diaphragm. Let Z be a

point on the screen whose cordinatea are {Pf ^) at which the

intensity of light is required.

Then if ( be the centre of tho olijpct-;ilass, tlie clircctiun in

which ra vs T IJ, U' inust proc"eed in order to converge to

Z after relraction is parallel to C Z.

Henco PQ, RS, TU, P'Q', R'S', T'U' are all parallel to CZ,
and the directi(m*cosines of CZ are

^ p y ^>

v^p*+V+6'* V+tf^i-^*

I shall assume that the strips « and d are cnt from the same
plate and are of eqttal thickness. This will sensibly simplify

the analysis, though, as I think, it would not materially infla*

ence the appearances if the strips were nneqnal.

Ifi howeverj we suppose them equal, wf» may neglect the

pre?onf^*' of strips, as far a< rMfraction is concerned, since

clearly the retardation introductid is the same for all parallel

rays.

If now UU' be a plane perpendicular to CZ, tlien, since we
know that rays parallel to TU, TU' converge to a focna atZ,

the only parts m the paths of the rays whion can introduce a
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diffi^reaoe of pbue ate

MP+ PQ + QR+ RS f-TU for one stroam,

M'l" + P'Q'4- U'S' + S'T' + T'i;' for the other stream.

Produce PQ, P'Q' to meet it in V and V and let N, N' be

the feet of the perpendiculars from E uod S'on PQ, T'U'
resjjectively.

Thus we may take the change of phase as due to tiie

retardatioa

(M P + PVj+(NQ + QR)

for diffraction at oi Hi, and to the roUirdatiou

(M'F+F +(ST+rao
for rays proceeding from the other slit.

The t«rms in the first braokeis give 119 the ozpressioQ which
we had before, viz. :

—

As to the other terms

NQ+QB«QR (l+co«2#)-«^^^^«8cico» ^
where m is the distenoe between die mirrors a, h and ^ 19 the
nnde of incidence of anj ray on the^e mirrors.

Similarly S'P4-T'N'=2/9 cos yjt^ where is the distance

between e and e and the angle of incidence of any ray
upon e and c.

Now if the mirrors a and // are inclined to the piano of the

dia|jhragm at an au^Ie 0, e, </, e at an nngle {— tlien

J firsin^+ ^cos^
COS '

COB in
— y sin 6' -{-b cos $"

To find the disturbance at Z we hare

a-t -A
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450 Mr. L. N. G. Filon on certain Difraction Fringtt

whiohi on being integrated, gives

where — y=5—^'^^a—2/9eoe+, —«+7»^-^a—2«oos^,

wltence #aea cos ^ +i3 oos ^,

Hence the intensity I of light at (p, q) is

where 7- 4 «+ ^^,^^,^-^6- ^^^_=,.
la the httt term we may put — = f , tor ifwe went

to a higher approximation, we should,introduce cube$ of

9/6 which we nave hitherto neglected.

li, further, we make 13 cos cos ^, which can always he
raanagrnl without 'lifficnlty, the second term, which wpald
contain squares on expansion, disappears and we have

4- g )a-09 sin ^ « sin ^)

g

s {t» +g(a- 09 ain ^ sin ^) \/b.

This gives fringes of breadth d\/2{a^ij3 sin 6' -\- a sin 6) ).

These may be reckoned from the bright fringe 7=6 ; t. «.

^^a^ip sin + a sin ^)

'

The visibility of the fringes for a single source will, as before,

not be affected by changing a: for a second sonrce the origin

of the fringes is given by

go'= -p'a/{a~\fimn ^ sin 6^).

and if the visible rectangles overlap, there will be a sensible

diminntion of the fringe appearance whenever

go- go'" (n+ i)^X/2{a- 09 sin^+ « sin^ }^

where n is an inu gtw ;

i.e. t;= aii odd multiple of 6X/4a,

the condition previou«ly fuuod*
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One further point should be noticed : if a be very nearly

equal to /9 sin + a sin 0 the fringes become too broad to be

observed, whatever the source may be.

To see the physical meaning of this coDdition, and also of

the condition cos 6^= a cos ^, we notice that a point sonroe

of light P :it the centre of one of the slits appears after re-

flexion at the two mirrors a, b, to be at^, where Fp is equal to

twice the distance between the mirrors and is perpendicular

to iheir plane (tig. ii). llence the double reflexion removes the

image ot the slit a distance ia cos 6 behind the diaphragm and

%asin0 doior to the centre. In the same waj the image of

the other slit is brought 2fic(mff behind the diaphragm and
%0m€f nearer the centre.

Our condition ffcos sia cos ^therefore means that the

images of the two slits must be in the same ])lane parallel to

the plane of the diaphra^rm itself, and our second condition

shows that they must be some distance apart.

To find the minimum of this dietance, remember that the

fringes will be invisible if the distance between successive

maxima exceeds the Tertical dimension of ilie Tiaihle rect«

angle : in other words, if

(a- (/9 sin -f « sin $)) > hX/k,

or dii^tance in question <kf

which means that the centre of the image of either slit must
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452 Mr. L. N. O. Filon on ctrtain Diffraction Fringes

bo ontsiile tlio otlior. Tlio^^c two points most bo CEnfollj
borne in mind in adju^jtin^ the instruments.

When thi^, however, is <ion<\ we see that Michelson's
assertions are confirmed, and that when we increase the

apertore of the tekacope m this way, the rosnlts obtained are
of the same character as when the slits are phuoed direotlj in
front of the ohjeot-ghiss.

5. Let us now prooeed to consider an extended sonrcOp
which ^^e shall supposo for simplioity to be of aniform
intensity.

The intensity at a point {p, q) on the screen will be of the
form

h\ b\
I

b\ ) \ bX J)

the integral being taken all over the geometrical image of

the extended source.

We haye now three eases to consider.

(a) When the angular dimensions of the source are large

compared with X/k.

(hi) When the angular dinieubiuns of the source are small

compared with Xfh,

(c) When the angular <lirnensions of the source are

neither large nor small compared with XyVi.

J^et ns bc^iii with case (a). Then, if we consider a point

inside the geometrical image^ the two limits for ti will be rery

large, except where the Tcrtical through the point enis tlie

image ; the qnantify

r. 27rh(p+ uy
^"^hX

bX

bein^ insensible for all points ontside a thin skip (shaded in

the figure) having for its central lino the line nicough q
perpendicular to the slits.

We may therefore, in integrating with regard to u, replace

the Umits hv dr ^c , and then integrate with regard to v along
the chord of the image perpendicular to the slits.

!
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Fig. 0.

458

Hence, rememberiog that

it follows that

2irk

'lira

Now if ihe angular dimensions of the source of light be
large compared with X/A:, the h'mits of integratioii with regard
to V may be made infinite. In this case the intensity I

^.sln^^^«(,+^)+2sin.^.(.+.)}^C-^/

= 8A*Ai&s constant.

This result shows us thnt if the dunensions of the source

exceed a certain limit, no diflfraction-fringes exist at all, at least

near the centre of the image. Next let the angular dimensions

FMl. Mag. S. 5. Yd. 47. ^o. 'im. Ma^ im. % I
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of the soarce be less than j^pthen thronghont the integration

2-irk

ig+ v) is less than nomericallr.

Bat

sin'i^
o 9^

and differs hot little from unity.

We mav therefore in this ca?e write

sin'
2vk

= 1

throughout the range of integration.

If now the limits be ri and rj we have

32AVik
I + i cos

AX

47ra(7 + »i) . 47ra{7 + rj) 1

AX "" ax J

1
Let 2r= length of chord through the point perpendicular to

the direction of the slits, then

and let Vo= coordinate of the mid-point of this chord. Then

^— |-wr + '"° -wr"=°^

—

hi— f

•

The fringes therefore disappear when

47rac = sir.

Their visibility is

sm

AX

Airac I Anrac

b\



and is a maziiniim wben '
. ,

but the most visible fringes correspond to the early maxima.
This form agrees exactly with the formula given by

Mr. Micbebon tor a mrifonnly illmmnated segment of - a
straight line perpendicnlar to the slits. We see, however,
that, provided the conditions stated be fnlfilled, it is applicable

to a source of any shape. *
~

The most general form of the fringes is given by

and therefore consists of lines parallel to the locns of middle
points of chords at right angles to-the slits. These will be
straight lines in the cnse of fi rectangnlar, circular, or elliptic

source. Here, however, a new diHicnlty presents itself. For
the rectangolar source Vi~rj will be constant, whatever cliord

perpendicular to the slits we may select. Fringes will there-

fore appear and disappear as a whole.

Bnt for a circular or elHplio source, Vi—v^^ variei-a^'we

passTrom chord to chord. Thus the maxima wiU be invisible

for some chords when they are most visible for others and
conversely. Kenoei whatever be the distance between the

slits, it appears at first as if we might alwaya expect a motUed
appearance.

But in the case of a circular or elliptic source the length of

the chord vari<!s extremely slowly near the rentre and there

fringes will bo visible, the length of the chord being practic-

ally constant. The mottled appearance, on the other hand,

will predominate as we approach the sides.

6. Consider now case (/>) and let the dimensions of the

source be so small that, /or any point sufficiently close to the

centre of the image ^^^^^ ^ ^mall angle throughout

the range of integiation.

[For points not near the centre of the image the illnmina-

tion will be very small and the appearances are comparatively

unimportant.]

For a pcdnt distant < from the centre of the imageiwe

may put, as in previous reasonings

^(g+ r)8.n^(p-f»)
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all over tbe range of iategration, wImbm

wbm total area of the image,

Booa^slueoe-^iitfy B8iii^=lu8Hi-jj-dt?,

the integrals beinj; taken all over the imaj^. Tbe visibilify

ss B/li and there&re vanishes when E vanishes.

In the case of a oircolar sonroe we find

^=0| B«B (some Dou-vanishing factor), J| ^-^"^

where Jj is the Bessel's function of order unity and r is the

radius of the image, so that r/b is the angular radius of the

source. The dark fringes are given hj

g being measnred from the oentre of the sonroe. The fringes

are parallel to Uie slits and disappear whenever

This result agrees with the one given by Miehelson for

any drcnlar sonroe. We see that it only holds provided

the dimensions of the source do not exceed a certain

limit.

In the ease of an elliptic source ^=0 also, and R is not

altered hy any sliding of the image parallel to the direction

of the slits. Hence we may rej)iace the oblique ellipse hy
one having its principal axis parallel and perpendicular to the

slits, the values of the semi-axes being d and sr, where rf—

length of semi-diameter of original image parallel to the slits,

«rK length of perpendicular from the centre npon Uie parallel

tangent. We find withont difficulty

:
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The vi^ibility is therefore

and yaiiishes whenever

Henoe we see that* for an elliptic «oarce, it' pslength of semi-
diameter perpendicular to the slits,ws length of perpendicohr
on the tangent parallel to the slits, then the fringee disappear

when sin
^^''''= 0, if the angular diiueiisions are of order

2 as indicated above, and when J i I )»0, when the

angular dinienmons are lees than — ^.

In the first case p is the (juantity whicli <ietormiu('> tlie

disappearance of the iViuge.s, iu the SfHoiui ( use w: aod
further, we see that the validity of the formulae is entirely

dependent on the lenfftk and breadth of the slit, neither of
which Is considered by Mr. Michelson.

We may notice that the best results are obtained, in the
first ease when h is large, in the second case when /< is small.

7. It remains to consider the intermediate ease (e). This
does not perhaps present so mueli interest as the other two :

the first will ;xenorally correspond to the case of n planety the
second to that of a slur, in astronomical observations.

In dealing with case (c) we shall suppose the angular
dimensions to be small, with regard to X/^, but not wil^
regard to X/k, We may then writeM {g -h v) ^^ twh(p+ u) >^

«

^kjiTfuT i A

iira(y + y)
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5f we only consitler the uppearanco?< aluu<j; the line p — 0, taken

to pass throii<:h the centre of the image, which is assumed
circular or elliptic.

Denoling by ^ and expanding, we gpt

^ 2V«» . (-1) (2m^) .

I27rhn\*-^'^' m ^ * • • + r . (2r-l) *
*

whence
<

where

taken all over the source, and is essentially positive and in-

dependent of a and q,

Now

for u circle or ellipse.

To find the cosine integral, C, we have, d and ar having
the same meaning as before,

Jo
("^"^

) ^ IX^*-

Put l^svOOS^.

0=4rf*-»wj siu^' ^ cos cos

/ 47r(/-CT\''

J.

/4:7r«W\

y /4:7r6r«r\
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Hence:

r-1

.^^'^M K + 2C08

6X

Denote bj H the total area of the image and bjr e the ratio

/ 47r//(/:W /887ra«7\

OX J'

Theu the visibility

The series? tor the visibility is absolutely couver^eut,

because J»+iOv)/J„(.i.') decreases miinerically without Timit

as n increaaea without limit.

The roots of the equation

give the values of a for which the visibility vanishes.

l^otice, however, that e contains d and the length of the

slit, so tliat tlie values ohtainod for a will be functions of

the horizontal diameter and ot" the lengtli of the sht.

8. Besides enabling us to determine the angular distance

of two point-sources and ibe radium of an extended source,

Mi . ^lichelsoo's method allows us to detect and measure the

elUpticitjr of a Inminons disk.

Beferrinc to the formnlse for oases (a) and (6), tlie vistbilify

vanishes when

sin = 0 in case (a),

and when
_ /47ra«r\ ...

,

JA ^ \ =s 0 m case (^^j.
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In either of these cas">% if wo rotate the Axti about the axis

of the telescope, without alterint^ a, tlien if the source is

elliptic, p and «r will vary, and the visibility of the fringes

wilt Tary.

Now soppose for a giyen position of the sitis we vary a
until the visibility=0 for that posttion, and then rotate the

slit^ and note the diflferent inclinations for wfaiob it vanislu s.

It will certainly vanish once agiiin before a complete half-

turn has bnon niado, nani(»ly, when the slits make an anj^le

with the direction of" ('itl- 'r axis of the el1ip.se equal to tliat

which thev made at Hr-i. t ut on the other >ide of tlie axi«.

It mav vaiiiisli more lhan once, but since the inclinations

for which it vanishes are symmetrical with regard to the

axes of the ellipse, there wiU osoally be no difficulty in deter-

mining the direeHom of the axes.

Their leru^hs can then be determined by two observations

of the disappf arance of the fringes, one for each of the two
positions ot'tlic slits which are perpendicular to an axis.

It must, however, he noticed that the accuraev of thi?

method for measuring eilipticitj deere«»es with the size of

the source, inasmuch ns the quantity which causes the altera-

tion in the fringes is the differeiue, not the ratio of the semi-

azes.

To get some idea of the sensiti?eness of ihe method, let ns

estimate roughly the amount of elKjpticity which could be

detected in a disk of angular <emi-dumet«r 10", taking the

mean wave-length of light 'd x 10~^ cms.

The visibility vanishes when tan = 0, and will be

quite sensible when sin ^7-^^ ^ ^i ^v. Hence in order that

w e may be able to note a sensible diliereuce of visibility in

the fringes, we must have

or

if n be a little above 4 cms.
difference of angular '^emi-axcH =s'01 (semi-diafneter)

<f,p,f or the amount of elliptiuty which can be detected ss*01*

I have taken sin^^^ ss 0 as giving zero visibility, beoanse
r'A.

this example will dearly fall under case (a).
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9. Summiug up the results obtained we see that

•

(1) It is ponibie hj the obeervation of Micbdlson*8 interfer*

enoe-fringes to separate a donblo point-floaroe, or detect

breadth and ellipiicity in a stigbthr extended sonrce.

(2) But the distance between the two points, or the dimen-
sions of the extended source, must lie within certain limits

dependinfT on tlie leiifrtli and broadth of the sh'ts *.

(3) The dimensions of the slits also considerably aftect the

general theory, the forninhe obtained not being identical with

Alichelson's. The law ot appearance and disappearance of

the fringes depends very largely on the distance between

the pointB or the dimensions of the extended source.

XL1L The Absorption of Water in lioL Glass, Second Paper.
Bi/ Carl Bauus

1. A FTEK finishing my account J of the ac tion of hot

J\. water on glahs, observed in fine -bore capillary

tubesy it seemed to me that the experiments made several

years ago (181)1) left questions of considerable interest out-

standing. I refer in particular to a further examination of

the contents of the capillary tubes. Certain evidence was to

be obtained as to the oocnrrence of sjrapy glass at 185%
solidifying to a firm gkss when cold, the composition

remaining unchanged except as to the water absorbed.

Again, as it was improbable that volume-oontraction would
continue at the same rate indelinitely, the conditions of sub-

siileace were to be determined, toi^etlier with the effect of the

elastic and viscous constants of the tube itselt on the apparent

volume contractions and compressibilities observed. Ques-
tions relative to the acceleration of the reaction at higher

temperatures were to be held in view.

Binallji if the inferences diuwn from data for capillary

tubes are correct, it should be possible to obtain the fusible

glass on a lar^jor scalp. Experiments in pron^ress in this

direction have ]irovod quite successful, and will be described

in a later paper. J'he present remarks are restricted to the

experiences with capillary tubce.

2. The apparatus used was the same as that heretofore

* Since the above was read, a pa])er Ivas appeared in the Compfcs

liendm de tAcadimie (Us Sciences ior N*)v. 28, 1808, deaUng with the

modifieadoiM in Hiobelson's formtihe when we take into aoeount the
breadth of the i^lits. The author, M. ILnnx , fullow^ Michelson in not
considering variations of intensity panilk l to the siiti. Thi8| I thinJt,

accounts tor his results not quite agrecinj,^ with mine.

+ Communicated by the Author.

X Phil. Msg. (&) xlni. p. 104» Jan. 1899.
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dosorilied [L c), a clear thread of water being enoloeed in a
stoat ciipillary tabe between terniioal threads of niercaiy, the

tipper of which was sealed la places while the lower trans-

mitted the pressure of u force-pump. The motion of eaich

mcnii^cu*! was observed in tljo !ap«e oi time through a clear

boiling tube (vapour-bath, ibo^ to 21U^) with the uatheto-

meter.

The progress of the experiments may be described, as a

whole, as follows:—^Daring the first stages of heating the

clear tiiread of water expands, inasnrach as the constant

temperature in question is being approached. After this an

initially rapid contraction of the tliread is manifest, wliich

must have begun much befon> the period of constant tem-

perature \v:i« rrarlicd, so that the full thread-length tor

is never quite atlainnl. During the early and most murkoil

period* of contract idii (and some time beton^) the tube

appears white and upat|iie, and the observer can only with

dimcitltj^' follow the rise of the lower mercury ineniscos. The
top meniscas remains in place. Oompressibility is a rapidly

increasing qoantity. Daring the later stages f of beating

the tube becomes transpan^nt again, the mercury-threads

Htiind out brilliantly, and the whitish opaque matter gradually
vanisho< in the axis of the tnb(». Coiitraetloii bfcomes less

marked and liiially ceases : and wiili it the aeceiituated coin-

])ressibility ot the aqueous -ihV.'nf»», now 50 thickly viscid to

retain aivitics, al>o di.sappear.>. During this second stage,

threads of mercury invariably break oS* if there is change of

pressure. Nevertheless, measurement by means of these

indices is not impossible, and in the telescope the observer

notices a slow advance of the viscous mass, moving <uawh<iU
continually towards the up[>er end of the tube and carrying
the little mercoTj globules along like debris in a common
current.

To nirasure eoinpre.-.^iihi lity at this stage is to face a

dileinui I : ua iucrcuaing prcv-<iire from below, there is marked
increase in the upward motion oi the viscous current. It is

difficult to state when this accentuated motion ceases. On
removing pressure the mercury does not retreat proportion-

ately, if at all. However, when pressure is reduced too far,

the mercury may retreat several centimetres, quite out of the

field of view, as a wliole, leiiving well rounded or ovoid

cavities behind. Thus it is impossible to make measuremeuts

* Undissolved gl&sia cuagulum.
t Disaolving ootfTttlam
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for compressibilitv in triplets, and the data are given below

with tins rMorraaoD, TbeM data aooentnate the absence of

efieotive volume elasticity onder the oonditions stated.

When the viscous thread has appreciably ceased to contract

(1-2 hours), and the iabe is allowed to cool very oarefnlly,

bubbles make their appearance very much rescniDling tliof>p

in a Prince Rupert drop, and probably dno to a siiiiihir

cause *. They bc^'n to loriii in the axis, iuu\ arc i]>iiully

connected by u tiiic cliaimel. They may grow to u diameter

of over I the width of the bore. The lormution of these

bnbbles on oooliog is proof that the aqueous mlicate is still

Uqnid at the temperature of the vapour-bath (185^-210^),

however vix ous and incompressible it may have become.
The solidifying core of water-glass contracts from the oentre

outward, and must contract more rapidly than the igneous-

glas>< cnvelopo. It is this last stage f< '>n fonts cleared n<xain

to a pi'llucid jelly) which I failed to lully observe in my
earlier experiments, believin*T that soliditiaitiou hud set in

when the mercuiy-threads broke otl.

After the tube has passed the final stage with subsidence of

contraction, it invariablj breaks throughout its length when
cold, in sodi a way as at first sight to suggest expansion on
solidification of the aqueous sificiite within. It makes no
<lifference how carefully tht^ cooling is performed. If a thread

of fusible metal is allowed to solidify in a capillary tube, the

latter breaks soonor or later in the s;ime way. 1 do not by
any means iiiiflv that the aqueous silicate duei> actually

expand on solid i lying, for there are other and better ways in

which the breakage can be explained. The appearance ol

bubbles^ for instance^ is evidence of contraction, and the

breakage is rather due to an exoessivnly shrinking core.

When the cold tube is cut across, the core of water-glass

practically fills the tube, and to all appearances is as hard,

clear, and firm as the igneous ghtss surrounding it. There is

a difference of refraction between the two glasses *«uthcient to

make the aqueous core apparent under favourable illuinin-!?ion

;

fjut tor this and thn bubbles, the tube would be undiblnv-

guibhable from a glass rod.

Ifi however, the end of tlie ^luss tube is shghtly heated

above a oandlcnflame or a small bonsen*flame, we core soon
begins to melt, to swell up enormously iu bulk as the result

of the frothing which accompanies the escape of steam. The

• It is to bo reiiienil>'rt;d, however, that whrreas the Rupert drop is

f- .o!c d (Invn from above 1000^ the |tewat high teoipeiatore is otHj
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result is a light, very white pumice, larging exuding from
the eapiUary canal (as shown in fig. 1), the part remaining
within resembling pitk In this way'the enlarged bore of
the tube may be clearly compared with the parts left free

Fig. 1.—Oapillar/ tube, with water-glass core heated above.

Figs. 2-13.—Diagrams. The cro*s-hatched part? denote the core of

WAtei-j^lass (much enlarged), the eEVtjlope of i^aeoui) glass bding

igQored. Mercury is shown in black ; cavities in whitft; reflidau
water (?) is diiravtitly cross-hatched. Tiie aBttt3iI COUtOUn we»
umaliy more ovoid than these ligures.

from water and in contact with mercury only. On farther

fusion the pnmice molt^ *;^iieously, untl, if the glass contains

lead; it turns blaok in the usual way on reduction.



H aier in Hot Glass.

There is good roason to suppose that the aqaeoas silicate

remains liomogeneoas from the time of incipient solution to

the eventual occurrcnco of a vipeons nrlassy congiilato, liquid

enough at 200° to admit of the formation of internal bubbles

on cooling ami contraction, but at the same time viscous

enough to keep similar bubbles in shape and position without

cooling. A tnin thread of water ('01 to *04 centim. in diam.)

is undergoing lateral difiiision into the glass, and concentra*

ttoa difference is virtaally confined to the cylindrical surface

of contact between igneous glass and water-glassi widening
as the action goes on so slowly, that the much more liquid

water-glasri is free to remain homogeneous. The latter

should therefore be identical in composition with the original

glass, but for the incorporated water.

In a final experiment (tube No. 7) 1 put a solution of

cobalt nitrate into the tube, rather with the expectation of
finding Hue water-glass as the result. No such action

occarrod ; instead of it, the water diffased into the glass as

usual nnd the cobaltic nitrate was left as a granular scum in

the axis. Chemical decomposition and incorporation of the

cobalt did not therefore occur at 200°.

B. Instead of tabulating the large number of observations

made (in all seven tubes were employed), it will conduce to

clearness to present the work graphically. In so doing, the

data for the former tubes may be included, for reference.

Time is laid off in intervals of 20 nn'nutes (between vertical

lines) alon;^ the abscissas, while the ordinates indicate the

changes of lengtli of the column of water in intervals of

1 centim. It is not convenient to speeify the i'lill len^itii of

the tlin^ad in the chart ; hut a datum for the length of the

cold thread at about 20' C. will be given both in the latter and
in ilie tables containing original and final bore, and similar

specifications for each capillary tabe. These diameters were
measured with the cathetom 1 i . the tubes being cut across

and looked at endwise. Slight heating increased the sharp-

ness of detinition between the orlgimd glass and the solid

core of water-glass witlnTi.

The chart also contains the mean compressibilities /5. for

pressure intervals of about lOO atm., no attempt to obtain fi

as a function of pressure being made for the reasons stated in

} 2« Since y8=(r/V)//>, or the decrement of volume per

unit of volume per atmosphere, or practically decrement of

length per ceniani. of column per atmosphere, the abscissas as

above are successive time-intervals of 10 minutes each, while

the scale of ordinates is a change of of *000100. Several
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/3-yaIaes are usually attached to the oompmsibiliij-oama for

orientation.

Calling the two capillary tnhc^ formerly n^ed (precedin^r

pappr, 1. c.) !*Jo5. 1 and 2, their dimensional constants before

and alter corrosion were as follows :

—

Itttcraul dianieier

(eentiai.).
Seotion,

1

1

Culd thread-

length.

Ongiual. Corruded. OriginaL
|

Corrodt»d.

•043 •0015 -0021

•0014 ' -0023

\

1

18-4 cm. tit 1^°

U-0 oni.at24°

la these cases the temperature of the vapour-bath was but

1 85°, and the corrosion did not ontnia the opaque stage. Seen
under the microscope, the solid water-glass nearly nlled the

hore, beine an opalescent warfy accretion . The chart (p. 470)
contains tlie results for decrement of length of thread and of
comprossihilitv so far as observed, after constant temperature

had :<pt ill. tn all tho^sp oxperiment.^ ^ is thoroughly fleter-

ininod ^ from at least lour mea<urtMnonts between 20 and
4U0 atm., tlie initial lengths of thread returning on removal
of pressure.

in case of Ko. 1, time was not observed until after nearly

an hour's boiling. The short cnrves thas refer to the end of
the experiments. The general conclusions are stated in the

preceding paper.

4. The first of tli ' mnv tubes to be heated was No. 3, with

the i'oliowing coustiints ;

—

Tempemtara of Vapour-batlv 186^

Internal dkHMler (cm.). Section.

OrigiDal -02i)6 -00068 i Cold thread-length

I

17-4 cm. nt

Corroded .... 'Gilo •00135 i External diameter

I
about *8 en.

The ol)serva(ions with this tube wore not satisfactory
;

possibly the temperature of the ^ a pour-bath was insulHciently

constant ; possibly the clear si;igv; of reaction is not reached

at 185° (cf. §12). The tube turned opaque and so remained.

The fouled meniscus was frequently lost, or could not be

• C/. Am. Joum. Sci. xli. p. 110 (1891).
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reooffoked with oerlamt^. No obsemiiaiis were poMible
nntuafter 30 miniitefi' boilmg.

In the absence of systematic data, however, certain inoi-

deatal rainlts of interest were obtained with this tube, by
obi?crvinfT at liigh and low temperatures alternately. Thii?;,

after about an lionr's boiliufi;, yS i'e'! off" from at li^y

to abont 40 10*^ at ordinary temperatures. After about

•2i hours' l)oilmg, i3 fell oft' from about 2;^0 10* at 185° to

90/10'^ at ordinary Lcmpeiatures, After about four hours*

boiling the hot oompree&ibilities reached 400/10^ ; but the

tabe broke before the corresponding cold compreisilHlities

were measured.
Opportunity was also afforded for roughly measuring the

coefficients of expansion of water-glass* After two and a
half houiV boiling the mean coefficient per degree was
about •0()2, between '2^>^ and 185° The corresponding

mean coefficient for pure water, according to Mendelcef *, is

•0008 to -0009.

Thus it appears that oven the relative contraction of water-

glass is over twice as large as the normal yalne for water
nnder like condittons. After fonr honrs' boiling another

measnrement of the coefficient of expansion of water-glass

gave nearly the same result as before. Tins coefficient did

noty therefore, keep pace with the increase of /S ; but, as only

a small part of tlie thermal contraction on cooling lies in the

region of high temperature to which ^ refers, the two
coefficient? should not keep pace.

Finally, a comparison between ^ and voliune-contraclion

in the lapse of time showed a change of of about 18/10'^

for each per cent, of volnme-contraction relative to the cold

volnme at 20^ 0. This mean rate is more rapid than the

rate observed for tabes 1 and 2, or the following tubes.

5. The next tabe examined was No. 4, with the following

constants :

—

Touiperature of Vapour-bath, 210°.

Interaal diameter (cm.) Section.

Original •0340 •O0O45 Cold throsd-length

16*48 cm. at SfT*.

Oofioded .... '0710 *00896 Extern^ diameter,

'65 cm.

A higher temperature of exposure (210°) was here chosen

for comparison^ in order to bring the corrosive action of the

• FbiL Mag. (5) zzziil p. 106 (1608).
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water on glasB to an actual period of subsidenoe, ahoidd this

be possible. Tho aqncon? silicate obtained •svai' a clear hard

core, plainly clemarciited from tli<» ignoous glass envelope by
dirt'erence ot" rel'raciion, hut other\vi:>c not readily aistin-

guishable IVoni it. The bubbles contained no water. They
were probably partial vaeaa with traces of steam. A fine

axial canal, letss than miUim. in diameter, ran apparently

tliroas(h the watei^glase core, threading the bubbles. The
column of water shortened at 210"^ to its original length in

the cold tube, after about 20 minutes of exposure. The
triinsparent stage was renehed in this tube earlier than n-nal,

even at 210°. Indeed, the solvent action was energetic

throughout, as i» evidenced by tlie rapid volume-contraction.

The chart gives the successive values of volume and compres-

sihility O) in the lapse of time. The quantity yS is an
estimate, since observations in triplets could not be obtained,

increase of pressnre corresponding to an increment in the

continued volnme-con tract ion.

Boiling began at 2'' 40'", and constant temperattire* was
reached at 2*^ 55". Tronounced volunie-t^ontraction had set

in before this. The lower meniscus was lost as such before

2'' CO™. On increasing pressure the column ascended in form

of a sncoession of ovoid drops with constrictions between
them, the mercury diameters being smaller than the bore.

Removal of pressnre frequently se[)arated these drops alto-

gether, the viscous glass Howing in between them. Indeed
the mercurv often retreated in such a way as to leave the cavity

half empty. In figure 2 (p. llU) T have drawn an interesting

€4ise observed at 3'' ^')'". The mercury fills only the top half

of the cavity left on reilucing pressure. Very soon after the

metal was seen falling to the bottom in a rain of very small

drops. Since the diameter of the cavity did not exceed |
miltim., the extreme fineness of these drops is remarkable even
at 210**. On slightly increasing pressure again everjrthing

was seen to move upwards in a regular current, meniscus
(below), det^iched mercury drops and threads, and the eavitifs.

At 3*' 20™, the mercury still showed increased advance on
rai.sing the pressure to about 100 atm. ; but on withdrawing

pressure the mercury did not retreat. 1 measured the large

compressibility '000440 for these conditions. Even at
3I1 3()m oavities half filled with mercury were much in evidence.

At 3^ 50^ the column of aqueous silicate was nearly clear and
continuons, and the compressibility now measured was found
enormously redaced, perhaps less than the normal compres*

• See Chut (p. 470), curve Na 4, forthne and U-ngtk incieoients, &c.
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sifatlity of water at 210°. After this, tlie action of water on
iho nflnsfj seoms to have ceased, no further contraction

occurred nn up to 4^ 40™, when the tube ^Tir-t nf !()0 atm.'

The chief result obtained from this tube is therefore the

certain evidence of an eventual subsidence of the roaeiion of

the water on the glass under given circumstances. The
rapidity of reaction, the occurrence offioatxM cayities partly

full of merenry, partly of steam (?), the grocnial reabsorption

of tibis steam (?) by the glass on increasing pressure, are to be
noted. During the continued volume-contractioii oompres-
sibility ^ increased rapidly at first, renchino^ a maximum, and
then tell of!" rapidly to the proUible normal value for water at

210°, with tlie subsidence of iurther volume-contraction.

From my recent experiments on the compressibility of
eoaffnlated colloids*, I infer that the water-glass has now
reacned a similar stage. A convex meniscus forced upward

^ preseure changes to a conoid with apex sharpened upward.
Removing pressure restores the convex form. Hence the
column possesses definite rin^iditv, and its Yi^eosity

requires loiif^ intervals of time to be put in evidence. 8harp
axial lines, ur) millim. in diameter, true canals, together with
bubbles strung on tliem like beads, were left after cooling.

The axial lines are present at 21(y*,and then appear as the last

vestige of the opaque or granular stage which precedes the

dear stage. If there is really something granular about the

former, and if the contraction of volume is a cementation of
these granules into a homogeneous clear column of aqueous
colloidal filicfite, then the large final compressibilities are in

a measure accounted for ; l)iit the compressibilities for tubes

1 and 2 are real in so fur us all observations were made in

triplets, and the fiducial zero was regained after high pressures

(400 atm.). The granular hypouiesis is thus quite inad-

missible even if the interstices between the granules were
supposed to contain i ion-saturated steam ; for pressures in-

creasing to above 400 atm. would soon wipe out tlie maxi-
mum vapour-tensions of 11-12 atm. at 185% and le^ than

20 aim. at 210°.

At the close of the experiment the diameter of the mercury
thread seemed to be somewhat over one half thai of the core

of aqueous silicate. Since the bore increased from *24 to
*71 millim., the mercury thread did not thicken much on
moving up.

A comparison of compressibility ^ and volume-reduction

* Am. Jottxn. (4) Toh vi p. 286 (1808).

i'lui. Maij, 5. Vol. 47. Ko. 288. Ma\j 2 E
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(r/V) for tube No. 4 gave the following interpolated mean
Talnee :

—

Thread-length (210'). ... 16-0 14-6 13-6 12-0 cm.

^XlO" 960 860 440 70

The final (iutum marks the sii^i-i lfiiec of the whole phe-
nomenon, the /8 })eing nearly the normal datum lor water
(the usual case of colloidr^, whieh retain the compreRsibility

of the solvculj, and further volume (iecremeiit vanishing.

Daring contnu^on ihemean rate of change is 80X 10*^ per
linear em* of contraction. Since the initio cold length was
1«V5 cm., this amonnts to about 12 x 10-^ for each per cent
of Tolnme decrease relative to the cold volume. This resnlt

agrees fairlj well with the data for tubes 1 and 2.

<>. The experiments with the next tube, No. 5, were in the

main a corroboration of the results for tube No. 4. The bore
was chosen larger.

Temperatitre of Vaponr-hath, 210°.

Intwoal iiMMler (cm.). Saetion.

Oilgioal ...... -OSS -00086 Cold thieid-l«iig;fh

14 05 cm. at 20<^.

CoRoded '067 -00900 External diameter,

*G5 cm.

The chart shows the march of volameandof compressibility

in the lapse of time. As a whole the reaction is slower than

in § 5 ; the thread is shortened by contraction at 21(1'^ to its

length for the cold tube in about 40 minutes^ twice as long an
interval as het'ore.

Boiling began at lu 25'", and constant temperature was
reached alx>nt 15 minutes later. The observations as a whole
are the same as in the preceding case. At 11* 15"^ the silicate

failed to retreat with the atmnced mercnrj column on
removing pressure. A pecnliar resnlt was observed, as the
mercary here ran down several centime., leaving the water-
f^lass fnll of ovnl cavities, and afterwards ascended of its own
accord to fill them again without manual interference at the

force-pump.
I presume that pressure was reduced below the vapour

-

pressure of the water absorbed in gla^js ; that the temperature

of the oil in the force-pump was thermodynamically redaced

hy expansion of the oil ; that the latter gradually regained its

temperature, 6^ by conduction, increasing the pressure in the

hermetically sealed barrel. Since dd/(ip=av0/Jcty a liquid of
low specific heat cr, low density and large thermal expan-
sion contribntes to this rc^'ilt.
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The oontiniioofl^ very slow ooninustion onmnt toward tiie

top of ftlie tnbe was a marked feature. At 12>* 20"^ pressure

increment; merely prodaoed marked aooeleration in the

velocity of this current, roinoval of pressure leaving the

mercur)' in place. On rediuinf^f ]»rofi.sure below a certniii

v:ilne, however, the mercury retreated quite out of the cavities,

as above, to refill them again in the lapse of time. Figure 3

ip.

464) gives a view of a partially emptied cavity of this kind,

n figure 4 a ^lobnhir empty cavity formed during this process

is shown, which was made to Tsnish symmetrioallT to a point

oyer an advancing mercury meniscus.

The absorption of water in tube 5 virtually subsided aftor

about two hour? of hoilinfr. In tho finr-horo tube, § 5, like

subsidence set in at'ter i)iit oii»i liour of reaction. Differences

of clieniical cumpOrtitioii are not excluded.

On cooling, bubbles aijpeared in homogeneous parts of the

thread, tfaroughoot its lengtb, spontaneously, and expanded
often to over half the diameter of the core of water-gkss.

Moreover, ovoid cavities filled witJi mercury when hot are

found partially empty after cooling, as shown in fig. 5,

due to the contraction outward of the wall?. The final

lirenkngc of thi-? tube was confuted to tlic rorej which sjilit

across uxially, allo\vin«:; the mercurv to enter as a thin sheet

without breaking the envelope ol igneous glass*

The relations of /3 and (v/Y) for this tnhe may he stated

from the following interpolation ;

—

Tbiead-l6iigtli(cm.)at2IOo 16*8 16*4 146 14*2 18-6 12«

0X10* 140 jeo 200 3S0 840 440

Coni^>ressibility increases at an accelerated rate with con-
kiiett<m. Leaving out the final very large values, the mean
rate is 93x 10-^ per centim. of contraction. As the cold

length of thread is ahout 14 centim., this is a change of iS of
about 13 X 10"^ for each per cent, of volame-eontraction
referred to the cold A^olnme. The result is thus again of the
same order as the data from lubes 1, 2, and 5.

7. The tube No. (> was observed speciallv for volnnie-con-

traction, its large bore not being adapted for /^-measurements.
The tube when cooled down after corrosion showed a flue,

empty, axial canal, about '0063 centim. in diameter, left in the
core of aqueous silicate and forming a channel of communica-
tion between fourteen lai ge axial bubbles, distributed with fair

uniformity along the lenntli of the core. The constants of
the tube were (vapour-batli at '210^)
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OoU thrrod-lengtil

13-5 cm. at 20°.

External diameter '68 cm.

Tlie niaroh of volume-contraction is given in tbe chart.

BoiIin<i l)c;^an at 9^ 50™ ami tlie lemperaturo was constant
5"* or 10'" later ; but contniction inii^t have set in long before

this. At lO** ir>"^ the tliri'iid appeared indistinct and broken,
niarkinu; ilic opaque period. At 10** 30™, tliougli the water-
glass WHS stiil gi-auular, the mercury column, now about two-
tairds tbe diameter of tbe hydrated core, b<)came clearly

manifest. At 10^ 55*^ it stood out brilliantly ; the granulations
bad retreated toward the axis, ivbere they shone on illumxna-

tion like a white cloud. In fig. 13 a group of mercury threads

is given specially measured as to their distance apart. They
inoved bodily acros^j the crosshairs of the toloscope, keeping
their position relatively to each other. Tliis seems to be

positive proot that the whole internal column is moving
upward in con^sefpience of contraction and is followed by
the mercury meniscus moving in the direction of coUdUmt
pressure, in so viscous a mass, a current up in the middle
and down at the sides of tbe bore of about } millim. is out of
the question.

Tbe deformation of the top of the column of water-glass in
this experiment was strikiugiand is given in successive stages

in figs. 6 to 12, showing its relation to the fixed (upper)

mercury meniscus. In fig. (J the water-glass is oj)aque and
oranular ; in fig. 7 the granular column is shrinking; in

ng. 8 granulations have vanished except in the axis. In

fig. U the clear water-glass ut a shows a steam (?) cavity at by

above tbe residual Mrater (?) at c. This deformation may be
regarded as an axial opening of tbe oore due to contraction

outward. Figures 10 and ifshow successive gradual changes

of form of hy c in fig. 9, suggesting an upward march of

pressure. Fig* 12 finally shows the gradual deformation of

fig. 11, as the result of cooling ; but the mcrcurv <lid not fall

down into the elmun-'l ()f fig. 12, which here lerminates in

the upper meniscus. The expansion of the bubble b is the

marked feature. Cooled with great caution, the tube never-

theless broke spontaneously ; narts of it after twelve hours,

other parts even after months. No liquid water was detected in
Uie cold tube, and tbe mercury ran freely through the channel

in fig. 12. The large rate of reaction is an anomalous feature

in view of the large diameter. Cf* curves 4, 5, 6 of chart.

The final tube No. 7, containing a solution of cobaltic

W<derinMci

latMrnal dimMtor ((

Origmal

CovToded *1360

Seetion.
-0Q22

•0119
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nitfate^ haa already been mentioned. The wator-glasa was not

oolonred bine, bat the salt rejected as a scum in the axis of

^0 tube. Hence the eolation appears to be colloidal. In

other respects the precedino- phenomena \\ ere all reproduced,

uil incision?? of the mercury column indi ifintr a current

iipufird in the direction of pressure. Compres;sibilities were

outaiued as high as y9= 400 x 10"^

8. If the anoertain result for the opaque tobe 3 be excepted,

the above oomparisona of oom^reaeibility and yolume-con-

traction as a rule contain data flimilar to those which corre-

sponded to tubes 1 and 2, vis.

—

No 1. 2. 8. 4. 5.

a>3^...11xlO-« IXxiO-* 18xl0-« 12xl0-« IBxlO-*,

whore 8^ is the menn change of compressibility correspondinir

to the clian<;(' of li iigth and where Lq the lengtli of tlie

tlircad wlieu cold (used throiigliotit for want of au available

datuui at the high temperatures). In view of the difficulty

of measorlDg ^, and of the later stage of reaction for whicn
Kos. 4, d apply^ the results may be looked upon as of the

same order and a< a corroboration*of Nos. 1 and 2.

Since the valaes are apparent compressibilitieS| the

nsrJoeiation of vahie:* of /9 and volnme-oontrnction nmy well

be looked upon with suspicion : for as the capillary tube

during tlic progress of the reaction increases continually in

bore, or in other words is growing less thick-walled, it uiust

at a given pressure yield more and more, and at the same
time show continually increasing apparent compressibilities

of the conteuts. A plausible explanation of tlie correlative

variation of /3 and v/Y is thus suggested. That it does not
hold may be shown as follows:

—

To treat the eln^tie problem first, Tait's equation* for the

volume increment of liollow cylinders per unit of volume is

available lor computation. The true compressibility ^Sq thus

ai)pears as

where p is the internal pressure, and the internal and
external radius of the tubes, k the bulk-modulus, and n the

rioidity of the glass. Thus it suffices to find the correction

for the originJil and the corroded tube in order to estimate

the value of the elastic discrepancy in question. The foiiow-

« < Challenger Keports,' 1882, Appendix, p. 29.
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iDg table oontuns tile reralts, tftking JSvmtfs data (Tablee)

tor k and n

1. 3. a. 4. 6. 0.

4*2 4^ 4*9 4-2 4*2 4-2

4«8 43 4*3 4'S 4-2 44

Thus the mean ettec-t of th<^ cnliirfrement of" boro, diic to

iuUjraal corrosion, is at onlinury tempijratures but *000 0()01

in the extreme aise^ or only u lew tenths per cent, oi the

value of y3 for cold water. As an ezplanatioii of tiie ohangei
of fi obtained, which run as high as 600 per cent*^ the elastic

discrepancy is tiras ont of the qnestion ^.

The effect on the volume-contraction, being would
be in like degree nogligiHle.

Finally, acconliug to Amjigat t the increase of compressi-

bility of ordinary glass between 0° and 200° 0. is about
5*9 per cent. Hence even at 20U^ the elastic iliscreijuncy

will be in almost the same degree negligible as at ordinary

temperatures.

In experiments like the above^ tubes which initially with-

stood 400 or 500 atmospheres, after prolonged straining will

break even at 100 atm. or less. This result is rather to be
ascribed to the fatigu*' of elasticity or to molecular strains

imparted durin;> cooUng ; iur it is not unusual when corrosion

is altogether al)se!it.

y. The next point at issue relates to the viscosity of glass

at 200**. In a tube subject to viscous deformation the current
towards the top may be regarded as the result of viscous

stretching due to internal pressure. Increased ff then
represents the initially increased viscons yield accompanying
the increased stress, the yield vanishing asymptotically in

the lapse of time.

Reasons against this assumption are again of a quantitative

kind. When the elastic deformations are not of serious

consequence, the viscons changes are apt to be less so.

Moreover viscous phenomena would not vanish in one hour
as folly as the curves for tubes 4, 5, and 6 indicate. Finally,

in a very large number of experiments in which hydrocarbons

* For experiniPTif in a like directiai, see my paper in Am. Jonmal,
(S) xxxix. p. 486 (id90).

t JKWmm mr In Travaut ScdeM, R-H, Amayati Paris, 189^ p. 66.
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were subjected to mocli more intenfle preasnreB (400 atm.)

even at 310° in capillary tubes, I never noticed volumetric

evidence of viscoua deformation < nniparable to the above.

A»M to thifj the fipppsininop of the tube ; f. e.j the passage

from an oy>nf{iie corroded intnior ^ladiially to a homo-
«;enou» limitid jelly at the eonrhi>it)n of the experiment, in

parallel with the observed volume changes subsiding in a clear

tabe, and with the march of compresubilitj through

eDormonsly acceutuated values, terminatmg in the relativeij

small yalaes for hot water. Finallv, after volnme-cootraction

.

ceases (satnratlun) there is no further visoons response to any
pressure exee->: Nvh itover.

Vi«rositvis th<'ret'oreiiot available to acoonnt for the volinue-

eoiitnictidii ob-tMved. To make quite .^m-e n .special e.\[»eri-

ment uas made with a thread of parartin, 16' 19 centim. lonff,

nt 210° and about 100 aim. After more than an hour's

heating (observed C5 min.) tfae thresd had gradnallj ineteated

in length to 18*23 centim., dne no doubt to the gradnalljr

rising temperature of the \ apour»bath. The data given on
the chart (curve marked paraffin) show that there is no
r. Intion lietween the present experiments and the behaviour

of water.

10. I therefore regard it as e.stiil»li»hed that the observed

volume-contraciious are real. The endeavour may now be

made to compute limits for the density of the water-|rlMS8.

Two ways suggest themselves : (1) By comparing the toitaal

volume of igneous glass and water with the final volume of

water^ghms within the same bore (limit of corrosion) ; (2) By
making allowance for the advnno*^ ol* the (hrcjid of mercury
into the column (*f water-glass. 1 made these computations
for all the tuht;^ ; but a** the reactions in Xos. 1. 2, 3 are

incomplete, Nos. 4, 5, G only need be given. The tirst method
in these cases gave 3*4, 3*0, 3*5 respectively as the density

of solid water-glass. This is obviously a > upe rior limit seeing

that the thread does not contract as a whole. The density

of the ioiK'ous glass is hut 2*46. The second method gave
me 2- 10, 2"25, and 2*35 respectively as the densities of the

water- ul i'-^ in the tliree eases. These datn y»re^ent an inferior

limit \^siuce the thread of mercur}' widens in advancing
threugh viscous glass and since the full length of contraction

cannot be observed), just as the preceding data are a superior

limit. Hence the density of water-glass cannot differ very
much from the density of igneous gUuss (2'46). lliough the
two sets of data ditfer widely, one may estiniate the vmome*
eoniraction from their mean value to be about 20 per cent,

ol th(^ combined volume of igneous glass and water, for oOm-*
piete subsidence of the reaction.
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I ma}' befve refor to the app*rent expansion on Bolidifioa-

tion,aQd the eventoal breakage of tubes spontaneously. In a

general way, this means an eflectively diflferont coefHcient

of expansion fur the i«^eons glass without, from that for the

watpr-Ljlass witliin. kSiicli a resuh conic! lu- brought about,

for instanco, it" latent heat is s>et iVee by tlio water-glass on

soliditicaLiuij : for the wat^r-glass is neurij incompressible

when solid, and the case would therefore be far different

from the sohdifioation of snch relatively compressible bodies

as paraffin in oapiUary tabes.

The characteristic formation of bubbles is evidence against

expansion on solidification. Indeed 1 am not sure whether
even an excessive contraction of the core may not «tart an

internal crack in the water-glass which thereafter sprcails into

the igneous glass. Cracked water-glass cores with a sound

envelope of igneous glass were u I'reu uent occurrence. Finally,

the congealed water-glass in the cold may tend to resume its

Tolnme before the volnme-oontraction was impressed by
q»ontaneoiis decomposition. The definite decbion can be
made only when water-glass has been obtained on a larger

scale.

12. iuhes 4, 5, 6 show conclusively tliat the action of

watc'r on glass ceases after the solution has reached a certain

degree of couceutration ; compared with tubes 1, 2, 3, they

idlow ibat the rate of reaction meresses in marked degreewim
rise of temperature* These obseryations are in &Yoiir of the

occurrence of a definite limit of saturation* or even of a

definite chemical compound. Reaction, ccBt.par.^ ceases with

its formation. The marked contractiion of bulk as the reaction

proceeds may f>«' nddiieed in fiivoiir if tlio chemical view, since

in colloidal solution the voiuuie phenomena are usually

secondary.

It is to be noted that, apart from saturation, a gradual

sabsidence of the rate of reaction would be the result of

ordinary coUoidal solution, if the concentration gradient at

the surface of contact of the water-glass core within and the

igneous glass enyelope without decreases as more glass enters

into solution. The retention of the original composition of

the glass with water added, the bodily rejection of colouring

material like cobaltic oxide, i- further to the jioint. Jn how
far increased compressibility may be expected in a liquid

undergoing colloidal solution I cannot say, even when snch

solution is accompanied by decreasing volume ; but as the

phenomenon of solution terminates with a datum very near

^ ( tb.M rving that :iatui'ation also occurs in coUuida below their

mcitiiig-poiut iu excess of solveut.
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to tlie normal oompressibiltj of water at 200° (so hx as

known) , I am led on the whole to favour a colloidal hypo-
thesis. In an extensive study of the solution of valcanized

iti'liarnbhpr • in n variety of solvont<, the fusion temperature

ot thr >;iturated (HKif^ulated colloid under pressure to a clear

Sdhition st^mwl to bf nearly independent of the solvent iJf»ed.

Below lliis teuiperature there is saturatiou and swelling, but

no Bolatioo. (me maj llier»fore regard the opaque st;i^c of

the reaction of water on glass as the swelling of a coagulated

colloid In presence of its solvent, while the melting-point of

the ccagnlated colloidal glass (as evidenced by the second

stage of reaction) would lie below 21(>°, and ))ro!)al)ly above
150° C. Another question thus thrusts itself forward:
whether the property of swelling is retained by colloids at

relatively very low temperatures, seeing that glass at ordinary

temperatures does not swell in the presence of water. Finally,

the yiscositj or stiffness of the fnmd oolloid, and lis readiness

to coagnlate, increases as the amonnt of solvent per unit

of volume decreases.

13. Summarizing tlie above results, it is best to avoid

direct referenre to the character of solution, whether colloidal

or clnMuical. An exj>lanatiun may then be given in terms of

the coinprei^ftibility observed along successive isotherms for

the different concentrations of glass solutions at 210°. This

at first shows a relativelj small value, implying a steep

isotherm in a Glapeyron { jw) diagram. Thereafter com*
pressibility piisses through a relatively enormous value (over

five times the initial result), implying a neorly horisontal

isotherm. The reaction ends with even ?«m;i1h>r isothermal

compressibility than the tirst observed, in»piyin<i; steeper

isotherms than the initial curves. Now, although these

isotherms are all at the same absolute temperature, the wat^jr-

ulass is becoming continually more concentrated. Hence
tne tn>n'espomiing tem^raturet of the isotherms in van der

Wsals* sense are continnally decreasini^. It follows that the

reaction considered as a thermodynamic process is a march
through the eriUccU region of certain phases of the water-glass

examined.
In the light given by J. W. Gibbs's investigations, one

may arrive at clear notions by ado{)tin<r but two phases of

the water-class for comparison. Many phases may coexist

:

two are sdeeted in ^e interest of brevity, and called phase

1 and 2 respeotivelj. During the earlier stages <tf the re-

action (dilate water-glass) phase 1 is stable. At the end of

* Am. Journal^ ^S) jUiL p. (1891).
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til© reactioQ (conceuUaleJ water-glass, subs>ideuc© of vi)luin©-

ocratrMlion) phase 2 is stable. Botii oases corre&pond to

steep iaothenns. Toward the middle region of the Motion
(maxima of oompressibility) phases 1 and 2 are mntnalljr

stable in presenoe of each otber. Hence the horizontal iso-

therms corresponding to the critical region are cut through
in a march from greater to smaller corresponding tempo*
ratures.

That j)hast' 2 is really ^^l^^al)ll^ during the first >t;i<:jr of

reaction is shown by the approximate constincy of the values

of compressibility throughout intervals of pressure as high ns

conld be applied. For instance at 185^ :

ProsKUre interral... 20 to 100^ 100 to 200, 200 tu 300, d00to400«tn.

10*XiS » 146 144 142 146^

aud fiftceu iniuutes later,

K/'XiS « 188 176 201 189.

Again, during the intennediule stage water-glass is without
volnme elasticity; yielding remarkably to increase of pres-

sure, it refttses to expanawfaen ^resstire Is removed. The
last stage is again elastic, bnt relatively incompressible.

The extreme compressibility, /9, of water-glass during the
intermediate stage stated deserves special comment. Be*
ginning with i^ticous glass and water with compressibilities

of r«av^ 5= axl0~«anrl ]OOxlO-« ro.poctively at

values iii ^ are reached which exceed ."no x 10-*. One iniiy

even compare this result witli so voialile u i»odv a» ethylic

ether* at diti'ereut temperatures between ilHJ and 2U0 atm.^

as follows

a?enip. of ether 29° 65° 100* ISS*

X 106 207 305 741.

Tet tiio water-glass aoHdifies in the cold to a hard incom*
pressible colonrieaa body, qoite reeembling igneous glass.

Brown Uoiversitv.

^Yidsnoe, BJ., U.SJL

* Am. Journal, (3) xxxiz. p. 488 (1890).
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XLIII. On the Application ofForce within a Limited Space,

required to proauee J^iyherifal SoUtary Waves, or Treme of
Periodic Waves, of both Species^ Equivcluminal * and
Irrotational, in an ElaHie Stdid* By Lord KbltiN|

{ 1. rr\HBi compleie inntlicniutioal theory of the propagation

X of motion through an infinite elastic solid, including

the analysis of the motion into two species, equivoluminal nnd
irrotational, was first given by Stokes in liis splendid paper

"On the DynannVal Theory of Ditiiactioii vS. The object

of the present couiiiiunication is to investigate fully the torcivo

which must be applied to the boundary, S, of a hollow oi any
shape in the solid, in order to originate and to maintain anj*

known motion of the snrronnding solid; and to solve the

inverse problem of finding the motion when the forcive on,

or th3 motion of, 8 is given, for the particniar case in which S
is a sphene.'il snrfncn kept rigid.

§ 2. Let f, 7^ ^ tleiiote the infinitesimal displacement at any
point of the solid, oi" whioh (,#•, »/, -) is the equilibrium

position. The well-known equations of motion
[j
are

(1)

where £ denotes ^ + Vaag the notatioD of

Thom^suQ and Ijaitl for utrain-oompoiieats (elongations ; and
diftortiont), «,/, gi a,b,et we have

— ifl f-'h.
'-d»' ^-dg- ... .

dz dy ' dx dz
'

t " (>quh olumhml *' I menn «very qfthe soUd kefpwff iU volume
tmchanged duri7ig the niotioti.

t Gommunieated hj the Author : read before the Rnyd Botatitv of
Edinburgh, May 1. 1«1>1>.

§ Stokes, ' Aiatbematical Papers/ vul. ii. p. 24.*].

II
See my paper " On the Reflexion and Itefraction of Solitary Pinna

Wavts, &c./ftoc. n. S E. Dec. 1898, and l»hil. Ma^. Feb. 1809,

f Thornton md Tail's < Natural Philowphy,' § 660, or * Elmnents,'
§640.

i
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and with ihe oomsponding notation P, Q* B ; B, T, U; for

stress-components (normal and tangentiiil forces on tbe six

sides of an infinitelj small rectangular parallelepiped)! vre

luiTe

P=(A:+^n> + (*~|n)(^+^); Q= + ^^)/+ (A -^0(^ + ^);l

R=(A+ ^n)..;+(A:-|/i)(^+/) > (3).

S=na; T=nb; U= «c J

Lei now a- be an infinitesimal area at any point of the

snrfiMse S ; X, v the direction-cosines of the normal ; and
Xtr, Y<r, Z<r the components of ihe forco -^hich must be
ajiplied from wiflun to produce or maintain the^ specified

motiou of the matter outside. We have

-.Y=Q/i+ Sv+UX> • . • . (4;;

whence by (3)

-Xs (i;-ifi)Xa+n(2X^4-/M+i^y

-Y-{*-!n)/ia+n(2/»/+w»+Xc)l , . (5).

These equafioTis nive an oxplicit answer to the question,

"What is the lorcivo ? when the strain of the matter in

contact with S is «xiven. We shall consider in detail their

aitplication to the ca»e in which S is spherical, and the motions

and forces are in meridional planes tbrongn OX and sym-
metrical ronnd tfais line. Wimout loss of generalitj we may
take

zm(^ i giving ysO, asO, b^O, Z^O . . (6}

Eq^uatious (5) therefore become

-X- (A-J«)XS + n(2\. ^

f 3. In §§ 5-26 of his paper already referred to, Stokes
gives a complete solution of tbe problem of finding tbe dis-

placement and velocity at any point of an infinite solid,

which nmst follow from any arbitrarily given displacement
and v{^Ioeity at any previous time, if ai'ter that, the solid

is left to itself with no fore*' Jipplied to any part of it. In a
fnture communication 1 liop(5 to apply this solution to the

ditiraction of solitary waves, plane or spherical. Meantime
I confine myself to the subject stated in the title of the
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present communication, regarding which Stokea gives souiiO

important indicationr* in §§ 27-2*J of his pa})er.

§ 4. Poisson in 16VJ gave a complete solution of the

equatloil

(8)

in terms of arbitrary functions of .r, y, z representing tiie

initial valaes of ler and ; and showed that for eveiy case

in which v» dependa only on disiaaoe (r) from a fixed point,

It takes the form

where F and / dcnot*' arhitmrv function?. In my Baltimore

Lectures of 1884 1 poiut(^d out that solutions oxprfssing

spherical waves, whether equivoluminal (in which there is

essentially ditlVrent range of displacement in different parts

of the spherical surface) or irrotational (for which ihe displace-

ment may or mav not be differenl in diiTennt parts of the
sphertoal snrfaoe), can be Texy con^aniently derived from (9)

liy difierentiations with respect to y, r. It may indeed be
proved, although I do not know that a formal proof has been
anywhere published, tliat an absolutely general solution of (d)

is expressed by the formula

where S denotes snms for different integral values of Ay ty/i

and for any different values of af^ a*.

J 5. I propose at iirei^cnt to consider only the simplest of

all the cases in which TTiotion at every )>oint (.r, 0, 0) and

(0, y, z) is parallel to X' X ; and for all values of ij and r, | is

the same for equal positive and negative values of x. For
this purpose we of course take a/=y=ir'=0; and we shall

find that no values of A, t, j greater than 2 can appear in car
expressions for (, 17, (T, beoanse we confine onrselves to the

simplest case fulfilling the speotfied conditions. Onr special

subject, under the title of this paper, excludes waves t ravelling

inwards from distant sources, and therefore annals /(^+ r/r).

§ 6. In §§ 5-8 of his paper. Stokes Rhowod that any motion

whatever of a homogeneous elastic ^"Hd may, throughout

every part of it experiencing no applied force, be analysed
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into two constitnents, each capjihle of existing witliont the

other, in one oF which the displacement is equivoluminal, and

in the otlier it is irrotational. Hence if we denote by

(f„ rjjy (fi) the equivoluminal constituent, and by ({^, rj^, ^)
the irrotational constituent, the complete solution of (1) may
be written as follows

where rjij (a Vii fulfil the following conditions,

(12) and (13), respectively ;

—

dy ^ dz

^^^t,^ih. «»»U««,ssf!!^. ^t^%y^'3x.
dt^ * dfi' ^^^^ dt^' p

(12);

dx

dw

di

dw^
dx

w being any solution of

«_2 d^w o A +

113).

The fir^t equation of (12) shows that in the t;„
{Jj)

constituent of the solution there is essentiaiiy no dilatation or
oondenaation in an^ part of the solid ; that is to say, the
duplacement is eqniTolaniinal* The first three equations of
(13) prove that in the (^3, {^) constituent the displacement
is essentially irrotational.

§ 7. We can now see (liat the most general irrotational

solution fulfilling the conditions of § 5 is

gtung

dm dy dz ifidx v (14');

and the most general ec^uivoluminal solution fulfilling the

same conditions is

giving
At. d'n AT.

. . . (ly),
dy dz
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where Fi and Fj are put for brevity to denote arbitrar/

fonctions of (^t — and ^/ — ^ respective^. Henoe tbe

most general solation fulfilling the conditions of $ 5 is

(16).

wilui e for brevity ^ Ut^notes a iuncUoo of r and specified

ub I'oUows:—

^(r,0-F.(<-9+P,(«-r) . . . (17).

Denoting now by ;icr*'tit< differential corfticicnts with rej.pei*t

to r, ann retaining the Newtonian notation of dot» to signiiy
ditierential coefficients with reference to /, we have

Working out now the differentiations in (16), we find

(19).

§ 8. For tlio (IctcMiuination of the force-components by
(7), we shall want \ :iluos of 8, e^/, and c. Using therefore

(2) and going back to ( 1 ti) wo see that

(Ut ^ djf r (20;.

Hence, and by (19), we find

• • • (21).

By (16), (14)', and (15)' we fiad
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and by (19) directly used in (2) we fiod

435

> t- ^ J

BAmark bere how by Hie smnmation of ibeae tbree formulas
we find for f+Zn-^ the value given for 8 in (22).

§ 9. Tbese formulas (22) and (23), used in (5), give the

force-components per unit area at any point of the boundary
(S of § 1) of :i hollow of any f^hape in tno solid, in order that

the motion throughoTit the solid around if ninv be that expressed

by (19). Sii|i]>osing the hollow to be >]ilirrieal, as proposed

in § 2, let iUi radius be y. We niii»t in uud {o) put

9r (24);

and putting y s 0, we bave, as in (7), the two fioroe-coni-

ponents for any point of tbe snrfaoe in the meridian x b (1,

expressed as follows

X =:
( k-ln) CjX«- n { 2X«A + 2 (2X« + 1 )J3+ (X« + 1) Ci

}

Y= (it-|n)CtX^-fiV(2A 4B+ Ci)

where

)
(25),

A = —

-

B

C,

^1
T

j3

+

(26),

4> and ? denoting ^ and F with q for r.

§ 10. Returning now to (19), consider the character of the

motion represented by tbe formulas. For brevity we shall

call X X' simply the axh^ and the plane of Y Y , Z 7/ the

equatorial plane. First take y=0, r=0, and therefore 4ra«r.

PhiL Jl<iy. B. 6. Vol. 47, lio. 288. May 1899. 2 L

(23)
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We find by aid of (18)

Next take «=0 and we find

(equatorial)!—
J ^-^(^' + ^')-^(F,+F,)j ,=-0; f=0 (2y).

Henoe for Tory small values of r we have

(equatorial) {==^^(F,+ F,)

and for very largo values ot' r,

(aiialj f =

\

(2»);

J

(eqnatorml)

(3o;.

Thus we see tliut lor very Utr>Uiut places, the motion in the

axis 16 approximately that dae to the irrotational wave alone

;

and the motion at the (-(|u:itorial plane is that due to the

equivoluminal wave alone : also that with equal values of

and Fo the equivoluminal and the irrotational constitnents

contribute to these displacements inversely as tho ^^quares of

the propagational velocities of tho two waves. Un the other

hand, for places very near the centre, (29) shows that

both in the axis and in the equatorial plane the irrotational

and the equivoluminal constituents contribute equally to the

§ 11. Equations (25) and (26) ^Ive us full specification of
tlie forei\ e which must be applied to the boundary of our
spherical hollow to cause the motion to be precisely through
all time that si)e«^ified by (19), with Fj and any arbitrnry

functions. Thu> wo may su|tpose Fi it — qju) and Fj {t— tj/v)

to be each zero tor all negative values of <, and to l)e zero

a^ain for all values of I exceeding a certain limit r. At any
distance r from the centre^ the disturbance will last during
ihe time

from

and from

to t^'^-^r,

t^zizi to t = '-:=«+T.
« «

(31)
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Supposing v>UfWe see tbat theae two doiations oyerlap

bj an interval equal to

u

it

(32).

On the other hand, at every point oi" space outfido the radins

^-fT/(l/M — 1/tj) the wfive of the greater |)roi)afrational

velocity passes away outwards betoie the wave of the siualler

velocity reaches it^ and the transit-time of each wave across

it is T. The solid is rigorously undisplaced and at rest

throughout all the spaces outside the more rapid waye,
between the two waves, and inside the less rapid of the two.

§ 12. The expressions (25) and (26) for the components of

the surface-foroive on the boundary of the hollow required to

produce the supposed motion, involve and Hence we
should have infiiiiti; values for f= 0 or t = T, unless Fi and Fj
vanish for f= 0 and t= t, when r=q. Subject to this con-
dition the simplest possible expi'essiou tor each arbitrary

function to represent the two solitary waves of § 11, is of the

form

wherex«|*-l (33).

Hence, by successive differentiations, with reference to

12

24

48^ = -^(12x-20x*)

(34).

The annexed ilingram of four curves represents these four

functions (33) and (34).

§ 13. Take now definitively

F,(^-^)=Ci^»(l-X.V

. • . • (35),

2 L2
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V . . . (36).

Coiiijider now se|)aratelv the equivoluininal and flie iiTO-

tational inotioils. Using (19), (18), (35), (34), and taking

tbe equivoliuuiuttl consUtuenkn, we hayd as follows :—

' Equatorial, .c=0
; »?i=0 1

' Cono of latitude 45°, =xy= i?-*

(38)

(3i)) ;

where

{ 14. SimiJarly for the irrotational constituents ;

*

( Cone ol la t itude 4 5", a,^= xij— Jr'

j' Axial, ; ih«0
]

(«)5
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whm ^ Ac. tire giwD by (40) with X» ^ Xi* Xi ^
heing giTen bj (36).

§ 15. Tlie character of fhc motion throughont the solid,

^vllich is fullv }<|)ecified hy (1^), will be yx^rfootly nndor«tor>d

after a careful stnrly of the details for the eqiiiuori.-il, connl,

and axial pUices, e-liown ch arly by (37) . . . (13) for each

constituent, the equiv(.luminal and the irrotational, separately.

The curve ^ in the diagraiu ul § 12 shows the history of the

motion that must be given to my point of the surface S, for

either oonstitaent alone, and therefore for the two together,

in any ease in which q is exceedingly small in oompariaon
widi the smaller of the two qoantities wr, «r, which for

brevity we shall call the wave-lengths. The oanre ^ shows
the bistory of the motion prodnoed l>y either wave when it is

passing any point at a distance from the centre very greai

m comparison with its own wave-length, fint the three

algebraic functions ^ all enter into the expression of
the motion due to either wave when the faster has advanced
sofiir that it.s rear is clear of the front of rlir >lower, but uol so

far as to make its wave-length (which i- tiie con-tant thickno^s

of the spherical shell ront^iining it) ^n at In «ompari^on with

its inner radius. Look at the <li:i;,nam. and notice that in

the origin at S, a mere motion of each point in one direction

and back, represented by ^, causes in very distant places, a

motion {^) to n certnin displacement back through the

zero to a displaicmeiit X 'MjXd in the opposite direction,

thence back through /ah o to d in the first direction and thence

hack to rest at zero. Remark that the direction of d is radial

in the irrotational wave and per[>endicolartothe radios in the

eqnivolnminal wave. Hemark also that the d for every radial

line varies inversely as distance from the centre.

§ 16. Draw any line O P K in any fixed dirrction fhroun^h

O, the centre of th** spherical surface S at w liicli the forcive

originating the whole motion is applied. In the }nirticular

case of i§ 12 . • . 15, and in any case in which F^^/— and

Fj ~ j,") ^' ''^^"J^ assumed to be,fronU= 0 to <= T,of the form

<*'*(|.T — /) *A,/', where / denotes an integer, the time-history of
the motion of Pis + ... +B6f<<*'^',and it^s space-history

{t const^int and r variable) i- (' ar-^'+ C '_,r-' + . . . -f C., + ,
r*+':

the complete formula in teiais of / and r being given ex-

plicitly by (19). The element^jry algebraic character of the

JoruiQla : and the exact nulUty or the displacement for

every point of the solid for which r>9+r/; and between

I
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r=sq + v{t—7) and r=j + ut, when r(/—t)>«/ ; and hotweea

rss^and r:=<^ + M(f—t), when <>T : these iiiieresting cha-

nieieristicB of the solution of a somewhat intricate dynamxoal

prohlem^ are secured hj the particular character of the

originating forcive at S, which we find according to

§§8, [} to he that which will [)rodiico them. But all those

obaracteristics are lost except th(^ first (nullity of motion

through all space outside the spherical surfaco r= fj+ vf), if

we apply an arbitrary forcive to S *, or such a forcive iis to

produce any arbitrary deformation or motion of S. Let for

example S be an ideal rigid spherical lining of onr cavitj

;

:in(l let any infinitesimal arbitrary motion be given to it.

We need not at present consider infinitesimal rotation of 8 :

the spherical waves which this would produce, particularly

simple in tlioir character, ^ere investigaft^l in niy Baltimore

Lectures, and dei^oribed in recent comniunicatious to the

British Association and Philosophical Magazine f. Neither

need we consider curvilinear motion of the centre of S,

because, the motion being infinitesimal, independent super-

position of ^-motions produces any curvilinear motion
whatever.

§ 17. Take then dcfimtively S(t)f or simply S, nn arbitrary

function of the time, to denote excursion in the direction OX^
of the centre of S from its equiHbrium-position. Let d~^^,

"d 'S denote f dtS and ( f dtS, Oar problem is, sup-
Jo Jo J«

posing the solid to be everywhere at rest and unstrained when
^ = 0, to find (f, ^ for every point of the solid (r>g) at ail

subsequent time {t positive); with

These, used in (19), give

and

* If the space inside S is filled witli solid of the same qualiiiy aa

outside, the solution Yemains algebraic, if the forcive formula ia algebraic,

though discontinuous. Tl" dl.-placement of S ends, not at timn f=r

when the forcive is stnppod, but at time ti=iT-\'2q/u when the last of the

inward trRvellin^: wavu produced by it baa travailed in to the cantni

and out n"ain to r=q.

t B. A, Report, 1898, p. 783; PhiL Mag. Not. 1808, p. 494.
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Adding Syx (46) to (45), we find

whaooe

oj^6/(^<j = -2 4- .... (47);

• . • (48);

and by this eiimiDAting from (46),

when d denotm d/dt, and

tfw=-«>«'(i+^a-'+^'d-')*w . (50).

§ 1'"^. I liope later to work out this problem for the ca«p of

motion coiiimonoin^j from ro-if at f= 0, and <^i/) an arl>iirarv *

lunctiou; but coiiliniuj^ ourselves mtaiitiine to iho ra<<' of »S

havinnr been, anfi beintj, kept |>erpetuaiiy vibratiD^ to and fro

ill biiuplo liunuoiilc uioliou, a^.^timo

#(l)»A«inorf (51).

With this, (50) givai

To solve (49) in the manner most convenient lor this form of

we now,have

v^i(/)
=

i

^
1 ^(0

d' + ^(M + 2t»}d + ^(ir + 2t^^)

y+^(tt«+2t;«)-i(i*+2t;)d

• . [dH^(i.» + 2t;^)J-[J(tt+2i;}d]'

[i(u«+2t;«)-.a»«J + ^\«+ 2«^)»

• • (53).
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With ^1 tbua determined, (48) gives as follows,

493

|>« ~ u*
(64).

For 9, C (19) w6 now haro

If = B(r, O-^y

where (compare § 9 above)

§ 19. The wave-Iengiha of the equivolaminaland rotational

waves are respectively — aod -. jbor values ol r very

great in comparison with the sreater of these, the second

members of (55) become rednocS approidmatelj to the terms

involving it\ and F^. These terms represent respectively a
train of equivolnminal waves, or waves of transverse vibration,

and a train of irrotntionnl wave*!, or waves of lon^ntn liiial

vi))r;!t?on ; aii'l the amplitude ot oach wave as it travels

ouUsaiti.^ varies invrr>t ly as r.

§ 20. For the ca-f ot an incompressible solid we ha?e
o s oo ^ which by (53) gives

(57);

and hy (55) we have^ for r very great,

-JAysinwi ^

which fully specify, for great distances from the onVin, thr»

wavp-motion pronnced by a rigid globe of radius kept

moving to and iro according to the formula h sinoi^.

[To be ccmtanudcL]

(58),
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XLIV. Denudation and Deposition,

To tfie Editors of tlie Philosophical Magazine,

Gkntlkmen,

DR. G. Johnstone Stoney's paper on this subject in

your April number will, 1 tliink, somewh.it stertle

prac'tic^il men, whether geologists or engineers. It' I rightly

understand him, he concludes that to increase the radius of

the earth one has only to remove its surface-layers, and con-

versely. The problem which Dr. Stoney considers on p. 373
is simpl}' that of an elastic solid sphere of uniform bnlk-

modulus (resistance to compression) acted on by a nniform

surface pressure. If » be the pressure, a the radius, and
k the bulk-modulus, tlie surface displacement, as is well-

known, is

w= — pn/^k ;

and if one puts

a=64 X lO^centim.,

it=423x lOV,

t. if one supposes a to i'e the exirtlTs radius, fjr * gravity ' at

its surface,/) the pressure due to a layer 1 centim. deep of water,

and k the largest value quoted for the bulk-modulus of glass

in Ijord Kelvin's Encyclop<Bdia article—one gets in agree-

ment with Dr. Stoney

u=— 0'5 centim. approx.

If, however. Dr. Stoney treats the earth as perfectly elastic

throughout for pressure introduced by the action of its

gravitation on fresh surface material, it is difficult to see liow

he can avoid treating it as also perfei'tly elastic so far as con-

cerns the gravitijtional forces between the already existing

material. It may be legitimate enough to hold that the deep-
seated material has had its elasticity, so to speak, " killed

"

under the enormous pressure to which it is exposed ; but
this view does not appear consistent with treating this identical

material as responding like glass to a slight increment of

exactly the same type of pressure stress. To see the nature

of the results to which we are led by the hypothesis that the

earth as a whole behaves like glass, let us glance for a moment
at the expression for the surface disj)lacement due to the

mutual gravitation of a homogeneous elastic sphere, viz.,

?/= —ppu'/i'^kj

when we ascribe to a and k the values quoted above, and put
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^=s5'5. [The aMumption of onifomi density is merely for

simplicity ; one can eiisily allow for variation in the density

with the radial distance, but this does not affect the order of
magnitude of v.]

b'roin the above value of u, under the conditions supposed,
I find

u= — (7/l3)a approx.

In other words the earth would pos-css an elasfir disiplace-

meut of fully 2000 miles at the surface. My own view,

advocated some years ago in your pages*, with, I have reason

to think, pretty general approval from elasticianst, is that

results deanoed by treating the earth as an elastic solid of the

normal type cannot be taken seriously unless they make the
strains smnll quantities of tho order allowed by the ordinary
mathematical and physical theories.

The only satisfactory way, so far as I know, of deducing
results consistent with perfect elasticity is to treat the earth as

incompressible, or very nearly incompressible, throughout all

but the snrface strata (Dr. Stoney's 'lithospbere^). If we
suppose the litbospbere homogeneous and perfectly elastic, its

thickness d being smaU compared to the earth's radius a, and
suppose the underlying material incomjiressible, the displace-

ment at the surface, due to uniform surface pressure /», is

approximately given by J

u'=-Hpd/{U-^^),

where k is the bulk-modulos, and n the rigidity, for the
lithosphere.

If u represent as before the surface displacement on Dr.
Rtonoy's hypothesis of a uniform value ^for the bnlk-modulna,
we have

' a 6k -{-in

SupposinfT ;/ = 3Ar/5, the relation piven by uniconstant iso-

tropy, which is at least a fair a}>proximation in ordinary-

glass, we have
u'/H~(5di"6a),

This makes u'/u about when the lithosphere is 30 miles
tliick.

I do not attai li any importance to the numerical estimate

* Phi). .M:i«r. Snpt. raber 1891, pp. •23il-2ry2.

t Cf. Todbxmter & Pearson's ' Jliatoiy. .of Elasticity/ vol. ii, part 2,
arts. 1721-172S; and LoTo's 'TreatiM on. .Elasticity,* irol. i. arki.

127, 180, Sec.

I Deducible &om results in Phil Mag. vol. xiULviii. (1804) p. 17fiu
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just made, exoepi tB giving some idea of the large rednolMMi
it would be adTuaUe to make in Dr* Btoney's figures. Tb«
lithopphere of course is not homogeneous, and alteration in the

bolk-modulns wilh the depth must almost cert^iiiilv be <rrndnnl.

I would also point out that, whctlier one troats th»» ^arth

as possesbed of uniform elasticity or not, data deduced from
unilurm surface ioudiug are hardly calculated to throw much
light OB wbat bappens wImh ibe loaded area is bat a small

fraction of tilie snrfaoe. If the loaded afoa be only n few
hundred, or even thousand, square miles, a mucb better ide*

of the order of magnitude of the elasdr offectsdne to denuda-
tion or deposition would probably be obtained by an application

of Cerruti and Boiisssinesq's results* for a locally loadt*d

intlnite plane. As to possible gradual

—

i. e, nonelastic aud
vi>eou->— rt'suUs, elastic solid theory is but an imperfect guido.

April 6, 169i>. CHARiiES CuRRE.

XLY. Notices respecting New Books.

Matter, f^n^rfjf. Force, and Worl' ; A Plain Presnitntion of F\in-

damentuL PIiifs'n<d Concepts (uuf of the Vorte.r-Atom and other

Thtories. By blLAS W. IIojlmax, thntr'Uus ProftMor of Phygiet

in Maatadnm^ IwtituU of Titknology. Kew Toik: Ibe
MKinillen CompaDj, 1898.

aim of the authorm writing tbis Y<diinie has been to present

the fundamental definitions and concepts of physics in a
logieal order, ARmuiiiiiLi; tluf existence of space, be points out that

certain portions of it are jx)ssrs.->ed ot the power to alfect our seoises

and other portions of space ; in such portions iubttance exists.

SubstanoB is composed of matter, and its power to pcodnoe external
el!ects may be attributed to the eneigy o( motion of its natter;
matter of itself having no properties except that it occupies Fpa(^

and eau possess kinetic eneriry. The coucept of enerj:y is thus

made more fundamei'tal than that of force, v%'bich is detiiied as the

action €i energy in prodariog a tendency to change of motion <^
bodies. Tbis treatment leads to tiie domne of uie ^nserratton
of energy aod a discusfcion concerning the nature of the varioua

forms of energy, and is followed, in the second part of the l'€dluiae>

by iO! nrcount of tlie vortex-atom theory of matter.

The author apptiars to us to have iutroduced an unnecessary

complication into bis work by bis respecit Ibr tiie term hmhs aa

ordinarily used to indicate quantity of matter. The term has no
meaning until the method of estimating quantities of matter has
been agreed upon

;
ordinarily, mass is mea*;ured by its capacity for

ac(|uirinf» momentum under giveu velocity, because iorce and
ujojuentuni are regarded as more fundamental than enei^; it is,

* See Todhunter & Pearson's ^History,' vol. ii. part 2, arts.

et gm., or I^oTo's ' Elsstici^/ Tol i chapter tf, also fbiL Msg. Mardi
1807, pb 178.
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however, eqtmllj legitininfp to n])ply llie same term to the capacity

of the body tor acquiring energy under given velocity. As kinetic

energy depends on the square of the velocity there is a trouble-

mind factor |, which miut either be got rid of hr an equally

vexatious ^rstent of units or else it must be h ft in the equationa.

The confusion occasioned by it is exfiifn'ted on p. fjd. where we r^d
that the cuBtoinary unit of kinetic enori[Ty " is one-half of that

posse88(^ by one gramme when moving with a velocity of one
centimetre per leoond. It it called the evg."

Beaden cf the book, whether they agree with the views of the
author or not, cannot fail to have their attention drawn to tlic

fundamental concepts of mechanics and physics and the evidence

on which they are founded ; this must necessarily lead to clearer

TiewB and a greater appreciation of the modem theorise sketched

briefly in the second part of this volume. J* L. H.

An IrUroduction to the Theory of Analytic Functions. By J. Habk-
KHHB, id., tmd ¥. Jfo&LBf, SoM. (London, Marmfflan, 1898^

pp.xvi+986.)

Toe previous treatise on the Theory of Functions by the same
writer'; wn*-- imhlished in 1893. This work, n« flu^ antlior^ «tate

and as is obvious on exauiination, is not au abridged and element-

ary version of the other, but is almost a totally independent work.

Our last remark is due to Ih^ fact that there are fewer referenoea

on account a fuller list having been £;;iven before* Let the

Authors speak for tliemselves : "It has been composed \\ith

different eir!« in mind, deals in many plaees with distinct ordei's of

ideas, and jjresents from an independent point of view such portions

of the subject as are common to both Tolumee.
" Owing to the ncmezistenoe of any English text>book giving a

con seen liv.' and elementary account of the fundamental concepts

and proccsRf*' eni])loycd in the theory of functions, tho authors

have sent forth their volume to meet this pressing want." The rest

of the preface gives an interesting sketch of what they attempt,

and afler a per^sl of great part of their v,ork, we are convinced
that they will meet with the reward they hope for.

There are twenty-two chapters in all, an Index, and Contents.

The earlier portion on the Ordinal Number System, Geometric
Bepresentation of Complex Numbers, the BiHnear Transformation

and the GeometricTheory of the Logarithmand theEiqponen^, we
read with much intercut and found them to be very dearly done.

Chapters viii.-xii. (Iise!!«s the different points of diflficulty connected

with I'ower .Series. Then ne have (xiii.) the Analytic Theory of the

Exponential aud Logarithm. Chapters xv.-xviii, consider Weier-

strass's faetor.theorem, Integration, Laurent's Theorem and the
Theta-fuuctioDS, and functions ariring from a network. Elliptic

and Algebraic functions (on Riemann surfaces) follow, and tlio book
closes with Cnuchy's Theory and the Potential. Possessors of the

earlier volume will see that some of the headings above are identi-

Gsl with those in that work, but they will find that the treatment
is fresh, as stated in the extract from the pre£B<!8 above.
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London and North-Weoteni Bailway.—^Aahbonme to Cniko Low/
By H. H. Arnold-Bamiooe, Esq., lUL, F.Oi(.

The southern part of the new railway from Aslibourne, througji

Tissin^'toii and Crake Low, to Hnxton exliibifs several sections

in Trias, Boulder Clay, Mountain LimcstonL', .tiid Voredale l^ed-^.

lutenitratiiied with the latter is a thick bed of Tolcanic ash, with
fliiniier Intocaalstlono of tuff. Within a mOo of Tiorington ash is

ezliibited har fanm in the onttingt, and according to do vww 6t
the author it is the same bed repeated by basins and domes, OBO
of the latter of which is faulted. While the rooks snccopdinij

the ash in some places are limestones, claTts, and shales of Yurrdale

type, iu one section they rebeiuble more closely the upper beds oi the

Koontain limeetone. The limestones are oftsn dolomitixed. The
ash-bed is 144 feet tiiiok where fully exposed: it is stratified, tiie

beds varj'iug in texture, and the lapilli in them range from miero-
scopic dimensions to 1 inch in diameter. The Inpilli are ^lassv or

])alagonitic ; but IVlspar-uiicrolites ure rare, and the rock of whieh
they are made has no counterpart among the lavas of the county.

The cjeoted Ue<to in the ash Tary from several inches up to

1 foot in diameter, and are similar to the blocks in the vent at
Kniveton. The small lapilli scattered through the limestones are
generally converted into caleito or didoiuite witli oxide of iron.

Tbe paper is illustrated by microscopic slides, uud horizontal and
Tertii*al sectifms of the cuttings and quarries described; also by
hand-speoimens, photographs, and liintern-slides.

2. ' Tlu' Oceanic Deposit « of Trinidad.' By Prof. J. B. Harrison^

31, A., F.(i.S., and A. J. Juki - Urowne, Esq., B.A., F.G.S.

' The object of thiscominuniualiou is to present some observations

on the soooeesionand geological relations of the beds wliich hare long
been known in Trinidad as the Naparima Ifarla. This name
was gtTon hy Messrs. Wall & Sawkins in 1800, on acoount of their

ocenpyinj: a larp:e part of the Naparima district east and south-east

of San Fernando. Tlio beds so named formed one of the five series

which were descriiited by these authors under the head of the 2i ewer
Parian Oronp.' In hts historical introduction ICr, Jnkes-Bmnw
deals with the writings of Mr. Guppy and Prof. Harrison, and shows
that throe definite is^iiueB are thus raised .—(1) Are the NarivaBeda
above or below the Naparima Marls i (2) Do the Giobigetma^mati^
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occur in the Kiparima district, and, if so, are they connected with the
iiadiolariau mark or are they part of a separate toruiation? (3) What
is the relation between the San Fernando £eds and the other groups ?

Mr. Gnppy and Prof. Harrison agree in anawering fhd fiiat part of
the second question in the afHrmatiTe* «od in stating tbat the two
marls are closely connectt'd together.

In the second part of the paper. Prof. Harrison tabulates the
following succession in the 2suparimu district:

—

3. Radiolarian bed* fesembling those of Barbados.

2. Grey Globi^tHm wnria, the same aa thoae of the
coast-section.

1. Bed and blue clajs.

Oceanic Series.

Kariva Beda.

Although junctions of the !Nariva Beds and the Oceanic Series are
not seen, at Ste. !Nradeleine Usine the clays of tlie former series

occur liO feet lower than the OloMffi-rina-marU, and there appears
to be no trausitiou between the two series. On tlie other hand, the
transition between (2) and (3) appears to be complete. A comparison
with the corresponding beds at Barbados now becomes po^ble, and
this shows that the GloHij' rina-m&Th occupy the place of thb basal
chalks of Barbados, but are much thicker, while the radiolarinn

rocks are thinner, and the interbedded volcanic ashes su frequent

in Barbados are wanting in Trinidad. Chemical and microacopic
analyses of the Globiyerhut and radiolarian beda are given, and,
compared with similar analyses of the Barbadian deposits, they
shoAv that more quartz and argillaceous matter occur in Trinidad.
The radiolarian raarhi contain iridescent scales due to frai^numts of
the frustules of the diatom Etlmwdiscus, which is ' «^uite characteristic

of some of the deepest tropical red days and radiolarian ooses
far from land.' The ' argiUne^ beds appear to he formed from the
alteration of the lower GlotnjferwO'mua. The following corzelation

is proposed;—-

Babbaikis,

Ooral Bocks. \
Beds. J

iBede.

Sootland Beds. f Upper.

\ Lower.

TanriDAD.

MoTOga Series.

ZTaparima Maris*

San EefDBiido Beda.
ITarival

f Pleistocene A
\ Pliocene.
Miocene,

f Oligocene &
\ Booene.

The OUgooene and Eocene Beds are el shallow-water origin,

and seon to be nneonformabiy ooTered by tiie Kaparima Iforls,

XLYII. InUUigetuse and MUcellaneoua ArtiideB^

A )riYB-OBLL QUADBANT BLBCTBOMBTBB. BT PBOF. H, HAGA.

T>BOF. H. HAOA describes a fire-cell quadrant electromRter
which has been cDiistructed according to his design in the Phy-

sical Laboratory of the Um?ersi<y of Q-roninghen. A special feature
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is the means applied for damping the oscill.itioTi^ of the combined
system of five ueedit^. This ooiuiists of a thin eojjper eyliuder..

movable in a Btrong magnetic field, and attached eoaxiaUy to the
alamiiiiinB tten earning the needAet, wUah k contiaiied dDv»»
wards l^low the quMfiale for thin purpMe. The au^netie ieid
in \\ liich the rvlinder move? is formed as follows a pom^UMBt
magnet, \\ hose axis forms a nearly complete horizontal circle, is

fastened close below the sole^plate of the instnimeni, so tiiat the
axis of suspeniiiMi o( the lieedles and cunper cylinder passes

throarii the centre of the tpeoe between the potw, whieh are
furuisned with soft iron pole^pieces in the opposing faces of

which grooves of seraicireular section are cut. A cylindrical

sspace is thus formed, which is closed on all sides
; above, by the

Boie-plate of the electrometer (except for a hole hirge enough to

let the alumlninra etetn carr}Mng the copper qrlmder pen freely)

;

hehiw, by a bnas phkte carr^'ing a short copper tube in which an
iron core of rather smaller radius than the copper damping cylinder

fits closely and can be ?»lid np or down witli «'!''„'^t frietion ; nt the

sides by brass plates closing the air-gaps th«' pole-pieces.

The damping cylinder is thus thoroughly protectt-d froui air-cur-

lente ana moves in the annuhir space lietween the hollowed oat
urfaoes of the pole-))ieces and the iron core just mentioned.

In order to he .•il)l«' t<j r('<;iilafe tlu- d;nnpiii{j!;, the copper cylinder

n adjusted, by thinnin<; and shortening,', nntil the movement is

just aperiodic when the iron con- is pushed right up. Then by
uiuving the core downward, any required degree of damping can
be obtained. The total snspended system weishs SO
The suspending fibre is 17 cm. long and is attached at the top to

a torsion head. The author lias trii>d a silvered qnartz fihr<- of

55 /I diameter, but tiuds an annealed j^lalinuni wire of 50 fi on the

whole the most convenient. With this ttuspension the half-period

was about 12 eeoonds, and, as the damping was so r^^olated that

the needles came to rest after three swings, readings could be
taken at intervals of about 30 seconds. The needles were charged
bv heint:^ connected with the positive terminal of a set of 300
Leclanche cells, the ne^^tive of wliich wns to earth. With a scale-

distance of 2 metres, a (Jlark cell gave, hv reversal, a deviation of

about 600 mm., and the same Talaes could he obtained repeatedly

within 2 or 3 tenths of a millimetre ; in other words, messuremente
oen be ma ? with the electrometer with an accuracy of follj one
part in inoo.

The author gi\es a series of readings illu.slratiiig the proportion-

ality between potential-difference and deflection, and also exam]>le8

of the use d the instrurocnt for the comparison of electromotive

fiiross, of current-strengths by the potentiometer method, ani) off

the constant of a galvanometer.-—(Abstract of paper communicated

by the Author from t he Proc^tdhiys ofUu iioi/al Aottdemjf of Seui^cetf

Amsiet-dam^ tor June 25tb, 1898.)
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XLYIXL Thickness of the Black Spot in Liauid FiliM*
By Edwin iS. Johonnott, Jun.*

iNTRODDOnON.

THE principal object of the measurement of the thiokneisof
tlifi black spot on certaiii liquid films is to determine the

radius of inolocular attraction, which is supposed to ho equal

to half the thickness of the hlui. The first determination of

the thickness of the film was made by Plateau j, who gives it

as 120 X 10~^ millim. or 120 The present generally

aooepted ynlae is that given by the experiments of Professort

Remold and Biiekert, viz., 12^ for the thickness.

They employed two methods, the first consisting in measuring
the electrical resistance of cylindrical films, and the second in

determining the relative retardation of two beams of litrlit,

one of which had been transmitted through a larger number
of films than the other.

P. JJrudeS, by considering the effect of capillarity on the

reflexion and refraction of light, obtained a yalCM of 17 /Aft for

the thickness. He also gives a good historical summary cf

the work that has been done on the determination of the

radins of molecular attraction. Lord Rayleigh|| has also^

shown that an olive-oil film 2 fifi thick will just qaiet the
movements of camphor particles on a water surface.

* Communicated by the Author,

t Statime de$ Liqutdes, vol. i. p. 210.

t Phil. Trans. 1881, p. 447 ; 1883, p. 645 ; and 1893 (a), p. 606,

§ ^Vied. A,in. vol. xfiii. (1891), pp. 12G-157 and 168-176.

II
Proc. Rov. Soe. v l. xivii. (1889-90), p. 3(M.

Fhil, Mag. iS. 5. Voi. 47. No. 28^. Jam im. 2 M
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Two me&odsy both raggeited liy Prof. Hiohelson, veto

naed in making the measoremontB here giveiii

the fint| an interferometer method,
the second, a photometric method.

In the first method contimions readings, for the mean thick-

ness of a number of films, \vere made ovi r a period of several

hours. In the secoiul iaetbod the tliiekness of a single film

was determined from the intensity of the light reflected at a

series of different angles ofincideDee. Since it was impossible

to obtain monochromatio lights snflSoientlj intense, thismetbod
does not furnish accnfste results.

The liquid used was a solution of either ol^to of soda or

oleate of jiotash in di>till«v1 water, the proportions ranging

from 1
f
art of oleate to K U of water (1 : 100), to 1 part of

oleate to 40 of water (1 : Tests were made with potassium

nitrate and ulso glycerine udded to the above solutions.

The index of refraction of all the solutions was assumed to

be ibat of pnre water, yix,, 1*333. All tbe measurements
were made on vertical films^ formed on rectangubir fhunes

made of ghiss fibre. Tbe lower edge of the films was on tbe

snrfiu^ of the solution in all cases.

Method I.

Prof. Michelson s mierterometer was used in making the

measurements by this method.

Deterii/iion of Apparatus.—The two reflectors were placed

at A and B, on a stone slab S feet by 2 feet (fig. 1), and tbe
separating surlaoe and compensator at C. Toe films were
brought into the path, BC, of the interferometer, at F, on
frames made of glass fibre 0*5 millim. in diameter. In
mounting the frames, a 3.inch round brass rod 35 centim.

long was slit lengthwise into halves. 60 grooves, at intervals

of 5 millim. were ruled on the flat surface of one of the halves.

A glass fibre 7 centim. long was clamped centrally in each
groove by means of a long s(j[uare rod faoed witn chamois
skin. Upon levelling the plane of the fibres and carrying a
fine flame along the edges of the grooved surface, all of tbe
frames were formed in vertical planes. The frames were then
all brought to a common length by forming beads on the
lower ejids with the fiame. These ends were then lowered
into molten solder in a trough made from a piece of i-inch
brass tubing, slitted longitudmaiiy. After cooling, the clamp
was removed, leaving M frames risidly mounted and per»
fectlv in line at tbe tops and sides, fiacn end of the supports
of tbe frames was then attached, by means of small wind-

. ijui. u i.y Google
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laases, to the ends of a sino trough holding 500 oab. oenttm,
of the Bolution. This was oovered with a glass casing, 0
(fig. 2), made from a tube by removing a loagitadinal section.
Two optically plane parallel pieces of glass coveretl tlie ends
of the case ; while two plane parallels of tho same thickness

Fig. 1.

were pkced at the ends of a nmilar pieoe of tubing in the

other path of the interferometer. Cementing with beeswax
or pnraffin prevented any unsteadiness of the fringes, and also

provided a practically air-tiglit chamber for the tihiis.

Fig. 2 shows a full-sizctl oross- sectional view of the film

box. The frames are ^ho\vli aiiehored ia the solder at D,
while the film is shown formed ut li. The temperature

readings were taken with a thermometer, T^ inside of the

case, and held away from the walls by rubber rings.

Methods of Ohservation,—By turning the windlasses* the

films ooald bo brought into the path of the interferometer and
so adjusted that the displaceti fringe.^ appeared contiguous

with those from the light not going through the films. Using
2 M2
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yertioal fringes of wbite Ught, the appearaaoe is as shown in

fig. 8. (a) represents the appearance wlien the frames are

helow the surface of the solution ; (b) when the fihnsare first

formed. The fringes, of course, ao not show within the

image of the frames, and only the broad horizontal bands of

the coloured films are seen. As soon as the black film forms

at the tops of all the frames the vertical fringes are seen

displaced within the frames, and take snocessively the appear*

anoes shown in {c), (d)^ and (e).

i
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The number of frui||e(i displacement is detennined by that

of ihe central hhxk fnurn in the white-light fHnge0» wUoh
18 ehown in the figoiee broader than the adjacent oolonred
fringes* The fringes oontinuo vertical within the ima^e of
the frames until they reacli tho boundary between the Black
and coloured films, and then sLint off at a continuously

increasing slope as the black films extend lower. When the

black films cover the field, winch usually occurs within

five minutes after the frames are raised^ the appei^rauoe is

shown in (e).

When the atmosphere abont ihe films has been enclosed a
day or more, the tops of the coloured films may occur on the

same le?el, preventing at first the appearance of the slojnng
porfion n ringe*!. This would indicate a considerable

discontinuity in the thickness at the junction of the black and
coloured films. A bodily shift of the sloping portion (c) was
often noticed.

Methods of Measurement.—One of the advantages of this

method is that there can be no great diflbrence in the optical

path inside and ontside of the frames at their tops, except that

due to the films ; and the fiust that the fringes usually con-

tinue vertical within the image of the frames indicates that

there U practically none. Another advantnire is that the

dcdexion is the same as that which would be due to a single

transmission through twice the number of films.

The measurements were all taken at the tops of the frames

when the fringes were yerCical. The calculations were made
by nsing the wave-length of sodium light in the formda,
although Hie white-light fringes were as often used in taking

the readings, which were alwajs eye^timates of the dispkoe*
ment of the fringes*

The equation

gives the relation for finding the mean thickness of the films

where
3 is the observed displacement of the fringes,

N the number of Ulms,

X—bSdfjtfJi., the wave-length of sodium lights

1*333, the index of refraction of pure water, and
D the mean tiiickness of the films.

The Two Black J?V?ifM.—With all solu&ms » very mpA
faU in the thickness oocnis when the black films have rast

been formed, and continues with greater or less rapidiiy

according as the atmosphere about the films is more or less
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oKpoBed to heti or to ilie atmotpben of the room. (Tbe
fimif will be flaid to bo ^exposed ''wbeB theoanng isnneeued
end the etouMphere aboot the films is exposed to tbat of the

room at crevioee along the canng M (fiff. SoluAioas of
olcate of soda or ]>otaso, without any salt or fjrlycerino aJded,

show the grenf*'"^f rmd most fiiidden changes in thickness. It

was observed that these sudden clianL'^es %vere alwajd accom-
panied by the t'oriuation of a «it <:ond black film within the

first. When the case was open or oulv partially sealed, this

seeond black was seen to form first oo the more expos^ films

in the oese, and on the side of the firames toward a distant

soorce of heat A ffnmp of roond spots would appear, at

least two millimetres from the fiames, and Nvould expand and
maltiply until the whole opper part of the films was covered

with the second black. This was nlso the rase with

tip^htlv !*eak*d it" the casinL'^ was wnrmed \vit)i ;i flame. Willi

exposed or heated fihn** tiie un j l)la<'k wuul I -oon appear on
all the fram<jB, after it had iuriued on the mo^t exposed.

Many times it would form by the expausiuii of a single spot,

appearing as though tbe spot were a re|pon of slightly

smaller sarfoce-tension in the first bkck film.

The slightest ooenrrsnoe of the seoond black film was dis-

tinctly seen by arranging a gas-jet atL (fig. 1), and observing

the reflected light. The spots would occur first on the upper
corner nearest the li<^ht. n?i]e?!? the side of the case o^iposite

the light was nn-caled, while tliat toward it was sealed ; tlieu

they would forni lir^t on tlie more ex|)oseil side. Oftentimes

a thick silvery tilm would form on tbe frames, as a boundary
to the seoond bkck fihn.

This oonld nsoally be produced 1)^ warning an eiposed
film.

The second black on a liquid film was first observed by
Newton*. Reinold and Riickerf on one occasion sucoeedea

in getting the two black films siv'e»"^<?vely between their

needles. The resistance of the two tilma indicatrd thickneN<c»*

of 200 fifi and llOfifi respectively. These numbers are evi-

dently much too large, the error hein;:; due, a? their experi-

ments show, to a difference in the specific resistance of the

fihn and that of the solntion.

Agun, the second bhck film wiO not appear when the
films have been sealed in for any lenrrtli of time, and the first

black film maj remain at a high Sickness, particuhufy if

the temperature is low and not increasing. In all cases,

however, the limiting thickness of the first black film, before
• Lord Kelvin, ' Con.'.titnttrm of Mattel^' Bb 177.

t PhiL Trails. im, p. 613.
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IwMkuig into the Moond, it about twice the thidmeis of the

eecond. From ikoB it might be inferred that the thSokneae of
the secoad hlaok film is possibly once the radius of molecalar
attraction, or some multiple, while the limiting thickness of
the first is t\Wce as great.

It is generally considered that the tilm whose thickness is

once the radius of molecular attraction has a smaller tension

than one twice as thick, and would thus be unstable. Max-
well*^, howoYer^ has shown, on the assumption that the density

is aniform in a region wifhin the distance equal to the radius

of molecalar attraction from the snrface of a liquidi ande^oal
to the density of the liquid in mass, that a film whose thiok-

ness is once the radius of molecular attraction would have the

same surface-tension as one twice as tliick. Tliat is, a film

whos*^ tliKikness is once the radius would be stable.

Stdit tHint of Remit!*,—A curve illustratiug the effect of

temperature chauges ou the thickness ot the sealed black him
is first given.

Fig. 4 (p. 508).—This curvewas takenMay 6th , with a 1 : 70
oleate of soda solution that had been sealed 24 hours. 38 of

the original 54 films remained to the end of 40 hours. The
abscissa; represent the age of the film in hours, and the

ordinates, oti tlic left, the m<Kin thicknc-^^ in fij.i; on the right

the ordinates represent the temperature in degrees centigrade.

No attempt was made to in6uence changes iu the temperature.

The whole apparatus was enclosed in a thick wooden box and
the room carefally guarded against air-currents. Ko observa*

iion was made ror the second black film as this was taken

before its existence had been noticed. A])i)arently the in-

flexions of the thiokness-cnrve follow, inversely, those of the

temperatnre-nirvo, indif^nting an increase in thickness with a

fall in tenii»eruture. Owing to the small deflexion and fewer

Hlins, the readings hecauie more uncertain towards the end
;

hence, there the thickness-curve is not drawn as indicated by
the points. When there are $4 films a deflexion of one
frmjTO corresponds to a mean thickness of 16

H^fffometrie Condition,—This curre^ taken with the fact

that exposure tends to thin the films, would indicate that the

thickness depends on the hygrometric condition of the atmo-

sphere about the tilms. An ini-atisfactory attempt wjis made
to measure the relative huniidity with a wet and dry bulb

liygroiiieter. Even with us great an exposure as was used

in any observation, the difference in the readings of the ther-

mometen was less than O^S, whidi at 33^ 0. would indioate

a relative humidity greater uian *995.
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While theihtoknew of the fint hlaok fikn always dinunu
«i4h a liie In temperature^ the thicknesses^ corresponding to

any tempeiatare ate widely diffsreiit for filme ffom different

Fig. 4.

eolations similarly prepared, and even for different sets of

films from tlie pnme Rolution. This is shown in tlie following

tables, and may bo pniti;illy due to irregularities in tempera-

ture and rate of thinniiig, l)ut more probably to the difiereuce

in exposure and surlace conditions of the solution.

The thinning of the sealed film because of a rise in tern-

peiatnre has an interestins beaiing on a demonstration by
Warburg*, that the thickness of a very thin film must

• Wied. Ann^ vol. xxviii. (188Gj, p. 390,
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diminish with an increase in the pressme of itB Barronnding

saturated vaponr. It was assnmefl, in accordance with Lord

Kelvin's* surface-energy jirinciplc t1:;(f tlie thickness wn^

small that the surface-tension diniini.>lied with the tliickness.

As the pressure of the saturated vapour of a liquid increases

with the temperature, it would be expected, from this principle,

that the film wanld thin with an increase In the temperatore.

Whether the thinning is doe to this canse or to a lodto of water

by evaporation from the surface of the films, such as Heinold

and Biiokert have riiown takes phuse at the snrfaoe of colonred

films, seems to he an open qnestion.

Th<' remaining results are given in the following tables.

Tlic lunnbers in the first column indicate the age of the films

in hours and minutes ; the second, the number of films ; the

third, the mean thickness in fifj, ; the fourth, the deflexion in

frinees of sodimn or white light ; the fifth, the teni^ratore

inside of the easing ; while the character of the ^hm is given

in the last oolmnn. The black film first formed is designated

by hi and the next by h^.

Table I.—This was taken Septeml-er Dtli with a 1 : 40 oleate

of soda solution that had been sealed two hours. The films

were all thinned to the /a, lihn? twice by warming a hrass

plate P (fig. 2), phiced above the casing. Fi uui inspection of

<he table it may be seen that the tbiokness fell in 1 hour to

15 So long as the temperature was 24^*6 it remained

constant, and no films formed. The plate P was then

gently warmed, and as a result the films formed suddenly

on all the frame", while the mean thickness dropped to (r3 fMfi,

The plate was then removed, and tlie tihns all returned to the

first black within 10 minutes. The operation was repeated

two hours later with the same results. It may be observed

that the mean thickness, just before all had begun to thin to

5] and just as all had returned to films, was about 15 fifit,

while the thickness of the films was about 6*5

Table II.—This was taken September 15th, with a 1 : 70
solution of oleate of soda that had been sealed 24 hours.

The deflexion began at slightly over two fringes, corresponding

to a thickness of 33 fifij fell to in 3 hours, and to 1 5 fzfi

in 20 days. The room was left undisturbed for two weeks.

The reading was then (4I2th hour), as usual, taken before

the number of broken films was counted, and gave praoticallj

the same mean thickness. Two days later the brass plate was
wanned, causing the first bf films to appear. The resulting

* Constitation of Matter, p. 179.
* FhiLT^aiia.voLdxziL(1881)p.486.
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tbicknesBes oorrejipoud closely to those in Table I. The
liinitiiiL^ thickness of tbe 6^ tUms appears here as in Table !•

to be ai)out 12 /Lt/i..

Table III.—Tiiis' wus taken October 13th with u 1 : 70 oleate

of soda flolntian to wlucli 10 per cent, glycerine had been
added. The oesiiig had been sealed 24 boon. The moet
notoworihj feature is the ^^roat thiokiieia and its slight

inorcM^ it the beginniDg. This inoieeae at the beginning
bos olteu been noticed with other solutions. The thickness

fell to 28*6 /i/t at tlic end of the Oih hoar. The brass plate

was then continn(>u.><ly heated for an hour whih^ close to the

casing, and tho tliickiiess fell to 11*5. No further thinning
eonld be produced, even by heatiii^i; the casing directly witli

the burner. The plate was then removed, and the temperature

fell from 33*^40. to 85^ while tiie films eame bMk toa mean
duekneBS of 35 Something similar to Uie h% filaia

appeared on a few of the fnunee^ but was neffer diatinot as
with the pure oleate aolutioDa.

Tabu L

1 : 40 Oleate of Boda Solution ; sealed 2 hours.

Age of Films. o .

•

m i
*•

^ S

il
3

e§ «

•** L a'S i!

hours. l| «H H O

• • • t • • 62 25 *.

2 61
[

27% 1-6* 240 >%

5 50 1X1 1-2 24 (1 >i

15 49 ' 18 0 1-0 24-6

30 48 15'l» •85 24^6 »
• • • 45 47 ' 16-0 •8:)

It

1 5 47 150 •80 246 If

1 25 47 150 •80
f»

1 45 47 l.rO •80 24G >»

3 0 44 ir.o •75 24-6
It

3 15 war mcd
3 15 44 131 •65

3 16 42 G.T •30

3 20 42 12ti iKJ

3 25 42 13-7 •05

4 f) 42 137 •66 24-2
»»

4 %) 42 13-7 •65 24-2 M
4 46 42 15-8 •75 24-2 H
5 5 41 160 •75

>f

6 5 w med •1

5 7 41 6-6 •30 25-2

6 46 86
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Tablb II.—1 ! 70 Oleate of Soda Solation ; sealed 24 honn.
r

IgeoC FUnu.

I

Number

of

Films. ^ a

t

houn. mtiit.

.5 £

M
Temper0°

Oe

Charact*

• ... 53 33 4 2 0O 22-4 h, 1

S 53 20 0 1 "(J 21-8
4 1

10 • • » 53 18-4 1 10 210
40 • • • 53 18 4 110 210 1

68 « • • 52 17 0 1-00 21-4
»»

1

92 51 15-7 •'.0 21 0
ft

1

i
»•« 51 157 •yo 20-4

412 • «« 37 15*5 •(>5 220 1

435 • «« 37 15*5 •65 91 -A^1 u "
1

455 « 37 15-6 •65 210
4fi5 War m e d

W

4ft5 3 37 14-3 •60 22-'2
•»

1

* • 6 37 120 •50 ^28
II

7 war mod
36,

8 37 (>-7 •28 22-8
9 37 oV •25 23^0
16 S6 61 •25 231
24 nr, 7-3 •30 228

»l

40 36 86 •35 226
456 5 35 / 8-8

112-6
•35)
•50/ 22

25 35
25

I

ai
1

12-6 •cO 21
467 14*2 •30 21 1: !

Tablb III.—1 : 70 Oleate of Soda Solution to which
10 per cent gtyoerine was added ; sealed 24 hours.

AgaoffilM o
ure.

u

Films.

s a
o a
o «

S obouri. miBi.
' .5 S u aracti

JSO

2
53 18-0 «1
53 384 2-3 18-0

10 53 401) 24 18-5

IS 5
::

ao 53 417 2-5

6S 52 300 23 lyo
II

1 40 52 m-2 2-25 20-5
•1

3 40 52 340 2-00 220
II

6 40 51 31-2 180 226
•>

7 51 28'6 1-66 28«
II

war ra e d fi

« • 5 51 26-0 laO 24-7
>t

*« 9 51 225 1-30 25-3
II

14 51 17-3 100 2r.-4
>i

26 51 134 •85 2.S4
•1

34 f'l 128 •75 310
>i

40 50 11-5 •05 32-0
II

66 60 115 •65 33-4
II

s w»r med • • • • • •

If

46 144 76 320
II

26 38 314 135 26-4
II

10 20 90 86-2 1-20 260 »
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Tablb IY.—1: 70 OlMifee of Boda Solvtioii*

Obi. I.—^Freely exposed

• • • a
52
49
48

10-2 •60 2r)-8 • • •

6-35 •35 25-8

646 •35

Obs. 11.—Seakjd partially, 3 honrs.

Obs. IV.—Sealed linnly, li> minutes.

53 16-7 100 240
36 63 IW •70 24-4

4 90 6t 7-0 *40

4 25 war med •

4 26 45 69 •80 28-0

4 83 4t 6*6 •80 81*0

Obs. Y.~8ealed iiriniy, 2 days.

i

10
65
16

«««

53
52
61

51
61

167
11-9

61
87
10^

1*00

70
•86

•00

•80

254
25-3

2frB
88«

*i

186,
90 A|

OU. ill.—.b'reeiy exposed at ends.

•«« 68 167 lOO 24-3 \
68 10^8 •66 24-6 16 6.

37 62 6-9 •85 260 *a

1 17 41 8*6 •80 26-6 n

••• • > • 68 300 1-8 230 •k
5 53 211 1-3 230 ri

T 6 63 160 •9 24*2
i»

8 80 68 16« ^ 25-1 M

Obs. VI.—Sealed tirmly, 4 days ; low temp.

*•• • • • 53 30O 1-80 180
s t • • 62 17-0 1-0 19-8 n

8 • • • 61 18^ •8 21<0 M

94 48 147 •8 19^8 •»

Obs. Vil.—Sealed 5 days; high temp.

53 15-0 •90 29-8

• • • 2 63 100 •60 300 106,

• • • 10 68 811 •60 80^2 206,

2 16 48 12-0 •66 300 *i

6 16 40 16-6 70 28-4
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Ageof FiliiUk
ber

of

mg.

Mc a

^2

S§ Temperature.

0°

Cent.

1W
1

imnii.
llSp

eaM

Obs. Ylil.—Sealed 6 days ; falliog. temp•

1
6

• • •

• • •

t >

»

53
53
53

33-4

19-2

18-4

200
1-15

110

18-2

17-5

175 M

Obs. IX.—One side unse aled, 16 hoars.

• ••

1

1

• • •

5
8
m
• • •

58
52
51
43
34
33

21-7
13-6

US
84
7-7

6-7

1*90
•80

•65

40
•30

•25

17-2

17-2

17-2

17*2
17-4

17-6

20»,

Obs. X.—Exposed ; 20 per cent, glyoerine.

• ••

• • •

1

6

• • •

10
50
0

52
52
52
40

29-0

22^
22(1

23-6

1-70

1 30
1-30

lao

22 2
22-8
23-5
23-5

•f

M
ft

Table lY^This was taken Oot. ISUi and the tea days
following on a 1: 70 oleate-of-soda solution. The solution was
then drawn out and 20 per cent, glycerine boiled with it.

Only part of a few of the observations are given, the object

being to illustrate the effect of exposure and change of tem-
perature ou the tliickiK'^s of the films.

Observation i.—These readings were taken soon altcir the

solution was prepared, and as soon as it had cooled dowu to the

temDer*taie of ^e loom. Tbe films were freely exposed.

WitW three minntes the hf films had formed on all of tiie

^mes.
Observnfion 11.^At the end of Obs. I. the casing was

partially sealed and II. taken three hours later. The mean
thickness was greater and did not fall so rapidly, though the

same might have been the ease fhid^ing irom other obser-

vations) had there been no scainig.

Observation IIL^Tbis was takki Oct. 19th, 24 hours kter,

witii the same sealing, and shows ahont the same thicknesses

as in II.

Observation IV.—Tliis was taken Oct 20th, the sdntion
having been firmly sealed 10 minutes when the frames were
raised. The second reading gives 11-7 as the hmiting thick-

nesses of the bi films. At the end of four hours not all had
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514 Mr. B. S. Joboiinott on the Thickneu of

beoonM ^ films, wbich shoira the effect of sealing

character of the films. But on f^Hghtly warmTTig'Se oashig
ail suddenly became films at a thickness of G

Observation V.—Tbiji was taken Oct. 22nd, with the sarno

sealing as in IV. The greater thicknesi» is evidently due to

the atmosphere of the films having been sealed for two days.

Obfomtioii YL—^Tbis^rti tiken Got. 24Ui|two days later,

with the fliiiio MtHng, but at a temperatnro seTBiml degroes
lowor, and gives practically the same thicknesses.

Observation VII.—This was taken Oct. 25th at a tempo-
rntiire about 10° hifjher. T!ic fall in thickness may have
been j)artial!v ?lue to a leaking-in of the air. TIowe\ er, tliis

is a fair cxamj^le of all obser\'ations ou pure oieate solutions

at high temperature.

Obserfation VIIL—This was taken Oct STth, with a low
and falling temperatare, and shows a great thickness for oiwr
six hours. Th< 1 1 1 icknessee are about the same as in VL

Observation IX.—This was taken Oct. 28th after one side

of the casing had been unsealed for hours. The fall in

thickness even ai this low tem}>er;iti]H' ( orresponds closely

with that of Obs. II., at a higher temperature, taken ten days
previously under similar conditions. All the iilius broke
readily into the films as soon as the lights L and S (fig. 1)
were left burning.

Observation X.—^This was taken some time later after

20 per cent, glycerine had been added to the solution, and
even with the most exposed atmosphere shows a great

thickness. No Iki hlins appeared. Tli" casing was then

sealed, but the solution had become so contaminated that the

films br(jke too readily to permit of any trustworthy readings

being made.
Solutions of DifererU Compositi<m8,-^}$o difference could

be observed between the pure oleate-of-soda and oleate^f*

potash solutions. The second black film formed under the
same conditions, and with the same characteristics, with both
solutions. However, with the addition of either glycerine

or potassium nitrate the diameter of the black film was com-
plotfl V olinnged. When freely exposed or lit att d, both would

show slowly moviuf^ eddies of darker regions. \\ lien potassium

nitrate was added these ctldios broke up into tiny flecks moving
rapidly aboat in the film ; bat never formed in dnsten on the

frames, as was the case with the pore oleate solutions. While
the efiect of the glycerine was to increase the thickurss of the

bladk film, that of the potn^sinm nitrate was to dinunish the

range. With an oleatc-of-soda solution to which 5 per cent,

potaanum nitrate had been added| the maximum mean thick*
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neas observed was 13*8 /ifi, wlule for tiie most freely exposed
the mimmum was 7*5 /u^.

Efect ofan Atmo8pher$ of Carbon Dioxide.—The effect of

introdncing an atmosphere of carbon dioxide M-bile the black
films were formed was remarkable. The films all suddenly
became eoloured, and did not again thin to the black film. A
thick white precipitate formed on the solution at the bottom of

the hims and gradually covered the surface. A similar pre-

cipitate was often nottoed at ihe bottom of the films, even when
the case bad been sealed^ thus indicating that possibly the

.tttmosphere of the fihns always contained carbon dioxide.

Condusionn drawnfrom JRettUts of the First Method,

Considering the observations here given and many others

that were made, these conclusions are :

—

(1) Tliat the thickness of the black film is independent of

the proporfions of oleate and water. The truth of this may
be seen in < omparing tlie readings in Table 1., taken with a

1:40 solution, with those of Tables IT. and TV., taken with a

1: 70 solution. The same is borne out by many other obser-

vations on pure oleate solutions varying in proportion from
1:40 to 1:100.

(2) That the tiiickness of the bkck film with a sealed atmo-
sphere diminishes as the temperaturt* rises. This is illnstnited

in the curve of fig. 4 (p. 50&) most clearly. Bui it is also

shown tx) be true for sndden changes in temperature in the

warming process of all the tables.

(3) That the thickness of the exposed black film is ultimately

that of the second black, which is constant and independent of

the tempentnre. This is shown by comparison of observations

I., II., III., and IX. of Table IV. A nnmber of observations

indicated that the thickness of the second black fdm was not

constant. However, as the greatest difference in the deflexion

corresponding to a certain number of films was never more
than a tenth of a fringe, it is difTicnlt lo say whether this

corresponds to a real difference in the thickness of the second

black film or not.

MiSTHOD TI.

The idea of determining the thickness of the black film by
measuring the intensity of the light reflected at different

angles of inddenoe was suggested by Prof. Michelson. The
measurements were made by comparing the images of two
slits at the focus of the telescope of a spectrometer. The
light from the sUtof the collimator entered the telescope after
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reflexion firam ilia film* The otlisr dit ^ntt tiuife of «fllwod»
glaas photometer.

Description of the Aj^pmvtus,—The photometer consisted

of a piece of plate- f^lafss P (fiff. ;*>), ligntly silvered on one
aide with a wedge-shaped sliver iiim and placed behind the

^—f—rr ^ ^ 'ti
—-^^ ^

slit K. The sensitiveness was increased by placing at a
sheet of jirountl ;;las.s which was capablt; of rotatiou abont a

horiiiuulai axi:>. A lens, L, rendered the rays from S parallel,

after whioh thej were reflected through a portion of the

objeotlTO of the telescope by means of a pair of mhrrors, B.
Two nicola, N and N', were pkoed in front of the ohjective,

throng which all light reaching the telescope from the colli-

mator passed. A small circalar a[K itnre, A, was placed in

front ot the nicols so as to allow tlie lioht to pass throiigli

their central portions only. rrecautions were t;»k«'n in

observations at all angles of incidence to have the retiected

wave-front completely cover this aperture. Another smaller

aperture, E, helped in properly placing the eye.

Method of dmerwiiiatt^^Thd manner of m:iking an ohser*

Tation was as follows :—Set the two niools paralleT; torn^
collimator t ) the angle of incidence at whioh the reading is

wanted; raise the film, F, and turn it until the image of the

oollimator-slit is close beside that of the photometer. Then,
as soon as the black fihn is formed. a«ljn«t the photometer so

that both images have the same intensity. The film is then

removed, the collimator turned into line with the telescope,

and the uicol N turned about iu axis until the photometer Ls

again matched.

Theory of the Method,—The intensity of the reflected li^t
is giyen by the equation

I=oos<^, (1)

where 6 is tlie angh» tln ou;^di wliich the nicol N is turned and
I is one half of the light incident on the front nicol N'
(neglecting loss due to relie.\ion). By properly setting the

front nicol, the observation may be made with light polarized
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ill a plane at any angle with the plane of iacideaoe. Tho
error due to an incorrect settiiiij: will be a minimum when the

light is polarised either in or perpeudioular to the plane of

iucidence.

Airy'tii'oruiula* expressing the relation betw een the intensity

of the reflected light and the thickness of the film is

(2)

where b is the coefficient of reflexion,

« ifiTfiJ) cos r8« ^ ,

^ the index of refraction la tho him, and D the thickness of

the Him.

Putting

dw/^cosi^

ib
'

and solving the equation for D,

D=A8in-iBy^-A.j

=A sin"^ BI^—ABl*; approidmately

(since

D=ABl*{l+J.iB«I+ \

and
B«l<-00«),

since in nearly all cases coming into consideration

Therefore frcmi (1)

DsAB cos $.

Since B is nearly it is evident that the thickness D is

approximately proportional to the complement of B,

midhA of repretmJtihg the Betulti*—Instead of computing

• UndulAtwy Theoiy of Optics, p. 53.

FJuL Mag. S. 5. Vol. 47. No. 289. June 1899. 2 N
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the thickneiS for each obsorvntion^ tlie inteDsity-otmrdS wfre
plotted for a series of cun^es for different thicknesses of filnii

l)ut aliko in other rospf^cts. The observed intensities were

then plotted on tlie same plate. The broken linea on figs. 6

and 7 represent the ealciilated intensitv-eurves for light

poUirized respectively in and perpendicular lo the plane of

incidence. The conBtnntB used in formula (2) for the calcu-

lations were

= 1'333,

The inienBity-ciirves for D equal to 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 12 ^/i

are plotted in fL^. 6, and 5, 7, and 9 in fig. 1, for angles
of incidence varynig from 0^ to 70". The ahsoissBB represent

the angles of incidence, \«'hilo the ordinates represent the

fractional part of tlie linibt incident oii tlie second nicol N
(witli fbe ooliiiuator in the zero position); that is reflected from
the blin.

Statement of lU suits.—The results of sonie observations at

an angle of Incidence of 45^ are first given in Tables Y.
andyf. Two gas-jets were nted as sonroesin Table V., while
in all other observations by this method the t u o sources, S
and S' (fig. 4), were two Welsbach burners. The number of

the observation is given in the first column and the intensity

in the second, calculated from tlie values of 6 in the third. In

the last column the thickness is given both in terms of tho

wave-length and in absolute measure, the wave-length being
aeenmed U> he 550/*/i.

Table V.

Polarized at 45^ to ])lnT^o of incidence; angle of
incidence 45°.

ObB. IiUcusity.

lO-S innu.
•00106 1-86

X
j

78
7-5

n -00078 1-57
X
88

m -00008 1-80
X

f7
71

1-66
X
SI

0^

6*7^
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Tablb VI.

Polarized in plane of incidence ; angle of incidence 45°.

Ob*. LitMuulgr. 0- ^
D.

I •UU193 253
X
77

10-fi nim«.

71

n. •00187 2-40
X
75

7-3

III. ,
•00247 283

X

60
80

IV. •00225 2'74
X
n 7-6

V. •00168 2-35
X

0-5

VI. mm X
& (;g

7'3ii/i

Table V.—in tliis table the plane of polarization made an
angle of 45** with the plane of incidence. The first two
observations were made Ajiril 22nd on a 1: 70 oleate-of-soda

solution that had stood in the Teasel on the table of the

speotrometer exposed to the uvt of the room several days.

The last two were taken with a newly prepared solution. The
mean thickness is about 7 /i/i.

Table VI.—This was taken with a similar solution, but
with the plane of polarization in the plane of incidence. The
mean thickness is about 7 fifi.

Continuous read in<j[s were then niade with a 1: 70 oleate-of-

soda solntion at different angles of inddenoe. The results

are plotled in ourves A, B, and 0 of figs. 6 and 7. Sach
observation of the intensity plotted is caicnlated from the

mean of ten readings, taken alternatelji on opposite sides

of the crossed positions of the nicols. A sepnrrito film was
used for each point. Headings were taken at intervals of 5%
with angles of incidence varyincr from 22*'*5 to 72°*5.

CurveA (p. 520).—This was Ukeu May 1 1th with u solution

thathad stood one night exposed to the atmosphere ofthe room.
The intensity of the reflected light corresponds to that from a
film whose thickness is about 7 fifi. The apparent increase in

the thickness at high angles of incidence may have been due
to the difficulty in matching the more intense images. The
temperature of the room was about 25° 0.

Curve B.—This was taken July 12th with a newly pre-

pared solution. Between these readings and those in A the

2 N 2
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apparatus hnd been taken down and entirely readjuated. ThU
may fiomiblj aooonnt for the difference la mo t-eadtnjn,

altbougli it maj iilso have been dne to a differeoce in ue
solntions. Some of the points lie above a smooth enrve
thronir]) the others, which may be due to imperfict fihn$, as

some difficulty was experienced in getting stable films. The
thicknes:^ of the films it aboat 6/«^. The tempeiatare of the

room was about 23^ 0«

%.6.

COS

Curve C—This was taken Jnly 13th, with the same
solution as B, that had atood exposed one night. The plane
of polarization wns perppnrli( ular to the plane of incidence.
The intensity fell until tli»' angle of incidence was 52^-5, at
which the image of the coUiuiator-alit could barely be
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distiiii'uisbed. After this for <^uite an interval no image
could oe seen. At 57*^*5 the image was very distinct. The
rise in the intensity was remarkably rapid beyond the
pola riz ing-onpfle.

Tho effect of using different values for the mean wave-length
in the computed curves is iilnstrated in fig. 6 by the dotted

9 perpi

s

0tH

line, \vhich ilie conipuled intensitv-curve for D et^ual to

6 /L6f6 on the assumption that \ is 500 /x/i.

Comparison of the two Methods,—^llie first method offers

many advantages over the seoond. The films oould he seen,

the temperature of their atmosphere measured, and its hygro*
metric condition more easily controlled in the first method.
But it vias not possible to have the fihns thin at the same
rate ; hence the readings represent only mean thicknesses.

In many ca«:es there was, no doubt, a wide ilitVerence in

thickness), ut any elevation, on different films, and even on the

sauie film.

The film in the second method was 2 cms. by 9 cms., and
was exposed at two openings each abpat a square centimetre

in area, and would thus be an " exposed film.

Probably the most striking feature in the comparison of

the results of tho two methods is the nearness of the thickn^^s

obtnincd in the second method to that in the first with an
exftosod tilm.

it may be remarked that the results of the second nietiiod

were all obtained before the second bhusk films had been
noticed. Although it was impossible to see the seoond black

film in the second method, there can be no doubt but that the

first black brok<> innnediately into the second; for such was
tho case in the first method even when the exposure was ever

so much less.
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AlUiongh ibe results of ibe seooDd method correspond to

wbat flhonkl be expected from the first, they should probably
not be consi<lerp(l to prove more than that the ordinary laws

of reflexion hold Jit the surfaces of snch thin fihns.

Conrhisions.—Tho couolusioDs to be drawn from the work,
briefly stated, are;

—

(1) That the thickness of the black iihn of a soap-solution

18 not constant, and may yary from 6 to 40
(2) Tbat the film of a pure oleate solution may consist of

two black films, the thickness of the second being about half

the liniitinp; thickness of the first, which k about 12 fifi.

(3) That the addition of glycerine or potassium nitmto to

a pure oleate Folntion ]>revL'nts the appearance of the second

black film. While in the lirst case the thickness is grater,
iu the second the range of the thickuess is smaller.

The observations by the first method have been repeated by
Mr. Chamberlain ; the mean of his results for the thickness of

the second black film was 6*2 and for tibe limiting thick*

ness of the first black film 11*2 fip..

It is here desired to acknowledge indebtedness for many
ideas in both method-? to Prof. Miclielson ; and also to thank

hini for his interest and encouragement in the work, as ^ < 11

as for giving us an instrument so beautifully adapted to work
of this character. Many suggestions shonld also he acknow-
ledged to Associate Prof* Stnutton, particnlailT in reffXfd to

the apparatus used. Finally, it is desired to thank Dr. Millikan

for suggestions in the preparation of the manuscript.

Ryerson Physical Laboratory,

UniTenity of Glucago, March 1st, im^.

XLIX. ^ote on ike Source of Energy in Diffusive Convection.

By Albbrt Griffiths, M,8c, ( Kic.), A,R,C,8, (Lond.),*

AT the conclusion of a paper on Difl'u^;ive Convection " f
the author, partly in the hope of producing a discussion,

asked certain questions relating indirectly to the source of

energy in the apparatus under consideration.

Al&r the publication of the paper in tiie Philosophical
Map::azine, Prof. FitzGerald made some remarks on it in
' Nature,' and gave a concise account of the actions at work.
He pointed out, what was already known to the nnthor, thnt

there is a tendency towards cooling when ditfusioii tiiiuses tiae

rise of the centre of gravity. ^Stimulated by Prof. PitzGerald's

* Communicated by the Physical Society : read Feb. 24» 1889.

t PhU. Mag. 3. 5. vol. xlvi. p. 4o3 (1808).
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Energy m Difuthe ConteeUon. 583

interest in the work^ the autlior has taken udvantage of the

GhrisbiiaB Yacatioa to stiidy the question in some de£il.

On the Fall of Temperaiurt wAai D\fMon oceum upwards
if the Soluticn hoe a DentUy greater <^an that of Water*

Consider a vertical cylinder ot" length + Kg»

Iiet ^9 equal the aensii

'

and sectionfti area A. Iiet di equal the density

of length and di the density of length

Let it be as^juined that there is no change of
volume when the two liquids mix.

Taking a plane through the bottom of t!ie

cylinder a.s one where bodies at rest possess

zero potential energy, it can readily be seen that

before mixing, through daiusion or uLiierwise,

the poteniaal energy %

The liquids also possees energy doe to the heat they
contain.

Let Si =: thermal capacity of unit mass of liqu id of density di,

B = ^ „ „ solution f,

8 = „ ^, „ mixture,

/j, =tenjpei'ature (absolute scale) before mixing.

^1 = „ n lifter „

The energyf before mixing^ in Uie/orm of heal equals

The combined potential and thermal energy' equals

d%tig^^ +diAgli(^la-^ ^) + J'i/i A/iSi<i< + J'V,A/j,S,f/<.

Let mixing take place w^ithout the addition or wfthdimwal

of heat Ne^lectiog the heat of combinatioii, the expression

for the oombmed energy now equals

Eqiiatin n tlio two expressions, dividing thronghout by A,

and rearranging,
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524 Mr. A. QriiBths on the Source of

If we ma!k» flie hypothm Umi 81, S^, and 8m eomtMili^
then

This equation indicjites that {fQ— f^), the fall in temperature,

depends in some way on tlie hei«;ht tlirough wliirh tbo dis-

solved i^ubstance diffuses. The j)recedin«: was worked oat

long before I published my paper. In \\\\iit follows^ the

influence of Prof. FitzGerald will perhaps be shown.
If we wish to study the fall of tempeiatnie doe to the rise

of matter by diffiision in a theoretical manner, we may aasmme
that the capaeity for heat of the mixture is the sum of ihe

capacities for heat of the components, and that there is no heat

of eonibinjition.

liet m= total niasts^ of the two liqnids.

s = theimal capacity of unit nrnss ol mixture,

h = rise of C.Gr.

p = acceleratioii due to gravity.

/ = the fall of temperature.
Then, since the potential energy gained equals the oapadtj

of the fiqnids multiplied by the niil of temperature.

Hence ^ ffh

It may be pointed out that this equation indicates a limit

to the height to which diffusion (with ultimate uniform dis-

tribution) can spread. Thus if « be a (•onstant, tlie above
equation holds whatever the fall in temperature ; and if the
temperature be initially 0° P../cannot be greater than C,
and h cannot ))(• greater than tl'^sfff.

Let *=42,3^0x^ (ibe cnpacity of a gmin of water), then
h cannot be greater than 273x42,350 cms.; that is 115
kilometres appro^iiiuately. J.L may be noted that h is not the

height at which difiEosion occurs, but the rise in the centre of
gravity. In a given casetheheightat which diffusion occurs can
readily be expressed in terms of A.

The Ahwrption of Heat in a simple case when there is a
eimbinaiwn 0/ Dijfution and Motion^

In the figure (here is a representation of a Tertieal tube of
length L.

Cet us suppose that the lower end is oontinaoasly in contact
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EfMitfy in Difuuve drnveetion, 525

vritb an aqueous tolntioD of concentration T, and iliat its npper

extremity is in oontaot with pore water.

Let V = velocity of liquid up the tube.

A= sectional area of the tube*

With certun assumptions, it is shown in the paper on
" Diffusive Convection" that the difference of preasare between

the botto!n and the top of the tube eqnals

1—

*

The external work done on the cylinder per second equalg

the product of the volume which crosses any section and the

difference of pressure ; t. e., it equals

, / ^ gTL ^ kgT\

The work performed per second consists of two parts

—

(1) A quantity of water of volume vA is raised a height L.

(2) A quantity of dissolved substance (see <*Diffbsive Con-

vection," Section II.) of amount is raised a height L.

1-e
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526 Mr. A. GrIflSths on the Source of

Lot H= tho heat absorbed in unit tiinf* ; we have:

—

extertml work done—ii=work periurmed : hence

and H=%TA.
T/iufi the heat absoi'bed through the agency of the tube is inde"

pendent of the height of the ttibe and of the veioeity offlow.

Calculation of the Rate at which Work is done hy the

Apparatue deeeribed in *^D^uewe Omwefitm."

Fig. a

T

i

\

1.

I

The apparatus to be stadied Is illustnited in fig. 3.

Let Li= length of left-hand tnbe.

L,« „ right „
A = area of oacli tube.

c = thickness of tlie diaphragm.

Qi = difference of level between the top of Lj and the
top of the diaphragm.

— dLOPerence of level between the top of L^ and the

top of the diaphragm.

hi s distance between the bottom of Li and the bottom
of the diaphiBgm.

hg = distance between the bottom of Lj and the bottom
of the diaphragm.

The work done the apparatus is equal to the volume
which crosses a section in unit time multiplied by what in

Section I II. of " Diffusive Convection " is called the pressure

tending to produce circulation.*'

•
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The work done per second equals

A
[ { y

L.+ + ^-^ + (fri-« (1+T)^}

or noting thai Li=«i+c+&], Lf^On+ t^+^s, it equab

•'A [-^ + +^(^i-i'2)T [

.

It ni;iy l)e mentioned that tlic work done e(|ii;ils zero when
v=^0 (in this case there is aa impervious obstruction to the
flow); and when

(if~ is small), t. e. when

(In this case t liere is no obstrnotion whatever to the flow.)

The work done by the apparatus is a maximum when V is

approximately half the latter value. Work is done on the

apparatus when v is negative, or 9 is greater than

6*(5=7i + V^)/(V+Lt*).

Cahulajtionj means of Enrrgij E(/uaitofu, of thtliaie
at which Work is diw*

Before tackling the problem, it will be well perhaps to mjike

some preliminary remarks with regard to what occars in the

upper and lower compartments. The diFsolved snbstanoe is

being continually carried to the top of L|, for example, and
fulling from there to the bottom of the upper compMrfment.
The heat generated by the fail equals the prodaotof the weight
transmitted into the fall.

On tlic other luuid, when the dissolved substance is ab-

stracted iVoui the bottom, the weakened solution rises to the

top of the lower compartment. Diffonon into the weakened
solution; whilst it is rising, will doubtless oocttr, buttheacHon
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528 Mr. A. Griiiitiui on tlu Sonrcs of

eon he made ncqligihU Ity iakktp g wry taty^ in wbich cnse

the woakoiiod solution rises very rapidlf.

li' (i= 1 -\-t (whcro r/=(l<*iisity ;uu] / = conopntrati(>n), it can

roadilv hr^ shown that the heat <r('n«'ra(o(l oqnals tlie ircinht

trammiiied into the bottom ot" ibe tube bt/ di^'usion mdltiplied

by the rise of the weakened solution.

The apparatas sketched in the preceding flection vtU now
be 8tn<Uea.

The qnaniity transmitted throngh Li into the upper com-
partment equals

pAT

The lu'at protliirr^d hv the fall of thn siih^rnnca transmitted

to the bottom of the upper compartment equals

_ pLj

The quantity transmitted into the bottom of hi by dilution

eqoals

»AT .™ t»AT«"T*
-^-t>AT= ^.

* IT

The energy produced by the rise of the diluted solution

equab

Proceeding in this way, and making bomc al;j:el)iaic trans-

formation?, it can readily be shown that the heat produced in

this way when we consider the t%vo tubes equals

f;AT f 4-VV _^±h^!±\ ,

One effect of the openitions just considered is to reduce

the quantity of the dissolved substance at the top of the lower
compartment by a certain amount, and to place the same
amount at the bottom of the upper compartment.

The potential energy gained per second is the product of

the weight of the total amount transmitted and the thickness

of the diaphragm. Thus the potential energy gained per

. k, 1. ^ . y Google
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seoond equals

, vAT vAT \

Let Wsrate at which work is done btj the apparatus

DasRite at which heat is absorbed dae to diffusion

along the tubes.

F = rate at which ]i«'!it is produced by the fall of the

dissolved sub^^tunce in the upper compartment, and

the rise of weakened solution in the lower.

V= rate at which potential energy* is ^ined by the

carriage of dissolved substance trom tae bottom to

the top of the diaphi'agm.

Then

W=D-F-V

=2UT^-tAT|fd:iLQ' ^^Lthl^X
I l-s"V J

vAT vAT/ vAT vAT \

\1—« * 1—e*/

Noting that oi +c=Li— ag + cssL^— it can be shown
algebrai^ly that *

W..a{^ +<,(i.-WT}.

This IS exactly the same result as that obtained in an earlier

section.

General KiCplaimtion of iJw Loss of Heat when Win'k is

done hy tJie Apparatus,

For gimpUcity let the thickness of the diaphrafjm be zero.

Transmission of dissolved substance alonir tlio tubes is

accompanied hy a fall of substance in the upper compartment,
and a rise of weakened solution in the lower oompartment^
both of which actions prodnoe heat. The rate of production

of heat depends on the rate of flow of the liquid.

The areater the rate at which work is done by the appa^
ratas, the les** the rate of production of heat.

The rate of absorption of lieat due to transmission of dis-

solved substance tlirough the tubes is independent of the

flow, and need not be considered in this general explanation.
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L. A Sliidt^ of an Apparatus for Uie Ihiei nuHaiion of the

JtaU of IHfiuim ^ Solid* dissolved in Liquids, By
Albert Gbiitiths, M.Se.{Vie,), AJLCJS,{i.M^)\

Section I.

FOR some time the aathor has been en«,Mu;o<l in some
eKperimeots with the object of det«rmiuing the coelH-

dent of dtffofltoB of bodies dlsBolvod in wmtor. It maj be
aomo Tears before experimentd reinilts of any decided vmloe
•re obtained ; and perhaps he will be allowed to give an
account of tlie calculations involved, and of the methods he
has adopted in obtaining an iden of the probable order of
uia^uitude of the errors to which the ap|jaraius i-

The appnrattis eoiin-t- of m

^•^* vessel V, divided into iwo com-
fMrtments, U and by « dui-

phragni ihion|rli wlueh pem a
number of equal vertical tubes

of which two only are shown in

the figure. Two tube?, A, B,
])rovided with {ito]»-f-ocks, pass

into U. One, A, ju>L enters U ;

tlio other passes dovvu to the

bottom. Similarly two tubes C
and D pass into L ; 0 jnst enters^

and D reaches to the top. The
vessel is first completely filled

with water, and in tLe case of

a substance which ]irodiie<'s an

aqueous solution with a specific

gravity greater than unity, ilie

tubes A and B are closed, and
the solution is passed in throngh
C, the water of L bdng allowed

Q-j-^ to escape through D. Diffbaion

along the vertical tubes now com-
mences, and the comparfments U
and L are alternately and periodi-

cally reiilled with pure water and
solution respectively. A quantitative analysis is made of the

liquid taken from the upper compartment.

Section II.— CaJndation oftlie Coefficxeni of Diffndoiu

Lor ] T\f Iviii has solved the problem of the flow of elec-

tricity alon«; a cable pos«e«9in^ ajijireciable capiaeity. This

* Communicated bj the Phjeical iSocietj : read Feb. 24, 1899.
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Deternunalion ofDi^asion. ofSolids dissolved in Liquids. 531

solution can readily be transferred to the problem under
consideration.

It w \]\ bo nesnmed that the upper extremities of the tubes

livc kept in contact with pure water, and the lower extremities

in coutuct with a solution of conslant strength.

Let 7 = quantity of dissolved substance which enters the

upper compartment in unit time, when the

combined sectional area of the tnbes equals

uniiif,

i = coofHcient of diffusion (0.0.8. system), assoroed
to be a conslant.

L = length of tubes in centims.

T = quantity of subfitance per c. c. in the lower com-
partnu'nt.

t = time in seconds.

Then

where i is any integer.

[If log I be taken as the unit of time, the topmost of

the series of curves given on p;ige 72, vol. li., of Kelvin's
* Mathematical and Physical Papers,' shows graphicaUy how
y rises to a Tnaxininm:

]

Let ry — total quantity of suh«tanf^<^ transmitted in t seconds.

Int<';4niting the preceding expression with respect to t, wo
obtain

When t is very large tiie third term within the brackets
may be neglected, and

or

_m 2LT7r« m LT .^^

The last equation shows that if t is large the quantity
transmitted equals kTt/h minus a quantity which is inde-

j^>eiulout of the coefficient of diffusion. Thus if in the adjoining

hgure abscusss represent times, and ordinates the quantities
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532 Mr. A, Qritfiths on an Apparatus for Uw JJeierminiUion

diffused per second, the shaded area between the asyniptote

and the ounre is independent of the ooeiBoient of diffiiudon.

llie table below gives an idea of lYie rate at which the

steady state is attained whon Ti = 4 043, and ^=3x10-^
Tlie imiL of quantity if* th*' amount transmitted per week on
the attainment ot tlio steady state.

No. of W««k«.

...

TotftL Quantity.

1

QuMititjr per Week.

0-104 0^104

0-7(0 O-60O

8 1 ut)7 0864

4 0-9ft2

9506 0-966

0 4iK>U 0-995

7 6-488

6 6-406

9 7-496

8-498

pike above table gives the integral qnaniiUes transmitted.

Tlie ourve already mentioned shows the wajr \vhieh the

rate of iranamiasion varies. The unit absciflsa log« J
=

2626 of a week.] *

Section III.

—

Error due to Differences of Temperature*

The object of this section is to obtain tlie order of mag-
nitude of the errors produced bjr differences in temperature
between the various tubes.

I
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For simpHcify, two tubes only will be coiis«itiered whose
lengtlis aud sectional areas are tlie same. The expansion cf the

material of the tubes will be neglected. To make the problem
amenable to mathematical treatment, it will l)e assumed that

the density of water equals fl— a^), where 6 is the tempera-

iure, and a is approximatolj equal to an ideal aoefficieut of

expansion. It will also be assumed that

where Jssthe density of the solution*

<sthe concentration.

Let the temperature of one tube.

ri=the velocity of the liquid up the tube,

tf]=the temperature of the second tube.

r3=the velocity of the liqnid up the tube.

L=:the 1( iiiith of each tube, assumed constant.

^=:Lhe cuelticent of diffusion, assumod constant.

Testhe concentration of the soiution at the botloiii of

each tube.

From considerations similar to thcjse adopted in Diffusive

Convection Sect. II. and III., it can be shown that, neglect-

ing viscosity,

=y(l-«^,)L+
l^e k

*

Dividing throughout by and expanding,

and

(r,-VA)= — approx.

* Phil. Mag. Nov. 1SU8, pp. ^53-4G5.

run. May. iS. 5. Vol. 47. No. 289. June 1899. 2 0
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Now

aiid

similarly

r,L_ 12a(l-a^2)((9,-(92)

The comxsiing factor equals

2

2"—T
P — ,

ajiprox.

As an example, if (^j-^O =0°-l < V, T=0-l,anJ a=0-00015,
the correcting factor equals 100UUIX)07.

When T is a small fraction of nnitj, as in general will be the

CftsOi the correcting factor eqnals

1+ —-ijj-—, approx.

It maj be noted that, approximately.

As an example, let issSxlO-^.asO'OOOlS, (^,-^,)=01,
TmO'l, Ls4 cm.
Then

rtsl'35 X 10-* cm. per second^

s0'04 cm. per jeai*.
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Section IV.

—

En-ovH due to Chnnyes of Temperature of
Apparatus as a whvle.

Apart from the effects of any differences of tenii)e);itnre

which may exist between the tubes themselves, there will in

general be a flow set up alou^ them one way or the other
when the ajipanitus a9 a whole is heated.

If the apper and lower compartments were of equal volume
and the coetficienta of expansion and the coin|)res8ibilities of

water and solution were the same, there wouhl be no move-
ment along tlie tul>es ; the liquid would simply be com!>r<»-i-;('d

slightly. The actual motion could only be calculated iroiu a.

knowledge of the various coefficients of expansion and the

compressifailittes. The author has not the data for an accumte
calcnlation, bat to giver an idea of the order of mngnitade of
the error, the case will be considered in which the taps of the

upper compartment are open.
Let V= volume of lower compartment.

a= coefficient of cubical expansion of liquid.

^= risp in temperature per second.

It will be assuuiod that the temperature increases at a
constant rate, and that the steady state has been attained.

Let V s velocity up the tubes per second.

L= length of each tube.

Than « - "^^^

The quantity of dissolved substance transmitted per second
(see Diffusive Couvectioiij Sec. XV.) equals, wheu YL/^ is

smail,

-j^^^l4 J-^japprox.,

ifeAT/,
. . VLa^>

As an example, let the rise of temperature be 2^ (J. per

week ; let «= 0 000 15, L= 4 cm., V=40 c.c, A =0*4,

and A=3xl0-«. Then YLotdl'lAk equals 0-033; and the

error due to the flow produced by the expansion is more than
3 per cent.

it may be mentioned that if a bubble of air is present in

the lower compartment, it increases the flow, and the corres*

ponding error, considerably.

Even if the upper taps are not left continuously open,

there is an error corresponding to the above; for opening

2 0 2
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Mr. A. GrilBtlis on on AfpanUusfor the Ddermmaiion,

the top taps will allow a Bttdden nuh to take place up ihe

tabes.

It is obvionfl that a diminiition of temperature produces an
f rr(n in the o|)po'?it{a direction ; and the error produoed by a

fluctuating temperature will probahij not be considerable in

the long run.

Section V.

—

Krtvr^ due to Chayiges in Volume produced by
the Weokenin(/ of the Solution ihrouah Diffusion.

In ;j<'iiom!, when a solution lo-es ^onic ot" tho rli^snhdl siih-

staiu'«- by (iiti'u.sioij it »liuiiniishes in vohime. The diniinntioTi

de)»eiids ou the nature of the dissolved substance and varies

with the concentration. The diminution for any given loss

can he oaknlated froin a table of densities. For example, an
aqneons solution of copper sulphate at a temperature of 23^*3

containing 80 grams to the litre has a density of 1*080,

whertas a solution cnnfiiinin;: IHO grams to the litre Ims a
densitv of riol. It c;ni In' r«'a(lilv shown that tlie addition

of J gram of anlivilrou^ copper sulpliat*', iK'twoen the given
limits, on the average increases the volume hy 0'0i5 c.c.

approx.

As in Section IV. it will be assumed that the upper com-
partment Ib open to the atmosphere.

Since the (Uminntion of vohune of the lower compartment
equals the qnnntity of copper sulphate transmitted multipliecl

by 0 075, wiiii tlie aid of Sec. 1. " Uiii'usive Convection/' it

can readily be seen that

— n-OT') X T X I'

r=

Hence, neglecting the second and higher powers of -j- *

k

lict T=012, then 000.

Tlie fractional (iiiniiiuiioa in the quantity transmitted eqqals

t'L 2/:, i e. 0 0015. Thus the motion along the tubes causes

a diminution in the quantity transmitted by about one half

per cent.

With salts whose solutions experience greater changes in

volume, the error may be very appreciable.

Thus, between the limits of density 1*081 and 1*159, the

addition of 1 gram of sodium chloride causes an average
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increase in voldme of 0*35 c.c. ; and with TssO*!^, the error

would be 2'1 per cent.

It may bo noted that when a smnll quantity of copper
sulphate h added to water, the resultant vol nine is about the

same as the original volume of the water. Hence if the lower

compartment were left open to the atmos{)here instead of the

upper one, there would he ao error from the cause under

consideration.

As before errors are produced when the taps are opened
intermittently.

Section YI.—Errors due to Cireulaiiont produced when the

lAqttide of tite Upper and Lower Comparlmente are renewed^

When the water in the upper compartment is renewed the

pressure at the inlet is greater than the pressures at the outlet,

and in consequence the pressures at the upper extremities of
the tubes are not constant. Hence flows take place up certain

tubes and down others.

Let there be n tul)es ; and let p,, -p., vte. bo the respective

excesses of the })ressure3 at the tops of the tubes above the

average preasuro. Assuming the attainment of the steady

state, and making the usual approximatious, it can readily be
shown that the correcting factor equals

Let pr be the greatest of the />'s ; then the fractional error is

less than 12 pr^lyT^l^, Neglecting inertia effects, the value

of pr must be less than the difference of pressure between
the inlet and outlet, an estimate of which could be made
practically. The author has not made any practical measure-
nients, but has made a gucns as to the order of magnitude of

the difference of pressure bv inakin;i^ a ci iidc amdogy between
the upper compartment and a cjlhidrical tube. Thus, if

lOU CO. of water pass along a tube 3 cm. in diameter in au
hour, the difference of pressure (assuming the formula for a
capillary to hold) between two points on the axis 3 centim.

apart, if we take the coefficient of viscosity equal to O'Ol, is

OOOidyne. Let;v=0'01,T=0'l, Ls4,then the fractional

error equals

12X (•01)V(^981)-'(0-l)^x 42, or 7-8x 10'».

It is clear that the error from this cause is appreciable.

I
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Section YII.—JSrrar due to Dijfanoe Conwction,

Inequalities m tlie lengths of tbo tubes and inaocnracies

in placing tbem in tlic diaiihragni will, iu genenil, jiroJuce

convection -cnrrcnts. TIkto is no intrinsic diffioulfy in calcn-

lufinL'" flows of small ina <i;aittid«, if tho tiiTyes are ot" iiiKMjual

len<^th
;

hut, to simplify tiie algebra, in the {'ol!ovvin<; the tubes

will bo taken of equal lengtb and of equal sectional area.

Let n =s number of tnhns.

5j SB distance hi'tween the top of oik^ tube and tbo
avcruf/c of thu tops of all the tubes.

Br= corresponding distance lor the rtb tube.

Vi= velocity up the first tnbo.

Vr= „ „ rt^ tube;

Making the u^iual assumptions, it can be shown that

Noting that SPr=0» SSr—0, it can readily be sbown iliat

~k E~'
and tbat the correcting factor equals

, .
12

With oniiiiary care in the construction of ihc apparatus^

the correcting factor will deviate very little from unity.

Sbctiok VIII.— iSc^mtf Etiperimenltal IUsuHb,

One apparatus has 1ft tubes, ofaverage length 4*043 centim.,

and a total sectional area 0'4102 square oentim. It was
placed in a cellar the temperature of which fluctuated throngh
a rantre of about B**C. per week. The lower compartment
contaiiicd a solution of copper sulphate holding O OdOH of
copper to the c.c. At intervals of a week the upper com-
partment was renewed with pure water

; himilnrly the lower
compartment was renewed with fresh solution. The tubes

were originally full of pure water. The average temperature
was about if* C. By the end of the first week 0'00i6 gram
of copper bad been transmitted ; by the end of the second a
^t)<a/of 0 0077 ; end of third, 0*0141 ; end of fourth, 0 0226 ;

end of fifth, 0*0311 ; end of sixth, 0*0403 ; end of eighth,

0 0559; end ol ninth, O OGO^.
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TakiDg as a basis tlie quantity transmitted in nine weeks,
the coefficient of diffusion equals 28*7 x 10~^ This result, and
others not recorded, indicate that the errors dae to the
ariou'5 canoes studied are, at any rate, not enormous.

To diminish the variations of f emjterature, in one experiment
the whole apparatus was put inside a copper c>'linder; but,

unfortunately, some air-bubbles were accidentally allowed to

form within tihe compartments, and the quantities of copper
salphate transmitted were irregular and of large value. At
present the autlior ir^ experimenting with the tabes full of

a weak gelatine jelly, with the intention, ultimately, of
stopping each tube with a short plug of jelly, and thus pre-

ventin;r circulations of all sorts. The pln^js will probably be

made in.solublo with formaldehyde. Mr. Hibbert has helped

me with the analyses, and the results are hopeful ; but, as

already indicated, progress is inevitably slow.

University College, Sheffield.

LI. 77tf, Application of an Interferene^'Method to the In^

rest hint ion of Yonng^s Modulus for Wires, and its Melation

to ( Itiinifes of Temperature and Magm-tization ; and a

further Appfirafion of the same Method to the Stud>/ of the

Chanye in JJirneiisions of Iron (ind Sied Wires by Maj-
netiz'ition. By G. A. JShakk«pkah, 1601 Science Scholar

^

Trinity College^ Cambrtdf^e*,

MWll work lias l>een done with the object of eliicidatinnr

the relation between temperature and elasticity, and
more remains to be done.

The problem presents many difficulties, not a few of which
arise from the fact that it is not easy to maintain at a constant

temperature, more or less high, a sufficient length of the

material under investigation. Again^ very slight differences

of temperature between the wire nndero;oing traction and the

scale on which the alteration of length iii meaj»ured may easily

lead to erroneous results.

These dithculties may be lessened by iiu\iug the length of

wire small ; but this involves the necessity of some means of

measuring accurately very small changes of length; inter-

ference supplies such a means. In the present work it has

not been found necessary to go to a higher order of accuracy

than of the distance lictween successive interference- bands

of sodium light, which represents aleugth ot about *000003 cm.,

* Communicated by Ptii. J. J. Thomson, F.B.S.

L
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though if required there would be little difficnltjm reading to

•0000008 cm.

In measuring by interforenco tho relative displacement of

two points it is necessary that these points slionld he connected

each with a plane snrface, and that during Uie displacement

these two surfaces should remain parallel to each other and
sensibly perpendicular to the direction ofdisplacement. Inter-

ference-Dallas are produced between these two aorfaces, and
any relative tilting wonld alt^r the nature of the bands

;

besides, in case of such a tilt the displacement wonld dearly
be different for different parts of the surfaces.

In the earlier experiments the anthor n>:ed a !*in<jlc rod of

the substance (^lass in the first place, iron and bronze later),

and the extension was measured between one point near the

upper end of the rod and another near the lower end, the rod

being sospended vertically. To the upper point a cli^ was
attached from which depended a rod of the same material as

thatunder investigation, which supported at its lower extremity

a right-an/^letl glass prism with one of the equal faces hori-

zontal and parallel to a })lane «r1ass plate, which latter was
borne on le\ (!lling-screws on a table carried by a second clip

at the lower end ol' tho stretched rod. The points of suspension

of the rod and of the stretching-weight were arranged so as

to be in the axis of the rod (see fig. 1 } ; but in spite of all

precautions (though rods were made ."Specially, and Fig. 1.

as nearly true as possible) it was found that on the

applicaiaon of the stretching-force a relative tilt

was produced between prism and mirror, and the

centre of the interference-rings wag tbrowu out of

the field.

The reason seemed to be the existence of a slight

curvature in the rodwhichwas changedby stretching.

The following form of apparatus was then de-

yised :

—

Three wires were used, and these were suspended

from a horizontally fixed disk of gun-metal, and
their lower ends sujiported a similar disk. Each
wire had a T-piece tixed to each end, and ihosa

T-pieces moved each in a radial slot in one or

other of the disks, the three slots in each disk being

at angles of 120^ with each other, and by means of radial

adjastingHBcrews these T-pieces could be adjusted at any
deidred disttmce from the centres of the disks. Suppose,

now (fig. 2), the wires are of equal length and the disks

parallel ; if on application of the stretching-force they are

displaced from parallelism^ it is clear that one of the wires

I
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(a, in fig.) has stretched more than the others, t. e. that

thai wire has had more than its share of the Fi^. 2.

weight. To remedy this the upper and
lower ends of h and care moved alonjr their

respective slots towardsi tlie e(!ntre, and thus

giit more of the stretchiiig-l'orce which is

applied at the centre of the lower disk, while

the upper disk is also suspended oentrallj.

In this waj it is easy to adjust the three wires

so that, on stretching, tlie two disks move
parallel to each other ; and if a rod bearing

file prism be suspended from the top disk

and tlie mirror on its leYellin<^-screw« be set

on tile bottom one, the centre of the inter-

ference-rings, having been gut into the field,

will remain there throughout the extension,

and the number of hands passing any fixed point in the field

will give the amount of extension in half-wave-lengths of the
light used.

In sncli an arrangement the bending of the diskn under the

stress would be superposed on the displac<Mneut due to

stretching of the wires, and in addition any slipping of the

wires in the clamps of the T-pieces would affect the observed

extension. To obviate any such end effects " two thinner

disks of brass, eaeh vdtb three radial slits just wide enough to

admit free passage of the wire, were supported, one near the

upper end of the wire^ and the other near the lower end, each

on three clips, which had sharp edges to their liemispherical

heads so that the wires shoidd be clipped at well-delined

points. From the upper of these the

prism-rod hung centrally, and ou the

lower the mirror rested on three pegs
attached to springs by means of which
the levelling-screws could give fine ad-
justment. The coarse adjusCment was
made by two screws on the prism-rod

which moved the prism in altitude in

two vei t ical planes at right angles. The
prism-plate and mirror-plate were ad-

justed horizontally when the clips were
pnt on. Fig. d snows a diagrammatic
section of the apparatus.

Stretching-Force,—It was necessary

that the stretching-force should be ap-
plied gradually and without vibration.
'rWia Anrl waa tif.fia in«i<^ Kir malrinrr n \\

Fig. 8.

^^^^^ ^j^SS^I

This end was attained by making a hollow cylinder of tin^
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and down one side of this vessel

oponf*) rlownwnrd«j in the middle
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j»kte with ooukal ends. At the upper apes a steel liook

fitted into a M.*rew««topper of brass; from the lower apex
hang a stout brass wire wbicli l>ore four vanes (^g. 4),

The whole hong freely in a cylindrical vessel of tin-plate,

passed a tabe which
of

tlu' lM)ti<tiii. \V beii tbe outer v^^-s^ol

is iiiifU with water up to the level of

the suspending hook the weight hanging
on tbe wire depends on tbe amount of
shot placed in tbe cylinder (by way of
adjiistahle weight). By siphoning out

through the tube the water from the

ont'T vofj<srl until fli*- Icvr] falls tx) the

l()\v<'r wire (lower 'lotted line in tig. 4),

a weii^ht eqtjal to that of the \vat4*r dija-

Slaeed by the cylinder is applied ^ra-

itally without vibrations. The object

of the conical ends is to ensure that tbe

application or removal of the i'orce is

begun gradually and without jerk, so
that the evo lia- no ditficulty in o1i>erving

the inovcMient ut the triug*^s from tiie outset. (The sudden
making or bieiikin;; of tlie surface of the water over a flat

end sets up periIou^ vibrations. A similar method which
was abandoned in favour of this was the use of a true cylinder

suspended in water contained In another concentric cylinder,

and the weight applied was got by measuring the fall oif water
in the enter vessel.)

The vanes are to damp vibration? wlien the wafer is at the

lower level. An intliarubber tube from tlic outer vessel led

to a tap, ulierehy the How of water could be regulated, and
from tlie Uij) another length of tube passed to a bucket into

which the water flowed ; by raising this bucket tlie water

could he siphoned back again and the contraction of the wire

observed.
Vlhralhmsf.—Tliesegave much trouble at first, and necessi-

tated night work. With a view to eliminating this trouble, the

work wa- done in n r«*llar at the Cavendish Laboratory, and
from the Hour two j'iei's of ma-oni-v were built up ; on these

stood a massive stand of cast iron (weighing about 3 cwt.) on
indiarubber blocks. On the top of this stand (part of

which can be seen in fig. 5) a tnlck disk of cast iron was
siip(K>rted on three levelling-bolts which rested in three V
grooves. From the centie of tliis disk a one-inch steel rod

passeil down tliroiigh the top ot the st:ind and supported the
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apparaiuB, by moans of a central holt. After this tlie vihra-

tion'* seemen as l)a(l as when the apparatus was suspended

Ironi a wall-bracket, hut the addition of two half-hundred-

weights to tlie stand, and supporting the weightrtank on
iudiarubber bloi^ks, improved matters, and the further

addition to the lower stoetohing-disk of three vanes which
dipped into duh-pots of oil practically removed the ironble,

and now, althongh heavy traffic in the street occasioDally

causes disturbances, vibrations are so rapidly damped as not
to interfere with work.

The :ip|iaratus was first used to test the modulus of some
copper wire inch diani.) si»eeially drawn straight (hy Messrs.

Glover of ISaitord), and loaded witli varying initial loads,

beginning with an initial load of 2791 grms. for the three-

wires—I. €. abont of tibe estimated breaking-weight—and
proceeding wilb successive additions of 2 kilos. About twenty
observations were made at each stage, the weight producing
the extension observed being always the same. It may be
remarked here tliat the stretching-weiglit above described was
standanlized by wci (filing the cylinder directly (on Prof.

Poynting's large balance which wa.s kindly ])ut at my disuosul)

when the water was respectively at the upperand lower leTels

above mentioned, the temperature of the water being noted.

The difference between these weights (at 15^0.) was 5989*50

The result of this sot of observations is indicated in the

curve (tig. 6), in which the modulus is the ordinate and the

initial load the abscissa. The modulus beoran at 8'24 X 10^^

(c. G. s.) and gradually increased tor successive increments of

initial load until for an initial load of of breaking-weight

it reached the value 1*053 x 10^^ after which it settled down
and the curve became sensibly parallel to the load axis as far

as the experiments went. On reducing the initial loads again
the curve practically went back the same way as it ciime.

Perhaps experiments of this kind may throw H<.dit on the

discrcpniieies found by Wertheini between values of the

modulus obtained by different methods. It may be ])ointed out

that if the wires were slightly curved, some such effect as that

just described might be expected.

Beatina,—^This was a matter of some difficulty. Stirring

was inadmissible on account of vibrations, hence water
could not be used. Heating by means of a current of
electricity through the wires themselves was out of the ques-

tion ; for (1) the current itself a}»j>arently affects the elasticity,

and (2) the heating would tend to be ])atchy owing to

differences in radiating power of different parts of the surface
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of the wires. By usin^; No. 20 b.w.g. wire the length

employed was satisfactorily reduced to 10 cm. This was

enclosed in a chamber of thick copper, and heating was

attempted by means of a flat platinum coil at the bottom, but

this was unsatisfactory and was abandoned—probably on

account of convection-currents. .

Fig. 6.

initial Load in /(ilogr

The method finally adopted was one in which the constancy
of boiling-iK)int of a liquid at a definite pressure is made use
of. This involved some changes in construction of the

apparatus, the final form of which will now be dascribed.

At the top and bottom are the two stretching-disks D, and

Pfi (sec fig. 7, Di is not shown), of gun-metal, 5^ inches in

diameter and J inch thick, each with three radial slots of
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t ross-s(x'tion sliowii in fig. 8, In the centre of eucdi disk i<a i

lioK\ that in Dj for the sus|ioni!in;z f)olt and th.it in D« for thw

hook which «n{)pr.rf^ the weight, in cicli -lof >liJf»s a movable
piece ^ iuL'ii long, and of section shown iu tig. with two boles ^

Fiy.8. Fig. 9. rig. la

throngh its length : th** Inrger one admits flie radial adjn.«*tin<;

fecrew ; into the smaller one an end of the wire to be tested

fiJs (bent at right angles), and U clamped there b^* a braas

clamp (a, fig. 7) fitting over the free part of the sliding-pieoe.

The head (6g. 10) of the radial screw is squared to fit a dodi-
key !uii! ha- al-o a j)ulley-groove in it ; into this groove, when
(he sliding- piece is in ])osition, the hinged piece of fiat bnus,
shown in fig. 8, tits and i.s then secnred by the small screw
shown on thp otlirr «iMr of flic slot. Jn this way tlie radial

screw, unable to move backwards or forwards, is uble to move
the fliding-piece along the slot.

Kext below this comes the prism-suspeuding disk Dj, with

tbree narrow radial aliis jost wide eooagh to admit No. 20
B.w.a. wire freely ; this is supported on the tiiree upper
clips. Eiich clip is made of brass with a hemispherical head
of steel, the latter consisting of two sharp^edged jaws which
can be scrowcil together (two of these dips are shown in
position on wire in fig. 7, hb).

Near each of these rndini slits in D« is a small hole into

which a screw from the edge j>asses. From these holes

wires of the same material as that under investigation, to

support on which the prism*stand itself rests. has three
large notches in its edge, and througli these rise, witfaoat

touching, the pillars from D4, which bear vanes (one of which
is shown in position in D^, fig. 7) to dip into three corre-

sponding dash-pots which stand on D3. Near the centre of Dj
are three lar<^c hr)les to admit, withont contact, the three

levelling-pegs of D4, on which th(; mirror rests. The prism-

stiind (/', fig. 7) carries the i»ri»ni over the surface of the

mirror (</), and is provided with three levelling-screws as feet

for coarse adjustment. is the mirror-plate with three radial

slits, it rests on three dips^ It has the mirror sapports, which
are provided with a fine adjustment consisting of thrae radially
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disposed tniiering springs of brass clamped at their thick ends
by u contral circnhir washer (fig. 11). Each spring close to

Fig. 11.

tbo wasLiT l)oars a peg for the >iij>port of the mirror; and
im<ler the point of the spriot; risas the levelling-screw, by
moving which up or down the peg itself is very slightly

raised or lowered. These leYelling-screws are lon^ and are

sorronnded below the plate for about half their length by
brass tabes (see fig. 7) which when the instmment is in use

pass freely through the large holes near the edge of Ds and
<Hp into annular troughs on the upper side of the lower box
of tlie vapoTir-jacket (see diagramntir sortion fig. 12), while

the screws themselves pass out through the box.

Fig. 12.

The troughs are filled with oil into which the ends of tho

tnbes dip. The object of these oil-joints is to allow of free

communication with the exterior, while at the same time
preventing any influx of cold air, without impedinfr the fret*

inovPTnont of the disks when ihv wire^ aro stretclitd. Tlir

W('i«;]it-i^uj)|)orting hook from the middle of Dr, pushes out

through u mmilur oil-joint. (Fig. 12 will muke clear the

relations of these parts.) It most be observed that Dj and
are quite indenendent ofeach otheri their only oooneition being
by means of tne dash-pots, no metallic contact existing* The
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Tane-pillars are bolted to D4, and at their npper ends are ^crows

for th(* attachment of tho cylindrical vaooA. A dasb^pot is

shown at hy ii^. 7.

The vapour-jacket is in two parts, un inner and an outer.

The inner consists of two fiat cylindrical boxes lying hori-

flonUUy, and vertioally nnderneBth one another, connected by

three vertical tabes. The top box is pierced by three tnbii>

lures for the thermometers, the bottom one has four for

levolling-acrews and wei£;ht-book* There la a large inlet

for vapour at the top of the upper box» and an outlet at the

bottom of the lower box. The steel support in n^-rod extends

through a tul)e in the eeiitre of the npper box (on to a telt

>\asher),an(l Di i> l»oltcd lirmly to it and against the lower

face of the upper box (see tig. 13). An annular trough

Fig. 18.

round the edge of this box. receives a Aan^e from the upper
extremity of the outer part of the Tapoor-jackety and a little

oil niak' ' the joint draught-proof.

The oiit<T purl o\' tlie ja< kot is simply a pair of concent ri<*

cylinders of brass, with an inlet at top and outlet at boa«;io,

the annular space being closed in at Ixjth ends. The inner

cylinder projects at its base in a Emgc, which ^ps into a
tronffh on the onter edge of the lower flat box. uere is a
donble "^^nndow of glass, at a suitable height, through the
outer jacket to allow of viewing the bands in the prism.
When in use the jacket is covered with felt. In puttmg in

fre<h ^vir^« the ontor jacket is niised, as in fig. 5, coarse

adjustments are made, and the bands got to a good clear

stilts, and then the outer jacket is lowered again into po-iiion.

From the boiler a pipe passes to the inlets of tlie two parts

of the jacket, and from the outlets another pipe passes

through a condenser to the boiler, giving off below the con-
denser a small tube, which is connected with a manometer,
air-reservoir (a glass bottle of about 2 gallons capacity)! and
water-pnmp.
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It was found that the boiling of the water shook the
apparatus. To remedy tliis two verdoal joists were sorewed to
the wall side })y t?itle, about three

inrlirs njKjrt, f'acli carryii]>j; two l^'ig. 14»

elbow-pieces ol the stt-am-pipe
;

the upper pair were connected

by a short piece of thick india-

mbber tube, and the onter ends
were similarly connected to boiler

and delivery-pipe, another india-

rubber joint intervenin<]f between

the latter and the jacket. The
lower pipe was similarly sujiplied

with these indiaruliber joints, the nature of which is shown
diagrammatically in tig. i-A.

Even so, after the water bad been boiliog for some hours,

the bumping** caused vibrations, but tbis was stopped by
putting into tbe water some fragments of pumice.

By adjusting the pre.<siire by means of the water-pump
the water was boiled at difterent temperatures between 45*'(5«

and 100° and tlic aiijiaratu'^ wa.*? ke[tt at constant tem-
perature within the jacket tor any length oC time, ut least the

three thermometers remained oUUionar^. For lower tem-
peratures alcohol serves. At present little use has been made
of intermediate temperatures^ as the results of observations at
13^0. and 100° 0. reepeotivelj have given so much material

for consideration.

The source of light is a sodium flame placed behind an
aperture in a screen at the focus of a convex lens ; the

punillel beafn rlnis obtained is reflcctcil hv a mirror at an
angle of into ihc jd-ism, and thron<j;h an aperture in the

silvering of thij* mirror the fringes are viewed alonif the path

of the incident li^ht The lower of the two equid faces of

the prism is batf-silvered, and is adjusted about *25 mm.
above and parallel to the fully-silvered upper surface of a

flass plane ; both plane and prism were specially worked by
[ilger. Between the light from these two silvered surface^

the interference is effected, part of the pencil of light being

reflected from the lower face of the prism and part from the

upper face of the mirror, the relative retardation depending
on their distance apart.

RmuUm,—We may now consider tho results of some of the
observations on (1) copper, ($) soft iroOi (3) ^ silver" steely

and (4) hard brass.

As we are only concerned with changes in the elasticity it

PML Mag. 5. Vol. 47. No. 289.Jum 1899. 2 P
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will be unnecessary to give the actual modulus in each case,

bat the figures denorin<r the extension or contraction in half

wave-lenctbs of aoUium liijlil wiii be quoted where necessary.

The kni^tii of win used u ftbout 28 om. (26*15 ta 28*30 for

diffeieatspeoiinetis), diameter about -075 cm. (*0690 to -0810}.

It moat M mdentood that die weiglit applied in all cases is

tbeaame.
In all cases the effect of pnttintr oti nnd removinnr the

weight, and of nii-^iTiu the temperai nrc and lettinrr it fall

again, has been to increase the modulusj e., the ol-( r\ ed

extension is always greater at the heginDing of operations

on any specimen than it is at the end. As examples : a
Bpoeimen of copper at the begtniung showed an eztenaion of
317 bands, whereas at the end of the series of observations

the elongation for the same load had settled down to be
constantly only 279—an increase of about 12 per cent, in the

modulus. Similar figures for a specimen of «oft iron nre

178*6 and 175*9, say an increase of l a per cent. A specimen
ol silver-pteel ^avo 149' 1, falling lu 143*7, or an increase of
3*6 per cent. A specimen of brass gave 315*3 to 293*7, or

an increase of 6*8 per cent.

In all cases the change of modnlns prodnoed by diange of
iemperatnre from 13° to 100° showed much variation at

firsty the effect of the first heating being that the modulus
was greater at the higher temperature thnn at the lower, but
after this an incn^n«e of temperature decrens^^d the modnlns.

The following are some characteristic figures tor a specimen
of copper :—

Percentage

Temp. 13°. 100° C. of modulus.

^0. of bands :
317*0 303*0 (Ist heating -4*4
291-8 298*5 (2nd ^ ) +2*3
287*5 296-4 (3rd „ ) +3-1
283-0 293*7 (4th „ ) +3*8
279-2 28»«4(5th „ ) +3-7
278-0 287-5 (6th ) +8'4
278-5 289-0 (7th „ ) +3-8
279-0 289*0 (8th „ ) +3-6
279-0 289-0 (9th „ ) +3*6
279*0 OD finally cooling.

These figures show a gradual settling down to a steady
state.
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Siniibr fijroreB for soft iion are :

—

P«Mnliea

Temp. 18°. 1000^ C. [of mouuiua.

Ko. of DftDOS : 178*3 176-0 — i'UU
176*4 178'o
177 I 17o*o — iTll
173-1 179-() 1 0.71;

176-3 4- 1-14

1764 179-2

17()-5 178-5 4- 1*13

i7.>o 178-5 4-1-65

175-8

The 8pecimt3Q of steel reterreti to above gav© I—
No. of bands: 149*1 148*0 —0*74

144*4 148*3
143-6 148-3 -I-3-3

143-5 148-2 "J" ^ t#

14r>'4

Similarly, for bard brsSS :

—

No of bands: 315-0 310-5 - 1-43

297 0 803-7 4-2-25

302-7 4-3-06

292-8

• Heuce in all cubeci the final value of the modulus was lower

for the higher temperatnra than forthe lower ; via. 8*6 per cent,
for copper, 1*6 per oent for iron, %"% per cent, for atoel, and
3 per cent, for hard braaa. It is inteieatiDg to note that, with
the exce^on of the brass, these figures are in the same order
as those given above for the increase of elasticity from
beginning to end of observations 011 each tipecimen.

In almost all ca.ses after any cbange of temperature, or after

a rest (of any time more than half an hour, say), the first

obseri^<m of the series showed an amount of elongation

difoent from those given b^ succeeding obaenrationa of the
same aeiiasi the first elongation generally hemg greater than
thoee snooeeding.

The following numbers are taken from rsanlts ofobaenrattons
on soft iron :

—

First Succeeding Percentage

Elongatioa. EknuatioiH. Ohaiige.

180-0 176*5 -1^4
180-0 176-4 -2-0
17G'7 176-3 -0-22
179-9 179-5 -022
180-0 178-8 -OuG
179-5 177-7 -iU

2P2
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Another effect to be noticed is that, in the case of steel and

brass at least, utter the weioht had been left on for some hour?,

in the succeed in;:; obj<ervatioTis the up'' luuiibers (i, e. con-

traction on renioviii;^ load) exceeded the'* down" nuniher.H

(t. €. extension on jiutting on load), and aft^r the weigLiL Lad

been left off for a length of time tbe " down " nnmbers were
greater tlun the ^' up/' us though in the former cam the wires

were gradually recovering and in tlu^ latter case gradually

yielding slightly. It may be remarked here that no gradual

Jrieldiiif]^ was observ'able when the load was kept on. (Tlio

oad was about 2 kil(» to each No. 20 b.w.g. wire.) Jn the

case of copper the " up " readings showed a tendency to be

greater than the " down " thronghout. No such tendency

was observed either way in the soft iron.

If the weight was lelx on for some time the modnlns was, in

general, temporarily affected—decreased in the case of copper,

increased in iron ; but in the latter metal if the load was left

on at 100° ( for several hours and then observations made,
and a rest of about half an hour allowed with the weight off,

on resuming observations there seemed to be a tendency, after

the first two or three extensions, to a sudden ih crease of the

modulus of about 1 per cent, (this occurred on several occa-

sions). Qenerally, at each chan^ of iemperatare eight or

ten ODserrationswere made^ of which the above quoted figures

are examples.

During the deky cansed bj waiting for the constrnction of
the heating-apparatus, some experiments Avcre made on various

magnetic effe<'ts on iron wire?. The form of a}>})amtu< aliovo

described was modified for the purpose. Three similar soh^ioids

were made, one for each of the three vires, and an electric

current was sent throngh them in series.

Obserrations on the eifect of a magnetic field on the eUisti-

city were not qnite satisfactory (these are being repeated imder
more favourable conditions at the present time) ; there seemed,
!)nwever, to be an undoubted decrease in the modulus on
putlinn" on tho magnetic tield.

Other experiments were made, at some ienoth, on the

changes in length produced by magnetization in iron and
steel wires under different stresses.

For these experiments the wires were Ih cm. long, and
the solenoids extended all their length. The number of turns

in each solenoid was 1390 and Uie resistance 1*21 ohm
;

a current of one ampere wouhl thus produce a field of
about 2.'^ o.G.s. unit?. The interference- bands in this case

were got by transmitted li»ilit,the upper plate being supported
by n tube from the upper disk.
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The Bolenoids were wound on brass tnbesi down iSbB centre of

each of which passed a concentric inner tube, leavinff an air

space of abont 4 mm. nil round, and the wires examined passed

along the axes of these inner tabes ; this was to reduce the

effect of heatiiifT duo to tho onrrpnt in the solenoid, and in
addition nir \v:is constantly pumped throiigli this spuce.

The current was «tarte<i i\t practically U (by a potentiometer

method), and rapidly increajsed to 2 amperes ; then reduced to

Of reveraed, and taken np to 8 amperes again and returned to

0, completing a c^de.
In genetaC for iron wires with onlj a small load, the first

effect was a contraction, followed by an expannon as far as the

current was increased (1. e. up to 2 amperes) ; on decreasing the

current a further ItMi^theninfr took place, til! a turning- ] joint

was reached, and then contraction set in, an i continued till

the current reached 0 ; after reversal the first effect was a

continued contraction, then a turning-point was passed, and
expansion ensued till the cnrrent reached a maximum, and on
decreasing the cnrrent the ex))ansion increased until the same
tnming-point as before was reached, after which there was a
contraction till the current fell to 0.

For heavy load*? the effect was very different, and consisted

of a contraction till the enrn nt reacheil its luaxiiuum and an
expansion afterwards until the current reached 0.

It seems somewhat strange that in the former wise expand

sion should result from an increase in the field, and also from
a decrease after the current has reached a maximum, and the

idea naturally occurred that it might be due to a rise in

temperature ; that this, however, is not the case, seems to be
shown by the fact that, while elongation due to heatin«j (by

the solenoid) can be seen to take place slowly and xuiit'ormly,

this etfect on the other hand is produced iniinediatcly on
ehau<^aui;- the current, and slops the iuj^tant the decrease or

increase of current is stoppecl. Moreover, on stopping the

change of current no gradaal contraction was observed, so that

the effect is presumably not due to heatingbyFoocault currents.

The amount of this extension did not appear to depend on the

rafe at which the field was changed. Hard pianoforte-steel

•<howed, even with small lond'^, a contraction on niatrnetization

and an elongation on reducing the field, bebaviug in fiict very

much as heavily loaded iron.

The following are examples of cycles taken at random from

the results of about 600 observations. The load is the actual

load in grms. which was supported by the three No. 23S B.W.Q*

wires ; tlie current at the turning-points is given in amperes

and the elongations are given in half-wave-lengths of sodium

Hght ; + indicates elongation, — shows contraction.
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Table A.

Load

in

grms.

First

e

fleet.

4*

IS

H

Incrpa>ie

nftrr

turning-

point

to

2

uti>pci-e«.

E 0^
S elo

M.c
F

o

B
'5
&
io
.£

d.
*

Gamut \

2600 •17

'IS +11*6 •KB

6000 •8 + 8 -L 1 n — i 1

•7 +7 +10 •58 -1-2

105UU -•3 i-4 +•2 + 11 •86 - a
-•8 1-4 +« +11 •85 -•a

uooo 0 0 —6 +•« 0 0
•1 ••• 0 0 -•7 0 0

These are all taken from a specimen of soft litMi*

Another speoimea ahowed the following

Tablb B.

l>
a

a

1
e

Ut

turning-point.

1
1

.

-v
B
CM

2nd

t.-p.

o

ti-
ls
B ^

1

»i '.

•

a*

CO

2

9,400 -1 •19 +3 1-3 -1 +25 •39 -1-8
Omrmt

j
-1 •18 +3 1-2 -I +25 •32 -15

20^000 •17 +•2 •w -8 +8-7 •07 - 1

II 0 0 0 -5 +8-8 0 0

The following ia from pianoforte-stfiel results

Table C.
•

a

6 1

l»it

turning*point.

'-J

'-J

»

B
CI

B
CI

1

« ?- «• '.

1

OuiNUtl
VTCMfld J

+•6

+•6

•51

•62

-3

-3
1-9

1-9

+•7

+•«

+6-5

+64

*22
!

•81

+1 68 .9*6 8 +4
n +11

i

Hll 8 +4
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In fig. 15 the two types of field-elongation cnrre are giren
for a cycle throagh ttie range of field naed in the abore
experiments, viz., from +47 to —47 0,G. s. units. The
ordinates are elongations of the vdre expressed in half wave-
lengths of podinm light, the nheci^^re give the current in the

solenoids in auiperesj and arc tlierefore proportional to the

field. The continuous line is the curve for a specimen of

soft iron with a load of 3000 griub. on the three JSo. A2 id.w.u.

wires; the dotted line is the onnre for hard pianoforte-steel

with a load of 20,000 grms. In each case uie left half of
the onnre is higher than the right, which maj possibly he
due to a rise of temperature dnrmg the experiment, peroaps
dne to hysteresis. X5*

The second cycle in Table B b interesting ; it shows
that for that load the wire is in a transition state, and for the

lighter loads the state of affairs is similar to that indicated in

the upper hulf of the cycle, while for heavier loads the type

of curve is tliat given by the lower half.

It will be noticed that in the above examples the elongation

is consideiably greater than the contraction, so tiiat the net

result of a cycle is an elongation. This might be due to a

gradual rise in the temperature, owing to the heating of the

solenoids, or it might mean that tlM fact of rerernng the
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onrrsnt makes the wire yield to the stress. (The apparatus
is now hping modified to avoiil lieating-effVcts, and it is hoped
that :inv iri' Linljritips due to tluit cause will be removed.)

I( >()v\n> it^a?-oiialjle to suppose that if the act of magneti-
zation and deinagnoti^ution causes the wire to yield to the

stress, then on applying an alternating current to the solenoids

a ooondemble elongfttton wonld resmi ; thu was acoordiugly

tried, and tlie immediate effect was an elonntaon, bat as

soon as the current was stopped the wire steadily contracted

to its original state. The elongation hegan rapidly and then

aiowed down, and finally stopped, wliile the current was still

on. This elongation seems to havt; been due to the heating

effects of hysteresis, for on substituting copper wires for the

iioii no such effect occurred.

This suggested an interesting method of getting the area

of the hjsteiesis-loop* The alternating current is pot on and
the elongation measured by conhting the bands which pass

nntil the latter have come to rest. Then a current (C) is

passefi down the wires themselves until a steady elongation

of the same amount is produced. Then if we assume that

the energy supplie<l in the two eases to the wires is the <?Hne,

and we know the number of alternations per second) n suppose,

of the current in the solenoids, we can put

/«JlL7l = C«R=CE,
where J

H<:/I is the energy dissijjuted at each cycle of mag-
netization, I the length of the wire, and It is the resistance of
the wires.

The following is an actual example for soft-iron wire:—
0=1'2 amp.,

E^2 • volts,

I szlb cm.,

•% I E.dl=~r- — =5000 ergs.

This neglects the heating due to Foucault currents, which
could be re luced by lamination, though the absence of such
elongation in copper wires seems to show thai the heating due
to this cause is not very consider;! IJe comjiared with that due
to hysteresis. (But of course in copper the Foucault heating

1
would be only - of that in iron wire.)

_

In condnsion I wish to ihank Prof. J. J. Thomson for

Talnable critidsm and kindly interest, and Prof. Poynting
for encouragement and suggestions ; also Mr. A. Groodhffe^

of King's College, for kind assistance in some of the obser-

vations, and Mr. W. G. Pye, of the Cayendish Laboratory^
for help in construction of the apparatus.
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Lll. Denudation and Deposition.—Part IL
By O. JonNBTONS Stonbt, ir.il., D,8c,^ F,R.8**

1. TN the Mny nunibor of the Philosophical Ma;:azino Dr.

J_ Charli'S Chree eoinments upon a paper in the proccMiiiig

nuiuber, ia which the present writer suggested that DeauJa-
tion and Deposition nave probably taken a hirgo part in

increasing and renderin|fl| permanent the eleTations on land
and some of the depressions in the ocean w hich are found to

prevail over the earth. In reply to Dr. Chree*s criticisms it

seems sufficient to call attention to the facts of nature with

which wo have to deal, distinf^ni^hin^^ those about which we
are ju?titicd in feehng conlidcnt IVoin othc'r.s of which we can
only atiirm that they are probably wliat \\r suppose them to

be. To emphasize this distinction, the tjuulityiiig terms
eeriain and probaHe will in the following paragra[>hs he
applied to snch facts of natare, or supposed facts, as we have
occasion to refer to. It will thas be seen that oar information
aboat the compressibility of the earth is dependent almost
exclusively npon the known fa?t-.

2. It soeiiis ccrtohi that the volume of a body ol" any given
material wIk'h it i» compr('>-5od equally in all directions,

depends, so long as it does not undergo a change of state,

only on the temperature and pressure : that in fact^

where o is its volume, t its temperai ui r, and p the surface-

pressure to which it is exposed. The body is supposed to be
of such moderate size, that the variations of ]>ressure arising

from gravity need not be taken into nceonnf. From this

expression we obtain the following ex] in s>ioii tor/:, the coeffi-

cient of compressibility when the body i» subjected to a small
increase ol" pressure without changing its temperature—

where/' is that function of t and r> which is got by keeping
t constant and diffcreiitiatinn;; / by p only. We thus see
that tor each kind of material fhe coefjirln}t of compressibility

is a function of the iempetatuie an<l /'rt'.-<-^iire

.

3. The circumstance that tho mean density of the earth is

only about 5^ times that of water, which we may take as

certain, supplies us with information which has significance

in our inquiry. The so-called solid part of the earth, by
which is to be understood the earth minus its atmosphere and

* Commanicated by the Author.
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ocean, eertatnli/ conasti of roperfidal layers wMch are almost

exclnaively oxy^^en salts, and of a great undeiiying centro-

H]>liere about which we know little. The oxygen salts have,

at the surface of the earth, densities which ranise between
two and throe tinio- that of water, and in forming thfrn. along

witlt thai liijuid ()Xv;i(Mi stlt which vve enll the oci nearly

all the o.\y;:r'n u\ton the <'arth i-^ irrtninl>i used Jn proof

of this statement see tlu; j»uper on p. of this number of

the FbiL Mag., from which it appears that the free oxygen Is

eerimtdy an exceedingly small proportion of the earth's stock

of oxygon, prohahly much less than a ten-thoossndlh part.

It is further probable that the whole wouM now be nsed up
in forming the oxygen salts, were it not for the ease with

which heat and cheinieal agencies evolve carbon dioxide from
the carbonates, and tlie fact that the energy that reaches

the earth from the sua enables vegetation to evolve free

oxygen over the earth's surface from the carbon dioxide so

produced. This enables a yer^ small proportion of the vhde
stock of oxygen to present itself at anj one time as free

oxygen in contact witn the enter boundary of the lithosphete.

From these considerations joined with others, it seems
probable that tlie oxygen salts form only a snperficial crust

—perhap'5 having a thickness sometliin;: liko of the

eartli's radius—over a relatively vast muss oi deeper-tjeated

materials, which probaUy are not oxygen salts. In fact it is

probable that the ^reat interior of the earth is for the most
part something intermediate between an alloy of Tarioos

metals and a mixture of them ; whence it is jyrobdbU that

the materials of which it consists wonld, if those materials

were brought to standard temperature and pi^ssnre, have an
average density more than twice that of tlie layer of oxygen
salts. They arc, however, far from being at either standard

temperature or pressure. "What is certain about th(Mn ij^ that

these materials are such and so circumstanced that the meau
density of the earth is little more than twice that of the film

of oxygen salts over its surface. The more deeply-seated

materiids are certainly compressed by enormous pressures

increasing downwards, and are also as certainly so dilated by
the temperatures to which they are exposed, that notwith-

standing the extreme intensity of the compressions, the

counteracting expansions are great enough to bring down
the average of all the densities to the very low value of 5 5

times the density of water.

4. Another fact which I think we may regard as eerUM^
known, is that whmrer there prevail between and within
the molecules of a body those active motions the energy of
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which we call heat, theie liiu material in which these luovc-

inents can take place is compressible; in the sense that it"

already compressed it will yield to any extra pressure great

or small tending to fbiiher rednoe its bulk. We also seem
to know with certainty (as I think, and notwithstanding

what Dr. Cliree has urged) that it is elastic also, that is

that if relieved of a part of the prosstire it will recover its

prisHiv^ volume, provided tlmt the t('iii|iprature i> kept from

changing ; and wlien Dr. Cbroe speaks of great pressure as

" killing the elasticity " he lia.> perhaps not taken into

account the necessary dynamical consequence, which is that

the density would in that case increase without limit as time
goes on*

5. In paragraph (3) wc luul occasion to speak of the

caUed sohd part of the earth. This is Ix canse the earth is far

from heinji solid in the sen5Je attributed to that term in

physical Inboratories or l)y tlio niatlieniaticians to whose
investigations re8[jecting elasticity Dr. Cbree refers. If we
desire to represent the earth on a small scale and within the

brief dnration of a laboratory experiment, it will in the first

place be necessary to snbstitnte for a solid material something
verj much more plastic; nor will it be easy to find a materiiu

whu^ will represent, within the brief duration of human
experiments, the kind of jdasticity by means of which nature

slowly carries on her work during the lapse of ;:eological

ages—a plasticity which causes the several parts of the

earth to yield to pressures however feeble when time enough
is allowed, but where they yield so imperceptibly, even under
great pressures, that a sustained* force is at any one time
transmitted across any part of the earth with almost the

definiteneBS as regards its direction \\\\\\ which it would be

transmitted by a theoretically rigid body. Accordingly
when the oanh is describf'd as being plastic, what is to be

understood is that the materials of which it is made u]» yield

to any stresses tending to change their form, if titette dresses

continue in action for su^cientlij long periods of time. The
yielding seems mainly to consist in slips, which sometimes
take place abruptly and on a molar scale by the small starts

which occur when there are earthquakes or during volcanic

eruptions; but usually they are molecular readjustments,

actmg without breach of continuity, and very slowly, both on

a large and on a small scale. Rome of the results on a -mall

scale are familiar to ns as foldings in strata and such like

By a sustained force is nionut one so gradually applif I nnd so long:

maintfoned that it does not produce appreciable wave^ within the

0Utll.
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phanomena ; which are most oonspieuous ia the dder lbfiiia>

nons where the streaaes that produced them may have been
in operation for enormous periods of time. I have seen a

sliil) of white marble which formed the lintel of a very old

(•liimuey-piece that had m fnr vi"l(led in l«'ss than a single

ceiiturv to the ^mall hlrt)»» |iiuiliieed l)y its own \^^M^r]lt,

aided by the alternate heatings and coolings to which it iiud

been subjected, that it had become bent until it was lower

hf almoU an inch in the middle than at the ends. The
length of the slab, so far as I can recollect, was about four

feet, its width about Ave indies, and its thickness about

I (J fan inch. There does not seem to be any solid material

known to us in wliich there is not some plasticity of this

kind—if bent, the molecular and intra-molecular motions

that are ever going on accommodate themselves in some few

instances to the new state of thhigs ; and though the cases in

which this happens may be very few compared with the

whole number of molecular motions going on, every such

accommodation when once effected is a step towards the body's

assuming, in tbe long run, its new strained form. In a bcxly

like white niarhlo, which is a con;i;ories of sni:il] frjstals, this

accommodation may perhaps take place with most facility as

molecular slips paraliei to the planes of cleavage or along the

junctions between crystals, lii uou-cr)BLailine rocks, which

are a more irregular jumble of materials, the new adjustment

probably occurs with more facilitv in the positions of partial

discontinuity ; while in slaty rocKS it seems to have operated

oliiefly along the planes of cleavage, as well as (on a molar

scale, as in all stratified rocks) throii;ihout the looser material

which is interposed between the strata. The slips which
bring about the adju.stment as.-unie tlieir largest proportions

when they take the form of geological faults," the pro-

duction of each of which is accompanied by an earthquake.

6. Whetherwe are right in supposing that the adjustments

operate with most effect in tlio situations indicated aoove, what
is certain is that plasticity has brought about, after the lapse

of geological ages, changes of form in the parts of the solid

earth exposed to our view, which arc accom[)anied by bondings

vastly more curved than those required tor the movements on

a great scale which are everywhere <^oing on within the earth
;

which force us to recognize that the earth though elastic

{i,e, resilient] as re^rurds its volume is not quite elastic as

re0irds its form. Tnat this is the case seems eertam,

7. If I understand Dr. Chree aright, he regards as incredible

any hypothesis which would uuply that the earth, owing to its

elasticity, would expand from its present size, which is a globe
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aboat 8000 miles across, to one of 12,000 mileft in diameter, if

the mutual gravitation of its fmrts were to cease, and if (which
i? a further necessary con<litio!i) that rrrcat amount of energy
were imparted to it \vhi( li nvouUI ciiuble its several portions

while expanding to retain the »aine temperatures which they
bave in their present compressed condition. Now, it is ctrrtain

that under the circumstances sup^iosed the earth would expand;
and I see nothing antecedently improbable in the expaoaion
having the amonnt which Dr. Ohree thinks incredible, or one
larger than it, or smaller. It is to l>e observed, however, that

no authority attaches to the amount of expansion arrived at by
Dr. Chree*s niodo of applyinpf my provisional hypothesis, since

he has taken no account of the tact that cocfHcieiits of expansion
are functiuns ol buih t and />, as is shown above in paragrapli 2,

and ihut accordingly, if the temperatures are kept constant, the

aTerage yalne of these coefficients within the earth will vary
with the pressnres^ and therefore change as the expansion
goes on.

8. Dr.Chree's commonts have left me nnder the impression

that he confeivcs that 1 infer what occurred geological!

v

from a v;iluc ol' the average elasticity assnmcd beforehand
;

whereas the process I have attempted to follow is the converse

uf this. 1 infer the average coefficient of comprestjibility from
the obtervedfacts of geology : and I endeavour to show in my
paper that the value so inferred, or something near it, mnst
be the true valne of this constant, if the comDressions and
expansions uii<lcr;^fone by j)ortions of the earth when loaded or
relieved from load have been a machinery by the instrumen-

tality of which nature has for ages been engaged in slowly
augmenting the inequalities of the earth's surface.

1). It is from a cont>ider;ition of the tacts of jreolocrv, and
especially of those under the ocean, that we can deduce the

most demiu estimate of what the average coefficient of com-
pressibility of the earth mnst be to prodnce the observed

effects. A careful study I gave to tliis subject many years

ago led me to form the opinion that all the geological data

I could thon collect— terrestrial and oceanic—point to the

conclusion that if a layer of material of twice the density

of water were uniformly ^^pread over any lar;z'' portion of the

land-surface of the earth, the new surface would (after the

lapse of a sufficient time, and unless counteracting agencies

are in operation) be nearly at the same level as the old. And,
further, that the condensations and other movements within the

earth, to which the slow imposition of this deposit would give

rise, are of a suj^citrithf rcver?ib!o character to enable the

surface to resume nearly its original position if the deposit
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were gradoally removed. It follows from this, that a hea\ier

deposit would cau^e the new snrfnco to be lower than the old

had been, and that ]>y tlic iin}u)>itiou of a deposit ot ie.ss

gpecific gravity the suri'actj woiiid l»e raised. The reverse of

toese effects woold take place on the removal of a superficial n

lajer. The observationB seemed also to show tiiat the size of
the loaded area, provided it exceeds u certain Hmit of 6iae»

makes little difference in the effect. From this we may infer

that the plasticity of the earth acts in such a manner that the

loading of a large area prodiicos for a limited time (which,

howpv(*r, is probably many millions of years) nearly the same
colllple^sion of the portion of the earth between it and the

centre, as an equal loading of the whole surface of the earth

y,ouU prodnca apon the whole volnme of the nrdi. If
we may assume this, we find that the earth's average
coefficient of compressibility has the value I assigned to

it, \ iz. abont the same as the coefficient of compressibility
^

of glass.

10. It i?, however, of no pnrticulMr importance whether this
*

estimate is correct. What is of iinporiunce and at the same
time ctitain is that the compressibility of the iiiaterials of

which the earth consists and their plasticity operate in such-

wise that a uniform pressure, great or small, over a large part
of the snr&ce (if applied so gradually as to avoid generattng
earth-waves, and also so as to give time for the plastidfy to
act) will inevitably cause the surface to which the pressure tV

applied it) descend, except in those situations at wliieli other

counteracting movements are going on. And, contrariwise,

a relief of pressure over a hirgo part of the earth will of

necessity cause the surface from which the pressure is taken off^

to rise, unless prevented by interfering agencies. Th^
qualitative results are certain,

11. As to what their qnantitativo value is, this must be
ascertained by observation of the apparent elevations and
depressions, since we do not possess the means of fixing

a priori either the average coefficient of compressibilitv or the

decree and kind of the earth's complex plasticity. As already

stale 1, a comprehensive survey of the geological evidence

seemed to show that the compressihility and the plasticity are

such that the limiting specific gravity of matter which leaves

the level unchanged when it is deposited on or removed from
the land-surface of the earth, is nearlj 2, probably a little less

than 2. In other words, either the spreading of a layer of

lighter material over a sufficiently wide expanse of the earth's

lund-suriace, or the removal of a layer ol heavier material,

will bring the new surface to a higher level than the old ;

provided always that other a^cucies, such as deep-seated
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movements within the earth, do not interfere. In the case

of submarine deposits thry must, buoyed iii> In the

w;it»'r, hrive a sptM-ifif ^rJ•a^ity either appi oacliinn; or ex-

ec* ding i?, to be (joiiij etent to occai-ion a detpeiiiiig of the

ocean. If the deposit has Ie€s specific gravity it tends to

make the ocean shallower. The general resnlt is that denn*

datioQ e9eri/where tenda to make the land part of the Burface

of the eartli to riae, inaamnch as denudation always removes
matter with a specific gravity ^reati r tlian 2 ; whereas nnder
water some of the deposits tcna to make the ocean deeper and
others tend to make it shallower.

12. 8ome of tbo events to be aeeoimteil for are the fol-

lowing :—The surface of the solid earth partly projects above

the ocean in the form of continents and is partly submerged.
Denndaiion has been ^omg on for ages over tkoeeparts t/tai

prated ; while deposition of heavj materials (see ^ Challenger
'

Heport) lias with equal persir^teucy been going on over pre^

cieelt/ those jyortions of the jioor of the oeeon which are in the

present day the most suhmerged. Not only so, but denudation

nap, af a rule, hem qoinfj on for ages more 7'<i/ idlg over the

parts which are noiv the most elevated above tlie sea, and less

rapidlg over the j^arts which are less elevated. Wliat 1 desire

to insist on, and what I think has been proved and is certainj

is that it is physically possible that what were originally less

elevations and depressions may have been intensified as time

went on, by the denudations and depositions whieh have
invariably aecompimied ilieni ; anrl 1 venture to express the

opinion that it is lar<;-e]y t]irou<i;h this a«xency (in fact every-

where except where it Ir.is ])een countei'aeted liy other t'aetors)

that the elevations and depressions which we now tind upon
the earth, have attained their present magnitude. If Dr. Chree
will weigh the faot that this is phy sically possible, he uill

hardly I think continne to maintain the paradox that the

elevations and depressions have become what they now are,

not in consequence of the agencies we find persistently in
operation, but in spite of them.

13. In his first paragraph, p. 494, Dr. Three describes it

as " legitimate to hold that the deep-seated material has had
its elasticity', so to speak, ' killed' und6r the enormous pres-

sure to which it is exposed" ; and m his third paragraph he
gives as lus opinion tnat the otdif satisfactory alternative " is

to treat the earth as incompressible, or very nearly incom-
pressible, throughout all but the sur&oe strata.'' Of these

alternatives I have endeavoured to show in j>:iragraph4 of the

present paper, that the former is jihysically impossible, and
in paragraphs 8 and 4 that there is no presumption in favour
of the second alternative.
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11. Finally, Dr. Ghroe thinks that the result arrived at by
calculating the amount of stniin produced by applying a

normal force at owo point of a plane bounding a thporetically

iiitiiiitt' elliptic Folid, tlcvoid of plasticity and without weight,

would iilve "a much better idea^^ than niv method "of the

order of uuigtiitude of the elastic eti'ects due to denudutioa

asd deposition ** in the cases where the loaded area is Umited
to some few thousands of sqaare miles [say where it is an
area from 80 to 100 miles across] . Before this new can be

admitted, Dr. Chree will have to show that a foi-ce applied

nt a 2Kyi}it of the supposed surface would produce anytning

like the same dynamical etfect as a pressnre ap])]i(Ml over an

area so extensive that ii behaves dynamically somewhat like

the uj per surface of a girder from oU to 100 miles in length.

He win also have to find some mass of non-volcanio mountains
of this extent, which stand npon materials devoid of the plas*

ticity, and not accompanied by the geological *^ faults/* wnich
tend to isolate such monntain ranges and their Hinterland"
from the neighbouring part? of the earth. My own obser-

vations lead me to snp] o?e tliat no such case can bo found.

1 5. On the whole, it does not appear to me that Dr. Chree's

criticisms have shaken any of the positions that I ventured to

put forward.

16. To pot the whole matter briefly :—What I submit as

the outcome of a careful inquiry may be summarised as

follows—^Whenever through the o|)eration of any cause one
of the existing continents emerged however little above the
waters, denudation at once began to operate everywhere over

it, and has ever since persisted in producino \\\)o\\ it whatever
is the natural effect of denudation. 8o far is certain. It is

also eertain iliat ilic rciiioval from any large continental area

of a liiyer of such materials as exist at the suriace of the earth

will either (1] raise the new surface above the old surface

or (2) will depress it*. A priori reasoning does not indicate

which of these opposite effects should follow from the removal
of the load, viz., a stratum having a specific ;Travity between
2*25 and 3 ; becanse the issne depends not only on the known
factors (the thickness of the >tratum and its weioht,), but also

on the compressibility and other physical properties of the

* The &ct that in a mouutalnous country' denudation scoops out valleys

ma^ 80gge.st to the supfrficinl nlifjcrrrr that the o^scntiul vAXwi of denu-
dation is to lower the suitace. It is, however, certain that the mountaio-
ranpe, as a whole, will press le^s on the material beneath it in consequence
of the denudation which has ecooped out its valleys; that this under-
lying material down to unknown depths \\\\\ in conspquonco oxpnnd

; aod
that this expansion must somewhat raise the whole mouutaia-rauge.
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nnderljing portionB of the earth, which we do not know
a priori. Accordingly to determine which of the opposite
effects has been the real one, we nmst have reconrse to

geological evidence. And what geology teaches ns is :— (1)

That the effect produced bv denudation, whether it has been
to raise the snriaco or to dcjiress it, has been accumulating

—

all in one direction— lor the immense geological age which
has elapsed since the existing river^Bjstems of the earth were
establisned. And (2) tbat this accamntaied movement
whether it has been an npward movement or a downward
has affected different parts of the continents upon the earth in
different de^jrecf* : it has been exerted most efficiently upon
those parts which wo tind to bf now the highest ; it lias

operated most feebly upon those which now lie the lowe^^t
;

and it has affected in various degrees the other parts tbat

stand at intermediate elevationB—bnt always in degrees pro-

portioned to the elevations at which we now find them.
17. From this geological evidence (especially when ex-

tended to the geology of the ocean, and pursued into details),

we seem to me to be jnstitied in drawing the inference that it

\< more likely— m?/("/i more likely—that ol the two physically

poat'ible effects of denudation, the raising or the lowering of

the surface, the former is that which has actually been pro-

duced on the earth by this agent, and tbat the elevations nave
reached their present magnitude with the help of, not in

opposition to, denudation. And the conclusion to which the

geological evidence points so emphatically^ is supported by
our finding that it leads to values for the compressibility of

the earth and for its plasticity which fall well within the limita

of physical probability.

LI 1 1. The Quantily of OTftfj^n in the Atmosphere, compared
with that in the Earth's Crust, By Gerald Stonet^
B.A., B,E., A.M.r.C.E*

ri'HK atmosphere consists ot about 22*7 per cent, oxygen,

X 70 per cent, of nitrogen and argon, and 1*3 per cent, of

aqueous vapour and minor uoustituent.-. ; and since its mean
pressure is ahont 1033 grammes per square centimetre, it

foUows that there are 2&'5 grammes of oxygen over every

sq. centim. of the earth's surface*

Water contains eight parts of oxygen to one of hydrogen,

and therefore 264 grammes of water contain 234*5 gr. of

oxygen.
From this it follows that a stratum of water which is

* Commuuieated by Dr. (i. Johnstone Stoney, F.E.8.

J'hil, Miig, S. 5. Vol. 47. No. 289. Jum }m. 2 Q
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264 centim. (or 8 feet 8 inches) deep, contains as mnchojiyj^giL
as the superincombent part of the atmosphere.

Similarly, since rocks, clay, &c. of which the land is conci-

po'^ffl are at least 40 per cent, nwiren, and liave an average
delimit of at least 2^, the same depth of the land will ooutain
as much, if not more, oxygen.

Thus it appears that a stratum lew thim 9 feet in depth of
the snrfaoe or the earth, oontains esmnoh oxrgen as the whole
of the atmosphere. This shows that the qnantitjof freeoxygen
on the earth is exceedingly small in oomparison with the
qnantity in combination, and that a very small qnantity more
in th( I rust of the earth would have left us with an atmo*
Bphero devoid of oxygen.

If we may assume the thickness of the earth's crust to be
not less than 17 miles, and that it consists throughout of rocks
similar to those exposed at the surface, it will follow that the
anantity of oxygen in the atmosphere is less than a ten-
iiouBaiidlih part of that in the cmst

LIV. Oa the CaleuUUion of the Frequency of Vihraiion of a
Si/.ttem in it$ 6r'fn\<t ddode^ with an example from Hydro^
dynamtM^ By Lord JEUyleigh, FMJS*

WHEN the expressions for the kinetic (T) anrl potential
(V) energy of a system moving ahout a configuration

of stable equilibrium are given, the possible frequencies of
-inbration are determined by an algebraic equation of dpf^roe

(in the square of the frequency) equal to the number of in-

dependent motioua of which the system is capable. Thus in
the case of a system whose position is defined by two co-
ofdinates and q^, we have

[...(!)

and if in a free vibration the coordinates are proportional to
coiptf the determinantal equation is

=0, . . . . (2)

viz. :

p*{W- M«) + p' (2MB- LC-NA) + AC- = 0. (3)

And whatever be the number of coordinates, the possible

frequencies are given by a determinantal equation analogous
to (2).

* Oommanicated by the Author.
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When the determinantel eoiuition is folly expressed, the
smallest root, or indeed any otiier root, can be found by the

ordinary processes of snc'v-spive approximalion. In many of

the most iutoresting cases, however, the number of coordi-

nates is infinite, and the inclusion of <3ven a modtirate number
of them in the expressions for T and Y would lead to

kboriouB calcolatiaiiB. We may tben aTail onnelvet of the
following meihod of approximftting to the value of the
smalleflt root.

The method is founded upon the principle* that the

introdiTctlon of a constraint can never lower, and must in

general raise, the frequency ot" any mode of a vibrating

system. The lirst constraint that we impose is the evan-
eioence of one coordinate, say the last. The lowest fre-

dnency of the system thus oonstraioed is higher than the
lowest frequency of the vnconstniined system. Next impose
as an additional constraint the evanescence of the last co-

ordinate but one. The lowest frequency is again raised.

If we continue this process until only one coordinate is left

free to vary, we ol»tnin a series of continually increasing

»|u;iiitities as the lowest iVe4ueneie.H uf" the various systems.

Or if we contemplate the operations in the reverse order, we
obtniTi a series or decreasing quantities ending in the preotse

quantity sought. The first of the series, resnlting from the
sole variation of the first coordinate, is given by an equation
of the first d( nrree, via. A—//'L= 0. The second is the lower
root of the determinant (2) of the second order. The third

is the lowest root of a determinant ot" the third orth'r fonaed
hy the addition of one row and one eolnmn to (2), and .-^o on.

This series of quantities may accordingly be regarded as

snoeassive approximations to'^the value required. Each is

nearer than its predecessor to the truths and all (except of
course the last itself) are too high.

The practical success of the method must depend upon the
choice of coordinates and of tlie order in wliich they are

employed. The object is to arrange matters that the

variation of the first two or three coordinates shall allow a
good approximation to the actual mode of vibration.

The example by wldch I propose to illu.strafc the method
is one already considered by Prof. Lamb. It is that of the

transverse vibration of a liquid mass contained \n w ]ior!:/ontjd

cylindrical ve<>el, and of such quantity that ttie tree surface

contains the axis of the eylimler (r=0). If we measure 6
vertically downwards, the tiuid is limited by /•=0, r=c, and

• ' Theory of Sound/ §§88, 89.

2Q2
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by 0as — ^TT. ^» Between the aboTe limito of 0 and

vhen r^e the motion moBt be esclnsively taugeotiaL

In the gravest mode of Tibnition the flnid swings from one

side to the other in such a niauner that the honaontal motions

are equal and the vertical motions opposite at any two joints

which are images of one another in the line ^=0. This re-

lation, which holds also at tlx' two halves of the frop surface,

implies a stream-function w hich b symmetricai with respect

to ^=0.
Let II, denoting the elevation of the snr&ce at a distance

r from the centre on the side for which Smzivyhe expressed

V= -^tir/e) +4v«(i'/<?)^-6^.(r/c)*+. . . ; (4)

then the potential oner^y lor the whole mass (supposed to be

of unit dennty] i - ^iven by

V=2j^ i^»7»e/r=Vava'-J^/2^4 + f^4'+.-). . (5)

The more difBealt part of the problem lies in determining
the motion and in the calculntion of the kinetic energy. It

may bo solved by the method of Sir G. Stokes, who treati^d a
particular cnse, corre-^pondin^ in fact to onr first approxima-
tion in NNliich (4) n ilm *'- to it.-> Jirst teiuj. It is rerjuired to

find tlu' motion of an incoinjirt^s.-iihlw fluid in iwo (lini('n?ions

wiLliiii the semicyiiuder, the uurnial veludLy being zero over

the whole of the'eatred boundary {r—c, ^^^d:>— ^77) and
over the flat boundary having valaes presoribed by {i), Jf

be tiie streara-fonctioD, satisfying ePir/dsf^ d^/dtf*ssO^
e conditions aic that yjr shall be symmetrical with respect

to ^=0^ that it be c onstant when rs« from tfsO to 6^^,
and that when ^b^t,

or ^/^= -s?j(V<')' + j*M*-i*(''A)* +.- .

At the edge^ where rs«y

>/r/c=f + . . . , .... (7)

Und this value niu^r obtain also over the curved boundary.
The conditions may be satisfied* by assamiug

^/c«ja(r/c)*C08 2tf+y4(r/c)*oos4<?+ . . .

+ 2A2»+i(r/cj=^"+'cos^2n+l)^, . . (8)

• LamVa ' HydrodynsmicB/ { 7%
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in which fi^O. if 2, &0. This form flatisfies Laplaee's

equation and toe oqndition of symmetrj since cosines of 0
alono occnr. When* B=^itr, it reduces to (6). It remains
only to secure the reduction to (7) when raa<?, and this can
be et^Vt tiMt l>v Fonrier's methods. It is required that from
^=0 to e^iir

XAfc4.ioos(2it+I)^^-^«(l+ cos 2^) +^4(1- cos 4^)-. . .

... (9)
It will be convenient to write

Aa,+i= i^aAj^^i + y,A,-'^i + ..., . . (10)

so that

SA^^i\cos (2n+ l)^=(-l)'-cos2*^. . . ^il)

In (11) s may have the values 1, 2, 3, &c.

The values of the constants in (11) are to be tbond as nsual.

iSinoe

2j'^cos (2/1+ 1)^ . cos (2m+ l)$d$

vanishes when m aiul >i are differenti and when m and n
coincide has the value ^ir, and since

Jo

+
::n+2tf+l 2^ + 1 2«— 2j + 1

we get

^(2.)^, iw.2f 1 _2 11
^2u+i ^ ^ y| 2ii+ 2j» + l 2ft+l 2n-2« + lJ

. . . (12)

in which j=l, 2, 3, &c., «= 0, 1, 2, &g.

The value of i)r in (8) is now com])lrtoly determined when

^2, are known. The velocity -potential </> is deducible by

merely writing .sine-!, in place of cosines, of the multiples of 0.

We have now to calculate the kinetic energy T of the

motion thus expressed, supposing for brevity that the density

is unity. We nave in general

2Ts

where dn is drawn normally outwards and the integration

extends over the whole contour. In the present case, how-

ever, d<l>/dn vanishes over the circular boundary, so that the
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integrutioa mar be limited to the phne part. Of tfaia the

two lialTet contribute eqnaUf. Now when ^k^tt,

<^/c= S(-l)-A,.+i(r/c)»"*S (14)

d^/dnm^d^/rdB^^^^rj€)+iq^rJcy-... (15)
Thiu

T-S(- 1).^A... { - ^^^^ +^ -...},. (16)

where is given by (10) and (12) ; it i» of ooorae a
quadratic function of q^, ^4, &c.

The suranifttion with resp'^ct to 71 i> easily effected in par-

ticalar cases bv (iicoiiipoaitioa into partial fractions aocording

to the general formula

1 L| - ' 1

... (17)

It «'= —s, we have

(2»+ 2« + 1 ) - 2«+ 1) 4* V^in- 2« + I 2n + ts + iJ

_!// 1 ij.11 j.^" ClV~ 2*-l" 2*-3" ' '**"*"^'^*'*"*'''''2<-l

If j's^^ (17) fails, but we baTe hy a known fonnnla

^(2f» + 2M-T)«~ 8 ^ ^ M • («f-l)«'
^^^^

Thus for thu term in g^'i ^'^ have in (16)

•JT *2n + 3l 2n +3'^2n+ l 2n-^l/'
*

in which bj (lb)

2(2ii+a)-^(2«-l)-i=0,
by (17)

X{2»+ 3) - ^(2ii+ 1 )
-»= iS(2n+ -4X(2a+ 3)

j

and by (19)

2(2n+8)-»-Jw*--l.

The complete term (20) in ^s* is accordingly

^*(2«K)
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Tht first approximaUou to p'' h thci^lore irom (5), (ilj

;»=M690We)», ^)
which is Prof. Lamb's result*.

For the aeoond approzimatioii w« rei^uire abo tin t&ntm in

(16) which inTolTe and g^y and ther we cilcokM m
before. The term in is

^9^< If 1
, g 1_V ^V/^lg

w '^^n+ SV 2« + 5 2/1+ 1 2«-3y~ w V S* 8/
. . . {U)

The term in g^ is made up of two parts. It^ cotuplete

value is

-S^M*' W
Thus

vrbich wiih (5) give? mnterinls for the second approximation.

In proceeding to thii we inny drop the avmboU e and
whidi can at any moment be restored by oonsidention of
dimensions. Also the factor S maj be omitted ftmn Uie
expressions for T and Y. On thu nnderstanding we have hj
comparison with (1),

^"w-f ^'"5i^4'

or on introduutiuii ul the vuluo of

L=-24ay204, M= --2829420, N=a4G3t;9iJ.

The coefficients of the quadratic (3) are thence found to be

LN-M^- 00443040, AC-B*= -0304762.

2MB->LO-NAs-*02a4860

;

whence on restoration of the factor (g/e)k,

jOi=l-lG41(^/c)4, 2-2525 (^/c)», . . (27)

the first of wl)if:h constitutes the second approximation

t,o the value of in co^ jy/, corresponding to the gravest mod©

• * Ujdjrodynunici^' S
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of vibration. The small difference between (23) and (27)

fhowB the SQCGesB of the inediod and indicates that (27) ia but
^ery little in excess of fho trath.

If the resalt were of special importance it would be qnite

practicable to take another i>tep in the approximation, deter-

mmnrf as the lowest root of a cvh/'c equation.

A (juostion nsiturally suejpjcsts itself as to the siigniHoance of

the value of in (27). Ihe general theory of constraints*

shows that it may be regarded as a first, but probably a

rather rough, apnroximation to the frequency of the second
lowest mode of tne complete system. Just as for ihe gravest

mode of sill, the sfvond lowest roots of the scries of deter-

minants (of the 2nd, 3ril, :md following orders) form
successive npj»rox?inntioris to the true value, each value being

lower find ti iK i- tlian its prcdf^'o-s-^or. The second approxi-

niation wtr.ihi In- the middle rtu»r ol the cubic above moniioaed.

But for this purposo it is doubiiul whether the method is

praotioal.

LV. Notices respeetiny New Books.

,Jbi Introduction to the Mathematical Theory of Attraction. By
F. A. Tableton, ScJ). (Longmau.% 1899, pp. xiv + 290.)

T\E. TARLETOX rtMnaiks that it is a matter of much im-

portanee that tht- mnuisition of a compel "iit know ledge of

the Tiieory ol Attractions should be uiadc as ea;*y as po>»ible.

His object in tbe present work is to assist in doin^ this, and so

he writes for Students and not for Prolessors. Though there is

nuKli i)f iK'w presentment of tlio di'lails of the work, he Datundly,

nay ueees^sarily, dra'^s oxlonsix u]>Ltii pr.n iou'^ aiithoritie", more
especially upon Maxwell s ' Electricity and Magnetism,' Thomson
and Tait's ^ Natural Philosophy/ and Br. Bouth*s recent treatise

on the subject in vol. ii. «a bis ' Analytical Statics.' The main
problems are, as he points out, to find the resultant force between
two bodies, and to determine the distri' iitions of electricity and
magnetism which take place under given conditions.

Frof. J. D. Forbea» in his Dissertation on Physical Science {Encye»

BrU, p. hS9) describes tbe doctrine of Attractions as being a
complex and difficult one even when thti distribution of the attract-

ing matter as well as the fundr.iiieMtal law of attraclion i^^ known.
And our author points out tkuit the recent i>ni^ress ot the sciences

of Electricity and Magnetism has increased the direct value of the

theory. Ue atscusses the Besultant l^oroe' at some length,and then
considers 'Lines of Force *; next he devotes nearly one third of his

Treatise to the consideration of the Potent ial. This branch is very

thoroughly treated. T.^.o remaining chapters are devoted to Sur-

* ' Theory of Sound,' 2nd ed. S 92 a.
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faces and Curves of the second degree, "Electric Images, and Systems
of Conductors. In addition to the clear textual exposition of the
matter, there is au extensive colleciion of examples, very many of
whicli are worked out with full detail : these wiU be of great use
to the titudent. There are several elegant and instraetive prools
which have been furnished by Prof. F. Purser.

With a Table of Conteuls and an Index, this text-book, which
is very accurately printed, is likely to bt; appreciated bv iuin r

students, vvhile at the same lime more advanced uJies uiay cou^uit
it with advantage.

2%iari$ du PoUntiel Neiutonim* Lefms professies d la Sorhonns
par II. PoiN'CAR^ redifjets jHir EbouabJ) LbBOT et GlOliGBi
ViNrKM. Pp. 36(5. 8vo; Paris, 1899.

This b(Ktk forms part of Pomcare's Court de Phijsique MatJiema-

tique, and it may be said at un<-e that it is the best o£ the series.

The author if, as everyone knows, a master of mathematical

analysis; he is besides the possessor of a most luminous style o£
exposition, and, as he is here occupied with a subject in which he
baa biiMself made important ad\ance9, great hopes must have hren

aroused aujoug mathematicians interested in the Theory o( the

Potential by the aunouuccment of the publication of these lectures.

Such hopes will not be disappointed.

The tneory under consideiution is the most striking example of

the a<!sistaTK-o rendered to [Hire niathomatics by applied jnathf-

maties. J he impurtatice of a thorou;:h ttmly of what we now call

potential functions " was seen by LapWe in his researches on
gravitation, and especially on the figui-e of the earth; it was
emphasised by Greeo in connexion with electrostatics and mag-
netism. Such a study has been found to be no le-s requisite

as a preliminary to the mnthemalieal theories oF liyilnxly namics

and elasticity
J
in the formulation of each oi these branches of

applied mathematics it has been found that, if the theories are not

to be self-coutradictoiy, there ought to exist functions which

satisfy Laplace's equation at all points in a particular region of

space, and also satisfy certain conditions at tlie boundaries of the

region. The determination of a function from such conditions

become;^ a problem of profound interest to mathematicians, and
the priiu iple of the existence of such functions led, in the hatida

of Kicmann, to nothing less than a re\(>lution in the theory
of functions of a complex variable. In the time of ]?iettiann the

proof of this principle which had been Lo'xen by Diri. hlet was
accepted as valid; but since the fallacy ihuL underlies this proof

has Deen exposed by Weierstross, mathematicians have bad to

seek for proof in other directions. Thus has arisen the famous
'* existence-theorem," to the construction of th«^ rigid proof of

which the efforts of many analysts have been directed.

But if the existence-theorem is the roof and crow n of the theory

of the potential, it is by no means the only part of the theory
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wludi iMi needed to be nuule rigorous bj tbe touch of a mate-
hand w«ll skilled in the rafiiMimnla ii, modern nathematieil

aDalysis. That tlie strengthening of the base of thestnietiire wa^

a problem well worthy of the powers of a fully equipped onalvi-l

Mas realised by Picard, and ibe chapters o£ liis Traitc <VAn(dy$€

devoted to the exposition of the theory show the oouapicuous

aoeceea i»hich attended hia ellorte. The author of the woric

before us haa been no leea auccessful in the independent treahneat

of fundamental ques^tions, and his discnsaion of the convergence

of the integrals which represent the component*? of attraction at

or near a point on a charged surface will especiailj repay careful

reading.

The author devotM the first three Chapters of his book to wbsl
would in this country be regarded as the elements of the tiieorjr,

sparinf: no pains to establish t1n'in in a thoroughly rigorous

fashion. In the fourth Chapter he introduces (Ireen*?* functiou

aud explains its importance ; and in the following chapter he

ntillsea Green s function for a sphere and a point to construct a

function satisfying IiaphK!e*s equation within a sphere and taking

n given Talue at all points of the surface: this is Dirichlet*!

problem for a sphere. Tin- sixth Chnptor devoted to the

properties of magnetic slulls or sheets of doublets. In the

seventh Chapter the author presents bis own proof of the existence-

theorem : ttus proof is fouoded on a theory of the eqnivalenee of

certain surface and volume distributions ; it is shown that (he

equivalent distributions can be determined fc»- a sphere, and that

for nny wurfnce without conical points the solution of T^iri^^hlet's

problem can be arrived at by constructing such distributions ami

ibe related potential functions for a detiuite series of sphert-b.

Aa is well known, the author has eztonded this proof to a more
general daas of surfaces, and the construction of it must be

regarded as one of his most brilliant achievemonts in annlycis ; io

his book he wisely refrains from presenting the proof for tlio

more eouiplicated case, and refers the reader to his memoir in the

* American Journal of Mathematics/ vol. xii. The eighth Chapter

contains an acoount of the method by which Neumann sought to

oonstruct the solution of Dirichlefs probl^ for a surface by

means of a slieet of doublets, or a magnetic shell, coinciding

with the suriaee ; and the ninth and last Chapter contains indi-

cations concerning a number ot extensions of !Neumanu's method.

The account of the method is most lucid and suggestive, and, as

the author points out, the method is of especial importance oa

account of the identity which it establishes h^tween the functions

which satisfy Laplace's equation in limited regions of qtaoe and
the potentials of distributions of density.

British readers will not fail to notice the use that is made,

throughout the last ox Chapters, of Ghiuse's theorem that the mean
value of a potential function over the surface of a sphere it the

same as the value at the (»ntre ; in English books on the same

subject this theorem appears as a curious inddental result. It
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will a]w} be obsarred that the book as a whde presenic an ordarlj
developirif^nt of n single beautiful theory with few diveigences

into hy-p;iths, though with some indieatious of possible extensions.

In particular the two-diuienaioual or logarithmic potential is not

exbftustively treated in the same manner as the orainary potential,

although the importance of the results obtained in respect ot the
general theory of functions is pointed out. The extension to space

of more than three dimensions is not treated in any detail.

It is very unfortunate that a book otherwise so excellent should

be carelessly printed, some of the mtapruit» are of a most irritating

dianeler. A. S. H.£
A HtBtori/ of Fhytiet til iit MItmMHtff Bnuuketj nuMing the

JSeoktHon of FhytUat LtAoratoriet. By Yuasaix Cajobi, Ph.D,
New York; The Maemilhin Company, 1899.

This is in many respects a disappointing book. The author has

endeavoured to write a history of experimental method in the

various branches of physics, rather than a historical survey of the

development oi physical thought and ideas. The result is that a
large portion of the volume is made up of material gathered from
the ordinary text-books and somewhat amplified, to whicb short

bioi^raphies of the vnrion? phy-aici^tR mentioned have been added.

As a concise eollectinu ot tacts, most of which are well known to

the majority ot leathers of physics, although gaihered from various

aonrees, it may ferve a useful purpose in directing a student^s

reading ; but it can scarcely be rrguded as an important contri-

butiou to the bistury of physics. J. 1<. H.

LVl. J^rucet'diw/ti of Learned Societies,

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[Contiuued fnun p. 499.]

January 18th, 1899.—W. Whitaker, B.A., P.E.S., President,

in the Chair.

THE following communications were read :

—

1. ' On asmall Section of Pelsitio Lavas and Tuffs neai- Couway
(North Wales).' By Frank Butley, Esq., F.6.8.

The rocks described in this communication were collected in

1877, in series, at short intervals, from a point at the moutb of the
River Conway near Bodlondeb. They consist of felsitic lavas and
tuffs, sometimes nodular, and genorail} exhibiting some variety of

fluxion -structure, corrugated, or banded. A gpeciuaen showing
brown bands is compared with one described by Iddiogs from
the Ydlowstone Park. What were once possibly red bands are

now represented by devitrified brown glass, and the change in

colour may have 1 ecn due to the action of water upon the ferric

oxide which on^^iiially gave its colour to the glass. &>me of

Ihe rhyolites are tofiiceons, and enyelop fr»gm6nts of loeks^ some
of whieh were originally Titraous, others lithoidaL Coansar rbyditie

tuff oocun at the northern end of the series.
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2. 'The Q«d<»gy of Southern Morocco and tiw Atl«t Hoantaina.'

By the late Joeeph ThomaoD, Esq.
This paper gives the resuJta of obsefrationa made undci con-

siderable difficulties dtirin<? a journey in Morocco in 1 S8S. Th(3

tract traversed is nm^hl} tiinngular, the base being the Atlautic

Ocean between JS«1H and AgaUir, and the apex the district of Detnnat

on the nortbefD elopce of the Atlaa, aome 60 milea eaat of the dty
of Morocco. This di:»trict consists of three main sections :— (i) The
Coast Lfnvi;i!)(ls

;
(i') tlie ri;it' au in two cliief steps, the northern

rising lo l'* and the ,-oiitliern to fiOf/o ttct ; {'A) the Atlas itself,

which only begius to be a mouulain-ciiuiu abuul 3u miles from tht}

eoast, and which ranges fint eaat-by^north and then norUi-east in

its ceiitial and loftiest pttTt*

(1) The Lowlands are practically conterminous with the Tertiary

deposits, among which apparently Eocene, IMiofcne, and I'liocene

rocks are represented. The latter consist ol shelly sanda 20u to

800 feet thick, gradually rising to a height of 700 feet aouth

and eaat of 8afii. Their aui&ee ia often covered with the akggy
tnfai < uuH cmat deacribed by Maw. The local presence of Uiia

crust and the porous character of the deposit (.Uewhere have pre-

served it irum denudation, and thus (in the opinion of the author)

its surface still pieseuls the appearance of the Tertiary sca-bed on
whieh it was formed. CVrtain quarry-liko pita, one of whidi
contains a pillar of -white crystalline calcium earbonote, are sup-

posed to be (hie to the explosion of steam conneeted with the

exi&tence of hot springs.

(2) The Plateau is undciiain by three rock - formations :—

•

(a) Metamorphie rooks inolnding clay- slates, whieh probably under
lie the whole Plam of Morocco and rise into a group of rugged hilla

called the 'Jebelet,* in contradistinction to the ' Jebel ' or Atlas

projM r. (h) The I-ower Cretarcous rocks, consistins;: of red shales and
sandstones, the former frequently giving rise to brine springs and
oontainin^; aalt-deposita at Demnat in the Atlas, {c) The Upper
Cretaceous rocks, chiefly white and cream-coloured limestones, which
attain their greatest development on the Plateau.

(3) The Atlas itself is made up for "the niost part of tlio snmo
rocks. There is a core of metamorphie rocks, wliich is better

developed and wider at the western end of the range and narrower

towards the east. Next comes the great dcTelopment of the Lower
Cretaceous strata, followed by a diminutive representative of the

Upper C'retneeous rocks. Tlic^e rocks are nnieh broken by folding

and faulting, and their structure displayed in several sections

taken across tlic range Irom Demnat westward. I he first signs of

glacial action were met with at Titnla, oousisting of moraine-like

heaps of debris ; elsewhere, scratched stoi^ea were found. The
Boulder-deposits described by Slaw were not seen either ea.st or

\rej^t of the locality described by that author ; but Maw's oiii^inal

section was not tiaverml, and tlie present author does not oiler any

opinion as to the origin of the beds. Intrusive basalts penetrate the

Cretaceona rocks, while porphy rites, diorites, and other igneous rocks

*<iTce the metamorphie roeka of the central oora.
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